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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
To the Congress of tt_e U_ited State,q:
In conal)lianee with the 1)vovisions (if the "Let of March 3, 1915, establishing tile National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, I transmit herewith tile Twenty-sec<md Annual Rel)ort of [he Commiltec, covering
the tiseal year ended June 30, 193(;.
THE WHITE House,
January 11. 1937.
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.

LETTER OF SUBMITTAL
NATIONAL ADVISORY C05IM1TTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
Washington, D. C., December 10, 1936.
_[R. PRESIDENT :
In compliance with the provisions of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1915 (U. S. C., title 50, sec.
153), I have the honor to submit herewith the Twenty-second Annual Report of the National Advisory Con>
mittee for Aeronautics covering the fiscal year 1936.
During the past ),ear there was continued improvement in the safety, efficiency, range, speed, comfort, and
cal).lcity of American aircraft. This gratifying progress in technical development was based largely upon
the results of organized fundamental scientific research.
With the SUl)l)or! of (he Presi(lent and of the Congress the research tal)(wat(wies of lifts Committee at
Langley Field, Va., have kept pace with the growing rese'lrch needs of aviation, and they are as yet
unsurpassed by the aeronautical research facilities of any other single nation. Increased recognition abroad
of tim value and of the vital necessity of aeronautical research has led to recent tremendous expansion in
research programs and to multiplication of research facilities by other progressive nations. Thus has the
foundaiion been laid for a serious challenge to America's present leadership in the technical development of
aircl'aft.
This commiltee, alert to its resl)onsil)ilities Ires prel)ared l)lans for continued gr;ulual ext)ansi(m and
iml)rovement of its research facilities. In view of the increasing significance attaching to "fircraft develop-
ment in :ill parts of the worhl for hoth military and commercial lmvposes, this committee urges the wisdmn
'rod ultimate economy of its policy as the best insurance against falling behind in the development of an
instru,ncntality so vital to national defense "rod so effective in lhe lW.motion of commerce "rod in the advance-
ment of civilization.
Respectfully submitted.
J. S. AMes, Chcdrman.
THE PRESH_ENT, Tim WMte Hou,_e, Wa, qhins, to_ , D. C.
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TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
WAStlINGTON_ D. C., November 12_ 1936.
To the Congress of the U_ited States:
In accordance with the act of Congress approved
March 3, 1915 (U. S. C, title 50_ secti(m 151)_ which
established the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, this Committee submits herewith its
twenty-second annual report, covering the fiscal year
1936.
Present status of research.--Improvement in aircraft
performance, characteristic of the past few years, was
continued in 1936. Important factors underlying the
recent remarkable development of American aircraft
have now been largely incorporated in the airplane
designs of foreign nations. In the major Eurol)ean
c()untries there has been intense effort in the develop-
ment of iml)roved aircraft and great expansion in air-
craft programs and in production facilities. But what
most directly interests this Committee is the increased
appreciation abroad of the basic importance of scien-
tific research in aeronautics. During the past two
),ears there has been abundant evidence of the greatly
increased appreciation by foreign powers of the es-
sential role that research plays in the development of
aviation. Intensive activity in the major European:
countries in building larger air fleets hqs been accom-
panic(1 generally by extensive programs l)rovi(ling for
research qnd development. This emphasizes the fact
that when large stuns c)f money are to be expended
ut)(,n procurement of aircraft it is wi_ to predicate
such exl)enditure upon q(tequate research and experi-
mental dcvclol)ment as being the only means of qssur-
ing the best possible return on the investment.
Increased responsibilities of this committee.--One result
of the growing al)preciation by European nations of
the significance of the qirplalm in commerce and in
modern warfare has been to increase the responsibil-
ities of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics. It is one of the duties of this C(anmittee to
anticipate, and, with the support of the ])resident and
of the Congrcss, to provide for, the research needs of !
qviation, civil and military. The fundamental prob-
lems .irising out of the rapid development of military,
nawll, and commercial airplanes have broadened in
scope and variety and have become more and more
urgenl. The War, Navy, and Commerce Departments
are each requesting priority in |he conduct of spcci',l
investigations to meet their immediate requirements.
In the rapidly advancing science of aeronautics the
means and methods of conducting scientific research
are changing and improving quite as rapidly as air-
plane design and performance change and improve.
To meet adequately the increased requirements of the
departments concerned, an enlarged research staff,
modernization by this Committee of its research equip-
merit, and provision of new research equipment are
required.
Development of research facilities.--The Colnmittee
years ago recognized the importance and the value of
conducting wind-tunnel investigations under approxi-
mately flight conditions; that is, at high values of
Reynolds Number. In 1921 the Committee constrncted
the first variable-density wind tunnel. This was later
duplicated abroad. In 1926 the Committee constructed
what was then the largest wind tunnel in the world,
having a throat diameter of 20 feet. With this wind
tunnel it was possible for the first time to investigate
full-scale propellers, engine nacelles, landing gears,
and other parts of an airl)lane, but not a whole air-
plane. Wind tunnels of this size, improved in design
and operating at higher wind velocities, have since
been constructed in several countries. To study small
full-size airplanes under flight conditions, the Com-
mittee constructed in 1930 the full-scale wind tunnel.
This has since been duplicated abroad. The trertd in
the design and construction of wind tmmels abroad has
followed in general the developments of large wind
tunnels in this country.
In order to begin the study of air flow at very high
speeds approximating the velocity of s<>und in air, the
Conmaittee constructed qn 11-inch high-velocity jet-
type wind lunnel and later a 24-inch tunnel of the same
type.
During the past year this Commitlee phtced in Ol)-
eration at Langley Field its new 500-mile-per-hour
wind tunnel, which has a tlu'oal. 8 feet in diameter.
This new type of wind tunnel has more than met its
designed performance. Early exl)eriencc with its _)1)-
eration indicates lhat it will be a valuatde addition
to the Committee's research facilities and_ 1)y the use
of larger models than can be used in the 24-inch tunnel_
will make available to American airplane designers
more accurate information and dat't regarding the
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natural laws governing air flow at_d the flight of air-
craft at high speed than thus far are available to
designers in any other nation.
Additions and improvements,--Ttm large seaplane is
becoming an important factor in the development of
transoceanic air transp(wtati(m an(I of long-range
naval aircraft. To meet the problems presented by
this development, this Committee secured during the
past year a supplenmntal appropriation to lengthen
by approximately 900 feet the present seaplane towing
basin, knowu as the "N. A. C. A. Tank." This ex-
tension, on which work has been started, will lnakc the
tank 2,900 feet long and will make it possible to study
the hydrodynamic characteristics of seaplane floats
and flying-boat hulls at water speeds up to at least
80 miles per hour.
The increasing size and speed of aircraft have made
necessary the dcveh)l)ment of a new type of wind tun-
nel. During the past year a supplemetltal appropria-
tion was granted by the Congress for the construction
of a large l)rcssure-type wind tunnel ill which rela-
tively large models Call, by increasing the pressure in
the immel to three or more atmospheres and thus in-
creasing the Reynolds Number, be tested under condi-
tions that will give results more nearly corresponding
to the actual performance of large airlllanes flying at
high speed than it is possible to ohtain ill any wind
tmmel ill the United States at this time. Since start-
ing work on this wind tunnel, the Committee has
learned that a wind tmnml of similar type has re-
cently been completed abroad.
To maintain leadership in the development and use
of aircraft, it is essential that research laboratories in
the United States have tile latest and most efficient
equipnmnt for the study of t)roblems arising as a re-
sult of the higher speeds and increased size of aircraft.
Advantage was taken of advances that have been made
in wind-tunnel technique, and during the past year the
l)rol)eller-research tulmel and the 7- by 10-foot wind
tunnel were mo(tenfized and brought to a more satis-
factory and efficient operating condition.
At the present time the laboratories of this Com-
mittee comprise the following units: The 8-foot 500-
n,ile-l)er-hour wind tunnel; the full-scale wind tunnel;
the prol)elh'r-research tmmel; the variable-density
wind tunnel; a 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel; a refrig-
erated wind tmmel; a vertical wind tunnel; a free-
spinning wind tmmel; two high-velocity jet-type wind
tunnels of 11- and 24-inch throat diameters, respec-
tively; the N. A. C. A. Tank (uow being lengthened) ;
an engine research laboratory; a flight research labora-
tory; and an instrument laboratory. Ill addition there
is under construction at the l)resent time the new pres-
sure-type wiml tunnel previously referred to. The
Committee's laboratories are known as the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory and are h)cated at
Langley Field, Virginia, on laml set aside by the War
Department for the use of this organization. At the
present time the laboratory staff comprises 370 em-
ployees.
Duplication avoided.--The Comlnittee's laboratories as
a whole are, we believe, as yet unexcelled by those of
any other single nation. In this connection, it is
worthy of note that during the preceding twelve months
twenty-five delegations from twelve foreign nations
have visited the laboratories of tlfis Committee at
Langley Field, Virginia. The Committee's labora-
tories, although located on an Army field, are under
the direct control of this Committee. This Commit-
tee has been greatly assisted in its activities by the cor-
dial and effective cooperation of the War, Navy, and
Commerce Departments, and it has in turn endeavored
in every way to meet their research requirements. In
doing so, this Connnittee has coordinated the research
needs of aviation, civil and military, and has effectively
avoided duplication of effort in this field. The success
of this Committee as a coordinating agency and as an
agency to conduct in one central aeronautical labora-
tory the fundanlent'd scientific research necessary to
lneet the needs of both military and civil aviation, has
been made possible largely by the status of this Com-
mittee as an independent Government establishment,
and also by the fact that all governmental agencies
concerned with the development of aeronautics are
represented on this Committee and on its subcommit-
tees.
This Connnittee has also kept in close touch with the
research needs of aviation as suggested by the aircraft
industry. This Conunittee believes that the independ-
ent scientific direction of aeronautical research, to-
gether with the invaluable cooperation of the War,
Navy, and Colnmerce Departments and of the aircraft
industry, has promoted economy and efficiency and has
been a vital factor in the successful deveh)pment of
American aircraft.
_'uneti0ns of the Committee.--Any nati.lmt aviatiCm
policy would be incomplete that did not provide ade-
quately for the e.mprehensive planning and execution
of h)ng-range programs of fundamental scientific re-
search. The law l)rovides that this Committee shall
"supervise and dire:'t the scientific study of the prob-
lems of flight, with a view to their practical solution,
and to determine the 1)roblems which should be experi-
menta]]y alt:lcked, and to discuss their solution and
their applicati.n to practical questions." This Com-
mittee is a]so auth,wized by law to "direct and conduct
research and exl)criment in aeronautics."
Thus the primary function of the National Advisory
Committee for A_,ron'mtics is to conduct scientific re-
search. It does not have under the law broad advisory
fmlctions which its name nmy seem to imply. In 1926
a subordinate fmwtion was added by law giving to
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this Committee the duty of advising and reporting
Ul)On tile technical merits of aeronautical inverltions
and designs sub,nitted to any br'mch of tile Govern-
ment for Governlnent use. This Committee regards its
prilna W function as the most fundamental activity of
tile Government in connection with tile development of
American aeronautics and as worthy of its sole and
undivided attention. It does not seek any enlargement
o,' ('hange ill its f net ( ns.
The formulation of research programs.--The technical
subemnmittees formulate comprehensive programs of
fundamental research. All government'd agencies con-
cerned arc represented on these subcommittees, lind in
addition there are in .some cases members selected from
the indtlstry and from educational institutions. The
Army and Navy air or_ranizations depend upon this
Committee fin' tile scientific study and investigation of
t'undanwnlal problems connected with tile design of
improw_d military and nllval aircraft. The Bureau of
A]r (_Olllnll}r('e alld I h(_ lllanti fact ilrers (if hot h m ilil a ry
and civil aircraft also rely upon /his Committee for
fundamental data. This Colmnittee institute,,_ investi-
gations and researches <m tile request <if these govern-
mental agencies, on the suggestion (if tile aircraft ill-
dustry, and on its own initiative. Researches are usu-
ally ._. bro'ldened ill scope as to make tilt results appli-
eahle alike to military and to civil aircraft.
Sul)plen,enting this policy, and of equal impor-
tance, is the experimental engineering necessary to
aPl)ly research results in the development of improved
air(waft to meet varying needs. This experimental en-
gineering i_ conducted for tile Arnly Air Corps by
the Matdriel Division at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio.
For tile Navy it is conducted by tile Bureau of Aero
nautics and the Naval Aircraft Factory. For civil and
commercial aeronautics it is conducted by the mauu-
faeturers, acting ill sonic cases ill cooperation with
the Bureau of Air Commerce and with educational
institutions. Tile facilities of the National Bureau
of Standards are also used by the War, Navy,
and Commerce l)ellartments, and by this Committee,
for tile conduct of certain investigations for which
that Bureau is particularly well equipped, principally
in the fiehls of physics and of melalhu'gy. Such re-
search activities are coordinated through the standing
technical committees of the National Advisory Con>
mittee for Aeronautics. Thus ()lie central govern-
mental research organization, with tile active coopera-
tion of the War, Navy, and Conmlel'ee Departments,
of the aircraft industry, and (if educational institu-
lions, supplies the research needs (>f aviqti(m without
overlal)ping or duplication of effort.
Summary.--The contimled inlpi'ovement in tile s't fety,
efficiency, range, Sliced , comfort, and cal)aeity of Amer-
ican aircraft is especially gratifying to this Conmfittee.
Tile results, we believe, justify the long-continued and
sotmd policy of coordination of (,ff()rt 'rod systematic
prosecution of fundamental scientific research.
In the United States tile airplane is an important
factor in the development of our n'ttional defense and,
with the extension of tlle air lines (if Pan American
Airways, will become a factor of tremendous imllor-
tanee in tile development of c()mmercial relations with
South America and with tile Far East. At the t)resent.
time plans are nearing eoml)leti(m for the in'mgura-
tion 'it an early date of regular air transportation
across the North Atlantic.
We believe that fundamental scientific research in
aeronautics is the foundation upon which tile future of
American aircraft devehilnnent must be built. The
maintenance of American leadership becomes more dif-
ficult in the face. of trelnendous expansion of research
facilities in foreign nations. We recommend con-
tinued sui)port by the Congress of a policy of gradual
expansion of our research staff and equipment to meet
tile changing and increasing needs of American avia-
tion development and also to insure that America shall
not fall behind in an undertaldng so vital to its na-
tional defense and at lhe same time so invaluable
in ln'omoting through commerce tile progress of
civilization.

PART I
REPORTS OF TECHNICAL COMMITTEES
In order to carry out effectively its principal func-
tion of the supervision, conduct, and coordination of
the scientific study of the problems of aerow.lutics, tile
National Advisory Conmfittee for Aeronautics has
established a group of technical committees and sub-
comnfittees. These technical committees prepare and
recommend to the main Conunittee programs of re-
sear(:h to be conducted in their respective fields, and
as a result of the nature of their organization, which
includes representation of the various agencies con-
cerned with aeronautics, they act as coordinating
agencies, providing effectively for the interchange of
information and ideas and the prevention of dupli-
cation.
In addition to its standing committees and sub-
committees, it is the policy of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics to establish from time to
time special technical subcommittees for the study of
particular problems as they arise.
The Committee has three principal technical con>
mittees--the Committees on Aerodynamics, Power
Plants for Aircraft, and Aircraft Structures and Ma-
terials-and under these conmfittees eight standing and
two special subcommittees. The membership of these
conunittees and subconmfittees is listed in part II.
The Committees on Aerodynamics and Power Plants
for Aircraft have direct control of the aerodynamic and
aircraft-engine research, respectively, conducted at the
Committee's 1.1borqtory at Langley Field, and of special
investigations conducted at the National Bureau of
Standards. The greater part of the research under the
supervision of the Committee on Aircraft Structures
and Materials is conducted by the National Bureau of
Standards. The experimental investigations in aero-
dynamics, aircraft power plants, and aircraft structures
and materials undertaken by the Bureau of Aeronautics
of the Navy, the Army Air Corps, the National Bureau
of Standards, and other Government agencies "ire re-
ported to these three committees.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON
AERODYNAMICS
During the past year, two special subcommittees
have been organized under the Committee on Aero-
dynamics. The first of these, the Special Subcom-
mittee on Aerodynamic Problems of Transl)ort Con-
struction and Operation, was established in March for
the purpose of determining the research problems of
particular interest and importance to air-transport op-
erators which should be investigated by the Colnmittee.
In conjunction with the establishment of this subcom-
mittee, a special conference of airplane pilots repre-
senting the air-transport operators and Government
agencies concerned was held for the discussion of the
handling char'tcteristics and piloting technique of
large transport airplanes. The activities of this
special subcommittee and the work of the pilots' con-
ference are described in part II of this report under
the heading "Cooperation with the Aircraft Industry."
In April 1936, a Special Subcommittee on Vibra-
tion and Flutter was organized. This subcommittee
was established at the suggestion of the Army Air
Corps in view of the vital interest in and importance
of the general problem of vibration, both to the mili-
tary services and to commercial aeronautics. The
work of this subcommittee is described at the close of
the report of the Committee on Aerodynamics.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
LANDING SPEED AND SPEED RANGE
Wing flaps are now used on nearly all high-perfornl-
ance airplanes and the Committee has continued its
wind-tunnel and flight investigations of the promis-
ing forms. Some work has also been done on a new
design of leading-edge slot.
l_laps.--The investigation of the external-airfoil flap,
which consists of an airfoil pivoted at the rear of the
main wing, has been extended in the 7- by 10-foot wind
tunnel to include an N. A. C. A. 23012 flap having
a chm'd 30 percent of that of the main airfoil, which
was also of N. A. C. A. 23012 section. With this size
of flap there is an increase of maximmn lift coefficient
over that obtained with the size fi0 percent of the chord
previously investigated (Technical Report No. 573)
and similar low values of profile drag throughout the
entire lift range. This investigation, moreover, has
served to indicate a general method of combining air-
foils of the well-known N. A. C. A. 230 series in ex-
ternal-airfoil flap arrangements, a method which not
only will provide excellent speed-range characteristics
but which should be definitely superior to devices now
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connnon]y used in such items of performance as take-
off, range, endurance, and ceiling.
At the request of the Navy Department, external-
airfoil flaps have also been investigated on a Fairchild
22 airplane, both in the full-scale tunnel and in flight.
The flap covered practically the entire span of the
wing aml the right and left halves were differentially
deflected for lateral controh The flap was of Clark
Y section and had a chord length equal to 20 percent of
the chord of the main wing, which was of N. A. C. A.
9=3015 section. The investigation in the full-scale
wind tunnel included tests in which the slot between
the flap and the wing was covered, and the results
showed that the slot effect appreciably increased the
slope of the lift curve, the maxinmm lift coefficient,
and the maximum value of lift-drag rati<>. The max-
ilnum lift coefficient was found to be 1.51 with the flap
set for minimum drag in cruising and 2.12 with the
flap deflected downward 30 °. The flight tests showed
that the use of external-airfoil flaps reduced the low
speed from 47 to 41 miles per hour and also reduced
the take-off and landing distances. The position of
the flap was found to be not critical as it is for split
flaps, the reduction ill take-off distance being about
constant for the last third of the flap travel.
At the re(lv.est of the Navy Department, tests were
also made in the full-scale wind tunnel and in flight
on a Fairchild 22 airplane equipped with a Cunning-
ham-Hall wing. An internal air passage through the
wing was provided by deflecting vanes in tile under
surface of the wing near the leading edge. Sl)lit
trailing-edge flaps of Cunningham-Hall design were
located on the under surface of the wing. In the de-
flected position 'L gap existed between the flap and the
under surface of the wing. With the trailing-edge
flap closed, opening the front vane to allow a passage
of air through the wing increased the maxinmm lift
coefficient obtained from 1.27 to 1.55. The trailing-
edge flap increased tlle value further to 2.04. With
the flap open, no increase in the n mximum lift coeffi-
cient was obtained by opening the forward vane.
In the installation of the Cmmingham-ttall wing
tested on the Fairchild 22 airplane, the flap was in-
tended to be atttomatic in operation by means of the
action of a spring system sufficiently 1)owerful to de-
flect fully the flap against the 'mrodynamic forces at
low speeds. In the flight tests it was found that the
automatic operation of the flap was unsatisfactory,
however, because of internal friction in the mechanism.
The internal air passage was found to have a negligible
effect on the flight performance or on the flying quali-
ties of the airplane. Tile flap was found to be effec-
tive in reducing the landing speed and the take-off
distance.
A rather complete investigati<)u has been made of
<)rdinary trailing-edge flaps to provide extensive cor-
related data on their characteristics. Three airfoil
sections, the Clark Y, tile N. A. C. A. 23012, and the
N. A. C. A. 23021, were tested in the 7- by 10-foot
wind tunnel with ordinary flaps of three widths on
the Clark Y airfoil and a flap of one width on each
of the others. For purposes of comparison, one
simple split flap was also investigated on the N. A. C. A.
23012 and on the 23021 'drfoil. The aerodynanfic
characteristics of the airfoils with all the different
flaps were lueasured and, in addition, hinge moments
were obtained for the ordinary flaps on the Clark Y
airfoil.
The results of the investigation are reported in
Technical Report No. 554. It was found that the
o[)timum width of ordinary flap for maximum lift
attainable was the same as that <)f the split flap, _.20
percent of the airfoil chord. The split flap produced
somewhat greater increase in maximmn lift coefficient
on tl/e airfoils tested than <lid the ordinary flap of
the same width, but the lift-drag ratio at maximum
lift was practically lhe same for the two types of flaps.
Any gap between the airfoil and the leading edge of
ordinary flaps had a very (letrimental effect on the
value of maxinmm lift coefficient attainable. On the
basis 1)rineipally of factors affecting airplane per-
formance, the l'elative order of merit of the airfoils
tested with either ordinary or split flaps is the
N. A. C. A. ')3012, the Clark Y, and the N. A. C. A.
'230=Ol. The hinge-moment coefficients of the ordinary
flaps wore practically the same as those of full-span
split fl_,ps of cor|'esponding widths.
The report referred to last year on the effect of
sudden operation of a flap on the motion of an air-
plane has been pui)lished as Technical Note No. 548.
The results of lhe investioation of the Fowler flap
reported previously have been published as Technical
Note No. 578. The technical note presenting data on
the Zap flap is now in preparation.
Maxwell slot.--Another investigation dealing with
the iml)rovement in speed range, carried out in the 7-
by 10-foot wind tunnel at the request of the Bureau
of Aeronautics, Navy Department, was concerned
with the Maxwell leading-edge slot. This slot <lifters
essentially from the Handley Page slot in that the
moving parts operate solely by rotation. The Max-
well slot also provides a means for producing an un-
broken leading-edge contour when it is in the closed
c<)ndition. The test results, which are to be published
in the form of a technical note, indicate that the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the Maxwell-type slot are
substantially the same as those of the Handley Page
type.
CONTROLLABILITY
In last year's report it was stated that in. order to
conll)ute fronl the results of wind-tunnel tests the actual
response to lateral-control devices in flight, it was
f/
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found necessary to make a rather complete mathe-
matical analysis. This analysis included the secondary
factors, such as tile yawing moments given by the con-
trols, their effect on the dan]ping in roll, all tilt other
lateral-stability derivatives of the airplane, and the
moments of inertia of the airplane. Tile use of this
method has been contilmed throughout the past year
and some of the results have been published in Tech-
nical Report No. 570. The study of conditions above
the stall indicated that satisfactory control could not
be expected without some provision to maintain the
dan]ping in rolling and that a dangerous type of in-
stability would arise if the damping was insufficient.
From the information gained by the use of this method
a critical analysis and comparison are being made of
various lateral-control devices that have been tested
ill the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel during the past several
years.
The provision of an adequate degree of control with
the expenditure of small operating effort is being given
primary consideration in these comparisons. A matter
of some interest in this connection is the possibility of
reducing the operating force of aileron devices by means
of an ordinary differential linkage. This method of
balancing has shown so much promise that a separate
study has been made of it. As a result of this study_
charts that enable the designer to select an appropriate
linkage arrangement for a given control device have
been prepared for 1)ublication.
In the calculations of the actions of airplanes fol-
]()wing control deflections or other disturbances_ the
nperational calculus has proved a valuable device.
Such calculations have been applied in a study of two-
control operation of an airplane. Here tile effects of
a wLriety of possible procedures of control have been
investigated and it is felt that the outcome of this study
has shed some light (m more general questions relating
to lateral controlhbility and stability. An account of
the simpler applications of the operational methnd has
been prepared and published as Technical Report No.
560. A description of some more extensive apl)lie'di()ns
is being incorporated in '_. report on two-contr(d
operation.
Slot-lip ailerons.--The investigation of slot-lip ailerons
mentioned in last year's rel)ort has been continued
h<)th in the wind tmmels and in flight. Tests in flight
•,n<l in the full-scale wind tunnel were made with the
ailerons fitted to a Fairchihl 22 airplane. The ailerons
were tested at two ehordwise positi(ms on the wing, one !
with the hinge axis at 20 percent of the chord be-
hind tile leading edge and the other with the hinge
axis at 45 percent. The wing was fitted with a split
flap. The results from the full-scale wind tmmel
showed that the forward aileron slot increased the
minimum drag coe_cient of the airI)lane by 7 percent
and _hat the rear <)ne increased it by 4 I)ercent. These
drag increases are considered excessive for modern
high-l]er fol'nnmee airpl:mes.
In the flight tests the ailerons in the forward posi-
tion were found to be fairly effective in rolling the
airplane for most flight conditions, but at moderately
high speeds with the flap deflected the rolling action
became very weak. It was apparent that unless
otherwise limited, the maximum speed with flaps de-
fleeted would be limited by the value at which there
was a total loss in lateral control. The control forces
with the slot-lip ailerons were considerably greater
than is desirahle for an airplane of the size of the
Fairchild 22. In the rear position, the ailerons were
appreciably less effective than in the front position,
lint tile effectiveness was maintained throughout the
speed range. The control force was less than for the
forward I)osition. In both positions there was an ap-
1)arent hig in the action of the ailerons. Instrument
records showed that this was not exactly a lag between
the operation of the aileron and the start of the re-
sponse, but sluggishness in the attaimnent of maxi-
mmn rolling velocity, or a low average acceleration in
rolling.
The I)ehavior of the slot-lip ailerons on this airplane
did not seem to be in accord with the observed satis-
fact<]ry behavior of the slot-lip ailerons on the W-1A
airplane, as mentioned last. year. To aid in the ex-
1)lanatiou of tile apparent discrepancy between tile
results obtained with the two different installations
of slot-lip ailerons, measurements of the rolling ve-
lncities were obtained with the W-1A airplane for
comparison with similar measurements obtained with
the Fairchihl lY2 airplane. These measurements
showed that the W-1A ailerons were as effective as the
ailerons it] the forward location in the Fairchild 29.
airl)hme and that they gave the same type of varia-
lion with speed as those located in the rearward posi-
tion on the Fairehihl 22 airplane. The results of
measurements thus tend to verify tile difference in ob-
served behavior of the two airplanes hut do not ex-
plain why this difference should exist. The slot-lip
ailerons oil the W-1A airplane were located at the
point of 30 percent of the chord of the wing and were
used in conjunction with a special type of slotted bal-
anced flap instead of a split flail as installed on the
Fairchild 20.
In this general connection a detailed analysis of
flight records of the motion of the airplane following
a nmvement of the control has beet] made and the
relative sluggishness of ordinary and of slot-lip aile-
,'oils }ms been determined. A report is being prepared
which will include results from b,)th wind-tunnel and
flight tests of slot-lip ailerons.
The investigation of the special form of slot-lip
aileron, consisting of a plain aileron forming the trail-
ing edge of an nit'foil equipped with an external-air-
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foil flap, has been continued in the 7- by 10-foot tunnel,
and a report on this work is being prepared. This type
of aileron, which provides a means of lateral control
in combination with a full-span flap without adding
appreciably to tile drag of tile wing, appears to offer
unusual control possibilities ill connection with flight
at high lift coefficients. The results of the investiga-
tion of slot-lip ailerons in colmection with wings
equipped with external-airfoil flaps of various sizes are
now being prepared for publication.
External-airfoil flaps deflected as ailerons.--As noted
1)reviously in the discussion in connection with high-
lift devices, the external-airfoil flap on the Fairchild
22 airplane was used for lateral control as well as for
high lift. The flap was divided at the center and the
two parts were deflected relative to each other for lat-
eral control. Because a differential linkage could not
be used on account of overbalance difficulties in the
flap-down position, an equal up-and-down deflection
of 10 ° was used. This arrangement gave satisfactory
response except for the large adverse yawing mo-
lnents produced, and for the fact that tile control forces
were greater than are considered desirable. Recent
analyses indicate, however, that by proper design both
of these disadvantages can be substantially reduced.
Ailerons on tapered wings.--At the request of the Army
Air Corps, an investigation of lateral control is being
made both in the full-scale wind tunnel and in flight on
a full-scale tapered wing fitted to a Fairchild 22 air-
plane for direct comparison with a straight wing hav-
ing ailerons of the same size. These tests are now
in progress.
In view of the present widespread use of partial-span
split flaps on tapered wings, it was considered desir-
able to provide information on aileron design for this
general arrangement. Tests of two wings having me-
dinm and high taper ratios have recently been COln-
pleted ill tile 7- by 10-foot tmmel, tlll(l the results are
being prel)arcd f(u' lulblieation. The data include
tile aerodynamic infol'matiot_ necessary f(u' aileron
design, together with aerodynamic characteristics of
the wings lhemselves. The report should pr(wide '1
more clear-cut basis than lms heretofore been avail-
able to designers fol_optinnnu l)rOl)ortioni,lg of ailerons
and split flaps on wings of various taper ratios.
Floating tip ailerons.--The above-ulentioned tapered
wing on the Fairchild 22 airplane is fitted wittl re-
movable tips that carl be replaced by floating tip ai-
lerons. The flight tests will include a comparison of
the floating tip ailerons with the conveution'rl ailerons
on the same wing.
:Failure of one engine on a two-engine airplane.--Two
problelns of special inq)ol'tanec arise in COlmectioIl with
tile failure of one engine on all airplane having two
wing engines: (1) A sudden yawing moment due to
tile failure of thrust on one side which usually cannot
:be overpowered by the rudder at low flight speeds; and
(2) a large increase in drag and resulting loss of per-
formance due to the yawed condition of the airplane
and the deflected controls when flying on one engine.
These problems are of considerable importance to
commercial ol)eration and the Committee was asked
to study the possibilities of improvement cf tile con-
trol and of reduction of drag. A large model of a
h)w-wing airplane equipped with operating propellers
was fitted with several new designs of tail surfaces and
tested in the 20-foot tunnel. The model was tested with
both single and double rudders, the latter inclined
varying amounts in order to provide correcting yawing
moments autoln'ttically. The nacelles were also in-
clined laterally to direct the slipstrealn on tlle vertical
tail surfaces at all angle. Neither of these schemes
provided more than about one-fourth the yawing
molnent needed to balance ttre thrust of the operating
motor. One fact deterluined was that the tail surfaces
of the h)w-wing mo,mplane were not completely in the
slipstream on account of the fact that the downwash
carried the slipstream down with it. The results of the
yawing-moment tests, together with the results show-
ing the loss of performance due to the increased drag
in flight on one of two engines, are to be published in
the near future.
Flying qualities of large airplanes.--An investigation
has beeu initiated during the current year of the gen-
eral stability, controllability, and maneuverability of
large airplanes. This work has consisted of a review
of the problem for the purpose of determining how
much is known regarding the flying qualities of large
airplanes in quantitative values, and also what the
procedure should be ill tile investigation, on a (ltlall-
titative basis, of tile flying qualities of large airplanes.
It is desired that all characteristics that influence the
flying qualities of tile airplane be actually measured
and quantitative wdues obtained so as to remove guess-
work concerning points of deficiency. This prelimi-
nary study has resulted in tile i)rellaration of a flight
program of investigation in which all the quantities
believed to be of ilnportanee will be measured. The
t)l'ocedure laid down is now being tried ill flight on a
_ive-place high-wing monoplane.
Magnitude of control forces available.--The i)aper
mentioned ill last ye'lr's report on the results of an
i_lvestigation of the forces that a pilot is able to exert
on the control colunm and rudder pedals of an air-
plane has been published as Technical Note No. 550.
In accordance with a request of the Bureau of Air
Commerce, the investigation has been extended to in-
chide Ineasnrenlents of the force that the pilot Call
exert on the wheel-type elevator and aileron control.
The effect of wheel diameter and position and the dif-
ference between forces that can be applied with various
halld grips have lwen investigated.
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During the cm'rent year, considerable data pertain-
ing to the control forces actually exerted by a pilot ill
flight have been obtained. In conjunction with in-
vestigations of lateral-control devices, the forces re-
quired to operate tile ailerons have been recorded pri-
marily foE" the purl)ose of determining the magnitude
of the forces the pilots consider to be desirable and those
that they consider to be excessive. For the Fairchild 2-o
airplane, with which most of the measurements were
made, it appears that the stick forces required to op-
erate the ailerons should be below, and possibly well
below, about 8 pounds in order to he considered de-
sirable. A lateral force of 15 pounds is considered
to be excessive.
Measurements were also made of the control forces
and movemenis .n two naval airplanes in flight, pri-
marily for the purpose of determining the require-
ments of an automatic pilot. On one of these airplanes,
additional measurements were made in order to ex-
plain undesirable characteristics of the elevator con-
trol. Modifications of the airplane were recommended
on the basis of these tests.
STABILITY
A review of all available previous and contemporary
work on stability is now being undertaken. It is ex-
pected that a systematic correlation and analysis of
available aerodynamic dtlta will make possible tile de-
velopment of satisfactory semi-empirical formulas foE'
tile estimation of certain of the aerodynamic factors
which govern stal)ility characteristics.
A study is being made of the practicability of cer-
lain new types of apt)aratus that have been proposed
for use in the determination of the stability character-
istics of models. It is hoped that in the near future
it will be possible to inake systematic studies of the
effects of changes in dimensional characteristics upon
both the aerodynamic factors governing the free EnO-
tion and the resulting free motion itself.
Lateral stability.--A report on lateral stability in
power-off flight is being prepared for publication.
This report will parallel Technical Report No. 521,
which dealt with longitudinal stabilily. It will in-
elude a discussion of the problem and of the individ-
ual factors involved. A number of charts will be
presented from which the lateral stabilily of a new
design can be quickly and easily estilnated.
Tests have heen made in the 7- by 10-foot tunnel
to determine the effect of dihedral angle and the ef-
fect of wing-tip shape on some of tile aerodynamic
ch'u'qeteristics affecting lateral stability, e. g., the roll-
ing and yawing moments and the cross-wind force due
to yaw and the damping in roll. The results of these
tests are presented in Technical Report No. 548. It
was found that the effect of dihedral angle could be
predicted quite accurately but that the total "dihedral
effect" depends upon the l)articular shape of the wing
in plan and elevation. The addition of a deflected
flap to a wing changes tile effective dihedral. Expe-
rience has shown that high-wing monoplanes have
more effective dihedral than low-wing monoplanes,
which indicates that wing-fuselage interference prob-
ably Ires an important influence on tile effective dihe-
dral. It is planned to obtain quantitative data on the
dihedral effect with various wing and fuselage com-
binations.
Longitudinal stability.--The results of the investiga-
tion to determine the relation between the longitudinal
stability and the flying qualities of several airplanes, as
mentioned in the last annual report, have been pre-
pared for publication.
Tail surfaces for airplanes equipped with wing flaps.--
An analysis is being made of tile horizontal tail sur-
faces required for airplanes equipped with wing flaps.
This analysis, although not complete, indicates the
need of larger tail surfaces to compensate for tim
larger eoul)le about the aerodynamic center of the wing
which is experienced with flaps. Consideration must
be given to the setting of the tail surfaces to make eer-
lain that they do not stall when the airl)iane is flying
at low angles of attack with the flap deflected. With
wing flaps, such factors as the retardation of the flow
by the wings and turbulence in the wake of the wings
asstune even more importance than they do with plain
wings.
TAKE-OFF
The results of calculations of tile effect of various
flaps on take-off mentioned last year have been pub-
lished as Technical Note No. 568. One interesting
point brought out by those calculations was that, for
an aspect ratio of 5 assumed for the wings, there ap-
l)eared to be a fairly definite theoretical upper limit to
the maxinmm lift coefficient that would result in reduc-
tion in take-off distance, even for an ideal high-lift
device in which the only increase in drag with increased
lift was the increase of induced drag. Subsequent cal-
culations have been made to determine what this limit-
ing maximum lift coefficient is as a function of aspect
ratio. These latter calculations indicate that :/.5 is
about the maxinmm lift coefficient desirable with a
wing loading of 30 pounds per square foot and an aspect
ratio of 1.o. With lower wing loadings and aspect
ratios or with high-drag wings the desirable maximum
lift coefficient is lower.
In calculations of ttle take-off distance of airplanes,
three distinct phases of motion are ordinarily assumed :
a horizontal ground run, a transition period of cur-
vilinear flight, and a steady climb. A l)reliminary
study of the take-off problem indicated that existing
information regarding the rolling friction of airplane
wheels was inadequate. The investigation of rolling
friction of airplane wheels mentioned last year was
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therefore undertakeu. The results of this investigation i
are nearly ready for publication. As regards the sec-
ond phase, or transition period, it was found that
simplifying assumptions of unknown validity were re-
quired before the calculations could be nutde, and that
an experimental study to determine the validity of
these assmnptions was advisable. Such a study is now
being made. In this investigation the motion of an
airplane during the transition period is being measured
in flight and carefully studied.
As a result of experience obtained in making com-
parative take-off tests with various airplanes with
high-lift wings on one type of airplane, as well as
with different wing and power loadings: it has been
found to be very difficult to obtain consistent data in
consecutive runs. As a result of improvement in tile
apparatus used in measuring the take-aft distance in-
consistencies were traced in a large measure to air-
speed variations. It was found that small differences
between the speed at which tile airplane in consecu-
tive runs arrived at tile point of take-off or a given alti-
tude of, say, 50 feet, accounted for large discrepancies
in the horizontal distance required for the ground run
or tile total run. It is very difficult for the pilot to
reproduce speeds exactly enough for comparative per-
formances without correction for these speed differ-
ences. This is particularly true with regard to an
airplane having a rapid acceleration and a high initial
rate of climb.
LANDING
Landing of airplanes equipped with wing flaps.--The
technique of landing airplanes equipped with wing
flaps has been discussed in Technical Note No. 553.
Wing flaps cause the airplane to assume a stee I) nose-
down attitude during the gliding appro'lch to a land-
ing. This fact must be accepted as inherent with con-
ventional flapped airplanes. The use nf power to
hold the nose u I) during a glide may result in difficulty
in pl'tcing the airphme ill a three-point attitude for
contact with the ground. Because of the steeper
gliding angle and the more rapid deceleration result-
ing from the high drag of the airplane with wing
fl'lps, it is essential that tile airplane approach for the
landing with a greater margin of st)eed above the stall
th.m is norlnally the case with l)lain wings and that
the elevat(n'-eontrol m()velnents for leveling off prior
to contact be made more abruptly.
Stable three-wheel landing gear.--The type of landing
gear in which a swiveling wheel is located at the nose of
tile airplane and the fixed wheels are located slightly
to the rear of the center of gravity has been utilized
successfully by several designers (,f small light air-
planes. The improvement in st.d)ility of the machine
on the ground obtained with this type of landing gear,
as well as certain other improvements in ground-
handling characteristics, has given rise to considerable
interest in this type. The Committee has given con-
sideration to the problems attendant on the use of such
a landing-gear arrangement on a large airplane. It
appears that instability of the castering wheel or
wheel shilmny is likely to be a serious probleln.
Wheel shimmy is frequently encountered in tail
wheels of c(mveutional landing gears but would be
even more objecti,nable if experienced with tile large
swiveling wheel that would be required at the for-
ward end nf the machine.
In order to determine what factors influence wheel
shimmy, and to (levelop means for avoiding it by
suitable design, an analytical and experimental study
of the stability of castering wheels is being made. The
experimental work is being carried out with sumll
models of landing gears and landing-gear wheels
tilted with pneumatic tires.
SPINNING
Tim 15-foot free-spinning wind tunnel has been
in regular operation, most of the time being devoted
to investigation of the spinning characteristics of
scale models of service airplanes. During the past
year the st)imfing characteristics of eight such models
have been investigated and reported upon. A total
of 17 models have been tested in the tunnel to date.
Of these, eight have had definitely satisfactory spin-
ning char'tcteristics; i. e., it has been impossible to
obtain unsatisfactory spins without major changes in
design. The others have each shown unsatisfactory
behavior with certain loadings or certain methods of
handling the controls.
Tests are being made with a nm,lel of "l lmv-wing
mOlmplane for the purpose of making a direct quanti-
tative c.mparison with the behavior of the airplane.
Similar conq)arisons for two biplanes have been re-
ported in Technical Report No. 557. The spinning
characteristics of the biplane models were in reason-
ably good agreement with those of the respective air-
planes. It is felt_ ]mwever, that a comparison is de-
sirable for a monophtne before conclusions are drawn
as to the reliability of the model results as an indi-
cation of full-scale behavior.
It has been found desirable to include a determina-
tion of the effect of aileron setting when spinning
tests of models were made. In certain cases the spin-
ning characteristics lmve been found to vary widely
with change in aileron setting. No general rule as to
the aileron effect has become apparent. In certain cases
setting the ailer.ns against the spin has improved re-
covery, in other eases such a setting has retarded re-
covery, and in still other cases it has had no
apl)reeiable effect.
A series of tests has 1)een made with one model to
determine the effects of certain systematic changes in
tail arrangemt,nl. The results have been published in
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Technical Note No. 570. They show that the spinning
characteristics of the particular model are critically de-
pendent upon the tail arrangement and confirm pre-
vious conclusions as to tlle desirability of keeping the
vertical tail surfaces unshielded. This conclusion was
supported by the results of tests of several models
with small amounts of additional fin area 1)laced in
various locations around the peripi_ery of the vertical
surfaces and the after portion of the fuselage. Vertical
fin aren "ld(led undern(,ath the fuselage has always re-
suited in improvemellt of the spinning characteristics.
The iml)rovenlent has been most marked when tile
added area was under the horizontal surfaces.
The spinning balance in the five-foot vertical wind
tunnel has been altered ta provide more accurate re-
suits and a direct-indicating force-measuring system
lms been installed. All six components of the aoro-
dynamic forces and moments may now be measured
simultaneously aud the testing time has been ma-
terially reduced.
The experimental work in an extensive investigation
on tile spinning balance with a model of the Fleet bi-
i)lane has been c(mq)leted and a rel)ort is being pre-
pared. The purpose of this investigation was to
obtain a coml)lete comparison of results from the
sl)inning balance, free-sl)inning wind tunnel, and flight
on the spinning characteristics of this airplane. A
1)reliminary analysis shows that the differences in the
moments I)etween spiraling-balance and flight results
corresI)ond to those found for two other 1)iplane m()dels
reported in Technical Note No. 517. Predictions for
a condition of equilibrium in a spin on the basis of
spinning-balance data as compared with results from
the free-spiraling wind tunnel indicate that the aerody-
namic l)itching and rolling moments are of the s'mm
order of m'tgnitu(te. Aerodynamic yawing moments
deduced from the results from the free-spiraling tulmel
are t)etween those ol)tained with the spinning balance
and those obtained in flight.
The investigation with the spinning balance in the
five-foot vertical win(1 tmmnel on the spinning cllarae-
teristics of wings to obtain fumlaniental information
on the magnitu(lcs of the aerodynamic forces and
moments l)roduced by tile wings ahme has been con-
tinued. In these investigations tlle six components
of tile aerodynamic forces and moments are measured
for the entire ranges of angle of attacl¢, rate of rota-
tion, and angle of sideslip likely to be encountered in
sl)ins. Tlm results of an investigation on a wing of
rectangular plan form were rel)orted in Technical Re-
port No. 519. The tests have been completed on a
Clark Y monoplane wing with elliptical tips. An in-
vestig'ltion with a Clark Y monophme wing having a
taper of 5:2 and cllipli,al tips is l)lanned to (._)m-
plete a series on the effects of plan form with the
Clark Y airfoil section.
The rclmrt on the forces and moments acting on
various parts of the full-scale Fleet biplane in spins
has been published as Technical Report No. 559.
Technical Note No. 575 has been prepared describ-
ing the procedure for calculating the molnents of in-
ertia of an airplane from design data l)ertaining to
weight, position, dimensious, and component parts of
the airplane. The paper was intended to be of assist-
anee to designers required to submit models for spin
tests.
In response to requests, the sl)inning experiences and
studies of the Committee's test pilots have been sum-
marized in a 1)aper dealing with the piloting tech-
nique for recovery from spins, which has been pub-
lished as Technical Note No. 555.
DRAG AND INTERFERENCE
In view of the demand for greater refinement ill the
design of airphmes of today, ninny practices that were
regarded as entirely satisfactory a few years ago must
be carefully scrutinized for possibilities of improve-
ment. A question arises, for example, as to what
shape of fuselage will give lhe least drag or whether
the shape may be improved from the standpoint of
cargo space without increasing the drag. An investi-
gation of fuselage drag has been started in the vari-
able-density wind tmmel with six streamline bodies of
revolution with a systematic variation of shape and
a fineness ratio of 5. The tests were made over a
range of effective Reynolds Number from about 4,000,-
000 to 66,000,000. The streamline bodies of revolution
are to be followed by bodies of more practical shape,
and l)rotul)erances such as windshields and other uee-
essary det)artures from ideal forms are to be added
later. The results of the preliminary tests are being
prepared for publication as a teclmical note.
Supplementing an investigation made last year of
the air drag of seaplane hulls, a series of wing-tip
floats has been investigated in the 90-foot wind tun-
nel. This series of foats had previously been inves-
tigate<l in the N. A. C. A. tank. The results are be-
mg l)rel)ared for lmblieation ill connection with the
results from the tests in the tank.
Wing-fuselage interference.--The investigation of
aerodynamic interference between the wing and the
fuselage has been continued during the past year in
the variable-density wind tmmel. The results for
some 2S additional wing-fuselage combinations that
were indicated by the l)rograni outlined in the basic
report (Technical Report, No. 540) are included in
Technical Report No. 575. The investigation de-
scribed in this paper practically concludes the study
[)f combinations with a fuselage of rectangular set'-
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tion and includes further information oil the study of
combinations of a round fuselage and a tapered wing.
An interesting conclusion of this phase of tile study
of wing-fuselage interference was the unexpectedly
high speed-range index shown by the combination of the
rectangular fuselage and the rectangular N. A. C. A.
4412 airfoil ill a connected high-wing position.
The study of the effect of fuselage cross-sectional shape
was extended to cover tests of combinations with a
fuselage of elliptical section and with a fuselage of
modified triangular section. This phase of the in-
vestigation is ahnost completed and the results will
appear as a technical note. Concurrently, further tests
were nlade of combinations having split flaps, various
wings, and various wing-root junctures. The most in-
teresting development resulting from this part of the
investigation is a type of wing-root juncture for cer-
tain low-drag combiuations having efficient airfoils
of moderate thickness and camber. This juncture
eliminates the early flow breakdown at the wing roots
and the loss ill maxinmln lift that is usually associated
with such low-drag combinations, even when the usual
fillets are employed.
Wing - nacelle - propeller interference.--In connection
with tm investigation of wing-nacelle-propeller inter-
ference conducted in the 20-foot wind tunnel during
the past two or three years, the question arose as to
whether the span of the wing (15 feet) was sufficient to
give the full effect of the wing-nacelle interference.
To answer this question an investigation was made in
the full-scale wind tunnel in which the same nacelle
was tested on a wing of 30-foot span and the span later
reduced to 95, 20, and 15 feet. Force and pressure-
distribution measurelnents were made and the results
showed that the influence of the propeller anti nacelle
extended laterally about five nacelle dialneters or two
propeller diameters from the thrnst axis. The results
thus established the validity of tile method used in the
20-foot wind tunnel for a large nmnber of wing-nacelle
arrangements. The results of this investigation are
published in Technical Report No. 569.
COWLING
As stntc(t in previous reports, a sb, stematic study of
engine cowling has been under way ill three main
divisions: (1) the determination of the cooling re-
quirements of an air-cooled engine; (..9.) tile determina-
tion of the best cowling arr'mgement to obtain tile
necessary cooling with minimuln drag; and (3) the
verification of the results of divisions (1) and (2) by
tests on complete full-size engines. Tests made on "m
actual engine were coml)lete,l last yeqr. The results
did not comi)letely verify tlmse <)f divisions (1) and
(2), and it w'L_ lw('essary to make an extensive series
of supplementary tests ill which the various elements
of the cow]in K were separated aim clal)orate apparatus
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insta]led to enable the numerous factors to be sepa-
rated and their influence on the problem to be quan-
titatively determined. This research is more com-
pletely covered in the report of the Committee on
Power Plants for Aircraft.
VIBRATION
The Conunittee has during the past year obtained
numerous flight records of vibration in various air-
planes. Such records are at the present time primarily
useful in establishing a certain amount of practical in-
formation in regard to the magnitude and distribution
of the vibrations to be normally expected. However,
litlle has so far been achieved in regard to the expla-
nation and classification of the vibrations. A system-
atic study of the engine proper as a source of vii)ra-
tion is planned as the next step in the program.
PROPELLER DESIGN
:ks mentioned htst year, a program of propeller in-
vestigation has been prepared at the request of the Bu-
reau of Aeronautics. Tile preliminary program has
been reviewed by the Anuy Air Corps and by several
propel]or manufacturers and, as a result of many valu-
able suggestions, the final program will include tests
of 2-, 3-, and 4-blade i)ropellers of six different airfoil
sections. The l)lan form of the propellers follows
standard present-day practice and the airfoil sections
include the familiar Clark Y and R. A. F. sections
and four other sections which tests ill the 12-inch high-
speed tunnel and theoretical analysis indicate may
show improved performance. The effect of various
body shapes and l)itch distributions will be determined.
Apparatus is now being assembled and the tests are
scheduled to 1)e started soon.
The possil)ilities of i)ropeller improvement and tim
indicqtion of the direction that design changes should
take have been studied by a enmprellensive analysis of
I)ropeller application. The principal results have been
given in a report, including several charts that enable
the airplane designer to make a rapid yet fairly accu-
rate estimate (,f the propeller requirements 'rod per-
fonnance of 't design.
Complete (esls were made of six full-scale prol)ellers
in conjunction with the investigation of prol)eller-
cowling-nacelle eombin'ltions. These tests covered the
complete rang(, ,,f flight conditions including ground,
take-off, climbing, and nornlal liigh-sl)eed flight. The
range of tim 'tdvance-diameter ralio ]ms been extended
far I)ey.nd that ,)f earlier full-scale exl)eriments. I)it_'h
settings up |o ]5 "it 75 l)er('('nt radius being in('hah.(l,
which are e, luivalel_t t,) art speeds of more than 300
miles per horn" fot' pt',)l>ellevs of normal size and ,liame-
tel. The 1)rol)olh,rs were all tesled in (',mjmwti,m wit]l
a standard nacelle unit equil)pt'd with six (lilt'er('nt
X. A. C. A. ,',)witness.
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The results showed that the conventi(mal propeller
reached its peak efficiency in the range between 200 to
350 miles per hour and at a pitch setting of approxi-
mately 35 °. The inadequacy of the unconditional use
of the propulsive efficiency as a figure of merit is
shown. This efficiency was found consistently to ex-
ceed 100 percent on a certain cowling owing to the fact
that that cowling has a very much decreased drag in
the presence of the slipstream. The adoption of a
standard nacelle unit that is free from this peculiarity
is recommended as a basis for the comi)arative testing
of propellers.
2t report (Technical Note No. 557) has also been pre-
pared describing the relation of the propeller to the
take-off problem. It is shown that the static thrust is
of practically no importance in reducing the take-off
run. It is rather tim thrust at the latter part of the
run that is important. The superiority of the pro-
peller of R. A. F. section over that of Clark Y section
is again shown. Although this fact was brought out.
some years ago, the Clark Y propeller is still in quite
general use.
PROPELLER NOISE
Further experiinental work on the sound output
from propellers was carried out at the request of the
Air Corps upon certain special propellers. The rate of
increase of radiated sound with rotational speed was
determined for various frequency bands, and the dis-
tribution in space of the sound about the propellers was
investigated.
A careful measurement of the sotmd output from
two selected propellers is under way for the purpose
of obtaining inaterial for theoretical studies.
Attempts are under way to find a ptlysical theory
suitable for practical use that will account for the
complex phenomena of the rotation noise to a first ap-
proximation. Such a theory, if available, would per-
mit the t)redietion of the i'ota¢ion noise in any specified
direction and, since these components are the ones that
usually determine the loudness, the effect on the ear
at any distance along that direction couhl be estimated.
The Pal)er dealing with the vortex noise from rotat-
ing cylindrical rods published as Technical Note No.
519 lias been reprinted in the Journal of the Ac(msti-
cal Society of Americ'/ for January 1936. A paper on
tile dual nature of modulation lias been published in
tlie Phih)_ophieal M'igazhie for _lay ]030.
THEORETICAL AERODYNAMICS
Biplane interference.---Further work is planned in
which fife general biplane theory recently developed is
to be t,mployed in a more specific and delaih'd study
of the inter'ietion of two bodies in a unifornl air
streall).
Compressible flow.--The calculation of the compres-
sible flow about symmetrical Joukowsky profiles is
being carried out for the purpose of obtaining infor-
mation as to the effect of compressibility on the lift
and moment characteristics of airfoils of varying
thickness and angle of attack. The ratio of the stream
velocily to the veh)city of sound in the stream, 'it
which conll)ressible lioiential th)w ceases to exist, may
also be calculated. This point of breakdown of poten-
tial flow is important because of the immediate ap-
pearance of shock waves and a subsequent sudden rise
in the resistance of the airfoil.
:Flow about bodies of revolution.--The investigation of
rectilinear flow about bodies of revolution, the restllts
(if which were published in N. A. C. A. Report No.
516, has been extended to the case of an arbitrary body
of revnhition in steady niotion in a circular path. The
results are included in Tee]mical Note No. 55t. Ap-
plications (if the results e(mtained in these two papers
are being made to the model of the airship Akron.
Nonuniform motion.--As an outgrowth of the flutter
theory developed last 3,ear, further studies were made
on the nonuniform motion of an airplane wing. In
particular, the thrust or drag force experienced by a
flapping and oscillating wing in a uniforln air stream
has been analyzed and fornmlas have been developed
giving expressions for these forces in the ease of three
degrees of freedom, namely: vertical flapping, tor-
sional oscillations about a fixed axis parallel to the
span, and angular oscillations of the aileron about a
hinge. It is shown that pure flapping always results
in a propulsion (profile resistance being neglected) of
which the theoretical efficiency is between 50 and 100
percent, depending on a single parameter k=pb/v,
which is a sinlple combination of the oscillation fre-
quency p, the velocity v, and the chord length 2b. Pure
torsional oscillations about "m axis parallel to the span
may result in either a thrust or a drag force, depend-
ing on k. This work which has 1)earing on the "Katz-
mayr" effect is also intiinately related to certain prob-
lems which nature presents in bird and insect flight as
well as in fish loeoniotion. The results are being pub-
lished as Technical Report No. 567.
AIRFOILS
Systematic reseiu'ch directed toward higher flight
speeds or nmre econ,)mica] operation at a given speed
is, of course, one of the Conimittee's most iml)ortant
activities. For several years the niajor research in
tim variable-density wind tunnel h:ts been directed to-
ward tim reduction of wing (Irag or, niol'e precisely,
toward supplying the designing engineer with the
aer()dynanlie data that will enable hhn to design the
most efficient passible wing for a given applie'ltion.
The first hlvesligations were ('oncerned wilh the
shalie elf lhe wing sevl{im, l)ala were ol_tahm(1 for a
large lUllllller Of related airfoil-section shal)es un(ler
the standard lest (.ondili(ins in the varialde-densily
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wind tunnel. Although a few years ago these data
were regarded as directly applicable to flight prob-
lems, as airplane design becomes more refined it is
realized that they are not, in fact, directly applicable,
owing partly to tile fact that the tests were made at
only one value of the Reynolds Number and partly to
the fact that the characteristics derived were not the
true section characteristics but were for complete air-
foils, including tip effects. Nevertheless, tile investi-
gation resulted in tile deveh)pment of tile now well-
known N. A. C. A. airfoil section shapes, some of
which have unusually desirable characteristics.
Applications of these airfoil data to wing design
have Cml)hasized the need for reliahle airfoil section
data for application to flight and for reliable niethods
of applying the section data to wing design. Such
needs have been particularly emphasized by applica-
tions of the new efficient wing sections (such as those
of the N. A. C. A. _o30 series) to the wings that havo
been employed on many of the new airplanes that
have been investigated in the Committee's large wind
tnnnels during the past year. The investigation of
methods of obtaining reliable section data for this
purpose and of applying them into flight at various
values of tile Reynohts Number has constituted a most
important part of the airfoil research during the year.
A representative group of systematically related
airfoils has now been investigated in the variable-
density wind tunnel over a range of values of the
Reynolds Nmnber extending well into the flight range.
The analysis of the results of the tests provides the
information necessary for the application of the ex-
tensive airfoil data previously obtained from tlle vari-
able-density wind tunnel. The result is that, for the
tirst titne, the designer will lmve reliable airfoil sec-
tion data for direct al)pli(:ation to the design of
efficient wings.
This advance consists of three stages. The first
stage, which is still in progress, is the correction of the
test results for the turbulence present in the wind tun-
nel to the practically zero turbulence of flight condi-
tions. Comparisons between resuks from the variable-
density wind tunnel, full-scale wind tunnel, and flight
permit the derivation of suitable corrections. Some
comparisons of measurements on airfoils and spheres
are presented ill Technical Reports Nos. 530 and 558.
The second stage consists of the derivation, front the
measurements on the models of rectangular plan form,
of the true aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil
section itself. The problem is complicated by tip
effects, by the variation of the lift along the span of
the airfoil, and by certain shortcomings of the wing
theory. A reasonably satisfactory empirical solution
has. }mwever, t>een rea<'hed s,) that airfoil section data
are now derived from the test results.
The third and fiual stage consists of the determina-
tion of general scale-effect corrections; by the applica-
tion of these corrections, the standard test data for one
value of the Reynolds Number can be applied to flight
at widely different values of the Reynolds Number.
Satisfactory methods of correction were obtained as the
result of the scale-effect tests of the related airfoils
previously mentioned. The methods also supply a
more satisfactory means than heretofore available of
extrapolating the results to very large Reynolds Num-
bers above the range attainable in ally existing wind
tmmel. Thus reasonably satisfactory airfoil data are
made available for the design of the new large and
fast airplanes and flying boats. All this recent work
on airfoil-section data for design is included in a re-
port now being prepared for publication.
In addition to this more general work on airfoils,
the tests of new airfoil sections have been continued to
cover possible iml)rovements of the N. A. C. A. 23012
section. These tests supply data for various related
sections which, for some applications, will prove supe-
rior to that section.
Ileferenee was made last year to an investigation of
airfoil pressure distribution in the variable-density
wind tunnel. It was pointed out that the differences
between potential flow and measured pressures about
tile airfoil section were attributable to the neglect of
the viscous bouudary layer in the potential-flow theory.
This investigation has been continued to study the
vari'ltion of these differences with Reynolds Number
and a report presenting the results is in preparation.
It is shown that the scale effect on the aerodynamic
characteristics can be traced to changes in the pressure
distribution and that these changes are the result of
changes in the character of the viscous boundary layer.
Aerodynamic effects at high speeds.--The more funda-
mental investigation of the compressibility burble,
part of which was described ill the last annual report,
has been continued during the year to include the
study of the flow conditions leading to the establish-
ment of the compressibility burble (Technical Note
No. 543). This work was conducted in the 24-inch
high-speed wind tmmel and consisted chiefly of pres-
sure-distribution measurements for the N. A. C. A.
4412 airfoil section. The experinmntal work has now
heen completed and these data are being analyzed.
Measurements have also been made of the pressure
loss in the e,m]wession sho('k that is associated wilh
the compressibility 1)urt)le. The nleasurements were
made with a bank of total-lw'ul tulws placed 0.5 inch
aft of the trailing edge of tile model. These tests
have also been ('.mldeted and the data are being ana-
lyzed for inclusion in a report on the gener'd investi-
gation of the I)]wnomenon.
An investigation of the drag of certain fundamental
shal)es , in('luding vir('ular and elliptical cylinders and
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square and triangular prisms, through a large range
of air speeds and Reynolds Numbers in the ll-inch
high-speed wind tunnel, is nearing completion.
Tapered wings.--An investigation of methods for the
al)plication of the new section data to the calculation
of the characterist.ics of tapered wings has been made
and the results published as Teclmical Report No. 572.
The characteristics of a number of tapered wings in-
cluded in this report were found to agree well with
calculated values. A lmmber of other tapered wings
have been tested and a comparison is being made of
the calculated with the section characteristics as ex-
i/erimentally determined. The COlnparisol_ includes
the slope of the lift curve as well as the pitching mo-
ment, Inaximum lift, and drag coefficients.
The determinat.ion of the spanwise position at which
stalling begins and of the value of the maximum lift
coefficient h'ts been made possible by the use of scale-
effect data on airfoil sections. These calculations and
data llave been used to investigate the effect of taper
ratio. Three wings of wi(lely varying tal)er ratio
were COml)aI'ed on an equal aerodynalnic basis; that is,
equal minilnum drag, induced drag, and minimunt
speed. Tile conq)arison showed that the highly ta-
pered wing had no advantage of structur'tl weight but
had lhe disadvantage of stalling at the tips. Methods
of controlling the character of the stall to avoid ob-
jectionable tip sialling have also been investigated.
The best results appear to be obtained tly combining
a moderate taper ratio with a little (about 2 °) wash-
out of incidence toward the tips and changing the see-
lion near the tips to olle having a higher maximuln
lift coefficient..
Boundary-layer eontrol.--The earlier work on llound-
al'y-l'lyer control mentioned last year, which con-
sisted mainly of tests in the 20-foot wind tlmnel of
several wings wilh a slot along the upper surface for
bomnlary-layer control by suction, has been extended
during the ye'u" to include study of the slot width and
suction dislrihution along tim span of a tapered wing.
The course of the main investigatioll llas, however,
been solnewhat changed. It is now planned to confine
fm'ther testing to more fundamental investigations of
control methods. In the meantime, possible applica-
lions of boundary-layer control to airplanes will be
analyzed and the characteristics of the uncontrolled
boundary layer will be more thoroughly investigated.
The fundamental investigations of boundary-layer
behavior h'lve been started in the wlriable-density, the
24-inch high-sl)eed , and the smoke tunnels and will
later be extended to other tunnels and to flight. Al-
though lnost of this work has not progressed fat"
enough to give results, one publication (Technical
Note No. 544)dealing with the hminar boundary
layer and its separation has been C,ml)leted.
THE 8-FOOT HIGH-SPEED WIND TUNNEL
The 8-foot high-speed wind tunnel, sometimes re-
ferred to as the "full speed" wind tlumel, was placed
in operation during tile past year. A thorough in-
vestigation of the characteristics of the tunnel has been
started and preliminary results indicate that the de-
signed maximum speed of 500 miles 1)er hour will be
exceeded. The minimmn speed of lhe tunnel is ap-
proximately 85 miles per hour, thus making it possible
for tlm results to overla t) in air speed and Reynolds
Number tile results from other wind ttmnels. The air
speed is continuously controllable between the mini-
nmm and nmximuln values. The air stream is steady
aim uniform, both in velocity and direction of flow.
Before completion of all the equiplnent in the tun-
nel a request of one of the military services was met
by testing certain full-size airplane components at
speeds greater than those obt'final)le heretofore in "lny
tunnel over o feet in dialneter. Future tests will in-
elude measurements of lift, drag, and pitching lnO-
ment on lal'ge-sc'lle wings at air speeds equaling and
exceeding the present-day diving speeds, which pro-
duee serious compressibility effects.
WIND-TUNNEL CORRECTIONS
A theoretical study was made of the interference of
the boundaries of a wind tmmcl on tim downwash be-
hind an airfoil, and correction factors were determined
for wind-tunnel test sections of several different
shapes. The results are presented in Technical Report
No. 547 in a practical form for application to wind-
tunnel results.
In order to obtain a COml/arison between flow con-
ditions in flight and in wind tmmels to SUl)t)lement
that afforded by previous sphere tests in flight and in
tile varions wind tunnels of the Committee (Technical
Report No. 558) an investigation is being made to de-
termine the scale effect on the maximum lift of an air-
foil. Tests of a wing mounted on a Fairchild 22 air-
plane are being made in flight. Tests of this wing in
tile full-scale wind tunnel have been completed. An
appreciable variation of the Reynolds Numher in
flight is obtained, chiefly by varying the wing loading,
but some additional variation is obtained by varying
tim flight altitude and utilizing the effect of seasonal
temperature changes.
It is known from experience that the climbing per-
formance of an airplane may be considerably affected
by variations in wind velocity with altitude. If the
climbing airplane encounters a head wind of increas-
ing velocity but inaintains a constant air speed, the
continuous deceleration of the airplane increases the
rate of climb over that which would normally be ob-
tained. The reverse effect is experienced if the wind
velocity decreases with altitude. Inasmuch as it up-
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pearsthatsucheffectscanbeexperiencednotonlyat
very low altitudesbut alsoat high altitudes,it is
plannedto makea systematicnvestigationto deter-
minehowserioustheeffectis likely to beandhow
errorin theestimationof climbingperformancecan
bestbeavoided.
In the past,considerabledifficultyhasbeenen-
counteredwhenattemptshavebeenmadeto predict
climbingperformancefromtestsmadewithpoweron
in thefull-scalewindtunnel. In orderto determine
thesourceof tllediscrepanciesandhowsuchdiscrep-
anciesmaybeeliminated,a comprehensiveinvestiga-
tionhasbeenstartedin whichfligilt testswill bemade
withanairplanethatwill laterbetestedin thefull-
scalewindtunnel.Velocitiesat variouspointsalong
thespanof theairplaneandalsoatvariousfore-and-
aft locationsareto bemeasuredfor correlationwith
similarmeasurementsi hewindtunnel.In theflight
testsit isplannedtodeduceclimbingperfornmncefrom
dataobtainedin testsin whichtheairplanewill tow
1)arachutes of various sizes to absorb the excess horse-
power while in level flight, rather than to rely on
actual measurements of rate of climb. The force re-
quired to tow the parachutes will be measured by means
of suitable apparatus mounted in the airplane.
ICE PREVENTION
The Colnmittee has investigated the effectiveness of
the use of chemical solutions to prevent the formation
of ice (,n airplanes. A study of various solutions
showed that a 7 : 1 mixture of alcohol and glycerin was
the most effective ica inhibitor. The remaining study
was concerned with nlethods of proper distribution
of the liquid to the expnsed airphme surfaces.
The distribution to wings, struts, and silnilar sur-
faces is accomplished by means of a porous leather
covering. The liquid is fed through tubes to the tinier
surface and the leather absorbs and distributes it
evenly over the leading edge. The amount of liquid
required varies with the type of ice formation en-
countered. On a modern trausl)ort airplane, approxi-
mately 1 gallon per hour would be sufficient to prevent
accumulations in wet clouds at low temperature, which
constitute about 95 l)ercent of the icing conditions.
The more severe condition in an ice-storm region may
require as nmeh as 5 gallons per hour. Aside from the
liquid, the additional gross weight of the system is less
than 0.5 pound per foot of span, or about 50 pounds
for a transport.
ROTATING-WING AIRCRAFT
The detailed development and steady t)rogress ,)f ro-
tating-wing aircraft during the past year are attested
by the construction of several new models of autogiros
far superior to any previous ones. The steadily widen-
ing field of application of this type of aircraft more
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thau justifies the vigorous prosecution of research di-
rected toward increase in efficiency and the elimination
of secondary difficulties arising in a design.
A report has been published (Technical Report No.
552) containing the results of wind-tunnel tests on a
family of models of autogiro rotors of 10-foot diameter
in the 20-foot wind tunnel. The investigation of sys-
tematic variations of blade airfoil section and blade
plan form established the fact that the use of an air-
foil 19. percent thick results in a higher lift-drag ratio
than is obtained when an airfoil 18 percent thick is
employed; and it was found that the reduction of
blade chord near the rotor hub resulted in a reduction
of rotor lift-drag ratio. The evaluation of the data
obtained indicated the desirability of extending the
tests to include other airfoil sections and established
the necessity of making a study of blade twist in order
to separate a composite influence on the test results
into its c,nstituent parts. The design of models to be
used in this extension of the test program is well ad-
vanced.
l)uring the p'lst year two direct-control autogiros
were imrchased by the Army Air Corps for service
test and experiment. The Committee conducted in-
vestigations in flight for the Air Corps of the control
forces and general performance characteristics of these
machines.
An experimental study of autogiro "jmnp take-off"
on a rotor model of 10-foot diameter was recently
completed. The maneuver involves the utilization of
stored excess kinetic energy in the rotor blades for a
take-off in which the flight path is initially vertical.
The tests included a study of the three basic variables:
blade pitch angle, initial rotor speed, and rntor disk
loading. The experimental work was supi)lemented
by an antflysis of the problem through which it was
found that the simple case of a jump take-off without
forward speed couhl be accurately predicted front a
solution of the differential equation of motion. The
appr()ximations required for the solution were justi-
fied by a comparison of analytical and experimental
results. The results are to be published in a technical
note.
Considerable study has been directed during the
past year toward the extension of and improvement in
the aerodynamic anal, ysis of the autogiro rotor. One
phase of tiffs, which has been completed, is the
analysis of the rotor-blade oscillation in the plane of
the rotor disk. Study of this phenomenon disclosed
that the flapping motion of the blade caused an oscil-
lation in the plane of the rotor disk which was inde-
pendent of the components of the air forces in the
rotor disk and was the dominating factor determining
the motion being studied. It was found that a saris-
factory first apl)roximation eouhl be made if the air
forces were neglected altogether. Experimental data
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were found to "lgree satisfactorily with predicted
values. The results of this work also will be pub-
lished as a technical note.
Additional analytical work on the autogiro rotor
comi)leted and awaiting preparation in report form
includes: a study of the rotor-torque equation, inclu3-
ing correction factors graphically derived; a study of
the effect of periodic blade twist on the rotor thrust
and blade motion; a study of the instantaneous forces
on a rotor blade, and their effect on rotor vibrations
and rotor pitching and rolling moments; and a study
of certain factors affecting the profile drag of an
autogiro rotor.
AIRSHIPS
At the request of tlle Bureau of Aeronautics of the
Navy, a series of investigations was made in the 20-foot
wind tunnel on a 1/40-scale model of the airships
ZRS-4 and ZRS-5 with the object of determining:
(1) tile effect of the aspect ratio of the fins oil tile
aerodylmnlic forces and h)ad distribution over them;
(2) the effect of fins of various aspect ratios on tim
pressure distribution on the hull near the tail surfaces;
(3) the effect on the pressure distribution on the fin of
slots between the fin "lnd the hull ; and (4) the pressure
distribution on the fin when the airship was ill various
angles of yaw au(I pitch as high as apl)roximately 24 °.
A supplementary investigation on the same model has
been made for the purpose of determining the effect
of bow elevators on the resistance and eontrollal)ility
in l)itch of an airship, llel)orts (m these projects are
in l)Vel)aration.
Theoretical studies have indicated that considerable
decrease in the drag of an "lirship should result by
1)roper control of the boundary layer. An inw_stiga-
tion to be con(lueted in the 20-foot tunnel on the ap-
plication of boundary-layer control to airships has
been initiated. The models and apl)avatus required
are now being constructed.
FIELD-OF-VIEW MEASUREMENTS
The incasurenlent /)f fiehl of view from pilots' cock-
lilts has been continued tllroughout the year. To date,
charts of tile flehl of view from 54 different military
and comuiercial airplanes have been made.
MISCELLANEOUS TESTS OF MODELS OF COMPLETE AIRPLANES
The ral)idly increasing size of moderu military air-
phmes, as well as the general use of metal construction,
nmkes alterations extrenlely difficult and emphasizes
the ilnl)ortance of tests of eomplete models during the
design stage. It is impossible at, the present time to
l)redict with certainty how the t)erformance and han-
dling characteristics of a new design may be affected
by flow conditions arising from interference of the
parts or by the presence of the slil)stream. It is inl-
portant that such tests be made at as high a Reynolds
Number as possible, and the Committee has received a
number of requests during the past year from the
Army and Navy for tests of large models in tile 20-foot
and tile full-scale wind tunnels. Work of this nature
interferes in a measure with systematic programs of
research but, on the other hand, it has often been pos-
sible to take advant:lge of tile presence of such models
in the wind tunuels to make alterations and additional
tests that fit in with estal)lished progranls.
The Committee has also received a number of re-
quests from manufacturers for tests of large models to
lie conducted at the expense of the manufacturers. If
these tests are of such a nature that they cannot be con-
ducted ill existing commercial laboratories, it is the
general policy of the Committee to nlake them. In
these cases also it has often been possible to obtain data
confirming results obtained in connection with estab-
lished l)rograms, and such projects have served the ad-
ditional purpose of keeping the Comnlittee in close
touch with the current problems of designers. Several
l'u'ge commercial airplanes and seal)lanes have I)een
tested during the year ill the larger wind tunnels, and
there are indications that the Committee will be re-
(luested to do more work of this nature in the future.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATIONS
The aerodynamic activities of tile National Bure.m
of Standards have been conducted ill cooperation with
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Boundary layer near a plate.--A report llas been coin-
pleted on the air flow in the boundary layer near a
1)bite. The paper reviews the published data of
Burgers and van der Hegge Zijnen at Delft and of
Hausen and Elias at Aachen, and presents the results
of additional nleasuremen_s carried out at the National
Bureau of Standar(ls (m the distribution of speed and
of the intensity of turbulence near a plate in the
I'lminar, tr'lnsition, and eddying regions. The report
will be published as Technical Report No. 562.
Wind-tunnel turbulenee.--Investigations of the nature
of turbulence and its effects have been extended to
cover tlle scale of tile turbulence, (w "average eddy
size," as well as the intensity of the lurl)uhmt'e, whi<'h
has hitherto been designated percentage lurbulence.
Work in this field was given additional iml)etus fronl
the different response of the drag of a siIhere t(i tur-
bulence of given intensity produced by screens of dif-
ferent mesh sizes, which indicated that tile aerodynamic
effect of turbulence is dependent on its scale as well
as on its intensity.
The scale of tile turbulence was measured f.r screens
varying in mesh from _(t to 5 inches by the method out-
lined in the last annual reI)ort , in which two hot wires
are utilized. With one wire fixed and the other
movable, the correlation between the velocity fluetua-
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tions at the two wires was determined as a function
of the cross-stream separation of the two wires. The
correlation coefficient was found to vary approximately
exponentially with separation, and the scale of the tur-
bulence was defined as the area under the curve of
correlation coefficient versus separation. The scale de-
lined in this manner was approximately equal to the
diameter of the wires of which the screen was made
for points near the screen, but increased linearly with
distance downstream to several times the initial scale.
The intensity of the turbulence produced by these
screens was meqsured at several distances down,tream
to study the decay of the turbulence. These measure-
ments, together with the measurements of scale, gave
new informatioll on the n_echanism of decay. O.I.
Taylor's theoretical fornmla was found to be correct
when alh)wanee is made for the variation of the scale
with distance from the screen.
The aerodynamic effect of the turbulence was studied
by the use of the "l)ressure sphere" described in Tech-
nical Report No. 558. The critical Reynolds Number
was forum to depend on the product of the intensity
of the turbulence by the fifth root of the ratio of the
diameter of the sphere to the scale of the turbulence,
in conformity with Taylor's theory.
A report of this work is in process of publication.
Corrections to hot-wire measurements of intensity of
turbulence.--The studies of correlation between velocity
fluctuations at different points showed that the wires
used for turbulence measurements are often sufficiently
long to introduce errors, because the fluctuations are
not c(nnl)letely correlated over the length of the wire.
The corrections for this effect to be applied to measure-
ments of intensity and scale of turbulence by the hot-
wire method have heen computed.
Boundary layer near an elliptic eylinder.--The measure-
ments in the boundary layer near an elliptic cylinder
(lescril)ed in Teelmical Rel)ort No. 527 are being ex-
tended to higher speeds at which the layer I_ecomes
eddying before separation occurs.
The pressure distribution aroutld the central section
of the cylin(ler has been determined with the major
axis parallel to the wind. The line of separation has
been accurately h)cate(l by means of a thin layer of
kerosene and lainpblack spread over the sm'face.
Mint,te surface irregularities such as small particles
of dirt were found to effect the position of the line
of separation. The same technique was used to study
the (listurban(:e produced by the prongs supporting
the exploring wire in the boundary layer and the dis-
turbance l)roduced by the wire itself. These disturb-
anees couhl not be entirely eliminated but were made
quite small l)y the use of prongs and wire of small
diameter.
Boundary-layer investigation by diffusion of heat.--The
method of thermal diffusion described in Technical
Report No. 524 is being applied to the study of a tur-
bulent boundary layer. The boundary layer will be
for,ned near a fiat plate 10 feet wide and 24 feet hmg
now being installed in the 10-foot wind tunnel. The
traversing equipment has been constructed.
AERONAUTIC INSTRUMENT INVESTIGATIONS
The work on aeronautic instruments has been con-
ducted in cooperation with the National Advisory
;olumittee for Aeronautics and the Bureau of Aero-
nautics of the Navy Department.
Reports on aircraft instruments.--A report on the
characteristics (,f aircraft compasses was published
during the pqst year as Technical Report No. 551.
The development work on earl)on-monoxide indiea-
tors for aircraft, which has been in progress for sev-
eral years, is described in Technical Note No. 573.
The reports on electrical instruments in aircraft and
on pressure dro 1) in tubing used to eonnect aircraft in-
struments to vaclmm pumps and pitot-static tul)es are
nearly completed.
Data are being collected for a report on the effect
of vii)ration on service aircraft instruments.
Tests and test methods.--Work was completed during
the year on an apparatus for testing aerographs. The
apparatus consists essentially of a pressure-humidity
chamber and a temperature chamber. The instru-
ments under test are installed in the pressure-humidity
chalnber which in turn is placed within the tempera-
ture chamber, the temperature and pressure of the in-
struments being thus indel)endently controlled. The
relative hmnidity within the pressure-humidity cham-
ber is controlled by means of a chemical drier and a
device by means of which air bubbled through a water
column is admitted to the chamber. A suction ap-
plied to the pressure-humidity chamber causes either
dry or moist air to enter as desired.
Methods and equipment were devised for use in test-
ing the suction-regulating wdves used on aircraft to
control the suction supplied to gyroscopic instrmnents.
New instruments.--Instruments designed and con-
structed for the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Depart-
ment, include: A fuel-gas-volume indicator for the K
airship; two improved models of a maximum-indicat-
ing aecelerometer; and an improved design of a coln-
bination oxygen breathing mask and radio inicrophone.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRSHIPS
The Subcommittee on Airships formulates and
recommends programs of airship investig'ttions for
conduct at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Lab-
oratory, and maintains close c(mtact with the work in
progress.
During the past ),eat" an investigation has been
completed in the full-scale wind tunnel on a large air-
ship model at various heights above the ground board
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aml at various angles of yaw with reference to the
wind, in order to obtain information on the forces act-
ing on an airship during ground handling. The re-
sults of this study have been published in Technical
Report No. 566. In conjunction with this study, tests
were also made in the full-scale wind tunnel of the
pressure distribution on a 1/40-scale model of the
Lakehurst airship shed.
A study of the theory of potential flow as extended
to the curvilinear motion of bodies of revohttion has
been conducted and the results, which are applicable
to airships in flight, are presented in Technical Note
No. 554.
I)uring the past year a report outlining the proce-
dure for the determination of the speed and climbing
perfornmnee of airships has been published as
Technical Note No. 564. This report represents the
results of the experience of the Committee's labora-
tory over a period of several }'ears in conducting in-
vestigations on full-scale airships in flight for the
Army and Navy.
The Committee has recently completed a study of
the effect of aspect ratio on lhe presure distribution
on airship fins, undertaken at the request of the Bu-
reau of Aeronautics of the Navy for the information
of the special airship subeonunittee appointed by the
Science Advisory Board.
The Committee's research program at the present
time includes an investigation of boundary-layer con-
trol as applied to airshi I) forms. This investigation
is to be carried on in the £O-foot win(1 tunnel.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON METEOROLOGICAL PROBLEMS
])uring the past year the Subcommittee on Meteoro-
h)gieal I'robh, ms has given consideration to a number
of problems relating to atmospheric conditions which
are of 1)articular iml)orlance in connection with 'fir-
craft design and operation.
Gust conditions in relation to airplane acceleration.--The
attention of the subcommittee wits invited, "is a result
of diseussi(m by the Special Subeotnmittee (m Aero-
(lyn'mfic l'r(d)h,,ns of Transport Construction and Oper-
ation, to the desirability of obtaining all possible in-
f(u'mation on the structural effects of :tim.spheric dis-
turbances. It wqs recognized that this pr,)bh,m was
imliortant from the viewpoint both of the c()rrelation
of strut:rural (,It'eets with meteoroh)gMd l)henomen,t
an(1 of the (h!termin'ttion of the most severe c(mditi(ms
for which design requirements must be formulate<h
Arr'mgements are therefore being made for the in-
stallation of a munber of special in:strmnents to obtain
records of accelerations, altitu<le, atM air speed, to be
installed (m airl>la,ms used in meteorological observa-
tions at V,%ather Bureau stations throt,ghout the
rmmtry.
The study of the effect of gust structure on airplane
loads conducted at the Langley Memorial Aeronauti-
cal Laboratory has been extended to include measure-
ments of the speed and accelerations on a Taylor Cub
airl)lane and an Aeronea airplane in rough air. Data
are being accunnflated and analyzed for the purpose
of establishing an effective gust gradient. The l)ro-
gram as planned includes the obtaining of such records
otl towed gliders.
The aectumilation and analysis of records of accel-
erations on transport airplanes in regular operation
is being continued. A report presenting in a general
way the infornmtion obtained in this study is now in
I)rel)aration.
A program of triweekly flights to altitudes of about
19,000 feet is under way for the determination of a
relation between effective gust velocities as measm'ed
hy airplane accelerations and the degree of stability
in lhe atlnosphere at altitudes.
Investigation of wind gustiness.--The study of wind
gustiness conducted for the past several years by the
Daniel Guggenheim Airship Institute at Akron, Ohi%
in cooperation with the Weather ]'_ureau and the Bu-
reau of Aeronautics of the Navv has been continued.
This investigation includes two phases: first, a study
of atmospheric turbulence under ordinary conditions;
and second, a study of the fluctuations of wind velocity
and direction during the Iiassao'e of eohl fronts. ]lee-
ords are being obtained from instruments installed in
lhe r'Mio tower at Akron and by means of balloons and
theodolites. It is planne(1 to extend the investigation
by the addition of movalile towers with instruments in-
stalled to obtain records at various positi(ms.
Ice formation.--In accordance with recommendation
of the Subcommittee on Meteorological Prohlems, the
('olh,etion and analysis of data regarding the atmos-
pheric conditions under whMi ice f(n'mation occurs on
airpl'mes are being continued by the Weather Bureau.
The I)roblem of ice formqtion h'ts been indicated by
the transpart operators 'is one of the most important in
ai,'-transpo,'t operati(m at the present time.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEAPLANES
The Subcommittee on Seaplanes was ortzanized in
1935 to guide and (lirect the research on seal)lanes and
the work in tim N. A. C. A. tank. With the contilmal
iml)rovement in the 1)erformance of seaplanes and the
rapidly increasing (lenmnd for large, hmg-r'mge flying
boats, the work of the tank has become of greater and
greater iml)ortance. The equipment at Langley Fiehl
permits the testing of larger models at higher spec(Is
than can be dolle itl other ship or seal)hum tanks;
hence there are many requests for quantitative infof
marion from agencies concerned with the l)roblenl of
high speeds on the water. This year, as before, new
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fundamental data from a number of tests of large
models have been made available to seaplane designers
while tests of a specific nature have been conducted for
the military services and for private concerns.
THE N. A. C. A. TANK
Plant and equipment.--After five years of contilmous
operation, the tank was emptied, cleaned, and
thoroughly inspected. Despite the extremely severe
conditions of salt water and moist air to which they
are subjected, the concrete and structure were found
to be in excellent condition. During the past year, the
rails and steelwork were cleaned and painted. Truck-
type guide wheels were substituted for the original
single guide wheels of the towing carriage to reduce
the magnitude of lateral movements and, as a safety
measure, the original imeumatic tires on the main
wheels were replaced with new ones.
:I-Iistorical series.--It is of great assistance to the
designers of present-day seaplanes and to the Com-
mittee's staff in plamling future research to know ac-
curately the characteristics of hull forms that have
been used and have proved successful in the past. As
a part of a l)rogram to obtain such information, a
1/7-size model of the hull of the famous NC flying
boat was tested over a wide range of operating condi-
tions. This model was approximately twice the size
of those originally tested in the experimental model
basin of the Washington Navy Yard in 1917, when the
form of the hull was developed. Its performance in
the N. A. C. A. tank was found to compare favorably
with that of many hulls of more modern design. The
data obtained are I)ublished in Technical Note No.
566.
Effect of variations in dimensions and form of hull on
take-off.--In spite of the increased facility in taking off
the water given by more l)owerful engines and con-
trollable propellers, the resistance to motion offered
by the water remains a most important limitation of
the perfornlance of large seaplanes. The reduction
of this resistance is, therefore, one of the primary ob-
jectives of the work at the tank and the development
of forms having low water resistance has been con-
tinued. The N. A. C. A. pointed-step hull has shown
definite promise in this direction but a valid criticism
of the earlier forms was that the snmll angle of dead
rise might result in heavy impact loads on the bottom
in alighting on the water. Tank tests of a family of
these hulls having three different angles of dead rise
are described in Technical Note No. 551. It is shown
that, while the high-speed resistance is somewhat
greater for higher angles of dead rise than for low
angles, the low-speed oI)eration and spray characteris-
tics are not impaired, and that, in spite of the increase
in resistance at high speeds, the apparent advantages
of the pointed-step form over conventional hulls are
retained.
The single-float system for small seaplanes has certain
aerodynamic and structural advantages. It is used ex-
tensively by the United States Navy but very little by
private and commercial operators. Last year, 2/7-size
models of two typical Navy floats were tested in the
tank to obtain information to be used in attempts to
design an improved form of float for this type of
service. The results of these tests are published in
Technical Note No. 563 and afford designers an op-
portunity to consider the single-float arrangement from
the standpoint of water performance. A comparison
of the test data of the conventional floats with those of
a generally similar float having a pointed step is
included in this note.
The form ()f the planing bottom _f a hull forward
of the step has in general a marked effect on water
resistance. A previous investigation having established
the superiority of a planing bottom longitudinally
straight over the pronounced convex or "rocker" type,
tests were made ()f a model of a flying-boat hull having
a slightly concave bottom forward of the step. The
results of these tests, reported in Technical Note No.
545, indicate that there is no great advantage in the
concave type of planing bottom as tested, although the
high-speed resistance was slightly less than that of the
straight bottom.
Design data for hulls for small flying boats and am-
phibians.--The problems encountered in the design of
hulls fox" small flying boats or amphibians are in some
ways more difficult than those encountered in large
er_(ft. The combination of adequate strength, light
weight, and good water performance with small size
does not permit the elaborate structure that may be
used where dimensions are not restricted. Under these
conditions simplicity of form with g(_od water per-
formance becomes of the greatest importance. Techni-
cal Report No. 543 furnishes hydrodynamic data for five
forms designed to be suitable for bulls of small flying
boats and amphibi,ms. The types u_d are simple in
form and were tested in the tank for all values of
speed, load, and trim which it was believed would
apply. Tile data _btained are intended to aid the de-
signer in selecting the most suitable size and type of
hull as well as in verifying take-off performance in the
early stages of a proposed design. Included in the
series is a novel form of forehody the bottom surface
of which e:ul be expanded into a flat surface and hence
can be fab,'ieated without shaping the plating or plank-
ing near tile bow. The tank tests indicated that this
simplified f_rm compared favorably with the conven-
tionally shaped bottom, at least for the smooth-water
conditions simulated in tim tank.
Work for private concerns.--From time to time the tank
has interrupted its regular work to perform tests for
the manufacturers when such tests could not be satis-
factorily done elsewhere.
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SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON VIBRATION AND FLUTTER !
The Special Subcommittee on Vibration and Flutter
has held two meetings since its organization. At these
meetings the special problems relating to the general
subject which are being investigated by the Army Air
Corps, the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy, the
National Bureau of Standards, and the National Ad-
visory Comnfittee for Aeronautics were briefly outlined
and tile general program of future work was discussed.
At the second meeting, representatives of propeller
manufacturers were present and described the l)rogress
made by their organizations in connection with the
problem of propeller vibration and its relation to vibra-
tion in other parts of aircraft and to flutter.
One of the most import_mt investigations in con-
nection with this general problem is the study of en-
gine vibration and the design of engine mounts, which
has been carried on by tim Mat6riel Division of the
Army Air Corps. A special vibration-isolating mount
for radial engines has been developed which effected
considerable improvement in one of the airplanes in
which it was installed. The Mat6riel Division is also
investigating the vibration characteristics of engines,
propellers, and various wings.
Under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Aeronautics
of the Navy an investigation has been conducted at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology which resulted
in the develol)ment of a vibration meter of the elec-
trical pick-up type for measurement of the vibratory
translational and rotational motion of airplane engines
and structures in flight or on the ground.
The Na|ional Bureau of Standards has been engaged
in a theoretical study of the effect of centrifugal force
on the stress distribution and vibration frequency of
propeller blades. Further study is being made of the
theory and the literature on harmonic vibrations and
O11 the vibr'ttion of mounting stands.
The National Advisory Committee at its laboratory
at_ Langley Field has sludied the effect of centrifugal
force on propeller vibrations and the torsion*d vibra-
tion of engines. A comprehensive program is being
initiated for the investigation of the vibration charac-
teristics of airplane engines, particularly the periodic
mass and gas forces and moments.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON POWER PLANTS
FOR AIRCRAFT
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
ENGINE POWER
The designs of new aircraft are based upon aircraft
engines developing twice the maxiumm power of the
present engines. This large increase in engine power
will be obtained by operating at higher engine speeds,
by increasing the weight of the charge pumped into
the cylinder, by using fuels having higher antiknock
ratings, and by improving the cooling of air-cooled
engines. The investigations undertaken by the Com-
lnittee indicate several promising methods by which
this increased engine power may be efficiently obtained.
Increased engine speeds.--The power output of an
engine is directly proportional to the rotative speed.
Tim maximum rotative speed is limited, however, by
the piston speed and by the loading of the engine
bearings. In order to investigate the problems con-
nected with higher rotative speeds a single-cylinder
test engine is being designed to operate at a maximum
speed of 4,000 r. p.m. The standard speed of the Com-
mittee's present laboratory test engines has been in-
creased from 1,500 to 2,500 r. p. m. to silnulate more
closely the speed of multicylinder engines.
Improved fuels.--The maximum power that can be
obtained from a given fuel is limited by its detonation
characteristics. New processes of manufacture have
made commercially available fuels having antidetonat-
ing eharaelerislies superior to those of iso-ortane. The
use of these fuels results in a large increase in engine
l)ower because the aircraft engines can be operated at,
higher compression ratios and at increased manifold
pressures. During the past year the necessary test
equipment has been assembled for the determination
of the maximum engine power available when fuels
having a range of octane nunlbers from 87 to 100 are
used. The engine tests will cover a range of hflet
manifold pressures, air temperatures, and compression
ratios. The fuels tested will be the same as those used
by the Aviation Detonation Subcommitlee of the
Society of Automotive Engineers. Preliminary tests
have been made of several types of detonation indi-
cators for the purpose of obtaining a reliable indica-
lion of recipient detonation.
Detonation researeh.--I)etonation in present aircraft
engines is eliminated by the use of premium fuels.
The development of aircraft engines capable of de-
livering high power outputs with cheaper fuels would
result in an appreciable reduction in the operating cost
of aircraft. A study of the detonation process occur-
ring in intcrnal-confl)nsti<)n engines is t)eing made to
obtain new knowledge concerning the phenomenon of
detonation.
Tbe N. A. C. A. combustion apparatus has been set
up with a cylinder head having a pent-roof combustion
chamber so that it can be operated as a spark-ignition
engine. A rectangular glass window approximately 5
by 7 inches in size gives an unobstructed view of one-
half the combustion chamber. The single fuel charge
is injected through a fuel valve located in the cylinder
bead. The injection of lhe fuel, the occurrence of
the spark, and the subsequent combustion are photo-
graphically recorded.
Three methods of photography are used. Motion
pictures are taken of the fuel injection and the flame
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propagationacrossthe combustion ehauiber by means
of a high-speed camera taking 2,500 frames per second.
With the windows masked by a metal plate, schlieren
photographs of the flame propagation are taken
through a 1/s-inch slot. These data show phenomena
that are not visible in the flanie photographs because
the temperature front is recorded instead of the flame.
Schlieren photographs are also taken of the combus-
tion visible through the unmasked window. Ill this
case the light source consists of 10 electric sparks dis-
charging at the rate of 9.,000 per second. The vari-
ables investigated have been air-fuel ratio, engine
speed, spark-plug arrangements, and fuels having a
range of octane nunibers from 65 to 100. Interesting
records of the flame have been obtained with the charge
fired by two diametrically opposite spark plugs, which
indicate that the combustion front is from 1//..>to 2
inches in depth. In all cases the flame occurring with
detonation is decidedly more actinic than the flame pre-
ceding detonation.
Valve overlap.--At the request of the Bureau of
Aeronautics, Navy Department, au investigation has
been started to deterniine the increase in perform-
ance that may be obtained with a radial air-cooled en-
gine equipped with a fuel-injection systeln and operat-
ing with a large valve overlap. The valve timing that
will give maximum power will be determined from
tests on a single-cylinder engine. The tests on a
single-cylinder engine have been started with inlet and
exhaust cams giving an overlap of 130 crank degrees.
Air intereoolers.---The inlet-air or the fuel-air mixture
heated by the supercharger must be cooled before de-
livery to the engine cylinders to prevent the loss of
engine power at high altitudes. Work has been con-
tinued on the study of air coolers for supercharged
engines. IIeat-transfer tests have been made on sev-
eral sainples of intercooler cores, and a few drag meas-
urements have been made of an aluminum cooler, ex-
ternal fins heing used to dissil)ate heat t() thc cooling
air.
The 2-stroke-cycle cngine.--The use of fuels having
high antiknock ratings has permitted large increases
to be made in the power outl)ut of aircraft engines.
Tlie favorable characteristics of the fuel shouhl facili-
tate the obtaining of increased power and iml)roved
fuel ecouoiny for the spark-ignition -°-stroke-cycle en-
gine ol)erating with gasoline injcelion. A single-
cylinder eugine has been constructed and tests started
to determine the perfortuance characteristics of this
type of engine for a range of speeds, scavenging pres-
sures, il_ie('lion nletho(ls, ant| ill h'i alld exhaust t hn higs.
FUEL CONSUMPTION
The denland for transl)ort and Inilitary aircraft hav-
ing a long range has intensified research on possible
methods of re(hieing fuel consumption. At present,
the use of automatic mixture controls has given an
appreciable reduction in fuel consumption. A reduc-
tion in fuel cotismnption of air-cooled engines has been
obtained by the use of improved designs of cylinder
finning. The design of aircraft engines to operate with
fuels of high octane nmnber should result in further
reduction in fuel consumption because of the higher
permissible compression ratios.
Fuel distribution.--The use of a fuel-injection system
instead of a carburetor on aircraft engines has been
fouml to result in reliable engine operation at all atti-
tudes of the airplane, in increased engine l)ower, and
in more uniform distribution of fuel between indi-
vidual cylinders. The distribution of the fuel within
the cylinder is being studied by means of a spark-
ignition fuel-injection engine fitted with a glass cyl-
inder. The injection of the fuel and the movement of
the air in the cylinder are being photographically
recorded.
The distribution of fuel to the various cylinders of
a nmlticylinder engine has been determined for a 500-
horsepower radial air-cooled engine operated in the
20-foot wind tunnel. The method used was to col-
lect and chemically analyze the exhaust gases from
each cylinder for several conditions of engine speed,
power output, and specific fuel consumption. The re-
suits showed that the variation in the quality of the
Inixture among individual cylinders was 4 percent and
was independent of fuel consumption, air-fuel ratio,
and engine power. It was found that the temperature
of the spark-phig hoss was not a good indicator of
fuel (listribution. The results of this investigation
will he published as a technical note.
biixture control. For hulg-range aircraft it is neces-
sary that the pilot niaintain, especially under cruising
conditions, an air-fuel inixtnre as lean as is compati-
ble with safety. The use of the constant-speed pro-
peller has made ilia usual "leaning-out" method obso-
lete. The norlnal mixture controls are being replaced
by nlechanisins tliat automatically maintain an eco-
nomical inixture ratio at all altitudes. An investiga-
tion has been lnade to determine the operating charac-
teristics of it commercial Inixture indicator. The op-
eration of lhis indicator is based on the eh'uige in
thernlal conductivity of the exhaust gases front the
engine with change in air-fuel ratio. On tlie basis of
it chemical analysis of the exhaust gases, the illstru-
inollt gives aOcllrltle readings for a rallge of air-fuel
ratios fronl S to 15. The iustruntent will not indic'tie
satisfactorily, however, air-fuel ratios greater than 16.
:Fuel injecti0n.---An investigation ]ms been started to
determine the colnl)arative performance obtained with
an air-cooled cylinder of late design when operated
with a carburelor_ with fuel injection into the mani-
fold> and with fuel injection into the cyliuder. In
this comparisoll of the three methods of carburetiol_
\\
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fuel consumI)tion, l)ower, and cylinder temperature
are tile important factors to be considered. Prelim-
inary tests have showlt that good perfornlance can
I)e obtained with any one of these methods; slightly
grealer l)ower, however, is obtained by injecting into
the cylinder and better fuel economy is obtained with
the carbm'etor. The two injection-valve h)cations
used in the cylinder head may not have given the max-
imum l)erformanee obtainable with injection into the
cylinder. Locating the injection valve so as to lake
advantage of the air flow set up in the cylinder bv the
passage of the inlet '1Jr through tile valve is expected
to give all improvement ill fuel consumption.
L0ng-range airplane.--A study is being made by the
Committee of the factors affecting the design of hmg-
range airphums. One of the important l)hases of this
study is to determine the ftlel-consmnl)tiol_ character-
istics of the engine at various values of the engim'
sl)eed and torque. The determination of these charac-
teristics is being made (m a single-cylinder air-cooled
test engine having a compression ratio of 5.6. The
results indicate that the improvement in the minimum
specific fuel consumption becomes less as the engine
torque is increased until, with a boost pressure of 5
pounds per square inch, 110 further improvement is
secured. In addition, it has been found that the en-
gine speed has no great effect on tile minimmn brake
fuel eonsumption.
Exhaust-gas analysis.--Knowledge of tile combustibles
present in the exhaust gas of all internal-combustion
engine makes possible tile evaluation of the energy lost
due to incomplete combustion. Analyses of exhaust
gases by the use of several 'q)proved c()mbustion
methods have been found to give different results. A
synthetic gas mixture of I)redetemnined c<nnposition
was I)repared and analyzed by (1) slow combustion
witil air, (2) slow eombusti<m with oxygen, (3) frac-
tional combustion in a copper-oxide tube followed by
slow combustion, and (4) fractional combustion in a
copl)er oxide-cerium oxide tul)e folh)wed by slow com-
bustion. Tile fractional-combustion method depends
on tim oxidation of certain combustibles ill the exha_lst
while others ar_, unaffected. The tests indicated that
the analysis by means of slow combustion with ")ir
gave ihe most reliable results.
COWLINn AND COOUN6
Cowling-propeller-nacelle investigation.--A comprehen-
sive investigation has been carried on wi_h full-scale
models in the N. A. C. A. 20-foot wind tunnel, the
general lmrpose of which is to supply information in
regard to the physical fmwtioning of tim composite
1)repeller-cowling-nacelle unit under all operating con-
ditions of take-off, taxying, and normal flight. The
',_sis included numerous combinations of more than a
_n nose cowlings, about a dozen skirts, six pro-
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pellets, two sizes of nacelles, various types of spinners,
and other devices.
The Ol)linmm shape of a h)w-drag cowling has l)een
determined. Tile shape of the leading edge and the
contours of the exit passage are the causes of large
losses when improperly designed. The importance of
providing means for regulating the quantity of cool-
mg air so as to kee l) it to a minimum to prevent ex-
('essive losses at high speeds was demonstrated. An
N. A. C. A. cowling shows a remarkably high efficiency
when considered as a pump for the cooling air. The
superiority of a baffled over an unllattted engine has
been verified and it has furthermore been shown that
ightly fitting baffles are SUl)erior to tile deflector type.
The problem of cooling a radial air-cooled engine on
the gromM has been studied in detail. The influence
of v'lrious forll)S of skirts, flaps, l)ropellers, sl)inners,
and special blowers has been investigated. Among the
more interesting resulls are the (lemonstration of the
(.Oml)arative ineffl(:iency of th(, adjustable skirt flaps,
the detrimental effect _f smallMiameter front openings
of the cowling, and the very beneficial effect of "l c'we-
fully designed airfoil section near the lmb of the
prol)eller. A small axial fan _,f simple construction
was found to give efficient cooling on the ground.
The cooling of a c(nnplete full-scale engine was
i studied in detail. A constant amount of heat was SUl)-
)lied to the cylinder by the use of an electrical heater.
'l'his arrangement gave the cooling directly by meas-
I:i'ement of the outside teml)eraiures. It was foulM
that the baffled part of the cylinder was cooled directly
by velocity flow "rod consequently the cooling was a
direct function of the velocity or of the pressure drop
across lhe baffles. The cooling of the front of the cyl-
inder was of a different n'lture, as it was good in spite
of the fact that there was no mcasureable velocity flow.
This phenomenon w'ls studied by the use of sm(,ke flow
and hot-wire anemometers, and it was found that a
large-scale turhulence in front of tim cowling m')te-
rially aided the cooling. S1)imwrs were found to
affect this cooling nmterialty.
The investigali(,n of tim cooling characteristics of a
cowled Pratt & Whitney Wasp It engine installed in a
nacelle and mounted ill the 20 foot wind tunnel has
been completed. Equally gaod cot)ling, for a 1)attica -
]ar pressure drop, resulted from each of the cowlings
tested. Cooling of the front of the ('ylinder del)ended
very little on pressure drop for those tests in which the
1)ressm'e drop was varied by oh;raging the skirt exit;
1he (:()(,ling of the front was ,Weolnplished by means of
|arge-scale turbulence af the air. A eontrollable pro-
pelter used in the tests bad no benefi_'ial effect on cool-
ing, and an adjustable propeller _mly improved the
cooling slightly.
A new type of N. A. C. A. cowling has been devel-
oped as a result of the complete investigation of the
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propeller-cowling-nacelle unit. This cowling is char-
acterized by the feature that the exit opening discharg-
ing the cooling air is not, as usual, located behind the
engine but at the nose of the cowling. This type of
cowling is inherently capable of producing two to
three times the pressure head obtainable with the nor-
real type of cowling because the exit opening can be
located in a field of considerable negative pressure.
This arrangement makes possible more cooling at lower
air speed or, if needed, more cooling at any speed. In
general, the efficiency is found to be high, owing to the
fact that higher velocities may be used in the exit open-
ing. Flight tests made on a temporary installation
have shown promising results.
The 2-row radial engine.--The results of an investiga-
tion conducted at the request of the Bureau of Aero-
nautics, Navy Department, on a 2-row radial engine
installed in a service airplane and mounted in the full-
scale wind tunnel have been given in Technical Report
No. 550.
:bin dimensions.--The determination of the surface
heat-transfer coefficients of closely spaced steel fins has
been continued. Finned cylinders have been investi-
gated having a range of fin width from 0.37 to 1.22
inches and of fin spacing from 0.022 to 0.131 inch.
These cylinders were tested with and without baffles in
a wind tunnel and with blower cooling, the cylinders
being completely ench)sed in a jacket. The results of
an investigation in which the optimum fin spacing was
determined for each of these three methods of cooling
for cylinders having fins of 1.2'2-inch width are being
prepared for publication. The results of an investiga-
tion made to determine the effect of fin width on the
optimum fin spacing for each method of cooling are
now being prepared for publication.
The effect of the conductivity of the metal of the
fins on the heat transfer has been checked with alumi-
num, steel, and copper fins. The purpose of this in-
vestigation was to verify experimentally the use of the
factor of thermal conductivity in tile theoretical equa-
tion for the heat transfer from finned cylinders.
Flight tests have shown that for the same pressure
drop across the cylinder fins the cooling in flight is
considerably better than that obtained in laboratory
tests with single-cylinder engines. This difference in
cooling is attributed to the turbulent flow of air over
the front of the cylinders that occurs in flight with
the N. A. C. A. cowling. An investigation is being
conducted to determine the effect of air turbulence on
the cooling of finned cylinders.
Baffle study.--A study has been made to determine the
effect of cylinder diameter, fin spacing, fin width, and
baffle design on the energy loss of the air passing by
the cylinder. The results show the relative cooling
and the distribution of the encrtzy loss for each baffle
arrangement.
Blower power required.--For long-range airplanes, the
air-cooled engines could be located within the wing
and cooled by a blower. The results of the tests on
two cylinders having widely differing fin pitches, en-
closed in jackets and cooled with a blower, have been
published in Technical Note No. 572. The minimum
power required for satisfactory cooling with an over-
all blower efficiency of 100 percent varied from 2 to
6 percent of the engine power, depending on the op-
erating conditions. The shape of the jacket had a
large effect, on tt_e cylinder temperatures. The drop
in total head across the cylinder varied approximately
as the square of the weight of the cooling air. The
temperature difference between the cylinder and the
cooling air varied as the 0.51-0.56 power of the indi-
cated horsepower.
An investigation has been made to determine the
effect of changes in fin width and fin spacing on tile
pressure drop and power required to force air around
finned cylinders at air speeds from 15 to 230 miles per
hour. The effect of changes in tile shape of the
entrance and exit of the jacket on the pressure drop
and power required to force the air around the finned
cylinders has been investigated. The results of this
investigation are being prepared for publication.
Cooling-air temperature.--For safe operation the tem-
peratures of air-cooled cylinders must not exceed cer-
tain limiting values. Since air-cooled engines are
required to operate over a wide range of conditions, it.
is important that the effect of the operating conditions
on cylinder temperatures be known. In the accept-
ance testing of airplane engines the problem often
arises of predicting engine temperatures for summer
operation from tests made in the winter or of pre-
dicting altitude temperatures from tests at sea level.
An investigation has been made at tile request of
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, to de-
termine the effect of cooling-air temperature on
cylinder teluperature for the six cylinders represent-
ing service-type engines. For the range of conditiolts
studied it was found that a single correction factor
could be used for all cylinders for the variation in
cylinder-head temperature with cooling-air tempera-
ture. Similar correction factors were also obtained
for the cylinder barrel and flange. A report covering
this investigation is being prepared.
A theoretical study has been made of tl:e heat-trans-
fer proce.ss in an air-cooled engine to prcvide a better
insight into the relation between the various engine and
cooling conditions. Equations have been derived for
the relationship between cylinder temperatures and
the important engine and cooling variables. The sev-
eral empirical c.nstants in the equation_ may readily
be obtained from engine tests. An investigation has
been made (,n a Angle-cylinder engine with two differ-
ent designs of air-cooled cylinders to check the theo-
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retieal ,levelopnmnt and to provide values for the con-
stants in the equations applicable to tile respective cyl-
Inders for the particular conditions of the tests. The
results of this investigation are being prepared for
publication.
An investigation has been made to determine the
effect of engine l)ower, mass flow of the cooling air, and
atmospheric temperature on the cylinder temperature
of a Pratt & Whitney 1535 supercharged engine under
actual flight conditions. A Grumman Scout (XSF-2)
airplane was used in these tests. The results indicated
that the difference ill temperature between the cylinder
wall and the cooling air varied as tim 0.38 power of the
brake hor_power for a constant mass flow of cooling
air, cooling-air temperature, and engine speed. The
difference in temperature was also found to vary in-
versely as the 0.39 power of the mass flow for points
on tile cylinder head: and the 0.35 power for points on
the barrel, provided the engine power, engine speed,
anti cooling-air teml)erature were kept constant. A
report of the results uf this study has been prepared
for publication.
Cooling at altitude.--An analysis has been made for
the Bureau of Aeronautic% Navy Department, of the
comparative cooling at altitude and at sea level of
supercharged air-cooled engines in a high-speed trans-
l)ort and a llursuit airphlne. The estimated cooling
was based on data obtained from wind-tnnnel tests of
a multicyliuder engine mounted in a nacelle and from
single-cylinder engine tests.
:Flame temperature.--A new teclmique for measuring
combustion engine teml)eratures by the sc(liunl line re-
versal method has been developed. The l)reliminary
results obtained by this meth,d are presented in Tech-
nical Note No. 559. Further measurements with a new
cylinder bead in which the temperature distribution
will be slmlied are in progress.
COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINES
The rapid development of the compression-ignition,
or Diesel type, engine for use in all forms of auto-
motive equipnwnt has not t)een folh)wed in tiffs country
by the development of a successful Diesel aircraft en-
gin(.. Tim low fuel cousnml)tion and reduction in fire
hazard obtained hy the use of the compression-igni-
tion engine should be of partieuhu" interest to opera-
tors of long-range transport aircraft. The research
work of the Committee on the compression-ignition
engine has been c(mtinued with the object of obtain-
in/ fundamental knowledge concerning the fuel-injec-
tion and combustion llrocess and of incre'lsing the
specific lmwer OUtlmt. A form of integral combustion
ehaml)er in which high-veh)city air flow is utilized
for distributing and mixing the fuel and tile combus-
tion air is being investigated. The specific power out-
lint (ibtained with a single-cylinder liquid-c(loh, d
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!engine using this combustion chamber compares favor-
ably with the nmximum obtained from present super-
clmrged spark-ignition aircraft engines.
Combustion researeh.--An investigation of the com-
bustion characteristics of fuel sprays suitable for use
in compression-ignition engines has been completed
and the data are presented in Technical Report No.
545.
A constant-volume bomb has been used to investi-
gate the effect of air temperature and density on the
auto-ignition and subsequent combustion of Diesel fuel.
The bomb is mounted in an electric furnace and can
be heated to a maximum temperature of 1,100 ° F.; the
density of the air in the bomb can be adjusted to any
desired value. The minimum ignition lag obtained
with this apparatus, the fuel being injected as in the
compression-ignition engine, is 0.001 second. The
amounts of ignition lag and combustion time obtained
with the bomb are comparable with those obtained in
the compression-ignition engine. An investigation is
being conducted with the bomb to determine the effect
of injection-nozzle design, air temperature, and pres-
sure on the combustion.
The results of the investigation made of the com-
tmstion in a spherical bomb with a fuel-injection sys-
tem at relatively low air temperatures have been pub-
lished in Technical Report No. 544.
A research has been comi)leted to determine the ef-
fect of increasing the degree of atomization of the
fuel injected into a l)rechamher COml)ression-ignition
engine with forced air flow. The degree of atomization
of the fuel was varied by in('reasing the fuel-injection
pressure from 4,000 to 9,000 [)ounds per s(tuare inch.
The results showed lhat the ignition lag decreased 35
l)ercent and the brake mean effeclive pressure in-
creased 19 percent with increase in the fuel-injection
)ressure. The results of an investig.ttion covering the
effects of several designs of fuel-valve nozzles (m the
fuel sl)ray an(1 flame formation in a high-sl)eed com-
pression-ignition engine have been published in Tech-
nical Report No. 561.
The effect on ignition lag and engine performance
of heating the fuel oil before injection to a maximum
temperature of 750 ° F. has heen determined with a
conlpression-iguition engine having a prechamber.
The research is described in Technical Note N(t. 565.
:Fuel-injection pumps.--Improved distribulion of fuel
within combustion chambers of certain forms for com-
pression-ignition engines may be ohtained by the use
of more than one fuel-injection valve. An investiga-
tion has been completed on the rates ()f discharge from
a single-cylinder fuel-injection l)Uml ) e(mnected to two
injection valves. The variables investigated were
pure l) speed, injection-tuhe lenglh, injection valve-
opening pressure, and discharge-urifiee diameter. The
resul|s showed that l)y the 1)roper choice of injection
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valve-openin_pressuresanddischarge-oriticediam-(,let'sof tilt' twoinjectionvalves,tilneratesof dis-
chargecanbeobtainedthatcannotbeobtainedwitha
singleinjectionvalve.The useof unequaltube
lengthsconnectingthetwoinjectionvalvestothefuel
pumpresultedinerraticoperationwhenthespeed of
the l)Uml ) was varied. When the two injection tubes
were of the same length, this erratic operation with
change in lnunp speed did not occur.
A research has been started to determine the rates
of discharge from a fuel-injection system in which the
injection punip is connected directly to the fuel-injec-
tion valve. Preliminary tests indicate that, with this
system tile rates of discharge are more nearly a func-
tion of pure 1) speed than is the etlse with a long injec-
tion tube. The tests are being conducted for a range of
lmmp speeds, injection valve-opening pressures, dis-
charge-orifice diameters, and throttle settings.
A comparison of the distribution of fuel with sev-
eral types of fuel sprays has been published in Tech-
nical Report No. 565.
Prechamber-type of combustion chamber.--This investi-
gation has been completed and a report is being pre-
pared smnmarizing the research work on the pre-
clmmber type of combustion chamber.
Integral type of combustion chamber.--Teehnical Re-
port No. 568 has been prelmred smmnarizing the work
completed on the performance of an integral combus-
tion chamber with no air tlow, and concluding this in-
vestigation.
The investigation of engine lierfoiunance has been
continued on a single-cylinder engine having a displacer
piston and a combustion chamber of vertical disk form.
Results have been Imblished in Technical Note No. 569
.f the engine performance obtained at 2,000 r. p. m.
for boost pressures up to 10 pounds per square inch.
For these conditions brake mean effective pressures of
over o00 l)Ollnds per square inch have been obtained
with a specific fuel cousumption of 0.46 pound per brake
horsei)ower-hour. An investigation has been started
tit 2,500 r. p. m. on a single-cylinder el@no having a
5-inch b6re and a 7-ineli stroke to deternline the char-
acteristics and lmrforniance possibilities of tlle dis-
l)lacer-l>iston eoinbllStiou chaniber at lhe higher engine
speed.
Engine friction.--An hivestiTation of the friction
characteristics peculiar to eonq)ression-ignition en-
gines has been eoulpleted and the results presented ill
Technical Note No. 577. The investig'ltion included
the determination of the effect of e<mibustion-chamber
shape, air-flow quantities, and compression ratio on the
friction of single-cylinder conipression-ignition en-
gines.
Altitude performance.--Information is lacking con-
cerning tile l)erformance of compression-ignition en-
gines lit altitude c,mditions. Equipment ha_ been
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assembled and an investigation started to determine
the pe,'formanee of a single-cylinder liquid-cooled
compression-ignition engine in operation under con-
ditions of inlet pressure and temperature and exhaust
pressure equivalent to altitudes from sea level to a
niaxiniuin of 30,000 feet.
Single-cylinderand multicylinderengines.--The In'oh-
lenis of adopting tim displaeer-liiston forin of coin-
bastion chaniber to it radial air-e, ooled engine and
the requirenients for adequate cooling have been given
careful consideration. A preliminary design of air-
cooled cylinder suitable for installation on il conven-
tional radial engine has been completed. The lieces-
sary equipnient is being assemble, d for an investiga-
tion of this design. In addition to giving informa-
tion on power, economy, aud cooling requirenients_ the
results will permit direct comparisons to be drawn
between tlie mechanical friction of sl)ark-ignition and
of compression-ignition radial air-cooled engines.
The 2-stroke-cycle engine.--Investigation of tim 2-
stroke-cycle eonipression-igldtion engine has been con-
tinned wilh a determination of the ol)timum entry
angle for the scavenging and eombttstion air with tlle
inlet and exhaust systems arranged to eliminate ranl-
ruing. An improve,t,ent of 15 percent in niaxinnnn
perforlllance was ol>tained by directing the air into the
cylinder at a horizontal angle of 60 ° to the radial; :ill
vertical entry angles with a flat-top piston adversely
affected the engine performance. The single-cylinder
engine developed 0.65 brake horsepower per cubic inch
of displacement when operated :it 1,800 r. p. m. with a
scavenging air pressure of 8 l)ounds per squal'e inch.
The data indicate that a further improvement in per-
formanee may be expected by the use of higher scav-
enging pressures and engine speeds. A report pre-
senting the resulls of this work is being prepared.
INSTRUM ENTS
:Fuel flowmeter. The electrical type of indicating fuel
flowineter hils been further developed to extend its
range when eitlier a l)otentiometer or a mfllivoltmeter
is used for indication. 3'lie range of fuel flow that has
been covered with ii potentionleter is froin 30 to 1,500
pounds per hour. The i,istrunlent is now being tested
in flight.
Nigh-speed eamera.--The researches Oil combustion in
a spark-ignition engine have indicated the need ¢lf tak-
illg higli-speed motion pictnres at rates greater than
that of 2,500 fralnes per second now availqble with
the present high-speed niotion-pieture camera. A new
caniera is being designed, to consist of a single rotat-
ing drlnn upon which will be mounted the photo-
graphie fihn and a system of prisms. The prisms are
so arranged that the image foeused on the film moves
at tim same linear speed as the fihn. The camera is
being designed to take motion pictures of the conibus-
lion at rates up to 40,000 frames per second.
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Phenomena of combustion.--The effects of the inert
gases argon and helimn upon flame speed and exl)an-
sion ratio iu mixtures of carbon monoxide, oxygen,
and water wlpor, measured by the bubble method, are
described in Technical Report No. 553. The results
of further studies of flame movement and pressure de-
velopment in an engine cylinder are presented in
Technical Report No. 556. A brief mimeographed
note entitled "Practical Aims of Combustion Re-
search" has been prepared for distribution to visitors
and to others interested.
The construction of a spherical bomb of constant
volmne, equipped with (a) means for photographing
the spread of flame from a central point of ignition,
and (b) six indicators of the balanced-diaphragm
type arranged to record the points at which prede-
termined pressures are reached, has been mldertaken.
Short cylinders of Pyrex glass, with ends ground
parallel and with inside and outside surfaces given
an optical polish, have been prepared to serve (singly)
as windows through which the flame may be photo-
graphed.
Tile development of pressure indicators having suf-
ficient accuracy has necessit'lted a special investiga-
tion of the characteristics of such instruments. These
studies show that local regions of extremely high pres-
sure may exist in passageways and crevices on the ex-
plosion side of the diaphragm. It is therefore desir-
able that the diaphragm be exposed directly to the ex-
l)losive mixture. Studies of the effects of diaphragm
diameter and thickness show that, for the present pur-
pose, the inertia of the diaphragm is an important
factor, l)articularly if measurements are to be made
during the early stages of the explosi(m. An adequate
COml)romi_e between sensitivity and inertia h'ls been
found experimentally, and the pressure indicators
have been designed accordin_zly.
In tim evolution of an accurat(, timc-l)ressure record
at least two other factors must be considered, namely
(a) the time lag invoh'ed in the transfer of l)ressure
from the flame front to the diaphragm, which is
thought to be the time required for sound to tr:lvel
from one to the other,'lnd (b) tile time between igm-
tion and the attainment by the fl_mle of its maxinmm,
and temporarily constant, spatial speed. In the ease
(Jf an explosive mixture for which flame speed and ex-
pansion ratio are alre'tdy known, the observed 'rod
calculated time-pressure reeortls _lre in good accord
when tim above correeti(ms are determined and ap-
plied. Mathematie'll analyses of spherical bm'ning at
constant pressure (bubble) and at constant vohmw
(bomb) lmve yiehlcd f'firly siml/le working equations
wlwreby the (lcsired characteristics nmy be derived
from tile observed qu'mtities.
Ignition investigations.--The work on ignition l)rob -
lems for the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department_
has included laboratory tests of lnagnetcs, ignition
cable, spark plugs, and spark-plug elbows. In addition
to the routine testing of magnetos, attention has been
given to the improvement of test methods and a study
was undertaken to ascertain the influence of various
factors on the electrical characteristics of magnetos.
The development of ignition cable capable of with-
standing higher temperatures has been encouraged
and experiments are in progress with a view to the pos-
sible replacement of rubber insulation. The mathe-
matical analysis of heat flow in mica spark plugs has
been extended and the accompanying calculations made.
The theoretical results are being correlated with test
results on spark plugs designed according to the theo-
retical principles. Routine temperature surveys have
been made on about 20 airplanes and various cases of
overheating have been found and corrected. Repeat
:ests on tile same airplane at different ground tempera-
tures have tended to show that the correction factors
m current use are too small. Special teml)erature mea-
surements bave been made in connection with flight
tests of spark plugs and spark-plug elbows.
Endurance tests of engines.--At the request of the
Bm'eau of Air Commerce, a 25-hour torque-stand en-
durance test of an inverted 4-cylinder in-line air-cooled
aircraft engine, in which battery ignition was used in
place of the magnetos, was undertaken and successfully
completed. The same engine h'ld been rml 1)rcviously
for about 25 hours dm'ing the cooling investigation and
was subjected later to about 100 hours of additional
running during a propeller test. A fin:fl report has
been prepared covering the perfol'mance of the ignition
system, and other parts, for the entire 150 hours.
A polm]ar vee-type automobile engine, subjected to
dynalnometer test at full throttle and rated speed for the
inforlnation of the Bureau of Air Commerce, suffered
a crankshaft failure after running about 100 hours. A
second test was terminated in a few hours by a con-
heeling-rod bearing failure. Tests of a new engine,
embodying the 1936 changes, develol)ed two piston fail-
ures in the course of about 85 hours' rtmning.
A well-known two-cylinder motorcycle engine is
being given a 300-hour torque-stand endul'tmce test to
determilm for the Bureau of Air Commerce tile suit-
ability of its lmrts for use in small and im,xpellsive air-
craft engines. The propeller in this installation is
driven by vee belts. Twa 50-hour runs have 1)ten satis-
factorily cOml)leted, about 15 horsepower per cylinder
being deveh)ped at 3,000 r. p. m. The engine valves
have given s(mm trouble because of di,_tortion of the
cylinders by the cylinder-head studs, l)uring the re-
mainder of the test the engine is to be rml at 4,000
r. p. m.
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT FUELS AND
LUBRICANTS
High octane number fuels.--The Subcommittee on Air-
craft Fuels and Lubricants has prepared _ program of
tests of a single-cylinder engine to be conducted at the
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory to deter-
mine the nlaximmn pelfformance that call be obtained
with fuels having octane numbers from 87 to 100 with-
out lead and for higher octane ratings with lead. The
fuel to be used ill these tests has been prepared for the
Aviation Gasoline Detonation Subcommittee of the
Society of Automotive Engineers. The maximum en-
gine performance obtainable with a fuel having a
specified octane nmnber will be determined by two
nlethods; first, by increasing tile compressiml ratio and
second, by maintaining a constant compression ratio
and increasing the boost pressure. The factor limiting
each test will be the start of detonation. For cheek
purposes, limited tests will be made by the laboratory
on air-cooled single-cylinder engines and by the Ma-
teriel Division of the Air Corps on a liquid-cooled
single-cylinder engine.
Detection and evaluation of knock.--A report oil
methods nf measuring the intensity of knock in high-
output aircraft engines was pret)ared at the request of
the Bm'e'm of Aeronautics of the Navy Department,
and has been made available both tn the Subcommittee
on Aircraft Fuels and Lubricants and to the C. F. R.
Aviation Gasoline Detonation Subcommittee. A satis-
factory laboratory model of the ph,toelastic pressure
gage has been completed and tested. This indicator
will record directly either the pressure or the rates
of prcssure rise acc(mq)anying detonation. A l)ort-
,ql)le instl'nment combining the l)ressure indicator
and a thermal 1)lug has been designed and is under
construction.
Rating fuels in full-scale aircraft engines.--The results
of the conlparative tests of aviation fuels in represent-
'ttive aircraft engines, made by lhe National Bureau
of Standards in co(q)eration with three engine com-
panies, have been lmblishcd. The final report includes
a C. F. R. recommended procedure fnr rating fuels in
full-scale aircraft engines and outlines the progranl of
future work of tim C. F. R. Aviation Gasoline Detona-
tion Subcommittee with aviation fuels of high octane
ntnnbpr. Al'rangenients have been made t(i set aside
70,000 gallons of teelmieal iso-oetane and 10,(100 gallons
of a straight-run gasoline of almut 20 -crane number
for general use as reference fuels in full-scale engine
tests of high octane fuels. The work of the C. F. R.
subconmfittec is being coordinated with the program of
tile Sitbcomnfittee on Aircraft Fuels and Lubricants so
as to avoi(1 possible duplication. The Army Air Corps,
ttle Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy, the National
Bureau of Standar(ts, and leading engine manufac-
turers are represented on both subcomnli:tces.
Stability of aviation oil.--The investigation of the
stability of aircraft engine lubricating oil, undertaken
with the cooper'ltion of the Bureau of Aeronautics of
tile Navy, was continued throughout the tiscal year.
Engine tests with 2'2 representative aviation oils were
compleled after operation for approximately 30 hours
each in a Pratt and Whitney Hornet engine at about
75 percent rated power. In cooperation with the Navy
Department a large number of samples ]lave been re-
moved from engines in service and have been analyzed
to t)rovide a basis for further correlation with labora-
tory stability tests and a basis for recommendations
regarding extension of the period between oil changes
in service. A ]arge volume of laboratory data was
obtained on the 0`2 oils under various conditions of
oxidation at various temperatures and a satisfactory
correlation was found by the use of one set of ]ahora-
tory test conditions and the results of the tests on the
Hornet engine. Apparatus has been constructed for
testing oil stability by an improved and somewhat
simpler method which involves heating tile oil in a
cylinder under conditions analogous to those encount-
ered in aircraft engines.
0il acidity and bearing corrosion.--An investigation has
been initiated for the Bm'eau of Aeronautics of the
Navy invnlving a study of the effect of increase in
(ill acidity during service on the corrosion of master
rod bearings. Apparatus for this purpose has been
designed and the construction of a large part of it has
been COml)leted.
Wear and oiliness characteristics of aviation-engine lu-
bricating oils.--An extensive investigation has been
started with the cooperation of the Bureau of Aero-
nautics (m the oiliness characteristics of lubricating oils
•rod on the difforcnces in cylinder-wall and piston-ring
wear caused by different oils. Emphasis is being
)laced on the development of compounded oils which
will have superior lubricating qualities and which will
tend to reduce wear in high-output engines. Appa-
ratus f-r this investigation has been designed and is
practically conq)lcted. In conjunction with this in-
vestigation, data nn oil stability and corrosion are
being obt'fined ,n those comlmunded oils which show
merit frmn tlw standpoint of wear reduction.
Aviation-engine wear.--In cooperation with the Sub-
comnlittee on Aircraft Fuels and Lubricants and a
number of representative petroleum organizations, an
investigation has been started (m the relative wear
with wu'ious oils in actual aircraft engines. In these
tests it is l)lanned to rely oil accuracy of measurements
rather than on long-time operation in order to obtain
the desired information, and tile engine will be largely
rebuilt for each test, new pistons, cylinders, and rings
being used each time. Considerable progress has been
made in assembling the necessary equipment, both for
measuring the vaN,ms engine parts and for absorbing
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the Ilower. A special sound absorber has been de-
signed and constructed in order to mininlize engine
noise and preliminary tests have indicated a fairly high
degree of efl'ectivencss.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT
STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON METALS USED IN AIRCRAFT
Weathering of light-alloy structural sheet material.--The
series of tests on alunlinulu-alloy sheet material which
have I)een in progress at Washington, D. C.; Hanlpton
Roads, Va.; and Coco Solo, C. Z., will be completed
early in 1937 after four years' continuous exposure of
the specimens to the weather. Although the initial
test progl'anl was arranged to cover five years, it is
felt that they will have essentially fulfilled the pur-
pose in the somewhat shorter time. The results defi-
nitely establish the markedly superior properties, with
respect to corrosion resistance, of the alumilnun alloys
coulaining maglmsiunl as the alloying constituent over
sinlihtr alloys containing copper as an esesntial alloy-
ing constituent. The tests have also given valuable
information with respect to the coating processes
which are dependable for use on alulninum-alloy
structures which must withstand severe atmospheric
ColJditions. The Alclad nlaterials llavc proved very
resistant under all conditions inlposed upon them.
These various classes of alloys call be depended upon
to give enlinent satisfaction over a stipulated minimum
five-year service life of an aircraft.
In the summarizing report, detailed information is
given on the microstruetural aspect of the corrosion
of aluminun_-alh)y sheet and its relation to thc lower-
ing of the mechanical properties of the material. The
correlation of the results of hlboratory tests by the salt-
spray n_ethod on a large number of specimens with the
results obtained with similar materials exposed con-
til_Uously serves as a basis for a practical evaluation
of this method of testing, which is extensively used in
sl)ecifieations in tlle aircraft industry.
A program to supl/lement these tests Ills beell author-
izcd and tests have been planned to give itlformation
on specific items of general imi)orlance in aircraft cou-
struction, such as spot welding, riveting, flying or
contact surfaces, as well as newly developed protec-
I ire coatings.
Protective surface treatment of magnesium alloys.--An
electrolytic metllod has been deveh>l)ed for tile surface
treaiment of magnesium alloys which is analog(ms to
the anodic ])l'ocess used for alulnimlm alloys. The
pr<lcess is being applied on a commercial scale at the
Naval Airer'_ft Factory. This method for treating
tile surface of magnesium has proved superior ill a
mmlbcr of ways to other processes for the same lmr -
i)ose, although it is not so simple in apl>licaii<)n as the
corresl)onding anodic process for aluminum alloys,
since the various tyl)es of magnesium alloys differ
somewhat in their response to the treatment. Work
is being continued for defining tile proper conditions
for each type of this class of alh>y. The process has
been described ill a Research Paper of the National
Bureau of Standards. Weather-exposure tests are ill
progress to snppleulent extensive laboratory tests by
tile salt-spray method to detcrlnine the relative merits
of magnesium alloys treated by this and other methods,
the treated specimens being coated with various
kinds <)f [)riming and finishing c<Jats reconmlended for
magnesium.
Anodic oxidation for protective treatment of aluminum.--
Work on this subject has I)een completed. The widely
ttsed chromic-acid method for this as initially de-
scribell was essentially a batch process requiring all
empirically determined voltage cycle. The wl)rk has
demonstrated the feasibility (if carrying out the pro-
cess as a continnous olle, aml has, in addition, estab-
lished tile underlying lll'im_iph_s for lnaintaiaillg the
bath in good working condition. The reasons for the
deterioration of the bath with use have 1)een set forth.
The results are presented in a Research Paper of the
National Bureau of Standards.
Elastic properties of high-strength aircraft metals.--In
this investigation, which has recently been initiated,
corrosion-resistant steel of the so-called 18-8 type is
1)eing used as the basis. This material already has
been accepte(1 for many ilnl/ortant uses in aircraft.
such as tie rods, cables, etc., and other ilnportant new
uses are constantly being considered and tried. Aus-
tenitie steel of this kind owes its high strength to the
cold working to which it is subjected in fabrication
and definite information on the elastic properties and
their limitations is very desirable, since, as is well
known, the elastic properties of such a material are
largely oldy nominal. Nol_e of the austenitic steels
possess true elastic properties. In parli('ular, infof
lnation on the "over-load" characteristics of the ma-
terial is desirable.
With the n/)miual elastic properties of the material
as determined by the cuslomary stress-strain measure-
ments as a start, a study of the stress-pernlanent set
relationship has been made, following which similar
studies are being made of similar malerial which has
undergone deforurttion prior to tcsling, such :is might
occur through accident in service. On the basis of tile
information secured by such studies it is expected that
lhe maximum allowable stresses for materials of this
kind which possess no trite ehlstic properties can be
fixed with nlore assurance tllan on a knowledge ¢_f only
their nominal elastic l)roperties or eml)irically deter-
mined yield strength.
$h_ctural changes in aircraft metals occurring as a re-
sult of service stressing.--It is well established that
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marked structural changes which are conducive to short
service life occur in certain soft alloys as a result of
tile stress conditions which occur in service. An inves-
tigation has been started to show whether or not highly
stressed aircraft metals, particularly propeller mate-
rials, may be subject to similar detrimental structural
changes. The work has been confined to tile ln'ope]ler
alundnum alloy, 25S. with special emphasis on its be-
havior under fatigue stress.
X-ray study by reflection methods at an angle of
grazing incidence of the same spot on the surface of
a fatigue-test specimen as it is fatigue-stressed at suc-
cessively higher maximum fibre stresses from 12,000
to 18,000 pounds per square inch has shown no signifi-
cant changes in the reflection pattern.
A testing program on the aluminum-alloy propeller
material is now under way to show to what extent, if
any, fatigue-stressing may affect the other mechanical
properties of the material. Special attention is being
given to the possible effect of fatigue-stressing on the
impact resistance of the material. Information on this
point is urgently needed.
Certain microstructural features, "slip-plane pre-
cipitation" and "veining", observed in 25S which have
aroused some suspicion as to origin and significance
have been found in individual grains throughout most
of the length of practically all the blades studied.
These features are evidently not characteristic of areas
of maximum service stresses. Their appearance is as-
sociated with heat-treatment procedure. Results have
been obtained which indicate that this condition can
be more readily revealed in material which has been
fatigue-stressed than in the same material initially.
However, the practical significance of this fact, if it
has any, is not apparent as yet.
Results of a systematic study of the rate of "growth"
of the heat-treated ,o5S alloy indicate that growth in
the materi.d continues long after the maxinxu,n hard-
ness of the alloy has been attained, which fact may
have some significance with respect to internal stresses
in the finished material as it goes into service.
Aircraft metals at subzero temperatures.--A program of
tests has been carried on during the year for obtain-
ing information requested hy the Bt,rcau of Aero-
mtutics on the common mechanical properties of air-
craft structural metals at sul)norma] temperatm'es, ap-
proximately those which occm' in :-ervice. These I/rop-
erties were determined at a series of temperatures
ranging from room temperatm'e to -78.5 ° C.
(-109 ° F.). Information has been obtained on stain-
h'ss steel, 18-8, and on the same material "stabilized"
/,y me'ms of titanium and by c(,hmlbimn; on repre-
.nmtative almninum alloys.=, cast and wrought;_ mag-
nesium alloys, cast and wr<,u_zht; chromimn-nickel
alloy, "inconel" (Cr 15 percent, Fc 6 percent, Ni 79
percent); chromium-nickel-molybdenuin steel (C (I.47
percent, Cr 1.04 percent, Ni 1.80 percent, Mo 22 per-
cent); high-chromium steel (C 0.11 percent, Cr 16.3
percent, Ni 1.7o percent).
Practically all of the materials have shown an in-
crease in the yield strength and ultimate strength at
the lowered temperature with no change in the modulus
of elasticity and only slight or insignificant decrease in
the ductility. A very reassuring result of the tests
to date on many of the materials is the fact that the
impact resistance of notched specimens determined at
the low temperature, -78.5 ° C., is not materially dif-
ferent from the value obtained on the same material at
room temperature. For a few of the materials, how-
ever, some decrease in this property was noted. A
report summarizing the work is in preparation as a
Research Paper of the National Bureau of Standards.
Propeller materials.--The steel used in welded hollow
steel propellers is a chromium-vanadium steel (S. A. E.
No. 6130) having an ultimate tensile strength in a
heat-treated condition of 120,000 to 155,000 pounds
per square inch. The endurance limit determined on
specimens cut from blades was 60,000 to 72,000 pounds
per square inch; on specimens cut from the blade so
as to contain a portion of the welded seam, it may be
considerably lower, possibly as much as 30,000 pounds
per square inch.
lCliscellaneous aircraft metals.--In cooperation with the
Bureau of Aeronautics, study has been made of the
localized corrosion of a pltting type on rods of cohl-
rolled 18-8 stainless steel after a few months' marine
service. Occasional rod failures were found which
were of the fatigue type and which had originated at
a pit. Improper surface finish is believed to be an
important facqor in this ut_satisfactory behavior of
the material.
Experi,nents are under way to determine the opti-
mum annealing treatment for relief of internal stress
in cold-rolled stainless tie rods without entailing
marked lowerin_ of the strength and corrosion-resist-
ance. Ileating to 1000 ° F. may be necessary for this
lmrpose.
At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department, studies arc being made of a numl/er of
selected steels in an attempt to obtain information
_m the signifir'ance of chmgation and reduction of area
values in tensile tests, apart from their u_'e as imli
catitlns of quality of the materials. Inform',tion is
desired bearing on the significance of the fact that for
some metals the values for elongati<m and reduction of
at'ca in a tensile lest are required to be two or three
times as great as in others. Ordinary tensile tests.
tensile-impact, notched-bar impact, torsion-impact,
and hardness tests, as well as studies of the micro-
structure, are being nm(le .n the steels in several con-
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ditions of heat treatment. Extensometer lneasure-
merits are made of tile elongations to the moment of
fracture and reductions <>f area are measured sinml-
taneously with the extensions.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON STRUCTURAL LOADS AND
METtlODS OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
LANGLEY MEMORIAI. AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
Applied Loads on Airplane StructuresiGust loads.--
Slalistical measurenn, nts of acceleration and "tir speed
on lF_lllspol't .:lil'l)lalles ill regular service have been
continue, I on the land types and exlen<le<l to include
lhe l'u'm, llying boal s in the Pacific an<l Carildwan serv-
ices. Re<'m'ds c</vering a t_tal of over 16,000 airl>lane
hours have heen accumulated under q wide variety of
eonditi<ms. Wilh the exception of one cast,, in which
a land lranqmrt flew through a line squall, the nlaxi-
mum gust velocities <ledm'e<l from the recoMs on the
basis cf the sharp-e<lge-gusl assumpiiou have not ex-
ceeded :_:35 feet per second. In the excepti_m noted
the nmximum gusL velocities were -t aa feet: per second
and -47 feet per second. In the case of the large flying
boats, the maximum gust velocities have extended to
the same lhnits, namely, +35 feet per second, as those l
measured on the land transports, notwithstanding the
nmeh smaller total quantity of <lala <m the flying boats.
Gust research.--Measurements of gust: intensities and
gradients have been made with light airplanes close to
the ground under stable atmospheric conditions with
large wind gradients. Analysis of a large number of
gusts indicates lhat un(ter these conditions the gust
gradient decreases with increasing gust intensity so that
the stronger gusts (30 feet l)er second) reach their max-
imum intensities in a horizontal distance of about 100
feet. This relation, h<)wever, cannot be considered well
establislwd without furlher verification by more
extensive (h,la.
A numher of altitude surveys indicate that, aside
from the gustiness assoeiated with large wind gradi-
ents near the ground, strong gusts are usually found
mdy wilhin clouds of the cmmdus type. An exception
tins bem_ noted, however, tit an altitude of 14,000 feet,
in which case slrong hwhuh'nee wqs found well tamer
an allo-cumulus eh>u<l layer associated with the over-
runni,)g _,l! a 1)ol'u" air mass by the outer reaelu,s of a
<listanl [r<:ifi('al hurricane. The strong wind gradient
that presumably existed at the turbuh'nt level caused
acceleralions of the airplane that were nearly as greal
as those measured withiu eumulo-congestus clouds.
Acceleration Measurements on Racing Airplanes. Ac-
celeration nleaSilFelll(!n|s have 1}ecu llla(le on sever'll
racing airl)hmes in actual races to supplement data
previously obtained. Tlw resulls_ which do not include
accelerations higher than tlmse previously I'cp_)rted,
have l)een presenied in Techllical Note No. 556.
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Load Distri.bution.--A nmnber of wind-tunnel experi-
ments have been made to determine the pressure dis-
tribution on wings with flaps. Most of these tests have
been made to establish the section characteristics, in-
cluding tile division of load between tlap and wing, and
the flap hinge moment. Flaps investigated in this see-
lion (_f the lwogram include the split, l)lain (with and
without tab), external-airfoil; and F<)wler types. (See
Technical Report No. 574).
l'res_ure-(listributi(m measure,nent_ have also been
made in the 7- bv 10-foot: wind tunnel alul in the full-
scale wind tunnel to delermine the span-hind distribu-
tion on wings with l)artial-span flaps (Technical Re-
l>ort N,. 571). The results have been examined in the
light ()f airf()il lheory, and it has been foun(t that the
Lolz nmlhod of calculating the Sl)'m-h)ad distribution
gives a sufficiently good apl)roxinmti(m for structural
purposes provided a sufi_icient nu,nber of harmonics
are retained. A simple set of COml)uting forms for de-
lemnining lhe distribution by the Lotz method has been
devised. These forms permit the use of a sufficient
number of harmonics to obtain good precision, "rod at
the same time keep the conq)ulaiions within reas<mable
imits.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
Inelastic Behavior of Duralumin and Alloy Steels in Ten-
sion and Compression.--Tests by the pack method to
study the behavior of thin sheet material in compres-
sion have been continued. The results suggest that the
data from tensile iests on sl)ecimens cut transverse to
the direction of rolling are more closely correlated with
the compressive tests of specimens cut in the direction
of rolling than the results from tensile specimens cut
parallel to the direction of rolling.
Tubes Under Loads Other Than Torsion.--Some thirty
odd [7S'I" rubes of varying length and of diameter-
thickness ratios ranging fr(ml 15 to 70 have been tested
for modulus of rupture under thiM point loading. The
results are t)eing amdyzed, an(l the indications are tlmt
the lest values of the modulus of rupture can be ap-
proxinlated within -+-5 percent by the equations of sur-
faces in which the ratio of diameter to thickness and
the ratio of slenderness are the independent variables.
The m<.lulus of rul)ture of chromium-molybdenum
steel tubing has been determined for tubing with di-
,lnmter-thickness ratios varying from about 15 to 60
and with h)a(ls applied in such "t way as not to deform
he lubing locally. Tests hare also been made in which
the load is applied in such a way as to (lef(wm lhe
ubing ha:ally; but the scallering of results is too
great 1<, determine the effect on the modulus of rup-
ture of this meth()d of loading, without further tests.
II should be noled that tile variation of nmdulus of
rupture with lenglh (w ralio cf slenderness is due
soh, ly to the method of al)l)lying the h)ad. SVhen the
h>ad is applied in such a way as not [o deform the tul)e
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at the point of application of the load, the modulus
of rupture is always found to be independent of the
length of the tube. When, however, in the case of thin
tubes, the load is applied as through a compression
member, local deformation is produced by the load,
which tends to dent the specimen, and failure occurs
at lower values of the modulus of rupture for short
specimens than for long. Thick tubes are little, if
at all, affected. This effect of the method of applying
the load has been studied and moduli of rupture have
been determined under a conservative method of ap-
plying load, a method as severe as any likely to be met
in practice. It has been found, of course, that the
modulus of rut)ture increast,s wil h decreasing diameter-
thickness ratio.
Work is in progress to correlate the results ob-
tained from the tests for modulus of rupture and col-
umn strength of 17ST aluminum alloy tubing with the
previous tests of this tubing under combined axial and
transverse loads. In this connection it has been found
that the so-called "add-area" method of designing is
safe but probably uneconomical. It is hoped to im-
prove the economy without endangering the safety.
Tubes with Torsional Loads.--The analysis of torsion
tests of 61 cbromimn-molybdemuu steel tubes and 10'2
tubes of 17ST had shown that the strength of the
ahuuinum-alloy tubes couht be expressed conveniently
as a function of their wall thickness, outside diameter,
length, and ultimate strength in tension. In the case
of chromium-molybdenum steel tubes with their much
more variable mechanical properties a knowledge of
the yield point in tension is required in addition.
A report of this work has been prepared. It con-
cludes with two design charts, one for chromium-
molybdenum steel tubes and the other for 17ST tubes,
from which the strength of such tubes within the range
of sizes of those tested may be estimated with a mini-
mum amount of labor.
:Flat Plates Under Normal Pressure.--The tests so far
made have given an answer to the problem of the
amount of washboarding to be expected in a given
plate, provided the plate is of the same material (17ST,
18-8) as those tested and provided it is supported in
the same manner at the edges (clamped edges, sup-
ported edges) and falls into the range of sizes of those
tested. To extend these results to cover other mate-
rials and other edge conditions requires either an ex-
tensive series of tests covering all the n.atcrials and
all the edge e(mditions in quc.stion, or else the dis-
covery of a satisfactory theoretical or semitheoretical
relationship for these variables.
A comparisoll of the experimental results was made
with the known theories for the deformation of rectan-
gular plates of medium thickness in the hope of dis-
covering such a theoretical or semittmoretieal relation-
ship. Unfortunately, the coml)arison did not lead to
the desired results because of the incompleteness of
the theory, on the one hand, and the difficulties of se-
curing the theoretical edge conditions in actual plates
on the other. It was finally decided to search for an ex-
1)lanation by making additional tests of circular plates
with clamped edges and comparing the results of these
tests with the relatively complete theory of circular
plates of medium thickness proposed by Way in 1933.
A fixture for re.sting circular plates with clamped
edges has been constructed for conducting these tests.
A proof test of the fixture showed that it held the
plate clamped firndy to a pressure of about 600 pounds
per square inch. The center deflection and the per-
manent set at the center of these plates showed the
same type of variation with pressure as that found for
the rectangular plates. This supports the expectation
that the results of the tests of circular plates may
throw light on the behavior of rectangular plates.
Strength of Welded Joints in Tubular Members for Air-
craft.--A detailed report of this investigation has been
prepared and is now in process of publication.
This report supplements the work described in Tech-
nical Report No. 348, which had shown that the use of
inserted gusset plates was the most satisfactory way of
strengthening a joint. The additional tests of the
present series show that joints of this type could be
improved by cutting out the portion of the plate be-
tween the intersecting tubes.
T and lattice joints in thin-wall tubing 1.5 by 0.0'20
inch have somewhat lower strength than joints in tub-
ing of greater wall thickness because of failure by local
buckling. In welding the thin-wall tubing only the
recently developed carburizing-flux process was found
to produce joints free from cracks. The magnetic-
powder inspection was used to detect cracks in the
joints and flaws in the tubing.
Heat-treating the chromium molybdenum T, lattice,
and butt joints materially increased the strength. Butt
joints in chromium-molybdenum sheet and tubing
made by low-carl)on welds, chromium-molybdenum
welds, and carburizing-flux welds had about the same
strength in the "as welded" condition. When heat-
treated the chromium-molybdenum and carburizing
flux welds were the strongest.
A number of wehted joints that had been tested in
this investigation were sectioned at the welds and
etched to compare the quality of the welds with that
found in the sections of welded joints taken from two
airplanes that had failed. The comparison showed a
much more intimate bond and a more gradual transi-
tion in section for the welds made for this investiga-
tion than for those taken from the airplanes. This
indicates that there is room for improvement in the
welding technique used in assembling air(waft.
Strength of Riveted Joints in Aluminum Alloy.--The
work done to date in connection with this l)roject has
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been summarized in a report which has been mimeo-
graphed for distribution to Government agencies and
manufacturers interested in the design of rivet con-
nections.
The report contains a full account of the data ob-
tained on the relation of head dimensions to driving
stress, for various types of heads. The relation of
shank upsetting to type of head used and to the ratio
of rivet diameter to sheet thickness was also deter-
mined and the effects of this upsetting on tile shear-
ing strength of joints are discussed quantitatively.
The tensile strength of joints for several types of
driven rivet head was determined. Radial deforma-
tion of the sheet during driving of the rivets was in-
vestigated and found unsuitable as a criterion of ex-
cessive sheet buckling.
The report conchntes with a tentative program for
future work on this project. The exact nature of
this program will be decided on the basis of the
comments received relative to the report.
Investigation of :Fatigue Resistance of :Fabricated Struc-
tural Elements of Aircraft.--A machine for determining
the endurance of wing beams under longitudinally re-
versed stress was constructed. The stress is provided
by resonant nmtion of two weights relative to each
other, one attached to each end of a section of the
beam. The weights were chosen to resonate at a fre-
quency of about 60 cycles per second; their motion is
maintained by means of a push-pull or reciprocating
motor. The weights required are so heavy (about 800
pounds) compared to the weight of the beam (25
pounds) that all sections of the beam are subjected to
practically the same longitudinal force.
The test to destruction of one wing beam has been
completed with the aid of this nmchine. In tests at
constant over-all strain amplitude with zero mean
stress, the nominal stress aml)litude dropped continu-
ously from 8,650 to 8280 pounds per square inch dur-
ing the test while the resonant frequency dropped
steadily from 54.8 to 53.65 cycles per second. Failure
occurred after 452,000 cycles. Cracks had formed at
several points scattered over the length of the speci-
men, all but t)nc being in the web. The crack distribu-
tion showed that substantially mfiform load conditions
had l)revailed throughout the length of the specimen,
and that cracks were generated more often at open
holes than at rivets.
A comparison of the stress history of the beam with
the diagrams of stress against cycles to faihu'e of
similar material indicated that failure should have
occurred at the tin,e it did if the stress concentration
at the points ()f origin of the cracks was of the order
of 3.
Beams and Stressed-Skin Research.--Compression tests
have been completed on two sheet-stringer specimens
submitted by the Bureau of Aeronautics of lhe Navy
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Department to obtain a comparison with the strain
distribution and the ultimate strength of similar sheet-
stringer specimens tested at the Navy Model Basin.
The strain distribution was obtained from readings
of twelve pairs of Tuckerman optical strain gages at-
tached to various portions of the sheet and the string-
ers. The shape of the buckles was recorded by plaster
casts. The progression of failure was followed by a
large number of pointers attached to each stringer
to indicate the amount of buckling and of twisting.
An analysis of the measured strains for one of the
specimens showed that the median fiber strain in the
center between stringers became a tensile strain under
high compressive loads. This agrees with the para-
doxical result predicted by Timoshenko for the stress
distribution in square plates after buckling. Timo-
shenko's theory has been extended to include rectangu-
lar plates in order to apply it to the present case.
The comparison of the observed stringer loads with
those calculated from Timoshenko's theory, extended
to rectangular plates, leads to a fair agreement up to
loads within about 20 percent of the ultimate load.
The theory also predicts the strain distribution accu-
rately and may, therefore, be taken as a good first ap-
proximation in the design of sheet-stringer combina-
tions of the type tested and under conditions approach-
ing those of the test.
:Propeller Yibration.--A theoretical analysis of the
effect of centrifugal force on the stress distribution
and frequency of propeller blades vibrating with the
fundamental mode in bending and second harmouic
mode in bending (with one node near the tip) has been
completed. The analysis shows that the stress per
unit tip deflection changes only 10 to 20 1)ercent at
speeds of rotation around 1,700 r. p. m. It seems,
therefore, that the ordinary engineering procedure of
_aking the extreme fiber stress at any point in a vi-
bl'atit_g blade as the stun of the centrifugal stress and
the bending stress for no rotation is adequate. The
effect of rotation on frequency can be predicted con-
veniently from Lord Rayleigh's energy method pro-
vided the deflection curve for no rotation is known.
The values so obtained agree satisfactorily wMl the
more exact theoretical values and also with the values
observed by Theodorsen at Langley Field on a particu-
lar type of propeller.
The ab,'_ve analysis rests on the assumption that the
propeller blade bends like a simple beam when it vi-
brates with one of its modes in bending. This assump-
lion wqs checked for the extreme ca_, of a solid steel
propeller blade whose section was so curved in shape
that i{s neutral axis lay outside the blade neat" the
center. The ratio of measured strain amplitudes for
pairs of points on opposite sides of this blade were
found to be nearly equal to the ratio of extreme fiber
distan('es as given by the simple-beam theory.
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Airplane Vibrations.--In the investigation of a case of
undesirable vibrations ill an airl)lane, it was found th'lt
air iml)ulses from a two-blade propeller with a fre-
(lueney of about 3,200 per minute excited resonant vi-
brations ill the wings with a frequency of abtaa 1,600
cycles per minute and these in turn excited resonant
vibrations in the tail assembly with a frequency of
about 800 cycles per minute. Tim natural frequencies
_,f the wing and tail differed enough froni the ratio
'2:1 t(, l,r()dut'e strong beats [ly the interchange of
energy between wing and tail. It was COllcluded that
the vibration was a case of (lmfl)le submultiple
resonance.
No direct reference was found to this phenomenon in
the engineering literature but it seems probable that
submultiple resonance has been the unrecognized cause
of a number of baffling eases of mMue vibration in
engineering st ructures.
A review of tile literature on sul)nmltiple resolutnce
has disch_sed several interesting characteristics dis-
tinguishing it from ordinary res(manee. Submultiple
resonance requires either a modulation of the exciting
force by the excited motion, or a marked deviation from
the proportionality between load and deflection as-
sumed in ordinary vibration pr()blems; the amplitude
of the resonant lnoiion is not proportional to that of
the exciting force; a finite initial impulse is required
to start the vibration. A mechanical model has been
constructed which demonstrates the characteristics of
this type of res_)nance.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RESEARCH PROGRAM ON
MONOCOQUE DESIGN
Research on stressed-skin or monocoque structures
for aircraft is in reality research in elasticity, struc-
tures, and strength of materials. The results of the
research conducted under the supervision of this sub-
comnfittee, therefore, have broad apt)lications in other
fields besides aeronautics. Conversely, the results of
much of the research conducted (m these subjects in
fiehls other than aeronautics have aeronautical applica-
tions. The objective of each research undertaken by
the Committee is to obtain results that can b_• used
directly in analysis or design.
Elastic axis of shell wings.--A report on the elastic
axis of shell wings has been prepared and published as
Teehnic'd Note No. 562. In tile report the definitions
of flexural center, torsional center, elastic center, and
elastic axis are discussed. The calculation of elastic
eenters is also dealt with in l)rincil)le and a suggestion
is made for the design of shear webs.
Strain measurements on box beams in bending.--Strain-
gage liieasul'Plncnts were inade ou a nulnber of small-
size reetanguhu' 1,ix l)eams subje['ted to bonding. Th(,
main conclusion is that there is an inevitable scatter-
ing of test results in such structures 'rod that this seat-
tering is sufficient to overshadow the effect of varying
sheet thickness or bulkhead spacing within wide limits.
Although measurements were made chiefly on the
tension side, s,)lue llleasurenlonts were uiade on tile
eOml)ression side. One conclusion drawn from the lat-
tel' tests is that the yon KfirmMI fornmla for effective
wi(lth gives very eonservative values unless the yield
p(lint is apl)r.aehed.
Strength of stiffeners.--For several )'ears a general
_tu(ly of the compressive stren,,,th of sliffeners used in
stre,_sed-skin structures has been in progress. This
study is, in effect, a study of the strength (if eohnnns
formed of thin metal. This year the study hits re-
suited in the preparation of a report dealing with a
lheory for primary failure in straight centrally loaded
c,)hnnns, which is in the proee_u of publication.
When a skin-stiffener combination fails by de-
flection normal to the sldn, the accepted cohmm curve
for the material is 'tpplicable. When failure occurs
by deflection of the outstanding portion of the stiff-
ener in a direction parallel to the skin, however, there
is a combined acli.n of bending and twisting in the
stifl'emq" that requires for its solution a lnore gener'll
theory for l)rimary failure in colunms than has been
available heretofore. "Primary failure", as here used,
is any type of eohunn failure in which the cross sec-
tions are displaced, rotated, or both displaced and
rotated but not distorted. In keeping with this defini-
tion of primary failure, any failure in which the cross
sections are distorted but not displaced or rotated is
designated "lo('a] faihu'e."
Wagner and Pretsclmer (see Teclmical Memoran-
dum No. 784) present a theory for torsion-bending
failure of open-section columns formed of thin metal
when the cross sections rotate about an axis which is
[)arallel to the eohunn and passes through the center
of twist for the section. When the column is attached
to the sldn of a stressed-skin structure, the stiffness of
the skin in its own plane 'md the anchorage of the
i skin at the sides of the panel force the axis of rota-
tion to lie in the plane of the skin. Consequently, for
the solution of the skin-stiffener l)roblem the Wagner-
Pretsehner tlwory was extended to include rotation
(if tile cross sections allonl axes other tlian the one
1)asshig ltirou/h ihe ('elitei" of twist. Tile exlended
lheol'y ill(']n(h,s both Euler bell(lin K and tile Wagner-
1)rels(.liner lhe(ll'V for twiMhlg fai]ure Its special cases.
l-n lilt' re!lt:l'l lnenlioned above consideral ion is given
only to l)rinuu'y failure lind tile alll)li('ation of the
llieory It) a (,ohluin of I set'lion is given iu delail. Iis
app]i(-nlhin l(J a liluiiller i)f oilier set'lions lilore ('(lln-
nioniy iise_l as stiffeners ilt siressed-.,-kin structures is
now hi l)rOgl'ess. Ill addition io tile study (if ])i.illiary
failure, pi'()gress is a]so being niade in ihe _liidy of
iota] failure hi cldllliiliS,, tml lie rlqiOl'is have its ,yet
been preplu'o(i.
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Cross method of moment distribution.--A report on con-
vergence of the Cro._s method of monmnt distribution
is nearing eonq)leti(,n. In this report it is shown how
simple criterions can I)e derived by the methods of
moment distril,aion to check the s(ahility of compres-
.sion meml)ers in rigid joint structures. These same
criterions can also be u._('d to detm'mine the fixity co-
ctticient for stiffeners in stressed-skin structures.
Compressive strength of corrugated sheet.--A report on
ihe SIl'enyzt]_ of corrugatt'd sheet is b(,ing ln'eI)ared in
('(.)llerali(m wilh Professor A. S. Nih,_ ,,f Stanf(,rd
University.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS AND
ACCESSORIES
The lwol)lems Ull(ler lhe cognizance of the Subcom-
mittee (m Misc(,llaneous Maleriuls and Aecess(wies dur-
ing the past year, which are being illves|igated by the
National Bureau of Standur(ls, concern the (leveIop-
meat of a flexil)le, substitute for glass and the develop-
meat of substilules for linen webbing and silk shroud
lines for parachutes. Conshteration has also been given
to the l)ossibilities of plastics as a material for aircraft
strllctures.
Development of flexible substitute for glass.--Commer-
cial und experimental tr'msparent plastics which have
been investigated to determine their suitability for
aircraft windshields and windows include acelate, ni-
trate, ethylcellu]ose and eelhdose-a('etobutyrate ma-
terials, and the acrylale and vinyl resins. Tests were
made to determine their resistunce to water and or-
gunie solvents; their dilnensional stability on ,_,q(dn_'_,,
and the effect of outside exl)osure on light transmis-
sion, haze, and gener'fl apl)earunee.
During the latter part of the year, however, the im-
portance of the impact resislunce of a windshiehl whi('h
would withsland collision with relatively large hail-
stones and wild birds became apparent. Attenlion was
accordingly directed lo this phase of the i)roblem, "rod
the possibility of using laminated glass and plastic,
as well as plastic uhme, was given consideration, ha-
pact tests have been made both with the Charpy al)l m-
rutus and by using falling weights. The results to date
indicate that celluh)se nitrate, cellulose a('et'lte, ethyl-
cellulose, aml vinyl acetal materials are the strongest;
while lhe 1)olyvinyl-elflori(h ', acetate, and acrylate
resins ure relutively weak.
Substitute for linen webbing.--At lhe sug'gestion of lhe
military services, cotton manufucturers have been con-
tacted to ascertain lhe possibilily of nlaking all "all-
cotton webbing t() have lilt, same 1)r(q)ertie._ as tlmt now
made from iml)orte(l thx. The Ol)ini(,ns are em'ourag-
ing. It seems that certain mill exl)erimems must be
carried out to tirol out just how such a webbing should
be made, but there is little doubt ()f lhe ability to do
so. One mill has imlicaled its willingness to make the'
experiments 1)rovided that (hm'e is a sufficient potentiut
market for lhe material, l)a(a (,n tiffs 1)()int tare now
being eollecled.
Substitute for silk shroud line.- -The question of lind-
ing a domestic substitute for the iml)Ol'ted silk now
used in shroud lines has been under considerution. In-
(luia'ies have reveuled that two manufacturers are will-
ing to undertake the necessury exl)el'imentul work.
One plans to use Cordura rayon, the other Alnerican
cotton. These eXl)eriments are now under way.
Development of plastic material for aircraft structures.--
Consideration has been given to the compilation of in-
fornmtion regarding the strength prollerties of plastics
and reinforced plastics, with a view lo their use as
structm'al members. It is apparent that the collection
of this informati(m is in itself a ]urge task, but it is
necessary as a basis for l)huming any investigation of
the subject. After a thorough review of tim literature
on the subject and contact with the mamlfactm'ers of
plastics, a tabulation of tlle physical ln'()perties and
weathering ctmracteristies of laminated plastics will
be made. Other points that will be determined are the
uniformity of the material, tim adhesion und corrosion
between the plastic and the reinforcing metal, fabrica-
tion facilities, and relative cost as compared to other
aircraft structural materials.

PART II
ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
was established by act of Congress approved March 3
1915 (U. S. Code, title 50, sec. 151). Th.e Committee
is composed of fifteen members appointed by the Presi-
(lent and serving as such without compensation. The
law provides that the members shall include two repre-
sentatives each fronl tile War and Navy Departments
and one each from the Smithsonian Institution, the
Weather Bureau, and the National Bureau of Stand-
ards, together with not more than eight additional per-
sons "who shall be acquainted with the needs of aero-
nautical science, either civil or military, or skilled in
aeronautical engineering or its allied sciences." One
of these eight is a representative of the Bureau of Air
Commerce of lhe Dcl)artment of Commerce. Under
the rules and regulations governing the work of the
Committee as apl)roved by the Pi_sident the Chair-
man and Vice Chairman of the Committee are elected
annually. At the meeting held on Octt)ber 2 _2, 1936,
1)r. Joseph S. Ames was reelected Chairman for the
ensuing year and Dr. David W. Tayh)r was reelected
Vice Chairman.
During the past year there were three changes in the
menabership of the main Committee, "ts follows:
Major General Oscar Westover, Chief of the Air
Corps, United States Army, who had succeeded Major
General Benjamin D. Foulois, Air Corps, United
States Army, in that post on the latter's retirement
from active duty, w'ts app(finted by the President a
member of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics on January 9.5, 1936, to succeed General Foulois
(m this Committee.
Rear Admiral Arthur B. Cook, United States Navy,
who had succeeded Rear Admiral Ernest J. King,
United States Navy, as Chief of tile Bureau of Aero-
nautic.<, Navy Department, was 'lppointed by the Pres-
ident a member of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics on June 16, 1936, to succeed Admiral
King on this Committee.
Captain Sydney M. Krau_, United States Navy, who
h'M succeeded Commander Ralph D. Weyerbaeher,
United States Navy, as head of the material branch
of tile Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, was
;q)lminted by lhe President a member of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics on June 17, 1936,
|o succeed Commander Weyerbacher on this Com-
mittee.
The executive offices of the Colnmittee, includ-
ing its offices of aeronautical intelligence and aero-
nautical inventions, are located in the Navy Building,
Washington, D. C., in close proximity to the air
organizations of the Army and Navy.
The office of aeronautical intelligence was estab-
lished in the early part of 1918 as an integral branch
of the Committee's activities. Scientific and technical
data on .Icronautics secured from all parts of tile
world are classified, catah_gued, and disseminated by
this office.
To assist in the collection of current scientific and
lechnical information and data, the Committee main-
tains a technical assistant in Europe with headquar-
ters at the Americ'm Embassy in Paris.
CONSIDERATION OF AERONAUTICAL INVENTIONS
By act of Congress approved July 2, 19.o6, an
Aeronauti('al Patents and Design Board was estab-
lished consisting of Assistant Secretaries of the I)c-
l)artments of War, Navy, and Commerce. In accord-
ance with that act as amended by the act approved
March _, 1927, the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics passes upon tile merits of aeronautical in-
ventions and designs submitted to any aeronautical
division of the Government, and submits reports
thereon to the Aeronautical Patents and Design
Board. That board is authorized, upon the favor-
able recommendation of the Committee, to "determine
whether the use of the design by the Government is
desirable or necessary and evaluate the design and
fix its worth to the United States in an amount not
to exceed $75,000."
During the p'lst 3ear the inventions se('tion received
for consideration _0,049 new submissions. It con-
ducted the necessary correspondence and granted
interviews as requested by the inventors. Approxi-
mately tweh,e percent of the new snl)missions were
received through the Aeronautical Patents and Design
Board. In those cases reports on lhe merits of the
submissions were made to that board, and in all olher
eases replies were subndttcd directly to the inventors.
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ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
During lhe past year tile Comnlittee (m Aircraft
Accidents has completed a revision of tile rel)m't on
tile standard method for the analysis of aircraft acci-
dents, and the revised report has been published 'is
Technical Report N(). 576, superseding the previous
report, No. 357.
Tile Committee ,,n Aircraft Accidcms includes in
its ntemberslfi 1) representatives (d" the air organizations
of the War. Navy, and (?Olnmcrcc I)ep'wlmenls. and
the method of analysis and classitication of aircraft
accidents prcl)ared by this ('Oml:ailtee and revised from
lime to time has [)ecn followed for the past several
years by Ihese three departmenls in their study of
accidents under their jurisdiction. The standard
method includes l)rovision for the classification of ac-
('idents according to their natm'e and according to
their results, and a chart, together with explanatory
definitions, for their analysis according to both im-
mediate and underlying causes. The practical value
of tire method and the importance of the information
which may be obtained by its use have been clearly
denmnstratcd in its appliealion in service in the three
departments.
The revised report includes modifications in defini-
tions and nomenclature introduced to answer questions
of interpretation and provide against certain inade-
quacies of classification which had been encountered
as a result of the recent rapid advane, es in aeronautics.
These modifications, however, are in general conform-
ity with the classifications previously established.
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
The recommendations of the Fe(leral Aviation Com-
mission on the subject of aeronautical research in edu-
cational institutions were put into effect by this
Committee with the al)l)rol)riation by Congress of $25,-
000 for this purI)ose carried in the Second Deficiency
Act approved August 12, 1935. Contracts for special
reports requiring original research in aeronautics have
been made by this Committee with eight educational
institutions at a total cost of $23,942.50.
COOPERATION _,YITH TIlE AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
In formulating its pr(_gram of research the Com-
mittee makes provision for tile study of those pr,blems
that are of l)articular interest and importance to coin-
mercial aerolmutics, both in design and operation. The
pr(dllems of aircraft manufatturers anti operators are
frequently being presented to the Committee in cor-
respondence and by l)ers(mal contacts and informal
conferences, and by these means the Committee is kept
in continuous touch with the research needs of the air-
craft industry. The C.mmittee takes advantage of
every opportunily which is afforded to ,btain the com-
ments and suggestions of the industry in connection
with its research programs.
Every eft(w! is made to place in tim hands of tile in-
dustry as l)r,,mplly as imssible the results of researches
which are of particular value to commercial acl'onau-
tics. When in 1he course of an investigation it. ap-
lwars that the results so far obtained will I)e (_f sI)e('ial
interest and iml_ortance to lhe industry prior to tile
l)r(,pa rat ion of a formal report for publication, the Com-
mitlee issues the data in advance form to American
manufacturers and to the Government services f(,r their
(!nfidentialinf(wmation. Some of the important sub-
PCIS on whi('h inf(wmation has been made available to
American mamff'leturers in tiffs form during the past
year are the new N. A. C. A. nose-type cowling, the
cooling of airI)lane engines on the ground, lhe relative
etticiencies and design characteristics of various en,.zine-
prol)eller combilmtions, corrections for scale effect for
the 'q>l)li('ation ,,f airfoil section ,l:da from lhe vari-
able-density wind tunnel, airfoil-section characteristics
in relation to air forces and their distribution on air-
plane wings, and the wing-fuselage interference
of twenty-eight combinatimls as determined in the
variable-density wind tunnel.
Conferences With Aircraft 0perators.--As previously
stated, a Special Subcmmnittee on Aerodynanfic Prob-
lems of Transport Construction and Operation was
organized during the past year under the Committee
on Aerodynamics. This subcommittee was established
ml reeomnmndation of the Aerodynamics Committee
with a view to determining the problems of particular
importance in connection with transport operation
which should he investigated by the National Advisory
Conunittee. In conjm_ction with the establishment of
this subcommittee a special conference of airplane
1}il{,ts was hehl lo discuss the handling characteristics
and I)iloting technique of hu'ge transport airl)lanes.
The nmmbershil_ of both the special subconunittee
and the pilots' conference included representatives of
the principal com,nercial aircraft operating agencies
in this country, namely the Air Transport Associa-
tion of America, American Airlines, Eastern Air Lines,
Northwest Air Lines, Pan American Airways, Trans-
c(mtinental and Western Air', and United Air Lines;
and represenlatives of the Army Air Corps, the Bu-
reau of Aer<mautics of the Navy, the Bureau of Air
Commerce, and the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics. In addition, the special subcommittee
included representation of /he United States Weather
Bureau, and the pilots' conference was attended by
representatives ()f the two principal manufacturers of
large commercial flying boats, as well as by well-known
individual pilots. Honorable Edward P. Warner', a
memb(,r of the Nat tonal Advisory Committee for Aero-
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nautics and Chairman of the Committee on Aerody-
namics, served as chairnlan both of the special subconl-
mittee and of the pilols' c.nference.
The Special Subcommittee on Aerodymnnic Prob-
h, ms of 'l'ransl)ort Construction and Ol)eration met on
Mal'c]_ 17, 1936, at tile Committee's headquarters in
Washington. The following problems, many of which
'Ere roll within the SCOl)C of the functions of the Na-
titmul Advisory C<mm,itt('e, were presented by the
transport ol)erat<)rs al this meeting as of partieuhu" in-
tort,st and importance:
1. Ice l'ol'llllIlioII ill(!]ll(]illg th[! ;IOl'Odyll;|llli(! ('ff(!ct Oll WillgS
HIId CIIIItI'Id SIll'f;t(;(':<. I]IP ll(!l'odyllalllic effc('t of (](_-i(xq'_, IuId
thp e[iminati(m of ico in carl)uret(u's.
2. IIIsl l'lllll(!IIt l;I I1(] illg ([p'¢(_llll HIII'II t al)(l illslalhllioll of
(qlllilllllt'llt.
3. I'roldelnS of high a|litude flying.
4. Sll(J_V static ill [21HIII(,('Ii[III Wilh l'ildilL
5. Impr(_ved coWlillg providing bettl!r (qlgine cl_oling.
6..M(quts of av_K(lin-" (,(_]lisil_lls ill th(' ail" ovor ('t'(Iv,'dlul air-
Ilorls.
7. I)q?V('l'lllllll'IIt Of altol'll;It_ Ulll'rPllt sourttl_ of (,leetrical
(qlpl'gy fOF Val'i(tllS US(!N.
8. IIl('l'(_llStq[ l)rOl)eller elliciency lllld ]ll.Ollel. [o(,HtiOll of pro-
l)(!ll(q>;.
Each of these l)roblcnls was discussed and tile pres-
ent status of develoinnent outlined by the representa-
tives of the various agencies engaged in such develop-
merit. In connection with i)r(_blems 5 and 8, tile work
conducted by the National Advisory Committee and the
program planned for the futm'e were described briefly.
The conference of airplane pilots was held on March
16_ 1936. Among the l)roblems discussed at this con-
ference were the effect of flaps on airplane perform-
ante; the effect of rough air on transport operation;
the desirability of tile establishment of a criterion for
the proper control and stability characteristics of air-
planes; han(lling problems such as crosswind landings,
ground-looping IclMencics, and lateral control in taxv-
inK; the effect of ice forntation, particularly on wind-
shields; hull-1)ottom pressures on flying boats; and
piloting technique in the landing of large flying bo'tts
in rough waves.
Annual l_esearch Conference. All important means of
keeping the Committee in close contact with the needs
of the aircraft imlush'y is the annual aircraft engi-
_( •neering research conference hehl at the C nnlmttees
laboratories each May. This conference, which was
initialed in 192(;, has two princil)al pro'poses: first,
to enable represcntatives of the industry to obtain
first-hand infmunati(m on the Committee's resear('h
facilities and the results obtained in its investigations;
and second, to afford them an opportunity to present
to the Commiltee their suggestions for investigations to
be included in the C(munitteCs research program.
Owing to the large mmlber of those who desired
to attend, the conference this year was for tile first time
held in two sections. Section A, which was held on
May 20, 1936, included in general the representatives
of aircraft manufacturers and operators and Govern-
ment officials. Section B, held on May 29, included
the personnel of governmental ngencies using air-
craft, representatives of engineering societies, and
members of the faculties of professional schools, as
well as ve])resentativcs of mallufacttll'ers anti operators
who were mmt)lc to attend Section A.
Ill tile absence of the Chairnuut of tile conference,
Dr. dos(,llh S. Ames, who was prevented by ilhwss
from attending, Honoral)le William P. MacCrack(m,
a mclnber of the Natiomtl Advis(iry Committee and
Ch'drnvul (if its Committee on Power Plants for Air-
craft, ln'eside(l over Sccti(m A, and Dr. Lyman J.
Briv_s , also a meml)er of the Advisory Comlnittce aml
Chairnuul of the C(amnitlec (m Aircraft Structures
aml Materials, presided over Seclion B. At Section
A tile Committee was represented by iis officers, mem-
bers of the main Committee, and members of the
Committees on Aerodymmfics and Power Plants for
Aircraft. Section B was attended Ily lhe officers of
tlm Committee and by mend)ers of the Connnittee on
Aircraft Structures and Materinls and of tim Sub-
committee on Structural Loads "tnd Meth(ids of Struc-
tural Analysis.
At the morning session of both sections, the prin-
cipal investigations under way at the hdloratory, both
ill aerodynamics and l)ower lllants, were explained by
the engineers in charge of the work, and charts were
exhibited showing some of the results obtained. The
guests were then conducted on a tour of inspection of
tile laboratory, and tilt, research equipment was shown
m olleration.
In the afternoon, seven simultaneous conferences
were hehl for the discussion of seven different subjects,
n'uncly, flying and handling characteristics, aerody-
namic efficiency and interference, aerodynamic consid-
eration of cowling and cooling, power plant consid-
eration of cowling and cooling, aircraft-engine re-
search, seaplanes, and autogiros. At. these conferences
the results of the Committee's researches were pre-
sented in further detail, and suggestions were sul)-
milled by the represematives of d,e induslry for prob-
lems to he added to the Committee's 1)rogram. These
suggesti(ms were referred to the Conunittee on Aero-
dynamics and the C¢)mmittee on Power Plants for Air-
craft and were considered I)y tlwm in their prel)ara-
ion of the Committee's rcsearch progranL
SUBCOMMITTEES
The Advisory Committee has organized three main
standing technical committees, with subcommittees,
for the purpose of supervising its work in their re-
spective fields. The three main technical Committees
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on Aerodynamics, Power Plants for Aircraft, and Air-
craft Structures and Materials and their subcommittees
_upervise and direct the aeronautical research con-
ducted by the Advisory CoInmittee and coordinate the
investigations conducted by other agencies.
During the past year the Subcommittee on Methods
and Devices for Testing Aircraft Materials and Struc-
lures, which was a subcommittee of tlle Committee on
Aircraft Structures and Materials, was discharged, as
it was considered that the purpose for which the sub-
committee had been organized had been served for
all practical needs by special rel)orts which had been
prepared by the subconmlittee for the Government
agencies interested, and that any future work on the
suhject of methods and devices for the testing of air-
craft materials and structures could be conducted
under the direction of the Subcommittee on Structural
Loads and Methods of Structural Analysis.
As previously stated, in accordance with the Com-
mittee's policy of establishing special subcommittees
for tile study of particular problems as they arise, two
special technical subcommittees were organized during
tile past 3,ear under the Committee on Aerodynamics,
namely, a Special Subcommittee on Aerodynamic
Problems of Transport Construction and Operation,
and a Special Subcommittee on Vibration and Flutter.
The work of the standing technical committees and
subcommittees and of the Sl)ecial Subcommittee on
Vil/ration and Flutter have been described iu part I.
The activities of the S1)ecial Subcommittee on Aerody-
namic Problems of Transport Constrttction and Opera-
tion have been outlined in 1)art II under the heading
"Cooperation with the Aircraft Industry."
The organization of the committees and of the
standing and special sube(munittees is as follows:
COMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMICS
lion. Edward P. Warner, Chairman.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aer_-
mlutics, Vice Chah'man.
Maj. IL Z. Bogert, Air Corps, United States Army, Matdriel
I)ivision, Wright Fiehl.
Dr. L. J'. Briggs, National Bureau of Standards.
ThvoI)hile deport, Matdriel Division, Army Air Corps, Wright
Field.
Lt. (!omdr. W. S. Diehl (C. C.), United Stqtcs Navy.
1)r. It. L. Dryden, National Hurenu of Standards.
Lt. Col. O. P. Etqlols, Air Corps, United States Army, MatO-
riel Division, Wright Field.
Richard C. Gazlcy, Bureau of Air ('OlOlller('e, Dep'lrtment
of Conlnlorce.
tl_n. Willis Ray Gregg, Unite(1 Statt,s Weather Burc'tu.
Lawroll('e V. Uerber, BUl'(,au of AiF C(lnlllleree, Dop:irtlnenl
_lf Colnloerce.
Lt. ('ot_ldr. R. D. Matt!art (C. ('.), United States Navy, Nav;ll
Aircraft Factory.
Commqnder A. C. Miles (C. ('.), [;tdte(I States Navy.
Elton W. Miller, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
Dr. David W. Taylor.
Dr. A. F. Zahm, Division of Aeronautics, Library of Congress.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRSHIPS
Hen. Edward P. Warner, Chairman.
Stair Truscott, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Vice Chairman.
Dr. Karl Arnstein, Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation.
Maj. H. Z. Bogert, Air Corps, United States Army, Matdriel
Division, Wright Field.
Commander Garland Fulton (C. C.), United States Navy.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics (ex ,_fffcio member).
Ralph H. Upson, Ann Arbor, Mich.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON METEOROLOGICAL PROBLEMS
Hen. Willis Ray Gregg, United States Weather Bureau,
('lmirman.
Dr. W. J. Humphreys, United States Weather Bureau.
Dr. J. C. Itunsaker, Massaehu_tts Institute of Technology.
Dr. George W. I,ewis, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics (ex officio member).
Delbert M. Little, United States Weather Bureau.
Dr. Charles F. Marvin.
Lt. (;omdr. F. W. Reichelderfer, United States Navy, Naval
Air Station, Lakehurst.
Dr. C. G. Rossby, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Capt. B. J. Sherry, United States Army, Signal Corps, War
Department.
Eag_)ym Sibley, Bureau of Air ConLmerce, Department of
Commerce.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEAPLANES
Capt. H. C. Rielmr, lson (C. C.), United States Navy, Chair-
[nan.
Maj. H. Z. B_,g_,rt, Air Corpu, United States Army, Mat6riel
Division, Wright Fiehl.
Theol_hile deport. M;it6riel Dlvisinn, Army Air Corps, Wright
Field.
Lt. Comdr. W. S. Diehl (C. C.), United Stales Navy.
Ri('hard C. Gazley, Bureau of Air Conunerce, Department of
(_onll_e]'c(,.
J. T. Gray, Bureau of Air Comnmrce, Department of C,,m-
nl(q'ce.
Dr. George W. I,ewi._, Natiou,al Advisory Committe_ for A(,ro-
nquties (ex nffit'io m,,mber).
Lt. (Yomdr. A. O. Rule, United States Navy.
Starr Truscott, N:t(ic_nal Advisory Comlliiltee for Aeromluti_.s
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMIC PROBLEMS OF
TRANSPORT CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
H_n. Edwar(I P. Warner, Chairmt_n.
E. T. Alh,n, Now Y_,rk City.
Paul Collins, B,)st_n and Maine Airways.
D. B. Colyer, United Air Lines.
Smith J. DeFr_lnce, N_ltional Advisory Co]moittee for ?,.crn-
nautics.
Lt. Col. O. P. E('hols, Air Corps, United States Army,
Mat6riel Division, Wright Field.
Col. E. S. Gorroll, Air Transport Association ,bf Americ_l.
Croil ttuntcr, Northwest Airlines.
L. V. Kert)er, Bureau of Air Comnmree, Departtoent <)f
Commerce.
REPORTNATIONALDVISORYCOMMITTEEFORAERONAUTICS
Dr.GeorgeW.Lewis,NationalAdvisoryCommitteefur
AeronauHcs(exofficiomember).
D.M. Little, United States Weather Bureau.
William Littlewood, American Airlines.
Commander A. C. Miles (C. C.), United States Navy.
A. A. Priester, Pan American Airways.
Richard V. Rhode, Nation'd Advisory Conmiittee for Aero-
nautics.
Paul Richter, Transcontinental and Western Air.
Capt. E. V. Rickenbacker, Eastern Air Lines.
Maj. R. W. Schroeder, Bureau of Air Commerce, Depart-
nlont of Conlnleree.
Wesley L. Smith, Cranford, New Jersey.
Fred E. Weick, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON VIBRATION AND FLUTTER
tIenry J. E. Reid, National Advisory (_ommittee for Aero-
nautics, Chairman.
Lt. Comdr. W. S. Diehl (C. C.), Unite(] Slates Navy.
C. H. Helms, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Capt. P. H. Kemmer, Air (:_wps, United States Army, Mqtd-
riel Division, Wright Field.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National A(lvisory Commitlee for
Aeronautics (ex officio member).
Lt. (:,mdr. R. D. MacCart (C. C.), United Stales Navy,
Nawd Aircraft Factory.
Dr. W'dter Ramberg, National Bureau of Standards.
F. R. Shanley, Bureau of Air Comnn,ree, Department or:
( !(_nuileree.
Capt. T. A. Sims, Jr., Air Corps, United States Army, Mat6-
riel Division, Wright Field.
Dr. Theodore The[Morsen, National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.
COMMITTEE ON POWER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT
IIon. William P. Mm'Craeken, Jr., Chairman.
l)r. George W. Lewis, Nation'd Advisory Commiltee for
Aer(mauHes, Vice Cbairnlan.
I)r. II. (k I)iekinson, National Bureau of Stan(l'(rds.
,ll_iln If. Geissc, ]{llreHu of Air (_Olllnl(H'ce, Del)al'|lnellt _lf
Ct _|nlner('e.
Cal']|(,ll Uellll}el' , N;Hional Advisory Committee for Aero-
Ilau[i('s.
Lt. ('omdr. T. C+ L+mnquest, United States Navy.
Gqylor(l W. Newt_ln, Bureau of Air (,olnnler(,e, De])al'|nlenl
O|' (_¢)]lllllerco.
Maj. E. R. Page, Air C(wp,_, Uni|cd SlaWs Army, Mat(q'iP;
I)ivisinn, Wright Field.
Prof. C. Fayette Taylor, Massachusetts Ins|itute of Tech-
nology.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT FUELS AND LUBRICANTS
1)r. II. C. I)i('kinson, N'ttiomH Bm'eau of Shtml'lrds, Clmirm:m.
l)r. O. C. Bridgeman, Natimml Bureau of Standards.
l[. K. Cummir,lzs, National Bureau of Standards.
L|. C. E. Ekstr_)nl, United Sta|es Navy.
L. S. tl+)hhs, The Pratl & Whitney Air('raft Company.
<_'tllt. F. 1). Kh'in, Air Corps, Uaited States Army, MatPrit,l
l)ivisi<m, Wright Fi(,hl.
I)r. George _V. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for
A(!romlllties (l_x olI]('io n/elnber),
Lt. Comdr. T. C. Lonnquest, United Slates Navy.
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G.lylord W. Newton, Bureau of Air Commerce, Del)artment
of Coil]nleree.
Arthur Nutt, Wright Aeronautical Corporation.
Maj. E. R. Page, Air Corps, United States Army, Mat6riel
I)ivisinn, Wright Field.
Addison M. Rothroek, National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.
COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES AND
MATERIALS
Dr. L. J. Briggs, National Bureau of Standards, Chairman.
Prof. H. L. Whittemore, National Bureau of Standards, Vice
Chairnmn.
Maj. H. Z. Bogert, Air Cm'l)S, United States Army, MatO'iel
Division, Wright Fiehl.
S. K. Colby, Aluminum Co. of America.
Lt. C. F. Cotton (C. C.), United States Navy.
Warren E. Emley, Natioiml Bureau of Standards.
Commander Garltmd Fulton (C. C.), United States Navy.
Richard C. Gazley, Bureau of Air Commerce, I)epartment of
Comnleree.
J. T. Gray, Bureau of Air Commer(,e, Department [)f
Conlulerce.
C. H. Helms, National Advisory Committee for Aer(mautics.
1-)r. Zay Jeffries, American Magnesium Cor|)oraHon.
J. B..lolmson, Mat6riel Division, Army Air Corps, Wright
Fiebl.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for
Aeron'mties (ex officio member).
H. S. Rawdon, National Bureau of Slnndards.
E. C. Smith, Republic Steel Corporatbm.
Start Truscott, NalionaI Advisory (2(amnittee for Aero-
nautics.
IIon. Edwnrd P. Warner.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON METALS USED IN AIRCRAFT
II. S. Buwdon, National Bureau of Standards, Chairman.
(Y(mimander Garland Fulton (C. C.), United States Navy.
1)r. Zay Jeffries, Amtwiean Magnesium Corl)orati,m.
J. B. J(dmson, Mat6riel Division, Army Air Corps, Wright
Field.
llr. George W. Lewis, Nation'H Advisory Committee for
Ael'Ollllu{i(!s (ex ot_('bD nlenll)er).
E. C. Smith, Republic Steel Corporation.
Jnlm Vitol, Burenu Of Air Commerce, I)elmrtment of
(+till Iln(q'(!O.
I'riH'. H. L. "Whittemore. National Bureao of Slandar(ls.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON STRUCTURAL LOADS AND METHODS OF
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
i Stal'r Truseo|t, National A(lvis,,ry Cil]lllniI|l,e (OF icrltnllu[ics,
Chalrnliln.
_[. P. Crews, Bure_u (if Air Conlnler(!(,, I)(_ll:lr|nlent of (?(11n-
ill(!rce.
Richard C. Gazh,y, I/ureau (if Air (Jommer(.e, l)qmr_mont of
C()nllnerce.
Lt. (_om(lr. L. M. Grant (C. C.), Untied Sla|es Navy.
Maj. C. F. (lreelle, Air (hH'ps, United Sllltt's Army, Maidriel
Division, Wright Field.
Capt. P. If. Kenlnwr, Air Cm'l_s, United S|ales Army, Matd-
riel Division, _,Vrighl FieM.
l)r. George W. Lewis, National A(lvis(:ry Colunlitlee for
Aeronautics (ex affi('io member).
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Lt. Comdr. R. I). MacCart (C.C.), United States Navy, Navql
Aircraft Factory.
l'r.f.J.S. Newell, Massachusetts Institute of Tet'lmoh)gy.
Lt. Comdr. tI. R. ester (C. C.), United S:ales Navy, Naval
Aircraft Factory.
tIenvy J. E. Reid, Nail<mat Advisory Conunittee for Aevo-
IJautit*s.
l{ichard V. Rh.de, Nati.nal Advism'y Commiltee fro' A(,v_-
nfltl[i('s.
I)r. L. n. T/1elicrnmll, N_ltiollal I_tlre311 (if Standlll'ds.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RESEARCH PROGRAM ON MONOCOQUE DESIGN
l)r. Gel_rge I,V. Lewis, Nalionat Advisory Cmmaittee for
iel'ollllU' ies, Chail'nlalL
I{ichal',l C. (?,azIey, Bllrpal.1 of Air Commel'cc, I)ellarliIl(ql[ of
( 'OlnlllCl'CO,
Lt. Comdr. L. M. Granl tC. C.), Uni|ed States Navy.
Maj. (2. F. Greene, Ah' C-rl,s. Unilcd States Army, Mntdriel
1)ivisi(m, Wright Field.
('apt. 1'. II. Kemmev, Air Covl_S, Unih,d Stah's Arlny, 3I:lt('-
ricl Ilivisbm, Wright Fiehl.
Ellg(,lle E. Lllmlquis!, Nathlllal Advisl,ry Coliinliltet! l'.r Aero-
nautit's.
Lt. C.mdr. R. I). Mae(?nrt (C. C.), United States Navy, Naval
Aircraft Factory.
F. I{. Shanh,y, Burvau of Air C, anmer('c, Dcl)artment of Com-
nlcl'ce.
l)r. L. P;. Tuckerman, Nalional Bureau (ff Standards.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS AND
ACCESSORIES
Warren E Emley, National t_ure:m of Stand;_rds, Chairnvm.
C. a. Cleary, Ma/6ricl Division, Army Air Corps, Wright
Field.
John East|m, Bureau of Air Commerce, Department of Com-
lue Fee.
C. II. IIelms, N'tti.n_d Advisory C.mmittee for Aeronautics.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advisory Colnmlttee for Aero-
nautics (cx officio member).
J. E. Sullivan, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy D(-partment.
G. W. Traycr, Forest Service, Department of Agriculture.
P. II. Walker, Nalbmal Bureau nf Stamlavds.
COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
lion. Edward P. W_urner, Chairman.
l, ieul..1. F. Greenslade, United Slates Navy.
Maj. E. V. IIarl)eek, Jr.. Air (h_rps, United Stales Army.
J. W. I,ankfm'd, Bureau of Air Commerce, Dcpartlnent of
C' mlnlere,L
I)r. George W. Lewis, N:tlimml Advisory Commitlee for Aero-
naul ies.
Lt. Comdr. A. O. Rule, United States Navy.
J. T. Silnlllale, BuFeau |if Air Colnnlerce, Del)ar[nlellt |if
Coalnlerco..
Mqj. Lowell II. Smilh, Air Corps, Uni'cd Slates Army,
COMMITTEE ON AERONAUTICAL INVENTIONS AND
DESIGNS
Dr. L. J. Briggs, National Bureau of Standards, Chairm'nL
lion. Willis Rqy Gregg, l:nited States Weather Bare.re.
Capt. S. M. Krnus, United Stales Navy.
Brig. Gen. A. W. R()hins, Air Corps, United States Army,
Mat6riel Divisi,n, Wright Field.
Dr. David %V. Taylor.
John F. Victory, Secretary.
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COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, Chairman.
Hen. Willis Ray Gregg, United States Weather Bureau, Vice
Chairman.
bliss M. M. Muller, Secretary.
COMMITTEE ON PERSONNEL, BUILDINGS, AND
EQUIPMENT
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, Chairman.
l)r. David W. Taylor, Vi('e Chairman.
John F. Vii'ire'y, Si,cretary.
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
The Con|mill('e has four series of tmblicathms,
mtmely teclmic'd reports, technical notes, technical
memorandulnS_ and aircraft circulars.
The tech|lieal rel)ovts presellt lhe results of ful_da-
mental research in aeronautics. The lechnical |rotes
are nfime(,graphed and l)resent the results of short re-
search investigations and the results of studies of sl)e-
title detail problenls which fo|'m parls of hmg inves-
tigations. The technical memorandums are ininmo-
graphed and eel|lain translations and rel)roduetions of
iml)ortant foreign "teronaulieal arllc]es. The aircraft
eireuhtrs are mimeograI)hed and contain descriptions
of new types of foreign aircraft.
The Committee issued during the past year a bibliog-
raphy of acrona|tties for the year 1932. It had pre-
viously issued biblh)gral)hies for lhe years since 1909.
All issues of the Bibliography of Aeronautics to date
were prel)ared by Paul Broekett.
The following are lists of the publicatio||s issued:
LIST OF TECHNICAL REPORTS ISSUED DURING THE
PAST YEAR
No.
542. Potential Fh,w About Arbitrary Bit)lane Wing Sections.
By I. E. Garrick, N. A. C. A.
543. Tank Tests of N. A. C. A. Model 40 Series .f llulls for
Small Fl._ing Boats anti Amphibians. BY John B.
Parkinsml aml John It. Dawson, N. A. C. A.
544. (?omlmsti(m in a Bomb with a Fuel Injection System. l;y
Mildred C.hn and Robert C. Spencer, N. A. C. A.
545. Effc('ts of Air-Fuel Ratio on Fuel Sla'ay and Flame Fm--
mati.n in a Coml)ression-Igniti(m Engim< By A. M.
Rolluovk nnd C. D. Wahlron, N. A. C. A.
546. The l:ffeet (it" Turlmh,nce on the 1),'ag .f Flat l'lales.
l¢-y G. B. Schuhaucr and II. L. Dryden, National Bureaa
of Standards.
547. Wind-Tunnel liA(,rference with Particular Refel'en('e to
(llT-(h,nler I)osi|ion ,a of the \Ving and Io the Downwash
at the Tail. By Aim Silverslein and Jalaes A. While,
N. A. C. A.
548. Effecl of Tip Shape and Dihedral [m Latecal-Stal)illty
Characteristics. By Joseph A. Shortal, N. A. C. A.
5-t9. Wind Tunnel Investigation of the Aer.dynanfic Balanc-
ing of Upper-Surface Ailerons and Split Flaps. By
Carl J. Wenzinger, N. A. C. A.
550. Cooling (?lmr,icteristics (,f a 2-Row Radial Engine. By
Oscar W. Schey and Vern G. Rollin, N. A. C. A.
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551. Aircraft C()mlmSs Characteristics. By John B. Peterson
and Clyde W. Smith, Bure.tu ,if Aeronautics, Navy De-
partment.
55'- ). Wind:I'unnel Tests of 10-Foot-I)ianmter Autogiro Rotors.
By John B. Wheatley and Carlton Bioletti, N. A. C. A.
553. S(ane Effects of Argon and Helimn upon Explosions of
Carbon Monoxide and Oxygen. By Ernest F. Fi(,ck
and Carl II. Ro(_der.
554. Wind:Funnel Invesligation ,f Ordinary and Split Flaps
on Airfldls of Different Protih,. l_,y Carl J. Wenzinger,
N. A. C. A.
555. Air Fl()w Around Finned (_.vlinders. By M. J. Brevoort
and Vern G. Ihdlin, N. A. C. A.
556. Further Studies (,f Flame Movemenl and Pressure I)e-
velol)ment in an Engine Cylhld(,r. Ey Charh,s F. Mar-
vin, Jr., Armistead Wharton. anti Carl II. l).oeder,
Nalional Bureau of Standards.
557. l'reliminary T(,:<(s in the N. A. (?. A. Free-SI)inning Wind
Tunnel. By C. II. Zinlmernmn, N. A. C. A.
55'-;. Turbulence Factors of N. A. C. A. Win(1 Tunnels as De
termine(l I)y Sphere Tests. By ltol)ert C. Plait,
N. A. C. A.
559. Tiw Forces alal MonJenls Acting on Parts of (he XN2Y-]
Airl)lane During Spins. By N. F. Scud(ler, N. A. C. A.
560. A Simplified At)pliealion of the Method of Ol)eratnrs to
the Calculation (if I)is(url)ed Motions of an Airplane.
By Robert T. Jones, N. A. C. A.
561. Effect of N.zz/e Design on Fuel Spray :rod Flame Forma-
tion in It IIigh-Speed Compression-lgnition Engine. By
A. M. l_.othroek and C. I). _,Val¢h'on, N. A. C. A.
562. Air Fh)w in the P, oundary Layer Near a Plate. By Hugh
L. Dryden, National Bureau of Standards.
563. Calculated and Measured PresSure I)Istril)utions Over the
Mi(Ispan Seetinn of the N. A. C. A. 44]2 Airfoil. By
Robert M. Plnkerton, N. A. C. A.
564. Tests of a Wing-Nacelle-Propeller Combination qt Several
Pitch Settings up to 42 ° . By Ray Windler, N. A. C. A.
565. Measurements of Fuel Distribution within Slirtlys for
Fuel-Injection Engines. By I)anq W. Lee, N. A. C. A.
566. Ground-tIandling Forces on a _00 Scale Model of /tie
U. S. Airship "Akron." By Abe Silverstcin and B. G.
Guliek, N. A. C. A.
567. Propulsion (if a Flapping and Oscillating Airfoil. By I. E.
Garrick, N. A. C. A.
568. The Quies('ent Chamber Type Coml)ression-Ignitinn Engine.
By H. II. Foster, N. A. C. A.
5(;9. Wing-Nacelh.-l'ropeller Interference for Wings nf Various
Spans. Force and Pressure-Distribution Tests. By
Russell G. Robinson and William H. IIerrnstein, Jr.
N. A. C. A.
570. The Effe('t of Lateral Controls in Producing M()fion (if an
Airplane as C()ml)uled from Win(l-Tunnel Data. By
Fred E. Wei('k and Robert T. Jones, N. A. C. A.
571. Pressure Distrihution Over a Rectangular Airfoil with a
Partial-Span St)lit l,']ap. By Carl J'. Wenzinger and
Thomas A. ttarris, N. A. C. A.
572. D('termination nf tile Characteristics of Tapered Wings. i
By Rayn)[)ml F. Anderson, N. A. C. A.
573. Aerodynamic Charaeterisiir's of N. A. C. A. 23012 and
23021 Airfoils with 20-Percent-Ch[Jr(1 External-Airf()il'
Flaps (if N. A. C. A. 23012 S,,ction. By Robert (3. I)latt
and Ira H. Abbott, N. A. C. A.
574. Pressure Distrilmtion t)v(,r an Airfoil Seeli(m with a Flal)
and Tab. By Carl I. Wenzinger, N. A. C. A.
575. Interference of Wing and Fuselage from Tests ,f 28
Combinations in (lie N. A. C. A. VariahZe-Density Tan-
nel. By Albert Sheraton, N. A. C. A.
576. Aircraft AceidenIs. Method of An;dysis. Prepared by
C()n)mittee on Aircraft A('idt,nls, N. A. C. A.
LIST OF TECIINICAL NOTES ISSUED DURING THE PAST
YEAR
No.
543. The C()mla'essibilily Burble. By John Stack, N. A. C. A.
544. An Al)I)lieation of the Von KSrmfin-Millikan Laminar
Boundary Layer Theory and C(nnl)arison with Exl_-ri-
mez_t. By Albert E. v,n Doenhoff, N. A. C. A.
5-15. Tank 'l'(,stx (_f a Model of a Flying-B[)at Ilull llavii_g a
Longitudinally (:,ne'lve Planing Bottom. By J. B.
Parkinson, N. A. C. A.
546. Coml)arativ(_ Tests of Pilot-Stall(' Tul)(,s. By K(,nl,t,lh
G. 5hwrimn and Ellis B.. Sl)aulding, Worcester P_)ly-
technic Institute.
547. Deveh)l)ment of file N. A. C. A. Sh)t Lip Aileron. By
Fred E. Weick and ,h)sel)h A. Sh()rtal, N. A. C. A.
54.S. Flight Tests of a Balanced Split Flap with Particular
Refer(,nee to Ral)id Operation. By It. A. Soul6,
N. A. C. A.
549. Drag (if Prest()ne and Oil Radiators on the YO-31A Air-
plane. By S. J. DeFrance, N. A. C. A.
550. Limitati(ins of the Pih)t in Applying Forces to Airplane
Controls. By M. N. Gaugh and A. P. Beard, N. A. C. A.
551. 'l'ank Tests of Three Mo(lels of Flying-Boat Hulls of the
Pointed-Step Type with Different Angles of Dead Ris(._-
N. A. C. A. Model 35 Series. By John R. Dawson,
N. A. C. A.
552. Wind-Tunnel Tests of Wing Flaps Suitable for Direct
C(mtrol of Glide-Path Angle. By Fred E. Weick,
N. A. C. A.
553. Notes on the Technique of Landing Airplanes Equipped
with Wing Flaps. By Melvin N. Gough, N. A. C. A.
554. Circular Moti()n of Bodies of Revolution. By Carl Kap-
Inn, N. A. C. A.
555. Pih)ting Te(.hnique for Recovery from Spins. By W. H.
McAvoy, N. A. C. A.
556. Further Measurements of Normal A<'celerations on Rac-
ing Airl)htnes. By N. F. St'udder and H. W. Kirsch-
baum, N. A. C. A.
557. Considerations of the Take-Off Problem. By Edwin P.
lIartman, N. A. C. A.
558. The Performant'e of a DePalma Roots-Type Supercharger.
By Oscar W. Schey and Herman tl. Ellerbrnck, Jr.,
N. A. C. A.
559. Combustion-Engine Temperatures by the So(lium Line-
Reversal Method. By Maurice J. Brevoort, N. A. C. A.
560. A C,onlparison of Corrosion-Resistant SWel (IS Percent
('lu'()mium--8 Percent Nickel) and Aluminum Alloy
(24ST). By J. E. Sulliwm, Bureau of Aenmautics,
Navy I)el)artment.
7)(11. Full-Scale Wiml-Tumml Tests to l)etermine :t Satisfac-
tory Locution f()r "t Servi(.e Pitot-Stalie Tuhe on a Low-
Wing Monoplane. By John F. P:u's[)ns, N. A. C. A.
562. Remarks on the Elastic Axis of Shell Wings. By Paul
Kuhn, N. A. C. A.
563. Tank Tesls of Models (if Floats for Single-Float Sea-
l)lanes--First Series. By J. B. Parkinson, N. A. C. A.
564. Procedure for Determining Speed and Climl)ing Perform-
ance of Airships. By F. L. Thomlison, N. A. C. A.
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565. Influence of Fuel-Oil Temperature on the Combustion in
a Prechamber Compression-lgnition Eugine. By Harold
C. Gerrish and Bruce E. Ayer, N. A. C. A.
566. Tank Tests of a Model of the NC Flying-Boat Hull--
N. A. C. A. Model 44. By Joe W. Bell, N. A. C. A.
567. Tests of N. A. C. A. Airfoils in the Variable-Density Wind
Tunnel. Series 230. By Eastman N. Jacobs and Rob-
err M. Pinkerton, N. A. C. A.
568. Calculated Effect of Various Types of Flal) on Take-Off
Over Ohstaeles. By J. W. Wetmore, N. A. C. A.
569. Boosted Performance of a Compression-Ignition Engine
with a Displacer Piston. By Charles S. Moore and
Hampton H. Foster, N. A. C. A.
570. Effect of Changes in Tall Arrangement upon the Spinning
of a Low-Wing Monoplane Model. By C. H. Zimmer-
man, N. A. C. A.
571. A Method of Estimating the Aerodynamic Effects of Ordi-
nary and Split Flaps of Airfoils Similar to the Clark Y.
By H. A. Pearson, N. A. C. A.
572. Performance of Air-Cooled Engine Cylinders Using Blower
Cooling. By Oscar W. Schey and Herman H. Eller-
brock, Jr., N. A. C. A.
573. Carbon-Monoxide Indicators for Aircraft. By S. H. J.
Womaek and J. B. Peterson, National Bureau of Stand-
ards.
574. Tank Tests of Models of Flying-Boat tIulls Having Longi-
tudinal Steps. By John M. Allison and Kenneth E.
Ward, N. A. C. A.
575. Estimation of Moments of Inertia of Airplanes from De-
sign Data. By H. W. Kirschhaum, N. A. C. A.
576. Tank Tests of a Model of the Hull of the Navy PB-1
Flying Boat--N. A. C. A. Model 52. By John M. Alli-
son, N. A. C. A.
577. Friction of Compression-Ignition Engines. By Ch'lrles S.
Moore and John H. Collins, Jr., N. A. C. A.
578. Full-Scale Wind-Tunnel and Flight Tests of a Fairchihl
22 Airplane Equipped with a Fowler Flap. By C. H.
Dearborn and H. A. Soulii, N. A. C. A.
579. Ch'trts for Calculating the Performance of Airplanes Hav-
ing Constant-Speed Propellers. By Roland J. White
and Victor J. Martin, California Institute of Technoh)gy.
580. A General Tank Test of a Model of the Hull of the
British Singapore IIC Flying Boat. By John R. Daw-
son and Starr Truscott, N. A. C. A.
581. A Study of Autogiro Rotor Blade Oscillations in the Plane
of the Rotor Disk. By John B. Wheatley, N. A. C. A.
LIST OF TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS ISSUED DURING
THE PAST YEAR
No.
777. Tests of Spheres with Reference to Reynolds Number,
Turbulence, and Surface ltoughness. By S. Hoerner.
From Luftfahrtforscbung, Maretl 28, 1935.
778. Metbod for the Determination of tl_e Spanwise Lift Dis-
tribution. By A. Lilq)i_th. From Imftfahrtforsehnng,
June 17, 1935.
779. Wehhbility of IIigh-Tensile Steels from Experience iu
Airplane Construction. with Special Reference to Weld-
fag Crack Susceptibility. By J. MOiler. From Luft-
fahrtforschung, October 1, 193t.
780. Glider Development in Germany. A Technical Survey of
Progress in Design in Germany Since 1922. By B. S.
Shenstone attd S. S<+ott-H'lll. From Aircraft Engineer-
ing, October 1935.
781. Reduction of Lift of a Wing Due to Its Drag. By J.
Stliper. From Zeitsehrift ffir Flugteehnik und Motor-
luftsehiffahrt. August 28, 19:{3.
782. Status of Wing Flutter. By H. G. Kiissner. From Luft-
fahrtforschung, Octoher 3, 1935.
783. Analysis of the Three Lowest Bending Frequencies of a
Rotating Propeller. By F. Liebers. From Luftfahrt-
forschung, August 31, 1935.
784. Torsion and Buckling of Open Sections. By I1. Wagner
and W. Pretschner. Front Luftfahrtforschung, Decem-
ber 5, 1934.
785. Methods and Formulas for Calculating the Strengtb of
Plate and Shell Constructions as Used in Airplane I)e-
sign. By O. S. Heck aud H. Ebner. From Luftfahrt-
forschung, February 6, ]935.
786. The Formation of Ice on Airplanes. By H. Noth and
W. Polte. From Luftwissen, voL II, no. 11, 1935.
787. Investigations ou the Amount of Downwash Behind Rec-
t'lngular and Elliptical Wings. By H. Muttray. From
Luftfahrtforschung, March 28, 1935.
788. The 5- by 7-Meter Wind Tunnel of the DVL. By M.
Kramer. From Luftfahrtforschung, October 3, 1935.
789. Turbulent Jet Expansion. By E. FSrthmann. From In-
genieur-Arehiv, vol. V, no. 1, 1934.
790. Ignition and Flame Development in the Case of Diesel
Fuel Injection. By Otto Itolfeider. From supplement
to Forschung auf dem Gebiete des Ingenieurwesens,
Septemher-Octoher 1935.
791. Behavhw of Turbulent Boundary Layers on Curved Con-
vex Walls. By Hans Schmidbauer. (Thesis)
792. General Instability Criterion of Laminar Velocity Dis-
tributions. By W. Tollmien. From Nactlrichten yon
der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Giittingen
(Mathematik), vol. I, no. 5, 1935.
793. Bending of Beams of Thin Sections. By Maxhnilian T.
Huber. From Instytut Badafi Teehnicznych Lotnictwa
Sprawozdanie Kwartalne No. 3, Warsaw, 1930.
794. Chief Characteristics and Advantages of Tailless Air-
planes. By A. Dufaure De LaJarte. From Association
Technique Maritime et A+_ronautique, June 1935.
795. Similitude in Hydrodynamic Tests Involving Planing. By
M. F. Gruson. Paper presented on the occasion of the
inauguration of the Institute of Mechanics of Fluids
of the University of Lille, April 5-8, 1934.
796. ContributioH to the Problem of Airfoils Spanning a Free
Jet. By J. Stiiper. From Luftfabrtforschung, Deeem-
her 25, 1935.
797. Ignition Process in Diesel Engines. By W. WentzeL
From Forschung auf dem Gebiete des Ingenieurwesens,
May--June ]935.
798. Fh)w Phenomena on Plates and Airfoils of Short Span.
By H. Winter. From Vereiu deutscher Ingenieure,
Special Issue (Aviation), 1936.
799. The Transport of Vorticity through Fluids in Turl)ulent
Motion. (In the light of the Prandtl and Taylor tbeo-
ries.) By C. Ferrari. From L'Aerotecnica, November-
Deeemher 1935.
800. Ch,'_rts for Checking the Stability of Compression Mem-
bers in Trusses. By K. Borkmam_. From Luftfahrt-
f_ws_'hung, January 20, ]936.
801. Correeti(m of l)ownwash in Wind Tunnels of Circular and
Elliptic Sections. By Irmgard L(Jtz. From Luftfahrt-
forsehung, December 25, 1935.
802. Automatic Stabilization. By Ft'. Ilaus. From L'Aero-
nanti(llm, October 1935; January and Fel)ruary 1936.
803. l)etails [)f the Construction and Production of Fuel Pumps
and Fuel Nozzles for the Airphme Diesel Engine. By
W. S. Lubenetsky. From Dieselestroyenie, No. 6,
Moskva, 1935.
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804. The Stress Criterion of a Tension Member with Graded
Flexural Stiffness. (Contribution to tim Problem of
"Clamping Effect" Outside of the Elastic Range.) By
Hans W. Kaul. From Luftfahrtforsehung, June 20, 1936.
LIST OF AIRCRAFT CIRCULARS ISSUED DURING THE
PAST YEAR
No.
200. Tile ,%;hort "Scion Seniot'" (_mnmer'Aal Airplane (British).
A F_ml'-Enginc Itigh-Wing Cantilever Monol)l'me. From
Flight, October 31, 1935; and The Aeroplane, October
30, 1935.
201. The Avro "Anson" General-Purpose Airl)lane (British).
A Two-Engine Low Wing C'tntilever Monopl'me. From
Flight, January 30, and The Aeroplane, January 29, 1936.
202. The Lat_coere 521 "Lieutenant de Baisseau Paris" Com-
mercial Flying Boat (French). A Two-Deck Six-Engine:
Semicantilever Sesquiplane. From L'A4ironautique, No-
vember 1935.
203. The Vickers-Supernmrine "Scapa" (British). A Military
Flying Boat. From Flight, April 26, 1934 ; Flight, Febru-
ary 27, 1936; and The Aeroplane, February 26, 1936.
FINANCIAL REPORT
Tim general appropriation for the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics for the fiscal year 1936, as
contained in the Independent Offices Appropriation
Act approved February 2, 1935, was $820,800. The
Second Deficiency Act of 1935, approved August 12,
1935, provided an additional amount of $338,050 for
the same purposes, making the total amount available
for expenditure during the fiscal year 1936 $1,158,850.
The amount expended and obligated was $1,157,746,
itemized as follows:
Personal services .................... ,$775, 114
Supplies "rod materials .................... 63, 364
Communication service ............ 3,192
Travel expenses ............................ 16, 085
TronsIJortqtion of things ..................... 3,329
Furnlslling of electricity ......... 29, 418
l{el)'lirs and tolerations ..................... ]8, 74(;
Special investigations and reports ......... 89, 493
l,;qull)men( ............................ 159, 005
Expended and obligaled ............ t, 157,746
Unobligated balance ............... ], 104
Total, general .ippropriathm ............. 1,158, 850
The :q)propriation for printing and binding for 1936
was $18,700, of which $18,663 was expended.
The amount of the regular apl)ropriation for the
fiscal year 1937, as provided in the Independent
Offices Apl)ropriation Act approved March 19,
1936, is $1.158,850. A supl)lemental al)propriation
of $1,367,000 was made av'filab]e in the First De-
ficiency Approl)riation Act., fiscal year 1936, approved
June 22, 19:),6, for the same 1)urposes specified in the
(_ommitlee's regular apl)ropriation act for 19',_6, to
c(mtinue av'filable until June 30, 1937. It provided
not to exceed $1,100,000 for the construction and
equipment of an additional wind tunnel, and not to
exceed $267,000 for increasing the length of the l)res -
ent seaplane model testing tank and for additional
equipment therefor. The total amount "lvailable for
general expenses during the fiscal ),ear 1937 therefore
is $2,525,850. An additional amouDt of $18,700 was
appropriated for printing and binding, fiscal year
1937.
The amount exi)ended add obligated during the
fiscal year 1936 for the completion of the 500-mile-
per-hour wind tunnel at Langley Field was $8,741.20,
under tho total allotment of $478,300 made for this
purpose by the Public Works Administration during
the fiscal year 1934.
The sum of $5,945 was received by this Committee
during the fiscal year 1936 as special deposits to cover
the estimated cost of scientific servi(es to be furnished
private parties. The total cost of investigations com-
pleted for private parties during the fiscal year 1936,
amounting to $2,795.80, was deposited in the Treasury
of the United States to the credit of Miscellaneous
Receipts.
Of the allotment of $3,000 for participation by this
Committee in the California Pacific International ]£x-
)osition which opened at San Diego, California, on
May 27, 1935, there w'ts on June 30, 1935, an unexpended
balanec of $2,045.74. The exposition ch)sed in Novem-
ber 1935, and in March 1936 the unexpended balance
of $610.13 was deposited in the Treasury. The amount
of $1,410.13 was on April 4, 1936, allotted to this Com-
mittee for continued participation in the exposition,
which reopened in February 1936. Of this allotment
the amount of $545.79 was expended and obligated as
at June 30, 1936, leaving a balance of $864.34.
An allotment of $15,500 was received by this Com-
inittee for participation in the Texas Centennial Ex-
position at Dallas, Texas, which opened June 6, 1936.
Of this allotment the amount of $12,65_°.82 was ex-
i)ended and obligated as "tt Jmm 30, 1936, leaving 't
bala,me of $2,847.18.
From allohnents from the Del)artment of Commerce
to a working fund during the fiscal years 1934 and
1935 for work perforined by this Colmuittee in con-
nection with the furtherance of the impr(wenlent of
safety and efficiency in civil .lviation, there was an un-
expended balan('e of $403 as at Jmw 30, 1935. An ad-
ditional allotment of $8,000 was received in ,hfly 1935,
making the total amount avaihfl)le for this l)urp_)se
$8,403. Of this amom_t $6,314.16 was expended and
oblig'tted during the fiscal 3'ear 1936, leaving a 1)alan('e
of $2,088.84 as at June 30, 1936.
An allotment of $7,600 was received from the State
l)el)artment for payments during the fiscal year 1(,)3(;
to empl.yees stationed abroad, on account of exchange
h)sses due to 'tppreciation of foreign currencies. :rod
of this amount $5,409.79 was paid to emph,yecs of the
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Committee stationed in the Paris Office during the
fiscal year_ leaving a balance of $2,190.21 to be turned
back into the Treasury.
CONCLUDING STATEMENT
The continued progress in aviation is shrinking dis-
lances and bringing tile nations of tile worhl closer
t,gether. Air trade routes are being extended by
progressive nations in order to develop their commer-
cial and national influence. Scheduled air passenger
transportation across the North Atlantic by airship and
across the Pacific by seaplane was inaugurated in 1936.
It is expected that regular seaplane service across the
North Athmtic will soon be inaugurated.
Air travel in the Uniled States is increasing. Com-
fortable sleeping berths are being provided for over-
night transportation. Mail and express are being car-
ried in gloater quantities. The economic status of air
transl)ortation is iml)roving to such an extent that
cargo airplanes are being developed for f,'eight only.
The safety of the airplane and the safety precautions
surrounding air travel are being steadily improved.
Commercial aeronautics is more higilly developed ill
the United States than in any other country.
Military aircraft developed in the United States are
highly efficient and dependable. In the major Euro-
I)ean nations tremendous emphasis is being placed upon
the military significance of aircraft. Their construc-
tion programs and factories are being enlarged and
research laboratories and facilities multiplied.
The development of superior aircraft is dependent
upon fumlan_ental _:ientifie research. Tl:e elmourage-
ment and freedom of those engaged in scientific re-
search is essential to this developnmnt. The status of
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics as
an independent (]overnment establishment gives it the
necessary freedom cf action, and its researches are
htrgely l'eSl)(msible for the present superiority of
American 'lircraft. Tim United States may justly take
pride in the remarkable development of American avia-
tion to date. But in order to insure that this country
shall trot fall behind, this Committee urges the wisdom
and ultimate economy of increased appropriations for
research l)ersonnel and for new research et/uipment.
Respectfully sulnnitted.
NATIONAL ADVISORY COM)IrrTEE
FOR AEP, ONAUTICS_
JOSEPII S. AMES, C]_ai_'_a_.
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POTENTIAL FLOW ABOUT ARBITRARY BIPLANE WING SECTIONS
By I. E. GARRICK
SUMMARY
A rigorous treatment is given of the problem of deter-
mining the two-dimensional potential flow around
arbitrary biplane cellules. The analysis involves the
use of elliptic Junctions and is su_ciently general to
include the effects of such elements as the section shapes,
the chord ratio, gap, stagger, and decalage, which elements
may be specified arbitrarily. The flow problem is re-
solved by making use of the methods of conformal repre-
sentation. Thus the solution o/ the problem of trans-
forming conformaUy two arbitrary contours into two
circles is expressed by a pair of simultaneous integral
equations, for which a method of numerical solution is
outlined. It is pointed out that an inverse method of
transforming conformaUy two circles into the wing pro-
files of a biplane arrangement leads readily to the devel-
opment of related families of biplane combinations. Flow
formulas are developed giving the velocity and pressure
at any point of the surface, of either profile of the arbi-
trary biplane arrangement, for any angle of attack. The
theory of the monoplane wing section in potential flow is
shown to be a degenerate case in which the elliptic func-
tions reduce to trigonometric functions. The general
method presented may be employed to determine the
potential flow in any doubly connected regio_ and hence
may be applied to the single slotted wing or to the auxiliary-
airfoil wing.
As an example of the numerical process, the pressure
distribution over certain arrangements of the iV. A. C. A.
_]_12 airfoil in biplane combinations is presented and
compared with the monoplane pressure distribution.
INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this paper to develop a general
theory of arbitrary biplane cellules of infinite span in
potential flow. No attempt is made here to treat the
case of finite span or to consider viscosity; rather it is
the object of this work to bring the two-dimensional
theory of biplane ceiluIes in uniform, steady potential
llow to the same degree of exactness and generality to
which the two-dimensional monoplane airfoil theory
has been brought. The analysis will be sufficiently
general to include such elements as profile shat)cs ,
chord ratio, gap/chord, stagger, and decahtge, and
will contain as special cases the monoplane theory, as
well as the theories of the slotted monoplane wing, of
the auxiliary-airfoil wing, and of the influence of the
ground or plane barriers on a monoplane airfoil in
two-dimensional potential flow.
In order to arrive in a natur_ll manner at a perspec-
tive of the biplane analysis it is advantageous to con-
sider first the simpler case of the monoplane wing
section and to keep in view the essential concepts that
carry over to the biplane analysis. It is well known
that by virtue of the methods of conformal represen-
tation the two-dimensional potential flow around a
single obstacle can be obtained by the following
process. In the first place, a standard contour is
selected, the region about which is siznply connected
and the flow function of which in uniform potential
flow is known or obtainable. The transformation
must then be found that transforms confonnally the
region of the given obstacle into this standard region.
This transformation, in combination with the known
flow function, gives the desired flow function for the
obstacle. In the case of monoplane wing profiles, the
standard flow region may be chosen to be that about
a circle and the theorem which states that it is possible
to transform conformally the contour of the given
obstacle into a circle is known as Riemann's theorem.
(Cf., for example, reference 1.) In the case of two
obstacles, the region is termed "doubly connected"
and the process is again applicable except that the
standard doubly connected region is chosen to be the
region about two circles. The theorem that states
the existence of a transformation function bringing
the doubly connected region (region of the biplane
contours) into the region of two circles is Koebe's
lheorem (reference 2).
Tile flow function giving the uniform potential
flow for a circular cylinder is well known and, iu
determining the flow about a monoplane airfoil section,
the main problem is the transforming of the airfoil
contour into a circle. In order to attain this result
in a simple manner it is necessary to perform a few
intermediate transformations. The airfoil profile it-
self may be regarded as a contour dcsc_'ibed about a
conveniently chosen line scgment or chord. An
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initial transformation of a simple type exists (the
so-called "Joukowsky transformation") that trans-
forms the chord into a unit circle and automatically
maps the airfoil contour into a nearly circular contour
described about the unit circle. There remains then
the final task of transforming the nearly circular
contour into a true circle, and this may be performed
by a method given by Theodorsen (reference 3). This
method leads directly to a simple integral equation
which can be solved by a process of iteration or suc-
cessive approximations and which converges with
extreme rapidity. (Cf. reference 1.) It is important
in regard to practical considerations to observe that
the method is so powerful that one step in the process
is quite sufficient in all ordinary cases.
The standard doubly connected region has been
chosen as the region about two circles; and it is worthy
of mention that only as recently as 1929 was the
complex flow potential for two circles rigorously
developed (by Lagally, reference 4). Dupont, Bonder,
and Mfiller (references 5, 6, and 7) have also con-
tributed to this problem but Lagally's solution is
the more elegant. Tile ttow function for two circles
being known, the main problem in finding the flow
about a biplane arrangement is the obtaining of the
transformation mapping the two contours into two
circles.
In a manner analogous to the case of the single air-
foil section, the contours of a biplane arrangement may
be considered to be described about a skeleton of two
conveniently placed mean lines or chords. Hence, to
maintain the analogy it is seen that initially it is desired
to find a transformation function which transforms
the two line segments into two circles. This prob-
lem has been touched upon by Kutta who has given the
uniform potential flow for the special case of two paral-
lel equal line segments (reference 8). The transforma-
tion function bringing two circles into any two parallel
line segments has been developed by C. Ferrari (ref-
erence 9). In the first part of the present paper the
more general problem of decalage of the line segments
has been studied and a function developed that trans-
forms two circles into any two nonintersecting line seg-
ments in any relative positions. This function that
transforms the skeleton or chords of the biplane ar-
rangement into two circles also transforms the contours
themselves into two nearly circular contours described
about the skeleton circles. There remains then the
problem of transforming the two nearly circular con-
tours into two true circles. In order to accomplish
this task, the method of Theodorsen is generalized in
the present paper to apply to doubly connected regions
by employing the concentric circular ring region as a
standard region and by utilizing a Laurent series devel-
opment instead of a one-way power series. There is
obtained finally a pair of simultaneous integral equa-
tions expressing the conformal representation of the
two nearly circular contours into two circles. Just
as in the case of the single integral equation in the
monoplane case, there exists an analogous process of
successive approximations or iteration that converges
with the same remarkable degree of rapidity.
The general transformation from the biplane con-
tours to two circles together with the Lagally formula
for the flow about two circles yields an expression for
the velocity and pressure at each point of the surface of
either profile of the biplane arrangement. There are
two arbitrary circulations in the flow formula, viz, the
separate circulations around each contour, and these
are determined uniquely by applying the well-known
Kutta-Joukowsky condition to the trailing edges of both
contours, specifying thereby that the flow leaves these
edges smoothly.
In the case of monoplane wing theory it has been
shown (reference 1) that theoretical shapes can be
conveniently developed by an inverse method of
transforming conformally a circle into a wing profile.
The Joukowsky airfoils and the other so-called "theo-
retical" airfoils are special examples of this process.
In an analogous manner it is possible to develop theo-
retical biplane combinations by an inverse process of
transforming two circles into two contours resembling
wing profiles. A general and flexible method of obtain-
ing these shapes is presented; the results are especially
instructive in that, in this process, the integral equa-
tions referred to in a preceding paragraph reduce to
definite integrals.
Elliptic functions arise in a natural manner in the
analysis and the problem treated provides a good
illustration of the power and beauty of these remark-
able functions. The general theory of the single,
arbitrary wing section is shown to be a degenerate
case in which the imaginary period of the doubly
periodic elliptic functions becomes infinite, and hence
the elliptic functions reduce to ordinary trigonometric
functions. A few pages are devoted to the monoplane
theory in view of the light that it throws on the more
general biplane analysis.
Numerical results are presented only to furnish an
illustration of the theory. In particular, the pressure
distribution is determined for certain arrangements of
the N. A. C. A. 4412 airfoil in biplane combinations.
The elliptic functions that arise in the analysis and
that are to be evaluated in a numerical case may
fortunately, when necessary, be developed in rapidly
convergent expansions.
Statement of the problem.--The problem treated in
this paper may be restated as follows. Given, an
arbitrary biplane arrangement oriented in a specified
manner in a nonviscous, incompressible fluid medium
and translated with uniform velocity V. To determine
the velocity and pressure distribution in two-dimen-
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sional potential flow in the field of motion for all
angles of attack, particularly, at each point of the
surface of the biplane profiles.
As has been pointed out, it is well recognized that the
aforementioned problem may be treated in two stages.
In ttle first place, the complex function expressing the
conformal transformation of the region of the biplane
into a standard doubly connected region must be
obtained and, finally, the complex flow function for
this standard region, which is chosen as the region
about two circles, must be known. Tile region ex-
ternal to the two contours of a biplane arrangement
will be brought into the region about two circles by the
intermediate use of two nearly circular contours.
Before this resnlt can be accomplished, however, it is
desirable to discuss several preliminary transforma-
tions.
I. PRELIMINARY TRANSFORMATIONS
First, the transformation bringing the region external
to two nonintcrsecting circles (t plane) into the annular
region between two concentric circles (w plane) will be
obtained. This annular region will then be mapped
into a rectangular region (s plane) and the rectangular
region into the region about two line segments (u
plane). (See fig. 1.)
The curves r,/rl=constant are circles with centers
lying along the t2 axis (theorem of Apollonius). This
family of circles contains the points Qt and Q2 as
limiting circles of zero radius. For points in the
upper half plane (Q_0) we have r2/r_l, for points in
the lower half plane r2/r_<l, while on the t_ axis,
r2/rt=l. The curves given by "r_--3q=constant also
form a family of circles (theorem of the constant angle
subtended by the chord of a circle) which is orthogonal
to the first system and each circle of which contains
the limit points Q_ and Q2 on its circumference.
A new complex variable w-=ce .+_8 is now introduced
by the following relation
w _° t+ic r_ _ .
-=e, .... 7-.- =-e"_'2-'_ ' (2)
C [--?C rt
Hence
Also
#=logr_
O_'y2-- TI
(3)
t=ic wq-c (4)
1/2--C
These equations transform eonformal]y the coaxial
system of circles of the t plane into a concentric system
of circles in the w plane. In particular, two circles K_
and I(.. in the t plane, K_ located in the upper half
l:?_Ki t ,o/one _ w p/one
Eg_ O! C _l
la) (b)
i I ! 8 p/one
- - ,iq-lxi-
")l ' ;
i i
i 1 ,
)t i i
I :
(c)
Y
I u p/one
- °i-- XI
(d)
FmURS l.--Mapping of: (a) two coaxial circles in lhe t plane into (b) two concentric circIes in the w plane, (e) rectangular region in the e plane, (d) two line
segments in the u plane
Transformation of a coaxial system of circles into a
concentric system.--A coaxial system of circles may
be described most simply by the use of bipolar coordi-
nates. Consider a complex t plane where t=t_-biQ.
Let Q] (0, ic) and Q2 (o,-ic) located on the G axis be
the origins of two polar coordinate systems rj,_q and
r2,_'2. The variable t may be written in the two forms:
t--ic+rld_ = --ic+r_e%
Then in the relation
t+ic_r2 _,-__._, (1)
t--i--e--r_e" _ v
there are expressed in a convenient form, the bipolar
eoordinates_r_and _--_,_. (See fig. 1 (a).)
rl
plane and Ks in the lower half plane and defined by
log r_/r_ _ o_and log r_./r_ = --_, respectively (a_0, _0),
transform into two concentric circles B_ and B_ about
the origin in the w plane, of radii co" and ce-_, respec-
tively (fig. 1 (b)). It is noted also that the t_ axis
transforms into the circle of radius c in the w plane,
and that the region at infinity in the t plane maps into
the neighborhood of the point w=c. It may also be
remarked that the circles orthogonal to K_ and K2
transform into radial lines through the origin.
Transformation of the circular systems into rectan-
gular systems.--There is now introduced another vari-
able s=X-biv defined by the relation
w ., t+ic
s=ilog c=Z mg _ (5)
5O
Separating into real and imaginary parts
x=-(_-_l)=-0 /
u----log;_=u / (6)
I:ence the variable s may hereafter be denoted by
s=--O÷iu or also by s=k+it_
Also from (5) we have
w=ce-" (7)
and
t . {l+e_S\ s
=_ct, a__)=-c cot _ (s)
The circles in the t plane, r._/rl=constant (or the
circles in tile w plane ce,-----constant), correspond
uniquely to the straight lines u=constant in the s
plane. In particular, the limiting points Q1 and Q_
correspond to u=_ and _=--co, respectively. Also
the tl _txis corresponds to the axis u=0, tile point at
infinity in the t plane going into tile origin s=0.
The circular arcs -y_---r2=constant between QI and Q2
correspond to the lines X=constant. It is noted, how-
ever, that this latter correspondence is infinitely many-
valued since the addition of integral multiples of 2_r to
_'t or _'2 does not alter the circular arc considered;
hence, _l--_,2=constant corresponds to the infinite
number of parallel lines X=constant+2kTr, where k
is any integer (fig. I (c)).
The whole t plane has thus infinitely many values
on the s plane, but there is a one-to-one correspondence
between tile whole t plane and a strip of width 2r
bounded by two parallels to the u axis. In the fol-
lowing investigation, the strip in the s plane bounded
by tile lines X=--r and X=r will be considered as
the representation of the t plane cut along the length
Q, Q_.
Equation (5) thus defines a conformal transforma-
tion of the coaxial system of circles in the t plane, or
of the concentric system of circles in the w plane, to a
rectangular system in the s plane. In particular, con-
sider again the two definite circles K1 and K_ of the
coaxial pencil. The circle K_ is defined by log r2/r_=
u=_ and the circle K2 by log r:/r_--u=: --_ where a and
/_ are positive constants. It is then rioted that the
region of the t plane external to the circles K, and Ks
(or the ring region within B_ and B2) corresponds
uniquely to the rectangular region bounded by the
lines u=a, u=--/3, X=--r, and X=r. (The two sides
X=--r and X=r correspond to tile right and left
edges respectively of a cut along the t_ axis drawn
between the two circles.) The rectangle contains
necessarily, the point s=0 as an internal point.
6eometrieal relations.--Attention may be momen-
tarily diverted to some geometrical relations existing
in the various planes, l_ct the radii of K: and K__ be
a and b, respectively, and let the centers of K_ and K2
be situated at O1 and 0_, respectively (fig. 1 (a)).
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The quantities a and b may be expressed in terms of
a and f_. The equation of KI in bipolar coordinates
is, by equation (2)
r2 t + ic e_
_= VZTcc=
Writing t=t_+it., there results upon expansion
t12+t2_--2ct2 coth a+c_- =O
which is the equation of a cirele whose center 0i is
situated at
t2=c coth a
and whose radius is
a = c csch
Similarly, for the second circle K2, the center 02 is at
t2=--c eoth
and the radius is
b= c csch
Denoting by d the center-to-center distance 0_0_
(fig. 1), there may be written the equations:
a= c csch a /
b=c csch/_ I (9)d=c (coth a-Fcoth/_)
which suffice to fix a, b, and d in terms of a, /_, and c.
Forming the auxiliary quantity d_--a_--b2, it is found
thatd2--a2--b2=2abeosh(a+t_) It immediately follows
that
ab
c=_- sinh (_+¢_)!
sinh a= d sinb (a+_) (I0)
¢7,
sinh ¢_ _ sinh (a-l-B)
We observe that the quantity a+¢_ on the right-hand
side is expressed in terms of a, b, and d by the relation
d2_ a2_ b2
eosh (_÷_)=
2. TRANSFORMATION OF TWO CIRCLES INTO TWO
ARBITRARY LINE SEGMENTS
The transformation that maps the rectangular region
in the s plane into the region external to two noninter-
secting line segments in a u plane will now be derived.
In comt)ination with the preliminary transformations
of the preceding section this result will then transform
the region of the two circles T21 and K2 of tile t plane,
or the ring region of the w plane, into the region of
the line segments. Let the u plane (fig. 1 (d)) contain
the two line segments c_ and c: and let u(t)=X+iY be
the analytic function that transforms the circles K_
and K_ into the desired line segments. With no loss
in generality, the system of coordinates in the u plane
may be so chosen that the X axis is parallel to c_. Let
the line segment c_ be inclined at an angle --_/2 with
respect to the X axis. (The negative sign before 5
is a matter of later convenience; fig. l(d)) mtly /)e
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regarded as illustrating tile definition of positive
decalage.) Let 11 and l: denote the two lines u=a
and u=--_ of the rectangular s plane that corre-
dY
spend to K1 and K2, then, it is evident that _/X=0
dY
for points of K2 or/2 and _=--tan _ for points along
KL or lz. Letf(s)=(d/_s_ be the derivative of the func-
tion u(s) that gives the desired correspondence between
the u and s planes. From the well-known property of
conformal mapping, viz, that tangents at correspond-
ing points in the two planes differ in direction by the
argument of the derivative function, it follows that
tlle argument off(s) equ'lls 0 (or _r) along 12and equals
--U2 (or -- _/2+7r) along l_, or
f(s) is a real quantity along 12
J(s)e _/2 is a real quantity along l_
By a principle of Schwarz the as yet undetermined
function J(s) has the property of being extended by
analytic continuation to the whole strip region iI_ the
s plane (fig. 1 (c)) for, since f(s) is real along l:, its
values for a pair of reflected points mirrored in the
line 1-oare conjugate complex. Similarly the function
J(s)e _12 may be reflected about the line Ii. With
successive alternate reflections in II and l: f(s) takes
on values as shown in figure 2. For every two succes-
sive reflections the original values of f(s) are repeated
except for a multiplying factor e-_. tIence it is clear
that f(s) must satisfy tile relation
f[s + 2i(a+ _)]=J(s)e -'_ (I)
Also, since f(s) is a single-valued function of t, it
satisfies the condition
i(s + 2_r)--J(s) (2)
If 5=0, then e-_=l and it is seen at once thatJ(s) is
then a doubly periodic function, Ilence an elliptic func-
tion (of the first kind), of real period 2_--2_ and of
imaginary period 2_'---2i(a+fl). In the general case
where 5_0, the function J(s) is not a purely doubly
periodic function but, since one of its periods gives
rise to a multiplying factor, is an elliptic function of
the second kind. It is completely determined, except
for a constant, by its behavior at its poles, in the
neightlorhood of wllich tile function becomes infinite
(Ilermite's tlieorem). ]n the present analysis, we
stl_lll consider the fundamental periodic rectangle as
formed by the original transformed rcct'lngle and its
rctlection in the line 1-o(fig. 2).
We now investigate the poles of the function
f "s" du( ):=d_'" We assume that at infinity tu]=]t[, in order
that the regions at infinity in the u and t planes be
equally magnified and map into each other (except
for a possible change in direction), and we have
du -1
dt _=®--
or noting equation (1.8) _
ds
du du _¢=- du•
_t=== d-s_=o • t_+dl,==-- 1-- (3)
P
Ii ._ f/s/e-z'_
_f(s)
I
du
Figure 2.-lllustrating the properties of _--f(s) In tim strip region: S_ is tile
conjugate comple_ quantity of f(_).
This relation shows at once that fie) possesses a singu-
lar point at s-_0, _nd hence has one also at the point
obtained by reflection of s_--0 in l.o, viz, s=--2ifL In
the neighborhood of these points f(s) becomes infinite
1
in the order of t-oas t-->_o or as s_ as s_0, i. e., has
poles of order two at the origin s =0 and at s------2ifL
tThis notation denotes equation (8) of see. I.
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The fundamental function having a single pole of
first order (with residue unity) at the origin and satis-
fying the foregoing period requirements is (reference
10, p. 416, and reference 11, p. 369)
_Z t_
¢0
e a(sq-5) (4)
A(s)-- a(a)_(s)
where a denotes the sigma function of Weierstrass and
possesses the following period properties
¢(uq-2°J)=--e-_'(_+_)cr(u) [ (5)
a (uq- 2w') = --e-_"(_+_°cr(u)l
The expression (4) for A(s) may also be written as
follows
A,, H'(O)H(s+_)
(s)= _ (4')
where the Jaeobi H(eta) function is defined by the
equation (cf. references 11 and 12)
• z'_ 94 • 3a'_ 2_* " 5rU
H(u)=2qll4sm _-_--2q i sm_d +2q / sin _ww " " (6)
and possesses the period properties
H(u+2oJ)= -- H(u)
_ir_u
H(u+2o/) = --q-_e H(u)
where
q_e
The relation existing between the a and H functions is
(reference 11, p. 488)
q(u) =e _H(u) (7)
H'(0)
A function such as we are seeking, having a single
pole of the second order at the origin and the required
period properties, may be obtained by taking the
negative derivative of A(s) with regard to s. From
equation (4') we have
dA(s)_ H'(O) d H(s+_) (8)
A'(s)= ds H(_) ds H(s)
2'he functionf(s) is now determined except for con-
stants a_ and a2 is given by
](s)=_s=a_A'(s)+a2A'(s+2i_)+a_ (9)
To determine the constants, observe that by means of
equation (3), and by the fact that the expansion of
1
A' (s) about the origin begins with the term s_, we have
in the neighborhood of s = 0
at 2c
and since from equation (1.8) It h-® = 2c there re-
8 Is=0
suits !at!=2c. Thus the magnitude of al is determined
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and, in general, we may put a_=2ce _ where 'r is an
arbitrary real parameter that determines the stagger
of the segments, and the significance of which will be
seen shortly. It may be observed at this point that
with a_ =2ce,r the following relation holds
du _ du
d_-I,=,.=e I_t-I,.® = e 'r (10)
i. e., the regions at infinity in the u and t planes agree in
magnitude but differ by angle 3' in direction. In
order to determine az it is sufficient to recall thatf(s)
must remain real on l: hence it may be seen that as
must equal 2ce-_L Then finally equation (9) may be
expressed as
du _ r A,
_=zet_:x (s)e_+A'(s+Zil3)e -_] (11)
The general function relating the u and s planes is then
by integration ith regard to s
u(s)=--2c[A(s)et_+A(s--k2i#)e-'_]Wk (12)
where the function A(s) is given by (4) or (4') and
where k is an arbitrary constant that is independent of
s but may contain the parameter 6.z
The singular points of transformation (12) are given
by the roots of the equation _--_=0. It is possible to
draw at once certain conclusions with regard to the
singular points. There exists a theorem on elliptic
functions (reference 11, p. 366) which states that the
number of zeros of an elliptic function (of the first
or second kind) in a periodic rectangle is equal to the
du
number of poles. Since f(s)=_ has 2 poles of second
order in the periodic rectangle it follows that the
dn
equation d,_=0 possesses 4 roots in tiffs rectangle. It
is demonstrahle without difficulty that 2 of the zeros
are located on the boundary u=a and the remaining
2 on the boundary u=--fL These zeros correspond
to the end points of the line segments ct and c2 of the u
plane. It may be stated for reference that on 12 the
singular values of _ are obtained from the equation
=():= A' (X-- if3)e_ + A' (X+ i_)e -'_
or since A'(X -i_) and A'(X+ifl) are conjugate com-
plex quantities, the singular points are given by the
solutions of
Re. A' (X--i/3)e"=0
where Re. denotes "real part of." On l_, we employ
the period property (1) of A(s) and obtain for the
equation satisfied by the singular values of X
Re. A' (k q- is) e_(_+tt_): 0
The remainder of tills section is commentary to this equation. The reader
may, without loss o! continuity, proceed to see. 3, p. s6.
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Developments of A(s) convenient for numerical pur-
poses will be discussed shortly. It may be of value to
consider first several useful special examples of equa-
tion (12).
(a) Parallel segments of zero stagger s (6=0,
_,=0).--It is necessary to observe first the limiting
form of A(s) as _--_0. From equations (4) or (4') (or
cf. reference 10, p. 425) we have that
Lim(A(s)-_)_=0 W(s)_(s) _=_-(s)_s_o
H'(s) ,7 , .
--H(_ =L,ks) (13)
where the various forms are equivalent. The func-
tions a and _- are Weierstrass elliptic functions, and
H and Z_ (eta and zeta functions) are the elliptic
hmctions of Jacobi and IIermite. Then putting for
the arbitrary constant k=_C--ic in equa-convenience
tion (12) we obtain
t_
IM
7_ U_p/one
f'l
" ---tL 0 .... ,
(a) (b}
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or we may put down tile complete equation for refer-
ence as follows. Noting that
where the Weierstrass 1) function is defined by
d
p(s)=---_f(s), and writing s=X+ia the equation
determining the singular points of c_ is
%7
p (X+i_) +p(X--ia) +_ =0 (15}
7r
The addition theorem (reference 10, p. 140) of the iv
function may be written
-'X Fin' [P'(X)-iP'(_)]_t'k - ;-- p(X) +p((_) (16}
4[p(X)+ p(c_)] 2
tiere, p(ce)=--p(ic_) and the bar designates that the
elliptic function p is based on periods 2_ and 2_' con-
C2
U2 p/one
M'
Cz
Y c, U p/one
/lb.
• / k)
__ _ ,__.__t__ )[
, or_
/ , 0 I
(c) (d)
FI6UIIE 3.--Illustrating the case of parallel line segments: (a) t plane. (b) Ui piano (_=0, *_=0), (e) U_ plane (6=0, -t _r/_), (d) U plane (t=O, 5" arbitrary).
Ifim u(s)= Ul(s):x+iy
_0, "_=:0
= -- 2c[Z_(s) + Z_(8+ 2i¢) l-ic (14)
or (as given by Ferrari),
= -- 2c[ f (s ) + f (s + 2i_ ) --_;S] + eonst.
Observing tlmt the Z_ function has the following period
properties
Zl(S+2O,)-Z,(s)=0
Zl(S_- 2oJ)- Zl(S)=--i
it follows that for u=a, y=c and for u=--fl, y:--c.
I fence the gap G between the line segments is 2c.
The case is illustrated in figure 3 (b).
The singular values of X are in this case given by
Re. Zl' (s + ia)--O
Re. Zl'(S--i_)_-O
The ease of parallel line segments has been stndied by Ferrari (reference 9).
jugate to the periods of p, i. e., 2_=2_. ' and 2L':2i_
(reference 10, p. 32). Making use of (16) and of the
differential equations for the p and p functions:
p' (X)_ = 4pS (X) -- g_p (X) --gs
p' (a)_----4p :{(,_) -- q_p(cQ +go
equation (15) becomes
Ap(X)2+Bp(X)+C=O (17)
where
A=4[n/_r--p(_)]
B:4p(a)2 + 8( ,/r)-p(a)--g_
C=4( v/_r) p(a) _+ g_p(a)- 2gs
This equation determincs the two singular points
for the upper segment c_. In general, there is only one
positive value of the root p(X), hence the singular
points, X--:t: X,, are symmetrical with respect to the
origin• The negative root does not give real values
for X. For the lower line segment c_ it is only neces-
sary to replace a by ft. (Cf. reference 10, p. 272:
Given p(X), to find X.)
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Tile line segments ct and c: given by transformation
14) are without "stagger" since the midpoint of each
segment is located on the y axis (fig. 3 (b)). In order
to obtain further insight into the general transforma-
tion let us consider the case _=0, -y=90 °.
(b) Tandem parallel segments (6=0, 3"=2).--In
this case let tile arbitrary constant k=--c in trans-
formation (12), and noting equation (13), we obtain
Lira u(s)= U2(s)
5=0, 3'=2
=--2ic[Z_(s)-Z,(s÷2i_)]--c (18)
= --2ic[_(s)--_(s+2ifl)]--c
It can be shown directly that the singular values of X
are 0 and 7r, for we/lave
dU2
ds --O=p(s)--p(s+ 2i_)
and if
p(u)=p(v) we must have
u= q-v+2mw+2m%'
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(19)
where m and m'
are any integers, llence, writing s=X+i_ we have
for the solutions of (19) in the fundamental periodic
rectangle X,=0 and X,=Tr. Figure 3(e) shows a
typical correspondence for this ease.
(c) Parallel segments of arbitrary stagger.--Let
arbitrary constant k=(_--ic) cos "r--ctile sin _ in
equation (12), and noting relation (13),
Lira u(s)= U(s)= U,(s) cos _+ U2(s) sin 3'
= --2c(ZL(s)e,_+Zt(s)e-,_)--ice-,s (20)
The function U(s) is the general relation bringing the
region about any two parallel line segments into a
rectangular region in the s plane. In tiffs transforma-
tion the values of the parameters a, _, and 3' suffice
to fix uniquely the chord ratio cdc2, the gap chord
G/c_., and tile stagger chord S/c2 of the parallel seg-
ments. The gap between the line segments is 2c cos 3".
Figure 3(d) illustrates the definitions of the various
quantities. In the general case of parallel segments
of arbitrary stagger, there are given the three ratios
c,:c2:G:S and the parametem o_,13, and v are to be
determined. This problem involves the solution of
transcendental relations; in this connection it is con-
venient to draw up charts, e. g., figure 4. This
figure shows a cross plot that presents G/c_, S/c2 in
terms of w' and 3" in tile case of equal chords cdc2=l,
i. e., a=#.
The singular points of equation (20) are defined by
the relation
d,U=o=p(s)e,,+p(s+2i_)e-,_+2" cos 3" (211
a8 _"
Writing s=X+ia in (21) we have
cos 3"[p(X+ia)+p(X--ia)+ 2_/r]
+i sin V[p(X+ia)--p(X--ia)l=O
Employing the notation of equation (17) and the rela-
tions preceding equation (17), there results
a4p4(X)+a3p3(X)+a2p°-(X)+a,p(X)q-ao=O (22)
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FIGURZ 4.--Chart presenting the angle of stagger -y and the ratio of the periods
-_against and stagger/chord S/c_ in the special case of equalgap/chord G/c..,
parallel line segments, ($=0, a _)
where
a4 = A_d:
a3=2ABd_--4
a:= (B_+ 2AC)d _
at=2BCd_ +g_
1 cot3"
ao=C_d_+g_ and d:_ _'(a)
This equation suffices to determine the values of X
corresponding to the end points of the upper line seg-
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ments c_. In the case of the lower segment a is to be
replaced by fL In general, there are only two positive
solutions for P(M; and it may be observed that the
solutions for both angles of stagger ±_, are contained
in equation (22). (In sec. 4 approximations for the
singular values of k are given by simple formulas.)
Jacobi series--In order to obtain further insight
into the general relation (12) and to separate u(s)--
X+iY into its real and imaginary parts it is necessary
to revert to Jacobi expansions. These developments
are especially useful where nmnerical evaluations are
required.
By reference 10, page 416, we have the following
expansion for the function A(s):
---n$8
... e _ _(s+_)
=2 cot 2+cot +2 _ ___ q2_,, sin (ms+nh) (23)
m_l n=l
where
tzrw_'
q=e _ :e_'_e -(a+_)
The expression for Zt(s) occurring in the case of parallel
segments is
Li=m(A(s)--_cot_)=Zt(s)
8 _ _ 2_nn "
=1cot6+2 _. Y], q sin ms (23')
2 ._ m_l n=l
To separate A(s) into real and imaginary parts, re-
place s by ),+ig and note that
k+ig sin X--i sinh u (24)
cot 2 cosh g--cos k
Then
where 4
A(s) =M(),,u)q- iN(h,u) +_ cot (25)
sin X
M(h'_)=--2(cosh g--cos _,)
-4-_,, _, q2.,. sin (mXq-n_) cosh m#
m=l n=l
sinh u
N(X,g)= 2(eosh g--cos X)
+_2, _ q'_" cos (mX+n_)sinh m_
m=l n=l
G The vahte ofq = e- I_*_) may always be kept less than e--= 0.0432 by resorting when
necessary, e. g., aq-0 small, to transformations that interchange the real and imagi-
nary periods of the elliptic functions (reference 10, p. 266). Thus tho expressions
can always be made to converge very rapidly. Indeed, there exist several other
expansions for A(s) which though less simple in form are more rapidly convergent
than the formula given here (reference 10, p. 422).
f 36692--27--5
Let us put tho arbitrary constant k equal to
(2c cot _--ic)cos._--csin.y in equation (12) and sepa-
rate u(s) as follows
u(s) =X+iY
=ul(s) cos v+u2(s) sin _ (26)
where
ul (s)=x + iy
6 .
=--2c[A(s)+A(s+2i_)]+2c cot _--zc (27)
and
u2 (s) =z' + iy'
=--2ic[A(s)--A(s+ 2i_)]--c (28)
It is evident that u_(s) and u2(s) are generahzations
of U_(s) and U2(s), given by equations (14) and (18)
for the cases (_=0, v=0) and (_=0, _=7r/2), respec-
tively.
Employing relation (25), equation (27)giving ul(s)
may be separated into
x=--2c[A_(X, t_)+_r(k, _+2fl)] / (27a)
y=--2c[N(X, g)+N(X, u+2_)]-cj
It is observed that for _=--_, the coordinates become
x_= --4cM(),, _)l (27b)
y_= --c !
Equation (27a) is most useful in the neighborhood of
t_=--fl. For values of t_ near a, relation (27) is first
rewritten by making use of the period property
A(sq-2_')=A(s)e -_, and we have
x= --2elM(),, g) +M(),, u--2a) cos $}
q-N(X, g--2a) sin 6] q-c sin i[ (27e)y=--2c[N(h, u)+N(k, g--2a) cos
--]l_/(X, _--2a) sin _f]+c cos
For g=a, equation (27c) becomes
x_=--2c[M(k, a)(1-t-cos _)--N(_, a) sin @
-t-c sin
y.=--2c[N()., a)(1--cos 5)--M(_,, a)sin _1 (27d)
q-c cos
It may be remarked that equations (27), which hold
also for the special case _=0, show immediately that
in this case y_=--c and y,--c, or that the gap of the
parallel segments is 2c. In the general case (_¢0,
_=0) it is clear from (27d) that the point (x,, y,)
=(0, c) lies on c_. The "gap" as measured along the
y axis (i. e., from xa--0 to x,----0) is therefore again 2c.
The effect of decalage may be considered to a first
order to be a rotation of the segment ct for the case
(_=0, _.=0) by the angle _/2 about the point (0, c).
Employing relation (257, equation (28) giving u:(s)
may be separated into
x'=--2c[--N(X,_)+N(X,t_+2_)]--c} (28a)y' = -- 2c[M(),,u) -- M(),,t, ÷ 2_)]
It is observed that for g= --/_ the coordinates become
x_' -_ -- 4cN(Xfl) -- c[ (28b"
y_' = 0
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In theneighborhoodf _=a, it maybepreferableto
expressequation(28a)asfollows
x'=--2c[--N(X,u)+N(X,u--2a) cos 551
--5t(X,u--2a) sin 5]+c cos (28c)
y'=--2c[_I(X,_)--l_t(X,_--2a) cos _ [
--N(X,u--2a) sin 5]-c sin )
For u=c_ the coordinates are seen to be
x,' = 2c[N(X,_) (1 +cos 5) ]
+M(X,a) sin 5]+c cos 5 [ (28d)
y_'=--2c[/l_(X,a) (1-- cos 6) [
-t-N(X,a) sin 51--c sin )
For 5=0 it is clear from (28b) and (28d) that
y.'=ye'=O. In general, for 5¢0 it can be seen that
the coordinates (x,.', y.')=(--c,O) satisfy equation
(28d), hence this point lies on c_.
The general equation (12) or (26) may now be
separated into
u(s) =X+iY (29)
where
X=x cos "r+x' sin q,
Y=:g cos _+y' sin _,
In particular, it is clear from the foregoing that the
lower segment c2 is situated at Ya=--2c cos _, and that
the point (X,, Y_,)=(--c sin % c cos _,) lies on the
segment c_.
If there are given any two line segments in position,
the three ratios c,:c2:G:S are known (in addition
is known), and the quantities o_, #, and -y are to be
determined. Equation (29) is transcendental and a
direct solution for a given case is not available;
however, an indirect procedure of building up charts
similar to figure 4 (for which 6=0) for different values
of 5 may be resorted to. The case of parallel segments,
as well as the degenerate monoplane case (cf. sec.
4), will prove helpful in this procedure.
du
For later reference, the derivative expression _.
may be put down. We have
du du_ . duo
_=ds cos _±_-_" sin _ (30)
where
=P(x,_)+iQ(x,_,)
lcd_=iiA' (s)--A' (s + 2i#)l
=P'(X,_)+iQ'(x,u)
In order to determine P, Q, P', and Q', the following
development is noted
1 _,® _mq 2..... cos (ms+_) (31)A'(s)= 4 sin: s/2,_=_, .=,
=M'(X,u)÷iN'(X,u)
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where
_. 1 --cos h eosh u
M'( ,u)=:_(cosh u-_ x)
-_.. __.mq TM cos (mX+nS) cosh m.
--sin X sinh
N'(x,,) = _ie,)sh ;--;5_X3
-- _ _,rnq TM sin (mX+nS) sinh mu
T/I=I I1_ I
nenee,
P=M'(X,u)-F M'(X,u+ 2#)
Q=N' (X,u)--F N' (X,.+ 2#)
P'= --N'(X,u) +N'(X,u+2#)
Q'=M'(X,u)--M'(X,u+ 2#)
And finally
du _ r_)
--_s=ZCtt cos _,+P' sin _,+i(Q cos -_+Q' sinv)]
(32)
The equations of this section may be simplified in
the noteworthy special case in which a=#. The
constant 2i_ is in this case equal to half the imaginary
period, i. e., 2i#=_' and, in particular, the line seg-
ments c_ and c: are equal. By reference 10, page 422,
we have
_(s 1-5) -'_-_ -?-
A(s ÷_o')= _e _ e
:e__) los c 6, x_-axv--_ (°n-l)m
. 2±2___,2._=(1" sin[ms+(n--1/2) 5]
This expression may therefore replace A(sq-2i_) in
equations (26), (27), and (28). Similarly in equation
(30) A'(s+2ifl) may be replaced by A'(s+w') where
A' (s +od)= --e -ii _,, y] mq(_.-,),, cos [ms+ (n-- 1/2) 5]
rn_l n = I
3. TRANSFORMATION OF A NEARLY CIRCULAR RING
REGION IN THE w PLANE INTO A TRULY CIRCULAR
RING REGION IN THE z PLANE
In the foregoing sections, there have been obtained
the equations transforming the region external to two
circles (in the t plane); or the annular region between
two concentric circles (in the w plane); or also a rec-
tangular region (in the s plane); into the region
external to any two nonintersecting line segments (in
the u plane). It may now be imagined, for definite-
ness, that two airfoil profiles are generated about the
two line segments as chords in the u plane (tig. 5 (a)).
In the plane of the rectangle, the two profiles will
correspond to curves of small amplitude extending
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from h=--Tr to X=r near the boundary lines #=_
and _=--f_, respectively, in the ring region, tim
profiles will correspond to two nearly circular contours
forming all annular region (fig. 5 (c)). It is intended
to show how this annular region may be transformed
into a concentric circular ring region (fig. 5 (e)).
At present it is assumed that the nearly circular
ring region in the w phmc corresponding to a given
biplane cellule in the u phme is known. It is observed
that this knowledge implies that equation (2.12) may
be inverted and the variables X, # solved for in terms
of x and y. How this task may be done is taken up
in section 4. It is recalled here that the variable X
corresponds to --0 (equation (1.6)) and that the
where the radii are respectively,
R,=ce% R:=ce% a,>0, a:<0
CAt times it will be found convenient to denote _ by
_' and a._ by --fl').
Let the function that transforms the w plane con-
formally into the z phme be written as
w= ze_(_) (5)
where z=ce°_-i¢:Rei" and where h(z) represents a
Laurent series with complex coefficients:
h (z) :ao+ _-_,(a_z" +a_,z -") (6)
I
where R2_[z[ <=R,, or with z=Re _'
h (z) =f(R,_,) +ig(R,¢) (6')
Ac
L2
__lq _'_ 7:-- - ]:1_ _- _ w p/one
// \\P(ce _, ,9] I p/one
....... _ ff_A / .... _ .... 1,
i z ,o/one
(el (b) C"
'lee _ _o] (dl
(e)
FIt;treE 5.--]tJal)ping of: (a) two contours .'10 and [)'0 of a biplane arrangcu ent into (b) two curved lines L, and L: in the s plane, (c) two nearly circular contours
Bt and B2 of an annular region in tile w plane, (d) two nearly circular contours 1(1 and h'_ in the t plane, (e) two true circles C, and C2 of the concentric ring region
in the z plane.
neighborhood of the point w=c, which corresponds to
the region at intinity in the t or u planes, lnUSt be an
internal point of the annular region.
The annuhtr region in the w plane then contains
two boundary contours, an outer contour B, and an
inner contour B:. Let the contour B, be dcfinctl by
w ce_, (_)+_ (1)
and the contour Bz by
w-ce.,t°)+_ (2)
where the range of 0 may be chosen as 0_0_27r.
Consider now a z plane (tig. 5 (e)) containing two
concentric circles about the origin, an outer circle C,
that corresponds to B, and an inner circle C: that
corresponds to B:. The circle C, may be defined by
z=ce', +t_ (3)
and the circle C_ by
z = ceq +" (4)
It is seen that on C,,
log _;=h(z)=h(R,,_)
=/(R,,_) + ig(R,,_) =u_-- _,-F i(O-- ,,)]
or, in slmrt,
h_(e)=[,(_,)+iq_(_,)=u_--_,+i(O--_,), (7)
where (O--e), means that the quantity 0--_, is evalu-
ated around C,. On C_ similarly
h_.(_)=J_(_)+ig_(_)=u_--a:+i(O--_)_ (8)
Let the complex coefficients in equation (6) be
expressed as
a,,=A.,+iB. ]
a_.=A_.+iB_.( (9)
Then, from equations (6) and (7), it is fmmd that
f, (¢) =Aa+ _,[(A.R," +A_.R,-') cos n¢
I
-- (B.R,'--B_.R, ") sin n.¢] (10)
g,(_)=Bo+_,[(B.R,"+B_.Rt-") cos n_
1
+ (A.R_"--A.Rc") sin he] (11)
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Similarly
f_(_)=Ao+___[(A.R_"+A_.R_-") cos n_,
I
-- (B.R_"--B_.Rc") sin n,,] (12)
g_(¢)=Bo+_,[(B.R="+B_.Rc") cos n_
1
+ (A.R2"--A_,Rc") sin he] (13)
From equation (10),
A.Rt"+A_.R,-"=a_,.=lfoS_f,(_) cos ngd_
--B"Rp+ B-_R'-"=b""=lJl 2)_(_) sin nOt_ (14)
and
1 / TM 1 r2=
Ao=a,,o=_U_j ° /,(.)d.=_Jo u,d.--.,
Similarly from equation (12),
b _ 1 2. cos ngd. }
--B.R2 +B_.R2 = 2,.--;f I fi(¢) sin n_,d_ (15)
and
1 ('2_ 1 /'2=
Ao=a,o= J °
The equality al,o=as,o=Ao is a condition of uni-
formity that is necessary since h(z) is a regular analytic
function in the ring region. There is, in addition, an
arbitrary element in equations (10) to (13) (which
may be chosen in a number of ways) viz, there is at
our disposal tile choice of tile point in the z plane that
shall correspond to, say w=c. This choice, which
will be introduced at a later point (p. 14), is z-=c
when w=c, and will fix tile constants A0 and B0 in
terms of R_ and R2 and tim remaining coefficients.
From the first parts of equations (14) and (15),
there is obtained on solving for A., A_,, B,, and B_.
A a1.,Rc"--as.,RI -" D --b'."R_-"+bs," RI-_ I
\RJ \R,] \R:] \R,] [t16_
--al .R_"+a_ .RP . ._ -- b, .R_"+b2 .RpP
z,_,-- {R,'_" {Rs"_" ,anu,_,--/'R,'_" (R_'_" ]
\if,/ - j
Let
R2 -v
_=e =q
where
7= O'l-- 0"2(= ot'+ J_')
Substituting by means of equation (16) in equation
(11), it is seen that
-- o ±,_(bL,e" +bs._ --b_bs.,g,(_)-_o-_\ e"'--e-" _ _ _--_ )cos n_r
+ _,(ah_.. al..e-_--a:,.'X in\ e "--e- + e"'--e-"" )s n_o
ql(¢)=Bo+
+L
+b,..(_)]cos n_
® e"'+e-"" " 2 •
+
or also
q_(_)=Bo+_,(--b_., coth nr-4-b_., csch n_) cos n_
1
+_(a_., eoth nr--a_., csch nr) sin n_ (17)
I
Similarly, by substitution of equation (16) in equation
(13),
g=(_o)=Bo+_,(--b,., csch nr+b_., eoth nr) cos n_
1
+_,(a_,_ csch nr--a_., coth nr) sin n_o (18)
1
Denoting the variable in equation (17) by ¢' instead of _ and substituting by means of equations (14) and
(15), it appears that
or
g_(_o')=B0+ j_(_o)(--sin ne cos n_o'+cos n_ sin n_') coth nrd,_
1
1X2-X/'2_
+_'LJo fl(_)(sm n¢ cos he'--cos n¢ sin he') csch nrd¢
l
, 1 ® 2. n,d_-- fo fi(_)sin coth nTd_]gl(_ ):Bo+_r_tfo /2(_) sin n(__ ,) csc h 2_ n(_--_')
1
In a similar manner,
1= 2. nrd_--fo ',(_,)sin n(_--_')esct, nrd_]g,(_')=Bo+_r_Efo J,(_o) sin n(_--_')coth _"
1
(19)
(20)
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The two series expressions
a) _, sin n(_--_') coth nr
1
b) _ sin n(_--_') csch nr
1
that occur in equations (19) and (20) may be evaluated
in terms of elliptic functions. Consider tim expansion
for _(u) (reference 10, p. 403)
nu H'(u)
7 H74y
_r _ru +2_r_-_ q2. _Tru
=2co-_ cot _ _-7/" ti_ sin --co,
I
In order not to confuse tim periods occurring here with
those of the preceding section, the real period is
denoted by 2co_=2,r, and the imaginary period by
2oo2=2ir.
q=e _'=e -_=_"R,
Then
Z_(u)=l 2 _u X-x e -_' .cot +2/_,_sm nu
_....mm.I --
1
2 "
_u a-_-_l'l÷e-2_ 1) sin nu
= sin "//\l--e -z"_
1 1
=_2, eoth nr sin nu (21)
1
Consider the expansion for _'(u+co=) (reference 10,
p. 426) 5
f(u+co_)-_ .... o'(u)
-,
__2_'_ q" sin n_r_uu
-- col.f__21 __q2. co,
I
For co_=Tr this expression becomes
2e_n rZ(U)= i--e -a'r sin nu
1
=_-] csch nr sin nu (22)
1
Then replacing u by _--¢', equations (19) and (20)
become
t For reterence, note the deflnitiim of the 0 function (el. references 11 and 12)
O(u)=l--2qcosV_+2q .... _"--2q .... 3_U+ , ..
The lI function is defined in equation (2.fi) of tile preceding section. Some writers
on elliptic functions use O0 and O_ to denote the O and lI functions.
1 r=-
_rJo ft(_o)Z,(_o--_o')d¢ (23)
g_(_,')= Bo T l £2"f 2(_)Z,(,p--_')d¢
1 f'2,
-- _rJo fi (_)Z(_o--_o')dso (24)
_, , o'(u) _, , u'(u)
Since L_u)=_ and m_(u)=it---(_, there is obtained
also by integration by parts:
g_(_')=Bo-l£_J_'(_) log O(¢--_')d_
1 p2,_
+_Jo f"(*) log H(_o--_,')d¢ (23')
/ 1 [" "2T t
g2(_' )=Bo-_.Ja ]= (_o) log H(¢--¢')&o
1 /'2.
+_rJ0 J'/(_) log O(¢--_')d_ (24')
where the logarithm operates only on the absolute
value of the quantities O(_,--¢') and H(¢--,').
In a manner similar to the foregoing procedure it is
possible to solve for the coefficients in equations (11)
and (13), substitute in equations (10) and (12), and
obtain as the reciprocal relations to (23) and (24) the
following:
f ,(_o')= Ao--l £2"g_(_o)Z(,p--_o')&o
1 r2.
+_'Jo g,(_o)Z,(_o--_o')&o (25)
= Ao-
1 t'2.
q- ;rJo gt(e)Z(¢--e')de (26)
Equations (23) and (24), which essentially express
a pair of boundary-value relations for a concentric
ring region, permit the obtaining of the imaginary
parts of a complex function h(z) along the boundary
circles of a ring region from a knowledge of the real
parts along the boundaries. These equations are
fundamental in a potential-theory study of ring regions ;
they trove been developed in a different manner and
for another purpose by Henri Villat in 1912 (reference
13, p. 147). It will be shown shortly that equations
(23) and (24), when generalized and regarded as
integral equations instead of being considered as
definite integrals, make it possible to obtain the com-
plete correspondence wtfich we are seeking for doubly
connected regions.
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The function giving the value of h(z) at any point interior to the ring region may also be expressed in terms
of the real parts of t,(z) along the boundaries CI and C_.. Frmn equation (16),
L -T ]a,,=A,+iB,_== 21r sinh nr o
a_,,= ,l_,, _ iB .... 2r sinh 1_r f2(_)e'_d_
Then equation (6)
h(z)=-ao+_, (a,,z"+a_,z-")
1
becomes
j?:1 "_ 1 -" .h(z)=a(,-- .f_(_,).lld_-t- (_)-\ d,2 (27)
where
M->__.j " ') sinh nr
m I_ I ..... em__RlnV,,,e-in_
The quantities Zll and 2\7 may be readily expressed in
terms of elliptic functions. Let
_n_ 2 n -n ln¢
e =1_)2 Z e
Then by equation (22),
A¢ _i sin nv2 O'(va)
_='r _si_ii,_7 -i_(T2) ;z(r_)
Similarly let
e infl = U lnz-ne _n,p
Then
•O' (v,)
N _ =iZ(c,)
Then finally
/-.h(z)=a0- /,(_)Z(<)&,+ /_(_,)Z(v,)&, (_S)
fl 0
where
Z
v2=i log R;+_
Z
v_=i log i_- +_o
or writing
z = cea+ t,,_ t
v_=_ _,'+i(_-_,)
Determination of the constants A0 and B0.--It will
be recalled that the neighborhood of the point w=c
corresponds to the region at infinity in the t and u
planes. In order to make tile correspondence of the
w and z planes unique the following condition is put
down. Let z=c when w=c, hence causing the region
about z=c to correspond also to tile rcgion at infinity
in the t and u planes. There is, however, an essential
dw
fact to be noted, viz, dz ewtluat.ed for z=c is, in gen-
eral, different from unity, hence gencrally a magnifica-
tion and rotation of the regions near w=c and z=c
exists in the two planes.
The con([itions to be studied are
w:=c (29)
dW--rd_ evaluated for z=c (29')
dz
From equation (5)
_l;= ze _(z)
there is obtained
_=e n(') l+z ! _) (30)
The condition (29) then corresponds to
D(z)l,=_=0 (a_)
An(I, in view ()f the preceding relntions, equation (2!t')
corresponds to
j,= =rd_-- 1=p÷iq (31')
where it is noted that r and ( are given in terms of
p and q as follows:
r-_= (1+p)'-'+ q2
(=:tan-__ q
1 q-p
By equations (5) and (9), it is found that equation (:_1)
separates into
Ao @ "_, (A_c" q- A __e-") =0 (32)
1
]¢_-I-f_2(B.c"+ B_.c-') = 0 (33)
l
Also equation (31') becomes
_n (A_c"-- A_,,c-') = p (34)
I
___,n(B,c"-- B_,c-")=q (35)
1
These equations may also be expressed in other
forms. For example, from equation (28), since z=,"
corresponds to a=0, _o'=0, we have that
h(,c) 0--Ao+zBo-- _(_)Z(r_)&o
i _'2,-
+TJo //¢)Zdv,)d¢
where
and
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Employing equation (22), this separates into
:t"--_r/" I sini_ nr Jo J_*J cos 7_d_,
l
l_-_sinh nat ('2, _
+TrZ. d s_l, nr Jo ./2t'PJ cos ncd¢=0 (32')
I
t_"--_-Z_./ sinh nr Jo J1_¢) sin ncd,p
1
±;Z'_ _ J0 J:_) sin 7_¢d,p=O (33')
1
In these equations fl and/2 may each be altered tly the
addition of a constant without altering the v'dues of
the integrals, llence, if fi(¢)--,'lo, J2(¢)--Ao are
known (i. e., only the wu'iational parts ofJl andf2 are
known) an(l if there are also given or known the quan-
tities R_=ce% R2=ce°,, equations (32') and (33') de-
termine directly the eoilstants A0 and B0 so that con-
dition (31) is satisfied.
Since #1 and u2 differ from .fl and J2 by constants
(el. equations (7) and (8)) they may replaeeJ'_ andJ'2 in
eqnations (32') and (339. Also, by equations (14)
and (15) it is recalled that
1 i "2" - 1 F 2_ -
,10= J0
1 ['2_
that *=a_--a2=27_ °_ (v_--v2) d_. Hence, if thereor
are given the functions _, and _o (therefore r is known),
equation (32') determines the individual quantities
(r_ and a2 (i. e., the radii R1 and R2). Equation (33')
then again defines the value of the constant B0.
By the use of equations (15) and (I 6), the conditions
(34) and (35) may also be written in other forms.
'rhus
l _-X it, cosh ha2 _'2, , ,
_):=Tr,_ Sillh-//V JO Jl(,*) COS ,/},d,
1
12 ,,. eOS]l _,) ffl 1")2_. / \sinh nr .]0 J2k'P) cos nede (34')
1
q 12nsinh _qo2 /'2_r -sinh _r .J0 J_(_) sin n_d_
1
r/_../., sinh n_r Ja J_) sin n_,d¢ (35')
I
Further study of equations (23) and (24).--It has
already been mentioned that there are two points of
view from which the simultaneous equations (23) and
(24) may be studied. In one, the equations are re-
garded as definite integral evaluations and the func-
tions f_(_) and J'2(_) are known as functions of the
variable _. In the other, the equations are regarded
as integral equations and the functions are known in
terms of 0, not _o. In the next few paragraphs the
definite-integral viewpoint will first be employed and
it will be shown how it may be used to develop biplane
arrangements in an artificial or indirect manner. The
results obtained by this method will also be of some
interest and value when the more direct integral-
equation point of view is investigated in the subsequent
section.
Families of biplane arrangements.--When ft (e) and
j2(_) are known functions, the evaluation of equations
(23) and (24) determine the "conjugate" functions
g,(_) and g2(_). It may be observed that the Fourier
series cxpansions of f,(_) anti gl(_) and of f2(¢) and
g2(_) are relate(I by the peculiar interchange of co-
efficients as seen in equations (10) to (13). The
existence of the integrals in equations (23) and (24)
requires only that f,(_) and .f2(_) be pieeewise con-
tinuous an,l differentiable, and have no poles of order
equal to or greater than one. In this paper, however,
the only interest is in continuous, single-valued func-
tionsJ_ and.[:, of period 2r, and satisfying the condi-
tions of unifornfity (cf. paragraph following equation
(15)), such functions as nlay always be associated with
the conformal transformation of doubly connected
regions bounded by continuous closed contours for a
proper choice of coordinates?
When the functions g_(¢) and g2(¢) are known, the
correspondence of 0 and _ is immediately known along
the bound'try contours since g(_)=0--e. Also, the
functions Jl(_) and/_(_) together with the constants
a_ and _ determine _ the functions #t(_) and g:(¢).
Tile quantities /_ and _ expressed as functions of
0(=--X) then permit the defining of two contours in
the u phme, the external region of which is in one-to-one
correspondence with the ring region. Some specific
examples will shortly be given. With an insight
gained by experience, the functions _(_) and _(_,)
may be so chosen that certain desired classes of prac-
tical biplane arrangements may be obtained. It may
be remarked here that once there is obtained a definite
biplane arrangement by nleans of this process, the
problem may immediately be considered reversed and
thus insight is obtained into the solution of the asso-
ciated integral equation. Tiffs notion will I)e later
examined; in this section, some illustrations of the
afore-mentioned process are briefly presented.
There is an additional condition on qt(@) or ¢_(_) necessary in order that tile
contours shall be free of double points (cf. reference 1, p. 10), ,,*it,
7 It is understood that the minor equation (:_I) is to be satisfied.
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By reference to the Fourier series developments for
f_(_o) and f2(_), equations (10) and (12), it may be
observed that a particularly simple example is the
following:
f,(_)=u,(_)--,,,=Ao--O.1 sin
=Ao-- (B_R_--B_,RI-') sin _ (36a)
f_(_) =u2(_o)-- _=Ao+0.1 sin _o
=Ao-- (BIR2--B_IR2 -1) sin _ (36b)
qr
Also let a1=_--0.1=1.4708, and let a2------1.4708.
(Hence T=al--a2=2(1.4708) and 2w2=2i'r=5.8832i.)
Y
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°1
or finally,
u_(_)=1.4708--0.1 sin ¢=--ts2(_o)
g_(_)=--0.04851+0.11114 cos _=g_(_o)
It is now possible to define the variable 0=¢+g(_o)
along each contour:
01=-- X_=_+g_(_)
02=-- X_=_+g2(_)
In addition to the choiee of J, and ]2, the line seg-
ments, or chords, and their relative positions (deter-
oL
I {7 = 907
{b)
/
o
{7 = 15°)
It)
0
I
E
i
{z - 3o °)
(d)
FIOURE &--Biplane arrangements defined by special choice of ]'i and ]'2 and other parameters. (See equalions (36a) and (36b).)
By equations (11) and (13), there may be written for
g_(_o) and g_(_o)
g,(_o)= (0--_)_=B0+ (B_R_+B__R_ -_) cos
g_(¢) = (0--¢)2=B0+ (BIR_.+B__R2 -_) cos ¢
The conditions on Ao and B0, equations (32) and (33),
give A0=0; Bt=B_1=_ esch 2 (cf. equation (16)),
hence Bo=--2B_. (Also, note that for this example,
equations (34) and (35) give p==q=O, i. e., _- ,=_
=re _*= 1). Then,
g_(_,)=--O.1 eseh +0.1 eot.h_eos _=g_(_)
mined by a, f_, % and _) about which the biplane con-
tours will be generated may be chosen. (See fig. 5.)
2"
Choose _:=0 and a=/_ (hence 2_0'=2_ri). The rec-
tangular Cartesian coordinates of the biplane contours
are now given by equation (2.29), Figure 6 shows tim
arrangements obtained in this numerical case for a
number of values of the angle of stagger 7.
In the elementary example just described the profiles
for zero stagger are mirror images (fig. 6 (a)). A simple
numerical case for which this is not true is given by
.f_(_o)=u_(_o)--a,----Ao--O.1 sin (_o+3() °) (37a)
/_(_)=u_(e)--a_=A0+0.1 sin (_--30 °) (37b)
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Here, also, choose a--f_: 2, 0._:--32----1.4708. Then
g_(_) : (0-- _)_----Bo-_0.09625 cos q,-- 0.0450 sin
g:(_) = (0-- ¢):----B0-_0.09625 cos _0.0450 sin
The constants A0 and B0 determined by equations (32)
and (33) are
A0=0.0216, Bo=--0.0420
dw
(Again, in this example [_-_]z.c=ret_=l.)
Forming 01and 02, the rectangular coordinates of the
contours are obtained as was shown in the preceding
63
Indeed, if the process is considered in the light of a
boundary-value problem of the concentric ring region,
it is seen that it is sufficiently general to yield any
biplane arrangement (more generally, any doubly
connected region).
Equations (23) and (24) as integral equations.--It
is desirable at this point to introduce the following
notation. Frequent use will be made of subscripts.
The first subscript will usually be 1 or 2 and will indi-
cate that the designated quantity is to be evaluated at
the boundary C1 or C_, respectively (or also BI and B2,
respectively). A second subscript will sometimes be
employed to denote the variable in terms of which the
quantity is expressed. Thus _l.e represents the quan-
Y
oi
-9C
i
°1
i (r=O ) fr=-fs?
(u) (b)
o
(_.: -30 o)
(c)
I
_° L .......
(7 :: 157
o
L
(d) (e) (f)
FIOUaI_ 7 --Biplane arrangements defined by special eho|ee of fl and f2 and other parameters. (See equations (37a) and (27h).)
examplc. Figure 7 shows some arrangements for
various values of the angle of stagger % Figure 7 (f)
shows the arrangement obtained (for "y:0, cf. fig.
7 (a)) when an angle of decalage _/2-_--3 ° is further
introduced in tills numerical example.
In this manner, by employing appropriate values for
Jl(_) and J2(¢) (or g_(_) and g2(_)) and for the other
parameters involved, it is possible readily to develop
arrangements of a great variety of contour shapes,
gap/chord values, chord ratios, stagger, and decalage.
tity g evaluated around CI (or BI) expressed as a func-
tion of 0; also, g2._ denotes the quantity _ evaluated
on C2 expressed as a function of _.
It is recalled that by equations (7) and (8)
_I ,(p _ _li 1 ,(p-- 0.1
2,_ --_- _2,_'-- 0"2
orf_ and p_, and)e: and u-, differ by constants. Then
in the integrands of equations (23) and (24) the func-
tionsf_ and f_. may be replaced by _1 and _:, since the
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additive constants do not contribute to the integrals.
If a definite biplane arrangement is preassigned or,
what is essentially the same, if there is given a definite
nearly circular annular region (in a w plane; w=ce,+_e),
it is the functions _1.0 and _2. e that may be considered
directly defined or known. 8 Thus, from an initial
knowledge of ul.e and _. e and with the aid of equations
(23) and (24), it is desired to obtain a knowledge of
the functions t,_._ and _2._. From this point of view
the expressions (23) and (24) then represent a pair of
simultaneous integral equations, whose process of
solution is more intricate than that involved in the
process of evaluating the definite integrals. The
problem may be restated more precisely:
Given two functions #_.o and _2.e that define two
continuous contours of an annular region with respect
to an origin contained by both contours. Then two
pairs of flmctions ul._ and ga._, and u2.¢ and g2,¢ are
to be obtained such that they arc interrelated in the
manner shown by the interchange of coefficients in
the Fourier expansions, equations (10) to (13), which
also satisfy certain local specified conditions at z=c
(equation (31)), and for which the relations g_ = (0-- _)_,
g:= (0--_):, which permit an interchange of the argu-
ments 0 and _ on each boundary, are consistent with
the given functions u_._ and u2.e; that is to say, when
m._ is expressed as a function of 0 by means of the
function g_._ there results the original function m.0;
in symbols
when O=_4-g_._ or _=O--gt.e
and similarly
when 0=_,_-g2._ or _¢=8--g2,e
The process employed in this paper to obtain the
desired solution of tim simultaneous integral equations
is one of successive approximations or iteration.
The degree of convergence of most methods of suc-
cessive approximations usually depends on how good
the initial approximation is. In this regard it is
rather fortunate that the contours of practically any
biplane arrangement transform, under the transfor-
mations already developed (with proper choice of
coordinates), into nearly circular contours in the w
plane. Tile nearness of these boundary contours to
circular contours is very significant aml enables the
initial approxim'ttions to be so chosen that the process
converges ordinarily with great rapidity, one step in
the process being sufficient for most practical purposes.
Outline of the method of successive approxima-
tions.--The various steps in the process of successive
approximations will be written down schematically.
(Allowing for a difference of notation the process is
essentially similar to that employed in reference 1.)
The process of forming o.i, t* and .u2. i*, aSSUlrlillg as known only the rectangular
conrdinales of the biplane contours, is outlined in section 4, p. 66.
An extension in the use of subsequent notation must
first be noted. The symbol J_ represents, as men-
tioned previously, the function J evaluated on C_ and
expressed as a function of 0. The symbol]] _.e shall
now be employed to denote the value of ]1 as given
in the kth step in the process of successive approxi-
mations, expressed as a function of 0. Thus the
symbol g2,4.,p2.3 denotes the value of g, given by the
fourth step in the process, expressed as a function of
¢._ as given by the third step in the process.
We start with the two functions _1.0 and g:.0 that
define the contours BI and Bz completely. Employ-
ing O instead of _, in the integrals, _ equations (32')
define the constants (r_.a and a:.l and equation (33')
determines the constant Be._. The simultaneous
equations (23) and (24) then determine completely
the functions g_l.0 and g_l._ as follows:
_.,..t=O--g22.o
The values _, *l! and _z, ¢_._ may now be detined
and these flmctions may be considered as known.
Employing ¢_.1 and ¢_.1 as variables instead of _, equa-
tions (32') and (33') determine a_.2, a_..% lind Bo._.
Equations (23) and (24) determine then the functions
gl.=, ,i_ and g2._._ _.t, which may be expressed as func-
tions of 0 in view of equation (38a). The variables
_i. = and _:. : are now given by
¢_._=0--gi.=. 0} (38b)
_,_:O--g_._, o
The functions m. ,_._ and _:. ,_._ are now determined
and the process may be continued as outlined for
_1. _._ and _. *_.r It is noteworthy that this process
converges, in practice, with extreme rapidity, that is
to say, the functions ui._,._ and _.%_._. approach iden-
tity with _.*_._+1 and ,._.,._ for small values of k.
Experience has shown (of. also reference 1) that in
ordinary eases one, or at most two, steps in the process
are sulfieient for great _lceuracy. It must be noted,
however, that a completely rigorous discussion of the
convergence process is lacking.
In order to illustrate the method, consider the
biplane arpangcments of figure 7 tlefined by the func-
tions in equations (37a) and (37b). Forgetting for
the moment that the various functions arc known,
assume only ,:.0 'rod _.0 to be given and attempt to
obtain p_. _ and _.% _. Figure 8 shows the various
functions described. It is seen that the set of curves
.(h._,,._. g:.,':.l. _.,,_.i. and ,_ _._ (obtained by a 20-
point numerical process similar to that sketched in
])enoting the inilial approximation by a zero subscript, observe that the initial
approximationemph)yedhcreis,p_.a=O-_._aad¢_._-O-_e_where¢_.o-¢_.._=O. More
generally, the initial transformation may be better defined where _.0 and _.0 are
arbitrary functions, so etmsen that they are better approximations to the final
solutions ¢_ and Oz. Then employing _,0 and _.0 as variables instead of 0 the func-
tions ._ _ _._ arid _., I. _ may be defined from which 0_,1 and _,i are determined
and the process can_inuecl as outlined. (Cf reference I, p. 1,3.)
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the appendix of reference 1) are completely coincident
with the known solutions g_,_, g_,_, u_._, and u2._. A
further application of the process can cause no fur-
ther noticeable change.
0,1o, degrees
FIGURE 8.--Illustrating the process of successive approximations,
dw
For future reference, the derivative expression
evaluated at the boundary circles will be required.
From equation (30)
dz-z\ + -_'
On CI
h(z)=j_,_÷igl,_
Then
dw-] ' , ,_ .- _F,l_<.', _)_ i!!f _ ]
Observing that d_=d(O--g) this niay also be expressed
< w(1 0) (:_o')
-_o
For tile boundary C.% tim subscript 1 is replaced by 2.
4. GENERAL MONOPLANE WING SECTION THEORY--
A DEGENERATE CASE OF THE BIPLANE ANALYSIS
It ]nay be of sonic interest to discuss in this section
t)rielly tile case of the single airfoil section considered
as a special case of the biplane analysis. A biplane
arrangement in a two-dimensional field of flow corre-
sponds mathematically to a doubly connected region.
The degenerate case in which one of the biplane con-
tours reduces to a (regular) point leads to the mono-
plane-wing profile the external region of which is
simply connected, m It should therefore be possible
to obtain the complete theory of monoplane wing
sections in potential flow as limiting values of the
formulas already developed for biplane wing sections,
as will be outlined in the present section. Conversely,
the monoplane case is of further significance in that it
permits a more complete understanding of the biplane
analysis and, too, considerably simplifies the practical
evahmtions. The numerical process employed in
the monoplane case, it will appear, needs to be modified
in a relatively minor way to yield the results for or-
dinary biplane combinations. Indeed, according to
a method outlined by Koebe (reference 2), it is -l_qown
that even tim more general problem of tr,msforming a
multiply connected region (multiplane problem) into
a region bounded by circles may be resolved by a
process of successive approximations employing only
the separate cases for the sinlply connected regions.
The details of this problem remain for a future investi-
gation; it is mentioned here merely as a further possible
application of the degenerate case.
]t may first be observed that as one of the circles
in the t plane reduces to a point the value of a or /7
(according as the upper or lower circle degenerates)
becomes infinite. Hence in the degenerate case, the
elliptic functions introduced in the analysis become
circular functions having a real period 2_=2_r and an
imaginary period 2_', which is infinite. From equa-
tion (2.23) it is clear that o_'=i_ corresponds to q=0
'rod that
5 1 sLim A(s)= cot_+_ cot_ (1)
q=0
Let #=¢o, then employing this equation and relation
(1.8) it is found that equation (2.12) becomes
Lim u(s) e _i2= Ul= Tl+_, (2)
q=O
where the origin in the U_ plane is referred to the mid-
point of the line segment and where
_I'_=e _'_ _:_l (t-- ic coth a)
a_c cseh
It is seen that the T_ plane corresponds simply to the
t plane translated to a new origin (0t in fig. 1) and
,
rotated by an angle -_ ---_+_. Equation (2) is noth-
ing more than the well-known transformation leading
to Joukowsky airfoils. The line segment in this ease
(#=:co) is equal to twice the diameter of the circle in
the 7'1 plane, i. e., c_=4a.
:_ Strictly speaking, the point at infinity represents another boundary and thoflow
regions are respectively, triply connected and doubly connected. This tact corre-
sponds to the clrcumstanee that in the flow formula for the biplane caso there may
be two arbilrary circulations specified, and in the monoplane flow formula, one.
The flow formula for a simply connected region without singular points cannot be
multiply valued, i. o, cannot possess an arbitrary circulation.
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If a instead of 8, is allowed to approach infinity
there is obtained
b_
IAm u(s)---- U_--- Ts+_
where the origin in the Us plane is referred to the mid°
point of the line segment, and where
T_=et_(t+ic coth 8)
b=c csch f_
The chord length c_=4b.
In what immediately follows we show how to express
),, _ in the degenerate case in terms of the coordinates
x, y of the airfoil section. These results will be of
value in the later determination of ),, _t from x, y for
the biplane case.
It has been seen that in the degenerate case (_=¢o)
the origin of coordinates may be referred to the mid-
point of the chord and
62
Ut = T1 + _ (2)[
where the rectangular coordinates in the Ut plane are
(xl,yl) i. e.,
UI =xz +iyt
Tl_eiT'(t--ic coth a)
a=c csch a and _'=-_+_/2
Let Tt be written in the form
Tl-=ae _t+t*l (3)
Then
U_-=x_ + iy, = 2a cosh (¢Jt+ iO_) (4)
where
xt-_2a cosh _b_cos 8_
yl-=2a sinh _blsin 0,
And upon inversion (ef. reference 1)
2 sin s OL=p+_p2+_
(5)
2 sinh 2 _bl=--p+Vp +-_
where
lYV
p= 1-\_a/-\_/
By equation (1.8)
t=--c cot 2 where 8 = _k 2ri/.t
tlence,
1
hA-iv=--2 c°t-_-t=c --2 cot-_(T_e-t_'+ic coth a)c
or also
X+i_=-2 cot -_ (l+im) (6)
where
l=a-e ¢_ cos (t_]--3,')
C
m=-c(e¢, sin (0_--_,')+cosh a)
It is known that
i l+im+i
cot -_ (l+im) = --_ log l+im--i
.1 (12+mS--1)2+412 1 2l
=--z_ log [/2+(m_1)212 +_ tan-_/2+m2__
So that finally equation (6) separates into
21),= -- tan-_ --
/2+m2-- 1
(7)
1 (lZTm 2-1 )z-[-4/s
g=_ log [/2+(m_1)q 2
These relations express X and g in the monoplane case
in terms of 0t and _ and hence by (5) also in terms
of z_ and y,.
Similarly, in order to obtain X and g for the degener-
ate case in which a=_, replace a by b (=c csch /_)
and let
T2=e_* (t + ic coth t_)
= be_+_'_ (3')
Then finally X and u are given by equation (7) in which
l= ls=be _ cos (Os--_)
C
m=m, b (e, sin (O__._)_cosh _) (6')
Inversion of equation (2.12).--It is quite evident
that the direct inversion of the elliptic transcendental
equation (2.12) (p. 52), if at all possible, would be
very laborious. However, an indirect mefltod which
employs the results of the degenerate cases and which
performs this inversion readily, to any degree of
approximation, will now be outlined.
Thus, let a definite biplane arrangement be given
(fig. 5(a)). The chords or line segments e_ and c2 may
first be chosen in the following convenient manner.
Let the chord c_ be defined by the line F_F_', where F_
is the midpoint of the distance between the leading
edge and the center of curvature of the leading edge
and F_' is the midpoint of the distance between the
trailing edge and the center of curvature of the trailing
edge. It is observed at this point that the only theoret-
ical restriction upon the choice of the chords is that the
singular points (the end points of the line segments)
be within the contours, or, at most, on the boundaries
themselves. The above-mentioned choice is one
merely of convenience, the object in view being the
defining of a smooth (X, g) relationship. (In reference
1, a similar situation is described in detail.) The
above-outlined procedure may be also applied to
determine the chord e: of the lower contour of the
biplane cellule. _
n In the event that the chords so determined are almost, but not quite, parallel
it is of some advantage numerically to vary from the foregoing procedure suf-
ficiently to cause the chords to become exactly parallel and to maintain approxi-
matelythe fociFand F'. Smallvariationefromthechoiceofehordsontlinedareof
minor importance and will not affect the smoothness of the (;x, a) relationship
The desirability of maintaining the chards exactly parallel, if they are reasonably
parallel to start with, is due to the circumstance that elliptic functions of the sec-
ond Itlnd are then avoided
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Tile chords cj and c2 havingbeen conveniently chosen,
it is possible to determine uniquely by means of the
charts outlined previously (fig. 4), or indirectly from
tile equations themselves, tile values of the constants
a, fl, % and _. The quantity c may be regarded
throughout as a convenient unit reference length.
Equation (7), it will be recalled, for these values of
a, fl, % and 8, determines the values of X and g (in
terms of tile rectlmgular coordinates of the profile
sections), which in the degenerate cases correspond to
profiles geometrically similar to the upper or lower
profiles of tile given biplane cclhde, the only differences
being that tile chords are 4a=4c csch a and 4b=
4c csch fl, respectively. When. I,,wever, the values of
and _ thus determined are inserted in equation (2.29)
(employing the proper periods 2o_=27r, 2,.,'=
2i (a+fl)) there is obtained a biplane arrangement
which has, necessarily, the required chords and position
(i. e., the proper skeleton) and around this skeleton
has generated contour shapes A, and B_ which, in
ordinary cases, are almost identical with the given
original contours A0 and B0. Thus, the use of the
values (h, g) of the degenerate cases in the Mplane
analysis is equivalent to a replacement of the original
biplane arrangement by a now arrangement defined by
the contours A_ and B_. The differences between A0
and Az, and B0 and B1 are remarkably small in prac-
tice. Mathematically the foregoing procedure repre-
sents, however, only a first, although important, step
in a process of successive approximations which we
outline as follows.
Consi(h,r only A0 and A]. The contour At defines,
by means of equation (7), a new degenerate (;% g)
relation. Tim differences between this new (X, g)
relation of A_ and the original degenerate (_, g) relation
of A0 is a proper criterion of tile differences between
the contours A0 and A_ themselves since, if these (X, p)
functions coincide, the contours must coincide. Hence,
by a shifting process similar to that commonly em-
ployed in methods of successive approximations, the
first approximation to the desired (_, _) relation of A0
(this first approximation has been here considered
to he the degenerate (X, g) relation itself of A0) may
be corrected by thEsE differences to give a second and
better approximation. The process may be repeated k
times, if necessary, until the degenerate (X, _z) relation
of A_ coincides with tile degenerate (X, _) relation of
A0, hence A_ coincides with Ao, and therefore the
actual (k, g) relation that defines the contour Ak
itself in the biplane case (i. e., by equation (2.29)) is
the desired (X, _) relation of Ao.
Singular points in the monoplane ease.--The mono-
plane case may also be useful in obtaining the singular
points of the biplane transformation to a good first
LJpproximation. From equation (2):
UI=T,A Ti
the singular points are given by
dU1 _ a_
_-T] =0=1- TI2
or by
Tt+a
Since by equation (3)
T 1=_2e $1+_81
it is evident that the singular points correspond to
(_k_, 01)-----(0, O) and (0, _r), respectively. On replacing
_kt and 01 in equations (6) and (7) by these values it
is seen that the singular points (X:X,) of the upper
chord (g=a) are given by
sinh a cos _/' (8)
--tan _"=l 5= cosh a sin 3,'
Similarly for the chord of the lower profile (_a=--fl)
we get
sinh fl cos x (8')
tan X,:- 1 5= cosh fl sin 3,
It may also be useful to note that to a first approxi-
mation (the approximation being better the greater
a+fl) the chords of a biplane cellule are given by
c1:4c csch a, c2:4c csch ft. Hence the chord ratio is
approximately
c_ sinh fl
_--sinh a
It has been sllown thus far that tile degenerate mono-
plane ease may be of value in the determination of
and X for a biplane cellule. The limiting forms of
the simultaneous integral equations will now be briefly
discussed.
Forms of the integral equations (3.23) and (3.24)
for the monoplane ease.--Consider tile simultaneous
equations (237 and (24) of section 3, _vhich define
the distortion of two contours from two circles.
Let fl'=-a2==, i. e., R:=0, tile interior circle of
figure 5 (e) degenerates to a point. It is seen then
that the Laurent series, equation (3.6), becomes a
one-way ascending power series and a__ = A_,,+iB_, = O.
We have also since r=cd+fl'=oo that equations (3.21)
and (3.22) give
, 1 _,--_'
Z(_--_')=0, Z,(_--_ ):_ cot
Equations (3.23) and (3.24) then reduce to a single
equation
I /'2=
gt(_')=Bo--_J ° f,(_) cot _3_-d_ (!))
or also
Equation (9), considered as an integral equation,
enables the transforming of the contour of a simply
connected rE,on into a circle. The process of iteratioa
outlined in the preceding section is directly applicable
in this simpler case. (Cf. reference 1.) The constants
Ao, B0, and a_=a' may be determined, as before, from
equations (3.32) and (3.33).
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In the event that a'=_, the outer circle of figure
5(e) becomes infinitely large, i. e., R_=_o. Then the
Laurent series (3.6) becomes a descending power
series and a,=A,+iB,=O. With fi=g_=0 and
T=oo we find that equations (3.23)and (3.24)reduce to
g_(¢')=Bo-_-_ /2(_) cot de (10)
or also
1 ['2. ___ _'
g2(_,')=Bo--_J ° f_(_,) log sin 2 d_ (10')
The functions g_(_) and g2(_), determined by equa-
tions (9) and (10) by separate treatment of the two
monoplane cases, may when known be employed as a
convenient initial approximation (ef. footnote 9) in
the more general case.
The well-known flow function for a single circular
cylinder may be brought into combination with the
results of this section to yield tile flow about an arbi-
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s' p/ane
E
ol"
r_
z p/one
spend to the contours of the biplane arrangement and
are not to be confused with tile contours K_ and K_ of
the t plane (fig. 5 (d)) which, in general, are not circles.
The primes will be retained to denote this difference.
The relation between the z and t' planes is (cf. equa-
tion (1.4))
t' :ic z-_ c (1)
Z--C
Also by tile relation
SP
t':--c cot :_ (2)
the region external to the circles K_' and K2' is mapped
into a rectangular region in the s' plane bounded by
the lines l_' and 12' (cf. equation (1.8) and fig. 9).
For later reference the relation between s' and z is also
noted here:
z:ce-"' (3)
and since z=ce °+_ and s'=X'-Fitd it is clear that
(a} (b)
El
K_' ._' p/one
_L_-C C.sch _'
I
c
{c)
csch _'
Fi£,uI{£ 9.--Illustrating the flow regions In the ,t, tr', and t' planes.
trary single airfoil as has been already obtained in
reference 3. We proceed at once to the more general
case to introduce the flow function for two circular
cylinders into the biplane analysis.
5. POTENTIAL FLOW ABOUT THE BIPLANE CONTOURS
Potential flow around two circles.--It has thus far
been shown how the two contours of a biplane arrange-
ment, in a u plane, may be transformed into two con-
centric circles in the z plane. It is desirable in what
follows to transform the concentric circles Ct and C2 of
the z plane into the coaxial ones K_' and K2' in a t' plane
(fig. 9). The circles K_' and K2' will tiros also corre-
#=a j
Hence the boundary lines It' and lJ are given respec-
tively by
_tt----Ott:O'l, DP:--_v: 6r2
where
d>o, _'>o
(It will also be recalled from section 3 (cf. line following
equation (3.16)) that a_--o'2=a'-F/3':r.)
In a noteworthy paper (reference 4) Lagally has
given the complex flow potential for uniform flow past
two circles. His formula makes use of the interme-
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diate s' plane and the complex flow potential in the s"
plane, is given by t2
a(¢) =_s' _og_(,_-2:_
2 ,
-- 2cu_E_ (s') +_ (s"+ 2i,') --_ts ]
+ 2icy _ [_(s') -- _ (s' + 2i/_') ] (5)
In this equation F=--(Ft-I-F2) where Ft and F2 arc
the individual arbitrary circulations about K1' and/£2',
respectively (see fig. 9; the positive direction of r_ or I"2,
which is opposite to that of r, is chosen such that as
one traverses the contour in this direction the flow
region is on the right). The symbol F' denotes the
"countercirculation" r'=r_--r2. The velocity at
infinity is u_ +ivco. The periods of the elliptic func-
tions are, as in section 3, 2_o_=2r, 2c02=2i(E +8')=2iv.
Equation (5) shows directly that the whole flow is
built up by linear superposition of four separate flows,
for each of which one of the quantities F, r', uco, and
vco is different from zero.
In the first partial flow with the factor I", both cir-
culations are equal and opposite about the two circles,
l "p
I'L=--I 2=_-" The streamlines are the circles of the
coaxial pencil. The velocity at infinity is zero. In
the second partial flow with the factor I', the two cir-
F
culations are equal. FI=F2-=--_. The velocity at
infinity is again zero. The third partial flow with the
factor u_ is a translatory flow without circulation,
normal to the line of centers of the two circles. The
fourth partial flow with the factor vco is a translatory
flow without circulation in the direction of the line of
centers of the two circles.
The flow at the surface of the two circles, and the
determination of I' and F'.--It is convenient to define
the velocity at infinity, whose rectangular components
are u_ and v_o, in another manner, by introducing a
magnitude V¢ and an angle of attack ,¢ (fig. 9 (c)).
Let
u_=--V_ cos _1 (6)
v_= I'_ sin a_l'
1_ Lagally's formula as presented in reference 4 employs elliptic functions of periods
_, and _o_ which arc conlugate to the periods _0_ and w: employed here, I. e., _l =_/i,
_2= i¢o_. The formula of reference t is brought into equation (5) hy putting Lagally's
symbols iZ, u_, e_ equal to s', e_, --uc,, respectively.
or, in a single expression,
u=+iv==-- Vo e-".
By derivation of equation (5) with regard to s', we
obtain the complex velocity function in the s' plane as
W(s') 4.r' 4_rP[2i[f(s')--f(s'+2i[J')]-F1--4_ "---J}
--2cV, cos a_[p(s )+p(s' + 2iB')+ 2n,/Tr]
--2icV_ sin ,_[p(s')--p(s'+2i[t')] (7)
This expression gives the velocity components Ut--iVt
at any point of the rectangular region in the s' plane.
It is a real quantity on each of the boundaries, u'=a',
u'=--_' of the rectangle since these boundaries are
streamlines and the normal flow Va vanishes.
Let us evaluate W for each of the two cases:
(1) s'=X'+ia' corresponding to the boundary ll'
(2) s'=X'--iB' corresponding to the boundary 12'. In
case (1) we obtain
r' r li[_(x,+iE)__(x, iE)]_ 2,hE _}Wt=47 27r r
--2cV¢ cos a, [p (X' +in') +p(X'--ia') +2n,/Tr]
--2icV¢ sin a_[p(X'+ia')--p(X'--ia')] (8)
or
WL 47r R_(X', a')--2cV, cos ot_R2(X', a')
--2cV¢ sin a_R3(X', a') (9)
where R_, R2, and Rs are real quantities introduced for
brevity in notation and defined by the following equa-
tions (the primes are dropped for convenience): _
R_(x, .)=i[f(x+ia)--f(x--ia)]-_ 2n,a _ (10)
_ra
14 sinh a 4 N2.. q'"'._ sinh ma cos ,n X
- cosh a-- cos X "T" l--q"
1_ The developments given here for R_, R_, and Rs are rapidly convergent when
_r
• =a'+B' is large, say greater than }" Other expansions are possible (el. reference
I0, p. 422) end, in certain cases, more desirable. For example, when _ is small, say
less than _, it is possible by a simple transformation to interchange the real and
imaginary periods of the elliptic functions (cf. footnote 4) and obtain more rapidly
Convergent developments.
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R_(x, a)=p(X q-ia)+p(X-ia)+ 2_-_T' (11)
m 2m
1-cos cosh° ml_ cosh
-- (cosh a--cos X)2 4 _ ma cos mX
1
Rs(X, a)=i[p(X+icO--p(X--i,_)] (12)
sin X sinh 2,,a _ mq . .
--(cosh a--cos X)" 42../_smh rnasin mX
]
where
q=e-'
In case (2) there is obtained similarly
cos
X'
-t-2cI_ sin acR3( , _') (13)
In order to specify the circulation r and the counter-
circulation F', we make use of tile Kutta-Joukowsky
_ Y .I" .
Solving for _ and _ m (14)
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condition for finite velocities at the sharp trailing edges.
Equations (9) and (13) must vanish for the particular
values of X' that correspond to the trailing edges of the
upper and lower contours of the biplane combination.
Let X_' and X2' be the values of X corresponding to the
trailing edges of the two contours) 4 Then we have
r' F Rll--2cV, cosa_R21W(Xl', cg) 47: 2_r
--2cV_ sin a,Ral=O
(14)
H:(X2', 13')=r' +r RI_--2cV_ cos a,Rm
47r 2_r
-}-2cV, sin a_R_2=0
where the R's with double subscripts are constants
defined as follows. (See equations (10)--(12).)
RH=R,(X,', a'), R_=R2(M', a'), R,,=Rs(X/, a')
R,_=R_(X2', fl'), R,2=R,(X,', _'), R32=R3(X,', _')
r 2cl_[cosa¢(R_--R22)-t-sina,(R3,A-R32);2_r RH + R12
4_r=2c_F' ,I--coscLa_(RnR_2+R_lRl_)--sinRl__t_Rl_a_(R,IR3_--R3,R,2)]
In order to obtain the angle of zero lift /_,, in the
plane of the circles, we equate _5I'=0 and solve for the
particular value of the angle of attack a_, which is
denoted as --/_, (i. e., for a,=--/_,, F=0). Then we
have at once from (15)
R_.I--R.,._
tan P'=R_+-R_-_ (16)
with this definition of f_, the total circulation may be
expressed as
F=--4rrcKV_ sin (a_-3_) (17)
where the constant K is
I R_+R_K=
cos 0_ R_tA-R_
(In the limiting eases _'= co, a'-- co, cK is equal to
c eseh a' or c eseh 8', respectively, which are the radii
of K/or KJ, respectively.)
Similarly, the angle -¢, may be defined as the angle of
attack for which eountereireulation r' vanishes (i. e.,
for a_=--3,o r'=0.) Then from (15)
R,_R_-i-R_,R,_ (18)
tan _,= RHR32--R_Rm
and r' may be expressed as
_ The values of M' and X,' may be determined as follows: Let M and ),_ denote
the values of M =-0) that correspond to the end polnts of the chord$, 1. e., X_ and
h_, or --0] and --0_, are the singular points of equation (2.12). Then the values of
_,'(=--¢) corresponding to M and M are given by ;_t' and M', or --¢_ and --_. where
(cf. sec. 3) ,sq-0t--lh, ,_ and _,:=0_--0:. t:.
u The total lift is, as in the monoplane case, I,=o Vr(ef. p. 25) per unit spanlen_th.
r'=-8_-cJV, sin (_o+-¢_)
where the constant J is
1 R,tR_--R_,R_g=--
cos _,_ R,_TR_
(15)
(19)
Velocity at the boundary contours of the biplane
eombination.--Let the complex potential function in
tile plane containing the biplane contours (u plane)
be _, then the complex velocity function is
dn
3u=V,--iv_ (20)
or
where v_ and r_ are the velocity components in the
direction of tile coordinate axes in the u phme. Intro-
ducing the intermediate planes, we have
d.q d_ ds' dz dw ds
it,it= _"'3_. "_w'_ du (21)
It is first of importance to consider the changes
that a velocity at infinity in the u plane undergoes
when transformed to the t' (or s') planes. (It will
be recalled that u=_ corresponds to t=¢o, s=O,
w c, z=c, s'--O, t'=¢o.) Let --Ve-_0 denote the
velocity at infinity in tile u plane and, as before,
--V_e-*_¢ denotes the velocity at infinity in the t'
plane. (See figs. 9 and 10; the velocity magnitudes
are V and V_ and the angles of attack are a0 and a_,
respectively.)
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Then noling equations (2.10) and (3.29) it is found
from (21) that
V,=rV
,_,=ao+'y+_ } (22)
or also
where r and _ are determined by equation (3.31')
(r is generally near unity, _ near zero), and -_ is the
angle of stagger of the biplane chords.
The angle of zero lift for the biplane combination
is given by From equation (1.7)flo=flc+'_ + _
dw w
i. e., for ao=--fl0 the lift vanishes. _ =
In order to determine the velocities at each boundary
contour of the biplane combination, it is sufficient to And from equation (2.32)
obtain the magnitudes of the individual terms in
equation (21) at each boundary. For the upper 1 du
_ =[(P, cos
profile we have by equation (9)
i_,-- IV1
From equation (3)
!d._' I1
v,=_[(1 +dg')' +(dd_J_)']-'[(P, cos-_+P,' sin .y)'+(Q, cos 7+Q,' sin 7)_] -'
Similarly for the velocity at each point of the surface of the lower profile
[( )'()TB 2 dg2 d/_v2=_ 1+_- + _ [(P2 cos 7+P*' sin "y)2--}-(Q2 cos 7+Q2' sin -y)_]-t
It may be worth while to point out in r6sum6 of
equations (23) and (24) that these relations do contain
the necessary parameters for the study of the potential
tlow in any doubly connected region. It is observed
that the uniform stream velocity V and the angle of
attack a0 for tim biplane cellule occur only in W_ or W2
(equations (9) and (13)) and are related to the velocity
Vc and angle of attack a_ for the two circles in the t'
plane by equation (22). The circulation F and the
countercirculation F', also occur in W, and B_. These
circulations are, in general, arbitrary but may be con-
sidered specified or fixed in the case of biplane con-
tours by equations (17) and (19). The parameters
c_, fl, % and _ determine the position and attitude of
the profile chords, i. c., the gap/chord, chord ratio,
stagger, and decalagc. The variables _, g define the
shapes of the contours, having the chosen line seg-
ments as chords. The functions J and g furnish the
means of transition from the two arbitrary contours
to two circular boundaries (i. e., from 0, u to _, a).
The parameters a' and fl' determine the radii of the
circles and are fixed by the local conditions at z:=c
corresponding to the region at infinity (equation
(3.29)).
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From equation (3.40) or (3.40')
o
___ZZ=z[(l dg,. '+ _ ' ½
dw!_w_[(l+_)'] '
dz- z 1 dg,.e
dO
3'+P,' sin _)_
+(Q1 cos 3 +Q/sin _)2p
(The subscript 1 in P_, 1"/, Q,, and Q,' denotes that
the values of (X, _) which define the upper contour arc
to be used.) Hence. finally for the velocity v, at any
point (x, y) or (k, _) of the surface of the upper profile
there is obtamed
(23)
(24)
The local superstream pressure at points of the
boundary surfaces, in terms of the dynamic pressure
of the uniform stream, is given by
/v_'_2 P"---1--C'2) 2
-P-'f/=1-- kF_] 'q-- V, (25)
where
1 -2
q=_o'v
The general formulas can be somewhat simplified in
certain special eases. For example, in the case of
biplane contours described about parallel segments as
chords the parameter _=0 aml, in addition, if the
chords are equal, a=fl.
Application may be made of the Blasius formulas for
obtaining the total lift of the biplane combination. It
is readily found that the total lift is, as in the mono-
plane ease given by L=pVF per unit span length, where
F is the total circulation, and the lift vector L is
perpendicular to the direction of the uniform stream V.
The total integrated moment as well as the forces on
the separate contours may also be developed witlmut
regard to the local pressure formula (25) though the
expressions are not of particularly simple forms. In
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the special case of biplane combinations composed of
the framework of the line segments themselves, the
formulas for the forces and moments will reduce some-
what. These and further special applications are
reserved for the future.
As an example of the application of the formulas
presented in this paper the pressure distribution for the
biplane cellule shown in figure 10 (N. A. C. A. 4412 air-
/
v
z
i
FIGURX10.--Biplane arrangement (N. A. C. A. 4412 section).
foil section) is developed. The curves representing the
gl, g2, _1, and _s functions are shown in figure 11. The
pressure distribution is given in figure 12 for values of
the biplane combination lift coefficient: C,.----0, 0.5,
1.0, and 1.5. The pressure distribution for the mono-
plane case (cf. reference 14) is also presented for
comparison. The numerical procedure is outlined
under table I.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June 8, 1935.
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EXPLANATION OF TABLE I
Table I presents in outline the numerical procedure
in obtaining the velocities and pressures at the
boundaries of the biplane combination shown in figure
10. Tile gap,'chord=0.825, stagger/chord----0.580,
chord/chord=l, and tile decalage=0. The param-
eters a,/3, "_, and _t are: a=_= 1.4436, _,------30 °, and
5=0. Tile rectangular coordinates x, y of the profiles
are given in columns 1 and 2. (c=unity.) The
values of _, u which correspond (i. e., satisfy equation
(2.29)) are given in columns 3 and 4 and have been
calculated by the method outlined in section 4.
The constants A0=0.0467, B0=--0.0106, r-_1.025,
_=--0°3 ', a'----1.333, _'----1.303, r----2.636 and tile
angular distortion functions g_ and g2 (column 5) are
determined by the method outlined in section 3.
Cohmm 6 presents the angle ¢=0--g where O=--_,.
Tile functions R1, R_, and R3 given in columns 7, 8,
and 9 are determined by equations (5.10)--(5.12).
C°lumn 10 gives the quantity h----F(It.- -I-_) -}-(_)ldg' df 2-,
for each profile obtained graphically. (See fig. 11.)
Column 11 gives the quantity k=[(P cos _,+
P' sin _)_+ (Q cos _-+-Q" sin _,)2]-_, for each profile. In
determining the next column, we require the singular
points of the chords as determined by equation (2.22),
),1=91°49 ', X2=40°58 '. ttence ¢_=--93°22 ', ,p_=
--35014 ' (cf. footnote 14). The constants occurring
in equation (5.14) are then R,1=0.3444, R:_=0.2617,
R3,=0.3659, R,_=0.9431, R2_=--0.4890, Ra._=0.7117.
Equation (5.16) gives then fl_=34°51 ' and equation
(5.17) determines K=l.020. The circulation is now
F=--4_rcV,(l.020) sin (a, T34°51'). Equation (5.18)
determines %_38°5 ' and (5.19) gives J=-0.0987.
The countercirculation F'=8_rcV,(0.0987) sin (a,-_
38°5'). The lift coefficient may be expressed as C2=
pVl" , 1 _72
q(c--h-_-_d)wnere q:_p_, . The chord for each profile in
the example considered is equal to (2.106)c, hence
CL:--2_(0.985) sin (a¢+34°51'). (In the mono-
plane case the lift coefficient for the N. A. C. A. 4412
airfoil in two-dimensional potential flow is obtained as
(cf. reference 14) 2_r(1.114) sin (a_constant) or the
slope of the lift curve in the monoplane case is about
13 percent greater than that in tile biplane example
treated). Putting CL=O, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, respec-
tively, the angles (_ are determined as a_--34°51 ',
--30°8 ', --25°24 ', and --20°35 ', respectively (i. e.,
by equation (5.22) a0=--4°48 ', 0°5 ', 4°33 ', 9°22 ',
respectively). Columns 12-15 of the table give
H', W2
the values of 2cV and 2cV for the foregoing four values
of a_, and are determined by equations (5.9) and
(5.13). The velocities at each profile surface v_ and
v2 are given in terms of the stream velocity V by the
formulas (5.23) and (5.24), V_v_ |.V]h_k_2cVand _-=v_
W._h_k _
_- The pressure ratios P_2_and p-_ shown in figureq q
12 are given by equation (5.25).
Tim Smithsonian Tables of Hyperbolic Functions
were found useful in the numerical work.
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TABI,E 1. BIPLANE ARRANGEMENT N. A. C. A. 4412
(SEE FIG. 10)
A. UPPER PROFILE
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CL=. O [ Cj_.=0`5 CL=I.J C.,.=2cW_._
x p X P 9] ¢. (= --k') [ RI(X') .RI(X') R;d'k') /It kl W_ IV_.t W_
I 2cV 2c.V 2cV
UPPER SURFACR
1. 6458
1. 6121
1. 5839
I. 5282
1, 4742
1. 4198
1. 3140
1.2084
1.0000
• 7921
• 5731
• 3799
• 1745
--,0314
--. 2180
--. 3364
0. 8731
,9195
• 9379
.9641
• 9836
1.0066
1. 0323
1. 0504
1. 0594
1.0690
1. 0460
I,03.'{5
I.00_6
.9660
• 9340
• 8952
o r ] o * o *
J
-39 4 ] 1.3132 I --I 34 40 38
-29 30 I 1.3690 I --0 51 30 27
--26 6 I 1.3099 ] -O 34 26 40
-21 7 ] 1,3111 I -0 10 21 23
--17 221 1.3t181 0 12 17 10
-14 2 1.3061 I 0 18 13 44
--8 43 1.3068 I 0 34 8 9
--4 8 1.3080 I 0 47 3 21
3 53 1.3117 I 1 10 --4 3
11 14 1.3181 I 1 26 --12 40
18 42 1.3_l I 1 47 --2O 29
25 55 1.3327 I 2 1 --27 56
34 8 1340_[ 2 13 --36 21
43 54 1.3514[ 2 35 !--46 29
57 2 1.3675 2 52 --_9 54
56 56 1.3818 2 58 --69 54
0.8627
.,6999[
1,0225
1.0893
1. 1697
1, 1251
1.1630
1.1766
1.1753
1. 140,5
1. 0824
1. 0092
.9138
• 7924
• 0380
• 5357
-0, 3665
--.5870
--.6fl87
--. 7922
--.8541
--. 9108
--.9777
--I.0093
--1.0064
-.9257
--.7958
--,6421
--.4577
--. _96
--.0274
.0936
--0.6883
--. 6380
--. 5972
--. 5305
--.4931
--.3fl52
--. 2265
--.O95O
• 1146
• 3407
.5051
.6127
• 6767
.6852
• 6224
• 5401
1.003 7,940
1. 070 4. 160
1. 076 3, 250
1. 070 2. 422
1.(Yo4 2.112
1. 052 1. 858
I.0_7 I.585
1. 038 I,424
1. 047 I.267
1.0,54 I. 198
1.030 1.244
1.039 1.311
1. 036 I 1. 477
1.024 I 1.829
L lU3 i 2.746
• 9ss i 4.184
--0, 0070
.1227
.2131
.34_
.4_7
.5443
.6784
.7796
.8969
.9599
•9472
._
• 7679
.6019
.3_4
._
O, 0574
,2949
• 3778
.5341
• 5978
• 7123
.8429
• 9375
1. 0400
1.0808
1.0382
.9611
.8258
• 6398
• 4(_3
• 2530
O. 2021
4459
• 6410
• 6904
7678
• 8764
I. 0027
1.0900
1. 1770
1. 1952
1. 1386
1.0,'{:16
.8786
.6738
.4204
• 2625
0 3434
• 6013
,6918
• 8.533
.9291
1 _]02
1.1519
1 2307
1. 3017
I. 2971
1. 2190
1. 0949
.9213
• 6995
.4314
• 2672
LOWER SURFACE
--. 4280 O. P_657
--. 3046 .8635
--. 1891 8618
• 0350 .8567
• 2550 .8520
• 4680 .8455
• 0696 . B400
.8806 .8294
1.0_12 .8212
1.2812 .8148
I. 3763 .8083
1.4692 .8125
1.5158 .8149
1.5621 .8209
I, 6068 .8320
I. 6287
1. 645_
93 54 1. 4333
127 10 1.4364
143 31 1.4345
169 13 1,4274
--169 13 1.4208
--160 5 1.4126
--133 7 1.4078
--116 15 1. 3936
--100 40 13830
--84 57 1 3710
--77 17 1 36_5
_68 40 I 352920
--63 58 I. 3463
-58 39 1.3413
--52 11 1. 3340
.8430 i --47 41 I 329O
r --39 4 [ 1.3132I
1 26
-1 3
-1 32
- 1 59
--2 10
--2 11
--2 22
--2 29
--2 30
--2 30
--2 30
-2 30
-2 28
--2 22
-2 18
--2 4
--1 34
i--95 20
--126 7
--141 59
-- 167 14l 171
152 16
135 39
118 44
103 10
87 27
79 47
71 I0
60 0
6l 0
54 29
49 45
40 38
0, 3342
.1933
.1570
• 1218
,1199
• 1335
.1699
,2229 i
.2876
•3887
.4477
.5236_
.5730;
.6261i
.6913
.75351
•8627I
0. 2707
• 3560
.3590
• 3691
• 3696
.3672
• 3547
• 3334
• 2099
• 2309
.1810
• 1(_5
.0520
--. 0123
--. 1087
--. 1891
--. 3665
0. 3507
.1767
• 1197
.0343
--. O234
--. 0796
--. 1412
--. 2176
--. 2987
--.4117
--. 4708
--. 5'191
--. 5783
--.6150
--. 6548
--. 6769
--. 6883
O. 904
.957
• 976
• 990
• 994
• 994
• 994
.993
• 994
• 998
• 999
1.001
1. 005
1.014
1. 031
1,040
1. 063
65 -0` 0162
5. 248 --. 1855
4.463 --. 2207
3. 655 --. 2776
3 _ --.3111
3.021 i --.3412
2. 799 [ --. 3662
2. 739 I --. 3924
2.703 ] --.4112
2.824 [ --.41912.993 --.4120
3.367 { --.3899
3.714 I --.3675
4.330 I --.3358
5.2_oI -.2soo
6.600 ] --.22O67, 940 --. 0870
-0.0164 --0. 0165
--. 1893 --. 1917
--. 2236 --. 2248
--. 2782 --. 2766
--. 3080 --. 3014
--. 33T/ --. 3139
--. 3498 --. 3309
--, 3653 --. 3355
--. 3710 -. 3290
--. 3601 --. 2984
--.3417 --. 2687
--. 3053 _. 2181
--. 2736 --, 1773
--. 2320 --. 1261
--. 1631 --. 0452
--. O990 .0289
.0574 ,2021
-9. 0168
--. 1938
--. 2257
-. 2738
-. 2950
--. 3092
-.3101
--. 3040
--. 2843
--. 2354
--. 1950
--. 1306
--. 0810
--. 0207
• 0716
. 1548
• 3434
B. LOWER PROFILE
0= _ (--x') ,R_(x') RiCh') Rz(X')
CL=O C£-0.5 CL=I 0 CL=1,5
Wt W_ Wt IVI
2c V 2c V 2cV 2cV
UPPER SURFACE
E
0.4440
.4996
.3791
.3191
.2612
•2050
.0911
--.0215
--.2419
--.4555
--.6711
--.8667
--1.0660
--1.2628
--1.4622
--1.5589
o •
--0,860_ --93 23 1.2379
--.8025 --110 37 1.1703
--.7807 --117 23
--.7498 --127 47
--.7269 i--136 12
--. 7153 --143 24
--.0081 --156 50
--. 0700 --168 55
--. 6540 169 35
--. 6588 150 30
--. 6768 132 36
--. 7019 117 11
-. 7333 I01 51
--. 7713 80 32
--.8149 70 2
--.8391 69 57
o ,
10 32
8 51
1.1516 7 48
1.1275 6 15
1.1102 4 37
I. 1050 3 23
1. 0944 1 8
1. C_O --0 14
1. 0976 --4 35
1.1306 --7 27
1.1741 --9 30
1.2191 --10 20
1.2648 --I0 34
1.3110 --10 26
I. 35q4 --9 26
1. 3855 --8 23
os
82 51 O. 4168 0. 2164
101 46 .2924 .3021
109 35 .2600 .3251
121 32 .2008 .3470
131 35 ,1693 . 3583
140 11 .1464 .3653
165 42 .1221 .3716
169 9 .1118 .3766
--165 0 .1127 .3739
--143 7 .1402 .3669
--123 6 .1923 .3502
--I06 51 .2663 .3080
--91 17 .3513 .2656
--76 6 .4740 .1660
--60 36 ._'{69 --,0056
--51 34 .7368 --,1492
--0. 4584
--. 3209
--. 2695
--. 2044
--. 1,589
--. 1215
--. 0720
--. 03]3
• 0377
.1103
• 1926
• 2893
,3886
• 5146
.6419
• 6992
1.0T2
1.112
1.138
1.158
1.170
1 173[
1. 175
I. 175
1.160
l. 121
1070 !
1,018
• 986
• 957
• _98
.86l
11.756 0.6899 0`0217
0,918 --.0189 --. 110_
5. 964 --. 1073 --. 1490
5.010 --. 1fi24 --.2007
4. 485 --. 1977 -- 2307
4. 238 --, 2248 -- 2536
3. 819 --. 2582 --. 2818
3. 575 --. 2_58 --. 3057
3. 24I --. 3228 --. 3380
3. O12 --. 3586 --. 3700
2.835 --.3919 --.4020
2718 --.4125 --. 42O3
2 876 --. 4344 --. 4405
2 735 --. 4247 --. 4280
3 243 --. 3,566 --. 3,_16 --. 3543
4. 312 --. 2715 --. 2700 --. 2669
--0` 0467 --0.1145
--. 1620 --.2370
--. 2000 --.2440
--. 2378 --. 2_38
--. 2623 --. 2917
--. 2_08 --. 3056
-- 3036 --. 3229
--. 3238 --. 3394
--.3511 --. 3814
--. 38fi6 --, 3872
--.4691 --, 4133
--. 4256 -. 4260
--. 4438 --, 4421
-- 428.5 --, 4234
--. 3403
--. 2680
LOWER SURFACE
l
--I. 6490 [ --0. 6664 39 16
--1.5126 --.8650 21 30
I --1.4050 --.8706 14 20
--1.2189 --.8742 4 8
--.9847 --.8815 --4 8
--. 7785 --.8861 --I1 39
--.5784 --.8910 --18 48
--.3649 --.9033 --26 43
--.1681 --,9125 --35 7
•0513 --,9201 --45 13
.1492 --.9246 --.50 57
. 2510 --.9236 --58 13
• 3014 --.9213 --62 39
• 3514 --.9152 --f_ 6
• 3986 --.9037 --75 27
,4248 --.8922 --81 7
.4440 --,8506 --93 23
1. 4371 --5 25 --33 51
14404 --2 8 --19 22
1. 4399 --1 0 --13 20
1.4375 0 18 --4 28
1.4335 1 45 2 23
1,4311 2 33 9 fl
1.4279 3 31 15 17
1,4186 4 45 21 5q
I. 4082 5 46 29 21
1, 3919 7 6 38 7
1. 3775 7 50 43 7
l,'{600 8 41 49 32
1.3474 I 9 10 53 29
1. 3325 9 41 58 25
.3094 l0 10 65 17
1.2907[ I0 33 70 34
1,2379 , 10 32 82 51
O 9582
t.1317
1. 1648
1. 2056
1.20_2
1.1890
1.1500
1.0929
1.0125
.9956
•8425
.7618
.713fi
.6555
.5798
.5260
.4168
--O.5229
--. 8647
--. 95s4
-- 1 0546
-- L 0634
- 1. 0151
--. q254
--. 7967
--. 6285
--, 4248
--.3151
--. 1864
--. 1157
--. 0370
.05•57
• 1140
.2164
0. 7030
• 5270
• 3822
• 1341
--. 0728
--. 2705
--. 4288
--. 5660
--. 66_8
--. 7214
-- 7254
--. 7085
--. 6891
--. 0,57.5 I
--. 6052
--. 5614
--. 45_4
O. 0,'{2
.829
[_4g
.854
• 862
.862
• 861
• 860
.859 :
• 862 =
• 869
.SS2!
• 889
.900 I
.921
.965 '
1. 022 [
33
2.766
1.992
1,488
1,307
1.247
1.2.59
1.342
1.524
1.905
2241
2 896
3_)3
4.35I
6.340
8.770
11.75fi
0, 0330
• 4140
• 5,"36
• 7944
•9198
• 9931
1. Ol00
• 9827
• 9024
• 7654
• 6787
.5634
4943
.4117
• 3057
• 23.'_1
• 0899
O. 0327
• 4020
.5536
• 7574
• 86_6
. ',*:277
• 9329
• _953
,8064
6074
• 5797
.4667
• 3998
•3579
.2207
.1523
.0217
0.0320
.3872
.5284
,7149
.8020
.8166
.8399
.7921
flg_g
.5632
.4763
,3656
.3022
.2273
.1337
.0716
--.0467
O. 0357
• 3749
• 5050
• 6727
• 7528
• 7820
• 7634
• 70`52
• 6030
•4577
.3719
.2656
.2044
• 1330
.0474
--. 00_9
--. 1145
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TANK TESTS OF N. A. C. A. MODEL 40 SERIES OF HULLS FOR SMALL FLYING
BOATS AND AMPHIBIANS
By JOHN ]3. PAIiKINSON and JOHN R. DAWSON
SUMMARY
The N. A. C. A. model 30 series' oj flying-bo<d hull
models consists of 2 forebodies a_d 3 aflerbodies combined
to provide several forms suitable.for use in small marine
aircraft. One forebody i_ <(f the usual form with hollow
bow sections and the othe, has a bottom ,surface that is
completeh.l developable from bow to step. IT_e afierbodies
include a short pointed aflerbody with an extension for
the tail surfaces, a long aflerbody similar to that of a
seaplaT_e float but lo_lg enough to carry the tail surfaces,
and a third obtained by fitting a second step in the latter
aflerbody.
The various combinations were tested in the N. A. C. A.
tank by the general method over a suitable range of load-
i'_gs. Fixed-trim tests were made for all speeds likely
to be used and free-to-trim tests were made at low speeds
to slightly beyond the hump speed. The characteristics
_ the hulls at best trim angles have been deduced from the
data o.f the tests at.fixed trim angles and are given i7_ the
.form of nondimen,_'ional coeflcients applicable to any
,_ize of hull.
Cbmparisons among the forms are shown by suitable
cross plots of the nondimensional data and by photo-
graphs of the spray patterns. The difference between th,e
results obtained with the two forebodies was small for
the smooth-water conditions simulated in. the tazlk.
With the same forebody in each. case, the resistance of the
,o-step aflerbody was least at the hump speed and that
of the pointed qflerbody was least at high speeds.
Talce-o_ff examples of an 8,000-pound flyi_g boat or
amphibian hm,ing a power loading of 13.3 pouJ_ds per
horsepower a_d a 2,000-pound flyin 9 boat havi_g a
power loading of 18.2 pounds per horsepower are included
to illustrate the application of the data.
INTRODUCTION
A "general" test of a given form of hull as made in
the N. A. C. A. tank provides data for all speeds,
loads, _md t.rim angles for which the form is suitable.
These data m_y be used to compare the water ch,Lr-
,tcteristies with those of other forms and to estimate the
water performance of possible applications of the lines
over a considerable range of full-size dimensions.
The results of such tests on 11 forms have been pub-
lished to date by the Committee.
The models tested have, in general, the forms found
in a limited nunlber of large flying boats. A need has
been expressed for general test data regarding forms
simiblr to those used on the smaller flying boats and
'm_phibians of 2,000 to 10,000 pounds gross weight.
The bulls of flying boats in tiffs class ,ppear to have
higher length-beam ratios and higher beam loadings
(Ca values) than arc usual for the hulls of the larger
craft thus far investigated. The .lmphibians also
have higher angles of afterbody keel. Because the
hulls are relatively mlrrow, a moderate angle of dead
rise gives satisfactory shock-absorbing qualities nn(t,
because they are heavily loaded for their size, some
means of suppressing spray such as hollow sections or
spray strips is particularly desirable.
Simplicity of form seems to be a conspicuous feature
of the designs in this class. Excessive flaring of the
forebody sections requiring extensive forming of the
plating is avoided ; likewise, a simple form of afterbody
is usually adopted. Because of the low power load-
ings generally employed, the compromises made among
water and flight characteristics favor those of flight.
These smaller craft are less seaworthy than the large
flying boats but usually operate in inland waters,
which do not demand the degree of seaworthiness
necessary in the open sea.
The N. A. C. A. model 40 series of flying-boat hulls
was designed with the foregoing considerations in
mind. It includes 2 forebodies and 3 afterbodies in
w_rious combinations that are of interest to the design-
ors of sm_ll marine aircraft. General tests of 5 of the
6 possible combinations were made in the N. A. (_. A.
t:anlc during 1934. From the results of the tests, the
water performance of fidl-size hulls having their lines
ratty be estinlated and the effect of clmnges in form
within the limits covered by the series may be deter-
mined.
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DESCRIPTION OF MODELS
LINES
General.--The lines developed for the series are
shown in figures 1 and 2. The faired offsets for the
models are given in tables I to IV. The following
particulars apply to all the variations:
Forebody length ................................
Over-alllength............................
Beam over chine ..................................
Beam over spray strips.............................
Depth ...............................................
Width of spray strip..................................
Width of keel fiat ...................................
Depth of step ......................................
aches
42. 00
1c_. oo
13.00
13. 47
ll. 00
•25
Percentage
of maxi-
munlbeam
311.80
742. 39
96. 51
100.[10
103.93
1.86
1.48
3.71
Angle of dead rise. stations 6 and aft. 20 °.
The V bottom cross section with the spray strip
added at the chine was considered to be the most eco-
nomical arrangement for this class of hull. In the
tank, the water breaks cleanly from the edge of the
strip before the hump speed is reached; hence this
edge, rather than the chine, is considered to be the
boundary of the bottom. It is suggested that in full-
size applications the strip be extended to the bow.
Forebodies.--The length of the forebody was made
as short as was thought to be practicable for the load-
ings intended in order to keep the structure forward
of the portion of the hull that is used for passengers or
cargo as light as possible. Forward of the step the
planing bottom is longitudinally straight for good plan-
ing characteristics while farther forward the bottom
_, Cen?(?r of moment5 ,fOr *_l_ed-ff-/m f-uns
Y,, P/vo/ poffT/ for- /t-_Te [o ,¢_/rf7 FUnS
£[/' /fee/ /t8
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FIGURE l.--Lines of lorebody A and afterbody C.
rises sharply toward the bow. The bow sections of
forebody A are slightly flared in the usual manner as
an aid in meeting oncoming waves. The plan form of
its chine is rounded at the how to facilitate rounding
the deck above it when desirable from aerodynamic
considerations.
Forebody B was developed to he used where extreme
shnplicity of form is desirable. The bottom surface
forward of the flat planing bottom is generated by a
straight line moving parallel to itself with the chine as
a directrix. The bottom surface is therefore that of a
cylinder which may be unrolled into a flat sheet and
X, Center of moments for" f_xed /rJm Funs
)', P/vo/ point Iron free-fo-frtm runs
[ 0./" Keel HB
¢- _ t 3 5 _ I0 13 /_ 17 t8 20 23 {7-_....
Oenerczhng .-" Hotf-bf-eodfh
e/ernenf of cyh,_c/e r
¢
.a ) 20°'_:ozs' _ iP'<. z°°
Fof-ebody B " ,, 5prov sh-_p Af_e,_bodi<'s D_E
_o=e _,,-,e <5m i),_,{l detoN
j , ] : _ Ch,'ne
< ; Oomef-o//ng r l_,ne _E ....
0 .... I ....\"_',_,ne : ' eternc:_nf _...--_----'--__
I _prclj/ s/c/f)j "''0-5':" ; L O ,y i
7 42" ,_ 33" # - 25' .
....... luu ....
F,P. Fo_ebody B Af/erbod,'es D&E
Profile
FIGUItE 2.--Lines of forebody B, afterbody D, and afterbody E.
tim entire surface of the hull is developable, no form-
ing of the plating or planking being necessary in its
construction. The slanting of the generating element
in space as shown in figure 2 causes the angle of dead
rise to increase toward the bow like that of the usual
forms. As a result of this method of determining the
surface, the conventional stations and water lines
become slightly convex; hence, for practical applica-
tions, the use of a spray strip would be particularly
desirable.
For the cmnpletely developable surface of forebody
B, the plan form at the bow cannot be rounded but
nmst be pointed so that the generating element will
remain within the surface from keel to chine. Aft of
station 6, forebodies A and B are identical.
hfterbodies.--Afterbody C is pointed in plan form
and terminates in a narrow stern post. The extension
of the hull, which carries the tail surfaces of the flying
boat, is above the portion that is active during the
take-off or immersed while at rest. The resulting form
is an adaptation of the original NC type of afterbody,
which has heen favored by American designers• It is
believed that the "cove" may be tilleted with small
effect on the water l)erfornmnce.
The angle of afterbody keel is made higher than that
used on most large flying boats having this form of
afterbody in order to provide a greater ground clear-
ance for 'mq_hibians and to reduce high-speed
resistance.
Aftcrbodics D and E provide second-step and no-
step arrangements that are probably more economic,t[
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to construct thnn is a pointed type like afterbody C.
The no-step afterbody is like that of a seaplane float
and is much used in Europe for small craft. In some
cases a second step is added to aid in controlling tile
trim angle at the hump speed or to provide additional
lift while tile afterbody is immersed. In afterbody D
the portion ahead of the second step is curved down to
give a higher effective trim angle for this portion of tile
bottom.
Combinations.--The forebodies and afterbodies were
grouped for the tests as follows:
Model 40-AC: Normal forebody, pointed afterbody.
Model 40-AD: Normal forebody, second-step after-
body.
Model 40 AE: Normal forebody, no-step afterbody.
Model 40-BC: Developable forebody, pointed after-
body.
Model 40-BE: Developable forehody, no-step after-
body.
Tests of these combinations make it possible to com-
pare the performances obtained when using the normal
forebody with the three types of afterbody and when
using the developable forebody with the pointed and
no-step afterbodies. It was not considered necessary
to test the developable forebody with the second-step
afterbody as the characteristics of this combination
may be inferred from the foregoing comparisons.
CONSTRVCTION
The various forebodies and afterbodies were con-
structed separately of mahogany to a tolerance of
4-0.02 inch and were bolted together at the step to
form the combinations desired. In accordance with
the usual practice at the N. A. C. A. tank, the surfaces
were smoothly finished and given several coats of
gray-pigmented varnish.
The spray strips were made of brass sheet 0.035 inch
thick and 0.25 inch wide and were attached at the
chines with wood screws through tabs formed on the
strips at intervals. Unavoidable spaces between the
inner edge of the strips and the model were filled with
plasticine.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
The N. A. C. A. tank and its testing apparatus are
described in reference 1. The method of towing the
model described therein introduced systematic errors
hecause of the use of a "towing gate." The towing
gate has been replaced by a counterbalanced girder as
described in reference 2, and these errors are now
eliminated. In the present towing gear the trimming
moments are measured by a very stiff spring rigidly
attached to the model. Water moments applied to the
model cause the spring to deflect and the model to
rotate slightly, but the deflections of the spring are so
small that the change of trim angle due to the rotation
of the model is within the limits of the accuracy to
which the trim angle is set. The deflections of this
spring are measured by a dial gage. The center of
moments was arbitrarily placed at the point shown in
figures 1 and 2.
The tests were made by the general method which
consists of measuring resistance, trimming moment,
and draft at a fixed trim angle for a number of loads
throughout the speed range considered practicable.
The trim angle is then changed and the procedure
repeated until a sufficient nmnber of trim angles are
obtained to determine the trim angle that gives least
resistance at each load and speed. The loads taken
are expected to cover the useful range for the models
tested.
At the lowest speeds the curves of resistance plotted
against trim angle failed to show a minimum resistance
within the range of trim angles at which it was possible
to test these models. Instead, the resistance con-
tinued to decrease as the trim angle was increased. At
speeds below the hump speed the resistance is generally
of only minor interest in the take-off problem and it
makes little difference whether minimum resistance is
obtained or not. Since it is generally considered that
in the average flying boat only a small amount of
longitudinal control is available at low speeds, there is
some justification for using free-to-trim (zero trimming-
moment) resistance up to the hump when the values
of the aerodynamic moments are unknown. Results
fl'om the general tests of these models showed, how-
ever, that, with the center of nmments used in the
tests, the free-to-trim resistance at very low speeds
would be a great deal higher than the resistance
encountered at the speed corresponding to the usual
free-to-trim hump and would be even greater than the
minimum hump resistance corresponding to best angle.
Moving the center of gravity back toward the step
would, of course, allow the model to trim at greater
angles and thus reduce the free-to-trim resistance at
low speeds.
Although the free-to-trim curves for any position of
the center of gravity that does not produce trim angles
outside the range of those tested may be determined
from the general test data, it was decided to test all
five models free to trim, up to and including the hump,
with the center of gravity 4 inches forward of the step.
These tests presented an opportunity to observe tile
free-to-trim performance of the models as well as to
check the accuracy of zero trimming-moment curves
obtained from the general test results.
RESULTS
GENERAL TEST DATA
The data obtained from the tests of the five combi-
nations are plotted ag_finst speed in figures 3 to 32.
The plotted resist,met is the water resistance plus the
air ttr'_g of the model "rod w:ls _>btained by deducting
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the air drag of tile towing gear from tile values weighed
by the dynamometer. The trimming moments are
referred to the center of moments shown in figures 1
and 2, which is 8 inches forward of the step. Positive
moments tend to raise the bow. The drafts are tile
distances from tile free-water surface to the keel at the
main step. The main step is a convenient point of
reference although the afterbody is deeper in the
water at high angles of trim.
The exact conversion of trimming moments to the
actual center of gravity used in a given design is
laborious. Tile correction for a shift of the center of
STATICPROPERTIES
The trimming moments and drafts obtained with
the models at rest in the tank are given in figures
33 to 37. The moments are referred to the same center
of moments as that used in the fixed-trim tests, which
is located 8 inches forward of the step. The drafts
are measured from tim free-water surface to the keel
at the main step. The position of the load water line
and the longitudinal stability at rest for a given appli-
cation may be deduced from these curves without
performing the extensive calculations necessary to
obtain this information from the lines.
24
4
i
FIC,UaE 7 5/[odel 40 AC. Resista'ace, trimming moment, and draft, r=9 °.
moments parallel to the base line for these hulls is
given with sufficient accuracy, however, by the expres-
sion AX where A is the load on the water in pounds
and X is the distance of the center of gravity aft of
the center of moments in feet. At low speeds this
simplification depends on the fact that the resultant-
force vector is nearly equal in magnitude to its load
component and the direction of the resultant force is
nearly perpendicular to the base line at usual trim
angles; at high speeds, although the resultant-force
vector no longer has these properties, the absohtte
error introduced is small and may tie neglected. The
corrections for shift in the center of moments perpen-
dicular to the base line will be small in the range of
center-of-gravity positions usually encountered.
/6
/2
Speed, F.p. ,_.
IelC,URE 8.- Model 4(_AC. I_.eslstanee lrimming moment, and draft, r = 11 °.
The center of gravity of most seaplanes will be aft
of the center of moments to which the trimming
moments at. rest are referred. Where the difference
in height is small, the trimming-moment correction is
approximately AoX, where Ao is the displacement and
X is the distance of tile center of gravity aft of the
center of moments parallel to the model base line.
Using this correction for an abscissa shift on tile trim-
ruing-moment cm'ves, the trim angle at rest for each
load parameter may be read directly. A cross plot
of these trim angles against load will enable the trim
at tile designed load to be determined. The draft
at this trim being read from the draft curves, the water
line for the assumed conditions may tie drawn on tile
hull profile
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BEST-ANGLE DATA
The characteristics of the hulls as given in the
curves of tigures 3 to 32 are for three imleI)endent
variables--speed, load, and trim angle. As it is desir-
able for a hull to remain near its best angle of trim and
there is, in general, one angle for minimum resistance
at each speed and load, it has been found desirable to
derive the hull characteristics at best trim angle
throughout the speed range. Tile trim-angle vari-
able is thus eliminated and the optimum performance
of the hull is determined.
The procedure consists of ph)tting the resistance and
trimming moment for each load i)'trameter against
2O
where
V is speed, f. p. s.
A, load on the water, lb.
R, water resistance plus air drag of hull, lb.
_11, trimming nmment, lb.-ft.
b, beam over spray strips, ft.
g, "lcceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft. per see. 2
w, specific weight of water, lb. per eu. ft.
NOTE: w was 63.5 lb. per cu. ft. during the tests and is
usually taken as 64 lb. per cu. ft. for sea water.
The results of the best-angle analysis are given as
curves of Ca against C_- in figures 38 to 42, CR against
Ca in figures 43 to 47, best trim "ingle r0 against Cv
2O
0 4 8 /2 /8 20 24 28 32 38
3peed, f.p.&
FIGURE 13.--.Xlodel 40-AD. ]resistance, trinllllilag lllf)nlellt_ ttnd draft, r=9 °.
trim angle at a series of speeds. From these cross
plots the minimum resistance, the best trim angle,
and the trimming moment existing at that angle are
determined for each load and speed. The data found
are then converted to nondimensional coefficients,
based on Froude's law of eomI)arison and using the
maximum beam over tile spray strips as the charac-
teristic dimension. The eoettieient.s are defined as
follows:
V
Speed coefficient, ('z .....
.v+g b
k
Load coefficient, Ca=v,b: _
R
Resistance coefficient, C_-=il, ba
M
Trimming-moment coefficient, CM _ u,b i
8 /2 16 20 24 28 32 36
Speed, f p.2,.
]:'IGURE ll.--Model 4(_A 1). Resistance, trinmling moment, and draft, r= 11_.
in figures 48 to 52, and Cu against Cv in tigures 53 to
57. The application of these curves in the determina-
tion of the take-off characteristics of a seaplane using
the hull to which they refer is described in detail in
reference 3.
FREE-TO-TRIM DATA
For speed eoel[ieients below 2.0, the resistance con-
tinues to decrease with increase in trim angle, the best
angles being above any practical range. As soon as the
best angle is deterndnate, the trimming moments
existing are found to have a high negative value but
to decrease rapidly with speed until they become
positive at the hump sl)eed. The performance at low
speeds is then best investigated by assuming the hull
to be free to trim, as previously explained, or to be under
the influence of the nearly constant thrust moment.
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The resistance coefficient at zero moment and tile
angle for zero moment referred to a center of moments
4 inches ahead of the step on tile model are plotted
against speed in figures 58 to 67. Although these
values were obtained from tile free-to-trim tests in the
tank, tile values deduced Dora the data for the fixed-
trim runs were found to check them closely. The
characteristics at zero trimming moment or at an
assumed thrust moment may be deduced for other
high planing speeds. When tile developable forebody
is used with the pointed afterbody, the maximum
positive trimming-moment coefficient is slightly lower
and the values qt Cr=7.0 are larger in the negative
direction. With the no-step afterbody, the maxi-
mum positive CM is slightly lower at, heavy loqds and
greater at light loads, whereas the high speed CM
values closely co,'resl)ond. The dilt'erences in the best
angle of trim are within the accuracy of determination.
/6
4
4
20
16
0 4 8 /2 /6 20 24 28 32 36 o 4 8 /2 /8 20 24 28 32 35
.Speed, f.p.s. ,.Speed, f.p.s.
FIGURE 19.--Model 40-AE. Resistance, trilnlllin_ momenl, &l]¢l draft, r=9 °. J"IGUIIE 2(L--Model ,10-A E. Resistance, tr_mming lllOiilertt, tttld draft, r= 11°.
positions of tim center of gravity from suitable cross
plots of figures 3 to 32.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
BEST-ANGLE DATA
Comparisons of the characteristics of tile hull forms
m./y be made by cross-plotting the values of figures 38
to 57 against load coefficient at representative speed
coefficients. Suitable cross curves for comparisons
among the hulls are slmwn in figures 68, 69, and 71.
The spray patterns lnay be compqred by means of the
photographs of figures 70 'rod 72.
Effect of form of forebody.--From figures 68 and 69
it is seen that the differences between the ehnrqcter-
isties of the normal and developable forebodies are
small for the smooth-water and fixed-trim conditions
reproduced in the tank tests. The load-resistance
ratios &/R for the developable form are slightly higher
at the hump of the Ca curves :rod slightly lower at
Figure 70 shows the height and volume of spray
thrown from the two types of forebodies to be practi-
cally identical for smooth-water operation. The water
line does not extend far enough forward, however, to
judge the action of the bow in rough water in the con-
ditions shown. Apparently, the desirability of using
the form of developable surface found on forebody B
depends on its cleanness of running and the effect of
the convex bow sections on resistance when driving
through waves. An experimental determination of
s_,ch qualities in the tank is difficult to carry out ,t
the present time .rod is at best only an approximation
of actual sea conditions.
Effect of form of afterbody.--The characteristics of
the models consisting of the normal forebody and the
various afterbodies are compared in figures 71 and 72.
The A/R v'dues with the pointed afterbody are lowest
at the humi> in the Ca curves and generally slightly
higher at high planing speeds. With the no-step
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afterbo(ty the A/R vahles at the hump are slightly
superior to those with the second-step afterbody; at
medium t)hming speeds, inferior; and at lfigh planing
speeds, practically equal. The second-step afterbody
gives the highest positive CM and the no-step after-
body gives the lowest. There is little choice in trim-
ruing-moment characteristics at high speeds. The
most favorable trim witll the second-step afterbody
is slightly lower near ttle lmmp speed. At high
speeds, the best trim angle with all the afterbodies
is practically tim same.
The superiority of the performance with tbe second-
step and no-step afterbodics at the best trim hump is
attributed to the larger planing area provided by them
when immersed at low speeds. The slight iml)rove-
of tile model to those froln the forebody indicates that
at these speeds the afterbodies produce lift, with the
exception of the pointed afterbody, whieh seems to be
clear at 19.7 feet per second. In general, the various
models are fairly clean considering the heavy loads
carried in proportion to their size.
FREE-TO-TRIM DATA
Figures 58 to 67 show the performance of tile lmlls
at zero trimming moment around a center-of-gr,lvity
position 4 inches ahead of the step on the model. At
low speeds and heavy loads some of the forins, par-
ticularly 40-BE, tend to rein,fin below the best trim
to such an extent tlmt the resulting resistance peak is
higher than what may be called the "real hump" cor-
2O
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0 4 8 /2 /S 20 24 28 32 .36
Speed, /[p.s.
FIGURE 2,5. Model 40 BC. Resistance, trimming moment, and draft, r-9 °.
lncnt given by the pointed afterbody at. high speeds
is pi'obably because of the smaller area offered to the
water coming from the forebody bee'mse the lift is
produced chiefly by the main planing bottom forward
o{' tim step. From considerations of high-speed resist-
anee, it appears desirable to carry the load on the
forebody of a hull because the afterbody is oper'tting
in its wake and contrit)utes a greater share of frictional
rcAstanee in proportion to the load it carries.
The phot(lgraphs of figure 72 show the blisters com-
ing from the forebody nnd also make it possible to get
:m idea of the 'wtion of tile afterbody. Tile similarity
of the secondary blisters coming h'om the after part
2
0 4 8 /2 /6 20 24 28 32 3G
5pee_ /:p.s.
FIGURE 26.--Model 40-B(!. Resistance, trimmlng moment, and draft, r=ll °.
responding to the nmximuin resistance at best trim
angle. The negative thrust inoment that usually
exists would aggravate this condition. At speed co-
eiilcients corresponding to the real bump, however,
thetrim at zero moment is higher than the best. trim so
that the thrust moment would tend to lower the resist-
ance. Any eontrol moment available from the elevators
in the slipstream at these low speeds can, of course,
be used to favor the take-off. The perforinanee before
the hulls attain planing speeds is therefore dependent
on the l)osition of the centerof gravity, the magnitude of
the thrust moment, and the amount of control that the
pih)t eax, bring into play to maintain the best trim angle.
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FIOVRE 29.-- Mode] 40-BE. Resistance, trimming moment, and draft, r=5 °.
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TAKE-OFF EXAMPLES
Tim application of the data obtained from these
models is ilhistrated by the following examples:
Example 1.--A hypothetical flying boat or amphib-
ian suitable for cargo or passenger service is repre-
sented by the following assumed data:
Gross load, lb ................................... 8, 000
Wing area, sq. ft ............................... 550
Horsepower ............................... 600
Effective aspect ratio including ground effect ...... 10
Parasite-drag coefficient excluding hull ........ 0. (33
Airfoil section ..................... Clark Y
Model 40-BC is selected as the hull and a maximum
beam of 5.2 feet is used. Tiffs beam will give a moder-
ately high beam loading at the tnunp ((?_=about 0.75)
where about 85 percent of the gross weight will be on
the water, The best angle of wing setting is found by
ably more excess thrust at the hump than at tim second
critical point near get-away. A somewhat smaller hull
should then give a little better take-off performance.
The take-off time and distance are determined from
the 1/a aml V/a curves, respectively, both of which are
plotted in figure 73 (b). The time is found to be 24.2
seconds and the length of run 1,480 feet.
The trim-angle curve for this take-off is plotted in
fgure 74 (a) anti the trimming moments to obtain these
trim angles arc plotted in figure 74 (b). This trimming-
moment-curve was obtained from figure 56 amt was cor-
rected for the difference between the center of gravity
chosen and the center of moments used in the fixed-trim
tests. If the center of gravity chosen had been other
than that used for the free-to-trim tests it would have
been necessary to compute the free-to-trial resistance
from the test results given in figures21 to 26.
i I I
it l : id °-÷-_ i
0 4 8 12 t6 ,20 24 28 32 3_
Speed, Lp._
FIGURE 31.--Mode140-BE. Resistance, trimiuing moment, and draft, r=9 °
8
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7 -;I'-I , .......
t . , ......
f:bvometer" = loom 10,-
................
0 4 8 f2 /6 20 24 28 32 36;
Speed, /.p.s.
FIGURE 32. Model 4e-BE. Resistance, trimming moment, and dra.[t, r=N _,
the method of reference 3 to be about 5°. The center
of gravity of the complete boat is taken to, be the same
as that used in the free-to-trim tests on these nmdels
and it is arbitrarily assumed that the craft will run free
to trim to a speed coeflicient of 2.4 and at best trim
,ingle at higher speeds. The water resistance phis air
drag (R-_-D) is coniputed by the nmtho(l of reference 3
using the free-to-trim curves up to Cr--2.4. The
resultant curve is plotted in figure 73 together with
the thrust obtained from the curves of reference 4.
From this figure it may be seen that there is consider-
In practice, if the free-to-trim calculations indicate
that there is a reasonable amount of excess thrust at
low speeds, the free-to-trim resistance ma.y tie used
in the calculations for take-off time and (list'lnce with-
out appreciable error. If, however, it appears desir-
able and the design is sufficiently advanced to deter-
nline the aerodynn, mic moments, the minilnuni resist-
ante obtainable ma,y be calculated from the test data.
Example 2. A hypothet,ical small low-powered lty-
ing boat, will be considered. Tiffs (:raft is l)resumahly
to be built at a reasonable cost without l/great number
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FIGUICR33.--Model 4D-AC. Trimming moments FIGURE 34, -._[odel 40-AD. Trimming moments FIGUe.E 35.--Model 40-AE. Trimming momenls
and drafts at rest. and drafts at rest. and drafts at rest.
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FIGURE 36 --Model 40--BC. Trimming moments
and drafts at rest.
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FIGUItE 48,--Model 40-AC. Variation of best trim angle with speed (.oeffMent.
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FIGURE 55. Model 40-AE. Variation of trimming-moment coefficient at best trim
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of refinements. Tile parasite drag is purposely as-
sumed to be quite lfigh. Tile following data are as-
sumed:
Gross load, lb ........................... 2, 000
Wing area, sq. ft ............................ 200
It orsepower ......................... 110
Effective aspect ratio including grmmd eilect ..... 10
Parasitc-(lrag coefficient excluding hull ......... 0. 05
Airfoil section ..................... Clark Y
best-angle total resistance at the hump. If sufficient
controlling moment to increase the trim angles is
available at ]ow speeds, the low-speed resistance can
be reduced. Examination of the 1/o and V/a curves
shows, however, that this early resistance pe_k in-
cre_ses the take-off time less titan 1 second _n(1 that
the effect on the take-off distance is ahnost negligible.
In fact, the excess thrust is found to be smallest at the
13.4 f. I). S4 r=7°; A=40 lb. I4.0 f. p. s.; r_7°; A=401b.
13.6 f. I). S.; t-!J°; .X=S0 lb.
5|odel 40AE, normal foreh,dy.
FIGURE 70. -Effect of developable forebody
Model 40-13E is chosen for the hull and a maximum
1)cam of 3.15 feet is used to give the m'Lximmn llull
loading that can be used without cxtr,q)olating some of
the curves. The angle of wing setting used is 4 ° .
Again, the (`enter of gravity is conveniently taken to
be tile same as that used in the frc(,-to-trim t(,sts of the
bull.
Thrust, R-q-I), 1,:'a, and l"/a are plotted in figure 75.
Trim angle and trimming mom(`nt are ph)tted in tigure
7t;. The take-off time ,'rod distance are comput(,d
using the free-to-trim resistance curve to the point
where it meets the best-angle r(,sistnn(`e emwe. Tit('
take-off time is 23.7 seconds and the length .f rl.ln
1,300 feet.
It is s(`en tlmt the free-to-trial total resistance
(R+D) ,_t. low sFeeds is consid(`r_t)ly greater than the
t4,8 f. p. s; r=9°; A=_q0 lb.
_1 t. lel 40B E, developable forebody.
surface on spray pattern. Nl>stetl afterbody.
critical point near get-'tway. It wouhi seem from this
fact th'lt _t sm,lller hull wouhl give a substantial im-
i)rovcment in water performance but tile loading used
here qppears to be very close to the practical limit.
Any fm'tlwr increase of tile load coefl'ci(nt would prob-
ably result in t..o much spray at low speeds. Some
improvement (`,)uhl be obtained by a higher wing st,t-
ling as t.]te hivh-si)(`ed }tunq) occurs very ne,'lr the
stalling speed, but the improvenlcnt in tak(,-off p(,r-
fornmncc would i)rot)ably be gained at the cost of a
poorer tlying _lttitu(le. Furthermore, if the "ingle ()f
wing setting is in('r(`ascd too much, tilt, iwoblen_ nlny
be COml)licqled tly the stalling of tim _vin_z 'it the high
trim 'ingles required near the hump.
If tit(` trimmirlff moment required to obt'fin b(`st
lrinl angle at tile hump (tig. 7t3(11111 is found to be
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excessive, an angle somewhere between the best angle
and the zero trimming-moment angle can probably be
obtained that will increase the hump only slightly, as
indicated by the comparatively small difference be-
tween the minimuIn R+D and the free-to-trim R+D
at a speed of 38 feet per second (fig. 75(a)). In fact,
angle at the hump if the new center-of-gravity posi-
tion does not produce undesirable stability charac-
teristics.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The selcction of the best of these hulls for a given
design will probably be governed by considerations
I4.5 I'. I). S.; r=7°: &=40 ]b. 13.9 f p s.; r=7a; >.=40 lb. 13.4 f. p. s.; r=7°; !,=40 lb.
I97f I* s; r 77°2. _Olb. ]9-5f. D-S.;r=7°; &=_01|)" 1_.4 [. p. s.; r-7_:&=I_01h.
M_.leI 4_A(', Imintc_l af!erbody. Model _flA l), secon!l-sleiJ afterbody M ride] 403- E, n_)-ste[) afterbody.
FIf;UIIF 72. - F.fft,('l _')[ aflertlody fornl f)II spray patlorn. N_Jr[n:d for0body.
the critical pe_k of tim free-to-trim vesis(,'mce curve othcr than ihe water-resistance characteristios t)ccausc
c'm I)e eliminated by moving thc center of gr_Lvity of the comparatively small ditrcrcnccs in the reactance
sufficiently fill" nft and a(:cepting thc a('comlmnying curves of the five models. Model 4()-BE offcrs least
high('r trimming momcnt reqlfircd to obt:dn t)(,st trim resistance at the hump 'rod model 40-AC the lenst at
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high speeds but, in general, tile differences are not
sufficiently great to be a determining factor.
The developable forebody apparently offers a satis-
factory solution for the problem of simplified construc-
tion without an accompanying sacrifice in performance.
In the smooth water of the tank there was little choice
between tile two forebodies in regard to the spray.
In rough water the developable forebody would proba-
bly have slightly poorer spray characteristics than the
other forebody.
]t is suggested that the spray strips be continued
forward until they meet at the bow.
It appears from the take-off examples that the mar-
gin of excess thrust is likely to be less near get-away
speed than it is at the hump. Exceptions to this
.._tatement may be found when controllable propellers
It should be possible to use even greater angles
of afterbody keel than were used in the present case
without greatly increasing take-off time or run. In
fact, there nlay be an appreciable improvement if the
high-speed resistance is critical. (See reference 5.)
LANGLEY _]EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEr FIELD, VA., June 19, I935.
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TABLE I.--OFFSETS FOR FOREltODY A, INCHES
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COMBUSTION IN A BOMB WITH A FUEL-INJECTION SYSTEM
By MILDRED COHN and ROBERTC. SPENCER
SUMMARY
Fuel injected into a spherical bomb filled with air at a
desired density and temperature couht be ignited with a
.¢park a Jew thousandths of a second after injection, an
interval comparable with the ignition lag in fuel-injection
engines. The effect of several variables on the extent and
rate of combustion was investigated: Time intervals be-
tween 'b_jection and ignition of _fuel of 0.003 to 0.06
second and one of 5 minutes; initial air temperatures of
100 ° C. to 250 ° C.; initial air densities equivalent to 5,
10, and 15 absolute atmospheres pressure at 100 ° C.:
and air-fuel ratios o.f 5 to 25.
The 5-minute interval between injection and spark
permitted the .fuel to vaporize completely; .for the shorter
periods the explosion took place with liquid-vapor mix-
tures. For the short periods, the time of reaction in-
creased as the period was increased and the response oJ
combustion to changes in the initial condition.s was more
marked than it was .for the long period, indicating the
sign{ficatlce of distribution and vaporization. An in-
crease in initial temperature decreased the time of reac-
tion for both types but increased the extent oJ combustion
for only the short-period mixtures. For the uniform
vapor-air explosions, an increase in air density lengthened
the reactiotl time. For the nonuniform liquid-vapor-air
explosions, an i_mrease in air density from 0.00473 to
0.0095 grani per cubic centimeter (equivalent to 5 and 10
atmo._pberes pressure (tt 100 ° C.) shortened the time of
reaction but (with the exception of the tests at 100 ° C.),
as the de_sity was increased to 0.01/_2 gram pet' cubic
centimeter (equivalent to 15 atmospheres pressure at
100 ° C.), the reaction time tended to lengthen. The
leaned mixture that would explode with a delay period
of 5 mi_lutes corresponded to an air-.fuel ratio o.f 20.7.
For a delay period of 0.00/_ second it corresponded to
one q[ 25. The reaction time was a minimum and the
maximum pressure a maximum at an air-fuel ratio of I0
for the delayed e_7_losions. At the higher densities and
temperatures, the two types of explosions acted more ali_'e.
INTRODUCTION
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
has carried out investigations of the fornmtion, pene-
tration, and combustion of fuel sl)rays. The N. A. C.
A. combustion it pparatus (reference 1) has been used to
photograpl_ the eondmstion of fuel under conditi<ms
analogous to those existing in the coml)t,stion chamber
of "t high-speed compression-ignition engine. This
apparatus has also been used for an investigation in
which the injected fuel was ignited by a spark (reference
2). The individual effects of such variables as the time
interval between the injection and the spark, the air
temperature, the air density, and the turbulence can-
not, however, be determined with the combustion
apparatus.
An analysis of the effects of such variables on the
combustion of fuel sprays would be very helpful in
explaining the phenomena observed in engines. A
spherical bomb was therefore constructed into which
the fuel could be injected under varying conditions and
be ignited by a spark at any desired time after injection.
Homogeneous mixtures of vaporized fuel and air can
be obtained by allowing sufficient time to elapse between
injection and ignition and the combustion of such uni-
form mixtures can be compared with the combustion of
nommiform mixtures of liquid fuel, fuel vapor, and air.
The combustion apparatus has recently been utilized
for tests in which ignition was effected by compression
(reference 3). When compared with the data of
reference 2, the results indicated that the data obtained
with spark ignition wouhi be useful in studying con>
bustion obtained by compression ignition. The results
obtained with the bomb, particularly those at high
temperatures and pressures, should be an aid in inter-
preting phenomena in compression-ignition engines.
The present paper covm_ the results obtained when
a hydrogenated safety fuel was used in the spherical
bomb an(t the conditions varied. The tests were
conducted at the Langley Field laboratories during
the winter of 1933-34.
APPARATUS AND METHOD
THE BOMB AND AUXILIARYEQUIPMENT
The st)herieal bomb designed for this investigation
is constructed of stainless steel and has a vohmm of
600 cubic centimeters. The t)omb is equit)ped with
an optical-type pressure indicator, a spark l)lug, an
injection wtlve, and an air inlet and exhaust fitting.
The bomb is immersed in 't liquid bath thermostati-
cally controlled to within I ° C. Tests showed that
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,ffter the bath temperature had t)cen held constant for
10 minutes, no appreciable difference could be detected
between the temperature of the 'fir within the bomb
and that of tile bath. The assembled test apparatus
is shown in figure 1. Fuel is sl)rayed into the bomb
(fig. 2) through a 13-orifice nozzle (fig. 3) designed
according to the recommendatioils of Spanogle and
Foster (reference 4).
The experimental ,trr',mgcment is shown by the
sketch of figure 4. The system consists of _ high-
the reservoir. The fuel weight can be controlled
witlffn &2 percent. The fuel is circulated under
pressure through the injection valve by a pump in
order to control the temperature of the fuel at the
valve. The temperature of the fuel was maintained
at 45 ° C. in all the tests.
The electrodes of the spark 1)lug were extended by
niehroine wires ending in nichrome balls 2.5 milli-
meters in diameter. The spark gap was kept adjusted
to about 0.46 millimeter, as less clear'race apparently
]FIGURE I.--TIle asselllbled al)Ilaratus.
pressure hand puml), a reservoir, a poppet valve, an
injection valve, and 'l clutch mechanism for operating
the poppet wdve. The clutch is engaged })y pulling "l
trip lever; the camshaft t.ben makes a single revolu-
tion. The l)ressure of the fuel above the poppet
valve is suftieient to hoht it closed as the spring is
compressed by the cam follower. When tlw ea.m fol-
lower strikes tlw valve and opens it slightly, the pres-
sure is no longer effective and the eoml)ressed spring
completes the opening of the valve very rapidly. A
pressure wave then traverses lbe injection tube to
the injection wdve, causing tlm injection of the fuel.
The fuel quantity llllly be chan_ed by varying the
pressure in the reservoir or t)y changing the size of
caused considerable (liflieulty in igniting the mixture.
The spark gap was located at the center of the bomb,
'rod the injection valve was so mounted tlmt the
spr'ty from the center orifice of the nozzle impinged
directly upon the gap. Tiffs arrangement insure(t
the presence of fuel at the spark gap but, because of
the wetting of the plug, it necessitated the use of a
he,ivy Sl)ark (liseharge. The timing of the Spqrrk with
respect to the spray couht be varied by the phase-
clmnging device indicated in figure 4. This device
permitted a va.riation in spark timing from 0 to 0.063
second after injection start. Longer intervals had to
be manua]ly timed, an<l the range between 17.063 second
and ubout 10 seeolldS COtl[d not be investigated.
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In order to set the timing of the sp'u'k with respect
to the spray, the spar]{-timing switch was connected
as ttlc switch for 't neon-tube stroboscope and the start
of injection wits then visually deternfined. These
settings were checked by wrapping heavy paper around
a. pulley, mounting the injection valve and the end
of the ignition cable just above the pulley, 'rod m.fldug
an injection ag,finst the paper while the pulley was
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ll,000 vibrations per second, respectively. The
indicator was calibrated by means of a dead-weight
gage tester at temperatures up to 250 ° C. The film
speed used during most of the tests was 100 inches per
second, but't few tests were made with a film speed of
33 inches per second. The indicator is provided with
a spark gap for recording the time of passage ot the
igniting spark.
FIi;URI,] 2. -The bomb assenlbled with lhe ol)lical indiealor.
turning at a known speed. The timing of the sptlrk
with respect to tile spray was deternfined by nteasuring
the distance between the mark of the spark and the
luark of the injection. As a result of these tests it is
estinmted tliat the spark timing did not vary more
titan 0.0001 second for any one setting of the switch.
Tile presstire indicator is of the optical type and has
been described in reference 3. The two diaphragms
used in the test were designed for pressures of the order
(if 70 and 120 atmosI)heres. The natural frequencies
of the di,iphr'lgn_ and the ol)tica.l ge'tr were 9,600 anti
I
D'
FI(_I, ItE 3.--The 13-orifice nozzle. Plane Ill)' is identical with BB' anti plane ['C'
is identical with AA'.
THE FUEL
tlydrogenated safety fuel (reference 5) was used
throughout these tests. The properties peculiar to
this fuel are its high octane number and its high flash
point (41 ° C. as compared with --32 ° C. to --43 ° C.
for gasolines). The percentage of aromatic and naph-
thenic compounds is much higher in hydrogenated
fuel than it is in ordinary straight-run or cracked
distillates. The results of actual engine tests con-
ducted at this laboratory with the safety fliel are
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presented in reference 6. The properties of the fuel
are listed below:
Properties of hydrogenated safety fuel
Specific gravity .................. 0. 882
Initial boiling point ............ 156 ° C.
50 percent p_,int ............. 180 ° C.
80 percent point ......... 190 ° C.
90 percent point .................. 193 ° C.
Final boiling point ............... 206 ° C.
Recovery, percent ................. 99
Octane number 1..................... 95
Flash point (Abel closed-cup method) .............. 41 ° C.
Percentage carbon ..................... 88. 5
Pereeniage hydrogen ...................... 11. 5
Heat of combustion 2 (constant volume at 30 ° C.),
calories/gram .............................. 10, 400
ANALYSIS OF RECORDS
Tim data obtained from the pressure-indicator
records included the time from the injection to the
spark IT,--T_), the time from the spark to the start
of pressure rise, the time for completion of the total
reaction when possible, and the time for the comple-
tion of a definite percentage of the reaction, as well as
the time of attaining tim maximum pressure. (See
table I.) In the determination of the time for the
attainment of maximum pressure, the line recorded
by the passage of the spark was considered zero.
Difficulty was encountered in the determination of
the time of attainment of maximum pressure owing
to the long duration of a more or less constant pressure
(fig. 5) at the end of the exp]osion when the rate of
heat input is apparently balanced by the rate of heat
loss. Owing to the uncertainty of the location of the
point of maximum pressure, for comparative l)urposes,
anottler point in the pressure-time curve was arbi-
trarily chosen at P--2.5 P_, wllere 1>_ is the initial
pressure. In figure 6 both the time interval from the
spark to 2.5 1)_ and the interval from the spark to
lnaxiInuin pressure are plotted for the delayed explo-
sions. As tigure 7 shows, no difficulty was experienced
in determining the location of maximum pressure for
these explosions. Figure 8 shows that, for compara-
tive purposes, the chosen time interval (:/2_P_--T_)
may be used as an equivalent of the total time between
the passage of the sl)ark and the attaiImtent of maxi-
mum pressure (Tp_o_-- T_).
L I)eternlined against iso-octane anti heptane blends on series 30 Elhyl Gasoline
('orporation test engine; jackel Ielnlloratllre, 3(10° F ; engine speed, 600 r p, nl;
conlpression pressllre, 190 to 2)00 pa/ltldS par Sqllnre incb.
l)etermined hy tile National Bureml I)f Standards.
Owing to the change in the specitie heats with tem-
perature, the percentage of reaction does not remain
constant for the same I)/P_ ratio at different initial
temperatures. Assuming that the products of the
reaction are CO._ and H_O and using Lewis and Ran-
daws vahies for the specific heats of gases (reference 7)
and Cragoe's values for the specific heat of the fuel
(reference S), the following results are obtqined:
Tenlperature Percemage reeeli_n
°C. P=2.5 1),,
100 ............................ 17. 3
150 .............................. 20. 0
200 .......................... 22. 4
250 ......................... 25. 8
If the time necessary to achieve a definite percentage
of reaction had been chosen instead of the time neces-
sary to reach 2.5 P_, tim same trends would have been
observed qualitatively.
_¢ ' _ ..e__/;, -.o7
.06
 .os
._ 4 ,02
G 8 I0 12 14 16 18 20 22
Air - fuel ro rio
FIGURE 6.--Effect of air-fuel ratio on maximum pressure ratio and time of reaction.
Time interval between injection and spark IT.--Tj, 5 minutes; initial air tem-
perature, 200° C.; initial air pressure, 6,3 atmospheres, absolute.
TEST RESULTS
The test results are summarized in tame I. The
data are not COml)lete at 100 ° C. because ignition
would not take 1)lace over II complete range of tiIne
intervals between the injection of the fuel and the
passage of the spark. Tile three densities used at
each temperature (100 °, 150 °, 200 °, and 250 ° C.) were
equivalent to 5, 10, and 15 atmospheres ahsohite pres-
sure at 100 ° C. and shall hereinafter be referred to as
5, 10, and 15 atmosl)heres. At a density of 5 atmn_,-
pheres/he range extended from 0.003 to 0.020 second;
at 10 atmospheres the limits were from 0.003 to 0.(/52
second; and at a density of 15 atmospheres the range
was from 0.004 to 0.056 second. At all other tenl-
peratures the mixture would explode throughout the
entire range investigated, after the lilniting vahle in
spark timing, at 0.003 or 0.004 second after injccti,n.
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TABLI,; I.--TItE RATE AND EXTENT OF COMBU'STION
FOR, HYDROGENATED SAFETY FUEL INJECTED
INTO AIR AT DIFFERENT DENSITIES
[Air-hml ratio, 15]
Initial Time intervals between-- t IInitial i Maximum pressure
tempera- pressure In'ection Spark i Sparkand iiiiti_ ]
ture an_ spark " " 1 _°,/P,
P,(abs.)l tJ .l and start l 25initial
CT T of pres- pressure
] I" °-- _'l sure rise I (7'vsP'- 7"s)
DENSITY OF 5 ATMOSPIIERES (U.EFERRED TO 1013° CA
C. phert:s Neconds ,'.;econd Second i
ioo . _ . 5. o o1_)4o ] 11.o655 - -I L5
I 2.4: .(_o o.:5
m2o (,) (_) ..... I (')
150 _ - . 5.7 . O0,lO .0655 I0. 0155 3.3
• 6080 '. . 0070 , 0_0 i 3.3
• .27 3.75
300" J .0 I40 .0240 ft. 2
200 .... 0. 3 .0fl40 .0030 .00_,5 3.4
• 00_0 . (D45 .0fXJ5 4./)
• 01_) .0fN5 .0140 3.9
300' 0930 • 0385 . 0&10 't. :|
.6100 .02;05 5.7
250 ...... 7. 0 .0040 .0030 I . _)60 3.6 !
i . _o_o _o . _s._ 3.s
i 1X}35 3.9
,0120 " '' I .(_95
i i .0630 i 0 _0 ] .1)I,50 4.2 '
I 3o0 _ .o|ooI, .°2,)_i 5.3 i
...... !
I)ENSITY OF 10 ATM(}SP]IERES (REFERRED TO 100 ° (L)
i i
,oo......... ,oo! ooo oI 0 4oi o
I
150 . .. 11 .0040 . [_3,5 .0100 4.2
.0080 .0040 .0120 45
.0120 .0070 [ .,)175 4.2
'I(X)"0630 .07_5 _ .1355 ,l. l
. Ol I5 .0295 0.0
2°0 . 12. ' .0940 . i_)25 .00._1 4.4
• 0080 . 0010 . 0095 4.4
.0120 .°050 .0105 4.5
300 + tW)30 • 0130 . 0325 4.6
i . 000fl , 0260 5. 6
250... [ 11.0 . 0(_|0 . °020 . 0045 4.3
.00_| . °025 .0055 4.3
• 012(I ,0025 .0075 4. 4
.TI0 0630 . (_)00 . 0175 4.0
, 0110 . 0260 5. l
I)ENSITY OF 15 ATMOSI'HI_:RES (ItEFERttEI) TO I00 ° C.)
100 ..... i5. 0 0. 064° 0. °040 6. I)0!_5 5 0
• 0080 .0075 • 02,_d) I. 5
• 012(} .0075 .0275 '1 5
150 ..... i 17.0 . (_)40 . °030 .0070 ,I. 9
' ,0080 .0060 .0150 4.6
.0120 .0670 .0105 .I.3
i .0630 .0575 . 1015 4 1
300 • 0175 , 0.t25 5. 8
'2_l .. 10. l . (X)40 . (_)2f) ,0055 ,1.7
• 0080 . 0035 , 01180 4 5
• 01_1 . 0055 • 0125 4.5
_1111'0630 • 0t80 , I)095 4. 5
' . 0100 , 11:¢2() 5, 5
2f_ _ _ 21. i ' .0040 .0020 .0045 4. 6
• 0080 , 0025 . 0055 4. fi
• 0120 .0_H0 , °075 4.7
• 0630 .0150 .0240 5.2
J 300 • 0[_) . 1124,5 [ 5.5
z Value not nlea_urah]e.
MAXIMUM PRESSURES
The ratit) of nlaxinlum pressln'e to initial pressure
(P ...... /P_) is tabulated for the various tenll)exatures
an(| pressures because this ratio is indicative of {lie,
extent of effective combustion. No attempt has been
made to correct the values of the maxinluln i)ressure
for he'|t losses, although the time required to attain
IIlaXiIIl/llll pressure varies.
It will be noted from the table that the ratios of
maximum to initial pressure for the so-called "(leho'e(I "
•o2
•o2
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(a) Time required for pressure to reach 2,5 l'i 7',--7'i, 0.001 and 11.012 serond.
(hi Tinle re<ltl[re_t for pre<_ure _o r_t_']l '2 5 I',. T, "]'_, 5 Tilintltes. _.:1 Tittle
required for prossllre t(_ re,toni1 n_nx[n_utn. 7", - T,..5 minutes.
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explosions (spark occurring several nfinutes after in-
jection of the fuel) greatly exceed those for the ex-
plosions with short time intervals between injection
and ignition, this effect being inore marked at low
temperatures and air densities. For those mixtures
exploding at a very short time after injection, the
pressure ratio (P,,,_/P_) increases with increase([ air
density and, in general, increases with increased
temperature. On the other h'uld, for the delayed
explosions the pressure ratio decreases with increased
temperature. The delayed explosions exhibited no
definite trend of P,,_/P_ with change of density al-
though, in general, the ratio decreased slightly with
an increase of density.
For the delay period of 0.004 second the variation
of maximum pressure with air-fuel ratio was direct;
whereas for the delayed explosions the maximum pres-
sure ratio reached a maximum wtlue at an air-fuel
ratio of 10. The leanest mixture that would explode
d
(3
t.
D,
tn
tq
Q
_3
.,_
._ 8 I0 i2 /4 /6 /8 20 22 24
Air-- fuet rot/o
FIGURE O. Effect of air-fuel ralio Oll illf_Xilnum pressure ratio and on litl_e of tea('
llon. 7;- Ti, 0.1104second; initial air lemperature, 200°C.; initial air pressure,
6.3 atmosphcr,,s, absolute.
with a delay period of 5 luinutes (figs. 6 and 7) corre-
sponded to an air-fuel ratio of 20.7. With a delay
period of 0.004 second (fig. 9) an air-fuel ratio of 25
would explode.
With air-fuel ratios in the neighborhood of 10 in
the case of delayed explosions, the reaction was, in
fact, so intense in tlris range that severe vibrations
were set up which continued for some time after the
niaximmn pressure was attained (see fig. 7). The
explosions were accompanied by a. high-1)itched whistle
or "squeak." The frequency of the vibrations was
approximately 6,01)0 per second. The appearance of
the highest frequency at the point of greatest pressure
(that is, highest temperature) indicated that the vibra-
tions were a etuldly in the gas.
TIME OF REACTION
The values for the time interval I_ _p,--T, are tab-
ulated for all conditions except that of a pressure of
5 atmospiteres and a temperature of 100 ° C., where
the pressure never reached 2.5 times its initial value.
Under the same tenlperatuI'e and t)ressure conditions
lhe shortest reaction time correstll>n(ls to the shortest
T,--T_ interval; a.s the time between the injection of
the fuel and the passage of the spark increased, the
rate of pressure rise decreased and the time between
the occurrence of the spark and the beginning of a
perceptible rise increased. The typical series of rec-
ords shown in figure 5 illustrates this trend. As the
temperature increases, the time T=sp,-T, decreases.
An increase in air density at first decreases the time
of reaction for the liquid-vapor-air explosions but, at
the tfigher densities and the tenlperatures above 100 °
C., there is a tendency for the interval to lengthen
with further increase in density. For the vapor-air
explosions, an increase in air density increases the time
of reaction. It will be seen that, notably at the lower
t emper'l.tnres, the time between the spark and the at-
tainment of a pressure equal to 2.5P_ was solnetimes
shorter for the delayed explosions than it was for some
of the others. If the maximum rates of pressure rise
are compared, however, the delayed explosions always
yield the ldgher wdues becanse the reaction autoac-
celerates and the delayed explosions attain the higher
pressures. The effect of fuel concentration on reac-
tion time is slrown in figures 6 and 9. For the delayed
explosions, the reaction time was a minimuln at an
air-fuel ratio of 10.
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
The test results may be summarized as follows:
For the explosions having T,--7'_ periods between
0.003 and 0.06 second, the extent of effective combus-
tion, as ineasured by P,,,_/P_--
varied directly with temperature;
varied directly with density; and
varied directly with fuel concentration.
The time of reaction --
varied directly with the T_-- 7'_ interval;
varied inversely with temperature;
varied inversely with density at low densities
and directly with density at the hig]ter densi-
ties ; anti
varietl inversely with fuel concentration.
For the explosions having a T,-7", period of 5
minutes, the extent of effective combustion---
wried inversely with temperature owing to
changing specific heats;
exhibite(I nt) ilcfinite trend with increase of
density but tended to decrease slightly; and
reached a maximunl at an air-fuel ratio of 10.
The time or real'titre---
varied inversely with temperature;
varied tiirect]y with density; and
reachcll a minimum at an air-fu0 ratio of 10.
PRECISION OF RESULTS
Excellent agreement was generally obtained be-
tween records taken under the same conditions.
With a T,-T, period of 0.063 second, however, the
variation in tht' time of reaction sometimes reached
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50 percent.The usualvariationof the maximum
pressurewasbetween2 and3 percentwitha maxi-
mmuvariationof 10percent.Themaximumpres-
surecouhlbemeasuredwithinone-balfatmosphere.
Timeintervalscouldbemeasuredon thefilmdrum
to within0.0005secondasthefilmdrumwasdriven
byasynchronousmotor.
Whenanmnl)erofrecordsweretakenwithoutclean-
ing thebomb,the timeof reactionincreased.The
insideof thebombwasthereforeneverallowedto
accumulateacoatingof carbonbutwascleanedvery
thoroughlyaftereveryfewtests. At leastonetest
for eachconditionwasmadewith thecleanbomb.
Theusualprocedurewasto makea testwith the
cleanbond)andthentomakeseveralchecktestswith
thebombuncleanedbut flushedthoroughlywithair.
Thetabulardatarei)resenttheaverageof at least
threerecordsforeachrecordedvalue;theconclusions
resultfrom the trendsexhibited|)y al)proximately
650individualrecords.
DISCUSSION
Tltevali(lityof drawinganalogiesbetweenthecom-
bustionin a fuel-injectionen_neandthe combus-
tionof ahomogeneousmixtureof fuelandaircanbejudgedfrom theseresults.With respecto each
variableconsidered--airtemperature,airdensity,and
air-fuelratio--thebehaviorof thevapor-airnfixture
dift'ersfrontthatof theliquid-vapor-airmixture. It
mustnot |)eforgotten,however,that thetempera-
turesencounteredin anengineat themomentofigni-
tionareconsiderablyhighertitan thecorresponding
temperaturesu e(lin thesetests. Whentheinitial
densityiscomparablewithdensitiesinartengine(%he
twohigherdensitiescorrespondto compressionratios
of 7.9and11.8,respectively),thetwotypesofexplo-
sionbecomemoresimilarin belmvior,particularlyat
thehig'hertenq)eratures.
VARIATION 1N TIMING
As the time between injection of the fuel and passage
of the spark was increased, the rate of pressure rise
decreased considerably, accompanied by an increase
in the time between tim spark and the start of pressure
rise. The l)tmnomena are sinfilar to those found with
the N. A. C. A. combustion apparatus (reference 2),
and at the time of tim reported tests an explanation
was suggested on the basis of a change in the COml)osi-
tion of the mixture with incrcased time due to vaporiza-
tion and decomposition of the fuel. In the present
tests, however, it is believed that the temperatures were
too h)w for the occurrence of appreciable deeonqmsition
(references 9 and 10).
An ,malysis of the significance of the time variable
presents the folh)wing potential effccts: (l) change in
(list ribuiiim of fuel with a consequent change in the air-
fuel r'Ltio '_t the point of ignition; (2) increase in (lUnn-
tit5" of fuel vaporized, which may involve a change in
the ratio of air to fuel w_por, a greater predominance of
the rate of homogeneous reaction over the heteroge-
neous liquid-air surface reaction if the latter exists, and
l)erhaps a change in composition of the vapor because
of preferential vaporization of certain components; (3)
chemical reactions occurring before ignition, which in-
clude preftame oxidation, decoml)osition of the fuel,
formation of highly activated molecules of very short
life; and (4) change in the degree of turbulence, gradual
decrease after the prinmry distu:'bance due to injec-
tion. Although no satisfactory explanation of the
phenomena has been found, a brief (tiseussion of the
foregoing possibilities will be given here.
The first possibility was eliminated by the tests
varying the air-fuel ratio. Although the rate of pres-
sure rise varied with the air-fuel rati(), the initial rate
for the delayed explosions, rega)'dless of the air. fuel
ratio, was never as great as it was for the short 2/'_-- T_
periods. Even the maximum rate of pressure rise of
the delayed explosions did not exceed that of some of
the short-interval ones, as shown by the records for an
air density of 15 atnmspheres and a T,-- T_ period be-
tween 0.003 and 0.004 second in which the maximum
rate of pressure rise was as great as the highest maxi-
mum rate obtainable with the
namely, that at an air-fuel ratio
The time lag preceding the start
longer for the delayed explosions.
delayed explosions,
of 10. (See tig. 7.)
of pressure rise was
(See figs. 5 and 7.)
These comparisons conclusively prove that the air-
fuel ratio is not the sole cause of tlm variation in pres-
sure rise observed with ditrerent timing.
The second possible exphmation, a predonfinanee of
the honmgeneous over the heterogeneous reaction, im-
plies the existence of a greater I)ereentage of the hu:l in
the val)or 1)hase and also assumes that the rate of the
hmnogeneous reaction is sh)wer than that of the heter-
ogeneous reaction (an assumption tlmt is, a priori,
very doubtful). At least qualitatively, an increase in
temperature with the same 7',--T_ period should be
equivalent to increasing the 7"-- T_ period and hohling
tit(: temperature constant. Qwm(itatively, the effect
would depend solnewhat upon the relative temt)erature
coetticients of the reactions. It is obvious, however,
from tim data that an elevation of the initial tempera-
ture decreases the time and increases the rate of re-
action; whereas an increase in the time interwd be-
tween injection and slmrk has the reverse effect, it
may therefore be concllt(le(l that nn increase in the t)ro-
portion of fuel in the vat)or pimse does not account for
the decrease in the rate ()f reaction unless an increase in
initial temperature in some way has an ell'oct unrelqtcd
to vaporization that more than eoml)ens:ttes the effect
of increased vaporization.
The possibility of chemical reactions occurring be-
fore ignition was not investigated. Such reactions
would normally be exl)eeted to increase the rate uf
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pressure rise with increased time before ignition as well
as to shorten tile lag between the spark and the start
of pressure rise. In order to explain the observed
phenomena, it is necessary to postulate a preitame
reaction that is detrimental to the flame reaction. If
the presence of highly activated, unstable, intermed-
iate compounds were ascertained, whose concentration
decreased with time due to their short life, tile reaction
nffght be expected to proceed more slowly as the
Ts--T_ period was lengthened. Various investiga-
gators have suggested tile primary formation of such
intermediate compounds (reference 10) but their exist-
ence as well as their behavior renuffns a controversial
point.
Injection of the fuel undoubtedly introduces some
turbulence in the medium; tlffs turbulence decreases
with increase of time after injection. Turbulence has
been found to increase the rate of reaction (reference
11 and reference 12, p. 243). ]n an engine the amount
of turbulence set up by tim injection of the fuel is
negligible in comparison with the turbulence induced
by the air intake and the piston movement. Were
the effects of the variation in tinting in the bomb to be
attributed solely to turbulence, it would be necessary
to view them as phenomena entirely unrelated to the
effects of variation of the injection advance angle on
the rate of combustion in the N. A. C. A. combustion
apparatus (reference 2).
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
When discussing the effect of temperature on an
explosive reaction, the initial temperature of the
mixture must be clearly distinguished from the tem-
perature of the explosive reaction, that is, the flame
temperature. The initial temperature is primarily
significant in the initial stages of the reaction, particu-
larly when a liquid fuel is used and wben heat transfer
and vaporization are of importance. As a result, the
temperature has a much greater influence on the
heterogeneous reactions, that is, the reactions in
which the spark occurs very shortly after injection,
than on the homogeneous reactions with a completely
vaporized fuel. The term "homogeneous" as used
here is meant to eliminate the possibility of a hetero-
geneous liquid-gas reaction, not a reaction at the wall
of the bomb.
Temperature does, nevertheless, affect the rates of
the fuel-vapor-air explosions (delayed explosions)
somewhat and also affects the maximum pressure
attainable, owing to changes in the specific heats of
gases with temperature. The calculations of maxi-
mum pressure attainable, based on the specific heats
given by Lewis and Randall (reference 7) and on the
heat of combustion (10,400 calories per gram at 30 ° C.)
determined by the National Bureau of Standards,
yield the following results for an air density of 5
atmospheres.
'l'e rlll)erat _lre ........
°C. Calculated E._ perimenlal
100 7.9 .......
15[I 7. (} 6.2
20{I 6.3 5.7
2511 5 _ 5 3
Corrections have been made for the increase in the
number of molecules on the ._ssumption of complete
combustion and for dissociation of carbon dioxide and
water at the maxinmm temperature and pressure using
Bjerrum's dissociation values (reference 12, p. 264)
tlmt check with the free-energy equations of Lewis and
Randall (reference 7). After these computations
were made, new values for thermodynanffc quantitie._
calculated from sl)ectroscopic data were published
(reference 13); the maximum l)ressures at tain,/ble were
then recalculated using these values but the same
results were obtained. Since the specific heats intro-
duce an error of at least 10 percent in tile calculations
in addition to the error introduced by neglecting the
heat loss, the experimental values obtained show good
agreement with lhe calculated ones. The calculated
values point out the variation to be expected with
temperature.
It will be noted that for the explosions with short
t.ime intervals between injection and spark, the ratios
of maxinnun to initial pressure fall far short of the
theoretically attainable ones. For these explosions
the ratio also increases slightly with teml)erature.
These results are not surprising and merely indicate
tha_ distribution and vaporization play a significant
part. The fact that density is much more effective
than temperature in raising tile P,,_x/P_ ratio may be
correlated wi[h tim fact that density is nmch more
etfective tlnm temperature in improving distributi<m.
In the whole series the greatest effect of temperature
occurs with a change from 100 ° to 150 ° C. at the lowest
air density (5 atmospheres at 100 ° C.) where distribu-
tion is very poor. (See table I.)
It has already been observed that, regardless of the
air density, no explosion would occur at 100 ° C. when
the usual procedure of allowing 5 nfinutes to elapse
between injection and spark was followed. It was
thought that the vapor pressure of the fuel at tiffs
temperature might be too low, which wouhl result in
the fornmtion of a mixture that was too lean to ignite.
Calculations were made that yielded a value of 100
mm of Jig for the vapor pressure of hydrogenated
safety fuel at 100 ° (!. The calculations were based
on empirical equations presented by Miss Elizabeth
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Ahlrich (paper presented at the S. A. E. sulnmer
meeting, 1932, entitled "The Vapor Pressures of
Automotive Diesel Fuels"). If a molecular weight of
136 is assumed (tlfis wflue corresponds to a formlfla
C10tI16 and agrees well with the percentage composi-
tion and lies in the correct boiling range for tim pure
hydrocarbons C_0H22 and CloH_4), the quantity of fuel
that can be wq)orized is 0.365 gram. This value
corresponds to an air-fuel ratio of 23.3 at the highest
density, which is beyond the vahle of 20.7 that marks
the limit of ignition even at 200 ° C. Furthermore,
the limit of ignition has been found to change with
temperature, decreasing to 18.4 at 150 ° C., so tlmt
the possibility exists that at 100 ° C. a richer mixture
than one with an air-fuel ratio of 15 wouht be required
for ignition. From the vapor-pressure calculations it
is sccn that only at an absolute pressure of 5 atmos-
pheres could a mixture richer tlmn one with air/fuel
15 be obtained; it was found that _dth an air-fuel
ratio of 12.5 an explosion would occur with a delay
period of 5 minutes at an initial temperature of 100 ° C.
Further calculations were made, using the equations
given by Miss Aldrich, and it was found that at 150 ° C.
approximately 1.5 grams of fuel could be vaporized in
the bomb. A combustible Inixtm'e eouhl therefore
always be obtained at tiffs temperature.
At temperatures of 150 ° C. or greater, ignition
would take place with any time interval between in-
jection and spark greater than 0.003 or 0.004 second.
Tim effect of temperature on the maximum pressures
and on tim time of reaction was greater at the lower
temperatures. Because of the contradictory data and
the differences in ext)erimental method of investiga-
tors in the field, it is difficult to interpret the signifi-
cance of the effect of temperature. Mardles (refer-
ence 14) found an intercsting correlation between the
temperature coeftieient of the nonflalne oxidation and
the knocking tendency of the fuel. A brief review of
the effect of initial temperature foun(l by ottmr investi-
gators will be found in reference 15.
EFFECT OF DENSITY
From physical considerations the most significant
effect of air density is probably its influence on the
distribution of the fuel. Lee (reference 16) has shown
that the distribution nf tim fuel within the spray
becomes more uniform as the density of the medium
increases. The continued appearance of spots of de-
posited carbon on the walls of the bomll showed
definitely that the sprays always impinged upon the
w,lls; any increase in the density causing a corre-
sponding decrease in the penetration wouhl therefore
ilnprove the distribution throughout the bomb (refer-
once 17).
Since the injection pressure is increased as tim fuel
quantity is increased, the atomization as well as the
distribution is improved at the higher densities that
correspond to the higher fuel quantities. The results
are consistent with the expected improvement of dis-
tribution and atomization hecause a greater precentage
of the total fuel is burned (higher I',,,_/P_ ratio) with
increasing air density. The increased oxygen concen-
tration at the higher densities wmdd have no effect on
the percentage of fuel burned, since the fuel concentra-
tion is increased to the same extent. The implication,
however, is that the effect of the density on the distri-
bution in the liqnid phase caused the continual increase
in the pressure ratios (P,_,_/1)_) for the explosions with
short T,--T_ periods. The ratio P,_,/Pf for the
delayed explosions decreased slightly as the density
increased, which may be due to increased heat losses
at. tile higher temperatures accompanying tlle higher
pressures.
As the air density was increased, the time of reaction
increased under certain conditions and decreased under
others. For the delayed explosions tlle reaction time
always increased with density. For the explosions
with short T,--T_ periods an increase in air density
from 5 to 10 atmospheres caused a decided decrease in
reaction time, again probably due to the influence of
density on distribution in this range. At an initial
temperature of 100 ° C. a further increase in density
to 15 atmospheres caused a further deerea.se in reaction
time but, at the higher telnperatures, consistent with
the general tendency to approach the behavior of tile
delayed explosions, the reaction time increased with
further increase in density. In figure 8, the reaction
time is plotted against the density for both types of
explosion.
Fenning found both for methane-air explosions (ref-
erence 18) and for air-fuel-vapor (petrol, hexane, and
benzene) explosions (reference 19) that the explosion
time increased with density, just as it did in the present
experimental work for the delayed explosions. In
exploding CO-air mixtures at high initial pressures,
Bone and Townend (reference 12, p. 282) noted a
similar effect on the time of reaction as the initial
pressure is increased. They offer an explanation of
this phenomenon in the form of an energy-absorbing
effect of nitrogen, wifich they claim is vitiated by
the presence of hydrogen. This explanation, however,
is not completely satisfying even for CO-air explosions
and excludes hydrocarbon-air explosions in contradic-
tion to Fenning's as well as to the present work.
*m-FUEL R*TtO
The difference between the vapor-air explosions and
the liquid-vapor-air explosions is most clearly exhibited
by the variation with air-fuel ratio of each type. For
both types the air concentration was held constant.
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In the homogeneous reactions (delayed explosions)
tile maximum pressure developed reached a maximum
at an air-fuel ratio of 10. This maximum is beyond the
theoretically correct mixture ratio of 15.6 and corre-
sponds to an air-fuel ratio that is just sufficient to burn
all the fuel to H_O and CO. Dr. R. F. Selden, of this
laboratory, has calculated the over-all energy of acti-
vation of tile oxidation of safety fuel using the data at
different air-fuel ratios. The calculations yielded a
value of 31.1 kilogram-calories, which is of the correct
order of magnitude.
Tile leanest mixture ttlat will ignite varies with the
temperature. As the limits of ignition are deternlined
by the initial stage of the reaction, the initial tempera-
ture is a significant variable. The limits corresponded
to air-fuel ratios of approximately 23, 21, 18.5, and
12.5 at temperatures of 250 °, 200 °, 150 °, and 100 ° C.,
respectively.
When the fuel was ignited 0.004 second after injec-
tion, the air-fuel ratio varied fronl point to point in
tile bomb and only qualitatively may it be said that
the air-fuel ratio increased as the fuel quantity in-
creased. In tile immediate neighborhood of tile spark
the mixture must have been richer than that indi-
cated by ratio of the air and fuel quantities because
ignition would occur with an apparent air-fuel ratio
of 25. The true air-fuel ratio at the ignition limit
for the vapor-air explosions was 21 under the same
conditions (200 ° C., 6.3 atmospheres absolute pressure).
On the other hand, ignition could not be effected
at an apparent air-fuel ratio of 5, although tile vapor-
air mixtures would explode at this ratio.
As the fuel quantity was increased in the hetero-
geneous mixtures at 200 ° C., the maximum pressures
developed upon explosion continuously increased and
tile time of reaction continuously decreased. Tile
pressure rise per gram of fuel, however, decreased as
the fuel concentration increased, probably because
of poor distribution. The highest Pm,_/P_ ratio
attained was 4.75 at an apparent air-fuel ratio of 7.5,
but it is obvious that even in this case all the available
oxygen was not consumed.
CONCLUSIONS
From the results obtained it nmst be concluded
that the extent and rate of combustion of a fuel
injected in the liquid state, particularly at low air
temperatures and densities, are dependent upon the
distribution and the condition of the fuel at the mo-
ment of ignition. At high air temperatures and den-
sities, a marked similarity exists in the course of com-
bustion of liquid fuel injected into the bomb and
ignited immediately and that of a fuel allowed to
vaporize completely before ignition.
LANGLEY _EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., August 9, 1935.
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EFFECTS OF AIR-FUEL RATIO ON FUEL SPRAY AND FLAME FORMATION IN A
COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE
By A. M. ROTllROCK aud C. D. WALtmON
SUMMARY
Iligh-speed motion pictures were taken at the rate of
2,500 frames per second of the fuel spray and flame
formation in the combustion chamber of the N. A. C. 11.
combustion apparatus. The compression ratio was 13.2
and the speed 1,500 revolutions per minute. An optical
iT_dicator was used to record the time-pressure relationship
in the combustion chamber. The air=fuel ratio was varied
from I0.4 to 365. The results showed that as the air-
fuel ratio was increased definite strat_cation of the
charge occurred in the combustion chamber even though
moderate air flow existed. The results also showed the
rate of vapor d_[fusion to be relatively slow.
INTRODUCTION
One of the advantages of the compression-ignition
engine is that as the fuel quantity injected into the
combustion chamber is decreased tile air quantity
inducted can remain constant so that the fuel is burned
with a large excess of air. As a result, the combtlstion
efficiency of the engine increases as the air-fuel ratio
is increased. As tim combustion efficiency increases
the mechanical efficiency decreases; therefore the over-
all efficiency tends to remain constant. It is this
fact that causes the fuel-consumption curve of the
compression-ignition engine to show so little change
for a wide range of load conditions.
Tests on compression-ignition engines have shown
the fuel to auto-ignite with an estimated air-fuel ratio
of about 1,000 (reference 1). Ill practice, an engine
will use ratios as high as 70 to 80. Although the fuel
is undoubtedly stratified at the high ratios so that the
actual ratio in the combustible mixture is considerably
lower, no information has been obtained on the extent
of the stratification. Data on the stratification of
the fuel may be obtained by exploring the combustion
chamber with a gas-sampling valve such as that devel-
oped by Spanogle and Buckley (reference 2). High-
speed motion pictures, such as those presented in
reference 3, may be taken of the fuel spray and flame
formation under conditions of varying air-fuel ratio.
The present report discusses the results of tests made
during the latter part of 1934 in which the motion-
picture method was used. These tests are part of a
general program of research on combustion in a com-
pression-ignition engine being conducted with the
N. A. C. A. combustion apparatus. Reports describ-
ing other parts of this program are given in references
3, 4, 5, and 6.
APPARATUS AND METHOD
Tile data were obtained with the N. A. C. A. combus-
tion apparatus (references 3 and 4) in conjunction with
a special high-speed motion-picture camera described in
reference 7. The combustion apparatus consists essen-
tially of a single-cylinder test engine in wilich the sides
of the combustion chamber are two 2.5-inch diameter
glass windows. The engine has a bore of 5 inches, u
stroke of 7 inches, and an intake-port height of one-half
inch. After the al)paratus has been brought to the de-
sired speed by an electric motor, a single chaise of tuel
is injected into the combustion chamber. The engine
is consequently operated under power for a single cycle.
Figure l of reference 3 shows the apparatus with the
in(licqtor installed in one side of the combustion cham-
ber. Figure 1 of the present report shows the appara-
tus with the windows in both sides of the chamber so
that high-speed motion pictures may be taken of both
the fuel sprays and the flame.
Since the tests presented in reference 3, the injection
system has been altered by replacing the engine-oper-
ated pump with a reservoir in which the pressure is
regulated with a hand pump. This change was made
to increase the accuracy of the ,lmount of fuel injected.
The fuel quantity is varied by changing the pressure in
the reservoir. The timing spark has been placed he-
tween the prismatic shutter on the camera and the film.
With this arrangement the timing sparks at top center
and 90 ° after top center are recorded on the film for
each engine cycle.
A calibration curve of injection pressure against fuel
quantity injected (fig. 2) was first obtained. Five
separate discharges of fuel were weighed at each injec-
tion pressure. Fronl this curve the injection pressure
for the desired fuel quantity was chosen. The indicator
was installed and two indicator cards were taken at the
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given fuel quantity. Tile fuel-quantity weight was
then checked and two series of high-speed motion pic-
tures of tile sprays and combustion were taken. The
indicator was again installed and two more indicator
cards taken.
The injection nozzle (fig. 3) has a smaller total area
than that used in the tests described in reference 3 and,
as a result, fuel was discharged from all six orifices.
The diesel fuel used in ttle tests was designated fuel
2 in reference 3. The fuel temperature was measured
as the fuel left the injection wave through the hollow
injection-wilco stem.
A, ealn
S, clutch
C, compression-release val_e
D, tooling coil
E, exhaust
F. fuel-injection valve
G, ftlel reservoir
The following test conditions were maintained con-
stant:
Engine sl)eed ........... 1,500 r. p. In.
Engine-jacket temperature _ 150 ° F. ± 5°.
Fuel temperature at injection valve ...... 110¢ F. + 2:.
Coml)ression ratio (based on 6.5-inch strok() :
With indicator installed ..................... 13.9.
With glass windows in each side_ ...... 13.2.
Tlle value of 150 ° F. for the engine-jacket telnpera-
lure was that of the outgoing tenlperature of the
glycerin used to heat the jacket; this temperature was
measured both at the cylinder and at the combustion
clmmber. Tim incoming temperature of tile glycerin
was about 10 ° higher than tim outgoing.
The curve of figure 2 shows that the fuel quantities
did not vary more than -t:3 percent. Tile weighing of
the fuel just before each run served as a cheek. Tile
indicator cards taken before and after the photo-
graphing of the fuel and the spray agreed very well,
generally within the width of the recorded line.
Originals of similar cards have been reproduced in
reference 3. The flanle pictures showed variation in
both the positions of flame start and in the flame
spread. Nevertheless, all the general characteristics
were reproduced in both runs for any one condition.
In each case the photographs reproduced in this report
appeared to be representative.
The air qu'mtity was estimated from tile air tempera-
ture and pressure in the cylinder at the start of the
:D
T
Y
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cylinder heod
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FIG[ RE I.--Diagramnlatic sketch of the N A. C. A. combustion apparatus.
H, fllel tank O, phase-changing gears, 2:1 reduction V, to spark coil
I, heating coil P. prinmry punll) W, to valve Z
J, high-pre,_sure reservoir Q, spark gap ×, valve
K, high-speed eatllera R, thermometer Y. valve
k, inlet-air ports S, timing-sperk switch Z, valve
M, lami, and reflector T, to hand pui]l l) h', wa,_te
N, 0.020-inch orifice U, to injection tmnll_
compression stroke and from tile displacement of the
engine. The temperature of the air was assumed to
be between that of the room, approximately 85 ° F.,
and that of the engine jacket. The air pressure at
tlle time the intake ports were closed was assumed to
be 750 millimeters of mercury.
The start of the injection was determined by in-
jecting against a paper mounted on the flywheel of the
engine. When tile injection valve was mounted in the
engine, however, tile injection-valve opening pressure
was decreased somewhat becanse of the force exerted
by the air pressure on the end of the injection-valve
stem. As it result the timing "tt tile small fuel quanti-
ties was adwmced. The injection start therefore
increased from about 9 ° before top center at the lowest
air-fuel ratio to about 15 ° before top center at the
highest air-fuel ratio. This decrease in the injection-
valve t)pening pressure also increased by an unknown
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amount the fuel quantity injected. Comparison of
tile indicator cards with cards from an engine indicates
that the increase was insufficient to affect the precision
of the results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The reproductions of the indicator cards are shown
in figure 4. When the air-fuel ratio was increased
from 10.4 to 13.0, tile maximum cylinder pressure
showed a slight increase, possibly because less heat
was given to the unburned fuel. As the ratio was
i
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]"IGURI_. 2.--Calibration o! tt_e fuel-injection system of the combustion apparatus.
further increased, the maximum cylinder pressure and
the power output decreased. When considering the
effect of air-fuel ratio on the thermal efficiency of the
engine, two factol_ must be considered: the combus-
tion efficiency and the cycle efficiency. It must also
be remembered that there are two fluids entering into
the chemical reaction, the fuel and the air. In order
to obtain the maximum and most efficient heat input
h(ttll tluids must be completely utilized. With the
8oo _-:!- t-_/4./: '
I i
B;rC
tion of the fuel in the air. Figure 5 is a composite
from prints of the original 16-millimeter film _ taken
with the high-speed motion-picture camera. Figures
6 to 9 are enlargements of the photographs of the fuel
sprays and the initial flame formation. In the assem-
bly of figure 5 the top center may vary by half a frame
width because the strips of film were alined so that the
photographs are directly under each other. In the
enlargements the true top centers are used.
When an excess of fuel was injected into the combus-
tion chamber (figs. 5 and 6), the sprays penetrated
across the visible portion of the chamber. The two
outside sprays from the smallest orifices are difficult to
.0/8" d/b.-" i_; gSg
/2/_ °
Fl6u_ &--The 6-orifice iajectioB nozzle.
distinguish because they are very close to the edge of
the chamber. The flame fills most of the chamber
for 6 or 7 photographs, 22 to 25 crankshaft degrees.
The chamber then starts to become fogged and the
flame is either slowly obscured by the smoke or dies
out; the flame finally disappears at 90 ° after top center
or later. From a fuel-air ratio of 17.2 to one of 25.7,
the duration of the maximum flame spread seems to
increase, reaching a value of about 30 crankshaft
degrees. These data compare favorably with the data
shown in figure 14 of reference 9 in which the rate of
, i i i
A _f - fuel re he I l ;2" 7_
',, ,_4._ I'_J
I" _., q50.5"!
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FI(;Ua_ 4. -Effect of air-fuel ratio on instantaneous pressures in tile combustion chamber.
t)resent knowledge of Inethods of distributing the fuel
in the combustion chamber, either fluid can be com-
pletely utilized only at the expense of an excess of the
other. (It course, in l)r'tctice the air is present in
excess hecause a low specific fuel consumption is more
important than a low specific air consumption.
The photographs (if the fuel sprays and of the com-
bustion (figs. 5 to 9) indicate the extent to which both
fuel 'rod air arc utilized and also indicate the distribu-
burning is shown to start to decrease rapidly about 40
crankshaft degrees after the maximum has been
reached. A comparison of the afterburning periods in
figure 5 shows that as the air-fuel ratio passed through
the chemically correct mixture ratio, an air-fuel ratio
of 14.5, the chamber showed less smoke after the disap-
pearance of the tlame. From an air-fuel ratio of 25.7
to one of 3{35, the chamber remained clear of any
t The motion-picture fihn is available on loan. (See reference 8)
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smoke. The end of the appearance of the flame also
occurred earlier in the cycle. These results indicate
that both the combustion efficiency and tim cycle
efficiency are increased as the fuel quantity is decreased.
Computations made of data obtained on a test engine
at the same time that tile data presented in reference
9 were obtained showed that as the air-fuel ratio was
increased from 15.4 to 31.8 the combustion and cycle
efficicncies were increased, respectively, fr()m 70 and
44 percent to 84 and 49 percent, causing an increase
in the indicated thermal efficiency of from 31 to 41
percent.
The enlargements (figs. 6 and 7) show that there
was little change in either the spray or the initial-flame
formation as the air-fuel ratio was increased from 10.4
to 21.2. It is interesting to note that the burning is
always recorded as starting in more than one place.
Also, in those series of photographs in which the start
of burning is not recorded, the fuel sprays at the injcc-
tio_ nozzle are still visible after the flame has filled
most of the portion of the chamber between tbe glass
windows. There is a tendency for a small portion of
the chamber to remain free of flame, but otherwise
the chamber is surprisingly well filled. The sprays
show no appreciable effect of any air flow persisting
in the chamber altbough there is some air movement,
probably caused by the air entering through the intake
ports.
At an air-fuel ratio of 21.2, a slight decrease in
spray penetration is noticed. This decrease becomes
more marked until at a ratio of 365 the sprays pene-
trate to a distance of only about 1 inch. The str'ttifi-
cation of the charge becomes noticeable at a ratio of
25.7 and is very marked at the ratios of 94 and 365
(figs. 8 and 9). The sprays at the ttH-ee highest ratios
show n|arked effects of air movement, being blown to
the left side of the chamber (the bottom in the figures).
Comparing the two series of photographs for a ratio
of 365 shows that this effect is not constant. The
second series _Lt this ratio shows clearly how the flame
appears in that part of the chamber in which the spray
last appeared ,rod that the flame spreads to a slightly
larger area than that covered by the spray just before
it dis_,ppe'|red becat|se of its vaporization.
CONCLUSIONS
The res,|[ts presented show that definite stratific'_-
tion of the fuel clmrge (hws occur in the combustion
chamber of the compression-ignition engine even
though moderate air flow exists. The start of burn-
ing relative to the fuel sprays is not affected by the
air-fuel ratio, nor is the rate of flame spread greatly
affected by the ratio.
The results at the higher ratios showed that the rate
of diffusion of the gases in the combustion chamber,
as indicated by the flame spread after the maximum
pressure has been re'tched, was relatively slow. This
result in itself indicates why it is difficult to obtain a
good mixture of the air and fuel in the combnstion
chamber of a compression-ignition engine.
LANGLEY _{EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., August 26, I935.
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THE EFFECT OF TURBULENCE ON THE DRAG OF FLAT PLATES
By G. B. SCHUBAUERand H. L. DRYDEN
SUMMARY
In determining the effect of turbulence on the forces
exerted on bodies in the air stream of a wind tunnel, it is
commonly assumed that the indications of the standard
pitot-static tube used to determine the air speed are not
dependent on the turbulence. To investigate the truth of
this assumption, the drag of a normally exposed fiat
plate, the difference in pressure between the .front and
rear of a thin circular disk, the rate of rotation of a vane
anemometer, and the pressure developed by a standard
pitot-static tube were measured in an air stream .for
several conditions of turbulence. The results may be
interpreted as indicating that there is no appreciable
effect oJ turbulence on the vane anemometer and the
standard pitot-static tube, but that there is a small effect
on the drag of a fiat plate and the pressure difference
between front and rear of a disk. This drag was found
to be independent of the speed or Reynolds Number and
hence the observed turbulence effect is of a d_]erent nature
from the effects observed on skin-friction plates and _,ir-
ship hulls or on spheres.
This work was conducted by the National Bureaz oJ
Standards with the cooperation and financial assistance
off the National Advisory Committee.for Aeronautics.
INTRODUCTION
It is now well known that all aerodynamic meas-
itrcments are to some extent dependent on the magni-
tude of the small fluctuations of speed, collectively
called "turbulence", which are present in the air stream.
The effects of turbulence are supposed to be related
to the effects of Reynolds Number in that both are
the expression of the same basic phenomenon. A
brief summary of the status of knowledge in April
1934 is given in reference 1.
In determining the effect of turbulence and Reynolds
Number on aerodynamic force coefficients for various
body forms, it is assumed that the force on the body
is affected by turbulence and Reynolds Number, but
that the pressure developed by the standard pitot-
static tube, from which the dynamic pressure q
(=_pV 2 where p is the density and V the speed of
the air stream) is computed, is not. In support of this
assuml)tion it is often possible to point to changes in
pressure and velocity distribution about the body,
indicating with little doubt that the force on the body
also changes. While it has been possible to show, by
means of whirling arm tests, that the pressure dif-
ference obtained from the standard pitot-static tube
is equal to the dynamic pressure q over the usual
range of Reynolds Number (reference 2), no such
fundamental tcst has been devised to show that this
pressure difference is the same as q when the air is
turbulent. It is generally assumed that turbulence
can have little or no effect on the readings as long as
the direction changes introduced by the turbulent
motions are not over 3° (turbulence about 5 percent).
The effect on the boundary layer about the static
orifices in the wall of the tube is certainly negligible.
The drng coefficient t for a flat disk normal to the
wind is constant over part of the range of Reynolds
Numbers. 2 The explanation of this fact is simply that
the separation lines must lie at the edges of the plate
and consequently cannot shift as the Reynolds
Number changes. The same kind of reasoning would
deny the possibility of a turbulence effect, and indeed
_he argument appears to be as strong as that advanced
in the case of the pitot-static tube.
In the course of some investigations at the National
Bureau of Standards in 1932, an attempt was made to
test the correctness of a calibration for tim wall orifice
of the 41_-foot wind tunnel, used to indicate the speed
of the air stream, by mcasuring the drag coefficient
for a 2- by 12-inch rectangular flat plate placed normal
to the wind. The stream bad been previously made
very turbulent by placing a screen with loosely
attached aluminum tags across the upstream section of
the tunnel. The (]rag coefficient was found to be
higher than that obtained in some earlier work. A
check calibration of the wall orifice against the standard
I The drag coefficient is equM to the drag divided by q and by the area of the plate.
2 in the early experiments of Eiffel and others, various sources of error, such as
tunnel wall effects, spindle interference, and lack of geometrical similarity, were
not recognized and an apparent variation with Reynohls Number was found.
The careful experiments of C. Wieselsberger described in Ergebnisse Aerodyn.
Versuehsanstalt, GSttingen, If, p. 25, show tbat there is no variation &s great as 1
p_rcent betwcon a Reynolds Number of 10,000 and 1,000,000 for the circular disks
tested. ]n other experiments, some variation is found. It is the opinion of the
authors that all of the published data considered together supports the conclusion
that the drag of a given thin fiat plate with sharp squ_re edges is independent ot
Reynolds Number in the range lO 4 to 106.
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pitot-static tube showed that the calibration was not
at fault. Later when the screen was removed and the
turbulence was much lower, the drag determination
was repeated. In this case the drag coefficient was
lower and agreed well with earlier values. The
difference in the two results appeared to be an effect
of turbulence, but whether on tile plate or tile pitot-
static tube was not known. Since the speed was not
equally uniform over the area occupied by the plate
in the two cases, and accordingly tile difference in
results might have been due to the failure to get a
correct average calibration for the region occupied by
the plate, the data were not considered to be conclusive.
For this reason it was decided to investigate the
turbulence effect more fully before reporting it. The
object of the present investigation was to repeat the
earlier work under a greater variety of conditions,
paying close attention to speed distribution in every
case, and to obtain data which would show whether
the effect was on the fiat plate or the standard pitot-
static tube.
METHOD OF PRODUCING TURBULENCE
Before the present investigation was begun, con-
siderable attention had been given to methods of
varying tile turbulence of the 4_6foot wind tunnel of
the National Bureau of Standards. The placing of
square-mesh screens, made from cylindrical wires or
rods, over the entire cross section of the tunnel at some
upstream position, was found to be satisfactory both
from the standpoint of turlmlence production and
uniformity of speed (reference 3). In order to avoid
a regular pattern in the speed distribution from the
individual wires, it was necessary to work at distances
greater than 65 wire diameters from the screens.
These screens were installed one at a time and the
turbulence measured at several distances back of each
of tD_m by the "hot-wire" method (reference 4).
Turbulence measured by this method is expressed
as the ratio of the root-mean-square of the speed
fluctuation at a point to the average speed. This
quotient times 100 is termed the percentage turbulence.
Values of the turbulence back of the two screens used
in the present investigation are shown in figure 1.
TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE
Since the aerodynamic balance used in the 4_-foot
tunnel was fixed in position, and it was not practicable
to change the position of the screens, measurements
of the drag coefficient for the 2-by 12-inch flat plate
could be made only at 2.7 and 1.1 percent turbulence
with the screens and 0.7 percent for the free tunnel
condition.
In order to get a device to indicate the presence or
absence of the effcct over a wider range of turbulence,
the so-called ' pres_ (re disk" shown in figure 2 was
devised. This is simply a 3-inch disk with one orifice
at the center of the front face and four others at the
back where the supporting spindle is connected to tim
plate. By means of these orifices, the pressure differ-
ence across the plate can be determined. This differ-
ence, denoted by 5p, when divided by q yields a pres-
sure coefficient, which should vary with turbulence
somewhat like the drag coefficient. It was not in-
tended that the drag coefficient be determined from
the pressure coefficient. This would be a very doubt-
ful procedure. The work on the disk was intended to
bring out independent evidence of the effect on drag
coefficients by another method. Both the 2- by 12-
inch plate and the 3-inch disk had sharp square edges.
The thickness of the plate was 0.046 inch and that of
the disk 0.043 inch.
FIGURE l, Varhlt[(m of percentage turbulence with ilistalwe [rolll st'reelis. Dis*
h_nee expressed in wire diaQleters.
d=0 625 inch ftJr 3_l-ineh mesh
d=0.192 inch for l-inch mesh
Being faced with the probh;m of deciding whether
to place the effect of turbulence on the tlat ])late or
the pitot-static tube, it was desirahle to obtain an
entirely independent indication of the speed at the
position where the pitot-stadc tube 'rod the flat
plates wcrc run. A vane anemomcter a (shown in
fig. 2) having about the same diameter as the pressure
disk was used for this purpose. The anemometer
was not to t)c uscd to measure the air speed, hut
rather the speed indicated by it was to be compared
with that indicated by the I)itot-static tul)e, as in a
calibration of the instrument.
a Vane ailelnolileIer i,tlilt by Davis Instrtlllletlt ('o. Eight-I)lade, low-qbeed
type, rated at 3,001) feet per minute IIl:lxiIillllll speed.
THE EFFECT OF TURBULENCE
Working positions back of the two screens were
selected according to the amount of turbulence dcsired.
At any given position the procedure consisted of
making three separate sets of runs covering a given
speed range, one on the pressure disk, another on the
vane anemometer, and still another on the standard
pitot-st'ttic tube. Ta]dng the pitot-static tube as
an example, a run consisted of reading the manometer
to which the pitot-static tube was connected simul-
t,meously with another manometer connected to the
tunnel wall orifice. The factor obtained front the
ratio of the two readings amounted to a calibration
factor for the wall or,lice, to be used to obtain the
value of q and hence of the air speed when the pitot-
static {ula_ was removed, tlaving calibrated the wall
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In connection with the force measurements a similar
procedure was followed at the position determined by
the balance. The pitot-static tube runs in this case
were distributed over the area occupied by the 2- by
12-inch plate, and the vane anemometer was cali-
brated at the position later occupied by the center of
the plate. Both were run with the shielded balance
arm protruding into the stream.
The force measurements were made on a balance of
the N. P. L. type. The plate was attached to the
shielded balance arm by a spindle 9 inches long fas-
tened rigidly to one end of the plate. The dr'_g of this
spindle was determined by making a separate run with
a dummy spindle attached to the balance and with tim
plate mounted separately above it. By dcducling
-i i (iiiiii:i iil; f ll:!
I:I(;I',IE 2. -Vane anemometer, 3-inch pressure disk and spindle, 2- by 12-inch flat pla_e and spindle, and standard pilot-static tube.
or,lice, re, dings from it, taken simultaneously with
those from the l)ressure disk, allowed Ap/q to be
cah'ulated. Similarly, in calibrating the vane ane-
mometer, readings from the wall orifice were used to
indicate the air speed, llenee the results are expressed
in terms of the speed indicated by the pit.ot-statie
tube, assuming no effect of turbulence.
The disk and vane lmemometer responded t.o tile
,_vcrage conditions over an area, presumably over
their frontal area.. Tile indications of the pitot-statie
tube were obtained therefore at a number of points
over the areaswcpt out by the disk and the anemometer
in order to obtain 'L similar integrated effect. Meas-
urements were made at the center of this area and at
several points on a 1- and 2-inch radius.
the spindle drag from the drag of the plate and spindle
combined, the dr'lg of the plate alone was obtained.
The interference of the spindle on the plate drag was
not corrected for by this procedure, but a preliminary
investigation showed that this interference was too
small to be detected.
RESULTS
(}re'tt care was taken to secure '_eeurate values of the
mean velocity pressure over the area to bc occupied by
the plate or anemometer at a given reading of the
manometer connected to the wall oriiiec. Thus, for
the 2- by 12-inch plate, readings were taken at 7 points
for 6 speeds. Considcring the results obtained with
the 3}_-inch screen, the average deviation of a single
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observation from the mean at any one point was about
0.5 percent, the maximum deviation 1 percent. For
all points considered together, the average deviation
was 1 percent, the maximum 2 percent. It seems
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FIOURE 3.--Drag coemeients for 2- by l.?,*inch fiat plate for various Reynolds Num-
bers. The length term in the expression for Reynolds Number is the width of
the plate, i. e., 2 inches.
conservative, taking account of "sampling" errors, to
assume that the mean value for the 42 points is equal
to the correct average over the area of the plate within
0.5 percent. The probable error computed by con-
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FIOUR_ 4.--Relation between percentage turbulence and drag coefficient for '2-
by 12-inch flat plate. CD-- 5, where S=area of plate, q=dynamic pressure,
and D= drag.
sidering the 42 observations as being made on the same
quantity is only 0.1 percent.
3/4-The deviations which have been given for the t/
if_,ch screen represent tile worst condition. Over smaller
areas and with the 1-inch screen or with no screen,
the deviations were much smaller, and a fair average
value of the mean deviation for those conditions would
be about 0.3 percent.
Two series of determinations of the drag coefficient
of the rectangular plate are shown in figure 3. Where-
as there is no definite variation of the drag coefficient
with Reynolds Number over the range from 30,000 to
60,000, there is a nmrked change in the coefficient with
turbulence. This variation with turbulence is shown
more clearly in figure 4 where the coefficients have
been averaged over the Reynolds Number range and
plotted against turbulence. Determinations made in
1932, shown on the same figure, agree well with those
Disk ond spindle
..... i
o o o
:.3So- 7- ..... -_ a 4
Percent turbulence
FIGUaE 5, Relation between percentage turbulence and pressure coe_.cient f(u
3-inch diameter disk.
of 1935. Extrapolating to zero turbulence, we find a
drag coefficient of 1.246. Slime wind tunnels may
vary in turbulence from near zero to 2 percent or possi-
bly nmre, a dispersion among results in various tunnels
of I)erhaps 4 percent may be expected. This is nothing
like tile disagreement found in sphere drag results;
nevertheless it is enough to be of importance in precise
work.
Figure 5 shows the variation of the pressure coeffi-
cient of the pressure disk with turbulence. While the
scatter in this diagram is considerable, there is a defi-
nite upward trend to the coefficient with increasing
turbulence. Here again the coefficient was independ-
ent of the speed.
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We may contrast the results for the plates with
those shown in figure 6 for the vane anemometer.
Here there is no evidence of any dependence of the
0 / 2 3 4
Percenf fuFbu/ence
FII;UI_E 6. Calibration of vane anemometer for various amounts of turbulence.
calibration factor on turbulence. This means either
that the indications of the anemometer and the pitot-
static tube both vary with the turbulence in such _l
way as to mask any elrect, or that there is no tur-
bulence effect oa either instrument. Since ttie two
are radically different bolh in construction and princi-
ple of operation, it seems very unlikely that turbu-
lence should affect the two alike. Hence the con-
clusion: Both the pitot-static tube and the vane
anemometer are free from any effect of turbulence.
The dynamic pressure q is therefore determined cor-
rectly by the pitot-static tube, and the variation of
the fiat plate coefficient is due to the effect of turbu-
lence on the plate itself.
It is usual to attribute the effect of wind-tunnel
turbulence on aerodynamic forces to a shift in the
point of transition from laminar to turbulent boundary-
layer flow. The result is a different skin friction and a
different separation point. It is difficult to see how
this explanation can be applied in the case of the
fiat plate. We have here a case where the turbulence
apparently affects the wake of the plate; or, if we wish
to imagine a separated boundary layer enveloping tim
wake, perhaps the exterior turbulence affects the
stability of this layer. Whatever the explanation,
the work with the pressure disk indicates that turbu-
lence does lower the pressure in the wake.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS_
WASIt[NGTON, D. C., JuT_e 22, 1935.
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WIND-TUNNEL INTERFERENCE WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO OFF-CENTER
POSITIONS OF THE WING AND TO THE DOWNWASH AT THE TAIL
By ABE SILVERSTEIN and JAMES A. WHITE
SUMMARY
The theory of wind-tunnel boundary influence on the
dowmwash from a wing has been extended to provide more
complete corrections for application to airplane test
data. The.first section of the report gives the corrections
at the lifting line ./or wing positions above or below the
tunnel center line; the second section shows the manner
in which the induced boundary influence changes with
distance aft of the lifting line.
Values of the boundary corrections are given for off-
center positions of the wing in circular, square, 2:I
rectangular, and 2:1 elliptical tunnels. Aft oJ the wing
the corrections are presented for only the square and the
2:I rectangular tunnels, but it is believed that these may
be applied to jets of circular and 2:I elliptical cross sec-
tions. In all cases results are included for both open and
closed tunnels.
INTRODUCTION
The influence of wind-tunnel boundaries on the
downwash at the lifting line of an airfoil has been the
subject of considerable theoretical and experimental
study. The investigations have been primarily con-
fiae(l to the problem of (letermining the average down-
wash over the span of an airfoil located in the center
of a wind-tunnel test section. Prandtl (reference 1)
first demonstrated the general method of analysis and
gave numerical values for the magnitude of boundary
influence on airfoils of finite span tested at the center of
either an open or a closed ch'cular tunnel. Glauert
Terazawa, Theodorsen, Rosenhead, and Tani and Sanuki
(references 2 to 8) extended this theory to include all
the more conventional tunnel sections; that is, square,
rectangular, and elliptical. The theoretical results
for the central wing position are presented in figure 1
(from reference 9), tim circular and square sections
being represented by ),_1.0 for the ellipse and rec-
tangle, respectively.
When testing airplanes and airplane models in wind
tunnels, it is often necessary to locate the wing above
the horizontal center line of the jet; otherwise at large
angles of attack the tail is too near the edge of the air
stream. Numerical values of the downwash resulting
from the boundary influence have hitherto not been
available for off-center positions of the wing. Further-
more, the influence of the boundaries on the downwash
behind the wing in the region of the tail has been only
briefly and approximately treated (reference 10). This
information is necessary for correcting wind-tunnel
downwash measurements and elevator angles for flight
trim. The theory has therefore been extended to show
the magnitude of the boundary influence on airfoils
tested above or below the horizontal center line of the
tunnel and the dependence of the magnitude of the
boundary influence on the distance aft of tbe wing.
The general problem for any wind tunnel in either
the two- or three-dimensional case is that of deter-
mining a stream function which, added to that of the
flow produced by the airfoil, satisfies the conditions that
must exist at the boundaries of the air stream. The
effect of the boundaries may then be replaced by this
stream function and the boundary-induced velocity
computed for any point in the wind tunnel. The con-
ditions at the boundary of the closed tunnel may be
exactly expressed as a zero flow normal to the walls;
whereas, the open-tunnel boundary condition closely
approximates one of constant pressure from the
quiescent air around the jet.
In many of the cases of practical importance the
solution may be simplified by the use of an external
arrangement of vortices that mirror the wing horseshoe
vortex in a manner which satisfies the specified bound-
ary conditions. The external image arrangements in
these cases are equivalent to the desired stream func-
tion.
The value of the interference at any point in a wind
tunnel is a function of many factors. Foremost among
these factors are: the relative size of the model and the
tunnel, the span loading of the airfoil, the test-section
shape and constraint, the position of the model in the
jet, and the relative location of the point investigated
to the airfoil position. Each of these variables has been
considered in the present study. The results are pre-
scnted over a practical range of the ratio of the wing
vortex span to the tunnel width for both open and closed
tunnels. The span employed is not the geometric one
but is an effective span based on the assumption that
the wing vortex sheet rolls up into two trailing vortices
with a spacing of about 0.8 to 0.9 of the wing length.
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The correct ratio of effective to geometric span for
various types of loading and aspect ratios is given in
reference 2; however, sufficient accuracy for practical
tion of a uniform loading over the effective span have
shown a close agreement with the calculations based
on the actual loading over the geometric span. This
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FIGURE t,--Boundary-correetiori factors for airfoils of finite Slian in the center or conventional tunnel sections,
purposes is obtained by using a value of 0.8 for a
tapered and 0.85 for a rectangular wing. Computations
of theoretical boundary influence based on the assump-
9
assumption is therefore followed throughout the report
and it provides a simplification of the i)roblem without
a sacrifice of accuracy.
WIND-TUNNEL INTERFERENCE
This analysis covers boundary influence on down-
wash for circular, square, 2:1 elliptical, and 2:1 rec-
tangular tunnels at the wing, and for square and 2:1
rectangular tunnels in the region aft of the wing. The
wing positions analyzed are those on the center line
and 0.1 and 0.2 of the tunnel height above the center
of the jet.
BOUNDARY INFLUENCE AT THE AIRFOIL
Elliptical tunnel.--A general solution for the bound-
ary influence at the lifting line of an airfoil at any
position in an elliptical tunnel has been made by Tani
and Sanuki (reference 8). The numerical values of
the boundary-correction factor 6w were not given,
however, except for the case of the wing on the tunnel
center line.
Following the method of Tani and Sanuki, we may
write in the elliptical coordinates (_, _), for the closed
elliptical tunnel,
c [_=t' e-'_n_oCosh2n_, cos2n,,6_=4a_ _ 7_eosh
(1)
/f -]+_'.=2 n sinhe-%n_oSintdn_ sin_n_l
Y _ _ ' _ '(st,,q,) \ d
_ .!' _--__ _ s F-" ,.,--, ,_
........ _[ __ : _21 ....
t
--b
FI(_I RN 2,--Off-center location of airft)il in an elliptical wind tunnel.
and, for the open elliptical tunnel,
c [_' e-"_o cosld_, cos._n_,
_= - :ia'r2t__=_ nsinh n_o
(2)
' P e- nio " 2 7
_Jn=2 'n cosn ?t_;n
in which a and c are, respectively, the major and minor
semiaxes of the ellipse (fig. 2), and _ is the ratio of the
span of the trailing vortices to the tunnel width (b=
2a). The symbol Z' iml)lies that only odd values of n
are to be summed and Z" indicates the use of only even
values of n. The usual boundary-correction factor
_,_ is defined by
S
_=_C_
in which S and C are the areas of the wing and test
section, respectively, and Aa_ is the induced downwash
angle at the lifting line of the wing due to the influence
of the boundaries. The subscript w refers to the loca-
tion at the lifting line.
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The elliptical coordinates _ and _/ are related to the
rectangular coordinates x and y as follows:
x=k cosh _ cos nl
y=k sinh _ sin
in which k is a constant required to preserve tile scale
of dimensions. The boundary ellipse is defined by
_=_0, so that
a = k cosh _0
c=k sinh _0
or
_o=coth -ta
C
k = 4a'e-c 2
The elliptical coordinates (_,, _h) of the vortex position
(x_, y,) are given by
/_777,/2u,V
2 sin s _,=p:kvp _-i,,-ff]
Y_
sinh _,=k sin ,h
in which
Xl 2 YI 2
Substitution of the foregoing values of G0, _, and _
in eqnations (1) and (2) permits the obtaining of the
values of 6_ for the closed and open tunnels. The
series converges rapidly and the use of only the first two
terms is sufficient.
For an infinitely small airfoil, a approaches 0 and
equations (1) and (2) reduce, for the closed tunnel, to
ae [_= ' ne-'_, cosh2n_, ®" ne-"_o sinh_n_,-]
_--4(aS--d) cosh _0 cosh2_ _-,,_=_ sinh n_o eosh i_J
and for tlte open tunnel, to
ac [¢-,' n_-"_ cosb! n_,
_w= 4(a_-d) k,,z'_=_sinh n_0 cos h_t
+_" ne_-"_°sinh_n_L" ]
,=_ eosh n(o eosh2_,d
The values of 6_ arc given in figures 3 and 4 plotted
against the distance of the airfoil from the center line
for tile open and ch)sed 2:1 elliptical tunnels. The
factors are the same for wing positions above and below
the center of the tunnel.
Circular tunnel.--The circular tuimel is a special case
of the elliptical tunnel in which the boundary-ellipse
parameter _0approaches _, and the values of 5_ for the
circular tunnel may thus be computed from equations
(1) and (2). A simpler and more direct method of solu-
tion is revealed, however, by employing the inverse-
image method (fig. 5).
Let the effect of the vortex A at a point x of the wing
be considered. Since the radius r equals x/_--x)_+_ _
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FIGURE 3.--Boundary-correction factors at the airfoil lifting line for the closed 2:1
elliptical tunnel. Airfoil locations are above or below the tunnel center line.
T l --X
and cos a equals _/-_, x)_y _, the downward velocity
is
r (x'-x)
v=4; (x,_x)2_Fy,_
in which x' and y' are constants del)ending on the wing
position and tunnel radius, and are given bv
x t = R 2s
s2+ d_
, ./R "2- s '_- d"\
The total induced ttow D over the span from both .-1
.nd B is
r's F "_D = 2 _dx = -- [ (x'-- x) d._
• -, 2_'_, (x'--z)'_+y '_
l,etting v be the average induced velocity over the
D _,
span, ,=_ and Aa,,=:V. To simplify, we may write
-,28
-24
0 .02 .04 .05 ,08 .10 ./2
Vet-/ico/ G/s/once from center h>Te, d/6
FIGt:RE 4. l_oundary-t'orrection factors at the airfoil lifting line for the open 2:1
elliptical tilllllel. Airfoil lo(!a_it_ns are above _)r below the tlll]rlel center line
F= CLVS, then
4s
__C,_SF, (x'Ls):+y'-_l_ _ _s,.-,
""-- 32_.,._Lmg (._'-,_.):+ y':j- '_c _',
Y
- I / _i_Y IX t if"
FIGURE 5.--Lo('_l'[_:II (f image _orti(_es for oil-center wing locations in the circular
t tltlnel.
WIND-TUNNEL
Since a=_ and C=rR _, then
.,_ d 2-_
For an infinitely small airfoil the equation reduces to
I
The boundary-correction factors 6, for off-center
positions in the circular tunnel are given in figure 6.
!-i
o-- - .-o4 .on ./2 ./6 .co .e4
Ver-l'/cc_/ ,::i/.5_'@,'Tce from ¢een/er /_e, d/21_
I_'IGUIt_: 6.--Boundary-correction factors at the airfoil lifting line for the open and
closed circular tunnels. T he factor a. is positive for the closed tunnel and negative
for tile open. Airfuil locations are above or below the tunnel center line.
As a check, the vahles were computed by both the
methods described. Numerically, they are the same
for open and closed circular tunnels but are of positive
sign (upwash) for the closed and negative (downwash)
for the open.
Rectangular tunnel.--The images that satisfy the
boundary conditions of the rectangular tunnel are
arranged in a checkerboard pattern of vortices extend-
ing to infinity. The circulation strength of the images
corresponds to th,_t of the airfoil. For the closed
tunnel the condition of zero velocity normal to the
wall is satisfied by alternate horizontal rows of positive
antl negative vortices (Iig. 7); in the free jet the uniform-
pressure criterion is met by alternate vertical rows of
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positive and negative images (fig. 8). When the air-
foil is not on the tunnel center line, the pattern
becomes asymmetrical with regard to the origin, but
the boundary conditions are fulfilled if the wing vortex
is repeatedly reflected in the boundaries. Figure
9 shows the pattern for the closed rectangular tunnel
with the wing above the tunnel center line. If the
images are divided into two superimposed groups, one
with origin at the airfoil on line A-A in figure 9
and the other with origin at the first image B-B, two
symmetrical groups of images emerge with a vertical
spacing of twice the tunnel height. The problem of
determining the downwash at the wing is simplified
and expedited since Theodorseu (reference 6) gives
the equation for the group with the origin at the airfoil
(line A- A) directly as
_,= 4r!_¢2[ l°gsinhrrr_¢Trr'¢
® ( sinh2 _rrla'_l
-t-_(--1)" log 1 sinh2_h_t/" (3)
for the open tunnel, in which r_ is the ratio of tunnel
width to the doubled height, and a is the ratio of the
span of the tip vortices to the tunnel width. If we
write
S
the effective value of the jet area C, owing to the
doubled effective tunnel height, becomes twice the
true area and the values of a_ from equation (3) must
be halved for application to the true tunnel. Equation
(3) as written applies to the open tunnel; the closed-
tunnel values are obtained by deleting from the sum-
mation the factor (-1)", which takes into account the
signs of the vertical rows of images, the minus sign in
front being retained. ]t may be remarked that, where-
as a,_, for the open tunnel is the same as _ for an open
tunnel of doubled height with the wing on the center
line, the same is not true of the closed tunnel, as may be
seen from a study of the corresponding image patterns.
There remains, then, the problem of computing the
flow over a span 2s at a distance y below the origin
(origin on line B-S) contributed by an infinite pattern
of vortices symmetrical about B-B and with vertical
spacing of twice the tunnel height. By the method o_
Theodorsen (reference 6), the velocity function for an
infinite vertical row of equidistant senti-infinite vortices
itt x=0 may be written as
_r5 e
r sinh 1T-
cosn h -cos iV
in which v is the vcrticid velocity and 2h is tile vertic,l
spacing of the images.
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FI_;_'_E 7.--Arrangement of fhe infinite image pattern tosatisfy the boundary condi-
tions of the closed rectangular tunnel.
At any value of the parameter y the stream function
from this row of semi-infinite vortex filaments is evalu-
ated by integrating with respect to x. Thus
integrated
?rX
¢ = f vdx = dx
71"X _'y
cosh _- --cos
r 71-3:
 - osT)
The result may now be extended to include two vertical
rows of vortices of opposite sign at a distance s and
Y
q-E- /Y _ .D _ .D
----_---÷- _ C * "D /-(_.,,_,,)"D
2h
* .v
FIGURE 9.--Arrangement of the infinite image pattern to satisfy the boundary
conditions for off-center locations of the wing in a closed rectangular tunnel.
--s from the y axis. The stream function tllen becomes
F J _r(x--s)
¢= _-_/log[cosh- _- - cosT]
,_(x+s) _y
-,o [ osh /
_(x+s)
r ccsh _ -cos -_ (4)
¢ ..... _-(x-s) _y
8_l°gc°sh h cos _-
The total vertical flow may be determined by adding
the effect of all the double rows of vortices to infinity.
Tile contribution it) the vertical flow of any double row
of vortices, say the nth, is numerically the same as the
vertical flow at the location of the nth row induced by
the double row at the origin. It is therefore only
necessaD- to calculate the flow induced by this double
row at the origin, between the limits
x--nb-s and x=nb÷s
For ttle actual vertical flow at the first exterior row
of vortices with center at x=b, the limits x=b--s and
x:-b-_-s are substituted in equation (4). The vertical
flow from this row is, disregarding signs,
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0o.,
.....
For the nth double row, consequently
D= 8_r logL h h --cos
cosh lrnb _y'_"1( - cos h /
The entire vertical flow for all the rows from x= -- co to + ¢o becomes
; Zo (c:hT-co = b
I"
or 8_ ¢ in which ¢ represents the negative
infinite sum. We may write
of the l designated
o cL8 8
Aa='_=2s V=64_ ¢=6 0CL
2sr, pV =1 CLpV_S
in which V is the velocity, p the density of the medium,
and S is the airfoil area. Simplifying,
r = cL ,:s
4s
The angular deflection caused by the induced flow is
1 _ [eosh *rr(n+ a)
_*-= 16a"rrr (-- 1)qog
-m
The sumniation converges rapidly and the terms for
vahtes of n greater than 2 are negligible. The same
equation applies for the closed tunnel except that the
factor (--1)" is omitted and the sign before the expres-
sion becomes positive.
For an infinitely small wing, equations (3) and (5)
reduce to
is
_1= - _-\_-- _ sinh2_rnr/
_,, = Fi+cosh ,.,r cos 2_,'dG
cosh _rnr +cos 27rr d
The total boundary-correction factor at the airfoil
_= la'_l +_2 (6)
By means of the foregoing equations the correction
factors _ have been computed over a practical range
of span ratios and wing positions for the squ,Lrc aim 2:1
rectangular tunnels with open and closed test sections.
These results are presented in figures 10 to 13, inchisive.
14I
or with bh--C, the cross-sectional area of the jet;
b
_=:r, the ratio of the tunnel width to height; and
equals the ratio of vortex span 2s to the tunnel width
b; the final result for the group with origin at B-B
may be written for the open tunnel
d j_ _ d
+cos 2_rr_i][cosh rrr(n-a), cos 27rr_-]
........... (5)
(cosh _rnr+cos2_rrd) _
Wing locations and effective spans are expressed as
fractions of the tunnel width b.
BOUNDARY INFLUENCE AFT OF THE AIRFOIL IN
RECTANGULAR TUNNELS
Thus far consideration has been given only to the
conditions at a plane through the lifting line of the
wing, where the transverse portion of the horseshoe
vortex representing the effect of the wing does not
affect the boundary condition and the problem redtices
to that of finding the effect of vortices extending from
zero to infinity in only one direction. If the induced
vertical velocity due to the boundary interference
were constant along the tunnel axis, the only effect of
the interference would be to change the general direc-
t.ion of the air stream with respect to the airplane and
balance system without in any way changing the local
flow over the airplane for any given attitude with
respect to the relative wind. The tunnel-wall inter-
ference, however, is not constant, along the tunnel
axis. The variathm of boundary influence with dis-
Lance downstream causes the tail of the airplane to be
operating at a different angle of attack than it would
in free air for the same angle of the wing to the relative
wind, the discrepancy being equal to the difference in
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FIGURE lO.--Bouadary-correction factors at the airfal] lifting line for the closed square
tunnel Airfoil locations are above or below the tunnel center line.
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FIGURE 11. Boundary-correction factors at the airfoil lifting line for the open square
tunnel. Airfoil locations are above or below the tannel center line.
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the induced angle of flow at the wing and tail. The
tail surface also acts as an airfoil affecting the boundary
conditions but the tail area is so small that this effect
may be neglected.
At any cross-sectional plane behind the lifting line,
the influence of the horseshoe vortex system at the
tunnel boundary differs from that at the wing owing
to the transverse and longitudinal segments of the
wing horseshoe vortex system that extend between
the wing and this plane. The longitudinal vortices
downstream from the plane may still be considered to
be of infinite length. A corresponding variation in
the influence of the images is required in order that the
boundary conditions may be satisfied.
Z
--------mb--_____ ______._mb_. _ /
FIGURE 14.--Three-dimensional arrangement of wing and image vortices to satisfy
the boundary conditions aft of the airfoil for the open rectangular tunnel.
No simple extension of the image system has been
found for the circular or elliptical tunnels that satisfies
the boundary conditions at all points. For the rec-
tangular tunnel, it can easily be seen that the boundary
condition is satisfied at all points by the same system
of images as in the two-dimensional problem, each pair
of vortices including a transverse segment to make it a
complete image of the horseshoe vortex representing
the wing (fig. 14). At an infinite distance behind the
airfoil, the induced velocities from the transverse
images become zero and the total induced velocity
from the longitudinal branches, which may then be
considered as extending to infinity in both fore and
aft directions, reaches twice the value at the wing.
If the increment of induced angle at points behind
the wing be designated An.4, the total influence at any
location from the boundaries is
AaT=Aaw -t- AaA
in which Aa_ is tile value at the wing, from the fore-
going discussion of downflow at the lifting line.
if the origin of coordinates is chosen at the center
of tile airfoil lifting line with the x axis coincident with
tl_e horizontal axis of the jet, the y axis along the span,
and the z axis vertical, a doubly infinite series of images
is located at points y= mb and z= nh for a rectangular
tunnel of breadth b and height h (fig. 14). The vari-
ables m and n assume all positive and negative integral
values except (0, 0).
Although the pattern is infinite, the images adjacent
to the tunnel boundaries are the most effective and the
first two rows of images exterior to the tunnel bounda-
ries ordinarily contribute more than 90 percent of the
induced flow. The validity of this statement is demon-
strated by the rapidity with which the series repre-
senting the effects of consecutive rows converge and
by computations showing the negligible contributions
from the exterior rows.
The method followed in this paper has therefore
been to determine exactly and individually the induced
vertical velocity from each vortex in the first two
exterior double rows of images and to sum the effects
of the remaining rows to infinity by an approximate
method demonstrated in reference 10.
For the additional vertical velocity wA_ at a point
(x, 0, 0) contributed by an image with circulation F
located at (y, z), we may readily write
F xy I 1 1 ",
Since
and
If
?/J4, .
F--CLVS4s and V'=,,a_,
47rw,, 167rsAot q
r CLS
A [4_w.i,_CLS
h = Xb find C= Xb_
4_'WAI 2
AaA, _ C.L
which may be written
S
therefore
5A1-- 16_'S
If the term i-_,,\t42_A_) be evaluated by equation (7)for
each of the vortices in the first two exterior double rows,
with positive sign for images that create upflow in the
tunnel and negative for those inducing downflow, we
may express the correction factor that accurately repre-
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sents more than 90 percent of the interference flow as
a Xb2 .---,4_wA,
For the remaining rows to infinity the equation for the
closed tunnel may be written by the approximate
method of reference 10 as
xS X2 ® --+--1 " m2--2X2n2
a,_A,= _h-cC,_ -; (m._ + X_n2) 51_
m 2- 2 X2n 2]o°, (-l>°(,,'+
+×_ 1 + 1 _ (-1)"+1 -]
_-_/_J._ _2.J (9)
' T 3 I_2 ATr3 T_3 J
and for the open tunnel
xS E(X2) ® m2--2X2n2
m _- 2 X2n 2
=y-_.X2 " (--1)" 1 _1 (10)
+Z_r'-U m _ XT 3 n 3
The assumptions are made that the wing may be rep-
resented by a doublet at the center of the jet and that
the distances to the exterior vortices are large com-
pared with the span 2s and the distance along the axis x.
Positive values of AaA_ indicate upflow in the tunnel.
If the terms in the brackets of equations (9) and
(10) are denoted by _, then
xS
og
S
aa,,=a.,, _ CL
and
x¢
aA,--2b _
The total increment of induced angle behind the airfoil
is
AaA = Aa.+tt + Aaa2
therefore
aa --aa1+aa2
The values of 6.t in terms of the wing correction a,_ are
presented in figures 15 to 26 for the open and closed
square tunnels and for the 2:t rectangular tunnels.
They cover a practical range of wing and tail positions
in the test section. The wing positions and distances
to the rear are given as fractions of the tunnel breadth
b. The tail heights for a particular wing height corre-
spond to the positions that the tail occupies over a
range of angles of attack of the airplane thrust axis.
Although n.o theoretical solution has been made, it
is believed that the values of G/_ for the square and the
2:1 rectangular tunnels apply to the circular and 2:1
elliptical tunnels, respectively, with an accuracy suffici-
ent for practical use.
A special case of some interest is that of a wing at
the center and extending through the walls of a closed
rectangular tunnel. For this case there are no trailing
vortices and therefore there is no induced vertical
velocity at the plane of the wing due to boundary
interference. There is, however, an interference at
downstream points from the images of the transverse
vortex and, since this interference w_ries with distance
along the tunnel, there is an effective curvature of the
air stream.
Since a wing spanning a closed rectangular tunnel
may be considered the same as an infinitely long wing
between an upper and lower boundary, the image
system consists simply of a single vertical row of infinite
transverse vortices of alternating signs with a vertical
spacing equal to the height of the tunnel. The vertical
velocity due to the nth image vortex above the wing
at any point x downstream from the airfoil lifting line
and z above the center of the tunnel is
P (-- 1)"x
"t/3_
2_r (nh-- z)2+x 2
The total induced velocity is that from all the vortices
from n= --,= to n = 4- co except the one at n =0, which is
that of the wing itself. Or,
F [__= (--1)"X X ]w=--9_ _ (nh_z)2+x., z2__x_ (11)
If only points along the center of the tunnel are of
interest, z:-0 and (11) reduces to
F _ _ x+=- ++E_+<-1)++.+_+,++++-
which can be expressed very simply as
w=-5-_. ._-,_x !
\sInn 7
(See reference 5.)
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Putting = _4_ and Aa= _-.
\sint,2
If c is the chord of the airfoil
a_., G SCL=aahCL
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FIGUIO: ]5.--l=_oun(lary-eorreeUon factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for the closed
square tunnel with wing on tunnel center line. Value of ¢_ from figure 10.
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Fiuuae 17.--Boundary-correction factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for the closed
square tumlel with wing 0,2 b above tunnel center line• Value of_. from figure 10.
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Flqua_: 18.--Boundary-correction factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for the open
square tunnel with wing on tunnel center line. Value of 8_ from figure II.
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FIGUR_ 16,--Boundary-correction factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for the closet]
square tunnel with wing 0.1 b above tunnel center line. Vahle of __ from figure I0.
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Dis once behind hfhng h'ne, l/b
]_'I(;['RE=I_J, Boundary-correction factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for the open
square tunnel with wing 0,1 babove tunnel center line. Value of 5 _ from figure 11
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Fmun_ 20.--Boundary-correction factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for the open
square tunnel with wing 0.2 b above tunnel center line. Value of _i. from figure 11.
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FIGURE 23.--Boundary-correction factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for the closed
2:1 rectangtllar tunnel with wing 0,I b above lunnel center line. Value of _. from
figure 12.
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FICdTaE 2l.--Boundary-carreetion factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for the closed
2:1 rectangular tunnel with wing on tunnel center line. Value of _ _ from figure 12.
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FIGURE 22,--Boundary-correction factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for lhe closed
2:1 rectangular tunnel with wing 0.05 b above tunnel center line. Value of _. from
figure 12.
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FIGt'_E 24.--Bonndary-correction factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for the open
2:1 rectangular tunnel with wing on tunnel center line. Value of $. from figure ] _.
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FIGURE25.--Boundary-(orrection factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for Ihe open
2:1 rectangular tunnel with wing 0.05b above tunnel center line• Value of 5, from
figure 13.
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I¢IGURE 26,--Boundary-correction factors aft of the airfoil lifting line for the open
2:1 rectangular tunnel with wing 0.1 b above tunnel center line. Value of 5_ from
figure 13.
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FIGURE 27.--Boundary-correction factors aft of the infinite span airfoils in closed
rectangular IL1Bnels. ¢_ is zero.
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The values of aa are plotted against distance down-
stream in figure 27. They are small as compared with
the corrections obtained for finite wings. It may be
noted that these corrections are independent of the
height-breadth ratio of the tunnel and may be used for
closed rectangular tunnels of any dimensions.
It is expected that these results for the boundary
influence behind the wing will check experimental
results for closed rectangular tunnels. In the case of
open tunnels, however, the problem is not so definite
because other factors, such as the proximity to and
shape of the exit cone, may seriously alter the flow
behind the wing. Thus it is desirable to verify the
validity of the results for any given open tunnel.
LANGLEY _'[EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June 28, 1935.
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EFFECT OF TIP SHAPE AND DIHEDRAL ON LATERAL-STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
P,y JOSEI'H A. SHORTAL
SUMMARY
Tests were conducted in the N. A. C. A. 7- by lO.foot
wind tunnel to determine the effect of wing-tip shape and
dihedral on some of the aerodynamic characteristics of
(?lark Y wings that affect the performance and lateral
stability of airplanes. Pbrce tests at se_:eral angles el
yaw and rotation tests at zero yaw were made. From
these tests the rates of change of rolling-moment, yawing-
moment, and cross-wind force coejficients with angle oJ
yaw and the rate oJ change of rolling-moment coefficient
with rolling were determined.
The tests showed that the plan form of a wing tip as
well as the elevation shape had considerable effect on the
rate oJ change of rolling- and yawing-moment coefficients
with angle of yaw. The tests also showed that with
dihedral of only the outer one-fourth o! each semispan,
the dihedral effect was maintained to a much higher angle
o.f attack than when the complete semispan had dihedral.
At normal angles oj attack, the increments of rate of
change of rolling moment with angle of yaw due to d;-
hedral may be calculated with satisfactory accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
As part of a general program on the improvement of
safety in flight the N. A. C. A. has instituted a research
of various means for improving the lateral stability of
airplanes. That part of the investigation reported
herein was made to provide fundamental data on the
effect of wing-tip shape and dihedral on some of the
lateral-stability factors. The part of the program
dealing with tip shape was requested by the Army Air
Corps.
The particular wing-tip shapes tested were chosen
after a study of existing pertinent data. The pressure-
distribution tests of reference 1 revealed that the high
local loading near the extreme tips of rectangular wings
could be reduced by rounding the tips and also that
lhe centers of pressure could be locaied nearly on
spanwise straight lines by having the extreme tip at
least as far forward as 35 percent of the basic chord
from the leading edge. Force tests of references 2 to 5
showed that the maximum LID ratio of a wing with a
square tip could be improved by substituting prac-
tically any other shape of tip, the greatest improve-
ment being found with tips having a ratio of the tip
length to the basic chord of between 0.75 and 1.50.
(See fig. 6.) The maximum lift coefficient was in-
creased with tip-length/basic-chord ratios greater than
0.75 but was decreased with shorter tips. For the
present tests, two tips were designed having tip-length/
basic-chord ratios of 0.75 and 1.00 and similar plan
forms with the extreme tip 35 percent of the basic
chord aft of the leading edge. In addition, several
modifications so small as to be classed as "tip fairings"
rather than as new shapes were tested to determine the
effect of such fairings on the aerodynamic characteris-
tics of a rectangular wing since in actual practice small
fairings are used to improve the otherwise blunt-end
appearance of rectangular wings.
The effect of elevation shape of a particular tip on
lift and drag was tested by the Navy (unpublished
data). It was found that, although the effect w_s not
great, there was a definite improvement in general per-
formance characteristics in having the lower surface
of the tip curve upward. In order to measure this
improvement and to determine the effective dihedral
angle ef such shapes, three elevation shapes of _Lpar-
ticuhlr tip were included in the present tests.
The effect of dihedral on the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of airplanes has been experimentally deter-
mined in several instances but with small wing models
at low air speeds (references 6 to 8). The tests re-
ported herein included the determination of the effect
of dihedral angle of the outer 25, 50, and 93 percent
of the semispan of a rectangular wing equipped with
the rounded tip determined to be the optimum in the
first part of the tests. Tests of a rectangular wing
with dihedral were included for comparison.
The effect of the various wing shapes on the rates
of change of rolling-mmnent, yawing-moment, and
cross-wind force coefficients with angle of yaw and the
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with
rolling was determined in addition to the general
aerodynamic characteristics. The results are pre-
sented in such a form that they may be directly
applied in lateral-stability calculations.
14(}
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APPARATUS
The N. A. C. A. 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel, which
was used in this investigation, has a closed return
passage and an open test section (reference 9). The
30. O0"
i
I I(a) PIo::_ w/rt 9
(b) .Semlc/rcuDF fo:rvng
90?,
(C) .90 ° Po:_Tfed fo//-/ng
120%
(4) 120 ° Pointed fo/:ing
FIGURE I.--A rectangularwing with sml),lltipfairings.
model under test is attached to a small mounting plate
resting on the balance tripod so that the center of
moments on the model is at the midspan quarter-
chord point. The six-component balance indicates
the forces and moments with respect to the wind, or
tunnel, axes. The mounting plate is fastened to a
Z8,58"
18.00" _ 308"_-- ZSO" _]
, , A"X( 
L_ A ond B eo/e
quodt-onfs of
.S:m//uF etl/pse5
Nolo:- Mox/mu_ ord/ho/e po/nis on moon /:nes /n one p/one
FIGURE 2.--A wing with three-quartecs-chor4 length modified elliptical tip.
spindle that may be rotated in yaw about a vertical
axis through a system of gears actuated from without
the tunnel. The angle of attack may be changed
widle the tunnel is in opcration. In order to apply a
rolling velocity to the model so that the rolling moment
accompanying the roiling about the wind axis may be
measured, a special rotation mounting replaces the
force-test tripod.
Eleven wing models were used in the present investi-
gation. All but the ones with small tip fairings shown
in figure 1 are listed in the first column cf table I.
Laminated mahogany was used in the construction of
the models, which were accurate to witifin ±0.005
inch of the specified Clark Y ordinates. The small
tip fairini,,s were screwed directly to the ends of the
rectangular wing of aspect ratio 6. For the other
models, a cerumen center segment of 10-inch chord
and 36-inch span was used, the tips under test being
sufficiently long to make the aspect ratio of the wing
equal to 6 when they were attached to the ends fo
the common center segment.
For the wings with rounded tips Clark Y sections
were maintained without washout to the tips. Two of
the tips had the same elevation shape (maximum
ordinate points on mean lines in one plane) but dif-
ferent plan forms. One of these had a length equal
to three-quarters of the basic wing chord (fig. 2) and
the other a length equal to the basic wing chord (fig.
3 (b)). The tips were similar in that they were com-
posed of two quadrants of similar ellipses and a
rectangle with the extreme tip 35 percent of the basic
chord back of the leading edge of the center section.
The other two tips had the same plan form as the
above-described larger tip but had different elevation
¢
i
-- 28. 08"-- .........
-/8.00" - _ : 10.00"-----4
.0:8" - _--. --
II / A ond B ore
quodronf3 of
s/m:i'or ellzpses
J
Ca) Mox/mum ord:no/e po/n/s on upper surfoce :D one
p/one (AFmy f/pj
(bl Mox:fqurn oFd:no/e po/nfs On meon I/ne_ If7 one p/one
(C) 5ft-o/_hf porf/ons of /oweF surfoce /n one p/one
FIGURE 3.--_. wing with one-chord length modified elliptical tip having three
elevation shapes.
shapes. For one the maximum ordinate points on the
upper surface were in one plane (fig. 3 (a)), adopted as
the standard Army tip, and for the other the straigilt
portions of the lower surface were in one plane (fig. 3
(c)). In order to lind the effect of aspect ratio, the
Army tip was aitached to the 60-inch span rectangular
wing, making the aspect ratio 8.39 instead of 6.
For the dihedral tests, the wing was cut at the proper
sections and held at the desired dihedral angles by
metal straps set in the surface. With the Army tip in
use, these cuts were made 25, 50, and 93 percent of the
wing semispau front the tip. (See tig. 4.) With the
square tips, dihedral straps were used only at the
93-percent semispan cut. (See fig. 5.)
EFFECT OF TIP SHAPE AND DIHEDRAL ON
TESTS
The tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 16.37
pounds per square foot, which corresponds to 80 miles
per hour under standard conditions, making the aver-
- /8. oo ..... -_.---/o.oo" ----1
:', / _ote.-
quod_on_ of
iNote:- Moxlmum ordl;_ote points onupper surfoce in one p/one skmTor ell/_oses
Ji
.50 b  2 --'_
k b/Z
FIC*URE 4.--A wing with Arll_y tip showing vAriolls dilledral arrangelne[lts
age Reynolds Number 609,000 computed on the basic
chord of the wing.
With the rectangu]ar wing, force tests were made at
a large number of angles of yaw (_b') to determine the
b/ 2 : 3000 ....
i
I
¢
......... S--........... i
]I
F|GURE 5.--A rectatlgtll:lt _ ing wiLtl ditledlal
minimum number of angles necessary to define the
slope of the curves of rolling- and yawing-moment and
cross-wind force coefficients against anglc of yaw.
Values of ¢'= --5 ° , 0 °, and 5 ° having been found
sufficient, the tests of the other nmdels were made at
these settings and also at _b'= 10 ° and ¢/=20 ° to cover
the range likely to be encountered in lligh t.
Rolling tests were made _ith the rectangular wing
1/b
driven in rotation at values of 2V of 0.02 and 0.05 in
l :{61;!E. :_7 I 1
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both directions, where p' is the angular velocity in roll
about the wind axis. These tests showed that the
slope of the curves of rolling-moment coefficient
against rate of rotation at zero rotation could be
p'b
determined from the tests at _=0.05 in both direc-
tions for angles of attack encountered in normal flying
below the stall. Consequently, the remainder of the
rotation tests were made only at this rate.
RESULTS
The results, uncorrected for tunnel effects, are pre-
sented in the form of standard absolute coefficients
with respect to wind axes that intersect on the wing
model at the midspan quarter-chord point of the basic
chord. Tim wing area, span, and average chord used
in computing the coefficients were those of the wing
with no dihedral.
A copy of the extensive tabulated results of the tests
herein analyzed is available upon request from the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
The force-test data wore plotted against angle of
yaw; the rates of change of rolling-moment coefficient
de'/0' yawing-moment coefficient \de %' and
cross-_4nd force coefficient \de/0 with angle of yaw
were determined at 0 ° yaw. In addition, increments
of rates of change due to dihedral (designated by A)
were determined for angles of attack of 0°, 10 °, and 15 °
anti are plotted against angle of dihedral. From the
rotation tests the rates of change of rolling-moment
coefficient with rate of rotation were determined by
summing the values for positive and negative rotation
'bP _.
at a rate of ,__-1,=0.0o and dividing by 0.10. These
• C,
rates of change are designated _ •
\d2Tr/o
The above-mentioned slopes at zero yaw are suffi-
cient for the normal range of angles of attack and yaw
encountered in flight and for computations based on
the theory of small oscillations. At the angles of
attack above the stall and for displacements in yaw
greater than 10 °, however, the factors cannot be com-
puted directly from the slopes ,'_t zero yaw. Unsym-
metrical s_alling of the wing and the generally unsteady
conditions encountered at high angles of attack cause
the results to vary widely.
The addition of small tip fairin:;s had such a minor
effect on tl_e characteristics of the rectangular wing
that the results have not bcen included. The interest-
ing result of the tests is that small tip fairings may be
,tdded to a rectan<ular wing of aspect ratio 6 without
al,l)reciably alterin% the .mrodym_mic characteristics.
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ACCURACY OF RESULTS
The dynamic pressure was maintained constant
within :k0.25 percent. The angles of attack, yaw,
and dihedral were accurate within -4-0.10 ° . The co-
efficients for a particular model are believed to be
accurate within the following limits:
CLmoz ± 0.005
CD,.,. ± 0.0005
C1'±0.001 except at angles of attack above 25 °
where angles of yaw of opposite sign may give values
differing by 0.020.
C.'±0.001 except at lfigh angles of attack where it
may be ±0.010.
C_ ± 0.002
Because of slight inaccuracies in the models resulting
from alterations made during the tests, it is believed
that for purposes of comparison between models the
accuracy should be considered to be ±0.001 for CD,,_.
and ±0.010 for CL,,_,.
PERFORMANCE CRITERIONS
The criterions used to measure the effect of the wing
shapes on airplane performance are: The maximum
lift coefficient CL..... wlfich gives an indication of the
landing speed; the minimum drag coefficient C,,_t=,
which is a high-speed criterion; the ratio of maximum
lift coefficient to minimum drag coefficient CL,,,_/C,,,,,
a speed-range criterion; and the lift-drag ratio L/D at a
lift coefficient of 0.70, which is a critericn of the rate of
climb. The values of these criterions for the wings
tested have been tabulated in table I for a direct
comparison.
TABLE I.--PERFORMANCE CRITERIONS OF REC-
TANGULAR WINGS HAVING VARIOUS TIP StIAPES
AND DIHEDRAL ANGLES
JAil wings not otherwise designated have an aspect ratio of 6]
Di-Wing shape hedral
Rectangular tip, 0.93 b[2 (Ii- angle
1'
h edr_ll ..........
0
0.75¢ rounded tip i ........... ,5
1.00C rounded tip 1......
Do3 ............... I 0
1.00c rounded tip, 3 025 b/2 di /
hedral .................... I 0
1)o ....................... q 7
11o ..................... I
l)o .....................
Do .................
1.(K)c rounded tip,_ 0.50 b/2 (li-
hedrld ...................
Do .................
l)0 .......................
Do ...............
1.00c rounded tip2 0.93 b[2 di-
hedrM ...................
l)o ....................
I)o ................
I)o .....................
I)o ......................
1._C rounded tip _ (A. 1{. &391_._i
15
30
45
0
5
10
15
0
2
5
i0
15
0
Criterion
1. 268
1. 242
t 222
11265
1. 278
1. 277
1. 281
1. 293
1. 289
1. 262
1. 225
1._18 .0162
1.295 .(H62
1. 288 .0162
t. 262 ,0169
1.288 .0162
1.295 .0168
1.2_5 .0164
1.248 •0162
1. 205 .0156
1.321 .0148
(YL _ az
O, 0158 80,3
.0162 76.6
• 0168 72. 7
.0160 79. 5
.0154 829
.0155 82.3
• 0156 82.1
.0159 81.3
.016;1 79.0
• 0167 75.5
.0168 73.0
80 1
80. 0
79.9
74.7
79, 5
77.0
77. 7
77.0
77.2
89.3
i ._.[aximt|nl ordinate |)oillts on mean lines ill one l)l_lne
2 Straight port ions el lower .';nr_'ttl:e in one pltmt,.
a _,[axirrluln ordinate points on upper surface i11 i_ne lll:ine (Arlny
Lnt 6't_
0.70
15.2
14.0
14.7 l
15.9 I
16.6
16.3
16. 416.2
15. 0 I
15.5 I
15.3
.......... i
I 15.4
15.4
J5.3 i
15 2 I
15.2 1
14.8
Ill)).
Effect of plan form.--The rectangular wing with
rounded tips of a length equal to three-quarters the
basic chord had practically the same performance
characteristics as the plain rectangular wing of the
same aspect ratio except for the rate-of-climb crite-
rion, which was increased in the order of 4 percent•
The rounded tip equal to the basic chord in length
had, however, improved performance characteristics;
the speed-range ratio was increased about 3 percent
and the climb criterion about 9 percent. Although
these percentages are within the experimental error,
it is believed that they indicate a definite trend. The
effect of these two similarly shaped tips of different
lengths is in fair agreement with previous systematic
tests of the effect of plan form as shown in figure 6.
The improvement in rate-of-climb criterion is explained
by the fact that the span load distribution for the
wings with rounded tips approaches the ideal, which
results in a lower induced drag.
8
Preeent /e5/5 i
' ©
0 .0 1,6 2.4 3.2
Tip  end/h/Roof chord
FIGURE 6. Effect. of tip length on C'L_o, and (L/D) _,,.
Effect of elevation shape.--The effect of elevation
shape of the onc-('hord length tip on the performance
criterions is shown in table I. The results of these
tests are in agreement witb previous unpublished Navy
tests in that, although the effect of elevation shape on
the performance criterions is not great, there is a cer-
tain advantage in raising the extreme tip at least as
high as the midpoint. The tip adopted by the Army
as their standard rounded tip is the longer rounded
tip with the maximum ordinate points on the upper
surface in one plane.
Effect of aspect ratio.--The wing with aspect ratio
8.39 was made by adding the Army tip to the rectan-
gular wing of aspect ratio 6, which makes the tip por-
tion a smaller percentage of the span than the wing of
aspect ratio 6 with Army tip. An appreciable ira-
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provement was obtained in all the performance crite-
rions with the wing of aspect ratio 8.39 over those of
the same wing of aspect ratio 6.
Effect of dihedral,--Thc effects of the various dihe-
dral arrangements on the performance criterions are
007 ...... I _ ---
a---Squore I/p
--- o--One-chord- i - ,
length round.
006 I ed h.p _ ...... f_
[] .... Three- quor-- _,_ _
Pet's -chord- ' _ '
lenqfh round
005 ed hp -- -- _ I"---
! , •
I
004 - ........ '//dC,'l --
d_' Io
,'J
003 ............ /'t ......
I!
.... L_ ---,
! t
002 --- - _ -- _ .........
I
oo/ .... _-- 7- _ ....
_zr"" #
--_.-----_1. .....
0 ---_ ._ -..=.__--- _=-:
-8 0
I
8 46 24 32 40
Ang/e of o/fork, o_, degz-ees
FJnunE 7--Effect of wing tip plan form on rate of change of rolling-moment co-
ellicient with angle of yaw. 1Mnximllm ordinate points on mean lines in one
plane.
compared in tahle I. As the coefticicnts are based on
the area of the wings with no dihe(tra], the maximum
lift would be expected to be lower with dihedral be-
cause of the reduction of the projected area of the
wing on a lateral plane. Such was the case in t.he
actual tests; the reduction in maximum lift coetticients
was proportional to the reduction in the projected area.
The minimum drag coefficients, however, increased
slightly in every case except with the Army tip with
93 percent sere]span dihedral. The coefficients used
would be expecled to remain constant except for inter-
ference effects at the juncture of the portions of the
wing forming the dihedrM angle. In all cases die
effect was no larger than about 5 t)erccnt. Since the
maximum lift coellicient was (lecrease(l imd the mini-
nmm drag eoe[licient was increased, the speed-range
ratio was reduced about 10 percent for extreme dihe-
dral angles except for lhe wing with Army tip and
93 percent semispan dihedral, for which the ratio
remained practically constant. For dihedral angles
normally used (5 ° or less), however, the effect is
negligible. All the dihedrals reduced the rate-of-
climh criterion by a slight amount.
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AFFECTING
LATERAL STABILITY
In or(h'r to make a ecntt)lcte determination of the
,lsymmetric motions nnd the lateral stal)ility of an air-
])lane, there are required nine resistance derivatives
determined from the rate of change of rolling moment,
of yawing moment, and of cross-wind force with cross-
wind velocity, with rolling velocity, and with yawing
velocity. The results are presented in such a manner
that a direct determination is possible of four of the
derivatives, namely, the three computed from the rate
of change of rolling moment, of yawing moment, and
of cross-wind force with cross-wind velocity, and the
one computed from the rate of change of rolling mo-
ment with rolling velocity. Although these four fac-
tors are the important ones affe.cted by the wing shapes
tested, it is considered outside the scope of this report
to make detailed lateral-stability calculations in which
assumptions for the remaining factors would be re-
quired. Consequently, only the quantitative effects
of the wing shapes on the four above-mentioned factors
will be discussed.
Effect of plan form.--When a wing is yawed, the
span load distribution is considerably changed and a
rolling moment results that may become very large at
ltigh angles of attack. The particular changes that
occur are clearly shown by means of pressure-distribu-
tion tests in reference 10. The particular plan form
of the wing has an appreciable effect on the results as
shown in figure 7 where the rates of change of rolling-
/dCl'\ .
moment coefficient with angle of yaw _)o is given
for three wings of tim same elev'ttion shape but having
different plan forms. The effect is pronounced at an
angle of attack of 10 °, which corresponds to a lift co-
efficient of about 1.0, where the rate of change given by
Ha '/
--o--One-chord /enq/h I _ ,_,k/! _\ t
||chord /ength /1_ I I _. I
-.003 @@rounded hb. - @-_@-_>-_
A i __1 .... I L__I _]"
-8 0 8 /6 24 32 40
Angle of o/took, (Z ,degrees
FIGURE 8.--_'iTeet el wing tip plan [orln 011 rate el cilange of cross-wind [orce aud
yawing-monlent coefficients with angle of yaw. _[axinlnlll (/rilhlRte ])011115 Orl
[IIOAlnlines in one plane.
the square tip was "Lbout four times that of the rounded
tip. The effect of phm form on k._)"],, and \d4/)o as
shown in fi_Zul'e 8 is small cemp'n'ed with the v:dues due
to the fuselage and tail. At angles or attack near that
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(!<'for minimum speed, the values of )9' which is a
measure of the directional stability, were about twice
as high for the rectangular wing as for the wings with
rounded tips. The vahms of rates of change of rolling-
moment coefficient with rolling (d_'_'_I-_,_ as shown in
IVj o
fi_ure 9 were reduced by rounding the tips in the order
/_ .... 5q-o,-e f,p i ,)'i _ ! //
leng/h eoumd- 1
1y._j_o--One-chord _._,
I _---Yt_lr_e" qu°f-- i _ ',|/o"_" J i
[ 1 t fer5 - chord t _ t q J" _" Jr. _ - ]/dC,'l I I I /_W/'roc',"d 7 ' t_"l I'"_l
I_1 o---t---7 <d t,> I _ i[ I I _-_
-;-7 7
-8 0 8 t5 Z4 3Z 40
Angle of o/lock, d , degrees
FIGURE 9.--Effect of wing tip plan form on rate of ellange of rolling-moment coeffi-
cient with rate of roll. Maximum ordinate points on mean lines In one plane.
that would be expected, the greatest values being for
the rectangular wing.
Effect of elevation shape.--In figure 10 is shown the
effect of elevation shape of a one-chord length rounded
/dC,'\ 15° ,,tip on _'-Jo" Up to . an_le of attack, el, enginE
• 7 1
O-- _oxf_77um 0f-_1"-
.005 t_--t nv/e po,nts J_-
] ] on upper- ]
----_ f--_r surface ,n[ I I °'_pl°n_ I
.004- _ Mrmy lip). t
A-- - MaxlTnurn I 1
...... _ ordlT_o fe t t
! I pore/son ]:
,003 -- -_--_ meon I/nes --_
d ' : /}v one
lag, #o J _---'$trolGhtpor-
L I II°wer _ur
P 4 I. fore /b one
-8 0 8 t6
\
i i i
24 3_ 40
Anqte ofo,"/_c/% c_ , deqree_
Fmua_ 10.--Effect of elevation shape of a one-chord length rounded tip on rate of
change of rolling-moment coe_cient with angle el yaw+
the elevation shape resulted in a parallel shifting of the
curves. Later tests showed that this shift could be
expressed in terms of effective full-span dihedral; plac-
ing the maximum ordinate points on mean lines in one
phme was equivalent to giving a wing with the Army
tip (maximum ordinate points on upper surface in one
plane) a negative dihedral angle of 1}_° ; whereas placing
the straight portions of the lower surface in one plane
.0/0 -- ' " po " _--_ .-.._..-- ,
/dO¢ _ I on upper" _ur'foce in I L_ _ _]1
I_/ ---4_ one plone (Army h_o). --{-_ |-_
'°'_'° o ...L_i _ _-_l |i
A __ _ MoII I i , x /)Tt u m
'-!-I I I i-r_-+_l°_-_-
-.oo/- il 1111 %t I-Z-
_dC '_ I u .... 5trolqhlpor- I V_ I i I
. f_bns of_- - --
ell1-t?  -LLL _
8 0 8 16 24 32 40
Angle of o/lock, _ , degrees
FIGURE ll.--Effeet of elevation shape of a one-chord length rounded tip ca rate of
change of cross-wing force and yawing*moment coefficients with angle of yaw.
was equivalent to a negative dihedral angle of 2_ °.
Above 15 ° angle of attack, the elevation shape had
./tiC,%
pr,_etieally no effect. Neither the values oit,-d_,-)o
• 006 TI ]_ __--F ........
I Aspect_ohbi [
'/ t \
li!_lJA_. | I
- 8 0 8 16 24 32 40
Angle of o/lock, _ ,degrees
FIGURE I2.--EtIeet of aspect ratio o[ a wing with Army tip oll rate of change of
rolling-moment coefficient with angle of yaw. Maximum ordinate points on
upper surface in one plane.
/d(L '\
and \ a_r ], given in figure 11 nor the vahles of
' o
'_ were affected bv elevation shape.q?.)o
Effect of aspect ratio, it had been previously fi)und
that increasing the aspect ratio of a wing decreased
(d(;,"_
-_-_r]" (See reference 11.) The results of the
present tests (see tig. 12) show that the reduction in
dC,'\ ,
d_)e mr the wing of aspect ratio 8.,39 was equivalent
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to a negative dihedral angle of 1/_ ° for the wing of
aspect ratio 6. On the other hand, the values of
d@ ]e a1 d¢'/o were unaffected by aspect ratio.
Effect of dihedral.--As previously mentioned, most
of the dihedral tests were made with the Army tip
.006--- --o" _ _-
,,-----7: I I I';7%(
-- o....../5 -r-I-77,_
+----30" I k_;,_ /
 II&_ "
.004 .... ,
de,' _ __
oo;. " tt!
-8 0 8 16 24 32 ZO
Angle of attack, d ,degrees
FI(iUR_; 13 --Effect of dihedral el 25 percent semlspan of wing with Army tip on
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of yaw.
although a few tests were made with the rectangular
tip. The dihedral axis for the _ing with the Army tip
was located succe:_sively 25, 50, and 93 percent of the
semisl)an from the tip of the wing. With the dihedral
/
<_T/o _,__ ! /___.+-L- _. ___
oo_ i--:'_'_ < i.', _, t 1
7 1 +-i ',',
o,
Angle of attack, d ,degrees
FIGIlltI.: I.I.--Effect of dihedral of 2.5 percent senlispan of wing with Army tip orl
rate of change ,f ercss-;_ind force and yawing-moment coefficients with angle of
yaw.
axis at the 25-percent point., the values of /dC,'"
\d$' ,o
(fig. 13) are increased by dihedral up to angles of attack
as high as 22 ° ; with the dihedral axis a_ the 50-percent
point (fig. 16), the vahles arc increased up through
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20 ° angle of attack; and wittl 93 percent of tko semispan
{_-"_ due to dihedral
in use (fig. 18), the increase in \ d@ ]0
is reduced to zero at 19 ° angle of attack. This action
is explained by the manner in wtfich a rectan(zular
- i _ 1 _ -
I ] Pihedro/ ongle, F ,' ' i I
_ ...... /5 ° , IkD<, / / '
._ob r- +----20" 1 ,tV2_T /'_ T
[_ Z_.---45 ° I i _" _il I [\1 ]
[ '. t.. T
ti:
-8 0 8 f6 24
Angle of ot/ock, ff ,degrees
FIfIURE 15. Effect of dihedral of 25 percent semispan of wing with Army tip on
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with rate of roll.
wing stalls. The burble starts at the center section
ant1 spreads toward tim tips, the tips remaining un-
affected for several degrees after the center-section
{,/c<_
flOW breaks down, Tile cffcct of dihedral on \d@')o
I
4O0
-8 0 8 16 24 32
Angle of attock, _ ,degrees
YF;l'ilE 16.--Effect (if (lihedral of 5(1 percent semispan of wing with Army tip on
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of yaw.
and._. -t'_' eshownin figures 14, 17, and 19, although
not large, is fMrly consistent for the three dihedral
'txcs used. Tile vlducs t)f \d@']o were reduced for the
wing alone "is would I)c cxpc,'tcd but the values of
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d@ Jo' the directional-stability criterion, became
more positive. The vahles of [_'_ were decreased
somewhat wlwn the diiwdral axis was at 25-percent
semispan (fig. 15) and the dihedral angle was greater
.... '_ - o------o ° --i
"--'- - 7- .... _ ...... /0_
" ×----i5° L i
W: ttl
-8 0 8 15; 24 32 40
/Ing,/e of a_tao/G a' ,degrees
FIGURE 17.--Ellcet of dihedral of 50 percent semispan of wing with Army tip on
rate of change of cro_-wind lorce and yawing-molilent coefficients with angle of
yaw•
than 15°. For the other dihedral-axis locations, the
wflucs were hardly affected for the angles up to 15°.
Wilen the wing with square tips was given dihedral the
'dC,'\ , ( <,!P.'_ i <u ' "dC,"_
vahles of t d¢' 7,, "/_'_].' t ,#, ; ), and ..--o I were
 ,LL,L I:
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FIGURE 18, Effect of dihedral of 93 percent seniispau of wing with Army tip otl
rate of change of rolling-momeat coefficient with angle of yaw,
affected in about the same lnannor as were the values
for the wing with the Army tip, except that _he vahlcs
of \_ d"_w,"o due to dihedr, l reversed in off'cot at 1S°
angle of attack and considerably reduced the total
de,_'3
d_' Jo for the wing. (See figs. 20 lind 21.)
A more direct comparison of the effects of the dihe-
drals tested was made by computin% the increments of
d_ _! [-
o --'
!- + 0_0o
ol..%_._ !+ .... 2 o
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Angle of attac/_, c[ ,degrees
FIGURE 19.--Elfect iff dihedral of 93 pereent semispan of wing with Army tip on
rate of change of cross-wind force and yawing-moment coefficients with al]gle ot
yaw.
• , . dOt dC,,
ates of clum<,e_ due to ddiedral angle,. A i
o*
'rod a(d@, ),, for 0°, l O°, and 15 ° angles of attack and
l)lotting theni "lgainst dihedral angle in figure 22. It
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FIGURE 20 EITect el dihedral (if 93 percent semisl)an of a rectangular wing on rah,
of change o[ rollm,g-moment coefficient with angle of yaw.
may be seen that the incrcInents with the rectangular
wing are pr'_ctic:tlly the s'_me as for tile wing with the
Army tip when the same pcrccnt,tge of the somispan is
EFFECT OF TIP SHAPE AND DIIIEDRAL ON LATERAI,-STABILITY CtIARACTERISTICS
used in both cases. Tiffs agreement is an indic'ttion
that the efteets due to a dihedral angle with practically
the full semispan in use may be added directly to the
basic 0 ° dihedral curves regardless of tip shape.
dE,' .00/< . : .
-°°3i__L L [A [ i
-8 0 8 /6 24 02 40
Ang/e of ot/ock, el ,deqr-ee_,
FIGUaE 21.--ElIect of dihedrM of 93 percent sere|span of rectangular wing on rate
of change of cross-wind force and yawing-moment coefficients with izlgte of yaw.
A{a¢/('_ and l(!?+" I lend them-
The increments -\d¢']o ' ,,!¢+' /.
selves to furtimr evaluation since they vary as a straight
line with the angle of dihedral F up to an angle ef 15 °.
, I_=O" _ =15°
A[ dCc_
i
-.o,o , -N--l-- 1
.001 1...... + ......
i
-.001 .... _--*-
, I
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 e&oo, /A
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O/hodro/ onqle, r ,degrees
FIGUI{E 22.--Egect of dihedral on rates of change of ro|ling-moment, yawing-moment, and cross-wind forcecoefficientswith angle of yaw.
(!onsequently, thevalueso _ A ¢/ oanddl _ _ a. /,,
were determined from figure 22 for the wing with the
Army tip an<t have been plotted against fi'action of wing
sere|span in figure 23 for the three angles of attack, l_=l sin I"
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An average curve has been drawn through the sets of
points and the equations of the curves have been
determined to be
d /dC,'\
d[__,-3_)o = o,0ooaaaK- o.ooo_asK-':'_
where K is the fr,_etion of the semisl)an in use.
These equations may be used with sufficient accu-
racy in determining the effect of dihedral of any fraction
of the semispan of a rectangular uamg of Clark Y or
similar section tmving an aspect ratio of 6 with the Army
tip. These values, of course, must be added to the
tmsic wdues for the wing with 0 ° dihedral. If tim
/dG'\
entire semi@an has dihedral K I,ecomes 1.O,dld _X_.7/_, )o
=0.000215, and Jr A(d_')o=0.000024. Blmfl, (ref-
erence 6) found corresponding wtlues of 0.000204 and
0.000030 for a rectangular wina with square tips.
Comparison of calculated and experimental results.--
When a wing with a dihedral angle 1' is yawed through
an angle _b', the new wing chord along tim wind direction
is c'-- e
COS ¢q
and the spanwise displacement of the trailing edge rela-
tive to the leading edge of the chord line is
l--c' sin ¢'
Then, owing to the dihedral angle, the trailing edge of
the new chord of the rearward wing is higher than its
leading edge t)y an amount
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which may be written
h=c' sin ¢' sin P
This value makes the angle of attack of c' less than the
angle of attack of c so that
h
sin _a'= _ =sin ¢/sin I"
Now for small angles the sine equals tile angle in radians,
so that
Aa'= ¢'r (all in radians)
Like_ise, on the forward wing the angle of attack is
increased by
Aa' = ¢' r
Wieselsberger has shown (reference 12) that the rolling
moment due to an unsymmetrical span load distri-
d _(_c,3 _ _{dc,'i =o'ooo3zs_- oooo//e_......
d IdCr_
0 2 .4 .8 .8 1.0
Froc _lon of 5emfspon, K
IemURE 23 --Effect of dihedral span on rate of change with dihedral angle of the
rate of change of rolling moment wilh angle of ya_.
button resulting from equal changes in angle of attack
of opposite sign on the two halves of a rectangular
wing may be exl)ressed by
" _ '2 b' _,_
where _ is a factor dependent on the aspect, ratio
and the slope of the lift, curve for a wing of intinite
aspect ratio and c_q is the change in angle of attack.
Expressing this equation in ('oelticient form results in
, b-_
C)Substituting for (_ its equal ¢/1' for the value57.:V' _q
of 6, and for _"the value 0.127 from Wieselst)erger and
Asano (reference 13) for a change in angle of attack
over 93 percent of the span,
C/: O. oX6
Then differenliating with respect to ¢' and l',
d
which is, within the limits of accuracy, equal to the
value found from the experiments reported herein.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The rate of change of rolling moment with angle
of yaw was greatly affected by wing-tip shape.
2. Agreement was obtained between computed and
experimental values of the rate of change of rolling
moment with angle of yaw due to dilmdral of a rec-
tangular wing.
3. The dihedral effect was maintained to a higher
angle of attack with dihedral of only the outer one-
fourth of each semispan than when the entire semi-
span had dihe(lral.
[_AN(ILEY NIEMORIAL AEI(ONAUTICAL IJABOltA'FOIIY,
NAT1ONAL ADVISOIIY COMMITTEE FOR AEltONAI'TICS,
LAN_:Lr:Y F_ELD, VA., .'Iugu,_t 27, 1.035.
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WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC BALANCING OF UPPER-
SURFACE AILERONS AND SPLIT FLAPS
By CAI_L J. WENZING]_R
SUMMARY
An investigation was made in the N. A. C. A. 7- by
lO-foot wind tunnel to determine the effectiveness of
various methods of reducing the high control .forces of
'unbalanced upper-surface ailerons and of unbalanced
split flap._', iln unusual test installation was used in
which: a large-chord wing model was mounted on the
regular balance between two large end planes. The tests
included many different aileron-axis and flap-axis
locations and several arrangements of aileron and .flap
slots, all on a Clark Y wing. In addition to the hinge
moments, the rolling and the yawing moments as well as
the lift and drag characteri.stics of the various arrange-
ments were determined.
As a result of the incestigation, a balanced split flap
was developed that required control forces about half those
of the unbalanced split flap when the balanced split flap
was deflected to give approximately the same maximum
lift. No entirely satisfactory arrangement of balanced
upper-surface ailerons was found but one arrangement
was developed that appeared satisfactory except for the
stick-force characteristics with small aileron deflections
at high angles of attack with the flaps neutral. Another
arrangement also appeared satisfactory for all flight
conditions except the lowest speeds obtainable with flaps
neutral, in which case the indicated rolling moments
were low.
INTRODUCTION
For a wing with full-span split flaps, the lateral
control may be obtained by "upper-surface ailerons"
formed by hin_ng the upper portion of the split
trailing edge and deflecting it upward. Wind-tunnel
tests (reference 1) of a wing equipped with such a device
indicated that reasonably satisfactory control would be
availablc below the stall with the flaps neutral and
somewhat less satisf,_ctory control with the flaps down
for high lift.
The main disadvantage of upper-surface ailerons
appears to be the high control force required for their
operation in comparison with the forces required for
similar ordinary ailerons having conventional move-
ment (reference 2). The aileron characteristics are
affected to a considerable extent by the de/letted split
flaps. The control forces required to operate the
flaps are also very high (reference 3); their full deflec-
tion usually requires many turns of a crank.
The present tests were undertaken to determine the
effectiveness of various methods of reducing the control
forces required for both upper-surface ailerons and
split flaps. The locations of the axes of the ailerons
and the flaps were w_ried, and several arrangements of
aileron and flap slots were investigated. The effects
of the ailerons and flaps on the lift and drag of the wing
were measured and the rolling anti yawing moments
were calculated.
MODELS AND APPARATUS
For the present tests it was dcsirahle to use a wing
model with a chord considerably longer than the 10-
inch-chord models customarily used for tests in the 7- by
10-foot wind tunnel in order to enable easier modifi-
cations of the ailerons and flaps. A large-chord model
of short span was therefore mounted between two end
planes. With such an installation it was hoped to ob-
tain approximately two-dimensional flow and so meas-
ure the section characteristics of the model under test.
The basic wing model of laminated mahogany was
built to the Clark Y profile and was 20 inches in both
span and chord. The full-span ailexons and flaps
were also of laminated mahogany. Circular metal
end plates 24 inches in diameter were fastened rigidly
to the tips of the wing model with the centers of the
plates located at the midchord point of the wing chord
line. The ailerons and flaps were supported at each
end by rods passing through holes in the end plates
and were supported at their midspan by thin metal
fixtures attached to the wing. The hinge-axis loca-
tions could be easily and quickly changed. The
ailerons and flaps couht either be locked at a desired
deflection or be arranged to swing freely about any
hinge axis.
The model was mounted at its 50-percent-chord
point on the regular force-test tripod of the N. A.
C. A. 7- by 10-foot open-throat wind tunnel. (See
reference 4.) Two large wooden end p['mcs were
mounted so as to include the model and its end plates
between them. (See fig. 1.) A circular cut-out iu
each end plane allowed the model to rotate freely; any
contact between the end plates and the en(l planes was
] indicated by the flashing of a neon t)ulh.
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Lift and drag forces were read directly on tile regu-
lar wind-tunnel balances. IIinge moments were nleas-
ured by the twist of a long calibrated slender steel rod
connected at one end to the aileron or flap (free to
) _ P/on
_-- _ q_- .-.-_-- 4- .--4-.-,I-I - _ ....
!.....
/
.... •¢8"- 7,_
i _ __ ____Z
i
1o2.... jIO_r --Z4 ....--34"
FIt;URE I. Wind-tunnel instal]ation of x_ing nmdel between end planes.
swing) and at the other end to a clamp with l)ointcr
and dial outside the air stream.
METHODS
GENERAL TEST CONDITIONS
The tests all were made at a dynanfic pressure of
16.37 pounds per square foot corresponding to an air
speed of 80 miles per hour under standard sea-level
conditions. The average Reynohls Number, based on
the test air speed and on the wing chord, was 1,218,000
(twice that of the tests usually made in the 7- by 10-
foot wind tunnel). The angles of attack ranged, in
general, from 0 ° to 25°; the aileron and flap deflections
ranged in most eases from neutral to 90 ° up and 90 °
down.
PRELIMINARY TESTS
Air-flow surveys.--Dynamic-pressure surveys were
made between the end planes at the model location to
obtain a calibration for use with the static reference
pressure plates of the wind tunnel. The wing model
was removed for these tests, and the metal end plates
were attached rigidly to the wooden end planes. The
dynamic-pressure distribution between the planes was
found to be satisfactory, and a static-pressure survey
was then made along the jet center line. The static
pressure showed a considerable gradient along that
portion of the jet occupied by the model and this
condition was taken into account by making a suitable
correction to the measured drag.
Tare forces.--Jt was necessary to determine the tare
forces due to the metal end plates in order to obtain the
net forces. One series of tests was therefore made with
the end plates attached to the wing equipped with an
unbalanced split flap, the tests being made with flap
Seoled w/fh plosticine
15.oo
.)_
0
16.25 -_
Note: All d/knen5/ons /h percent w/mq chord
Flaunt. 2._- Unbalanced upper-surface aileron and unbalanced split flap.
both neutral and down 60 ° . Another series of tests
was made with the end plates supported on the balance,
the wing being in place but supported separately, tlap
both neutral and down 60 ° and a small gap being main-
tained between the wing and the end plates. The
difference between the measured forces for the two series
of tests gave the tare forces due to the plates. The
greatest effect was on the drag, in which case the tare
forces amounted to about 75 percent of the minimum
drag of the plain airfoil.
A fcw tests were made with and without the thin
' metal fittings used to support the aileron and flap at
midspan. As the results showed no consistent differ-
ences, the efl'ect of the fittings was considered to be
negligible.
Comparison of two-plane installation and standard
wind-tunnel tests. -Tests were made to obtain a com-
parison between the results from the two-plane installa-
tion and the usual wind-tunnel results from rectangular
wings in the free jet. The Clark Y wing with 0.15c
unbalanced upper-surface ailerons and 0.15c unbalanced
split flap was used as the basis for comparison. (See
fig. 2.) The gaps bctwecn the wing aml the aileron
and between the wing 'rod the flap were kept sealed for
all tests with this arrangement because other tests had
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shown tlmt any gap produced an adverse effect on the
aerodynamic characteristics.
Tile hinge moments of the aileron are compared in
figure 3 with tllose for a full-semispan unbalanced upper-
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eral, the agreement is fair and is better for the condi-
tions with a split flap deflected for maximum lift than
for the flap neutral.
Lift and drag coefficients of wings with unbalanced
split flaps as obtained in ttle two types of wind-tunnel
test installation are shown in figure 4. (Data for tests
i
of the wing of aspect ratio 6 are from reference 1.)
None of these data were corrected for effects of the jet
boundaries, but corrections were applied for tares and
for the effect of the static-pressure gradient• The
statie,-])ressure gradient produces an additional down-
stream force on the models, corresponding to values of
5CD of 0•0015 and of 0.009 on the small- and large-
chord wings, respectively. The values of tiffs correc-
t.ion were obtained in accordance with the inethods
given in reference 5.
.............__
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FliiUllE 4.--Corrll)arison ef lilt and drag eoet_eients of wings with O.l_ hill-span
unbalanced split flaps for two t) pes of wind-tunnel test• (Uncorrected for 6geets
of jet boundaries.)
The maxinmm lift coeilicients are about the same
with either test arrangement for the two conditions of
flaps neutral or deflected. In addition, tile lift curves
are ahnost identical up to tltc stall. The drag curves
diverge slightly in the region from zero to maximum
lift, the values for the wing in the two-plane installation
being the lower ones.
Agreement of the lift and drag curves for the two
types of test without corrections for tunnel effects or
reduction to a conunon aspect ratio was unexpected, anti
the filet that tile lift curves (lid i_gree closely could only
be regarded as a coincidence. In order to determine
FII;I'RE :l Aileron hJligO-lilOlllellt (_oe|li(Jents obtllinet| with t%_'o ldalle ill._Lalhitioli
and with ()r<linary will(| tunnel test. 0.15c by 100 b/2 tlTibahin(,ed ill_Iler-sllrfllce
aileron on wirlg with flap lieultal and down f_0 °.
whetlier the data from the two types of test couhl be
surf'_ee ailcrou on a wing of 'lst)ect ratio 6. The data ('orrected to a common aspect ratio, the data given in
I
for tim tests of aspect ratio ()were, eouverte(I from data figure 4 for the flap-neutrlil (.on<litions were corrected
in refcreIlce 1 for it partial-scnlispan aileron. In gen- f()r tunnel effects and re(lueed t(i infinite aspect ratio
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for conlparison. The standard jet-boundary correc-
tions,
S
Aa=_CL>(57.3, degrees
S
where S is thc total wing area, and C the jet cross-
sectional area, were applied to the results for the 10-
by 60-inch wing. A theoretical value of _=--0.165
(reference 6) was taken as most nearly representative
of tile boundary effect in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel.
The induced angle of attack and induced drag
coefiicient
oq- • -- 1+ r)•/,'_57.3, degrees
CD,=-- (l+a)
were calculated for the rectangular wing of aspect
ratio 6 using values of r=0.179 and a=0.054.
The results of the 20- by 20-inch wing in the two-
plane installation were corrected for the downward
deflection of the jet behind the wing and for tile induced
curvature of the flow in tile neighborhood of the wing.
(See reference 5.) In this case
gC 11" C 2 eL =
_C, = -- 0.25_C,?
where c is the wing chord.
h is the height of tile jet.
C_0 is the pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift.
Lift coefficients against angle of attack for infinite
aspect ratio and profile-drag coefficients against lift
coefficients are plotted in figure 5. The slope of the lift
curve for the wing tested between end planes is not
quite so great as that of the rectangular wing tested
in the free jet. Over the straight portion of the lift
curve (up to a lift coefficient of about 1.0) the slopes
arc respectively 0.096 and 0.101 per degree. The
profile-drag coefficients show a good agreement over
the same range of lift coefficients, the values for the
wing between end planes being slightly lower.
The comparisons made indicate that two-dimensional
flow conditions are closely approximated for the wing
between end planes. Consequently, the test data may
be corrected to any aspect ratio desired and compari-
sons made with other wind-tunnel tests with a
reasonable degree of accuracy.
CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS
Because of the close agreement between the results
from the two types of wind-tunnel test, it was possible
to calculate the coefficients from the two-plane tests
without applying jet-boundary c(_rrections and to have
the results comparable with those from wings of
aspect ratio 6 ordinarily tested in the 7- by 10-foot
tunnel. The measured lift and drag data were there-
fore not corrected for boundary effects but the cor-
rections were applied for the effect of the longitudinal
static-pressure gradient in tile tunnel jet and for the
tares due to the metal end plates.
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'¢'I(;URE 5.--Comparison of lift and profile-drag coefficients of wings with unbalanced
split flaps neutral for two types of windqunnel test• (('orrected to infinite aspect
rat o
The results are given in the form of absolute coeffi-
cients:
Hinge-moment coefficient,
c -
-- qcS
where H is the moment of a senfispan aileron, or of a
!lfllll-span flap, about the hinge axes, and q is the
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dynamic pressure. Lift and drag coefficients are, as
usual, CL and Co.
Rolling-moment and yawing-moment coefficients
about the wind axes C{ and C,' were calculated for a
semispan aileron on a wing of aspect ratio 6, utilizing
methods described in references 7 and 8. The rolling-
moment coefficient
, l l
C, _(R_d(TLACL_
\ /
where i" depends upon the proportion of tile semispan
covered by the aileron.
dCL
da- is the actual slope of the lift curve.
ACL is the change in lift due to deflecting the
aileron at a given angle of attack.
The yawing-moment coefficient is the sum of two
coefficients, an induced yawing-moment coefficient and
a profile yawing-moment coefficient, C,/= C,,_'+ C,_,'.
The induced yawing-moment coefficient
C,,'=-uC/ C_
where u depends upon the proportion of the semispan
covered by the aileron.
C,' is the rolling-moment coefficient computed as
previously explained.
C.L is the given lift coefficient.
The profile yawing moment
and the coefficient
where _- depends upon the proportion of the semispan
covered by the aileron.
--_C+,0 is the change in l>rofilc drag produced by de-
fleeting the aileron at a given lift.
DEVELOPMENT OF BALANCED UPPER-SURFACE
AILERONS AND BALANCED SPLIT FLAPS
UNI_ALANCEI) UPPER-SURFACE An,ERON AND UNBALANCED SPLIT
FLAP
Tim combination of unbalanced upper-surface aileron
and unbalanced split flap (fig. 2) is used as tim basic
arrangement for comparison with all tile ailerons and
tlaps tested. Rolling-, yawing-, and hinge-monmnt co-
efficients of the unbalanced upl)er-surface aileron are
given in figure 6 with tile split flap neutral and in
tigure 7 with the flap down 60 °. Lift and drag coeffi-
cients for the wing with unbalanced split flap are given
in figure 8. Maximum lift coefficients, drag coefficients,
anti ratios of L/D at maximum lift, and hinge-moment
coefficients for different dellections of the unl)al,mced
split flap are given in figure 9.
BALANCED UPPER-SURFACE AILERON AND BALANCED SPLIT FLAP
Slot arrangement 1 (fig. 10).--An airfoil section was
used for both ailerons and flaps thouglmut the tests
of the balancing arrangements. (See table I.) The
ailerons and flaps using this section were of the same
size in plan form as tim unbalanced upper-surface
ailerons and the unbalanced split flaps.
The first slot arrangement tested of balanced upper-
surface aileron and balanced split flap with a slot for
each is shown dotted in figure 10. The flap was kept
neutral for the series of tests with this arrangement.
Only hinge moments were measured for the aileron with
the different axis locations shown in figure 10. These
locations were so chosen that, when the axis was moved
back for balancing, the nose of tile aileron wouhl just
clear the flap (luring deflection of the aileron.
The results of these tests in(licated that the aileron
axis shoul<l be about 30 percent of the aileron chord
back from tile leading edge of the aileron fiw any con-
siderable reduction of the aileron hinge moment. This
location requires that the aileron axis he about 60 per-
cent of the aileron chord out from the upper surface
because of the geometrical arrangement of aileron, fNp,
and slot (axis A12).
Slot arrangement 2 (figs. 10 and 11). -Slot arrange-
ment 2, shown by the solid outline in figure 10, differs
from arrangement 1 in tlmt the aileron and flap have
smaller slots. Aileron characteristics were determined
for axis locations AS, A12, and AI4 (flair neutral). As
no appreciable differences were found between the
hinge moments for the two slot arrangements, arrange-
ment 2 was used for further tests because of the smaller
slots.
The lift .and tim drag of tile wing, and the hinge
nmments of the flap, were next measured with the flap
deflected about axis locations F1, F12, and F14. The
most promising characteristics were obtained with the
flap deflected 60 ° qbout axis F12.
The aileron characteristics were then determined for
'lxis location AI2 with the flap deflected 60 ° about axis
locati<m F12. The results were not satisfactory because
the hinge moments of the aileron were c(msiderably
ovm balanced at the low deflections and the indicated
rolling moments were in the wrong direction at mod-
erately high angles of attack. Both of these conditions
required improvement.
In order to improve the low lifts produced by /he
flap with slot arr:mgement 2, tile ol)en aileron slot, was
eolnpletely sealed with plasticine. Measurements of
maximum lift were made with tile flap dettected different
amounts at axis h)cations F8, F12, and FI4. The re-
sults with aileron slot open an<t sealed are plotted in
figure 11. It will be noted that a large improvement
was obtained with the aileron slot sealed 'rod only tim
flap slot open. This balanced split flap produccd a
somewhat higher maximum lift than tile unbalanced
split flap. For the further arrangements of balanced
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FIGURE 10.--Balanced upper-surface aileron and balanced split flaI). Slot arrange,
ments 1 and 2 with aileron and flap axes tested.
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upper-surface ailerons and split flaps with slots the
aileron slot was therefore kept sealed to as great an
extent as was practicable when the aileron was neutral.
Slot arrangement 3 (figs. 12 to 20).--Slot an'angc-
ment 2 was changed to arrangement 3 (fig. 12) because
it was desired to retain the high maxinnml lifts obtained
with a closed aileron slot, and it was thought that tile
overbalance of the aileron could be improved at the
same time. The flap characteristics were obtained at
axis locations FI, F8, and F12. The most promising
locations on the basis of high lift and low hinge moments
were F8 and F12, although the flap-hinge moments
were somewlmt erratic beyond 35 ° deflection _,t axis
location FI2.
The aileron characteristics were then deternfined for
axis locations AI2 and A8 with the flap deflected 60 °
I i .... I-- .... _s.es..... -i
i No/e :
t LOLc_em._,Jon,s .,_, _l, ond-_ ,,n
Cl- 5 O0 I percenf o[ oileron or f/op
C = 2.50 | _ chord, oil ofher d/rnen-
e = 2,00 V -x=jO _ ] 5ton,_ ]n perceni of fhe
m _ I. 75 _:12_ _ w/'n_] c/7ord.
l¢l¢i('llE I_. t_l;ll_lll(.pt| tll)l,_r-_llrfdLc aileroll _HllJ I)aJlillced Sl)Iit |]_I). S]ol arrallg(.-
inert{ :t _,t, Jlh lt[leron _lll(l flap axes tested.
about ,txis location F12. The results of these tests
(figs. 13, 14, 15, and 16) showed only a slight improve-
nlent in the aileron hinge-moment overbahmce. The
rolling- and yawing-moment characteristics, however,
appeared to be very good for the aileron-axis locations
tested with the flap deflected, the indicated rolling
moments being much greater than for the tlap-neutr'd
condition.
The aileron characteristics were also deternfined for
several axis locations with the flap both neutral and
(leltected about axis location F8. The results for axis
location AS are given in figure 17 and for axis loc'gion
A12, in figure 18. It will be seen that with aileron axis
location A12, flap deflected about axis location F8, tile
aileron hinge nmments arc satisfactory up to thc stall.
The indicated rolling moments, however, are somewhat
lower witll this arrangement than with the flap deflected
about axis location F12.
The similarity of the hinge-moment curves of the
balanced upper-surface aileron at axis location A12
(fig. 14) with flap deflected about axis location F12 to
ttmse of ordinary ailerons indicated that tile over-
balanced hinge nmments could probably be overcome
by rigging the ailerons up 10 ° for neutral and using a
differential deflection. In this manner the favorable
rolling- and yawing-moment characteristics for axis
location A12 would be retained without overbalance
of the aileron binge moments.
The aileron was then rigged up 10 ° at several axis
locations, and the effect on the flal) characteristics
was measured. The results for the flap at axis loca-
tion F8 with the aileron rigged up 10 ° at axis location
A8 are given in figure 19 and for similar conditions
but with the respective axes F12 and A12, in figure 20.
The effect of rigging the aileron up 10 ° was mainly a
reduction in the maximum lift and in the drag at
nmxinmm lift. Hinge moments of the tlap were
practically unaffected.
Slot arrangement 3A (figs. 21 to 25). Because rig-
ging the aileron up 10 ° for neutral with slot arrange-
ment 3 left a break in the wing upper surface, that
arrangement was modified as 3A having no sharp break
in the upper surface. (See fig. 21.) This mo(lification
was accomplished by raising the aileron bodily for its
neutral position and by changing the slot shape some-
what. A new axis location was then used for the aileron
because of tile geometrical arrangement. Tim object
was to keep the aileron and tlap axes as close to the
surface as possible and still obtain low hinge moments,
together with other favorable characteristics.
With the aileron rigged up 10 ° for neutral at axis
location A!), the tt'lp clmractcristics were obtained for
t,he flap at axis locations F1, FS, and F12. The tlap
at axis location F8 appeared to be the most pronfising
of these three, aim it was note([ that, because of the
geometrical arrangement, a sinfilar reduction in flap-
hinge nmments would be possible with an axis the same
distance back fronl the flap nose but closer to the sur-
face. The flap characteristics were then measured at,
this new ,txis location, F6.
Aileron characteristics of tile balanced upper-surface
aileron at axis location A9 are given in figure 22 with
the split fla I) neutral and in figure 23 with the flap
deflected 60 ° about axis location F6. The indicated
rolling and yawing moments appear to be satisfactory,
and no overbahmcc of aileron binge moments occurs up
to the stall. Lift and drag coefficients for the wing
with balanced split tlap at axis location F6 are given in
figure 24. Maximum lift cocfiicients, drag coefficients
and ratios of L/D at maximum lift, and hinge-moment
coefficients for different deflections of the balanced
split flap are given in tlgure 25.
Slot arrangement 4 (fig. 26). A short series (if tests
was made witll slot arrangement 4 to determine the
effect of closing ttle flap sh)t in a manner similar t(i that
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FIGU_t_; 21.--Balanced Upl_r-surlat'e aileron rigged up 10 ° and balanced split flap
Slot arrangeulelat 3A with aileron and flap axes tested.
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Fb;t'RE 20 C'I=_, Cu and L_I) at (71_a*, and ('H for different deflections of bal-
anced split flap at axi_ F12. Aileron rigged up 10 ° at aileron axis AI2, Slot ar-
rallgelnelit 3.
the aileron an(I was detrinIental to the maximum lift,
tests were discoutinued.
Tim range of balancing upper-surface ailerons now
appeared to have been sufficiently well covered but it,
seemed desirnble to make a few additional tests further
to decrease the tlap hinge moments and possibly to
increase the flap effectiveness.
BALANCED SPLIT fLAP
Slot arrangement 5 (figs, 27 to i_9).--The slot and
balanced split-tlap arrangement shown in tigure 27
was obtained by disregarding the upper-surface aileron
'rod inaking the wing upper surface solid and con-
timmus. Axis location F6 again gave the greatest
reduction in thlp hinge moments without locating the
axis a considenfl)le distance out from the surface.
Lift and drag coefficients for the wing with the
balanced split flap at axis location F6 are given in
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figure 28. Maximum lift coefficients, drag coefficients
and ratios of L/D at maximmn lift, and hinge-moment
coefficients for different deflections of the balanced
split tlap are given in figure 29.
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["II]URE 24_--Lia and drag coefficients f(_r wing with balanced split flap at axis F{_
Aileron rigged up l0 ° at aileron axis AS. Slot arrangement 3A.
Slot arrangement 5& (figs. 30, 31, and 39).--A new
axis location F7, giving still further balancing, was
obtained by making the wing upper surface thinner
/
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n = I. 75 x- 30 -_. l½ percent of the
r = 0.35 - - wing chord.
Lift and drag coefficients for the wing with arrange-
ment 5A are given in figure 31. Maximum lift co-
efficients, drag coefficients and ratios of L/D at maxi-
nmm lift, and hinge-moment coefficients for different
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FU;t'RE 25. t'l_=, CD md L,,'D at CLio,, and CII Inr different deflections nf
balanced sl)lit flap at ;_xis FS. Aileron rigged up 10 ° at aileron axis Ag, Slot
deflections of the balanced split flap are given in
figure 32.
i DISCUSSION
]n order lo f:lcilit'_te a discussion of some of the
arrangements of b,'danced upper-surface ailerons and
balanced split flaps, the factors t]mt appear suitable
lq_;t:_F. 2(k.--Balanced upper-surface aileron and bahmced split flap. Slot arranl_e- for a comI)arison of tim different arrangements in tiffs
nlent 4 wilh aileron _llt(] 1]_11) llxeS tesled.
i investigation are listed in table lI. A differential
and moving the flap axis back, kceI)ing it as close to i deflection of the ailerons was used for most cases,
the surf'_cc as axis 6 (fig. 30). assuming two semisl)an ailerons, one up 30 ° and the
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other down 10° from a neutral position rigged up
10° . The ailerons are compared on the basis of
hinge-, rolling-, and yawing-moment characteristics,
at two angles of attack 0° and 10°, with flaps both
neutral and deflected. In the case of the flaps, the
characteristics of the unbalanced sprit flap neutral and
deflected for maximum lift were used as the basis of
x cad- y ,b "_o_
per-real of
flop chord
o = 3.70R
c= /.63 /7.35
FI(;UIt_; 27. -Balanced split flap with slot arrangement 5.
comparison. The balanced flaps were then deflected
to give approximately the same maximum rift and
comparisons were made of flap hinge moments and
ratios of L/D at this maximum lift.
For the same aileron deflections the rolling moments
and the hinge molnents of unbalanced upper-surface
ailerons (flap neutral) are higher than those obtained
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I'l_t'lCE 2_. ],i[t all(] drag eoefficielltS fur wiiig with bahmced split llap at axis F6.
Slot arrangement 5.
with balanced ailerons. The indicated yawing mo-
ments appear to be small for the unbalanced upper-
surface ailerons near the stall of the wing; they arc
slightly adverse for tim condition with flap deflected.
Rigging the unbalanced upper-surface ailerons up l0 ° '
for neutral ha(l very little effect on the aileron
characteristics.
Of all the balanced upper-surface ailerons tested,
slot arrangement 3, with the aileron at axis location
A12 (rigged up 10 ° for neutral) and the balanced split
flap at axis location F12, shows probably the best
rolling-moment characteristics with the flap eitimr
neutral or deflected for maximum lift. With the
flap neutral, the indicated rolling moments are about
15 percent lower than those of the unbalanced upper-
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FmURE 29. CL.o., Co and L/D at Ct. .... and Cit for dilferent delleetions o
balanced split flap at axis F6. Slot arrangement 5.
surface ailerons. With flap deflected, howcver, the
rolling moments arc 30 to 60 percent higher. The in-
dicated yawing moments appear to be satisfactory at
low angles of attack but are somewhat adverse near
the stall with flap deflected.
The binge moments are "lbout half those of the
unbal'mced upper-surfqcc ailerons, flaps neutral, qnd
'ire imTellsed to roughly 70 percent those of the unbal-
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anced ailerons with flap deflected. On the basis of
rolling moments equal to those obtained with the
unbalanced ailerons, tile lfinge moments of the balanced
ailerons would become about 60 percent those of the
unbalanced ailerons, flap neutral, but only 45 percent
with flap deflected. A point that should be noted,
however, is that at high angles of attack, with the flap
i _ r , ze.2E 1
_c and- y _k7
percen f of
flop chord
o = 4.69R i
¢- /.G3 _- /7.35
FI(;£_RE 30.--Balanccd:split flap with slot arrangement 5A.
neutral, the stick forces may not be satisfactory for
small aileron deflections because the tfinge-moment
curves (fig. 13) indicate no moment over a small range
of deflections for the differential motion used. With
this arrangement of aileron and flap, the axes are
located 60 percent of the aileron or flap chord out from
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FluUicE 31.- IAft and drag coefficients for wing _-iUI balanced split flap at axis F7.
Slot arrangement 5A.
the surface. On a wing having a chord of 6 feet tiffs
distance would amount to about 6 inches, which should
be considered in compal_sons with other arrangements.
Another arrangement of balanced upper-surface
ailerons and balanced split flap _ hich nfight be used is
that of slot arrangement 3A with the aileron at axis
location A9 and the flap at axis location F6. The
ailerons in this case have the lowest hinge moments of
any of the balanced arrangements tested, the moments
being about 50 percent those of the unbalanced upper-
surface ailerons when the flaps are neutral and about
40 percent wilen the flaps are deflected. On the basis
of rolling moments equal to those of the unbalanced
ailerons, the hinge moments would become about 65
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FIGURE 32.--CL._*, C_, and LID at CL_o., and C_,"for balanced split flap at axis F7,
Slot arrangement 5h.
percent those of the unbalanced ailerons, flap neutral,
and 50 percent with flap deflected. As regards lateral
control, the rolling- and yawing-moment character-
istics indicate that reasonably satisfactory control
would be expected at all flight conditions excepting
at the lowest speeds obtainable with the flaps neutral.
Tlfis point, however, may be of sufficient importance to
make the arrangement unsatisfactory.
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The balanced split flap at axis location F12 with
slot arrangement 3 gives a high ma.,dmum lift with
exceptionally low hinge moments. Tile hinge mo-
ments arc only about 50 percent those of the unbal-
anced split flap and are the lowest of any oi those
tested. Tile axis location is 60 percent of the flap
chord out from the surface, an item that should be
considered in comparisons with other balanced split
flaps.
The balanced split flap at axis location F6 with slot
arrangement 3A also gives a high maximuni lift with
reasonably low hinge nloments. These moments are
roughly 75 percent those of the unbalanced split flap
for a fia I) detlection re<tuired to give the same maxi-
nmm lift. With this arrangement the flap axis is
only 15 percent of the flap chord out from the lower
surface.
CONCLUSIONS
1. A hahmced split flap has been developed that
requires control forces _lt)out hMf those of _lae unbal-
anced split lbll) for 'q_proxinmtely the same maximmn
lift.
2. A gap allowing flow of air fr<)m the lower
to the ul)per surface of the wing in the vicinity of a
split t1', I) has an adverse (4feet on the maximum lifts
attainable.
3. No entirely satisfactory arrangement of balanced
upper-surface ailerons was found but one arrangement
was developed that appeared to be satisfactory except
for the stick-force characteristics with small aileron
deflections at high angles of attack, flap neutral.
Another arrangement also appeared to be satisfactory
for all flight conditions except the lowest speeds ob-
tainable with lbq)s neutral in whic]l case the indicated
rolling moments were low.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., August 20, 1935.
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TABLE I.--ORDINATES OF BALANCED UPPER-SUR-
FACE AILERON AND BALANCED SPLIT FLAP IN
PERCENT AILERON O1¢ FLAP CHORI)
[Radius: L. E., 0.62; T. E., 0.37]
Distance from
L. E.
0..............
1.25...........
2.5 ............
5 ............
7.5 .........
10 .............
] 15 ......
20 ...........
30.
Upper
1.38
2._
3. 72
4.85
5•Sl
6. 65
7.8l
K43
8.08
Lower
I. 38
.42
•_
.03
0
0
0
0
0
Llistaace from
L.E. Upper Lower
40 ........... 7.00 I o
50 ............ 6.00 I 0
60 ............ 4.92 ] 0
70 ............ 3.84 ] 0
80 ........... 2. 81 I 11
90 .......... 1.73 I 0
95 ......... I 1.07 0
100 ............ ! .74 0
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COOLING CHARACTERISTICS OF A 2-ROW RADIAL ENGINE
BV ()_('AR _,V. _('HEY fill(| VERN (_. _].OLLIN
SUMMARY
Cooling tests were conducted on a calibrated GR-1535
l'ratt & Whitney Wasp, Jr. engine installed in a Vought
XO4 U-2 airplane. The tests were made in the N. A. C. A.
fuU-scale tunnel at air speeds from 60 to I20 miles per
hour, at engine speeds from 1,500 to 2,600 r. p. m., and
at manifold pressures from 19 to 33 inches of mercury
absolute. A Smith controllable propeller was used to
[acilitate obtaining the different combi_mtions of engi_e
speed, power, and manifold pressure.
The results of the tests showed that an air speed _ 120
miles per hour was necessary for the satisfactory cooling
o.f this engine, as installed in a Vought XO4 U-2 airplane
with air of standard sea-level density when operating at
full throttle at an engine speed of 2,500 r. p. m. Increas-
ing the brak'e horsepower 50 percent resulted in an in-
crease o/ 13 to 20 percent in the temperature d_Jere_ce
between th.e air and the cooling surface. I.Vhelt the air
speed was increased from 60 to 120 miles per hour, there
was a decrease in the temperat_lre d(fference between the
cooling air and the cooling surface of only I7 percent.
The same percentage change in temperature d_fference
between the c_)ling air and the cooling surface was ob-
tained for a given change in power when the manifold
pre,_'sure was varied as when the engine speed was varied.
The effect of the attitude of the airplane on the cylinder
temperatures was small; the temperatures increased or
decreased slightly, depending on the location of the cylin-
der. The difference in cylinder temperatures obtained
with 3-blade and 2-blade propellers was negligible. The
heat loss through the oil radiator was equal to fl'om ,_ to
6 percent oJ the heat going into indicated power, depend-
ing on engine speed and mixture strength.
INTRODUCTION
Many investigations have been conducted on air-
cooled engines, particularly engines of the single-row
radial type, for tim purpose of studying the cooling
obtained with different types of cowlings. Although
most of these investigations have yielded a large
amount of wduable information, there still remain
important factors to he investigated.
Remarkat)le progress has been made in the cooling
<)f air-cooled engines but cooling difficulties frequently
occur because aircraft engines are required to operate,
at least p'_rt of the time, under very severe conditions.
Furthermore, reduction gears, controllable propellers,
increased sl)eeific outputs, superchargers, and, in some
cases, low-drag cowlings have all intensified cooling
difficulties.
The present investigation was undertaken at the
request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Depart-
ment, to determine the cooling of a 2-row radial
engine under conditions closely simulating those in
[light, especially those of the full-throttle climb. In
these tests the many factors influencing the cooling
were v'tried over a range sufficiently large that their
effects could be established. In general, tim cylinder
temperatures were measured at various engine speeds,
manifold pressures, speeds of cooling air, and fuel
consumptions. Tests were also made with a 2-blade
and 3-blade propeller and with the airplane at different
angles of attack.
The tests were conducted by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics during April and May
1933.
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT
Engine.-The engine used for these tests is a 14-
cylinder 2-row radial, designated a GR-1535 Pratt &
Whitney Wasp, Jr. The engine has an over=all diam-
eter of 43_/s inches. It is rated at 700 horsepower at
2,500 r. p. m., has u compression ratio of 6.5, and is
equipped with a geared centrifugal supercharger that
operates at eight times engine speed. This super-
charger will maintain a manifold pressure of approxi-
mately 33 inches of mercury absolute at sea level when
the engine is operating at 2,600 r. p.m. The propeller
is driven through a 3:2 reduction gear. For the
greater part of the investigation the engine was
equipped with a 2-blade Smith controllable propeller
having a diameter of 10 feet; the remaining tests were
made with a 3-blade adjustable propeller having a
diameter of 10 feet 6 inches.
The rear-row cylinders on this engine have more
finning around the exhaust ports than the cylinders
in the front row (fig. 1). Intercylinder bullies limit
the amount of cooling air flowing past the cylinders.
These baffles, as shown in figure 2, fit closely to the
cylinders and are supplemented by pieces that fit
closely to the fins at the top of the cylinder and extend
outward to an N. A. C. A. cowling ring, forming 't wall
blocking off the area between the cowling and the
engine. These baffles keep the air close to the cylinder
and guide it to the rear of the cylinder (reference 1).
In these tests the oil radiator was modified _,o that
i
water instead of air was used for carrying the heat
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away from the oil. This change was necessary in
order to obtain sufficient cooling when operating at
high power output with low air speeds.
Airplane.--The engine was mounted in a Vought
XO4U-2 airplane, a 2-place observation all'plane of con-
ventional design with a maxinmm speed of 185 miles
per hour.
Full-scale tunnel.--All the tests except a few high-
speed flight tests were made in the Committee's full-
scale tunnel (reference 2). This tunnel has a 30- by
60-foot jet and a maximunl air speed of approxinlately
120 miles per hour. Figure 3 shows the airplane
mounted on tile balance in the full-scale tunnel.
Instrnments.--iron-constantan thermocouples con-
nected to two Brown recording pyrometers were used
for measuring the cylinder temperatures. The thcrmo-
COUl)les were nlade from 0.016-inch diameter enameled
and silk-covered wire. The thermocouples were peened
to the cylinder heads and electrically spot-welded to
the steel barrels. The location of the 47 thernmcouples
used is given in table i and figure 1. These thermo-
couples were located as shown in order to obtain the
ditference in temperature between front- and rear-row
cylinders, the maximum temperature on a front- and
a rear-row cylinder, and an indication of temperature
difference between several cylinders in each row.
TABLE I.--LOCATION OF THERMOCOUPLES
Thermoeouple
1 ..........
7 ......
,q ....
1o........ :::: ___
13 .....
14 ..........
15 .............
16 ..... ?
19 ........
2O ....
21 .........
22 ......
On cylinder
I ....
2_
5
6_
7 .....
9 ......
10 ........ 3
5 .... ll
(i ........... l 1
7 ........ 11
S. ll
5 __ 17
6 .... 17
7 ....... 17
8 .... 17
Corresponding t hern|o-
couple on cylinder 3 _
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
23 ...... ! Front section of crankcase.
2t ....... Blank, for synchronizi g records.
t Cylinders are nmnbered io accordance with the customary practice. (See fig.2 (t_).)
: For hlcatinn of thermoc_)uplcs oa cytiodcrs 3 and ,! see fig. I
In addition to the cylinder-temperature measure-
nlents the following temperature measurements were
obtained :
Oil in.
Oil out.
Carburetor llir.
Air stream.
Cold junction of thermocouples.
Accessory eompartnmn t.
Oil radiator, water in.
Oil ratliator, water out.
Electrical-resistance thermometers were used for mea-
suring the first six temperatures and vapor-pressure
thermometers for those of the oil radiator.
The engine speed was measured with an electrical
tachometer and the manifoht i)ressure with a mercury
(a) Baffles assembled on a rear-row cylinder.
k
(b) Plan view of intereylindcr baffles.
IQGI'RE 2 Arrangement otintercylinder baffieson Pratt & Whitney GR--15352 row
radial engine.
manometer. Tim wind-tunnel air speed was obtained
from a static-plate calibration of the tunnel for each
test condition. Fuel-consmnl)tion mel_sureinents were
obtained with a calibrated displacement-type fuel
flowmeter. The water passing through tile air pas-
sages of the oil radiator was measured with a cali-
brated water meter.
With the exception of the static-plate manometer
and the water-in and water-out thernmmeters in the
oil radiator all instruments were located m tile scale
room directly below tile airplane.
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METHODOFTESTING
Theeffectonthecylindertemperaturesof operating
at several engine speeds from 1,700 to 2,500 r. p. Ill.'
was investigated for full-throttle conditions at ,fir
speeds of 85, 102, and 119 miles per hour. Tests were
also made at several engine speeds from 1,500 to 2,500
r. p. m. with manifold pressures of approximately 29,
24, and 20 inches of mercury absolute and at an air
speed of 116 miles per hour. For each of these runs
the desired engine speed was obtained at each air-
speed and manifold-pressure condition by varying the
pitch of tile propeller.
Four full-throttle runs were made at an engine speed
of 2,500 r. p. m. and "It an air speed of 120 nfiles per
hour to determine the variation in cylinder temperature
with mixture ratio by varying the rate of fuel flow.
The lowest rate was determined by the maximum
' eylinder-head temperature, which was limited to 600 °
F., and by the general operation and power output of
the engine. The maximum rate was with tile mixture
control set full rich.
i The difference in cylinder temperatures obtained
,with 2-blade and 8-blade propellers was determined
for full-tkrottle operation at engine speeds of 2,000 and
Ftl;t:llE 3 The XI}II" 2 nil'l+l_Llte tll(_tillll,tl irI lilt' fu_l st, de IIIIIHI,I ready lor tt's_
The etfeet of engine sI}eed on the cylinder tempera-
tures for a constant ])rlll,[e horsepower and tI eonstant
air speed of 119 miles per hour was determined. The
power was maintained constant })y changing the pro-
pellet" pitch 'rod the manifold pressure. The manifold
pressure required to give constant I)ower when the
engine speed was varie(l was ol)tained from the calibra-
tion curves for the en.a'ine. Although engine manu-
faeturers have lilnited the telnperature of the rear spark
plug boss to 500 ° F. for satisfactory cooling, h)ng
engine life, and reliability, higher temperatures were
tolerated in sore{, rtms in order to extend the range of
the tests.
! 2,100 r. p. m. and at "dr speeds {}f 85 and 120 miles per
hour, respectively.
The effect of tile "lttitu{le of the airpl'tne on the cyl-
inder temperatures wus determined for four different
angles of att'/ok (t)'tse{I {m tile thrust "txis): --4 °, 0 °,
4 and 8 °. These tests were made lit an air speed of
100 miles per hour, at "m engine speed of 2,100 r. l). m.,
•m{l "it. full-open throttle.
i The htbrieating oil used in these tests conformed to
the Navy sl)ecilieatitms f(,r '_ 3120 oil. G:tsoline con-
f.rming to Army sl)e('ifi('ations Y-3557-(I and h'Bing
•tn oet'me nutnher of 87 was used in most of the in-
, w+stigation, l:or the most severe conditions suftieient
A fewrunswerealsomadeat whatnfightt)ecalled
"normal"operationwithafixed-pitchpropeller.The
propellerpitchwassetsothat2,500 r. p. m. couht be
obtained at an air speed of approximately 120 miles
per hour when operating at full-open throttle. With
this pitch setting, performance measurements were
obtained at full-open throttle for air speeds of 80, 100,
and 120 miles per hour. A similar series of runs was
made with the propeller pitch set to give a full-throttle
engine speed of 2,150 r. p. m. at an air speed of 120
nfiles per hour. Test runs were then made with this
fixed-pitch setting when operating at |nil-open throttle
at air speeds of 60, 80, 100, and 120 miles per hour.
COMPUTATIONS
_ngine power. -The engine was calit)rated before
and after these cooling tests hy the Research Division
()1 the United Aircraft and Transportation Corporation
(reference 3). The calibration curves of friction and
brake horsepower for various speeds and manifold
pressures are shown in figures 4 and 5. In the prepara-
tion of these curves the power developed was corrected
to a standard atmosphere (29.92 inches of mercury
pressure and 60 ° F. temperature). ¢)
The p°wer develope{l w"s obtained fron_ tl,e cali- i _
bration curves for the observed manifold pressure and I z..
engine speed. A correction was then applied to the I
power obtained from the calibration curves for the _.B _;
difference in carburetor-air temperature during the ':¢'_,
calibration and during the test according to the relation _ _
Observed 1). hp.=b, hp. (at 60 ° F.) _/7'o+460
where
To, observed air temperature 'tt the carbm'etor.
T, standard air temperature at the carburetor
(60 ° F.).
Cylinder temperatures. The pyrometer readings of
cylinder temperatures were corrected for instrument I
calibration and cold-junction variation and were con-
verted to a stan(lard cooling-air temperature of 70 ° F.
pressure and temperature measurements according to
the relation
_- V.po
,o.,
where
1o, observed air speed.
I_, air speed at 29.92 inches of mercury pressure
and 70 ° F.
p0, observed density.
p, standard density.
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Heat loss to the oiL--The heat loss to the oil was cal-
culated from the quantity and increase in temperature
of the water flowing through tile oil cooler.
Fuel consumption.--The specific fuel consumption
was calculated from the fuel flow, observed horsepower,
and density of the fuel.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of specific fuel consumption.--The curves in
figure 6 (a) for full throttle show that the leaning of a
very rich mixture so as to obtain a reduction in specific
fuel consumption of 0.10 pound per brake horsepower
per hour resulted in only a small increase in cylinder
600 _
\,._ _ Cylinder 4 !
- I
500 "_- i_ ,* 32
_ 30
400
QJ
\
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mixture ratio of the charge delivered to each cylinder.
Temperature differences between cylinders are often
attributed to poor distribution or to nonuniform cooling
of the cylinders because of their location with respect
to other engine parts. Thesecurvesshowthat tempera-
ture differences between cylinders can be definitely
attributed to poor distribution only after a sufficient
number of runs lmve been made to establish the curve
of cylinder temperature against specific fuel consump-
tion. The cylinders that are operating on a lean mix-
ture will show the greatest variation in temperature
with change in mixture strength. On the basis of
these curves tile variation in mixture strength for
i I 1 t I cx//noer
_C] _-_ 0 0
.._.... v 5! Ix /o
, .
I ] 14"
l.____:1
[ 15
i
_ _"'_'._-_ -- ,
I
(a) I _ _ -37 Ill
300.40 .44 .48 .52 .56 .60 .64 .40 .44 .48 .52 .56 .60 .84
_cific fuel conscrnption, Ib./b.h_/hr.
],'it_unE8.--l£tfect of specific fueI consumption _t full throttle on the cylinder temperatures. In these tests tim horsepower varied from 675 to 695; the engine speed [rein
2,127 to 2 498 r I • m.; t e i an fold pressure from 33 33 to 33.6l in. ttg, absohltc, r_nd the air speed from 116.2 to 119.2 m. p. h.
temperatures; whereas tile leaning of u lean mixture so
as to obtain the same reduction in specific fuel consump-
tion resulted in a large increase in cylinder tempera-
tures. The temperatures at different points on the
same cylinder varied consistently with the mixture
strength; those that are high showed the greatest
variation. As a lean nfixture burns slowly the cylinder
walls are exposed to burning gases during a large part
of tile expansion stroke ; with a rich mixture some of the
heat is ear_ied out through the exhaust by tile excess
fuel.
A comparison of the curves of teml)erature varia-
tion with specific fuel consumption for several cylinders
({ig. 6(b)) shows that the temperature of each cylinder
did not vary the same amount when the mixture
strength was changed. The amount of this variation
depends upon how much difl'erence there is in the
different cylinders is estimated to be at least 10 per-
cent.
Effect of engine speed and air speed when operating
at full throttle.-The cylinder temperatures obtained
when operating full throttle at engine speeds between
1,800 and 2,600 r. p. m. and at average air speeds of
85, 102, and ]19 miles per hour are shown ill figure 7.
These temper'_ture measurements from the 6 thermo-
couples on cylinder 4 and from the 6 on cylinder 3 are
only a purt of tile temperature data obtained; they
have been selected after comparison with other tem-
peratures observed as a fair representation of all
engine temperatures. When the engine speed was
increased from 1,_00 to 2,800 r. p. m., tile brake horse-
power wa_ increased 50 percent (fig. 5) and the indi-
cated horsepower 59 percent; whereas the difference
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in temperature between tile cylinder and tile air in-
creased 15 to 24 percent (fig. 7).
It may be well to state that these results have been
substantiated in laboratory tests of a single-cylinder
air-cooled engine. The much more rapid increase of
the engine power than of the cylinder temperatures
indicates that considerably more power can be obtained
from an air-cooled cylinder with small improvements
in the finning. The specific fuel consumption and
the manifold pressures increased slightly in these
tests. The increase in specific fue| consumption
installed in the XO4U-2 airplane can be operated at a
full-throttle speed of 2,500 r. p. m. without exceeding
the safe cylinder-head operating temperature (500 ° F.),
provided tFat the speed of the airplane is 120 miles
per hour and that the mass flow is equal Lo that of
cooling air at 70 ° F. and at standard sea-level density.
Without a controllable propeller these high engine
speeds could not be obtained in climb unless the pro-
peller pitch were set so low that level flight at full-
open throttle would be impossible without excessive
engine speeds. Flight tests conducted elsewhere on
306
1900 2100 2300 2500 /900 8100 2300 2500 1900 2100 2300 .90 II0
Engl;ve speed, r.p.m, A/r speed, m.p,h.
Specific fuel ,Mani(ol I --. .
eonslllll|)tion pressure Air spee(l
lb.lb.hp.lhv, i_i.Ilq, ab_ohtte[ m. p. h.
(a) .................... 0. tJ I(F-I). 646 32. 24-33, ] 7 118.4-120. 0
(t) ..................... 586- . 615 32. 17-33.11 Illl, 4-1412. 7
(c) .................. 5,_0- .t;ii I 32.3_33. fi9 / _4.0- 86,2
(d) ............. ('ross-l)l(_I ()f (a), (b), and (c).
FI_iU/iE 7 Effect of ellgille speed and air speed on cylinder temperatures when operating at full throille
caused by increasing the engine speed from l,S00 this airplane indicate that, when an adjustable propeller
to 2,600 r. p. nL resulted in a reduction in cylinder having the best setting for high speeds is used, the
teml)erature of al)t)roximatcly 10° F.; whereas the engine speed in climb will be so low that the safe
increase in manifold 1)rcssuve wouhl result in an operating temperature is not exceeded qt :ur speeds of
increase in cylinder temperatm'e of less than 5° F. 80 to 90 milcs per hour.
Tim rest|Its shown in figure 7 closely simulate those Flight tests conducted at air speeds higher than
obtain'tble in 5dl-throtlle climbs at higher engine those obta, inal)le in the tunnel showed that the cooling
speeds. At air speeds of S5 to 90 miles per hour, the
best climbing range for this airplane, the highest was satisfactory for these conditions. In full-throttle
cylinder-head teml)eratm'es at 2,500 r. p. m. were climbs at high engine speeds, however, the cylinder
more tlmn 600 ° F., which is appreciably higher than temperatures, like those in the tunnel, were high. No
wh'tt would be considered perndssil)lc for long life and attempt was mqdc to reduce the temperatures obtained
reliability. The results indicate that this engine as, in flight to the same standard because the magnitude
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of the w_rious corrections is not sufficiently well estab-
lished to justify comparison.
Effect of engine speed when operating at various
throttle settings.--The cylinder temperatures obtained
when operating at different throttle settings at various
engine speeds and at approximately constant air speed
are shown in figure 8. These curves show that, re-
gardless of the amount of throttling or of the manifold
pressure at which the engine operates, a certain per-
centage increase in power due to increase in engine
speed will, for each condition, result in approximately
the same percentage increase in temperature. For
example, when operating at a manifold pressure of
f t I I I I I
33-
" .79
I "T- 1'29,
% 300_
I tc )l I
200
1800 2000 2200 2400 /600 1800 2000 2PO0 2400
Engine speed, z-.p.m.
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] eotlsumption I pressnre I Mr spt!ecl
...... i
lh./b.hp lhr. ]in,lhl° (P_¢ohit_ m. p. h,
(;l) ................... I).(il.t 0. t;54 I 2:_.3+_:._,.5:1 116.0 117.44hl ..................... 563- .647 23.67 :£_.91 i II4.5-115.5
(c) .................. riO7- .652] ltL 1.5 1!i. 27 ] 115.8-117.0
I
I"Iq;URE S. -Cylillder teini*Jratnres obtained with varying manifoi4
19.2 inches of mercury an increase in engine speed
sufficient to cause a 50 percent increase in brake
horsepower will result in an 'tvcrage increase in the
temperature difference between the cooling air and the
cylinder of 21 percent on the front-row cylinder and
of 17 percent on the rear row. At a manifold pressure
of 28.44 inches of ntercury absolute a b0 percent in-
crellso ill power will result in fin average increase in
cylinder temperature dilt'erence of 22 percent for
cylinder 4 and an increase of 15 percent for cylinder 3.
The largest percentage increase in temperature differ-
ence in each ease is for the fron%-row cylinders, which
have the least amount of finning around the head.
The curves in figure 9 show the relation between the
average cylinder temperatures and the brake and in-
dicated horsepower for two conditions, one with
const.mt speed and varying manifold pressure and the
other with varying speed and constant manifold pres-
sure. The average temperature for thermocouples 291
311 33, 35, 37, and 39 on cylinder 3 were used in the
preparation of these curves. It is interesting to note
that increasing the brake horsepower by increasing
the speed results in a slightly greater rate of change
in temperature than is obtained by increasing the
manifold pressure. On "m indicated-power basis the
temperatures for each of the two conditions of vatting
the power fall on the same straiglit line. Wiflfin
the range of these tests it is apparent that nothing is
to be gained in reduced cylinder temperatures by in-
2
c),/i,.-.,+,.-3I I++I II I I
+
/600 /800 2000 2200
pressures and engine speeds when tile air speed is l_raetically e(ll_stant.
cre'lsing either function of the power in preference to
the other.
Effect of engine speed when operating at approxi-
mately constant power.--The results in figure l0 show
that the cylinder temperatures are not influenced by the
engine speed or pitch setting provided that the power
,rid other conditions remain constant. In these tests
the brake horsci)ower decreased h'om 530 to 503 and
the indicated horsepower inei'e'lsed from 570 to 600
when the engine speed was increased from 2,000 to
2,600 r. p.m. It has been shown eqrlier that a 5 to 6
percent vqri:ttion in engine power would cause a change
of approximately 2 percent in the cylinder tempera-
tures. The slightly higher temperatures obtained at a
speed of 2,000 r. p. In. were mostly due to a low specific
fuel consumption, the specifie fuel consumption being
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0.606 pound per brake horsepower per hour for tiffs
run and more than 0.638 pound per brake horsepower
per hour for the Otiler rims. The difference in specific
5o0
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FI(IURE 9 Elleet on cylinder temperatures of iIlereasillg power by in('re:lsmg either
engine speed or nlanifold pressure.
fuel consumption would cause a variation in tempera-
ture of ft'om 10 ° to 15° F.
Effect of changing air speed when propeller pitch is
constant.--The two sets of runs (fig. 11) in which the
5o0_ _-I I l f---
p tl
! / I cy/,no_,.-3
_soo_.... T---I t- I I
© L I --:--
 oolJ [ :i I,, :
 oo[....
/800 2000 _200 2400
Er_lir_ speed, t..l_m.
F'l{,t'k_: IO.---Fffcet i)n eylill_lcr [eml)eratures of oIler_ttin_ at various en_mt, _l)('eds
x_.'hell the power _md tile _ir sI_eell are constant, In these tests the brake horse-
i}o,*'er v_,ried from ,-'_3 to 532; the sl)eeifie [uel consumption from 0.600 to 0.6,51 lb.
per |).hp. per hr ; t_,eair speed from I I$.0 to 1193 m. p. h.; and the manifold pres_,ure
from 25.,10 to 33.44 in. Iig. absolute.
propeller pitch was set to give full-throttle engine
speeds of 2,500 and 2,150 r. p. in. showed that when
the air speed was reduced tile cylinder temperatures
"32 .--
___.t_¢
L: 4C i
,_ 38
'rmc;;c i
-z-st i
L>600 28OO
increased to exceed the safe operating temperature at
the lower air speed.
Heat loss to lubricating oil.--The curves in figure 12
show tt_e ratio between the heat loss to the oil and the
heat going into indicated power at different engine
1702 ._. 2346 t-.p.m.
I -_+_ 2500
Thet.rnocoyple 32'
L
I
\-. <
__5oo _
4oo ...... -c_/,_r S
40 GO 80 I00 120 140
Air _peed, m.p.h.
I"_(_(:ICE lI.---Effeel, ell eylind_,r {emiit r_tl,t_re T_f (,llangil_K :_ir sl>eed when i)rlq_elh_r
llil(_h iS c:[)Ilv;Irmt.
sl)eeds when operating at a constant engine power of
530 brake horsepower and when operating with the
engine power varying from 498 to 692 brake ho|'sel)owcr.
Increasing the speed when the power was held constant
resulted in an increasing qmount of heat being carried
away front the oil. The total quantity of heat carried
,-y,q o
-" Co.,• t
"_ /900 _ 2100 z_o 2300 2._o 2.,500 aasoo
Engine speed, r.p.m.
14"IGUI/E I2. Ite_tt los_ to tile nil.
away with varying power may appear to b(' less than
with constant power but such is not the c_se, however,
for the lower curve is based on n higher brake horse-
power.
When the mixture is leaned, the heat loss to the oil
increased fronl approximately 4 to 6 percent of the
heat going into indicated power because of the increase
in temperature of tile cylinder walls.
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The heat loss to the oil in these tests was higher than
would be obtained in regular service because the cyl-
inder temperature in many runs exceeded tile specified
service temperatures. Recent tests on tlds engine by
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, gave a
heat loss to the oil equal to 1.72 percent of the heat
going into useful work.
In the most severe of these tests excessive oil-out
and accessory-compartment temperatures were ob-
tained. When the mixture was leaned, the accessory-
compartment temperatures reached a maximunl of
220 ° F. and the oil-out, 200 ° F. In all other tests the
oil-out and accessory-compartment temperatures varied
between 150 ° and 190 ° F. depending on power output
and air speed.
Effect of angle of attaek.--Increasing the angle of
at tacl_ of the airplane (based on thrust axis) fl'onl
--4 ° to 8 ° , which includes the high-speed and climbing
attitude at full throttle, caused the temperature of the
top cylinders in tile front row to increase 15 ° to 20 ° F.
and the temperature of the bottom cylinders in the
front row to decrease the sanlc amount. The other
cylinders did not show any consistent change with
angle of attack. The change in temperature on the
rear-row cylinders was slightly less than on the front
row. The results indicate that a reduction in tem-
llerature can be obtained by setting the fins at a slight
angle with respect to the air streanL
Cylinder temperatures obtained with 2-blade and 3-
blade propellers.--These tests showed that at low air
speeds the use of 3-blade propellers resulted in lower
cylinder temperatures than that of 2-blade propellers.
At an air speed of approximately 120 miles per hour
the average temperature for all thermocouples on the
cylinders was practically the same with each propeller;
whereas at an air speed of 80 miles per hour the average
temperature for all thcrmocouples was 17 ° F. lower
when using a 3-blade propeller.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this investigation show that with a
GR-1535 engine installed in a Vought XO4U-2 air-
plane:
1. When ol)erating at full-open throttle at an engine
speed or" 2,500 r. p. m., an air speed of 120 miles per
hour must be maintained for satisfactory cooling (500 °
F. cylinder-head temperature) with air at a pressure of
29.92 inches of mercury and a temperature of 70 ° F.
2. Increasing the brake horsepower 50 percent
resulted in a 15 to 24 percent increase in the tempera-
ture difference between the cooling surface and the
cooling air.
3. The same percentage change ill temperature dif-
ference between the cooling air and the cooling surface
was obtained for a given change in power when the
manifold pressure was varied as when tile engine speed
was varied.
4. Increasing the air speed from 60 to 120 miles per
hour resulted in a decrease of 17 percent in tile average
difference in temperature between the cylinder and the
cooling air.
5. The heat loss to the oil under these particular test
conditions was equal to from 3 to 6 percent of the heat
going into indicated power depending on the engine
speed and fuel-air ratio.
6. The amount the temperature of different cylindc.rs
changes when the mixture strength is varied was found
to be _ good indication of mixture distribution in the
engine.
7. The elt'ect of the attitude of the airplane on the
cylinder temperatures was small and slightly dependent
on location of the cylinder.
8. There was practically no difference in the cylinder
temperatures obtained with either 2-blade or 3-blade
propellers at an air speed of 120 miles per hour; at, an
air speed of 80 miles per hour the average cylind(,r
teml)erature for all the thermocouples was 17 ° F. lower
with the 3-blade propeller.
LANGLEY _IEMORIAL AEF¢ONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AEP, ONAUTICSj
L._N_LI_Y FIELI), VA., December 4, 193_.
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AIRCRAFT COMPASS CHARACTERISTICS
By JoKx B. _ETERSON and CLYDE W. SMITH
SUMMARY
A description of the test methods used at the National
Bureau oJ Standards for determining the characteristics
of aircraft compasses is given. The methods described
are particularly applicable to compasses in which mineral
oil is used as the damping liquid. Data on the viscosity
and density of certain mineral oils used in United States
Navy aircraft compasses are presented. Characteristics
of Navy aircraft compasses IV to IX and some other
compasses are shown for the range oJ temperatures
experienced in flight.
Results of flight tests are presented. These results
indicate that the characteristic most desired in a steering
compass is a short period and, in a checking compass, a
low overswing.
INTRODUCTION
Liquid-damped compasses have been extensively
used in the navigation of surface ships, but it was not
until their use in faster maneuvering aircraft that the
dynamic characteristics of the card became of foremost
importance. Numerous attempts have been made to
analyze the motion of the liquid-damped compass card
(references 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), on the assumption that
such an analysis would aid in the evaluation of the
characteristics that a compass to be used in a specified
manner should have. These attempts have yielded
only approximate solutions, which have not aided the
authors materially in clarifying the problem of the
selection of suitable compass characteristics.
The data presented herein were obtained at the
request, and with the financial support, of the Bureau
of Aeronautics, Navy Department. The National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics furnished the
financial support essential for the preparation of the
report. The authors wish to acknowledge the close
cooperation of W. G. Brombacher, National Bureau of
Standards, C. L. Seward, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department, and Ira E. Hohbs, lieutenant, United
States Navy.
MOTION OF LIQUID-DAMPED COMPASS CARDS
The effect of the liquid that is carried around by the
card is as if there were another disk of varying moment
of inertia connected to the magnetic card by viscous
friction of varying magnitude. The complicated
nature of the motion is indicated by the data presented
in figure 1, which shows the motion of a Navy IX air-
craft compass card after release from rest at a deflection
of 30 ° (solid line) and after release from rest at a de-
flection of 10.5 ° (dotted line). The decrement in
successive amplitudes of the first motion is far from con-
stant, an observation not in agreement with the usual
simplified theories. Although the card comes to rest
at the end of the first overswing of 10.5 °, the liquid
continues in motion and reduces the second overswing,
so that the ratio 10.5:2= 5.25 of second to third ampli-
tude is much greater than the ratio 30:10.5=2.86 of
first to second amplitude. If the card is held steady
at a deflection of 10.5 ° until the liquid has had time to
come to rest and then released, the overswing is 3.7 °
and the ratio is 10.5:3.7=2.84.
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FIGURZ 1.--Time-deflection curves for United States Navy IX liquid-damped
aircraft compass at a temperature of 20 ° C.
In order to produce the motion indicated in figure 1,
only the compass card was deflected, the case remaining
stationary. In actual use both the compass card and
the case are moving and there will be an additional
effect on the motion of the card owing to the motion of
the case from which it is separated by a relatively
narrow layer of liquid. The authors have reached the
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conclusion that a satisfactory analysis of the motion
of the card including all of tile factors involved would
be extremely complicated.
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
In tile absence of a satisfactory theory, the relation
between operating characteristics that can be measured
in the laboratory and behavior in flight must be deter-
mined empirically. For practical convenience, the
operating characteristics of a compass are defined by
three constants, which can easily be measured in the
laboratory as described below. These constants are:
(l) The time of swing 30 ° to 5 °, which is closely
related to the period of tile compass.
(2) The overswing from 30 °, which depends prin-
cipally upon the relative values of the moment of
inertia and magnetic nmment of the card and the
viscosity of tile damping liquid.
(3) The swirl, which serves as a measure of the
effect of motion of tile case on the motion of the card.
Following is a detailed description of the methods
used at the National Bureau of Standards for deter-
mining these characteristics.
Time 30 ° to 5°.--The card is magnetically deflected
30 ° from its equilibrium position, held at this position
long enough for the liquid to come to rest, released,
and the time observed for it to pass through an angle
of 25 ° toward its equilibrium position. The same test
is repeated, deflecting the card 30 ° in the opposite
direction. The position of the compass should not be
changed between the two tests. The average of the
observed times is defined as the "time 30 ° to 50."
The purpose of making observations for deflections in
both directions is to average out any error due to in-
correct setting of the lubber line with reference to the
equilibrium position of the card.
0verswing.--The card is magnetically deflected 30 °
from its equilibrium position, held at this position long
enough for the liquid to come to rest, released, and
the overswing past the equilibrium position noted.
The test is repeated, deflecting the card in the opposite
direction. The position of the compass should not be
changed between the two tests. The average of the
two observations is defined as tim "overswing." In
practice it is convenient to combine the test for the
time 30 ° to 5 ° and for the overswing.
$wirl.--The compass is mounted on a motor-driven
turnta, ble, and turned through an angle of 90 ° at a
rate of 30 ° per second. During the turn, a swirling
motion is transmitted to the damping liquid, and some
of this motion is transmitted to the card. The maxi-
mum deflection of the card from its true position,
which occurs after the turn has been completed, is
noted and defined as the "swirl."
These three operating characteristics are affected in
the first order of magnitude by two variable factors,
(1) the temperature and (2) the horizontal magnetic
field strength. It has been deternlined by experiment
that temperature affects only the viscosity and density
of the damping liquid. Temperature has a negligible
effect on the magnetic moment of the permanent mag-
nets. The International Critical Tables give 0.0002
per degree centigrade as the temperature coefficient of
magnetic moment of cobalt magnet steel. This amounts
to a change of 1 percent for a 50 ° C. change in temper-
ature. The magnetic moment increases as the tem-
perature is decreased. Variation of the operating
characteristics with viscosity of the damping liquid
is both nmre conveniently and more accurately deter-
mined by filling the compass with mineral oil having
the required viscosity at room temperature than by
changing the temperature of the compass. It is not
necessary to make a separate determination of the
effect of density, since the density of the liquids used
can be expressed as a function of the viscosity ahme.
DAMPING LIQUIDS
The method developed by Cragoe (reference 6) for
representing changes in viscosity of liquids with changes
in temperature and composition has been used. The
reader is referred to Cragoe's article for full details
of the method, but a short description will be given
here. Cragoc has found that, to a very good approxi-
mation, a certain function of absolute viscosity (or of
kinematic viscosity) for which the name "liquidity"
has been suggested, is linearly related to temperature,
that its reciprocal is linearly related to pressure, and
that a linear mixture rule is applicable to such a
function.
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FIG URE 2.-- Cragoe's kinematic liquidity as a funcl ion of kinematic visco6ity.
Designating the liquidity by L when it refers to
absolute viscosity and by L' when it refers to kinematic
viscosity, it is defined by the equations
"*'1= AemL
.qv= AeB/L'
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where _ is the absolute viscosity, and v is the specific
volume, both in cgs units; A and B are the same con-
stants in the two equations. The numerical value of
Ais 5)<10 -_and that of Bis 1000 log,. 20.
Figure 2 shows the relation between the kinematic
liquidity L', and the kinenmtic viscosity ,/v. The
relation between Mnematic liquidity and temperature
for some representative compass liquids is shown in
figure 3.
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]_'IGb'ItE 3.--Temperaturediquidity cur_ es [or conlpass damping liquids.
It has been found that Cragoe's equation for mix-
tures is directly applicable to mixtures of mineral oils
used as compass damping liquids.
L'm =xL'I 4- (1--x)L'_
L'm=the kinematic liquidity of the mixture.
L'_ and L'2= the kinematic liquidities of the component
liquids.
z= the fraction by weight of component No. 1.
The rule does not, however, apply to mixtures of
alcohol and water as will be seen by reference to the
curves for these liquids in figure 3. The viscosity data
on alcohol and water have been taken from Bingham
and Jackson (reference 7).
Figure 4 shows that except for the alcohol-water
mixtures, which also showed an anonmlous behavior
in figure 3, the density is a single-valued function of the
liquidity for all the liquids considered. In other
words, the density of the damping liquid varies with
the liquidity, independent of the particular mineral
oil used. For example, if the liquidity of vacuum
oil at --15 ° C., is equal to the liquidity of mineral
spirits at 15° C., the densities are also approximately
equal.
The data at 16° C. shown in figure 4 were obtained by
actual measurement of the density and liquidity of
damping liquids. The densities at --15 ° C. and 40 ° C.
were extrapolated on the basis of the value at 16° C.
from the National Standard Petroleum Oil Tables
(reference 8). The liquidities for these temperatures
were obtained from figure 3.
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND LIQUIDITY
The variation in the characteristics of some repre
sentative compasses with temperature and liquidity
of the damping fluid are shown in figures 5 to 21.
The characteristics of time, overswing, and swirl are
plotted against liquidity. The temperature-liquidity
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FIGURE 4.--Density liquidity curves for compass damping liquids.
relations for several liquids are shown by the several
straight lines. To determine the characteristics of a
compass at a given temperature, enter the chart at
the temperature value on the right-hand scale, deter-
mine the liquidity for the liquid being used, and read
the characteristics corresponding to this liquidity.
The liquidity lines for the liquids commonly used in
the compass are shown as solid lines.
The characteristics were usually determined for one
compass, picked as representative of the type. When
possible, five compasses were tested at room tempera-
ture with the original liquid and, on the basis of the
data thus obtained, the average compass of the five
was selected for complete tests. Another compass
of the same type might have slightly different char-
acteristics. The observed points are indicated on the
curve sheets and the best smooth curves are drawn
through the points.
Some specifications regarding the details of the
compasses tested are given in table I. The values
omitted were not available to the authors.
The Navy Department now uses or in the past has
used as damping hquids, mineral oils of four different
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FIaUR_. 5 Characteristics of United States Navy NSII aircraft compass.
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FIGUItll 6.--Characteristics of United States Navy IV aircraft compass.
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FmURE 7 Characteristics of United States Navy V and VA aircraft compasses.
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FIGURE &--Characteristics of United States Navy VB and VC aircraft compasses
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FIGURE 9.--Characteristics of United States Navy VI and VIA aircraft compasses
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FIGURE 10.-- Characteristic.s of United States Navy VIII aircraft compass.
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FIGURE II.--Clmracteristics of United St,qles Navy VII nllcl V]IA aircraft compasses.
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FIGURZ 12.--Characteristics of United States Navy VIIB aircraft compass.
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FIGUR_ 13,--Charactelistic.s of United States Navy V[ll aircraft compass
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FIOURE 15.--Characteristics of United StlIleS All]ly ll_ aircraft compass,
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liquidities, the trade names and liquidities of which
are: Kinematic
liquidity L'
at 20 ° C.
Supcrl9 clock oil .................. 430
Album oil ................................ 470
Mineral spirits .......................... 800
Vacuum oil ............................. 935
A liquid of any intermediate liquidity may be obtained
by mbdng two of these mineral oils in file proportions
given by Cragoe's equation for mixtures. Although
the foregoing figures are representative, the liquidities
of individual samples have been found to vary as much
as +5 percent.
compass without arresting the card was employed.
In the method a magnetometer is used to measure the
change in the strength of the magnetic field caused
by the presence of the compass.
The magnetometer is a short piece of magnetized
cobalt steel suspended from a phosphor bronze strip
at the center of a coil of known dimensions. Tile
magnetometer is set up so that the axis of the coil is
horizontal and parallel to the magnetic meridian.
A torsion is applied to the suspension to cause the
magnet to take a position perpendicular to the magnetic
meridian and perpendicular to the axis of the coil,
which will be called the "zero" position. When
TABLE I
AIRCRAFT COMPASS SPECIHCATIONS
u. s. Navy compasses
¢SI1 IX' V VB VI VIB VII VIIB VUI ] lX
i
Number of magnets ...................... 2 2 2 I 2
Diameter of magnets, inches ............. , _/_ _-, _ _2
Length of magnets, inches ................ [ 1__ 1_ 1_ 1½
Mac:aerie moment, cgs units .......... _ . , l I
('ard diameter, incl ...................... 1 ..... I...... I 2!'i 2_ 4 4 3 I
Card weight in air, gmms ................ 7 4 I 7.2 8,4 5.4 7.8 6.4 S4 5.8 12.5 17,2
Period in air, secomls ....................... I ..... I ..... I 8,2 I...... J 11.4 _ _ _ 8.4 ....
(':rot weight in liquid, g............................. !] ................ 4.3 ...... S005"1 {6_}4"7 1.0 1.5
Float .................................... No No No ] No No No "-No NO Yes Yes
Dampingli,luid ....................... l M J M ] M ] 1%I [ 1%1/ M M M hi hi
1 o2 )I, e}Liquidily at 20 ° C S00 800 625 {800 6.5 625 800 935
! S Army
B8 I 1)4
21 2
176 43
]_ I.....
8.2 2.9
'No! No
M _ M
935 I 670
KT(;.S)
58 65 A B
2 2 4 ....
...... 256](_ ............60 400...... iV_, ............
80 3_ ...... I 3;_1
M M N [ O
/
Foreign
:::iii:
Yes [
Z'
A, Type S. O. 2 (large) compass (British).
B. Morel Petit model 28 compass (French).
C. Debrie type 860 compass (French).
M. Mineral oil.
N. 86 percent ethyl alcohol (by weight).
O. 31 percent elhyl alcohol (by weight),
P. _;0 percent ethyl alcohol (by weight).
The Navy IV compass is filled with the liquid for
which L' is 800. The Navy V, VI, and VII compasses
were originally filled with a mixture of 47 percent
mineral spirits and 53 percent album oil, the ldnematic
liquidity L' of the mixture being 625 at 20 ° C. (See
fig, 3.) Navy V, VI, and VII compasses now in stock
are being reiilled with mineral spirits for which L' is
800 at 20 ° C. The VIII and IX compasses have
damping liquids the kinematic liquidities of which
are S00 and 935, respectively.
MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH
'rhe standard horizontal magnetic field strength at
which thc time of swing, overswing, and swirl were
measured, was 0.18 gauss, which is an average value
for the United States. In order to give an idea of thc
variation in characteristics to be expected from varia-
tion in horizontal field strength, two representative
compasses were tested at field strengths between 0.06
and 0.42 gauss. The characteristics of the two
compasses for this range of field strength are shown in
figures 22 and 23.
MAGNETIC MOMENT
A modiiication of the method described by Sanfortt
(reference 9) for measuring the magnetic moment of a
making a measurement, the compass is brought to a
definite position on the axis of the coil, causing a
deflection of the nmgnetometer. The electric current
in the coil necessary to restore the deflection to zero is
determined. From this current, the dimensions of the
coil, and the distance of tim compass from the magne-
tometer, the moment of the magnetic system of the
compass is calculated. Since the change in field
strength due to the compass magnets is a very small
percentage of the total field strength, it is essential
that this measurement be made at a location where
the field will be undisturbed.
The magnetic moment for each type of compass, as
derived by this procedure, is given in table I.
FLIGHT TESTS
In Navy practice there are two distinct uses of a
compass. It may be used as a steering indicator, the
pilot steering the airplane according to its indications.
It may be used as a checking compass to check occa-
sionally the course of an airplane that is being steered
on a straight course according to the indications of a
directional gyro.
In an attempt to compare compasses of different
characteristics in flight, a series of tests were made on
compasses in pairs. As representative of the results
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obtained in ttus series of tests a part of the comparative
tests on Navy IV and VIB compasses are sho_n in
figures 24 and 25. In the steering tests the pilot
steered by the compass and an observer took about
30 readings per minute on a dircetional gyro. In the
checking tests, the pilot steered by the directional
gyro and an observer took readings on tile compass.
Each compass was tested on north and on south
courses, both as a steering compass and as a checking
compass. As a steering compass, the performance is
worse on a north course because of the northerly
turning error. When an airplane turns from a north
course, the centrifugal acceleration of the turn causes
tile compass card to tilt out of the horizontal position
into such a position that tim earth's vertical magnetic
field will cause the card to deflect in the direction in
which tile airplane has turned. It is easily possible
for the card of any unstabilized compass to turn faster
than the airplane, indicating to the pilot a turn in the
,v ...._
VIB r,_ "_J "_ _ -_ i 1_
sou t/7 , _ : I
IV _,-_
0 40 80 /20 0 40 80 /20
?Tree, 2econd5
FIGlrltr_ 24.--Flight tests o[ steering compasses.
opposite direction. At the magnetic equator there is
no northerly turning error and south of the magnetic
equator the southerly turning error becomes trouble-
some.
The results of these tests are shown in table H. The
values given are the average deviations of the readings
from a straight line faired between the plotted points.
Comparisons should be made only between two com-
passes of the same pair, because another pair may have
been tested at another time when the air may have
been rougher or smoother. It is assumed that the air
conditions remained constant during the time required
to test one pair.
Although definite conclusions should not be drawn
from the results of the few tests presented here, there
is a strong indication that the short-period compass is
better for steering and the long-period compass with a
low overswing is better for checking. It is the belief
of the authors that the yawing oscillations of an air-
phme being steered according to the indications of a
compass may vary greatly with different pilots. Prac-
tically all of the flight data of this report were obtained
by the junior author and by Ira E. Hobbs, lieutenant,
United States Navy. It is very desirable that flight
tests be continued with other compasses, other pilots,
and automatic pilots. Probably also, photographic
methods of recording the instrument readings should
be utilized.
The results of these flight tests can be explained on
the basis of the difference in the periods of the compass
and the yawing of the airplane. An airplane steering
on a north course, according to the indications of a
compass, oscillates with a period longer than the period
of the compass, while an airplane steered according to
the indications of the relatively stable directional gyro
oscillates with a period shorter than the periods of the
compasses in this group. The curves of figure 24 show
clearly that the period of the yawing oscillation of the
airplane steered according to the indication of a com-
pass on a north course is much longer than the period
of the compass by which it is being steered (approxi-
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FIGURE 25--Flight tests of checking compasses.
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mate periods, airplane, 60 seconds; compass IV, 19
seconds; compass VIB, 30 seconds).
TABLE II
RESULTS OF FLIGHT TESTS ON COMPASSES
Compass Time. 30 °
tO 5 °
_I ......... SeT_'ds14:0
:V ......... 4.8
_" .......... 14.0
IV _ - - 5.0
VIB ..... 8.0
VIB ....... i 8.o
VIB .... [ 12.0
I
_.v_,:__:::::o.._
() v.er-
_wlog
Decrees
3.5
1.5
6.2
1.5
6.0
6.5
6.5
35
85
2.0
Steering error
De_rees [ Decrees Degreea
,_ _:_ :::::::::
11 4.6 1.1
14 5.3 1.2
14 5.3 .9
3t 8.8 1,3
8.2 28 2.1
5,0 3.1 2.'I
Checking error
North South I
Degrees Deorees
1.5 .......
1.3
3.7
t.7 - --
2.0 2.5
1.4 1.7
1.1 3.1
1.8 I 332.1
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FIGL'aE 29.--Summary chart, time of swing against liquidity.
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T_',_e 30°to 5 °, .seconds
FI(_,L'I{E 32.--Su_TIIary chart, overswing against time of swing.
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DISCUSSION
The curves for time of swing, overswing, and swirl
shown in figures 5 to 21, for the individual compasses
are summarized from various points of view in figures
26 to 34. Figures 26, 27, and 28 show the variations
of time of swing, overswing, and swirl with tempera-
ture. Figures 29, 30, and 31 show the variations of the
same quantities with liquidity. Figures 32, 33, and 34
show the variations of time of swing, overswing, and
swirl, one relative to the other. The variations in the
characteristics were obtained by varying the liquidity
of the damping liquid.
It is very probable that low time of swing, low over-
swing, and low swirl are desirable characteristics for
good performance in flight. These requirements are
not simple to meet because low overswing and low
swirl are conflicting requirements as may be seen in
figure 34. Low overswing may be obtained by the
use of weak magnets and a viscous damping liquid but
their use causes a long time of swing and a high swirl.
A low swirl and a short time of s_.ng may be obtained
by the use of strong magnets and a thin damping liquid
of low viscosity but a high overswing is thereby
produced.
Opposite extremes of performance are shown in
figures 32, 33, and 34 by the British S. O. 2. compass
and the French Morel Petit model 28 compass. The
low overswing and low swirl of the S. O. 2. compass are
obtained by the use of an extremely light and relatively
fragile magnetic card. It has been the experience of
the authors that this instrument is too fragile for service
use. The magnetic moment is so low that the pivot
must be in perfect condition if excessive friction is to
be avoided. On the other extreme, the Morel compass
has a very heavy floated card and a high magnetic
lnoment. Practically all American compasses have
characteristics hctween the British and French ex-
tremes. Of the American compasses in this report,
only the Navy VIII and IX and the two KT compasses
have cards with floats.
The curves of figures 32, 33, and 34 are an aid in the
selection of compasses for flight tests. As an example
of the use of these curves it will be seen that hy a suita-
ble choice of damping liquids the Army B8 and Navy
VIB compasses may be given any of the following
characteristics at any selected temperature of the
conlpass.
The chief reason for the difference in characteristics
of the B8 and the VIB is the difference in size of the
c'_rd. The BS card has a di,tmeter of 1_ inches and
the VIB card has a diameter of 4 inches. The clearance
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between the bowl and the card is approximately the
same for both compasses.
TABLE III
Time
Compass 30° tO 5°
,Second,
B8 .................. 6. 0
VIB ................ 6.0
B8 .................. 4.0
VIB ................ 9.8
BS ................. 3. q
VIB ................ ii.8
Over-
swing
De_re_
0.4
8.5
5,0
5.0
6.0
3.9
Swirl ,
Degrees
55
12
36
24
30
30
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WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF 10-FOOT-DIAMETER AUTOGIRO ROTORS
By JOHN B. _VHEATLEY all(]. CARLTON B1OLETTI
SUMMARY
A series of lO=foot-diameter autogiro rotor models were
tested in the N. .'1. C. A. 20-foot wind tunnel. Four of
the models differed only in the airfoil sections of the
blades, the sections used being the N. A. C. A. 0012,
00/8, $_12, and _MS. 17_ree additional models employ-
ing the N. A. C. A. 0012 section were tested, in which a
varying portion of the blade near the hub was replaced by
a streamline tube with a chord of about one-fourth the
blade chord.
With maximum L/D used as a criterion, the order of
merit of the airfoil sections tested is: N. A. C. A. 4412,
0012, _18, and 0018. The elimination off blade area
near the hub was found to have a detrimental effect on
the rotor L/D. The results indicate the possibility of
obtaining further improvements in the L/D by using thin-
ner airfoil sections and by employing tapered blades with
a tip chord smaller than the root chord. The results also
demonstrate the necessity.for a study of the effect of blade
twist on the rotor characteristics and show the advisabil-
ity off improving testing technique to reduce the errors
occurring in the determination of the tare drag.
INTRODUCTION
The high-spce,t performance of the autogiro is at
present inferior to that of the airplane, although no
inherent reason for the existing large difference has
appeared. The N. A. C. A. has accordingly decided
to investigate different types of autogiro rotors with
the purpose of establishing a means of improving the
efficiency (the lift-drag ratio) of the rotor.
The results given in this paper were obtained hy a
wind-tunnel investigation of 10-foot-diameter model
rotors in which the influence on rotor characteristics
of the blade airfoil section and a variation in the blade
phtn form were determined. Four airfoil sections dif-
fering in camber and thickness and four plan forms
were tested; the aerodymmtie characteristics of each
rotor were (tctermined at several pitch settings over
the entire range of tip-speed ratios in which the rotors
would autorotate.
APPARATUS
The model rotors were tested in the N. A. C. A.
20-foot wind tunnel descrihed in reference 1. The test
set-up is shown in figure l, which shows that the rotor
was supported hy a small mast i)rojecting from a large
fairing. The entire supporting structure, with the ex-
ception of the mast and part of the sting and tailpost
also shown in figure 1, was shielded from the air stream
to reduce the tare drag. The mast was attached to an
electric motor enclosed in the shielding; the hinter em-
ployed to start the nmdel rotating was mounted in
trunnion bearings to permit a change in the rotor angle
of attack by means of the sting and tailpost. The
rotors were mounted inverted so that at 90 ° angle of
attack the rotor was upstream from the hulky support-
ing structure. A magneto tachometer geared to the
rotor shaft measured the rotor speed.
The model rotor hub used for all rotor tests had
journal bearings at the horizontal and vertical pin
articulations; the use of these bearings made it neces-
sary that the hub be considerably larger in proportion
than a full-scale hub. The horizontal pin was placed
at a radius of 1.125 inches (1.88 percent R) and the
radius of the vertical pin was 2.50 inches (4.17 percent
R). Damping was supplied at the vertical pins by
means of adjustable washers, which provided a friction
torque of about 6 inch-pounds. The rotor blades were
attached to the hub by steel forks bolted to the blades
and screwed into sockets connected to the vertical pins.
Pitch adjustments were made at these screw connec-
tions, which were locked by clamping bolts. The
blade butts were at 7_,_-inch radii (12.5 percent R)
md the outer ends of the forks at 12-inch radii (20
percent R).
All seven rotors had diameters of 10 feet and con-
sisted of three blades, which were constructed of
laminated mahogany, hollowed to reduce their weight,
balanced about the quarter-chord point by brass
nosepieces forming part of the airfoil section. Four
sets of blades differed only in the airfoil section used;
the sections tested were the N. A. C. A. 0012, 0(}18,
1!}9
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4412, arid 4418. These rotors are designated A axes of 0.25c and 0.75c. Tim l)hysical characteristics
(N. A. C. A. 0012), A (N. A. ('. A. 4418), etc., whine of the blades ale shm_n in table I; the ordinates of tile
A indicates the 1)]an form. Three additional sets of airfoil sections are given ill reference 2.
t)lades employing the N. A. C. A. 0012 protile were! The motion of the rotor blade about the horizontal
constructed in which a systematic variation of plan pin was recorded throughout several revolutions by a
form was effected; these rotors ar_ designated Blstvlus scratching on waxed pat)er. The stylus was
Fl(;Uitg 1,-A lo-_:ot alllogiro rntor nmtlnted for tt'3t,
(N_. 3_. C. A. ()012), (? (N. A. (!. A. 0012), aml 1)
(N. A. ('. A. 0012). Rot,)rs B, (_, :lad D differed in
that the inncr 30 i)ercent, 45 1)erccnl, and 60 percenl,
respectively, of the ])lade was rel)laccd by a 1}_-inch-
diameter streamline tube having a chord of abottl
onc-fourtll the blade chord, :is shown in figure 2. The
tilt shat)(, of all bh_(h,s was semicllipti_'al; tim trailing
edge w'ts a circular (ltmdran( with a radius of 0.75c,
and the lea(ling edge was an elliptical quadrant with
linke<l to the 1)lade so that the dettections of the stylus
and blade were pt'Ol)(>rtion,d , and the waxed l)al)er was
wound on a drum concentric with the rotor axis
immediately bencqth the rotor disk. The record was
oriented in :lzimuth by a prick punch fixed with refer-
ence to _l_e air stream. Successive records were ob-
tained t)y _in(lin_ the paper on spools within the
(lrmn; the Sl)()ols wcrc manually operated from the
balance house.
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TESTS AND PROCEDURE
Each rotor was tested at several pitch settings from
0 ° to the highest angle at which autorotation could be
obtained over a reasonably wide range of tip-speed
ratios. Pitch settings were measured from the angle
of zero lift of the blade section using the data given in
reference 2. The test data are incomplete in some
eases at low tip-speed ratios and low pitch settings
because at the lowest tunnel speed available (40 feet
per second) the rotor speed became dangerously high.
In general, the range of tip-speed ratios tested became
smaller as the pitch setting was increased because
autorotation broke down at successively lower values
of the tip-speed ratio. No tests were made of the
B (N. A. C. A. 0012) rotor at tip-speed ratios below 0.1
because the model vibrated violently in that range.
,A(N,A.C.A. 0012) A(N.A.C.A. O018) A(ALA.C.A, 441Z) A(N.A.C.A. 4418)
_---/8- T b':4z"--I
B(.,M.A.C.A. 00/2]
' L_7" I .33"
c(_A.c.,4, oo/2]
36 ...... # - --24"-- --
DfN.A.C.A. 00/2)
FIGURE 2. PIaIL (oril)S o[ iilo(le[ ;ttllot_[lO h]_lh!s,
AI. the beginning of a test the rotor was driven at
about 400 revolutions per mimlte with the electric
motor. The tunnel fan was then started and the
model was _dlowed to autorotate. ]n general, all tests
were made at. 't rolor speed of 550 revolutions per
mitmte, giving a tip sl)eed of 2SS feet t)er second.
l)atq were ol)taincd at each tunnel speed between 40
feet per second and 140 feet; per second by adjusting
the angle of :lttack. When the tunnel speed re'rched
140 feet per second, which corresponds to a tip-speed
ratio of about 0.5 for a rotor speed of 550 revolutions
I)cr minute, it was kept constant and tip-st)eed ratios
greater than 0.5 were obt_dne(l I)y successive reductions
in the rotor sl)ecd. In this nnmner, except for the
limitations previously mentioned, all tip-speed ratios
fronl 0 to 0.7, corrcst)ouding to angles of attack from
90 ° to the minilnum obtaimd_Ic, were investigated.
At any tunnel speed, when steady conditions had
t,een ot,tained, simultaneous visual observations of
lift, drag, dynamic pressure, rotor speed, and angle of
attack were made. Records of blade motion were
obtained during the tests at intervals of the tip-speed
ratio of about 0.03.
The tare forces on the set-up were determined with
the rotor and hub removed over the same range of air
speeds as that in which tile rotor tests were nmde.
There was an al)preeiab]e scale efl'eet on the tare forces
so that the coefficients of tare lift and drag used for
correcting the observed data corresponded to the par-
ticular air speed at which the observed data were ob-
tained. The method used for obtaining the tare forces
results in the inclusion of the hub forces in the net lift
and drag forces.
RESULTS
Tile ternfinology 'rod symbols used in this paper are
the same as those givcn in reference 3. For convenience,
a list of the symbols and definitions follows:
V, true air speed, ft. per second.
£, angular velocity, radians per second.
R, rotor radius, ft.
a, rotor angle of attack, deg. (acute angle be-
tween relative wind and a plane perpendicu-
lar to the rotor axis).
L, rotor lift, lb.
D, rotor drag, lb.
T, rotor thrust, lb. (component of rotor force
parallel to rotor axis).
0, pitch setting, (leg. (blade angle measured from
zero lift position when blade is at rest).
L
CL, lift coefficient, _V,,rR _
D
CD, drag coefficient, _.;_pV%R"
C_, resultam-force coefficient, ((_" _-C,")
7'
Cr, thrust coeilicieut, pL)%]_. _
u, tip-speed ratio, !tR
_, blade "lzimut.h angle from down wiu(I in direc-
tion of rotation, deg.
fl, angle between blade axis and a plane l)Crl>en-
dicul,tr lo rotor axis, (leg. (positive in tim
(lirection of thrust), expressed by: _=:a,)--
_t_ cos _ bl sin _b--a2 cos 2_b--b: sin
2_--. .....
_t,,, constant ternl in Fourier series that ex-
presses _.
a,, coefficient of cos _ in Fourier series that ex-
presses _.
b,, coefficient of sin n_ in Fourier series that ex-
presses _.
a, solidity, ratio of blade area to swept <tisk area,
I., moment of inertia of one bNde about the
horizontal pin, slug-ft. _
c, chord of blade, ft.
+l, lift-curve slope with angle of attack, in radian
]neasure.
y, mass constant of blade, cpaR_
ll
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Tile results of the force measurements corrected for
tare and jet-boundary interference are presented in fig-
ures 3 to 40, inclusive. For each rotor, values of CL,
L/D, CR, Cr, % and the blade-motion coefficients a0, a_,
and bl are presented in curve form for each pitch setting
tested, as functions of the tip-speed ratio _. The
coefficients CL, L/D, and CR for the A (N. A. C. A. 4412)
and A (N. A. C. A. 4418) rotors were cross-faired
against the pitch setting and then replotted against tip-
speed ratio, a procedure made possible in these cases
by the large number of pitch settings tested. It will be
noted that LID has been given in preference to tile drag
coefficient C,; this usage was found advisable because
the minimum and maximum values of CD were in the
ratio of approximately 1:150 and an abnormal scale
would have been required to present the results accu-
rately.
The measured blade motion was transformed into the
coefficients of a Fourier series by the 12-point harmonic
analysis described in reference 4, resulting in a series ot
12 terms. The blade motion of a full-scale rotor is such
that the coefficients a: and b2 are not negligible in com-
parison with a0, a_, and bt. The mass constant 7 of the
model blades was so small, however, that all coefficients
of order greater than the first were found to be equal to
or smaller than the probable error in the results and,
for this reason, no coefficients of higher order than the
first have been included in the blade-motion data.
Figure 23 shows tim effect of a variation in blade plan
forin on tile maximum L/D for optimum pitch setting
and on Cr at _==0.35. Figure 40 illustrates tile effect
of airfoil section on the maximunl LID and on Cr at
u--0.35 as functions of the pitch setting. Figure 4l
shows the significant effect of a change in the rotor speed
on CL and L/D; figure 42 shows tile effect of rotor speed
on a 1.
No test data on moments or centers of pressure were
obtained; tile ge(lmctry of tile balance system rendered
such results too inaccurate to be of value.
ACCURACY
Tile accidental errors occurring in these tests arise
front nonsimultaneous observations, tile lmman error
in reading instruments, the failure to obtain steady con-
ditions when taking data, and similar factors. Tile
influence of these types of error on the final results has
been minimized by obtaining a large number of test
points during all tests.
There are three principal sources of consistent
errors in the final results: The jet-boundary effect,
the blocking efl'ect in the tunnel, and the errors due
to tile nxethod of obtaining the tare drag. A correc-
tion for the effect of the jet boundary on the rotor
was _q)illied by assuming the rotor to be equiwdent
to an airfoil of the same span and same total lift:.
This correction is justified principally by expediency,
since no information exists that can be used for tile
accurate correction of the jet-boundary effect on a
rotor. Tile use of this correction assumes a vortex
field behind the rotor similar to the one behind the
equivalent wing, an assumption obviously not exactly
true. This error can, however, be considered small
and especially so near maximum L/D, where the jet-
boundary correction in all cases had almost wmished.
The blocking effect, which is essentially a disturbance
in the uniform velocity distribution across the jet by
the presence of a body in the jet, has been estimated
from disk tests to be as high as 20 percent for a disk
normal to the air stream. Since this effect depends
mostly upon the projected area of the body on a plane
normal to the air stream, and upon the drag of the
body, it can be neglected at angles of attack of less
than 30 ° (u>0.125). Thus the blocking effect does
not influence tile maximum L/D, which occurs at
_0.35. The tare lift was small and the error arising
from it can be neglected, but tim tare drag is tile
source of an error of unknown magnitude. Tile tare
forces were determined by testing the set-up with the
rotor and hub removed, which leaves tile interference
effects in the net results; in addition, the hub drag,
which was, because of the size of the hub, considerably
greater than that of a full-scale rotor, was included in
the net dra_. These considerations indicate that the
net drags obtained are appreciably larger than tile
correct values.
The nature of the consistent errors precludes an
attempt at their evahmtion; tile following table sum-
marizes the magnitude of the errors in the faired curves
caused by tile accidental factors:
............. ± 3 percent.
_ ................... ±0.1%
Cz. .............. ±3 percent.
L/D .................... _ 5 percent.
Cr ................... -i_3 percent.
ao, a,, bl ....... i().2 °.
DISCUSSION
Before the det,niled discussion, it is advisable to
consider the effect of an erroneous tare drag on the
results. As previously explained, the tare drag used
was probably smaller th'm the correc_ value beclluse
the model rotor hull was disproportionately large.
The net drag coefficients used in obt,fining rotor lift-
drag ratios are consequently considered too large. A
coust:mt d(,eremcnt to the experilnent.d net (trltg
coefticients would incre'tse the L/D at low-pitch set-
tings more than 'it high-pitch settings beclluse the
rotor forces _md coefficients increase with pitch setting.
By referencc to the curves of CL _lll(] L/D it can be
determincd tlmt (_. for maxinmm L/D at nl)timum
pitch setting lies t)etween 0.085 and 0.120 and occurs
'_t v =0.35 for all rotors, showing that there is no
gre_lt difference in tile rotor forces 'it optimum pitch
setting and, (_()IIsc(luently, that the relative merit of
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tile differentrotorswill not bechangedby a small
errorin theta,'edrag. Tile onlyimportantchange
will bea decreasein theoptimumpitchsettingand
an increasein the wduesof the lift-drag ratios
obtained.
Mostof theresultsrequirelittle discussion.()n
all rotors an increase in angle of l)itch setting increases
the lift coefficient qt any tip-speed ratio greater th'm
that corresponding to nmxinlum lift, which occurs at
about _-:0.13, and increases the thrust coefficient
and tile blade-motion coefficients at all tip-speed
ratios. The lift-(h-aft curves show that for each rotor
there is an optimunl angle of pitcll setting considerably
lower" than tile highest pitch setting at which auto-
rotation occurs.
The variation of angle of attack with pitch setting
is reasonably consistent. At tip-speed rqtios in the
approximate range 0 to 0.15 the angle (ff attack
increases with pitch setting for pitch settings greater'
than 2°; at higher" tip-speed ratios tile angle of attack
decreases with pitch setting until within l ° or 2 ° of
the nmximmn pitch setting tested, at which point tlle
angle of attack begins to increase.
A much greater range of operating i)itch settings
was obtained with the two cambered qirfl)ils (N. A.
C. A. 4t12 'rod N. A. C. A. 4,118) thqn with the two
symnn'trical ones (N. A. C. A. 0012 and N. A. C. A.
0018). The ])rincipal reason for this result is thought
to be tha twist of the blade during its oper,/tion. A
twisting couple is apl)lic,l to each blade if the normal
component of tile I)[ade centrifugal h)rcc is not applied
at the center of pressure of tile air h)rce. The centrifu-
gal force is al)plied at the center of gravity of the
t)lade, which is qt 0.25c on 'dl t)lades. The center
of l)ressure of the symmetrical blades occurs also at
0.25c; consequently, the twisting moment on the
symntetrical blades is negligible. Tile cambered
bl.l(les, however, have a center of pressure that chtmgcs
with angle of attacl_ and Ires a mean position at about
0.35c. An upward force at 0.35c and an equql down-
ward force at 0.25c ol)viously tend to decrease the
blade pitch angle, which results in an operating pitch
appreciably less than the pitch setting. This condi-
tion is illustrated in figm'e 40 by the difference in the
thrust eoelticients at equal pitch settings for the four
airfoil sections used. The illustrated differences be-
tween thc_ ntean el, rye fur the two symmetrical sec-
tions and the curves for the two cambered sections
are then eonsistcnt with the ext)lanation given when
it is renmmbered thqt the N. A. C. A. 4418 is tor-
sionally stiffer than the N. A. C. A. 4412 and that
the N. A. C. A. 4418 and N. A. C. A. 4412 have ahnost
identical center-of-pressure cimr,,cteristics.
The preceding argument leads also to the conclusion
that the twist, and consequently the rotor charac-
teristics determined by the twist, will depend upon
rotor speed because tile centrifugal force and thrust
vary with the square of the rotor speed, while the
rigidity remains constant. This deduction is verified
in figures 41 and 42, showing the A (N. A. C. A. 4412)
rotor characteristics at 400 and 550 rcvoh,tions per
minute. The lift coefficient L/D and the flapping
coefficient a, at 7 ° pitch setting and 400 revolutions
per minute correspond more closely to the character-
}sties for 8 ° than for 7 ° l)itch setting when the test
was made at 550 revolutions per niinute. These curves
show that at 400 revolutions per minute the operating
pitch was greater titan at 550 revolutions per minute
although the pitch setting was the same.
The general information on maximum L/D is sum-
marized in figures 23 and 40. Figure 40 shows that
the order of merit of the airfoil sections based on maxi-
mum L/Dis: N. A. C. A. 4412, 0012, 4418, and 0018,
indicating that camber is advantageous and that a
thickness of 18 percent is less efficient than one of
12 peicent. Figure 23 shows that the maximum lift-
drag ratio is affected adversely by reducing blade area
near the hub. When quantitative conclusions are
drawn from the results in this report, it is iml_'ortant
to remember that the blade twist of the different air-
foils was not constant ; this factor may |lave influenced
the relative L/D ratios of tile rotors. It is therefore
not known whether the increased efficiency of the
camt)ered blades should be ascribed to the camber or
the twist. The plan-form results also contain another
variable, a change in solidity, which would att'ect the
L/D; in this case, however, calculations indicate that
the decrcasc in solidity should increase the L/D,
whereas the sum of the two effects was a decrease in
L/D. it then seems safe to conclude that the effect
of reducing the blade area near the lmb is, if anything,
more disadvantageous than the results indicate.
The test results indicate that rotor efficiency can
possibly be increased by extending the tests of blade
thickness and by a further investigation of the effect
of twist. The employment of tapered blades with the
maxim,nn chord at tile hub ,dso appears promising.
The LID results in this l)aper are, however, of only
relative value because of the error inherent in the tare-
drag results, and these wflues of L/D are at present
exceeded on full-scale rotors with lass efficient airfoil
sections.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Cambered rotor blades with a center of gravity
at 0.25c are appreciably reduced in l)itch while operating
because of the dynamic twist.
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2. Owing to the different airfoil characteristics and
possibly because of the blade twist, cambered blades
develop a greater LID than symmetrical ones. l¢_}_i_3. An increase in blade thickness ratio from 12 per- llad_,_i_ti,,_
cent to 18 percent results in an appreciably lower L/D.
4. The order of merit based on maximum LID of
the airfoil sections tested is: N. A. C. A. 4412, 0012, ......
I Feet Feet Foot4418,0018. A (N, A, ('. A. 0012) _ 5.00 4.375' 0.523
3. 50 .523
5. Test results are quantitatively reliM)le for u_.0.15 B (N. ,. c. * o01z_. I 5o0 4.._75
1' (N. A, C. A 01)12) ] 5,00 275 .523
except for the L/D, which is probably lower than the D (N. A. C. A. I)1112, I 5.0(I 2.00 .522
- A (N A. C, A ll(}lg) _ ! 5.00 .523
correct val[le. A (N. A. ('. A. 41121.. 5.00 4,375 .523
A (N. A (', .%. 441_.)_.. 5.00 4.375 t .523
6. Rotor lift-drag ratios are adversely affected by _ .......
removing blade area near the hllb. _ I'alculated for 0=000237s slug.'cu, ft.For torsblIllll illO[llOllI (,titi51'Ant a]orlg blade.
7. A possibility exists of improving the rotor lift-
drag ratio by tapering the blade to a smaller chord at
the tip than at the hub.
8. The tests should be extended to include other
airfoil sections and tapered blades, and the effect of
blade twist should be carefully studied.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAI;TICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., October 10, 1935.
TABLE I.--BLADE CHARACTERISTICS
I
i
Angle iTorsional[ rigidity
Chord of zero Mass con- (des.
,_pan c lift stant _ twistt., cpaR _ er in.
t aL0 '-,= )1-- ] _Jength
i per m-
] lb i
5.31 "_7 I_
5.28 O,_)119 [
4.62
0 4.32
-_.9 5.00 .00121
- .7 ;I.65 .00041
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FIGL'RE bi. I,ift coefficient CL o[ 10-fuot mlkixiro n)i_)r, I) (N. A, C. A, 0012).
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SOME EFFECTS OF ARGON AND HELIUM UPON EXPLOSIONS
MONOXIDE AND OXYGEN
By ERNEST F. FIOCK and C._nL It. Rom)m_
OF CARBON
SUMMARY
This incestigation, performed at the National Bureau
of Standards at the request and with the financial assist-
ance oJ the National Advisory Committee Jor Aeronautics,
is a study of the effects of th.e inert gases argon and helium
upon fame speed and expansion ratio in exploding
mixtures oJ C(), 02, and It20. For the particular gas
mixtures investigated the results show that (I) with the
possible exception of tie "in small amounts the addition oJ
inert gas always produces decreased flame speed and
expansion ratio, (2) like volumes of A and lie. have very
d?flerent effects upon flame speed but practically the same
e_ect upon e.rpansion ratio, and (8) the d'_fference in. the
effect of these two gases upon fame speed is independent
oJ the ratio oj CO to 02. A discussion oJ some possible
modes by which inert gases may produce the observed
effects is included.
INTRODUCTION
The majority of practical advances that have been
made in the application of gaseous explosions to the
production of useful work are of an empirical nature.
So rapid have been these advances that at present our
knowledge of the fundamental processes of the explo-
sion itself lags far behind. It seems unlikely, however,
tlmt all of the possible means for improving the effi-
ciency and performance of an internal-combustion
engine will he discovered without the aid of an exact
knowledge of the mechanism of the ignition and subse-
quent co,nbustion of the explosive mixture within the
cylinder.
It is believe([ that the practical value of results
obtained by isolating and evaluating the effects of the
individual operating variahles under carefully con-
trolled conditions will be amply demonstrated when a
complete and comprehensive picture of the explosive
process has been evolved. A portion of the necessary
informqtion can be obtained by the study of the effect
of operating variables upon the speed with which flame
transforms an explosive mixture. Experiments 6f this
nature, using the comparatively simple fuel CO, have
been in progress for some time at the National Bureau
of Standards.
]n reference 1 the effect of water vapor upon the
speed of flame in equivalent CO-O2 mixtures at various
pressures was reported. In reference 2, means were
described for improvin_ the precision of results ob-
tained by the soap-hubble, or constant-pressure
method, developed and used by Stevens (reference 3)
and data were reported showing the variation with
composition of the spatial and transformation velocity
of flame and of expansion ratio.
Further information upon the n/echanisnl of the
C()-O2 reaction is presented in this report, in which
the effects upon llame speed and expansion ratio of
replacing a portion of the explosive mixture with the
inert gases A and He are studied. These results may
eventually prove of value in explaining the effects of
the nitrogen that is qlways present in the engine
cylinder.
In order to isolate the effects of the diluent gases
upon tlame speed and expansion ratio the present study
was made at, constant pressure in quiescent gas mix-
tures of carefully controlled composition and initial
temperature. The truly inert gases A and lie are
better suited to the present study of the mechanism of
the oxidation of CO than N2, because it is probable that
the latter is not totally inert. Carbon monoxide was
selected as the fuel because it can be readily prepared
in a very pure state, because it produces a highly
actinic flame, and because numerous data on explosions
of this fuel in the absence of diluents are already
available.
A previous investigation, silnilar in nature to the
present one, was reported by Stevens (reference 3).
The subsequent study of the characteristics of the soap-
bubble method (reference 2) revealed that the precision
of the results could be nmch improved, and indicated
the desirability of repeating and extending the earlier
observations.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The method employed consists essentially in taking
a photographic record on a fihn moving at constant
speed of the travel of flame initiated by a spark at the
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centerof asoapbubblefilledwithexplosivemixture.
Fromsucha record,whichalsocontainstimesignals
recordedsimultaneously_ith theexplosion,thespatial
velocity(S,)offlameandthefinalradiusofthesphere
of hotproducts(R2)canbereadilyobtained.If the
initial radiusof thebubble(RI)is known,thespeed
(St)with whichthettametransformstheunburned
gasescanbecalculatedthroughtherelation
s,
S,= \ RJ
The details of the method, apparatus, and technic
have been described in reference 2. The necessary
connections for admitting the inert gases constituted
the only significant change in the apparatus.
The A was an especially purified sample furnished
by the Westinghouse Lamp Co. of Bloomfield, N. J.,
and specified by them to be 99 percent pure. It was
used without further treatment, save drying over P205.
The He, obtained from the Navy Department, was
freed of combustibles by passage over hot CuO and of
02 and other impurities by passage through charcoal
immersed in liquid air. It also was dried with P20_
before being admitted to the mixing vessel.
The bubbles were blown in a sealed chamber in which
a temperature of 25 ° C. was maintained. The partial
pressure of water vapor in this chamber was kept at
20.44 mm Itg and, by varying the composition of the
soap solution, its vapor pressure at 25 ° C. was adjusted
to as nearly this same value as was practicable. The
temperature of the distilled water that was used for
hulnidifying the gas mixtures was kept at 22.5 ° C., so
that the partial pressure of H_O in each of the gas
mixtures was likewise 20.44 ram. Under these condi-
tions the calculated concentration of H_O vapor in each
mixtnre, before the bubbles were blown, was 0.0269-t-
0.000t inole percent and no change in the partial pres-
sure of H_O in tile mixture should have occurred during
the formation and life of the bubbles. Practically,
however, it was impossible entirely to eliminate all
temperature and humidity gradients in the chamber,
and the resulting variations in the H_O content of tim
mixtures at the time of tiring are believed to account
for a considerable portion of tim spread in the observed
results.
The first series of <)bservations in the present study
shows the effect of varying the r'ttio of CO to O2 at a
constant l)_lrtial pressure of It2() of 20.44 mm in the
absence of inert g'ts. The r(,sults of this series were
desired for eompm'ison with the corresponding values
of S_ previously obtained l)v the constant-volume
method (fig. 5 of reference 2) and for reference values
of S,, R_, and S_ to serve "_s termini for the curves
obtained in the presence of the inort gases. Each of
the other eight series of experiments w'ls made with the
addition of measured quantities of A and He (sepa-
rately) to a previously pret)ared mixture of CO, ()2,
and iI20.
The method of making the mixtures was modified
slightly from that given in reference 2. In order that
a complete series of observations with A and with He
could be made at the same ratio of CO to O2 it was
desirable to make the latter mixture in a comparatively
large quantity (ca. 20 liters).
Since no provision was made for the precise dcterlni-
nation of the temperature of the storage flasks, the
direct measurement of the composition of tile CO-O2
mixtures was only approximate. More precise values
of composition were obtained by measuring S_ in the
absence of inert gas and reading the concentration of
CO from the previously determined S, curve, which will
be presented later in figure 1. It will be shown that
exact knowledge of this composition is not important
so far as the comparative effect of the two inert gases
is concerned. Tile approximate composition of each
CO 02 mixture indicated whether it was on the rich
or lean side of chemical equivalence.
Each mixture was prepared as follows. Water
vapor at 'l pressure of 20.44 mm was admitted to the
evacuated mixing vessel, and the dry mixture of CO
and O2 was then admitted to a previously chosen total
pressure. Finally the inert gas was added in amount
sufficient to bring the total pressure to 760 mm IIg.
When a steady state was reached after each addition
of gas to the mixing vessel, the pressure and tempera-
ture were observed. In order to insure complete uni-
formity the fired mixtures (1 liter total volume) were
always allowed to stand 1 hour before blowing a
tmbble. Each mixture consisted of enough gas for
three bubble experiments, though the usual practice
was to make btlt two observations if both appeared
satisfaetoD _.
Tile eight different ratios of CO to O: used with
inert gases were distributed throughout the range of
mixture ratios for which it is believed that the bubble
method can be most adwmtageously employed. The
number of obsewations with A was restricted by the
limited availn ble supply of this gas.
RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
Tile type of photographic records obtained and the
method of calculating the results therefrom have
already t)cen described in reference 2. The (iota
obtained in this way during the present investigation
•ire most conveniently presented in graphical form.
Figure 1 shows the wu'iation of final radius (R_),
speed of flame in space (S:), and speed of transforma-
tion of the unbm'ned charge (S,) for a range i)f CO-O2
mixtures containing a constant mole fraction of H20 of
0.0269=1=0.000l. The square of the mole fraction of
CO is plotted ah)ng the axis of abscissas to render the
curves more nearly syimnetrical. Each circle on the
curves for R._ and S: represents the mean of two or
more dcterminati<ms. The Sz curve is derived from
(R,_3,
the other two through the relation S,=S, \RJ in
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which the initial radius R_ was constant throughout
and equal to 4.5 cm.
The reasons for including this series of measurements
have already been presented. The values of S_ given
in figure 1 are directly comparable with those deter-
mined by the constant-volume method, as presented
in figure 5 of reference 2. In the deviatiop chart
(fig. 2) the mean values of S_ obtained by averaging
tim two sets of measurements are represented by the
straight base line, while the curves show the deviations
from this mean of the values of S, obtained by the
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Fi_un_ 1. Variation (,f tC2, S,, and N, with the mt)le fraction of CO in the ahsence
of inert g_L';(thole fracti_)n of n20 =0.1)269).
two methods. At botil the rich and lean extremes the
values of S_ are changing rapidly and the personal
factor involved in drawing the curves through tile
experimental points amy be responsible for a consider-
able part of the deviation. The deviations in the
region embracing equivalence are probably due in a
large measure to failure to adjust the vapor pressure
of the soap solution at 25 ° C. to exactly 20.44 ram.
The deviation is in the direction indicating tlmt this
vapor t)ressure was slightly below the chosen value.
Despite this indication the differences between the
values of S, determined by the two methods seem
about as small as could be expected when it is considered
that an error of from 5 to 10 em per sec. may reasonably
be present in each series, it seelns safe to conclude
that no large systenmtic error occurs in one method
and not in the other. Accidental errors in the reduction
of the data from the photograi)hic records are colnmon
to both methods, but their effects are greatly reduced
by the fairing applied to both series of observatiuns.
It is believed that values of S_ can be determined 1)y
I :'_6t;!_2 :_7- - 17,
either method _4th substantially the same precision
and that at po point on either of the curves is the
value of S, in!error by more than 10 cm per sec.
Some further comparisons of the data of figure 1
with those of figures 6 and 7 of reference 2 are of value
in showing the effect of water vapor upon the explosive
oxidation of CO. The water-vapor content in .the
present series .of measurements was 0.0269 mole percent
and in the cartier series 0.0331, while all other factors
were the same-for both. A change in water content
fronl the higher to the lower of these values , no matter
what the mixture ratio, always produced a decrease in
S_, an increase in R2, and a correspondingly large
decrease in St. The decrease in R_ is greatest for
lean mixtures and approaches zero for very rich mix-
tures. The decrease in S, is least for lean mixtures
and increases gradually as the mixtures become richer.
The decrease in St, which is of course a function of the
changes in R._ and S,, has a minimum value near
equivalence and larger values for both lean and rich
mixtures. From these facts it follows that, if a mixture
in a bubble at the time of firing should for some un-
recognized cause contain an excess of water vapor, the
observed value of S., will be too high, of R._ will be too
low, and of S_ will be too high. These relations among
the errors in the observed quantities are illustrated by
several of the observations plotted in figure 1 and in the
tigures to be presented later in this report. The
inference is that, for mixtures of CO, O._, and H._O, in
spite of all the precautions that have been taken to
control the concentration of the latter, uncertainty in
the H_O content still remains as one of the outstanding
sources of error in the results obtained by the bubble
method.
_ _ 8[ _-----_Conslon/ volumev--T/_
vJ E _ ,9_. _'- Lgubb/e , / r-_ !,
_-o ;i " ._ a .4 .s " e .7 .8
[Mole f,'-oc/,om of CO] _
FIGURI*: _t.. I)itlerenees i/3 tile values of S, observed by tile eonstanl-volume anti
I)ui)ble n|etIu)(ls.
! The gases A and He were selected for the present
I study of the effect of inert diluents for these reasons:
First, it. was considered that the rare gases were most
i likely tu be inert under the conditions prevailing in
an explosion; second, these two gases are the most
readily obtainable of the r'tre gases in the desired
state of purity; and, third, the heat capacities are
practically identical while there is a btrge difference
in therm'd conductivity.
The data obtained in the presence of A and He for
different CO/O2 ratios are presented in figures 3 to
10, inclusive. The same quantities (R2, S,, and S,)
,ire plotted along the axis of ordinates as in figure 1.
The mole fraction of inert gas is in each case plotted
ahmg the axis of abscissas. The crosses represent the
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expeifimental points for He and the open ones, those
for A. Exhaustion of the A supply prevented deter-
Ininations for this gas in the nfixtures represented
by figures 9 and 10.
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
It is convenient, when analyzing the present results,
to discuss separately the effects of varying the con-
centration of a particular inert gas and of changing
from one inert gas to another.
Changes in the concentration of A or He.-- In any
analysis of results obtained by the present method it
should be kept in mind that the total pressure and the
partial pressure of H20 were essentially constant in
all the experiments and that, when inert gas was intro-
duced, it replaced a portion of the active mixture of
CO and 02. Therefore, an increase in the mole frac-
/.ion of inert gas, as represented along the axes of
abscissas in figures 3 to 10, actually involves three
simultaneous and significant changes in composition:
(1) A reduction in the partial pressure of CO 02
mixture, (2) an increase in the ratio of H20 to active
mixture, and (3) an increase in the concentration of
inert gas.
The effect of each of these changes may be evalu-
ated for the specific case of S_ in equivalent CO-O_,
mixtures, since data on the effect of pressure and
concentration of H.,O vapor in such mixtures are
available in reference 1. For tiffs purpose let us
consider t lm experiment in which 20 percent by vohmle
of A was used. It is convenient to refer to four
cient quantity to restore the total pressure to the same
value as that of nlixture I. Mixture IV can be fired
in a bubble and the value of S, was obtained by inter-
polation of the present data.
The difference in S, for mixtures III and I is
910--860=50 cm per sec., and shows the effect of
changing the ratio of H20 to explosive mixture by an
amount equivalent to that which automatically occurs
when 20 percent of inert gas is added at constant total
pressure and partial pressure of H20. The partial
pressure of CO+O2 is the same in mixtures I and III.
The difference in S, for mixtures II and I, 894--860=
34 cm per see., shows the effect of simultaneous changes
in partial pressure of CO+O2 and of the ratio of tt20
to combustible. This increase of 34 cm per sec. is
thus the resultant of an increase of 50 cm per sec.
due to the latter and a decrease of 50--34=16 cm
per sec., which is the effect of the pressure decrease
alone.
The difference in S, for mixtures ]I and IV, 894--730
= 164 cm per sec., represents the true effect of the A
ah)ne, since no other differences exist in the composi-
tion of these two mixtures.
The difference in S, for mixtures I and IV, 860-730
=130 cm per sec., is the combined effect of the three
significant changes in composition that occur when
20 percent of inert gas is introduced. This decrease
of 130 cm per sec. is the observed resultant of an increase
of 50 cm per sec. due to the increase in the ratio of H20
I to explosive mixture, a decrease of 16 cm per sec. dueto the reduction in the partial pressure of the CO+O._
different mixtures, each of wlfich represents an isolated and a decrease of 164 cm per sec. due to the A.
stage in the whole process of replacing 20 volume As already shown, the true effect of introducing 20
percent of the reference nffxture, in the form of CO percent of A is a decrease in S, of 164 cm per see.,
and 02, with A. The characteristics of these mixtures i while the observed effect of the three simultaneous
may be tabulated as follows:
3,I ixt ure number
changes in composition is only 130 cm per sec. Similar
calculations for other concentrations of both A and Ite
show that this s,qme order is always maintained in
Total pressure (mm tlg) ......................
Partial pressure of H20 (ram Hg) ...............
l_[ole fraction of CO ...........................
l_Iole fraction of ()_
l_,[ole fraction of H_O
Mole fraction of A ........
Speed _)f flame in space S. (fin per see) ..........
I i II- In .... W equivalent mixtures of CO and O2. Quantitative datafor mixtures of C() and 02 in other proportions are not.
7_.u _o 7_..,._ 7_.o available, but it has been shown that., qualitatively, the
20.44 20,44 I 2571 20.44
0.548710.6443] 0.6443; 0.5154 effect of water vapor is in the same direction for all
. ;_244 .3221 .3221 I .2577
•o33,_ .,_:_,_ .o_0co0 .0(_)! 2000 ratios of CO to O5 as at equivalence. It is therefore
• _l su4 t,10! 7:_o concluded that, if curves showing the effect upon S_ of
Mixture I is a reference mixture fired under the
actual conditions of the present measurements. The
value of S, is taken front the appropriate curve in
figure 1. If the total pressure of mixture i is reduced
20 percent by removal of CO and 02 in equivalent
proportions, mixture II results. The value of S, for
this mixture was obtained by interpolation of the data
of figure 2 of reference 1. Mixture III is obtained by
adding H20 to mixture I until its mole fraction becomes
the same as in mixture II. The value of S, for nffxture
[II was likewise taken from figure 2 of reference t.
Mixture IV results if A is added to mixture II in suftl-
- _- the inert gases alone could be obtained, they would lie
below the S, curves of tigures 3 to 10 at all points except
those for zero concentration of inert gas, and that the
separation would increase with the concentration of
inert gas.
Unfortunately sufficient reliable data to permit a
similar isolation of the effects of inert gases upon R2
and St (lo not exist. A qualitative estimate is possible,
however, for it has been shown that in the range of
concentration of water vapor here invoNed, an in-
crease in the mole fraction of I120 always produces a
decrease in R._. This is probably a direct: result of the
increase in the amount of heat retained by the II20
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as kinetic energy. Nothing very definite can be said
about the effect of pressure upon R2 for want of reliable
experimental results. Some decrease in the volume of
hot products is to be expected when the initial pressure
is reduced at a constant mole fraction of H_O because
of the greater dissociation of COs at lower pressures.
The changes in R_ resulting from the addition of inert
gas as displayed in figures 3 to 10 are therefore the
resultant of the three decreases due to the increase in
the ratio of H20 to unburned gas, to the decrease in
partial pressure of the active mixture and consequent
less complete oxidation of the CO, and to the presence
of the inert gas. The effect of the latter alone would
therefore be expected to be less than is shown in the
figures.
If the curves given for R2 are too low and those for
S_ too high, it follows that those for St are also too high.
It is concluded that when the effects of inert gases
upon flame speed and expansion ratio are investigated
by t_ method in which it is practicable to eliminate the
effect of varying the initial partial pressure of the un-
burned gas and the ratio of H20 to unburned mixture,
it will be found that A and He actually produce less
decrease in R2 and greater decreases in S, and St than
are shown in the figures.
Differences in the effects of A and He.--In contrast
with the rather obscure effect of the change in concen-
tration of inert gas, the differences in the effects pro-
duced by like volumes of A and He can be obtained
directly from the figures, since the substitution of one
inert gas for the other involves no further change in the
initial composition oi the mixture.
It will be noted that in figures 6 and 7 the values of
final radius (R_) seem slightly higher for A; in
figure 4 the He gave the higher values, and in figures
3, 5, and 8 the effect of these two gases on R2 seems to
be identical. In those cases where differences arc
shown they are of an order of magnitude comparal)le
with the error that may reasonably be expected in the
observed values of R:. Therefore the present meas-
urements should not be considered sufticiently precise
to show definitely that like vohimes of A and He may
produce different changes in final radius. If real
differences actually exist, the present results show that
they are very small and, for the purpose of the follow-
ing discussion, it is necessary to consider only one of
the llame speeds (either St or S_) since these are
exactly proportional for identical values of R.o.
Slight increases in St at low concentrations of He
are shown in some of the figures. These increases
are of a magnitu(le comparable with the experiment'tl
error and may or may not be significant.
It is evident in each of figures 3 to 8 tim( a given
volume of Itc offers less hindrance to the progress of
the reaction zone than alikc volume of A. From
each of these figures a series of differences in S_,
when like volumes of He and A are present, m,_y he
read off at arbitrarily chosen values of the mole frac-
tion of inert gas. An assembly of such data is pre-
sented in figure 11. The horizontal dashes represent
the individual differences and the dots the means of
these differences. Each horizontal dash in any ver-
tical line thus represents the difference in S, for mix-
tures containing corresponding amounts of He and A
at a chosen ratio of CO to Oz. The order of the
departure of the dashes from the mean does not show
//'
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FP;URE ll,--Ditlerenees in the effect ilp()n S', of argon and helium for all ratios o!
CO to O2,
any systematic relation to mixture ratio. In addi-
tion, the ordinates of the (lashes are differences be-
tween two quantities to each of which a tentative toler-
ance of :E 10 cm per sec. has been assigned. For these
reasons the spread of the dashes is believed to be no
greater than the experimental error and the curve that
has been fitted to the dots is considered a satisfactory
representation of the present results.
From this curve it is concluded that, within the
limits of error of these experiments, the difference in
the effect of A attd He upon flame speed is independent
of the ratio of CO to O: and that this difference in-
creases linearly with the concentration of the inert
above 7 percent. No logical explanation for the cur-
vature at low concentrations of inert gas has been
found. The curve must pass through the origin, but
no straight line through this point represents the data
satisfactorily.
The problenl of explaining the observed differences
in the effects of A and tle is diW, cult because we do not
know the mechanisnl of the action of either. We do
know that with the possible exception of He in small
amounts, both reduce tlame speed, tlmt identical vol-
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umes retain virtually the same fraction of the total
chelnical energy liberated by the oxidation of the fuel,
and that at room temperature the specific thermal
conductivity of He is over 8 times that of A. This
last fact, together with the rather natural supposition
that the ability of gases to conduct heat is important
in fixing the speed at which flame travels through an
explosive mixture, seems to offer at once a qualitative
explanation of the present results. Beforc such an
explanation is accepted, however, it may be well to see
how it agrees with other known facts.
It was predicted by the kinetic theory of gases, and
has since been experimentally verified, that the thermal
conductivity, viscosity, and diffusivity of a gas are
related properties, since each is intimately connected
with the mean free path of the molecules. The ques-
tion at once _trises as to why the thermal conductivity
has been selected as the one of these four properties
most significant in the propagation of flame. One
reason may be that, by its use, an easily visualized
physical picture tins been evolved by numerous au-
thors, on the assumption that heat is conducted from
the tlaute to the active gas where inflammation occurs
when the so-called ignition temperature is reached.
Lewis and yon Elbe (reference 4) give numerous cita-
tions to such theoretical trcatments. Although the
simplicity of such a picture is very appealing, it does
not seem to be in complete accord with other related
ideas or with various experimental results in the field.
In the first place it would seem that if this picture
were correct, greater theoretical advances would have
been made since its initial appearance more than 40
years ago. In spite of the fact that the velocity of an
average molecule is high colnpared _-ii_h normal flame
velocities, the actual rate of resultant displacement of
such a molecule is much less than the rate of propaga-
tion of flame. Stated in other words, the interdif-
fusion of gases is a comparatively slow process. These
facts suggest that the commonly pictured process of
conduction of heat in a gas is tot) slow to have much
influence upon flame speed.
As pointed out by Lewis and yon Elbe (reference 4)
there is considerable evidence that inflammation of an
active mixture can be produced at temperatures much
below the ignition temperature by the introduction
of a comparatively small number of 'lctive particles.
If such particles are i)roduced in the flame it scems logi-
cal to suppose that some of them will advance into the
unburned charge at a faster rate than the flame itself.
Physically, then, the ctfief difference between the mech-
anism proposed t)y Lewis and yon Elbe and that in-
relatively small number of particles from the fame
are at all times advancing through the flame front and
into the unburned gas ahead of it. Such action may
result from the fact that some of the particles are mov-
ing at velocities far in excess of the average, or that,
even though all the particles capable of producing ac-
tivation were possessed of the same velocity, through
sheer chance some of them would move farther than
others before suffering collision or loss of the power of
activation.
From the material that has been presented there
seems tt) be sonle reason to suppose that the rate of
flame propagation should depend to a considerable
extent upon the free paths of some of the particles
borne in the flame and that the free paths of particularI
:interest arc far in excess of the average or mean free
path of all members of the species.
Regardless of the mechanism by which flame prop't-
gates, the replacement of active mixture with inert gas,
as was done in the present measurements, may be
thought of as the introduction of a resistance, in the
fornl of intermediate collisions, to the transfer of
energy in some form from the flame to the unburned
gas. The magnitude of the resistance depends upon
characteristics of the inert gas that have not yet been
definitely identified. Some reasons for and against
the selection of thermal conductivity have already
been stated. On the basis of the activation theory of
Lewis and yon Elbe (reference 4) the explanation of
the observed differences in the effects of A and He is
possibly not quite so obvious.
In the first place, it is impossible to calculate the
rate of diffusion of any species from the flame into the
mixture of gases ahead of the flame front. We do
know, however, that the mean free path of He is
_l,pproximately three times that of A and that gases
therefore diffuse more r_lpidly through tie. In ether
words, it would be expected that with identical con-
ditions both as to concentration and average transla-
tional energy prevailing in the flame, a greater number
' ot particles from the flame would advance per unit
time into an unburned charge containing IIe than into
I one containing the same volume concentration of A.
This being the ease it seems logical that flame should
progress more rapidly in the mixtures containing the
He. Furthernlore, once a molecule of unburned g_ts
has received the necessary energy fl'om the flame to
cause it to react upon the next collision with its com-
plement molecule, it must first diffuse through the
comparatively cold gases until the complement mole-
cule is found. The presence of He would offer tess
volving the idea of thermal conduction is one of degree, i resistance t t) this process than the presence of a like
the former requiring the advance of a much smaller ] vohame of A.
number of particles ahead of the reaction zone than the ] It may be well to point out also that if activation
latter. In spite of the fact t]mt the conduction of is electrical in nature, that is, if it is accomplished by
heat and the interdiffusion of gases are comparativelv : reason of charges borne by the activators, the mass
slow processes, it is not difficult to conceive that a' 'tbsorption coefficient of A for electrons and for positive
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ions is greater than that of He, so that tile charged
particles would have a greater probability of reaching
tile unburned charge before losing their activity in the
presence of IIe.
If it be true that tile two rates of difl'usion, namely,
(1) that of active l)articles D'om the flame into the un-
burned charge and (2) that of the activated molecules
through tile charge to their complement molecules, are
prinlarily responsible for fixing the speed of flame rela-
tive to the unburned gases, then it is to be expected
that tim heat capacity of the diluent gas will have
little or no effect upon this speed. Such an expecta-
tion would not be fulfilled if it were found that the
probability of an ,tctivator losing its tlotency upon
collision with a molecule of inert gas varied with the
nature of the inert gas. The heat capacity of the
inert gas will, however, be important in fixing the
final temperature attained by the products of com-
bustion, and by this means it will influence expansion
ratio .rod the speed of ftnnm in space.
COMPARISON WITH THE RESULTS OF STEVENS
The present measurements are essentially a repetition
and extension of those which Stevens (reference 1)
made by the same method. The results of the two
series, however, disagree even qualitatively. It has
alrcady been pointed out in reference 2 that in tile
earlier measurements the control of the water-vapor
content of the tmbbles at the time of firing was inad-
equate for explosions of CO. This fact alone will
hardly account for the difference in results shown by the
two series of measurements, because Stevens concluded
that "argon has practically the same effect on the rate
of propagation of the reaction zone in the CO-O2
explosive reaction as the inert gas helium." In
addition, his values for the transformation velocity S, in
mixtures containing 40 percent of CO or less are higher
than those which lie obtained in the absence of inert
gas. This latter result is not only at wide variance
with the present data, which show that a decrease in
S, results upon ,_ddition of both A and He regardless
of the ratio of CO to O2, but is also quite difficult to
explain.
It is likewise very difficult to find a logical reason for
the t'_mt that his observed results vat')' 'is they do from
the present results. The deviation is particubtrly
noticeable for his results in the presence of A. Both
the A and the He used in the present measurements were
taken from cylinders procured by Stevens and it is
probable that tim gases which he used came from these
same cylinders. In a few exl)eriments with lean mix-
tures the He was used directly from the cylinder with-
out purification, and art increase in ttame speed was
observed up to a certain concentration of impure Ite.
This result indicates the presence of combustible
material that burns more rapidly than CO. The
presence of such materials in the tle during Stevens'
measurements might account for a l)ortion of tile
incre,tse in flame speed in his lean mixtures containing
this inert gas. As has been stated, these impurities
were renmved in the present experiments by passage
over hot copper oxide and then charcoal immersed in
liquid air.
The A, however, was used in both series without
purification, except the passage over P20_ in the present
experiments. It is highly improbable that the A
contains any impurities besides other members of tile
rare gas group and atmospheric air. None of these
could conceivably produce the high values of flame
speed observed by Stevens, this contention being amply
verified by the present measurements. No satisfactory
explanation has been found for the high values he
obtained with A or for the identity of his values for A
and He.
Since it is certain that large errors exist in the earlier
measurements with A and He and since it is known,
both from the results reported in reference 2 and those
here presented, that an equation of the type St=
K[COI2[O.q is inadequate to represent the nmre precise
results in the absence of inert gas, it is futile to modify
an equation of this type by an additive term to take
into account the effect of inert gases. Stevens' equa-
tion
S, = K,[COle[ 1-- COla + _3G,
in which /t'_, a, and ¢_ are empirical constants, and G_
is the concentration of the inert gas, is therefore un-
trustworthy and the values of the constants K_ and ¢_
fmmd by Stevens are very different from those indi-
cated by the more precise results. In fact, no constant
values of K: and ¢_, when substituted in the above
equation, give an adequate ref)resentation of the
present results.
CONCLUSIONS
The folh)wing conclusions are drawn from the results
that have been presented.
1. The earlier belief (reference 2) that satisfactory
agreement existed between values of S_ determined by
the constant-volmne and bubble methods has been
confirmed over the entire range of mixture ratios.
2. Previous results (reference I) indicated that an
increase in the concentration of water vapor ii l) to
saturation at room temperature always produced an
increase in the spatial velocity of tlame in equivalent
mixtures of CO and O.,. A comparison of the present
results with those of reference 2 shows that this state-
ment may be extended to include all wtlues of mixture
ratio, and lhat incre'tsing ttle H20 content of any
mixture (up to saturation at least 25 ° C.) likewise
results in (teereased values of R, and increased vahtes of
St. The magnitude of these changes varies somewhat
with mixture ratio.
3. The substitution of A or He for active mixture
always produces a decrea,m in R._. IAke quantities of
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these inert gases have almost, if not exactly, the same
effect upon R_.
4. Argon always produces a greater decrease in. flame
speed, both in space (S_) and relative to the active gas
(S,), than does a like volume of helium.
5. Simultaneous changes in the concentration of
H_O and inert gas are inherent ill the bubble method.
It is shown that when the effects of the former are
eliminated the values of R2 become higher and those of
S, and St become lower than those shown in figures 3
to 10. In other words, the effects of A and He alone
upon flame speed are actually somewhat greater than
is shown in the graphs, while the effect upon expansion
ratio is less.
6. The difference in the effect of A and He, which is
shown directly in the present re.quits, is independent of
the ratio of fuel to oxygen.
7. This difference is a linear function of the con-
centration of inert gas above 7 percent. N o explanation
has been found for the different shape of this function
at low concentrations of inert gas.
8. It is believed that the heat capacity of the inert
gas influences the expansion ratio, and through it the
spatial velocity of flame, but is of little or no importance
in fixing the velocity of transformation of the active
gases.
9. It is alsobelieved that the free path of the mol-
ecules of an inert gas, which governs the rate at which
.other particles diffuse through it, is of primary impor-
tance in determining the effect of the inert gas upon the
transformation velocity.
10. The present results disagree with previous meas-
urements made by Stevens (reference 3) using the same
method. The differences may be assigned in part to the
inadequacy of the control of the concentration of water
vapor in his experiments. Impurities in the He used
by Stevens may have been responsible for a portion of
the increase in flame speed which he observed upon
addition of this gas to lean mixtures. For A, however,
the cause of the difference still remains obscure.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS,
WASHINGTON, I). C., September 25, I935.
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WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF ORDINARY AND SPLIT FLAPS ON AIRFOILS OF
DIFFERENT PROFILE
By CARL Ji WENZINGER
. _ ' SUMMARY
The _lark Y, the N. A. C. A. 23012, and the N. A. C.
A. 23021 airfoils equipped with j_ll,span ordinary flaps
a,d with/ull-span simple _7;i_'t flaps-_,,uere tested in the
N. A. C. A. 7- b_AJO_oot wind tunnel. The principal
object oJ the tests was to determine the characteristics of the
airfoils with ordinary flaps and, in additioT_, to determine
the relative merits of the various airfoils when equipped
with either ordinary flaps or with simple split flaps. The
Clark Y airfoil was tested with 3 widths of ordinary flap,
I0, 20, and 30 percent of the airfoil chord. The optimum
width of the ordinary and the simple split flap based on
the maximum lift attained with the Clark Y airfoil was
then tested on each of the other two airfoils.
The optimum width of ordinary flap for maximum lift
attainable was found to be the same as that of the split
ttap, 20 percent of the airfoil chord. The split flap
produced somewhat greater increases in C_,_ on the
airfoils tested than did the ordinary flap of the same
width, but the L/D at maximum lift was practically the
same for the two types of flap. Any gap between the
airfoil and the leading edge of ordinary flaps had a very
detrimental effect on the C,.m_ _ attainable. Based prin-
cipally on factors affecting airplane performance, the
relative order qf merit qf the airfoils tested with either
ordinary or split flaps is N. A. C. A. 23012, Clark Y,
and N. A. C. A. 23021. The hinge-moment coe pTcients
(based on flap chord and area) of the full-span ordinary
flaps were practically independent of flap chord; the actual
hinge moments varied approximately as the square of the
chord. In addition, the hinge-moment coe_icients of the
split flaps were practically the same as those o/full-span
ordinary flaps of corresponding widths.
INTRODUCTION
Many experimental investigations have been made
of various types of flap for increasing, in particular,
the maximum lift of airplanes as an aid to improved
performance. Among the devices already investigated
in considerable detail by the N. A. C. A. are simple split
flaps, split flaps of the Zap type, Fowler flaps, and
external-airfoil flaps. Some uncorrelated data are also
available from various sources on slotted flaps and on
l:166_t2--37- 16
ordinary flaps. Because of the simplicity of ordinary
flaps and the lack of correlated data on them as a lift-
increasing device, it appeared desirable to make a nmre
complete investigation of this type of flap.
Three basic airfoil sections were used in the present
tests to obtain an estimate of the effect of airfoil section
and thickness. In addition to the Clark Y, the
N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil was selected as being repre-
sentative of the best airfoils at present available for
use on conventional airplanes, and the N. A. C. A.
23021 airfoil was selected as a representative tlfick
section. Ttu'ee widths of ordinary flap were tested on
the Clark Y airfoil, and one width on each of the other
two airfoils. For purposes of comparison one simple
split flap was also tested on the N. A. C. A. 23012 and
23021 airfoils, and data are included from previous
tests of the Clark Y airfoil with a split flap. The
aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoils with all the
different flaps were measured and, in addition, hinge
moments were obtained for the ordinary flaps on the
Clark Y airfoil.
MODELS AND TESTS
Models.---Mahogany models of the Clark Y, the
N. A. C. A. 23012, and the N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil
sections were tested. The span of each model was
60 inches and the chord l0 inches. The Clark Y air-
foil with the 3 widths of ordinary flap tested (10,
20, and 30 percent of the wing chord) is shown in
figure 1. These flaps are arranged to lock rigidly
to the airfoil or to rotate freely about their respec-
tive hinge axes. The other two airfoils are shown
with ordinary flaps in figure 2 and with split flaps
in figure 3.
The ordinates of the airfoil sections are included
with the charts of their aerodynamic characteristics in
figtu'es 4, 5, and 6. The size of flap that gave the
highest value of the maximum lift coefficient for the
Clark Y airfoil together with reasonable hinge moments
(20-percent-chord flap) was used with the N. A. C. A.
23012 and the N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoils.
Tests.--The tests were made in the N. A. C. A.
7- by 10-foot wind tunnel which, together with associ-
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at ed apparatus and standard test procedure, is de-
scribed in reference 1. The dynamic pressure was,
maintained constant at 16.37 pounds per square foot,
which corresponds to an air speed of 80 miles per hour
under standard sea-level conditions. The average
Reynolds Number for the tests was 609,000, based on
the air speed and on the 10-inch airfoil chord. Lift,
0.0133c, _=100-'1
copaoo3z_ ,;"_'_ 1
_ _.--- ---------- _ o.o2s2F,. o2o. 1
L o.oose_ , .; e, i
_, _o,__,:/e_ "'-%,,
L o.osGs_, " L
O.0032
----- I0"= c
I"lq_URE l.--Yull-span ordinary II_L!)S tested oil tile Clark Y airfoil.
drag, and pitching moments were measured for all flap
arrangements with flap deflections from 0° to beyond
those for maximum lift. The angle-of-attack rang('
covered was from below zero lift to beyond the stah
of the airfoil. IIinge moments were also measured for
the three widths of ordinary flap on the Clark Y airfoil.
o o2Gc-,1 _ o 2o c -,f-
"¢ •
-5
0.046"cl _" 0.20c
s, gop 5eo/ed ,,t
/O':c
FIGUItE 2.--Fuil-s[Dall ordinary flaps tested Oil tile N. A. C. A. 23(_12 and N. A. C, A.
23021 airfoils.
C drag
D:=
C_ 4,= pitching moment about quarter chord.
qSc
C_I=flap hinge moment
qSfz
in which
S, airfoil area.
,%, flap area.
c, airfoil chord.
U, flap chord.
q, dynamic pressure.
Tile data were corrected for the effects of tile
jet boundaries _n(l for the tunnel static-pressure
%,/' I
O.ZOc .
"\N
-- - I0"= c
FI6URE 3.- -Full-span sI)lit llaps tested on the Clark Y, the N. A. C. A. 23012, and
tile N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoils.
gradient. Tile standard jet-boundary corrections,
S
'--X_=a_CzX57.3, in degrees, and ACD=a_,CL _, where C
is the jet cross-sectional area, were used. Tile value of
factor 6=--0.165 was taken as being most nearly
representative of the boundary effect in the 7- l)y 10-
foot wind tunnel. (See reference 3.) The longitudimd
static-pressure gradient in the 7- by 10-foot wind
tunnel produces an additional downstream force on the
model. This force corresponds _o a value of -_CD=
]0.0015 for rectangular airfoils of thickness equal to
These moments were obtained by the methods given 12 percent of tile chord and /_C_=0.0029 for "m ifirfoi]
in reference 2, which presents results of hinge-nloment having a thickness of 21 percent of the chord, l'hese
tests on split flaps of various chord_, values were obtained in accordance with methods given
e]od_n eristics of the tlu'ee
C lift ]plain airfoils are given in figures 4, 5, and 6. These
L=_ Icharacteristics include those for the three airfoils of
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II
£1oua_: 4. -The Clark Y airfoil
48
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aspect ratio 6 corrected to free-air conditions, profile-
drag coefficients, and angle of attack for infinite
aspect ratio.
*n_FOXLSW_THFLAPS
Clark Y airfoil with ordinary flap.--Lift, drag, and
center-of-pressure characteristics for the airfoil with
the 10-percent-chord flap are given in figure 7. These
results are for the airfoil with tile gap between the flap
and main portion of the airfoil cmnpletely sealed with
plasticine. Values of L/D and C,,c//for the 10-percent-
chord flap are given in figure 8. Values of CL_ and
values of L/D and CD at CL,_ are given in figure 9 for
different deflections of the 10-percent-chord flap. The
latter characteristics are given for the conditions in
which the gap hetween the flaps and the nmin portion
from references 5 and 6.) The effects on CL..... are
shown and the effects on L/D and Co at CL.... From
these results it may be concluded that split flaps of
]the same width give somewhat higher maximum lifts
than do ordinary flaps. Values of L/D and CD at
CL.... are nearly the same for both types of flap.
Practically no further gain in maximum lift is obtained
by increasing the flap chord beyond 20 percent of the
airfoil chord, the data indicating that with wider split
flaps the maximum lift remains about the same but
that it drops off with wider ordinary flaps. The
optimum width of either ordinary or split flaps for maxi-
mum lift appears to be 20 percent of the airfoil chord.
Clark ¥ airfoil with a 20-percent-chord split flap.-
For comparison with tests of the N. A. C. A. 23012
mid N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoils having split flaps, the
of the airfoil is both open and sealed. It will be noted
from figure 9 that even a small open gap had a very
detrimental effect on the maximum lift of the airfoil.
It is therefore essential to keep the flap gaps com-
pletely sealed to obtain the best characteristics with
ordinary flaps. Similar charts for the airfoil with a
20-percent-chord flap are shown in figures 10, l l, and
12. Charts for the airfoil with a 30-percent-chord
flap are given in figures 13, 14, and 15.
Optimum sizes of ordinary and split flaps on the
Clark Y airfoils.--Figure 18 gives a comparison of
different widths of ordinary and of split flaps on Clark
Y airfoils. (The data for the split flaps are taken
lift, the drag, and the center-of-pressure characteristics
for a Clark Y airfoil with a 20-percent-chord split
flap are given in figure 16. These data were taken
from reference 6 and have been corrected for a wing
of aspect ratio 6 in free air. The L/D and C,,,/,' for
the Clark Y airfoil with split flap are given in figure 17.
A comparison of 20-percent-chord ordinary and split
flaps on a Clark _ airfoil is given in figure 19. This
figure shows the variation of C_= and of .L/D and
Co at Cz_,= for different flap deflections. As pre-
viously noted, the split flap gives a somewhat higher
maximum lift than does the ordinary flap but has
slight effect on the other factors.
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N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil with 20-percent-chord
ordinary and split flaps.--Lift, drag, and center-of-
pressure characteristics are given in figure 20 for a figures 22 and 23.
curves for 20-percent-chord split flaps are given in
A comparison of ordinary and
_ A t ]
/Z_'_ x
/
140-
5 °
,, = IO o
. = 15 °
• : 20 °
.. = 60 °
,, = 75 °
., _ 90 °
.......... D .
1.2 F........
8
32 40
d, de_r-ee,s I
FIGURI_ 7.--Lift, drag, and center of pressure for the Clark Y airfoil with 0.10c full-span FIGURE 9.--Effect of flap deflection on maximum lift, and on lift-drag ratio and drag
ordinary flap. F ap gap sealed• at maximum lift• The O.10c hill-span ordinary flap on the Clark Y airfoil.
20-percent-chord ordinary flap on the N. A. C. A. split flaps on t!le N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil is given in
23012 airfoil• The LID and Cmc/.' for the 20-percent- figure 24. This figure shows the cffects of Cc_ as
21 Slmlla i_ell as of LID and Ca) at C_ for different flap deft((chord ordinary flap are _iven in figure . " ' r • • '_ " _'-
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tions. As in the case of the Clark Y airfoil, the split
flap gave a higher maximmn lift on the N. A. C. A.
-.8
-/G - 8 0 8 16 24 32 40
n,, degrees
FI(;URE 10.--Lift, drag, and center of pressure for the Clark Y airfoil with 0.20c full-
span ordinary flap Flap gap sealed.
23012 airfoil than did the ordinary llal). In addition,
the two types of flap had almost the same effect on
tile other factors considere(t.
N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil with 20-percent-chord
ordinary and split flaps.--Charts similar to those for
I J 1
/ • i
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! . , _-
 I ,,F'-Id I "/ ,
, iJ'
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, i
0 .4 .O 1.2 1.6 2,0
CL
FI(ItSRE tl.--Lift-drag ratio and pitching-moment coefficient for the Clark Y airfoil
with 0._c full-span ordinary flap. Flap gap sealed.
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FIGUI{E 12. Effect of flap deflection on maximum lift, and on lift-dra_ ratio and drag
at maximum lift. The 0'20¢ full-span ordinary flap on the Clark Y airfoil.
the N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil arc given fur the N. A.
C. A. 23021 airfoil with flaps in figures 25, 26, 27, 28,
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and 29. The ordinary and split flaps on the N. A.
C. A. 23021 airfoil also showed tile same relative
,/
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FIGURE 13,--Lift, drag, and center of pressure for the Clark Y airfoil with 0.3_k
full-span ordinary flap. Flap gap sea.led.
efl'ects as they did on the Cll_rk Y and on the N. A.
C. A. 23012 airfoils.
Comparison of lift effects of 20-percent-chord
ordinary and split flaps on Clark Y, N. A. C. A. 2_012,
; l l :i N
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FI_;URE 14. Lift-drag ratio and pitching-moment coefficient for the Clark Y airfoil
with 0.30¢ full-span ordinary flap Flap gap sealed.
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Flqult_ 15.--Effect of tlap deflection on rn_txilnum lift, and on lift-drag ratio and
dr_lg at maximum lift. The 030c full-_pan ordina.ry flap on the Clark Y airfoil.
and N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoils.-Table I shows the
effects at a test Reynolds Number of 609,000 on the
0 0 20 40 60 80 100
if/, deq,--ee.s
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maximum;lift coefficient with flaps neutral; on the I
maximum lift coefficient with flaps deflected; on the
increment in maximum lift coefficient due to the two
/20
-16 -8 0 8 /S 24 32
d,degree_
FIGURE 16.--Lift, drag, and eentqr of pressure iur Clark Y airfoil with 0._c full-span
split flap. (Data from reference fi)
types of flaps on various airfoils; on the ratio of maxi-
mum lift to minimum drag; and on the ratio of lift to
drag at maximum lift.
Somewhat higher maximum lift coefficients !,aad
greater increments in maximma lift were givenby the
..... \\\
_.' #/ ..-.,-_ _ .'- £-- _1"
i ........ _,. = 45 ° . ..... +. _ 60 = ........ x --
• . 75 ° , .......... p
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I"IGUIIE lT.--Lift-drag ratio and pitching-moment coemcient for the Clark Y airfoil
with 0.20c fuIl-span split flap.
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FIOL'RE 18.. -_ffeet of flap chord on maximum lift, and on lift-drag ratio and drag at
maximum lift for both ordinary and split flaps on the Clark Y airfoil.
split flap than by ordinary flaps on the three airfoils
l testcd. ]'he highest maximum lift coefficient and the
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greatest increment in maximum lift were both given by lift above that of the plain airfoil of more than 100
flaps on the N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil. In this case an percent. The highest speed-range ratio CL,,JCD,,,_,, was
---J-- -_ C_|,_ given, however, by flaps on the N. A. C. A. 23012 air-
,o2.o<, ,, I !i//.y_ -.o | I , r
x Ord/nory f_ _'p__
\ o-- -- SpI/! flap
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8 /.6
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0 200 40 GO 80 /00
(fj, degrees
l"lGUa_ 19.--Effect of flap defleetiun on maximum lift, and on lift-drag ratio and
drag at maximum lift. The 0.'20c full-span ordinary and split flaps on the Clark Y
airfoil.
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]"IGURE 21 .--Lift-drag ratio and pltch[ng-moment coefficient for the N. A. C. A. 23012
airfoil with 0.20c full-span ordinary flap. Flap gap sealed.
increment in maximum lift coefficient of 1.193 was
obtained, wtfich represents an increase in the maximum
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gliding angle attainable (indicated by LID at CL.,_=) is
the same with either type of flap on the particular
airfoil considered.
-40
-.8
-/6 -8 0 8 16 24 32
,degrees
FtGt:R_. 22. -l,ift, drag, and center of pressure for tile N. A. C. A. 2"3012airfoil with
0.20c full-span split fl_p.
Some tests in the full-scale tunnel and in the variable-
density tunnel (reference 7) indicate that the maximum
O 0 20 40 60 80 I00
FIc, Ut_r: 24.--Ellect of ll_tp 4eflection on inaxitllum lift, and on lift-(hag ratio an,t
drag at maximum lift The0 20cfull-spanordinaryandsplltflapsontheN. A. ('. A
23012 _irfoil.
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lift of the N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil is equal to or slightly
greater than that of the Clark Y airfoil in the normal
full-scale range of the Reynolds Number. Further-
140
/.2
e_
.8
-16 -8 0 B /G 24 30
,degree_
FI_UaE 25.--Lift, drag, and center of pressure for the N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil with
0.20c full-span ordinary flap. Flap gap sealed.
more, recent tests in the variable-density tunnel show
that at large as well as at small Reynolds Numbers
tile N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil has considerably h)wer
maximum lift than tile Clark Y. Thus, it appears that
the N. A. C. A. 23012 plain wing will have some ad-
p-_
"".. =._ .-_ __ _ ........
-.4 0 .4 .8 /.2 /.6 2.0
c,=
F_(;ua_ 2fk--Lift-drag ratio and pitching-moo e]t coefficient for the N. A, C. A.
23021 airfoil with 0,20c full-span ordinary flap. Flap gap sealed.
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FIGURE 27.--Effect of flap deflection on maximum lift, and on lift-drag ratio and
drag at maximum lilt. The 0.20c full-span ordinary and split flaps on the N. A.
C. A. 23021 airfoil.
vantages over the Clark Y or N. A. C. A. 23021 wings
in the full-scale range of tile Reynolds Number that
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are not shown by low-scale tests if the lift increments
due to the flaps are not adversely affected. Experi-
mental data (unpublished) have shown that actually
the increments in maximum lift due to split flaps on
medium-thick airfoils vary but little with Reynolds
Number. In connection with the present investiga-
tion, a few tests were made in the variable-density
tunnel to determine the scale effect on CL,_ at high
0
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b
t.
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I"IGURE 23.--Lift, drag, and center of pressure for tho N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil with
020c full-span split flap.
Reynolds Numbers of the N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil (a
thick section) with a 20-percent-chord split flap. The
results of the scale-effect tests are given in figure 30
in which CL,_o_for the N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil with the
flap neutral and with the flap deflected downward 75 °
is plotted against "effective" Reynolds Number both
for the 7- by 10-foot and the variable-density wind
tlmnels.
critical R free air
(Effective Reynolds Number = test R X critical R tunnel'
See reference 7.) The value of the factor is 1.4 for
the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel and 2.6 for the variable-
density wind tunnel. The data show that the scale
effect is about the same for the N. A. C. A. 23021 air-
foil with the flap deflected downward 75° as it is for
i -
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FIGURE _ Lift-drag ratio and pitching-moment coefficient fur tile
N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil with 0 20c full-span split flap.
the plain airfoil and that the increment in CLm__ due
to the deflected split flap is, therefore, practically
independent of scale effect. It seems fairly well estab-
lished that increments of CLm,:_due to split flaps on
medium-thick a nd thick airfoils are independent of scale
effect, so that wdues of the increments obtained at
the relatively low scale of the present tests may be
directly applied to full-scale wings.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF CLARK Y, N. A. C. A. 23012, AND
N. A. C. A. 23021 AIRFOILS WITH BOTH ORDINARY
AND SPLIT 0.20c FLAPS
[The 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel• R, 609. 000]
Flap neutral Flap deflected
Type of flap ] (:'_- _._ i L.' D atC .. CL jC_ -_Cl. " _CL /('D=,.
Clark Y
OrdinarY. .... 1. 250 89. 4 2. i05
I 250 2. 1t8
Split____" ....... g9.4
N. A. C. A. 23012
Ordinary .... h 126 107 2 0fl0
Split ....... I 12fi 107 2 I00
N. A. ('. A. 231]21
I
Ordinary_ .... ] 1. 170 73.2 2. 187
S )lit ........ ! 1. 170 73 2 2. 3fi3
i
C: _. vahles for flap neutral•
3.0
2.5
2.6
/.5
CL_a_
/.0
.5
moment against flap deflection for various angles of
attack. Comparison of hinge-moment coefficients for
the three widths of ordinary flap indicates that they
are practically independent of the flap chord. Com-
parison of the hinge-moment coefficients of ordinary
flaps with those of the split flaps given in reference
,, .... T:i :7-T
0. 765 l.t4 4 8 /S °" _ _-. :
. s_;s 151 I s , -.aO _ 07" ,
• 974 200 4._* I I : ! i ! i : ' ,oo.
I ! I J _ i * : :
o /o 20 30 ao 50 go 70 80' 9odj. deg_-ees
1,017 137 4. ; FIGURE 31.--Hinge-moment coefficients of 0.10c full-span ordinary flap on t he Clark Y
l 193 ltS 4.6 i airfoil. Flap gap sealed.
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FIGURE 30.-- Scale effect on maximum lift coefficient of tho N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil
with 0.20e split flap neutral and deflected 75 °.
Hinge moments of ordinary flaps.--The hinge
moments were obtained for the three widths of ordinary
flap on the Clark Y airfoil. These results are given
in figures 31, 32, and 33 as coefficients of flap hinge
0 I0 20 30 40 50 CO 70 80 90
_, deqrees
FiGuRE32.--ninge-momontcoe_cionlsof0.20cfull-spanordinaryflapontheClarkY
air_il. Flapgapsealed.
FIGURE 33.--Hinge-moment coefficients of 0.3Or full-span ordinary flap on the Clark Y
airfoil. Flap gap sealed.
2 indicates also that the hinge-moment coefficients are
practically the same for the two types of flap. The
actual hinge moments in inch-pounds are plotted
against flap chord to a logarithmic scale in figure 34
for different deflections of the ordinary flaps and for
several angles of attack. The slope of these curves is
approxinlately 2, indicating that the actual hinge
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moment varies as the square of the flap chord for a
given flap deflection.
4O
flop chord, percent w,nq chord
FIGURE 34.--Variation of hinge moment with flap chord for full-span ordinary
flaps on the Clark Y airfoil, q= 16.37]h /sq. ft.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Full-span split flaps produced somewhat greater
increases in (_m,, of the three airfoils tested than did
full-span ordinary flaps of the same width, but the L/D
at CL_,, was practically the same for the two types of
flap.
2. Based principally on the speed-range ratio
CL,.../Co,._., the relative order of merit of the airfoils
tested with either ordinary or split flaps is N. A. C. A.
23012, Clark Y, and N. A. C. A. 23021.
3. Any gap between the wing and the leading edge
of ordinary flaps had a very detrimental effect on the
Cr,,,,_ attainable.
4. The hinge-moment coefficients of the full-span
ordinary flaps were practically independent of flap
chord; the actual hinge moments varied approximately
as the square of the flap chord. Both of these findings
accord with theory.
5. The hinge-moment coefficients of the full-span
ordinary flaps were practically the same as those of
split flaps of sinfilar size.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., October 25, 1935.
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AIR FLOW AROUND FINNED CYLINDERS
P,y M. J. ]:_REVOOIIT AND VERN G. ROLl,IN
SUMMARY
A study was made to determine the air-flow character-
istics around finned cylinders. Air-flow distribution is
gi_.en,, for a smooth cylinder,.for u finned cylinder having
,¢e_eral fin spacings and fin widths, and/or a cylinder
with se_,eral types of baffle with. rarious entrance and exit
shapes.
The results _] these tests show: That .flow character-
istics around a cylinder are not so critical to changes in
fin width as they are to fin spacing; that the entrance oJ
"the baffle has a marked influence on its efficiency; that
properly designed baffles increase the air flow over the
rear of the cylinder; aTut that these tests check those of
beat-tr_tn,_Jer tests in the choice of the best baffle.
INTRODUCTION
SeverM investigations of the flow of air over flat
plates and around smooth cylinders have yiehted valu-
able information on boundary-layer phenomena. No
published results are available, however, of the interfln
velocities of the air flow around a finned cylinder. The
velocity distribution in the fin space determines the
boundary-layer clm racteristics at a given position around
the cylinder. The fact that the entire mechanism
of cooling is not given by these measurements does
not iniluence the conclusions to be drawn relative to
fin spacing, fin width, and pressure drop around the
cylinder.
The present investigation was made to determine the
effect of changes in fin width, fin pitch, and cylinder
diameter on the interfin velocity of a cylinder model.
Ba[lles found to be the best in tests of electrically
heated cylimlers (reference 1) were also tested. Inter-
fin velocities with and without baffles for each of several
positions around the cylinder were measm'ed for five
tunnel air speeds from approximately 38 to 145 miles
per hour. The velocities in the exit passage of the
baffles were in most cases measured for the same tunnel
air speeds. The method of measurement made it
impossible to measure the air tlow in the boundary
laver; it was possible, however, to measure _he velocity
distribution throughout the space between adjacent fins.
In a study of the entire problem of engine cooling it
is imperative that the complete picture of air tlow about
the individual cylinders and baffles be known, for ob-
viously the study of air flow is a very effective means of
learning the conditions that give the best cooling with
the least drag. Separate studies of flows over fiat
plates and over cylinders might supposedly be sufficient
to give a working picture of the desired phenomena.
It is believed, however, timt the fins on the cylinder
create a mutual interference, so that conclusions drawn
from tests other than those of the combination itself
might be misleading. The acceleration of the air
around the front part of the cylinder, the decelerati(m
around the rear, and the effect of the cylinder fins in
stimulating the formation of the boundary layer on
the cylinder are known to exist but are difficult to
visualize in their proper perspective except by measure-
ment.
Temperature measurements must be supplemented
by air-flow measurements to show why one condition is
good and another poor. Temperature measurements
alone show only the condition; air-flow measurements,
correlated with temperature measurements, show the
cause.
APPARATUS
Wind tunnel.--The air-flow measurements around
the cylinders were made in a 30-inch closed-throat
wind tunnel designed to give air speeds up to 200 miles
per hour. (See reference 2.) The tunnel air speeds
were measured with a pitot-static tube located to one
side and ahead of the test specimen to reduce the inter-
ference effect. Ahoneycomb grillin the tunnel entrance
reduced air disturbances.
Apparatus for measuring the air flow around a
cylinder.---The air flow between the fins and in the.
front and rear of the cylinder was in all cases measured
with impact and static tubes. The tubes between the
fins were placed tangential to the cylinder wall; the
holes in the static tubes and open ends of the impact
tubes were in a given plane passing through the axis of
the cylinder. Never more than two tubes were located
in a given space between two fins. An impact tube
was located in one space and a static tube in the same
position in an adjacent space, a procedure based upon
the assumption that tim flow through all the spqces
used is identical. No justification can be given for
such an assumption except that both static and impact
pressures vqry in a regular and reasonable manner from
237
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cylinder wall to fin tip. Of the various means by which
such a survey might have been inade this method was
the most practical)le for such an extended survey.
Tile pitot-static tubes were made of stainless steel
seamless tubing with a 0.002-inch thick wall. lwo
tube sizes were used; the 0.040-inch outside diameter
tubes were used fur the velocity survey ahead of the
cylinder and in the t)aflle exit passages, and the 0.015-
inch outside diameter tubes were installed between the
tins to obtain the interfin velocities. Tlle impact
inch to the cylinder wall. Measurements across tile
fin spacing showed no measurable variation in velocity,
indicating that the boundary layer along the fin was
less than 0.010 inch. in the determination of the
average velocity between the fins at a given position on
the cylinder, the velocity was assumed to be constant
across the fin spacing.
Cylinders and bafftes.--The finned cylinders used
in these tests were made of flat circular disks of differ-
I! 'ent diameters clamped together with a ,_.,-mch rod
•
{a) lntertin and exit tubes. (l)) Baffles mounted in place.
FIGURE 1--Assembly of finiled test eylimler. The cylinder can be rotated about its central axis to obtain measurements at various angles with respect to
tile air stream.
tubes were made by cutting tim tubes oil square and
removing the burs from the ends. The static tubes
were made by closing and rounding off tile ends and
then drilling four 0.004-inch holes symmetrically
around each tube about _ inch from the closed end.
A]though, as previously stated, never more than two
tubes were located in a given space, all subsequent
references to the tubes will be made as though they were
all located in one space. Usually eight pairs of tubes
were used to determine the air flow between the fins.
Tubes were located both along the center line between
the fins, and as close as 0.010 inch to the fins and 0.020
through their central axis. (See fig. 1 (a).) The fin
disks were made of /_2-inch fiat steel stock and the
spacers of sheet aluminum. Two sets of disks were
required to make up a cylinder, one set of large diam-
eter serving as fins and another group of smaller
diameter and the proper thickness forming the cylinder
proper and giving the desired spacing between the fins•
Both sets were always made from selected materials to
secure perfectly fiat surfaces and uniform thicknesses.
The variation in fin spacing was never greater titan
0.002 inch. Enough disks were assembled to give a
cylinder 5 to li inches in length, depending on the
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spacing. Cylinders of two base diameters, 4.66 and 7
inches, were used. The 4.66-inch cylinders had fin
widths of _, aA, 1 _, and 3 inches and fin spaces of 1//32,
h/6, _, IA, and _ inch. Tile cylinder could be rotated
about its central axis to obtain readings at several
points with one set of pitot-static tubes.
Baffles (figs. 1 (b) and 2) were made of _-inch sheet
aluminum annealed and rolled into shape. They were
mounted around the cylinder symmetrically with
respect to its central axis. One set of inner baffles
(fig. 2, II-M) was made and tested to see if it were
possible to guide the air farther around the rear of the
cylinders. These baffles were partly slotted so that
they eouhl be installed between the fins.
TESTS
Air-flow measurements of the unbaffled cylinder corn-
£//_.I "%\_ _J23-'L_
, 1L ._
. ¢
. ) t_ lr- 2-ZT "
, , ,_ I I_R 3'
I II, Mod/_ed by II
rear f/lie _'
2 percent and the velocities are believed to be accurate
to within :k5 percent.
Most of the baffle tests were conducted on the 4.66-
,4-inch fins with _-inch spacers.inch cylinder having 3/-
The baffle used, found to be the best from previous
tests (reference 1), fitted tightly against the fins and had
an entrance angle of 140 ° and 3-inch extensions. The
width of the exit passage was so proportioned that the
ratio of exit area to area between fins at right angles
to the direction of the air stream was 1.6, giving the
optimum exit opening for the aforementioned cylinder
a width of 2.1 inches.
Baffle I was a standard shell baffle with an entrance
angle of 140 ° and a+n optimum exit 2.1 inches wide with
3-inch plates. (See fig. 2.) A complete velocity survey
was nmde with the baffles in contact with and separated
_ inch from the [in tips. (See Ix and IL, fig. 2.)
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IX L"lebJ613[ X
FI(IUICE 2- |)lan view of cylinder and baffle arrangements tested.
binations were made with air speeds of approximately
38, 56, 80, 110, and 145 miles per hour, at positions of
O=15 ° , 45 ° , 90 ° , 120 ° , and 135 ° from the front of the
cylinder with fin spacings of _, /_, _, and _:/ inch and
fin widths of _, _/, 1_, and 3 inches. Tests of tile 3-
inch fins were limited to spacings of _, i_, and i_ inch.
The vibration of these fins nmde it necessary to use
four sets of small interfin spacers located to offer a
minimum of interference to the air flow in the vicinity
of the pitot-static tubes. One set of tests was also
made of the +_-inch fins using }_+.-ineh spacing.
Both the velocity and the static pressure, read on a
U-tube water manometer, were measured for all tests.
The static pressure was used as a guide to detect errors
or to determine any anomalous behavior. The nmnom-
eter fluid showed no fluctuation because the small
tubes damped the fluctuations in the air strcqm. The
tubes checked a standard pitot-static tul)e to within
Complete velocity surveys with baffles II, III, and IV
were made to determine the effect of changes in entrance
angle and exit width on the [low characteristics around
the cylinder and through the exit of the baffle. Five
entrance angles (40 °, 100 °, 140 °, 180 °, and 220 °) were
tested with each of the three exit widths 0.5, 2.1, and
2.5 inches). The velocity survey for the baffle tests
was nlade at angles of 15 °, 45 °, 90 °, and 135 ° and, in
addition, at points 5 ° ahead of and behind the forward
edge of the baffle (e. g., 85 ° and 95 ° for the 180 °
entrance).
Baffles V and VI were tested to determine tile effect
of a pressure-type baffle on the flow characteristics
around the cylinder. They had standard exit passages
and flared entrances of 6- and 8-inch radii, respectively.
Baffle VII resembles IID very closely and shows
the effect of 't small flare on the flow characteristics
when used with a closely fitting baffle.
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Baffle VIII was tested on the 4.66-inch diameter
cylinder with _-inch fins and _2-inch spacers. Velocity
surveys were taken around the fins and through the
exit passage for entrance angles of 40 °, 100 °, 140 °, 180 °,
and 220 °. The optimuln exit passage was used on this
baffle so that the width of the exit opening for this fin
spacing was 1.2 inches.
Baffles IX and X were tested oll the 7-inch diameter
cylinder with _-inch fins and _-inch spacers. Velocity
surveys were made with each baffle having 6-inch and
3-inch exit-passage lengths to determine the effect of
tile cylinder diameter on the oi)timum exit passage.
Baffle X had the same entrance opening as baffle IX
200 -- --
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 Go -
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Fl(;IrRI.: 3 --Velocity survey of tunnel test seclion. V. 10(I IIL p. h.
but the exit opening, instead of being 1.6 times the
cross-sectional area between the fins, had the same
angular opening in the rear as t)affle II, so that the
exit width was 3.38 inches.
In addition to the tests of finned cylinders, a similar
velocity survey was made on a snmoth cylinder 4.66
inches in diameter to compare the results with
theoretical calculations.
RESULTS
Two velocity surveys were made in the throat of the
tunnel at a tunnel air speed of 100 miles per hour; one
along the diameter of the cylinder (extended) perpen-
dicular to the axis of the tunnel, and the other at two
stations ahc'/d of the cylinder along horizontal lines per-
pendicular to the tunnel axis. The results of these
surveys are shown in figure 3; the calculated curves
are based upon a nonviscous potential flow in free
space.
Although an integration of the experimental curves
for air-speed distribution across the tunnel indicates
that the pitot-static tube is so located that the readings
are about 5 percent high, no correction has been applied
because the uncorrected results will be more directly
comparable with other studies made in the tunnel.
Furthermore, the results presented here are more
valuat)le for the comparison of flow characteristics
under different conditions than for absolute values.
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FIII(rRE 4.--Calculated and exl)erimental air flow around a smooth cylinder of IG6
inch diameter, l'_, 100 m. p. h.
Preliminary measurements were made of the air
flow around a sinooth cylinder. Figure 4 shows t)oth
the measured and the calculated air speeds. ]t is
interesting to note that the experimental curves grad-
ually approach the theoretical curves as the distance
from the cylinder wall is increased and that the bound-
ary-layer thickness for some of the settings is less than
0.040 inch, the closest point measured.
The data were reduced to values of V,, avcr'_gc
interfin velocity, and 1",, tunnel air speed, and the
results were tabulated at 100 V_/V_. The data on the
unbaffled cylinder are tabulated in table I; tables I]
to IV give the data for the complete series of baffle tests
on three different cylinders, including the variations of
baffle shape and of entrance and exit openings.
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The results are given in two forms: As figures show-
ing the air flow for typical cases, and as tables giving
the ratio of average velocity (V,) to tile tunnel air speed
(V,) for the interfin and exit measurements. The
plotted values are for a tunnel air speed of 100 miles I
per hour and the tabular data are for tunnel air speeds
of 50, 100, and 150 miles per hour.
The results of tests of the unbaffled 4.66-inch diam-
eter cylinder for all fit, widths and spacings are shown in
table I and figure 5. The fin spacing and the angular
station (O) at which the nleasurements were made are
designated on the figure. Each group of curves is for
a particular fin width. Similar results for
the 7-inch diameter cylinder are shown in
table V and in figure 6.
28
Flc.vnf; 6.--Velocity distribution between fins of It 7-inch
diameter cylinder. 1'. 100 m. p. h.; lin width, t13ree-
fourths inch; fin stilts, one-fourth inch.
the angle corresponding to the niaximum vahle of
KVo.
All the test data for tim 4.66-inch cylinder with
_.4/-inchfin spaces for various baffles are shown in figures
8 (a), 8 (b), 8 (c), and 9 and in tables II to IV. In
figure 10 and in table VI similar results are given for
the }f2-inch spacing on the same cylinder dianieter.
Results of tests of the 7-inch cylinder are shown in
figure 11 and table V. The results plotted in figures 8,
9, 10, and 11 agree with those shown in figure 7 in that
the maximuni air flow occurs with the baffle opening
predicted by measurelnents on the unbaffied cylinder.
Figure 7 helps to explain part of tile phe-
nomena encountered in the tests of cylinders
with baffles. The cnrvcs are plots of O
against tim average air speed nmltiplied
by a factor K, which is the ratio of the cooling!
area of the particular fin sl)acing to the cooling I
area of the J_-inch spacing. Tim results presented are
those for the 4.66-inch dianleter cylinder with a 5_-inch
fin width. The factor K multiplied by the air speed,
although it is not an exact measure, should give a good
indication of relative cooling for a given fin width at a
particular point on tile cylinder. The curves show
definitely that better cooling should result from closely
spaced fins. Tile best entr'mce angle (/7) for a cylinder
baffle for maximum cooling of tile cylinder is given by
0 20 40 GO 80 I00 120 /40 IGO 180
0, degrees
Ym,.!ll.n 7- Effect of fin space on cnoling of a 4.66-inc13 diameter cylimler _-ithout haffles
l'_, 100 m. p 13. The best entrance angle for each fin spaee for a cylinder 13affle for lllaximtlm
cooling of a cylinder is given by the angle corresponding to a maximum value of /il'..
]'lie most desir,tble entrance angle, as shown by the
figures, is 140 °.
Tile results from tests of baffles ]], IiI, and IV are
shown in figure 12. The baffle with t]le 140 ° opening
and 2.1-inch exit gave the niaxin!uni 'tir flow between
the fins.
Figure 13 gives a direct eomparisou of tile relative
cooling of several of the arrtmgements tried in additinu
to the ealeul',ted and experimental velocity distribution
around the 4.66-inch cylinder without ba'itles. B:dile
I II-C and VII are the I)est of the five plotted.
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There are many published studies on boundary layer
for various types of bodies. Doetsch, _li_ts, Thom,
Fage, and Pye are among those who have made ex-
periments and calculations that are most directly ap-
plicable to this problem. (See references 3 to 10.)
Doetsch studied the problem of velocity and tempera-
ture gradient near the surface of a heated fiat plate in
an air stream. His results check theory in that both
thickness at 45 ° for a tunnel air speed of 100 miles per
hour is calculated to be 0.035 inch. Pye has analyzed the
entire mechanism of cooling around a finned cylinder.
His article is a complete summary of the whole prob-
lem rather than a detailed study of any one part.
In figure 14 a comparison is made between a cooling
and a velocity curve. The curves indicate how much
cooler a given location is than the rear position on the
gradient curves have tile same form. The tests were icylinder wall at which the cooling is considered zero.
run at low velocities so that the boundary layer was lThis comparison, although not phssically correct, is
laminar. Thom has made boundary-layer experiments Iprcsented to correlate temperature and velocity meas-
and calculations for the flow around a cylinder which lurements. The discrepancy is caused by the fact that
are in close agreement but which, like those of Doetsch, ]the cooling is not shown to be due directly to boundary-
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(a) Exit width, 2.1 inches. (b) Exit width, 1_5 inches. (c} Exit whlth, 2.5 int,hes.
FIf_{FRE 8.--EIIect (if exit width on interfin velocity (}f bltffled ey _era havin_ several entrance angles, l'_, 100 m i t h.; liIl width, three-fourths inch; fin space,
one-fourt h i rich.
are for laminar tlow. Fage presents results, hoth
experimental and calcuhtted, for turbulent tlow about
a cylinder. Although the results given in the subject
paper for a smooth cylinder at 45 ° (fig. 4) do not
present satisfactory houndary-l'wer measurements,
they do, however, agree with Fage's experiments at
49 ° in that the bolmdary-layer thickness is less than
the closest point taken in these experiments. It is
evident from the shape of the eurves that the houndary
layer is less than 0.040 inch thick. The boundary-layer
layer conditions. The boundary layer and the veloc-
ities outside the houndary layer, however, are depend-
ent upon each other, and therefore the comparison
presented here has real physical significance even
though it is slightly out of proportion.
The velocity corresponds to a tunnel air speed of 50
miles per hour. Two cases arc l)resented: (a) No
baffle, and (b) with the II-C baltic.
In l)oth cases the cooling and velo('ity curves near
the front of the cylinder are dissimilar, owing to the
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fact that an unmeasured radial component of velocity
and a relatively thin boundary layer over the front of
the cylinder exist and that relatively cool air comes
directly in contact with the cooling surfaces. In view
of these considerations, the lack of similarity is to be
expected.
Farther around the cylinder the two cases must be
treated separately. The expected similarity of the
two curves of the unbaffied cylinder is evident. It
would be incorrect, however, to ascribe the cooling
over the rear two-thirds of the cylinder directly to
velocity because the cooling-air temperature is rising,
the boundary layer is getting thicker, and there is
The velocity distributions shown in figure 8 indicate
that the decrease in cooling is caused by the thick
boundary layer next to the cylinder, emphasizing the
importance of using closely fitting baffles.
Another factor of considerable importance in actual
cooling is the type of cylinder baffle used, as shown in
previous tests. The loss in total head as the air flows
around a baffle-enclosed cylinder (fig. 15) is typical of
all the combinations studied.
The curve for tim 40 ° opening is obviously incorrect
as energy once lost cannot be regained. It is believed
that this erratic behavior is caused by the extreme
turbulence at the entrance.
140
/20
•I00
a:
.k
4O
2O
FIqUaE 9.--Effect of baffle shape on interfin velocity.
1". 100 in. p. h.; fin width, three-fourths inch; fin
space, one-fi)llrth inch.
D/.sfonce from cylinder- wol/, [rTch Dis/once from cyb_Tdez- woll, zDch
FIc, ur_E 10 ---Effect of entrance angle on interfin FIGURE ll,--Effect of exit width and Iength on
xelocity, l't, 100 m, p. h.; fin widlh, /hrea'- interfin veloeily. I'_, 100 m. p. h;fin width,
fourths inch; fin space, one thirty-second irlch, lhree-fourt [is inch; fin space, one-fourth inch.
brcakaway of tlbe air flow from tile rear that gives
cooling phenomena rather easy to visualize but ex-
tremely difficult to predict. The vortices released at
the breakaway certainly give excellent cooling in
particular regions and undoubtedly keep the cylinder
temperature in the rear much cooler than would be
expected.
The baffled cylinder is even more illustrative than
the unbaflted one because of the simpler phenomena.
The velocity must remain the same; therefore, any
change in the cooling must be due to changes of the
boundary layer and tile temperature of the cooling air.
The effect c,f the entrance angle B on the loss in total
head is clearly shown in figure 15 for various positions
0 arotmd the cylinder. An entrance angle of 140 ° gives
the most uniform loss in head and, as previously
shown, provides the best cooling• It is apparent from
these curves why one baffle is better than another.
Figure 16 shows tile loss in total head through the
baffles per inch of nman fin circumference for the 4.66-
inch cylinder with _- and _-inch spacings. Curve h
is plotted for four sets of data, two exit widths and
two entrance angles; and curve [3 is plotted for only
one condition. Tile results show that the rate of pres-
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FmVRE 12.--Effect of entrance angle on Vo for a 4,66dnch diameter cylinder.
Vf, 100 m. p. h.; fin widtll, three-fourths inch; fin space, one-fourth inch.
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FIGURE 13. Effect of design on the flow conditions of several baffles on a 4.66-inch diameter
cylinder. V. 100 m. p. h.; fin width, three-fourtbs inch; fin space, one-fourth inch.
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(a) Finned cylinder with no baffles. (b) Finned cylinder wilh baffle I[ C.
FIGI'IIE 14.-- {*onlII,qrisoe ifl temperattzre aad "_'elot'ily curves, l'l, 50 m. i!. h+
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FI(;I!eE 1,5 El_(!ei; Of entr:lnce angle or] the pressure droop arUIllld the cylinder
with baffle II. 1"_, 113 it, p. h.; fin widlh, three-flnlrths inch; fin space, one-
fourth inch. Tbe nnifurm los'_ in energy fllr [he 14{I° _pening results in gl,o_]
cooling.
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sure drop through the baffle is very sensitive to changes
dP
in fin spacing. The rate of pressure drop-_=aV _
where n is 1.8 and 1.6 for }_2- and _-incll spacing, re-
spectively. Baffles giving a large loss in total head at
the entrance or exit obviously cannot give a maximum
interfin flow around the cylinders. Those having a
uniform drop beginning just ahead of the baffle entrance
gave the highest average air flow and over-all heat
transfer.
_- I _gz 5"_J"e×/?5
0 20 40 60 80 t00 120 140 16"0 t80
Wa, m.p.h.
FIGURE16.--Effectoffin spacing on differential pressuredrop around the cylinder.
Some of tile baffles in conunon use, termed "mixing"
baffles, are placed in such a relation to tbe cylinder
that they induce a mixing of the air at a point where
more cooling is desired. As long as ample cooling is
available, this practice is legitimate; but, when over-all
cooling becomes a serious problenl, such a wasteful prac-
tice cannot be continued.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The results presented here do not pretend to be
directly applicable to solving the cooling problem on a
cowled and baffled cylinder using pressure cooling. The
results on pressure drop, the general behavior of the
baffle in influencing the flow around the rear of the
cylinder, and the study of fin sp,lcing, however, are
directly applicable. The study of entrance conditions
for a baffled cylinder obviously applies only to _ cylin-
der in a free air stream. Special emphasis should be
placed on the results of the tests of flow around the
rear of the cylinder, which show the very great impor-
!tance of close baffling for maximum heat transfer and
minimum energy loss.
2. Flow characteristics around a cylinder are not as
critical to changes in fin width as they are to fin
spacing.
3. Velocity measurements check temperature meas-
urements in the choice of the best baffle.
4. The position of the entrance of the baffle has a
marked influence on its efficiency.
5. The maximmn air flow and the maximum heat
transfer are both obtained with the same exit opening.
LANGLEY _EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY Fn,:L1), VA., November 7, 1935.
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TABLE I.--DATA FOR TIIE 4.66-INCII CYLINDER WITH NO BAFFLES
\, F ! w _ h,
I "\ mches_..
, _"_::,2_Zo\,\ \\
\
_ .................
5Ore. p. h.V_
_× I00, where Vt= 100
150
34.1
36. 2
58.0
37. 2
33. 7
39.9
37. 2
38. O
41,9
28. 7
40.6
45. I
(1 = 15°
42.0 4,_ I.......... li
402-I........ II43_3 1_7 _
43.6 40.7 I 38.0 l[
38.6 38.s- 1 4,.3 I/40.0 37.3 47.2
42.9 42.1 I 34.7 14
38.7 40. o-] 36.6 l[45. 3 38 8 40. 5
46.7 4_2 d 34.5 tl
42.2 40. 4--_ 35.1 !
44.5 35.9 I 37.0![
0=90 °
18.5 63.2 103, 2
34.0 81.2 101.0
_.5 80.8 II0. 2
70.2 llO. l 112.4
IOl. 2 116. 2 114.8
l_J. 5 114.7 120, O
140.0 120.8 i 126. O
133. 5 118.8 ' 1_. 5
123.3 120.5 I 124.7
157.7 123.8 I 122.0
150.8 134.5 I 134.8
153. 3 141.7 _ 139. 3
TABLE II.--DATA FOR
ffAVING _/_-INCH FINS
BAFFI,E I
]4.8
15.6
17.8
14.5
21.3
23. 5
23.5
25. 6
27. 2
50 m. p. h.V=
_×I00, whore Vt=100I50
_i _i 1_ 3
111.0
111.5
114.0
117,0
113.7
116,7 11_ 4
118. 7 114,2
120. 6 1t1.9
117.7 112,1
117. 2 116 0
1'20. 0 114.8
119.3 116. 5
28.0
46. 2
54.2
31.8
47.7
109. 0
O =45 °
107.0 I00.1 ...........
108.3 100.4
110.4 107.2
111.7 114.2 " 93.'0
io8,4 1o4._ 98,3
108.6 98.6
106.6 69.2
109.0 102 4
109.0 103.8
109. 2 102. 0
110.8 103.2
110.0 106.6
O= 1_) °
19.0 21.7 ..........
19. 2 21.1
9. 0 20. l
_o i 42.0 "g_:_
56. 5 59.4i_J8 57.4 62o
24.1 68.0 79.3
22. 2 96.6 84.7
27.1 91.0 89.0
60. I 85. 0 76.1
41.2 110.8 92.043. 3 109.5 91.3
Tilt; 4.66-INCH CYLINDER
AND }/.-INCH SPACERS WITH
1'
" t': × 100, where
i _1 m. p. h.
i ['i = I00
159
\ Position
_\ I1.
"\ ll,,me Baffle
\ coatacting ]'z inch
0 \ fins [r()m fins
(le_rees \
"i'i
fi5
75 ........
90 . .
133 .
L$0 _
Exit.. . II
42.2 49.6
4ti. 0 k 7
49.7 L7
110.0 96.8
16_.6 107.0
104. 4 106. O
120,2 127.2
119.3 127.3
120. 5 127.0
115.6 104.8
116.6 129.5
119.4 127.3
113.4 115.6
116.0 I ;.5
117.8 120.2
113.6 116,6
117.8 126,6
12l. 3 125. 0
117.2 105.2
It66 114. 1
120.6 117.8
76. 0 94 6
77. I 8q 9
77.6 _47.7
1;',=111w_' 37- --17
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,4-INCII FINS AND _-INCtI SPACERS WITH BAFFLESTABLE III.--DATA FOR 4.66-INCH CYLINDER HAVING _/ -
I _\ Exit
"\ wMth,
\ inches 1.5 2.1
-\
11 \
de_rees ..\
0=40 °
57.6 71.0
15 ....... fi0.8 68.0
58. 9 68. 3
81.0 93.6
25 ......... 82.0 89.5
85.3 95.8
91.6 101.0
45 ...... 88. 5 95. 5
87.8 lO0. O
89. 4 101.2
90 ..... 84.3 97. 4
90. fi 98.7
90.8 94.0
135 .... 84.4 89.2
83.0 89.5
70.4 52.3
Exit . . 63.8 52.2
66. 7 52.7
45.6 42.2
15 .. 43.3 49,0
[ 45.2 49,7
100. O 110,0
45 ....... ' 102.0 10_.6
[ 103. 0 108. 4
111.2 1202
65 ..... 113.9 119.3
113.2 12@.5
[ 99,6 115.6
75___ [ 105. 3.... 116.6
[ 1115. 7
I 96.4
90 ....... ! 100.0 i
t 1oi.1
96.4
135 ...... 98 4
101 1
150 ....... 1!!}:! iii
91, O
Exit ...... 9t, 2
95 7
8 = 220 °
48.0 52.4 I
15 ....... 47.0 51.2
47.9 51,8
112"4 113.645 ..... 113.8 113.7
[ 115.3 116.0 I
132. 6 131.0
90 ..... I 136.4 133.0 l
[ 137.3 132.0
104.0
1 102" 4
105 _ _ 1 114.0 107.6
[ 114.0 107.0
82.6 90.0
115 ......... 88.4 91).5 I
91.2 92.8 [
72.4 75. O
135 ........ 90.7 89.4
94.8 91.3 [
{ 734 _:0Exit ........ 82.4
83.0 59.9
II, III, AND IV
50 m. p.h. I'. 50 m. p. h.V.
_._X 100, where U,=100 i. X 100,
_ here VI=IO0
' 150 t 150
\
8= 140 °
I 11, nlodl1 cd by re_ fillet.
2.5 12.1
0089492" 45959iiiiii!!ii.....
I 45.2
15 ...... . 46.0
49.0
92. 0
45 .... 91.2
90.2
100. 0
55 ...... 96. 0
101.9
98.0
95.8
99.3
95.8
! 99.6
9!{]. 0
46, 0
100.09o. J lO52
II I[ lo2.9
[ lJ 93. 2
I 135 99.5 111.
I 1o4.s
] 84.4
' Exit ' 92. 6
[ "...... !
i! ---
45. 2
47.8
48. 6
97. 8
102.
1Ol.
105.
111.
111.
106.
454
45.0
47, 0
96.4
103.0
103.0
104.2
108. 0 I
110,7
103.2
114. 109.0
117. 112.1
104. 103.4
100.7
116. 111.5
fi9. 53.2
70. 57.0
77. 60.3
97.8
99.3
89.0
91.0
91.7
45.6
48.9
50.8
46.4 [
46. 8
46. 5
110. 4
107.9
109.9
124. fi '
126.3
127.4
115. g
117.9
119. 4 ; 120. 5
113.4 112.2
llO. 0 118.0
117.8 117.8
113.6 107.0
117.8 110,2
121.3 111.7
117. 2 ........ I
116. fl ...........
120. 6 67.3 ......
7o.0 .... ÷i;6- _:::::i:
77. 1 68 8 ._
77.5
8= 180 °
15 ._.
45_ _
85_ .
90 ....
95._ -
135 _
Exit_.
I
43 4 45. 42.4
11.8 47. 44.1
43.0 48. 43.6
104. fi 109. 105.4
105.3 112. 107.1
105.3 113. 110.0
112.4 121. 117.4
117.2 131.0 122, 5
118.6 131. 1234
104.8 115. 105.6
10tl 2 119, IlL 5
110.2 121. 113.3
101.2 111 103.8
10_. 7 117 109.1 !
109 5 120 111.2
lOO. 2 105.2 1046
105.7 III 109. 5
1070 115 113.2
_)4 73 57.2
101 0 76 64. 4
101.0 79 63.1
46. 8
47.1
46, 3
108. O
100.8
108.9
t2@.0
131.4
132.7
101.0
107.2
106.1
81.6
88.5
91.8
78. fi
92. 6
<_1.7
5I. 6
52. 2
_.5
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TAItI,E IV.- DATA FOR TIlE 4.66-INCIt CYLINDER
HAVING'_._-INC[t FINS AND _-INCH SPACERS WITH
BAFFLES V, VI, AND VII
I@_'X100. "wt.... I',= _501m. p. h.
• t 1511
t:;::....
I 41.2 36 8 39. 4
1,5 ... 4 I. 2 311. 4 38. 2
........ 38, 0
I _9. 4 77.0 83. 2
45 ...... 91, 78. 8 83. 2
......... 85.3
]J .......... 118.0
95 I) 125. 0
it _ -2. :::_: ........ 123.3
86.4 74 _, i25.o,. ._._ 7_17 ,32o
II ......... 13_,o102, _ gll. 2 25. 4
2O , 117.7 _)so 13_._
" JI 117.3 1:1:1.2
1:1:1.8 " ii_;(if 138.8
J:15 J411,I 128.2 1:165
141.5 ._. 1384
I 98. 0 t(12. ,I 100. fi
Exit i 106. 2 134, 5 97.5I
,I 111.3 . ._ 94.9
TABI,I,] V.- DATA FOR 7.0-INCII CYI,INI)ER ttAVIN(;I
_:[-INCII FINS AND }_-INCH SPACERS
o
degrees
.500
15 49 0
48. 7
111.4
45 111 6
!!?:!_.
fi5 .....
i5fi;5
' 139_ 0
75 II 139.3
I 103.
OO I 116 9
i[ 116.6
,50 Ill. I L h.l'a
-1= × 100, where i, ._ = leo150
Ilaffie IX Ballle X
No
batlle
A
43.8
43.7
44.0
103,2
102. 7
103.0
112.0
115,0
115,7
I00. 4
104.6
107. 0
93.8
102. 2
106. 5
90,2
96. 3
99.6
69. 2
75.8
77, 6
11
40. fi
44.9
44.9
102. 8
104.8
104.2
112.6
115, 2
115.0
104.0
1t)8.5
Ill. 7
09. 0
108,3
lffL0
100. 4
105.9
109.0
67, 2
69. 5
75. 5
A
45.6
4ft. 7
46.7
t04.6
107. 2
105. 6
112.6
121.1
123.3
96. 4
107.4
111.3
91.4
100. 0
103. 3
09.6
104 4
IOKO
41.4
42.5
45. 4
B
47. 2
46.0 [
40. 5
106.4
108.3
108.0
118.6
1211.3
120,3
05.4
108.6
111.0
87.8
99.4
102.7
gs. 0
104.0
104.6
46.4
43.1
456
249
TABLE VI.---DATA FOR 4.66-INCt| CYLINDER HAVING
a/4-INCH FINS AND _/_-INCII SPACERS WITIt NO
BAFFLE AND WITIt BAFFLE VIII
o
degrees
15
25
45
55
65
75
85
90
95
105
115
135
150
Exit
B degrees
No
baffle
43. 6
l" ,50 m, p.h. [
_.-_X100, where 1" =11_ [
....... _affie VII, --- /
36, 2 33.6
38, 0 37.9
38 1 :IK 6
50.4
53. 4 1
37 2 38 2 39.2
37.1 43,0 _.238,6 45,2 C7
i
so.o '....... I 8h[688,2 4 , Icm o 74[_ii 7i, 6
103.2 48,5 I 70,1 86.0 I 95 0 I 96.4iiii(, ,--
: .. 82, 0 ._
71.2 . 37.8 i . _ .
10 3 _ __ 51 9 _ .
.... :_ : :7 : :::::: _J4 ]::7:;:104 7 .... 56. 4 4" 0 [i -
_ ...... 16,.3 IJ3, 8] 30°i 27'0137"8
40 4 35 4 45. 5 43. 1 r 4.1 0 62 1
.11.4 368 49.5 45.8 44.9 I 63.[I
i l _ 256
'_ , . 131,4 [7[7[[
._.i ...... ' ...... 3_11 !
............. i.......... ,! i_12._6
::::::2:........... :i');6 .... fiif2 3i;6- ',i.5- _....._i1:6
...... 38. 2 47.6 47. 1 27. 6 18. 8
........ 421, l 56.1 40.3 I 33. 8 19.6
.................... : ........ 18.4
, 1 ................ 15.4
...................................... 16.6
........ 8 ....................
..... i _ ' 1 ........ I......... ::: i:::::
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FURTHER STUDIES OF FLAME MOVEMENT AND PRESSURE DEVELOPMENT IN
AN ENGINE CYLINDER
By CHARLES F. _:IARVIN, JR., ARMISTEAD WHARTON, and CARl, It. ROEDER
SUMMARY
The investigation described in this report, was carried
out at the National Bureau off Standards at the request
and with the.financial assistance of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. Stroboscopic apparatus,
previously described, .for observing flame movement through
a large number of small windows distributed over the head
_!f a spark-ignition engine was used in following flame
spread with combustion chambers of different shapes at
two engine speeds and.for a variety of spark-plug locations
including single and twin ignition. The principal factors
influencing flame movement in the engine are discussed
and the lack oj reliable information regarding their separate
effects upon the structure of the flame and its speed oJ
propagation are emphasized.
INTRODUCTION
The explosion in a gasoline engine is not an instan-
taneous but a progressive process, a flame originating
at the spark plug and spreading throughout the com-
bustion chamber. The development of pressure and
the resulting production of power is dependcnt upon
the nature of this flame spread, as is also the "rough-
ness" of the engine associated with explosion shock and
and the "knock" that accompanies detonation. Knowl-
edge of the fundamental facts regarding the actions in
the gaseous contents of the engine cylinder during the
combustion period is thus important in connection with
the design of efficient and smoothly operating engines.
A previous report (reference l) presented results
showing flame movement to all parts of the combus-
tion chamber and simultaneous pressure development
in an engine operating on diverse gaseous fuels. The
effects of varying the mixture ratio, degree of dilution,
charge density, spark advance, and engine speed were
measured using a fiat cylinder head at compression
ratios of 3.6 and 5. The experiments described in the
present report give results of a similar nature, obtained
by operating the engine on motor benzol with four
differently shaped combustion chambers, each giving a
compression ratio of 5, and with various arrangements
of single and twin ignition. The results of both sets of
measurements are reviewed in a general discussion of
the major basic factors influencing flame velocities in
the engine.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Tile 4-stroke-cycle, single-cylinder, 1-head engine of
3_4/-inch bore and 4-inch stroke, the auxiliary apparatus,
and the procedure described in reference 1 were used
in the present measurements with only minor changes
to facilitate observation and improve precision.
The four special cylinder heads of approximately 5 : 1
compression ratio with combustion chambers of differ-
ent shape are shown in figure 1. Head B is the fiat
steel head used in the experiments of refercnec 1.
Head C, domed over both cylinder and valves, was
made from the original cast-iron head of the engine.
Heads D and E, domed over the valves alone and with
small clearance over the piston, were made of cast
brass and differed only with respect to the inward
protrusions shown clearly in the photograph of head
E. All heads were water-cooled, head B having a
separate system not connected with the block.
Each head was provided with a large number of small
windows symmetrically distributed over the combus-
tion chamber. These windows were ohserved through
a stroboscope that provided a momentary view at the
same point in successive cycles. By varying the timing
of the view, it was possible to follow the progress of the
flame as it spread from the spark plug to all parts of the
charge. Possible positions of the spark gap are shown
in tile photograph of head B.
Pressure changes during combustion were measured
with a balanced-diaphragm indicator of the type
described in reference 2.
In order to check the visual observations and to
secure a permanent record of the flame travel, photo-
graphs like those shown in figure 2 were taken through
the stroboscope on many of the runs. The set-up
used for this purpose is shown in figure 3. For con-
venience in analyzing the results, a cardboard mask,
showing an outline of the combustion ctmmber and
relative positions of piston and valves, was placed
just over the head. Holes punched in the nmsk pcr-
mitted a view of the flame through the win(tows. A
small camera loaded with panchromatic motion-picture
film was mounted at the stroboscope eyepiece and
focused on the head as viewed in a mirror placed above
the engine. The stroboscope thus acted as a high-
speed shutter giving a very brief exposure once each
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explosion _lt tile same poiut ill the cycle. When taking I .Nlotor t>enzoi w_ts used as fuel in all runs. Air and
a picture, the camera shutter was t_sually left open for i fuel tlows were adjusted to maintain 'q)proxinlatcly
30 seconds, thus exposing lime film to a selected phasr optimum mixttlrc ratio and a constant weight of ('h_lrge
of at)out 250 explosions 0tt 1,000 r. p. m.). A rutxlper c_-clc e(tuiv'dcnt to 75 I)crcent volumetric efficiency-
included a series of such composite pictures t_lken at,]for _lhnosphcric conditions of 700 mm of mercury
successive 2° inter_,als during the period of inilamnla-i pressure and 20 ° C.
B C
D E
]_'l[/q:l¢/e: 1. Special cngitle heads ust, d irl lll_llle4ravel observ_ttiollS.
t ton. Each neg_dlve was identified by including m the ] RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS
picture small cards showing ruil mm_ber and strobo- I 6eneral characteristics.--During a normal explosion
scope setting, the latter being expressed in degrees of I in the enginr cylinder, the spark initiates a lunlinous
crank rotation befo_'e top (levi(1 center (BTDC) or _fter region tlmt st)l'e,(ls raI)idly in all directions fronl the
top (letl(l center (Aq2I)C). plug, gaining in 1)rightn('ss _ls it si)rea(Is until the whole
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charge is inflamed. Although the luminosity decreases] just reaehed by the average flame front at a given
•ts the l)iston recedes, it is usually visible far (Iown]stv()boseope se_ting receive light from some explosions
on the exl)ansion stroke. Iand not from others and therefore appear dimmer or3
OOO
3
4
OO0
7
8
FIGUItE 2.--Typical photog.ral)hs shDwing spret_d of flame; 20 ° spark advance; tmad ]3; l,OOO r. p. m.
Successive. exl)l<>sionsdo not repeat exactly either in[the photographs than windows previously ilhumin_ted.
speed or _em_ral pattern of sl)read , and the di_3,,3'_mls]Th_ depth of the ft',me ,re<let"these l)orderlil3o windows
l)vescnte([ here rel)t'esent the _veragc of many ev('les i is als[) likely, to be small, esl)('ei:311_,in the region of the'
()wi33g to the ivvt'gublvity from ('ycle to ('vele,'wir_dows[ t)hig, _)wi3,g to the 1)rob_lbh' eurw3ttlx'e of the vertic_l
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section of the flame front. In the cases shown by the
photographs of figure 2, the depth of the flame over
the piston is somewhat less than that at other parts
of the combustion chamber, owing to the fact that the
piston face rises above the cylinder block. _Ioreover,
this depth is variable to a slight extent due to piston
movement. In the other three heads, variable depth
results also from curvature of the ceiling of the com-
bustion chamber. Although the windows were thor-
oughly cleaned before each run, some windows tend to
accumulate a deposit of carbon sooner than others
which makes them appear relatively dimmer after a
short period of operation. In addition, differences un-
doubtedly exist in the character and intensity of the
illumination emitted at different points within the
inflamed gases.
In spite of these time and space variations in the
intensity of the illumination, there is usually a sharp
distinction between the inflamed region and the ad-
jacent dark gases, and it is generally possible for a
number of operators to estimate, with an average un-
certainty of about two crankshaft degrees, the time of
arrival of the average flame front under a given window,
either by visual observation through the stroboscope
or by examination of the photographic records. Timing
of the spark varied by less than one-quarter of a degree
from cycle to cycle.
Effect of combustion-chamber shape.--In figures 4
and 5, flame-front positions at successive 5 ° intervals
after ignition are shown on plan views and vertical
center sections of each of the four combustion cham-
bers for two different engine speeds. No observations
of flame travel in the vertical plane were made, the
flame positions in the vertical sections having been
estimated from the plan views. Instantaneous posi-
tions of the piston face, where it intercepts the flame
fronts, are shown by the dashes. Corresponding sets
of indicator diagrams are given in figures 6 and 7. On
these and succeeding indicator diagrams the points of
complete inflammation, as judged from observations of
the tlames, are indicated by circles.
The striking feature of these results is their simi-
larity, i. e., pronounced alterations in combustion-
chamber slmpe and engine speed produce only minor
changes in flame movement and pressure deveh)i)ment
as referred to crank or piston travel. Distortion of
the flame diagrams from truly concentric spread is not
very great in any case. Within a range of 6 ° (from
11 ° to 17 ° after top center) all the flame diagrams
reach complete inflammation and all the indicator
diagrams arrive at their peak pressl, res. The maxi-
mum rate of pressure rise (about 25 pounds per square
inch per degree of crank angle) is approached rather
closely in all the diagrams and maximum pressures
range bctwecn 315 and 365 pounds per square-inch
gage.
While differences between diagEams for the different
heads are little greater than the experimental unecr-!
tainty, some of them are sufficiently consistent to be of
interest. Flame travel during the first 15 ° after the
spark is most rapid for the flat head B, slower for the
moderately domed head C, and still slower for the
higher domes of D and E. The rates of pressure rise
during the early stages of combustion show a similar
order for the different heads, but the indicator diagram
for head C crosses that for head B about 16 ° after the
spark at both engine speeds. Throughout the major
portion of the pressure rise, the indicator diagrams for
the four heads are nearly parallel and are arranged in the
same order at both engine speeds.
The higher maximum pressures attained with head B,
together with the fact that compression and expansion
lines at both speeds are steeper than for any of the
other heads, indicate that the compression ratio for
head B was a little higher than for the other heads,
probably due to compression of the three gaskets used
with this head.
Windows around the piston end of head C became
sooted quickly and the very small depth of flame under
these windows made readings very uncertain. No
reliable readings were obtained in this region at
600 r. p. m.
Effect of engine speed.--As in previous experiments
(reference 1), no significant variation in the general
)attern of flame spread resulted from a change in
engine speed, amt the flame and pressure diagrams,
)lotted with respect to crank position, are nearly the
same for 600 and 1,000 r. p.m. Although the differ-
' enccs are slight, they are consistent for all heads and
indicate that flame velocity and the time rate of
pressure development increase only a little more slowly
than engine speed. The increase in the rate of combus-
tion with increase in engine speed is well established
and is generally attributed to greater turbulence
references 3 and 4).
Figure 8 is typical of the effect of change in engine
speed on the indicator diagrams for all heads. A more
gradual slope on the compression and a steeper slope
on the expansion lines at 600 r. p. m. is evidence of
the greater heat loss from the charge at the lower speed.
Effect of number and location of ignition points.-
Special spark plugs tlmt could be inserted at any
window location were made to permit a study of the
effect of the number and position of the points of igni-
tion. The results with a normal spark advance of
20 ° are shown in figures 9 and I0. Severe preignition
occurred when two of the "hot" special l)lugs were used
simultaneously and, in order to eliminate this feature,
a second series of runs (figs. 11 and 12) were made with
the spark retarded to l0 °. These runs compare single
and double ignition under otherwise fixed conditions.
As would be exl)ected , a more rapid pressure rise is
accomplished by double ignition although the differ-
ence _hen compared with a single plug favorably
)lacedn ear the center of the combustion chamber is
m, gligib!e for the particular conditions of tests.
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With single ignition, inflammation time was shortest
and pressure rise most rapid when the spark plug was
located near the center of the combustion chamber
(runs 1 and 8). With side ignition (runs 4, 5, 11, and
12) the distance from tile plug to the opposite wall is
little greater than for the more central location and
inflammation time was about the same except in run 4,
which for some unknown reason is not consistent with
tile other runs of this group. The later pressure rise
for tim side ignition is probably due to tile less rapid
increase in area of flame in the early stages as compared
with the more central ignition. Locating tile sinole
spark plug close to an end of the combustion chamber
gave the longest inflammation time and the most
gradual and prolonged pressure rise, which was to be
expected since the distance the flame must travel is a
maximum and the flame area is most restricted.
The marked differences in appearance of the indicator
diagrams for the various plug locations and tile ac-
companying differences in power developed would,
of course, be greatly reduced if the optimum spark
advance for each location had been substituted for the
fixed advance used. A comparison of combustion
characteristics when the charge is fired at various
positions with optimum spark advance for each position
is reported in reference 4.
Figure 13 shows the result of changing tile spark-gap
location from the ceiling of a domed head to a point
midway between the ceiling and the block. The change
made little difference in the flame spread as viewed
from the top, but accomplished an earlier pressure rise
because the flame couli1 spread in all directions from
the spark.
DISCUSSION
IDEALIZEDEXPLOSION
In the review of the many factors that operate more
or less independently but simultaneously to influence
flame movement in spark-ignition engines, it seems
desirable first to rec_dl very briefly the principal fea-
tures of a highly idealized and simplified explosion.
These features are illustrated in figure 14, which shows
hypothetical conditions in a long cohmm of gas ignited
at one end.
If the tube containing the combustible mixture is
open only at the ignition end so that tile heated prod-
ucts can escape as they are formed, tile flame front will
advance into the unburned mixture, and hence along
the tube, at a constant speed St, whic|l may be called
the "transformation velocity" because it is the linear
rate at which the charge is transformed chemically.
If the tube is open only at the end opposite the
source of ignition, tlle flame front will still advance
into the unburned mixture at this same transformation
velocity; but the heated products, now unable to
escape to the rear, in expanding push the flame front
and the unburned charge forward so that tim velocity
of the flame front along tile tube, although still a con-
slant, is now inuch greater than in the previous case.
If both ends of the tube are closed, the flame front
will start to move at this higher velocity, the long col-
tuna of unburned gas offering little resistance to the
expansion of tile first increment of charge to burn. As
the flame front advances along ttle tube. however, the
heated combustion products newly formed within
it expand in both directions, tiffs expansion being
absorbed less and less by the dinffnis]ffng column
of unburned gas ahead and more and more by the
increasing column of previously burned charge behind
the flame front until, by the time the flame reaches the
far end of the tube, all of the expansion is to tile rear
and the flame velocity in space has decreased to the
transformation velocity as a limiting value. This
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FIGUREg.--T:.'pic_leffector enginespeed on indicator diagram.
process has been described very clearly and in con-
siderable detail by Ellis (reference 5).
Thus in normal spark-ignited explosions the velocity
S_ of the flame front in space is the sum of the transfor-
mation velocity St or linear rate at which it advances
i with respect to the medium supporting it, plus what
may be called the "gas velocity" S,, or rate at which the
supporting gases a,re t henlselves moving through space,
or
S_=S,+S, (1)
The light lines in tile diagram show, for the hypo-
thetical case, how elements of charge, originally equally
spaced in the tube, move under the influence of the ex-
panding reaction products. Since these lines divide tile
total mass of charge into equal fractions (tenths) the
arrival of the flame front at each successive line com-
pletes the burning of another one-tenth of the mass.
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If pressure rise is assumed proportional to mass burned,
a pressure rise against time curve for the explosion may
be plotted from the intersections of the flame-travel
curve with the light lines.
The mass rate of burning, and hence the rate of pres-
sure rise at any instant will obviously be:
M=AS,D (2)
where A is tile area of the flame front and D is the
density of the charge undergoing combustion. In the
simple hypothetical case, A and St are constants so the
increasing slope of the pressure curve reflects only the
increasing density of the Imburned charge. Since for a
given explosion this density is determined by the in-
mixture. This conclusion is indicated by the fact that
the cones of burners operating with constant gas flow
are stationary and also by the uniform speed of flame
spread in soap-bubble bombs (reference 6). This ve-
locity might be expected to vary with (1) the composi-
tion of the unburned c]mrge including both the charac-
ter of the constituents and their proportions in the
mixture, (2) the pressure of the system, (3) the tempera-
lure of the unburned charge, and (4) the degree of
turbulence in the neighborhood of the flame front.
Unfortunately, reliable quantitative information, either
theoretical or experimental, as to the separate effects of
these four variables upon S, is either entirely lacking or
extremely scarce.
stantaneous pressure, control of the rate of pressure
rise must be accomplished through control of A or St.
This simple illustration gives a rough first approxi-
mation of the gross mechanism of a normal cxpIosion
in a spark-ignition engine, and equations (t) and (2)
contain the principal factors upon which flame move-
ment an(l pressure development in the engine depend.
The two components of tile flame's observed velocity
mqy now bc examined separately in greater detail.
FACTORS INFLUENCING TRANSFORMATION VELOCITY
The linear velocity S_ at which a flame front will
qdvancc into and transform a nonturbulent mixture of
uniform composition and '_t given pressure and tem-
perature would be expected to be a constant of the
In tile engine, all of these factors may vary, generally
to an indeterminate extent, from pont to point in the,
combustion chaniher and from instant to instant during
a single explosion. Also, there is no reliable method of
Iresolving the observed velocity S, in the engine into its
components St and S,. The engine with its highly
eonIplicated combustion process is, obviously, not. well
adapted to the isolation and precise evaluation of the
separate effects of fimdamental factors, and experi-
ments with the simplest types of gaseous explosions,
begun by Professor Stevens, arc being continued at the
National Bureau of Standards as a means of obtaining
this basic information.
Meanwhile, an effort has been made to detect in the
engine (li'tgrams any outstanding effects that might be
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attributed to the four above-mentioned factors, with
the realization that it is not possible to explain the
observed variations in flame velocity with assurance
and that all interpretations nmst be regarded as specu-
lative to a considerable degree.
Charge composition.--Experiments (reference 1) with
equivalent mixtures of different gaseous fuels show
rather large differences in observed flame speed S,.
Since the heating values of these mixtures are about
the same, little difference would be anticipated in the
amount of expansion and, since the same engine-
operating conditions were maintained in all runs, a
variety of transformation velocities for the different
fuels appears to be the only logical explanation for the
considerable differences in observed flame speed.
A departure from optimum mixture ratio or an in-
crease in the percentage of residtml gases has been
found (reference 1) to reduce the ol)served velocities in
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FIGUilE 14.--Flame travel and pressure rise for simple idealized explosion in tube.
Curve A. Flollte front displacement, tulle (dosed at uIlIler end only.
Curve B. Flame front displacement, tube closed at ignition end only.
Curve C. Flame front displacement, tube closed at both ends.
Curve D. Pre_ure rise, tube closed at both ends.
Light lines show displacement of planes 1-9, tube closed at both ends.
the engine, undoubtedly tltrough a reduction in both
transformation velocity and the amount of expansion
in the reaction zone.
Pressure of the unburned charge. Under conditions
where variations in pressure so affect dissociation as to
cause pronounced changes in the composition an(t
specific volume of the burned gas, a considerable effect
of pressure upon both St and S, might be anticipated.
An effect of pressure upon observed flame speed in
space, which might be attributed to shifts in eqnilib-
rium conditions, has heen reportett by Flock and King
(reference 7) for moist mixtures of CO and ()_ at initial
pressures up to 1 atmospltere. For higher initial
pressures in nfixtures of hydrt)carbtms and air, how-
ever, these effects are at)pttrently reduced to such an
extent that no significant effect of pressure was (te-
tected in flame diagrams for the engine or for a con-
stant-volume bomb made from tile engine head
(reference l).
Temperature of the unburned eharge.--A rise in
temperature of the unburned charge may operate to
change transformation velocity both directly through
an increase in molecular velocities and indirectly, if the
rise in temperature is great, by causing preflame
reactions that alter composition.
The temperature of the charge at the time the spark
occurs Inay be varied by changes in spark advance,
compression ratio, or ratio of fresh to residual charge.
Each of these factors was varied in this investigation
but any effects of change in charge temperature upon
reaction velocity were so confused with the effect of
altered combustion-chamber proportions or charge
composition as to be indistinguishable.
During the course of an explosion the unburned
charge is constantly heated by compression and prob-
ably by prellame reactions, and the transforInation
velocity would be expected to show an accompanying
increase. Such an increase would tend to offset the
decrease in the gas-velocity component predicted by
the idealized exl)h)sion and thus minimize variations
in the velocity of the flame front in space. A few of
the diagrams show a nearly constant velocity through-
out the inflaInmation period. The great majority ,
however, exhibit low initial velocities, increasing veloci-
ties during the early stages and decreasing velocities
near the end of the inflammation period. Relatively
low velocities at the start and finish are also prominent
featm'es of ninny flame diagrams obtained by other
investigators in the absence of detonation. (See ref-
erences 8, 9, and 10.)
The diminishing velocity as the flante approaches
the wall in a normal explosion shows that the increase
in transformation velocity resulting from the rise in
charge temperature is insufficient to offset entirely the
dccrease in gas velocity, even in the latter stages of the
explosion where the greatest effects of rising tempera-
ture might be anticipated. It seems improbable,
therefore, that relatively low-charge temperature is
entirely responsible for the low-flame speeds during
the early stages.
Turbulence.--It is well known that the rate of com-
bustion increases with the degree of turbulence in
explosive mixtures and it appears that this increase is
brought about by a more rapid advance of the flame
front with respect to the unburned mixture; that is,
by a higher value of St rather than by a distortion of
the p_tttern ()f tlame spread by general swirling gas
movements, q'he most satisfactoD" explanation for
this llhenomenon, as well as fop tile fact that flame
speed increases with engine speed, seems to be that
small-scale turbulence, in the form of snmll eddies of
a ]tighly randont nature, exists throughout the charge
in the cylinder and that the degree of this turbulence
increases with engine speed.
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Kindling of the unburned charge must be accom-
plished largely, if not entirely, by direct collisions be-
tween newly formed materials from the flame and
molecules of unburned charge, for the unburned gases
can absorb little radiation and the time is not sufficient
for conduction and convection to penetrate more than
a very small distance ahead of the rapidly advancing
flame.
In a perfectly quiescent mixture the process of diffu-
sion alone controls the extent of intermingling of the
burned, burning, and unburned phases in the neigh-
borhood of the flame front. In such a mixture the
number of collisions contributing to the combustion
process per unit area of flame front in unit time is
relatively small, and St has a minimum value character-
istic of the mixture. It is this characteristic value of
St that is approached or obtained in explosions of
quiescent mixtures in bombs and in burner flames.
A vigorous random stirring of the gases in the neigh-
borhood of the flame front, resulting in tile mechanical
mixture of burned, burning, and unburned materials in
a zone of considerable depth would increase tile prob-
ability of fruitful collisions and raise the value of St.
Apparently it is through the action of some such local,
perhaps even microscopic, turbulence that increased
engine speed accomplishes a nearly proportional in-
crease in flame speed.
Less of this type of turbulence in the high domes of
combustion chambers D and E may be partly responsi-
ble for the slower flame spread and pressure rise in
these cylinders as compared with those having tile
flatter heads. Very little is known about tile character
and mode of action of this turbulence but, if means
can be devised for producing and modifying it locally
in tile engine cylinder, it should prove to be an effective
medium for combustion control.
FACTORS INFLUENCING GAS VELOCITY
In addition to the small-scale random eddies that
affect St, other more general movements of tile elmrgc
will influence thc observed flame speed S_ without
altering S, The rate at which the flame front is
transported bo(lily in a direction normal to its surface
by such general movements of tile gases supporting it
has becn briefly termed the "gas velocity", S_. Large-
scale gas movements capable of transporting the flame
in this manner may be caused by (1) expansion of the
burning gases, (2) piston motion during the burning
period, or (3) the remnant of the swirl set up during
the inlet or compression stroke.
Many t)ublished records of individual explosions,
particularly in bombs and tubes, show that gas velocity
may also be influenced by vibrations and wave effects.
These effects arc, however, not detected in the average
diagrams for as many explosions as obtained t)y the
stroboscopic method.
Expansion due to burning.--It has been seen that
for the simple hypothetical explosion in the closed
tube (fig. 14), gas velocity is a maximum just after
ignition and decreases gradually to zero as the flame
reaches the opposite end of the tube. In any so-called
constant-volume explosion, each increment of charge
overtaken by the advancing flame front is burned, not
at constant volume, but more nearly at constant pres-
sure and it therefore expands to an extent dependent
largely upon the temperature rise for the reaction.
When an increment of charge expands in the reaction
zone, it compresess both the unburned charge ahead
and the previously burned charge behind, the linear
movement in each dh'ection being approximately pro-
portional to the relative volume of gas in that direc-
tion. In this process the flame front _dll be advanced
only to the extent that the unburned charge is com-
pressed. If it is assumed that reaction and heat
liberation are confined to the flame front, the contribu-
tion of expansion to the flame's velocity will be a
maxinmm ius_ after ignition, for at this time the volume
of unburned gas ahead of the flame is a maxinmm in
all directions, and the whole expansion is effective in
compressing the unburned gas and advancing the
flame front. In a nonsyinmetrical conlbustion cham-
ber, the speed at which the flame front is carried
away from the point of ignition will begin to slacken
first in the direction of the nearest wall, for here tile
relatively shallow layer of unbm'ned gas has the
least freedom of movement normal to the flame with
the net result that expansion takes place to the rear,
where it contributes to tile advance of the flame front
in those regions still distant from a wall.
In general, tile effect of gas movements set up by
the burning of a charge in a nonsymmetrical container
is to carry the flame front most rapidly toward the
greatest volume of imburned gas; i. e., there is a tend-
ency for the flame surface to shape itself to the con-
tainer walls. This tendency is very strikingly demon-
strated in many of the flame photographs published
by Ellis (reference 11). It is detectal)le also in some
of the diagrams reproduced in the l)resent report.
Piston motion.--Both the position of the l)iston and
its rate of motion influence flame velncities in a compli-
cated manuer dependent somewhat upon the combus-
tion-chamber shape and spark-plug location.
When the spark occurs, the piston is normally mov-
ing upward near the top of tile compression stroke.
The resulting general compression opposes expansion
ill the reaction zone and thus tends to reduce gas veloc-
ity, the extent of this effect iocrc_lsing with spark
,tdvance. The greater combustion-chamt)er volumes,
however, at greater values of spark advance, favor
higher gas velocities. Conflicting influences also con-
trol the transformation velocity. Witll greater spark
advance, ch'lrge temperature will tie lower lint local
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turbulence may be higher for some combustion cham-
bers. That the net effect of these opposing factors
upon flame speed in space may be very small, has been
shown by the similarity of the flame diagrams (reference
l) obtained with spark advances of 65 °, 47 °, and 26 °
in head B.
As the piston moves upward the surge of gas ahead
of it tends to blow the newly formed flame away from
the piston. Tiffs action probably accounts for tile
first appearance of the flame in the windows on the
side of tile spark phlg remote from the piston, promi-
nent in the photographs of figure 2.
With excessively retarded spark or with slowly
burning mixtures, tile downward motion of tile piston
on expansion may noticeably affect flame movement.
Figure 11 shows two diagrams (runs 2 and 3) made
with the spark plug at opposite ends of the combustion
chamber but otherwise under similar conditions. As
the spar]< advance was 10 °, the flame front had moved
only a short distance fronl tim spark plug when the
piston started downward. Tile rush of gas to occupy
the volume vacated by the piston carried the flame
front forward when the spark plug was over the valves
(run 2) but it blew against the flame when the spark
plug was over the piston (run 3) decreasing gas velocity
and prolonging the inflammation period about 10 ° .
With a more normal spark advance (20°), inflammation
was completed before piston velocity became great
enough to produce these effects, as will be seen by a
comparison of run 9 and run 10 in figure 9. Tiffs
effect of piston motion on combustion time, and tt'c
influence of spark advance upon it, are also well
illustrated in figure 11 of reference 4.
Wlfile recession of the piston may either increase or
decrease gas velocity, depending upon whether t lw
resultant flow of charge is with or against the advance
of the flame front, the total inflammation time is
likely to be increased in either case. Thus, if tile flame
is approaching the piston from above, the layer of gas
next to the piston face will always recede faster than
the following surge can carry tile flame front toward it
and transformation velocity will presumably suffer a
decrease as the temperature of the expanding charge
drops.
General swirl.--The distortion of the diagrams for
run 9 of figure 9 and run 2 of figure 11, as though
general swirl had carried the flame front forward on
one side of tile combustion chamber and retarded it on
the other, is characteristic of all diagrams obtained
with tile spark plug in the position shown, although the
direction of rotation is frequently reversed. With the
spark plug at other locations, tim distortion is some-
times noticeable but seldom pronounced. No rational
explanation has been found for its erratic behavior,
but it would seem that this lack of symmetry could
be due only to a general rotary motion of the charge,
set up by some unknown cause, or to local regions of
high temperature or unfavorable charge composition,
which for obscure reasons shift from one side of the
combustion chamber to the other.
PRESSURE DEVELOPMENT
The power of an internal-combustion engine is
derived solely from pressure developed by combustion
of tt)e fuel. Theoretically, power and efficiency are ,t
maximum for instantaneous and complete combustion
at top dead center and both increase with increase in
compression ratio. Too rapid combustion results,
however, in rough operation, whereas increasing the
compression ratio tends to cause detonation. Tile
practical problems of combustion control are, therefore,
(1) the attainment of the maximum rate of pressure
risc consistent with satisfactory smoothness and (2)
the suppression of detonation at high compression
ratios.
Since fl_me spread is roughly concentric about a
point of ignition, tile shortest flame travel and the most
rapid pressure rise with a single spark plug will be
obtained by placing the gap near the geometrical center
of the combustion chamber. A single plug should not
be placed so that the flame is traveling away from the
piston face as it recedes on the down stroke. With
slow-burning mixtures or with retarded spark, such ._
location will cause great additional delay in combustion
and pressure development.
Use of more than one plug will further reduce flame
travel and increase rate of pressure rise. A detailed
study of combustion control by appropriate placing of
single and multiple spark plugs, covering a range of
speed, spark advance and compression ratio, is reported
in reference 4.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions have been drawn from _L
consideration of the present and previous (reference 1)
studies of flame travel and pressure development in a
spark-ignition engine.
1. Under all conditions covered, the flame spreads
in a roughly concentric pattern about the point or
points of ignition.
2. It follows that with single ignition, the shortest
combustion time will be obtained by placing the spark
plug near the center of the combustion chamber.
3. Still shorter combustion times can be secured by
using two or nmre plugs.
4. Flame velocities arc dependent upon the char-
_acter of the fuel and are reduced by the addition of
residual gases to the charge or by departures from the
mixture ratio giving maximum power.
5. For normal explosions in engines, flame speeds
appear to be independent of pressure and, wlffle they
probably increase with temperature, evidence of
pronounced effects is lacking.
6. Flame speeds an=t the rate of pressure develop-
ment incre'Lse nearly as fast as engine speed, which
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explains why engines can be operated at very high
speeds with only a moderate increase in spark advance.
7. Tile increase in flame speed with engine speed is
believed to be due to an increase in small-scale random
turbulence, wtfich affects the structure and depth of
tile reaction zone and influences the rate at which the
flanm a(lwmces into the unburned charge.
8. For a properly timed explosion of well-prepared
charge, there will be very little piston movement dur-
ing combustion.
9. For excessively retarded spark or slow-burning
mixtures, combustion time may be greatly prolonged
by downward movement of the piston, especially if the
last of the charge to burn is renmte from the piston.
10. In general, the spread of flame in the combustion
chamber of a spark-ignition engine is controlled by at
least six basic factors of major importance that operate
more or less independently but simultaneously to
determine instantaneous flame velocities in space.
Three of these factors--(l) the composition of the
unl)urned charge, (2) tile temperature of the unburned
charge, and (3) the degree of local turbulence--influence
the linear rate at which the reaction advances into and
transforms the unburned charge, and are thus of
direct importance in determining the rate of pressure
rise. The other three (4) expansion of the gases in
the reaction zone, (5) piston movement, and (6)
general swirl--affect the rate at which the itame front
is carried in a direction normal to its surface by nmss
movement of the gases comprising it. There is no
adequate tbeo W and little or no conclusive experi-
mental evidence now available from which the separ, te
effects of the first three factors upon flame speed can he
formulated.
11. It is believed that experiments in bombs con-
ducted under special conditions permitting the accu-
rate evaluation of the speed of the flame front with
resl)cct to the active gases (not merely the speed in I
space) offer the most promising means of securing
fundamental information regarding the structure of
tlame, the nmchanism of spread, and the effect of
fundamental factors such as charge composition and
pressure and temperature in tile low temperature
range.
12. In the engine, preflame reactions alter tile compo-
sition 'rod temperature of the unl)urned charge to an
unknown extent, which probably v',ries for different
fuels. Since these reactions art, associated with rela-
tively high temperatures and extremely short heating
periods, it would appear that they can be produced
and their effects studied with certainty only in an
engine or a high-speed compression machine.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS,
WASHINGTON, D. C., September I935.
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PRELIMINARY TESTS IN THE N. A. C. A. FREE-SPINNING WIND TUNNEL
By C. H. ZIMStEH._ZaX
SUMMARY
Typical models and the testing technique used in the
N. A. C. A. flee-spinning wind tunnel are described in
detail. The results of tests oJ two models afford a com-
parison between the spinning characteristics of scale
models in the tunnel and of the airplanes that they
represent.
The models are built of balsa wood and ballasted with
lead to the proper mass distribution. A clockwork de-
layed-action mechanism is mounted in the model to move
the control surfaces during the spin.
In steady-spin tests, observations are made oJ the rate oJ
rotation and _ tile air speed necessary to hold the model at
test height. Aloving-picture records are taken from which
the spinning attitudes are obtained. In recovery tests,
moving-picture records are taken oJ the model from the
instant the controls move until recovery is effected or
failure to recover is definite.
The models ,_ the XN2 Y-1 and F4B-2 airplanes gave
good approximation.s to the spinning characteristics oj the
airplanes, in both steady spins and recoveries. Since
these models were sealed from ,somewhat similar biplanes,
no coT_clusions are drawn as to the reliability of model
results in general.
INTRODUCTION
Although the problem of the spin has been the object
of a great deal of research, airphmes of recent design
are occasionally found to have undesirable spinning
characteristics. The prevalence of this condition is the
result of a combination of factors that may be sum-
marizcd as follows: A very great amount of experi-
mental work is necessary before spinning character-
istics can he accurately predicted by analysis; and
designers are unwilling to go, possibly unnecessarily, to
extreme measures to insure good spinning charac-
teristics. C<)nsequently, it has become very desirable
to develop a method of determining the spinning
characteristics of an airplane while it is in the design
stage.
About 10 years ago members of the N. A. C. A.
laboratory staff studied means of improving the spin-
ning characteristics of two airplanes by noting the
behavior of dynamic scale models when launched in
spins from the top of a balloon shed. (See reference 1.)
Although the method showed promise, it was aban-
doned because of the difficulty of making satisfactory
tests with the short free drop available (105 feet).
There was also considerable doubt at the time con-
cerning the fidelity with which scale models indicated
full-scale behavior.
This method of studying spinning was adopted by
research workers in England, who obtained a great
deal of interesting and valuable information (reference
2). They likewise were hampered by the limited free
drop available and, in an effort to avoid this restric-
tion, built a small vertical wind tunnel in which it was
possible to cause models to continue spinning for long
periods of time without restraint other than that of
the air. The model tunnel showed such promise that
a 12-foot-diumeter vertical tunnel was built for testing
models of sufficient size for practical results (reference
3). This tunnel has been in operation since 1932.
The N. A. C. A., realizing the need of a satisfactory
method of predicting spinning behavior and aware of
the value of the results of the tests in the British free-
spinning tunnel, constructed a tunnel, the operation
of which is described in this report. The tunnel is
expected to provide American designers with a ready
means of determining whether changes are necessary
in their airplane designs without the expense and
danger of full-scale flight tests and the expense and
delay incident to changes aftcr construction.
The tunnel was comt)leted in September 1934.
Alterations to improve the air flow, velocity and tur-
bulence surveys, and a calibration of the a ir-sl)eed
indicator were completed in March 1935. The first
spin tests were nlade in April 1935. A large number
of tests, both of steady spins and of recoveries, have
been made to obtain data from which comparisons
can be made b_'tween the spinning behavior of the
XN2Y 1 and the F4B 2 airphmes (references 4 and 5)
and scale models of them. These tests served as a
calibration of the tunnel and the results are therefore
included in this report.
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DESCRIPTION OF MODELS
Dimensional characteristics. Tile models used are
generally _0 to _;6 scale. (See fig. t.) The size of
the models is limited by the wing span and the wing
loading. The maximunl span allowable is about 36
inches; tile maximum wing loading is about 1.3 pounds
per square foot. Since the model wing loading must
be equal to the airplane wing loading multiplied by the
scale ratio (reference 6), 1.3 pounds per square foot
corresponds to 13 pounds per square foot for the air-
plane when the model is _0 scale or 21 pounds l)er
square foot when the model is _{6 scale.
Balsa wood is the usual structural material because
of its low density. It is necessary to hollow out the
FIC,UaE L Typical models used in tile free-spinning tunnel.
after portion of the fuselage and to eat out a large
portion of the wood in the wings to permit proper mass
distribution. The wing cut-outs are covered with
silk tissue paper. The h!ading and trailing edges and
tips of the wings are fitted with strips of spruce,
pattern pine, or bamboo inset into the edge of the
balsa to prevent disfigurement from ac('idental blows
or from striking the safety netting. Lead is used for
ballast.
Exact scale models are very expensive. Further-
more, it, is impr_lctic'd)le to _tlenlpt to maintain an
extreme degree of <limensional a('('ur_/cy in models th'lt
must be built of balsa wood and be subjected to the
rather rough treatment incidental to free-spinning
tests. Consequently, tolerances somewhat larger than
normal in model construction are permitted. Toler-
ances that appear to be satisfactory are 10.01 inch
on wing- a,ni tail-surface 1)rofiles, ±0.02 inch on all
other dimensions under 6 inches, and ± 0.03 inch on
all other dimensions over 6 inches. Angular relation-
ships are held to _L0.5 °. Details of fittings, air scoops,
propellers, and other protuberances are omitted.
The fuselage, tail surhlces, and landing gear are
finished with clear _hellac, sanded smooth. Tile wings
are tinished with clear shellac or with wax, depending on
whether diltieulty is encountered in keeping the wings
sufficiently light for the required mass distribution.
Mass characteristics.--Models to be used for free-
spinning tests must be scaled from the airplane in mass
distribution as well as in dimensional characteristics.
In order to preserve dynamic similarity the weight of
the model must be that of the airplane multiplied by
tile scale ratio t.o the third power, the center of gravity
must t)e in the same relative location as in the airplane,
and the moments of inertia must be those of the air-
plane multiplied by the scale ratio to the fifth power.
Values of weight and moment of inertia are corrected
for the difference between the air density in the tunnel
and the density at the altitude at which the full-scale
tests have been or are expected to be made.
The weight, the center-of-gravity location, and the
moments of inertia are adjusted to the propex values
by suitably disl)osed lead weights. The center-of-
gravity location is determined by suspending the model
by a thread in two or more attitudes and determining
the point of intersection of vertical lines passhlg through
the point of support.
The distribution of mass is determined by swinging
the model as part of a compound pendulum and timing
the oscillations. A knife-edge mounted in a vacuum
chamber (see tig. 2) serves as support for the pendulum.
The moments of inertia are determined in this manner
about_ the ,¥, )_, and Z axes of the model and also about
an axis in the plane of symmetry at 45 ° to the X and
Z axes. In the cases of airphmes of which the full-
se,de moments of inertia have been determined by
swinging tests, the model is swung in air at sea-level
density and its n/oments of inertia so determined are
brought into proper scale relationship with the virtual
moments of inertia of the airplane (reference 7). In
the cases of other models the true moments of inertia
are determined by swinging the model "it several
reduced air densit.ies and extrapolating the plots of
moment <)f inertia against density to zero density.
The true moments of inertia so determined are brought
into proper sc,de rel'ltionship with the calculated true
m<)ments of inerti,'l <)f tile airplane.
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The accuracy of the means of measurement is such
that the quantities can be determined within the
following limits:
Weight .................. ±0. 1 percent.
Center-of-gravity location ....... ±0. O1 inch.
Moment ,)f inet'lia ................. :._3 percent.
Because of the effects of humidity upon the weight
and mass distribution and the difficulty often encoun-
tered in placing ballast to give exactly the desired
wdues, the mass quantities are not kept within the
limits of accuracy of the measurements, but are heht
to the desired values within the following limits:
Weight .................. ± 1 percent.
Center-of-gravity hJcation_ __ - 1 percent of chord.
Momenls of itmrtia ............ ".:5 percent.
Automatic-control mechanism,--In order that tile
behavior of models during recovery from the spin may
be studied, a clockwork mechanism has been developed
for moving the control surfaces while the model is
spinning. This mechanism consists essentially of a
watch spring, gears, and an escapement mechanism
that drive a movqblc table. The table, in turn, carries
small projecting plugs that actuate cam mechanisms
and permit the control surfaces to be moved by springs.
Three sets of cam mechanisins and related parts are
provided so that each of three controls can be moved
independently of the other two. The control surfaces
can be caused to move either slowly or quickly and in
any order desired with intervals between the move-
ments of different controls as great as one-half minute
by disposing the projecting plugs suitably in the
movable table.
The mechanism is connected to the control surfaces
by threads that transmit the movement. In order
that observers may know the exact instant of move-
meat of the control surface a small paper disk is
clamped lightly to the side of the fuselage aim con-
nected to the control hox'n by a thread. Movement
of the control horn pulls the pai)er disk free and it
trails behind the spinning model.
TESTING TECHNIQUE
Launching the model.--At the beginning of a test
the n,odel is mounted Ul)on a launching spindle 'tbout
the axis of which it is free to rotate. This sI)indle is
on the end of a wooden rod and is held in the center
of the tunnel by one of the Ol)crators standing in the
observation chamber. With the spindle vertical the
attitude of the model is such that the fuselage axis is
al)l)roximately 35 ° to the horizontal, nose down, and
the wings are 10 ° to the horizontal with the left, wing
ti I) the lower (for a right spin). When the model is in
this attitude, air flowing Ul)ward through the tunnel
causes it to rotate fairly rapidly. The air speed is
incre:tscd by a second ot)erator until the air force on
the model is equal to its weight. The model then
automatically disengages itself from the spindle and
continues to float in the air stream entirely free of
mechanical restraint. The launching spindle is im-
mediately withdrawn from the tunnel. The air speed
is adjusted until it just equals the rate of descent the
model would have in still air and the model is at
approximately eye level in the test section.
Steady spins.--With the model spinning steadily in
the tunnel, observations are made of the air speed and
rate of rotation; the air speed is taken from a calibrated
t achonleter and the rate of rotation is determined by
noting with a stop watch the time required for 50 turns
in the spin. Moving pictures are taken of the spinning
FIGURE2.--Model-swinginggear.
model for a permanent record of its spinning attitude
and any oscillatory tendencies or unsteadiness. The
pictures are taken on 16 mm fi]m at the rate of 64 per
second. About 10 tin'as of the spin are photogral)hed.
After the obserw_tions have been made, the model
is lowered into a net held in the air stream by one of
tiw operators or into a large bowl-shat)ed net at the
bottom of the test section. When lowered into the
large net, the model is retrieved with a long-handled
clamp.
Recoveries.--When making recovery tests, the clock-
work mechanism is wound, set to operate the controls
after a time interval of _tl)proximately 1 minute, and
started before the model is launched. The model is
then launched as previously described. About 2
sccomls ])efore tlle controls are to lnove, the clnnera is
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started and pictures are taken continuously at the
rate of 16 per second until the model has dived into the
netting or has definitely established a new spinning
condition. For comparison with the camera records,
one of the operators estimates the number of turns
from the time the controls operate until the spin
ceases. At least two, and frequently more, of these
recovery tests are made for each test condition.
The first recovery for each test condition is made with
the model well down in the bowl-shaped net to deter-
mine whether the model tends to go immediately into a
stalled glide, carrying it rapidly toward the side of the
tunnel, or whether it goes into a nearly vertical dive.
One or two recoveries cautiously made in this manner
prevent unnecessary damage to the model. When the
typical behavior of the model for the particular test
condition has been determined, the model is allowed to
start recovery as high in the test section as the trial
tests have indicated to be safe.
Reduction of data.--The data from a steady-spin
test consist of the film record (fig. 3), the air speed,
and the rate of rotation. The angles of the fuselage
(X) axis and the span (Y) axis to the horizontal are
measured on the film using a fihn-viewing machine
provided with a cross hair and a protractor. The
intersections of the fuselage axis with the nose and
tail are used as reference points in determining the
fuselage-axis angle; corresponding points on the wing
tips, which define a line parallel to the span axis,
serve as reference points in determining the span-axis
angle. Experience has shown that the angles can be
readily obtained to within :t: 1 ° by this method. The
angles so measured are designated as 0 and _b, respec-
tively, where 8 is the angle of the fuselage axis to the
horizontal, negative when the model is inclined nose
downward; and _b is the angle of the span axis to the
horizontal, positive when the left wing is higher than
the right.
The radius of the spin is calculated from the rate
of rotation and tile value of O oil the assumption that
the resultant aerodynamic force on the model is
perpendicular to tile X and Y axes. That this assump-
tion is close to the true condition has been found to
be the case with the N. A. C. A. spinning balance
(reference 8). On this basis the radius is determined
as in reference 9 by the relationshii_ ,
Radins_ g tan (--0)
where g is the acceleration of gravity.
_, the rate of rotation in radians per second. In
a number of cases of full-scale data this approximate
equation has been found to give the true radius to
within :t: 10 percent, except for unusually large angles
of sideslip. For most cases it is within =t=3 percent
of the true value.
The angle of sideslip in the spin is determined from
the relationship
where f_ is the angle of sideslip equal to the sin -_ v/V.
a, the helix angle equal to the sin -_ _ radius/V.
This relationship is true to within _/o or less for spin-
ning attitudes.
The angle of attack is determined from the relation-
ship
a = 90 ° -- ( -- 0)
This equation is an approximation, giving values of a
from t ° to 2 ° higher than the true value for ordinary
spinning attitudes. This discrepancy increases with the
deviation of the wings from the horizontal, computed
values being as much as 5 ° or 6 ° too high with large
amounts (15 ° to 20 °) of inward sideslip, and 3 ° to 4 °
too low with large amounts of outward sideslip.
The data from a recovery test consist of film records
of one or more recoveries (fig. 4) and the observer's
estimate of the number of turns required for recovery.
The number of turns made by the model from the time
the signal disk is pulled from its clamp until rotation
ceases is obtained from the film and compared with the
observer's estimate. In all recoveries for which film
records are obtained the fire-record value is used for
the recorded data. In other cases the observer's
estimate is used. The turns can be determined to
within one-quarter of a turn from the film record. The
observer's estimate is generally within one turn of the
value obtained from the film record.
COMPARISON BETWEEN AIRPLANE SPINNING CHAR-
ACTERISTICS AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SCALE
MODELS IN THE TUNNEL
One of the principal reasons for abandonment by the
N. A. C. A. of the method of dropping models for spin
study was doubt concerning the fidelity with which
scale models indicated the spinning behavior of the
airplanes from which they were scaled. When dynamic
similarity is preserved, the Reynolds Number of the
model is equal to that of the airplane multiplied t)y
N _ where N is the scale ratio (_/0, /_2,/ etc.). Further-
more, it is impracticable to reproduce the airplane in
exact detail in a scale model. Comparisons between
results from the N. A. C. A. spinning balance and full-
scale flight tests have indicated considerable scale effect
upon aerodynamic characteristics in spinning attitudes
(references 8, 10, and 1.1). Tests in the British free-
spinning tunnel ]lave also given indications of scale
effect that must be carefully taken int.() account in
interpreting model free-spinning results (references 3
and 12).
In view of the uncertainty existing about the reli-
ability of the results of model tests, it was thought
bighly desirable that tests be made in the N. A. C. A.
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I free-spinning tunnel with models of airplanes for which
!the full-scale spinning characteristics are well known.
Such tests should indicate the accuracy of the model
results and the corrections that should be made to allow
for the difference between model and full-scale be-
lmvior. Such a series of tests was also considered
t_dvisat)le as an opportunity to acquire experience in
ol)eration of the tunnel and to develop the testing
Itechnique.
The spinning characteristics of an XN2Y-1 and an
F4B 2 airplane have been thoroughly studied by the
N. A. C. A. (references 4 and 5). A _0-scale model of
the XN2Y 1 and a y_-scale model of the F4B-2 were
accordingly built and tested both for behavior in
' steady spins and for recovery characteristics.
MODEK_I
The XN2Y-1 model.--The }(0-scale model of the
XN2Y-1 is shown in figure 5. A drawing of the air-
phme is included in reference 4. The model was
lq_;¢'l,,E I. Por_it)n tff ;_ tilm re,'(,r I qJ[ _1 recovery.
FI¢;U_: 5. One-tenth-sellle model of the XN2Y-I airplane.
originully m_l(te entirely of balsa wood except for the
I bamboo struts _md the silk tissue pal)er used t.o cover
!the wings where the wood was rcnmved for lightness.
1)imensions were held to -t 0.01 inch. The control
_mechanism was mounted just back of the wing cellule.
The original b'ds't tail surfaces, which were very thin
_md insecurely _lttachcd to the fuselage, were replaced
I)v pattern-pine surfaces after the first trial of the model
in the tunnel. The original wing cellule was used for
the series of ste_ldy-spin tests but was demolished in a
('rash before recovery tests were started. A new wing
ccllule was built up with sI)ruce spars and bamboo tips
for 'ldded strength. It was found necessary to hollow
out these wings until they were virtually shells to bring
the moment of inertia about the fuselage axis to its
proper wlhte. As n result the tip of each wing warped
mltl)oard of the' interplane strut attachments giving
from I_° to 1 ° w'lshout at the extreme tip. One
ste_uly-sl)in test, ;,s a checl_, and nil the rc('overy tests
were m:lde with /his httter wing cellulc.
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The F4B-2 model.--The /_(2-seale model of tile
F4B-2 is shown in figure 6. A three-view drawing and
photographs of the airplane are given in reference 5.
In the construction, dimensions were held to ±0.01
inch. The wings were built up with spruce spars, ribs,
and trailing-edge pieces and were covered with silk
tissue paper. Tile leading portions and the tips were
t)alsa. Bamboo strips were inset into the tips to pre-
vent damage from contact with tim safety netting
Tile leading edges were unprotected. The ribs, spars,
le_lding portions, and tips were hollowed out for light-
ness. The after portion of the fuselage was hollowe( _
out. The control mechanism was mounted at the
eenter of gravity, access to it being provided by a door
in the side of the fuselage.
The t_fil surfaces were balsa, reinforced with spruce.
Three interchangeable sets of surf'_ees were provided,
which were held to the fuselage by close-fitting hard-
wood dowels. The various tail-surface combinations
are shown in figure 6. They are designated as the i
F4B 2 surfaces; the F4B-2 stabilizer with F4B 4 tin
and F4B 3 rudder (hereinafter referred to as the
F4B 4 fin and rudder, as in reference 5); and the
F4B 4 fin and rudder with the F4B-2 stabilizer set
on the fin at a height corresponding to 1.54 feet (full-
scale) above its normal location. In addition to these
combinations, two auxiliary fins similar to those desig-
nated as fin 2 and fin 3 in reference 5 were provided.
This model was provided with movable ailerons made
carefully to scale not only as regards general dimensions
but also as regards the nose shape, the hinge-_xis loca-
tion, and the slat between the aileron and the. wing.
The ailerons were held in place by copper-wire hinges
'rod the neutral settings were maintained by tack-
gluing the aileron to the wing.
During the course of the tests, which involved
upproximately 250 spins, it was necessary to rep,dr the
wing tips a number of times and once to make ext.ensiv_
repairs to the entire wing celhde. The le_uling por-
tions _md the tips were disfigured somewh_tt througt_
contact with the safety netting and in making repairs.
]t has been found impr_lcticable to maintain close
tolerances t)n repairs.
TEST CONDITIONS
Steady spins.--ln addition to the test conditions
given in table 1 for the XN2Y-1 mode], steady spins
were made with rudder settings 41 °, 18 °, and 4 ° with
the spin, elevator 24 ° up, with ballast at the wing tips;
and rudder setting 41 ° with the spin, elev_ltm" 26.5 °
down, with b_dlast at the wing tips.
(It) Original sllrfaees.
(b) F4B 4 surfaces and auxiliary fins 2 and 3.
(el F4B-4 surfael_s and illlermedialestahilizer.
FII;URE B --One-twelfth-scale iliotlel o1" tile ]"4B-2 i_,irI)la_e.
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Normal loading corresponded to tile following
true mass distribution values for the XN2Y-1 air-
plane when operated at 6,000 feet altitude:
Weight ................... 1,762 pounds.
A ..................... 808 slug-ft3
/3 ............... 1,114 slug-ft. "_
C ........................ 1,501 slug-ft. 2
Ca .................... 0.34.
z --0.02.
c ..............
where A, the moment of inertia about the X axis,
equal to mkxL
B, the moment of inertia about the Y axis,
equal to rakrL
C, the moment of inertia about the Z axis,
equal to mkz 2.
C_, the center-of-gravity coefficient, the ratio of
the distance of the center of gravity back
of the leading edge of the mean aero-
dynamic chord to the length of the mean
aerodynanfic chord.
_, the ratio of the distance of the center of
c
gravity below the thrust line to the length
of the mean aerodynanfic chord.
For the loading condition designated "ballast at
tips" a weight corresponding to 18 pounds on the
airplane was added to each lower wing tip bringing
the true mass values to:
Weight ............................ 1,798 pounds.
A .......................... 1,012 slug-ft3
/3 ........................... 1,114 slug-ft3
C ................ 1,705 slug-ft3
C_ ....... 0.34.
z --0.02.
c
In addition to the test conditions listed in table
lI for the F4B-2 model, tests were made with the
rudder 30 ° and 15 ° with the spin, neutral, and 15 °
and 30 ° against tim spin for elevator settings of 28.3 °
up, 15 ° up, neutral, 15 ° down, and 30.5 ° down with
the normal+radio+raft loading and with the F4B-2
and F4B-4 fin and rudder combinations. In table II
control settings are based on maximum deflection of
the rudder of :£30 °, maxhnunl deflection of the eleva-
tor 28.3 ° up and 30.5 ° down, and maximum deflection
of the ailerons 23 ° up and 16 ° down. The setting of the
stabilizer relative to the thrust line was zero in all cases.
The mass distribution of the model for the specified
loading conditions corresponded to the following true
airplane mass distributions at a test. altitude of 8,500
feet.:
Stripped, F4B 4 tin and rudder:
Weight .......... 2,728 l>Om_(ls.
A ......... 1,041 slug-ft 3
IJ ...... 1,876 shlg-f_. 2
Normal+radio _-raft, F4B-4 fin and rudder:
Weight .................... 2,915 pounds.
A ................... 1,078 slug-ft 3
l/ ......... 1,876 slug-ft3
C ........... 2,455 slug-ft 3
C_ ............ 0.33.
z .............. --0.03.
C
Carrier overload, F4B 4 fin and rudder:
Weight ........... 3,334 I)ounds.
A ........ 1,131 slug-ft 3
13 ............ 1,899 slug-ft3
C ............... 2,426 slug-ft.'-'
C_ ............. 0.34.
-- 0.03.
c
Recoveries.--The recovery test conditions for the
XN2Y-1 model are given in table III. In all recovery
tests the controls were moved sharply and simul-
taneously from the original to the final setting listed.
The settings specified are based on maximum rudder
settings of d:41 ° and on maximum elevator settings
of 24 ° up and 26.5 ° down.
The recovery test conditions for the F4B 2 are
given in table IV. The original setting in each case
during the steady spin was rudder full with the spin,
elevator up, ailerons neutral. In all tests the surfaces
were moved sharply and simultaneously to the setting
listed in table IV.
RESULTS
Steady spins.--Results of the steady spins of the
XN2Y-1 airplane and model are given in figures 7 to
t 1. For those cases in which direct comparisons were
obtained, average values of airplane and model results
are given in tat)le I. The full-scale data were taken
from a series of tests the results of which have not
been published. The model data were obtained from
observations and fihn records as described in the
portion of this report dealing with the reduction of
steady-spin data. All model data are listed as their
full-scale equivalents, model values having been
transformed to the full-scale equivalents t)y the
relationships:
tl I1 d
radi.s,,
r'.lius .-t= --N
where, subscript A refers to the airplane.
s(,bscril)t =_I refers to the model.
Results ,)f the steady spins of the F4B-2 airplane
and model arc given in figures 12 to 21. For those
c'lses in which direct comparisons were obtained.
average wtlues of airplane and model results are given
C .... 2,457 slug-ft?- i in table 1[. The full-scale dqta .ire taken from ref-
(!0 - ...... 0.34. erencc 5. All n_odel data are listed as their full-scale
?,_ ............ -(/.[)3. e(tuiwdeuts.
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Recoveries.--Results of comparable recovery tests
with tile XN2Y-1 airplane and model are given in
table III, in which tile full-scale data were obtained
from a series of tests the results of which have not been
published. The Model values are based in tile canlera
records with the exceptions noted in tile table. Similar
results for the F4B-2 are given in table IV, the full-scale
results of which were taken fl'om reference 5.
Precision.--The test conditions were held within the
following limits:
Control settings L 1_.?.
Weight . _ - ±1 percent.
Moments of inertia___ ± 5 percent.
('_ and _......... ± I per('ent of chord.
These limits allow for errors in measuring values,
changes due to temperature and lmmidity, and dis-
erepancies permitted because of the time required to
obtain more exact values.
The steady-spin data for the models are believed to
lie correct within the following limits:
),ngle of att.aek .............. 4 3°.
Angle of sideslip ................ _:l b_,°.
Air speed .......... ± 2 t)ercent.
Radius ..... ! 10 percent.
_tb/2 V .................... _:3 I)er('('nl.
The comparison between airplane and model results
for the F4B-2 is not clear-cut because both airplane
and model were fairly unsteady in tile spin. The
scattering of the data from the flight tests indicates tile
nature of the results. Tile model results do not scatter
so badly because they represent the mean condition in
a prolonged spin. The following comparison is based
(m rough averages of tile large nunlber of full-scale
points in figures 12 to 21.
The model required somewhat greater rudder setting
with the spin to attain a given angle of attack than did
, the airplane. The model spun with about 5 ° more
outward sideslip than did the airphme at a given angle
i of attack. The unsteadiness, which in some conditions
I w_ts a definite oscillation, of the spins of both model and
]airplane was most apparent in the angle of sideslip.
The rate of descent of the model wits about the same
_ls that of the airphme at the high cn(t of the angle-of-
att'lck range. No 'firplane data at the low angles of
attn('k are availal)lc but, from the trend of the points
_at high and int.ermediate aagles, the indications are
that the model rate of descent was higher at tile low
angh, s of attack than that of the airplane would be.
There was good agreement between the radii of spin
at. the same angle of attack within the limits of the
These limits allow for inaeeur'lcies both in measure- data. The values of _b/2I' were of the same order of
magnitude for model and airplane.
ments and in method of reduction of the data. In I For both model and airplane, moving the elevator
cases where unsteady spins were obtained the data an(I
limits apply to the mean values of the factors.
The recovery data for the models are l_elieved to be
,correct within i h turn.
The precisitm of the full-scale r(,sults is given in
reference 5.
COMPARISONBETWEEN AIRPLANEAND _iODEL RESULTS
Steady spins.raThe XN2Y-I model requires a some-
what greater rudder setting with the spin tt/ _'t/ain a
given angle of attack tlrm did tlte airphme. The model
spun with about .q° more outward sideslip than di(I
the airplane at n given _lngle of attack throughout the
.angle-of-attack range. The model's rate of descent
w" (scaled to full-scale (,quivident) was almost the
same as that (if the airl)hme at high angles of attm'l<,
but was ,d)out 10 percent greater _t. low '_ngles. The
model spin radius was somewhat shorter than that of
the airplane at all a.ngl(,_ of attack but the difference
was more pr(mounced at the lower angles. Tim vnhn,
(if L)b/2I" f<)r the model was in good agreement with
that for the airphmc ttmmgh(,ut tl,e angle-of-atl_wk
range.
For both model an(l airplane, defle('ting the clev,tor
down (le('re._se(l the angle of attack but, for a given
anglo of at.tack, resulted in more outward sideslip, a
lower rate of descent, a smaller radius, and a gre,lter
-value of p.b/21".
l ?,l;(il)2 37 --|LI
down increased tile angle of attack but, for a given
angle of attack, made no definite change in sideslip,
slightly decreased the rate of (h,seent, decreased the
radius, and increased _b/21".
Both model and airplane showed very little change in
char_wteristies (if the spin, except sideslip, with aileron
movement when tilt" stabilizer was at ,n intermediate
height on the fin. Both model and airplane required
from 9 ° to 15 ° more outward sideslip for spinning
equilibrium with ailerons against the spin titan with
ailerons with the spin for the stabilizer 1)oth on the fin
and in its normal l(ication.
With the stabilizer ill its normal h)cation both model
and airphme spt, n at lower angles of attacl< when the
_dh,rons were with tile spin than when they were
neutral or against the spin. The change in angle of
, attack was much greater, however, for the model than
for the airplane for t)oth loadings tested. A similar,
n nd related, (liscrel)ancy is al)parent in the con_l)arisons
of effect of aileron setting on rate of (leseent; the rate
of descent increased more r.tpidly with aih, ron setting
against the stlin for t.lw model than flir the airplane.
The variation of radius and lZb/2 I" with aileron setting
for the carrier-overload condition was consistent with
the variations of the other characteristics. With the
normal+radio+raft loading the radius .rod _2b/21"
for the airplane varied in 'l nmnner opp(isitc to what
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would be expected from the angle-of-attack variation metrically rigged airplane with tile prol)eller locked.
when the ailerons were changed front neutral to with Neither can they be expected to check full-scale
the spin. The model values of these characteristics] characteristics more closely than the check between
varied consistently with the variations of the other i two airplanes built from the same set of drawings.
factors, giving a marked discrepancy with the airplane
data.
Recoveries.--The turns required for recovery by the
XN2Y-1 model were between the nunlber required for
the airplane in a right spin and those required in a
left spin for cases in wlfich the elevator was up during
the steady spin. When the elevator was down in the
steady spin, the recovery required about twice as
many turns when the rudder was reversed for the
model as for the airplane, and no recover)- was ob-
tained with the model when the controls were neu-
tralized as compared with four or live turns for recov-
ery in the case of the airplane. Placing ballast at the
wing tips increased the number of turns necessary for
recovery for both airplane and model.
Tile F4B-2 model recovery tests indicated that the
F4B-2 fin and rudder combination was much less effec-
tive in bringing about recovery when the rudder was
reversed than was the F4B-4 fin and rudder combina-
tion and that no recovery would be effected if the ele-
vator were put down at the same time. In the air-
plane tests, recove_w required about one turn more
with the F4B-2 surfaces with the elevator down than
with the F4B-4 surfaces, and recovery could be accom-
plished in less than three turns with either set of sur-
faces. When tile F4B-2 surfaces were neutralized in
tile spin, the model in no case recovered. The air-
phme recovered from left spins but not from right
spins with this control movement.
The airphme was in solne cases slow in recovering
from left spins but recovered satisfactorily from right
spins with the F4B 4 surfaces and the normal
-i radio÷raft and carrier-overload londings. The model
recovered satisfactorily under the same conditions in
all cases tried. Recoveries were slow and uncert'dn
for all cases of neutralization of the model controls,
•rod also for the airphme in right spins; but recovery
was generally definite in left spins. Both model and
The most that can be expected is a positive indication
._s to whether the airplane will be definitely slow to
recover or unc,)ntrollable in the spin, will be u border-
line case with the possibility of uncontrollable spins with
slight changes in loading or rigging, or will recover
quickly under all probable conditions of loading and
rigging.
From the tables and figures included herein it is
evident that the XN2Y:-I 'rod F4B 2 models gave good
approximations to the spinning behavior of the respec-
live airplanes. There are certain consistent differences
between the model and the airplane steady-spinning
characteristics that are in agreement with indications
from other sources (references 3, 10, 11, and 12) and
that had, in part at least, been specifically predicted in
refcrence 11. There is one marked discrepancy be-
tween ntodel and airplane results, i. e., in the effect of
the ailerons on the spin of the F4B 2 with the F4B-4
surfaces. In this case, however, the full-scale charac-
teristics seem inconsistent among themselves. Despite
the differences in attitude between the model and air-
plane spins, the models would apparently spin with any
control setting that would produce a spin on the air-
plane with the possible exception of one or two cases
where full-scale spins were obtained only after repeated
attempts with complicated control movements.
']'he agreement between model and airplane recovery
characteristics is better than for the steady st)ins. The
XN2Y-1 model recovered positively, but not quickly,
with reversal of the rudder as did the airphme. The
model, however, indicated recovery to be sh)west from
spins with the elevator down. For the airplane this
behavior was truc of left spins, but the opposite was
[rue of right spins. The nlo(tel could not be counted
on to recover with controls neutral and recovery was
sh)w in "my event. The same was true in a general way
of the airplane.
The recovery characteristics of the F4B 2 model
airplane were slightly imllroved in recovery char-]with the F4B 2 fin 'rod rudder were very poor, re-
acteristics by the addition of .mxiliary fin '2. The i coverv not being possible with simultaneous reversalI
•lirplane showed greater improvenwnt in recovery of both rudder and elevators although it couht be
characteristics when the stabilizer was raised to a_ ]effectcd by reversal of the rudder first _md the clc-
intermedi_te l_ositicn on the fin th'm did tile nlodel, i vator afterward. The indications froin the model
Inereasing the loading increased slightly, in general,, beh'lvior are tlmt relatively inexFcrienced pilots or
tile number of turns for recovery of both model _md ]pilots trained to make recoveries in a standard m'm-
airphme, ncr (i. _,., by holding the elevator full up and the rud-
Discussion--In the c(msideration of the results fronl [der full with (tw spin during tile steady spin folh)wed
model tests certain faMy obvious facts nmst be borne i by simultaneous and quick reversal of both controls)
in mind. A scale nmdel e'mnot be expected to cheek!would have difficulty _ith spins and such was ap-
full-scale spinning characteristics more closely than the p _rently the case when the hi,plane was placed in
agreement between right- and left-hand spins of a sym- , service. The model indicated decidedly poorer re-
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covery characteristics with these surfaces than did the
F4B-2 airplane tested at Langley Field. The model
recovered satisfactorily with all the other tail combina-
tions when the rudder was reversed. Model recoveries
were, in general, more positive with these latter tail
combinations than recoveries with the airt)lane.
Tile model definitely would not recover when the
controls were neutralized with the F4B 2 surfaces.
Recoveries were slow and uncertain with the airplane.
When the controls were neutralized with the F4B-4
fin and rudder, recoveries were slow and uncertain for
both model and airplane.
Although the results of the tests with the two bi-
plane models rel)orted herein are very encouraging,
the tests are not sufficiently general to warrant definite
conclusions. Bottl models have quite similar general
arrangements. An additional series of comparisons
similar to those reported should be made with at
least one dissimilar arrangement, l>referably a nmno-
I)lane. Only experience with a large number of models
will give a true indication of the reliability of the
results. It is too much to expect th'tt the model re-
sults will be infallible. The present indications are,
however, that the results are worthy of a certain
amount of confidence and that carefully conducted
tests shouht prove of great value in estimating spinning
characteristics.
LANGLEY _|EMORIAL AERONAU'rI(_AI, LABOI_ATORY_
_ATIONAL ADVISORY _!OMMITTEE FOR 2_ERONAUTICS)
LANGI,EY FIEI.D, VA., October 29, 19,35.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF AIRPLANE AND MODEL DATA
STEAI)Y SPINS FOR TIlE XN2Y-1
]A. airplane; .",1, Iil(it|ol_
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No. 517, N. A. (:. A., 1!i35.
I I. Bamber, M. J., and Zimmerman, C. t1.: Spinning Charac-
teristics of Wings. I--ReetanKular Clark Y Monoplane
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12. Stephens, A. V.: I)as Trudeln yon Flugzeugen. I,uflfahrt-
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Loading condition i
Aileron }',udder Elevator ] A
I'p 60 5
I) ..... I.... I_ ° wilh d(l :_i 4I)o I ,t. -I 4° with d, . ,
1)o ....... ] do - --I 41¢ with ' I)own 513
Ballast :it tips ! do ! 8_ with. i UI) .13. t)
[
_L
_1 i " " i lia,lius _-!b"21"
o o ft., .... ft,..._. ] ft ! ,.
,_, ,:,.4 ,) 7s2 S,.so, : ,; ,:, o,:_,) ,) _,,2_! 9 7 " !)o s._6 _2 : _4 I ..q51 ..',23
51.3 2 2 [ 5 . 4"t9
°:_a l tl '1 _,S 5 !O_t0 i 47 ! 4 !) .it!; ..|lt9
This value is believed by fl,i_ht investigators to be que._tionablo.
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TABLE It
COMPARISON OF AIRPLANE AND MODEL DATA
STEADY SPINS FOR THE F4B 2
[A, airplane; M, model]
Coatrol set l i ! _ B
I
llg
.......L)ad lge) i ilion I Ta e nlb nttio/l _ .... I ; ".... ___ 3,--i .... _ -"j Aileron [ Rudder F,levalor A :I A
Normal+radio+raft_ .. 11 2 . .do ....... do ...... (hi .. ] 52.° 6 46° _°1.6
Strim_d B 4 . Neutral . With._. I
r_ ---. ..... Up _ 44.5 "17 --17
DO ....... do ...... do I Neutral. I Neutral _ +t4. 2 39 --1.7 I
Do ...... B 4 ........... do ...... With.. Up ...... 45.3 46 -20
Do ............ I ..... do ....... / do .__do ....... :_i down.. _ 53.7 5,5 4 fi
3)0 da .. . With ..... do . till.. .i 47. 1 38 7 9
I)o ...... do ......... _l against do ...... do _ _. 50. I 50 7 I t
Do . _ _ do .......... Neutral do .... do 49.3 46 [ --3.2 ]
15o .... ]nterme(liatestahilizer._[ .do... do . . do . . 48.9 16 --.3
])o.. do ......... i do.._ do .... l)own 47. 3 49 -2. I
l)o ......... I .... do .... Agains! . do ..... I.ill 50.5 48 --4.3Do ...... <> _ win,_ l "'(I° ...... do .... 50.6 47 8 7
Do_ ...... B-4+fil 2 .. Netltral_ ; _(1o ........ do _ 48.9 43 -.8
Carr er overhlad .... B-4 fin .... do ...... do _ ..tie ._ 45.:1 47 [ I)
)o ...... (Io ........ Against_ __do ........ (1o .... 1 47.7 49 --2. 1
l)o __ ' _ < With _.do .. do . 42.2 3_1 6. t;
1)O_ ........ B-4+fin 3 I Neutral ..I._.do i d .... i46.4 47 .2
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF AIRPLANE AND MODEL DATA
RECOVERIES FOR TIIE XN2Y-1
u,"
+'xi A
° rt,17.
--6.2
--75 107
--11>11 114
--73 115
--6.5 95.5
--2.8 107
1052_._ 109
--5] 2 107
--7.9 103
--9.2 109106
--815 lit)
-- 6 3 123
--10.2 124
-- I 2 129
--5.3 114
I Radius
M A M
fl4sec. 1_-_ ft.
11_ u 3.9 3.8
11_ 31 4.1
126 30 3.1
119 3.5 3.8
102 1,9 1.7
136 2.8 5.4
114 3.0 3.3
119 3.4 3._
119 4.6 3.8
It0 3.7 2.1
115 4.5 3,_
119 40 3 7
124 3.7 4 1
1°6 3. 1 2 9
124 2, 9 2.9
142 3 0 4.2
1315 3. _ 3.2
llbl2 V
A 5t
• 376 0. 356
404 . 360
• 449 .42_
• 373 .360
5O3 •530
1439 ,305
.43fl .376
.395 .3615
• 401 .360
.392
418 ] 358
• 363 .35;I
.374 .3K3
• 370 .378
,372 .32"2
373 .355
.... Orb4malsettin_'...... l_'malsetling- - --- q-'urnsre!luiredfor.......-ery
.o lit g co dit on ...........
, t<,,<t<lorI,<,e,.torl,<,,d<,o* :tova,,,rI l,'.......*<t,t A,rl>l......to,, II - i -
N r "t _ . With t; ) . . _ t Neutral .... Neutral _ i,- 6, _ 34x" . 3. 2 _. 3. . ;_:-2. _ 4 l_, <5.
15o . _ (t) ! . do _. } Against _ I)own :1, 3, :1!:/ I_. 1_. l?s - 2!2. 2_,
I)o - ] do Down ...... Neutral . Neutral 5, 5}_, :l!_ 5 i 4, 4_i . l:l,,, _,, _._
I) ! .do . tie. . Against . ])owtl. 2!_, 2_b, 2:JS . I,,_, 2_, 2t4 4,' 3, t.
It 1 st tt )s do _.. U) _ . Neutral Neulral _,,,, I, a I,* 4 2,3}1,512 6,_li, ll
i)o. . (Ioz_ . do - 'l Against . l)owr_ I 4ti, 4ai, 4:,; 23_. 1_ i, 2a i . . ] 3. 3
" No recovery ill turns indicated. In the ease o[ tile model the spin was stopped by encounter with the salety net.
a Observer's estimate.
TABLE 1V
(?()MI'AI)dSON OF AIRPLANE AND MODEL DATA
RECOVERIES FOR TIIF t,'413 2
l)o. . . do -.
I )o. I nter sl a b
1)o . ,to.
I)o. do
15o. . - do
('/lrrier overlol¢l i II 2 lin
1 )o I dot)ti. Itil
] )(i dll
150- . i II 'l [_11
I)o d/)
l)o . i {)
i
D ) ! do
15_. II 4+tin 2
I)o .. . do .
I)o... i (Io.
( hJntr(ll set t i ng
• ' ' ' ttlilii t %ih'ron l¢.udtter /,:levMilr
I a" 1 n • ---
Str I I e B 2 lill Nellll.l! Agaillst __ Down .
tie dr; . J _ .(h) Netllra[ ..
15¢ tie . chl . (lo lrp
I)o thl . {hi __ Nelltriil . Netllral
)u It J_ fill (It) . AI_alll_I . l)9;vrl
li t till . . dti _ do. NPillr,i[.
1) _. dl) dn . _ do I" I)
) tit> Ihl _ Netltral._. Nonlral
I)o . _ f] I+[lli 2 Ill] ._ AgilillSl . . ])OWII .
I)IL . ] _.(h) ... do _ . Ni'ulral Nelltral
Ih . tl t+ttn 3 do ..... %gainsi I . . |)mvn
I'I0 dl) dl) .... lie .... Nelllr<ll
Ihl tie tit) . (Io Ull
] )t) . - 110 dO Nelllrti] .. Netltrtll
Nortiltll rrtdio+rlft II t¢li'l . dtl Against .+ 1)11"14+'11
I}o o do . do NPtll rill
l)o ,l_l (hi lit) . lip
Ihl . Neutral+. + N'elllral
do Agllillst. _. ]+)own
(io . _ (hi _.- Neiltral
_ do d .. I'ii
do .. Neutral__ Nelltr,iI
thl Against._ [ ItiWll.
till _dD. _ • Nelllra[.
d ' to __ trp.__
d,) _ Neutral .... Neulral
dll . Against . [) (IVt" I1
,1 ...... t .... Neulral
do . .do .
I'/
< i) _ Nell r.ll Nelllritl
1:2 l!i, 1_2
112 li2. 17_
] 212. 17S, 4.+
112 li2
I _ .
[a 4
'2¼
G.,, fil_ _
1_. 1_, '.2'
la+
"['tlrn_ reqllired for "eeoverv
.%lrplane right Airlq:lne. h'q Model
21 i .... m, LI i; a
212 IJ2 . 312,'+ l, :g,, I. a
2't_ 2 2, a 2, '+ 134, 2
6 . ,+3 t
12, 11_4, 11 1!._,, 114. 134
li/._ t ]
'231. 1_/_, 2. 1:'_ . _ I. I
1. 3_, 3, :114 - . 3, "_ 3, i :_ ,
I}_, I}4 - - '. ll_
5. l?s ..... 'l. 2 "
I'_ . 11:_, lii
1Ill 112
l_i, 134 . 4, r' l
2. 11/_, 13i. . It,i, 112, 1.
11/44, I_ I Ill lii
'3'_, l} i, 2¼ ,_. 212, l+" 1, ]
',11/._, 4!.2, 312, 212, 112.
21_, la_
'Q:},II_ _ 2. 3. 2 .... 2t_, '' :1,' ;ll2 _
I . 1 ........ 1_, 1_2, 112.
li._.l:lli . ll._ Ill ll_ lb{,t
:k 5? 1:7' 1,_+,, 1,, , +,2 --- _+
.. do _ Againsl l)own
do ..... do .... Neutral
(hi .lie ._. Vp
Do 11o du Neutrttl. Neulral
l)o B 4+fin 3 (h) . Against_ Down
15_)(+ d(I fit} ! _._ tie_ + Nelllrlll '2 I17
lh) tlo t ) dO . ['l I 1_4 ,5t2, I}2
lie. do . th) Netltral Nt.lltral tl, "23 I
" N(i recovery ill turlls glveil. IEI tile case of tile mode| the Sl)1ii WilS stol)i_ed fly e_coLlnter with the siifl, ty /let.
414 ? i,." 4, 312,
. . "t .... 2._ ;L+" 2i 2.
3} _, _ '
2 la4,7 lal, 211 II_. ]],2, li 2 2+11i ? I12 21_
1,:¢4, ;2 I'_. l!_ . 1 l;, IIi, I}_.
13i 112, t_4 2_u. #: '+ J34, t, 7, 7). 3. ]1. i ].'
llA, 2t,L ll_
Ifl._ i2.+ 7,' 2_, 2ai 2. 2}2 ", "
li.', 1_2 1_i_, ll4 . HiIIi 1. I!_ I, l
4al. 6 .... 4 4 .... 2. +-'_ +
1¼
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TURBULENCE FACTORS OF N. A. C. A. WIND TUNNELS AS DETERMINED BY
SPHERE TESTS
}_y ][{OBEItT C. PLATT
SUMMARY
Results of drag and pressure tests qf spheres hating
diameters of 2, /_, 6, S, 10, and 12 i_whes in eight N. .-1.
('. A. v,ind tvn,els, in the air ahead o[ the carriage in
the N. +1. C. A. t,nk, and beneath an autogiro "in .flight
are presented in this report. Two method,_ of testing were
employed, one i_voh'b_g measureme_ds o.f sphere drag and
the other measurements of the pressure diJference between
the front stagnation point and the rear portion of the
sphere. SatL_factory correlation between the two methods
wa._ obtained expe,'in_entally, as set forth ill an appendix
to the report.
The.following table indicates the relatire _tatus of the
u'ind tunnels tested as regards the amount of turbulence
normally eneouTdered i_ their air stream.% the lea._t
turbulent being li.s'led frst:
Full-scale tu_mel.
24-inch high-speed tun nel.
20:foot tunnel.
.llodel <!f the full-scale tune, el.
7- by lO-joot tunnel.
5-foot rertieal tunnel,
_)'ee-spinning tunT_el.
l "aria ble-de n sity tun nel.
A "turbulenee./actor".for each wind tunnel, defined as
the ratio qf the critical Reynolds Number oj a sphere in a
nonturbulent air stream to the critical Reynold,_ Number
in the tunnel, wa,_' obtained from sphere-te,_t results.
ll'hen the Reynolds Number of a model tested in a wind
tunnel is multiplied by the turbulenee.faetor j'or that tnT_-
_el, the resulting value is an "effective" Reynohts Num-
ber; that is,, the Reynold,_ Number at which certain
critical flow conditions obtained in the actual test would
be approximately reproduced 'in a nonturbulent stream.
I lT_en this method is used to obtain the seale-e{fect carla-
lion _!f maximum lift coefficient and drag eoe[}leie_t at
zero lift of certain well-known air.foils, data obtained in
_ariou._ wind tunnels under a wide variety of turbulent
conditions are brought into sati,_Jaetor!! agreement.
INTRODUCTION
Ale-stream turbulence has long been recognized as a
SOlll'CC of discrepancy between forces nleas/1Fed o11= _t
model in a wind tunnel and forces that would occur on
the model in free air under otherwise comparable con-
ditions. Although the general effects of turbulence are
now fairly well known, present knowledge is insufficient
to permit either an exact determination of the nature
and quantity of turbulence present in an air stream or
the development of satisfactory corrcctions for its
effect. It is possible, however, to determine by any one
of several experimental methods a value indicative of
the relative magnitude of the turbulence present in an
air stream.
The effect of wind-tunnel turbulence in general on
the aerodynamic characteristics of bodies has been
estinmted in some specific cases by the introduction of
artificial turbulence into the tunnel air stream. In such
cases an approximate determination of the amount of
turbulence introduced relative to the initial turbulence
has been of considerable assistnnec in extrapoh_ting to
the condition of zero turbulence. It is thus apparent
that approximate mc'tsurements of air-stream turbu-
lence, even though they fail to give completely sat.is-
factory corrections, are of definite significance in wind-
tunnel research.
A method comnlonly used to deternfine the turbu-
lence of a wind tunnel involves measurement of the
change in the drag coefficient of a sphere as the Rey-
nohls Number of the sl)here is varied. This method
depends on a change in the nature of the flow about a
sphere with changing Reynolds Number. At a low
value of the Reynolds Number the flow separates
tq>proximately at the equator of the sphere and a
hnge eddying wake with low pressure on the down-
stre,,m side of the sphere results. In this condition
the boundary layer of the sphere ahead of the point of
separation is laminar. As the Reynohls Nunlber is
increase<t, transition fi'om ltmfinar to turbulent flow
moves ahead of the point of separation with a resulting
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backward, or downstreanl, movenmnt of tile point
of separation and a consequent reduced wake area and
drag. Tile Reynolds Number at which this sudden
change of flow takes place has been called the "critical
Reynolds Number." Tile change from laminar to
turt)ulent flow in the boun(lary layer depends on the
Reynolds NuInber and the initial turbulence of the air
stream in such a way that the initial turbulence de-
creases the value of the Reynolds Number at which
transition from laminar to turbulent flow in a t)oundary
layer takes place. Thus the wflue of the critical
Reynolds Number serves to indicate the amount of
turbulence present in the air stream. In an extensive
investigation by Dryden and Kucthe (reference l) a
relation was established between the critical Reynolds
Number of a sphere in an air stream and the l)ercentage
turbulence of tim air stream. The paper gives a clear
account of the basic theory and proposes a quantitative
method of deterinining the initial turbulcnce of an
air strcam from drag tests of spheres.
Sphere tests have come to be regarded as essential
to the calibration of a wind tunnel, and some data of
this nature have already been obtained in most of the
existing wind tunnels. References 2 and 3 present the
results of previous N. A. C. A. sphere tests in free air,
in the old atmospheric wind tunnel, and in an early
modification of the variable-density tunnel. The data
obtained in the present investigation, however, are the
first published material applicable to the various N. A.
C. A. wind tunnels in their present forms.
The investigation was undertaken with the intention
of determining the comparative turbulence of the pres-
ent N. A. C. A. wind tunnels in such a way as to
The v_triable-density tunnel, reference 11.
The free-spinning tunnel, reference 12.
Data for free air were obtained by towing spheres
beneath an autogiro in flight and ahead of the carriage
in the canopy of the N. A. C. A. tank (reference 13).
Spheres• -Tests were nlade of five inahogany spheres
(fig. l(b)) having diameters of 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12
inches; the spheres were finished with lacquer and
polished smooth. They. were mounted on stings which
could be attached to a balance for drag tests an(] which,
in normal test position, extended directly downstream
from the center of the sphere. Two holes, one at the
front stagnation point and one 22 ° from the downstream
axis of the sphere, were equipped with l)ressure leads
to pernfit measurement of tim front and rear pressures
o'n each sphere. In addition to the wooden spheres,
an S-inch hard rubber bowling ball, a 2-inch steel ball
I)earing, and a 4-inch brass [)all were used in some of
the tests• The rubber sphere, which had a smooth,
rubbed finish and which was not equipped with pressure
holes, served as a check of the surface finish of the
i wooden spheres, which had to bc repolished several
times during the course of the tests. The steel and
. brass spheres (fig. 1 (a)), which had only rear pressure
holes, were polished to a nfirror finish ; they, in addition
to serving as checks of the sm'face filfish of the other
spheres, were used for tests in which the other sl)heres
were unsuitable. The nose pressm'es for these spheres
were obtained from tunnel calibration data.
Balance and supports.- A l)ortable drag balance
(fig. 2a, b) espccially designed to be easily mounted in
various wind tunnels was constructed for use in this
investigation. This balance consists of a round bar
obtain an estimate of the effect of turbulence on test
...... supported on Emery knife-edges inside a 21_-inch tube.
results. It was eonmdered desn'able to deternllne, it ....... • , , " .... • ....
.......... i file par, wnlcn nag a rappen hole 111 tile lorwar(1 encl
possible, the changes in aerodynamic charactenstms I to take tile sl)here-suot)ort sting, is restrained longi-
resulting from the different turbulent conditions exist- tudinallv by a calibrated )ressure ca sule and can be
ing in free _fir and in wind tunnels The determine- , , ", ,_ ] • • P-
.. . . .. . , , .... I oalancea netween contact points. The pressure re-
[;Ion ot the eonl])arauvo TAIrDuIelICOel tree all • was there- . , • , , , . - - -
.... : ...... . . . . , . qtureu _o proauee ofltanee ]s a ineasure el the m•ag
h)re considered an ad(lltmnal object of the m_estNa- , ., ,
• _ ...... - _. i lorce on tne spliere.
tton The mvestl_atton was conducted durmg 1933 30 . . . ....... • , •
• ._ . . i . , . , . _ i_ mwmgsuppor_ (ng 3) mr usem maKmgpressure
at such times as each of the eight tunnels a_ presen_ m ' measurements on the spheres was also constructed.
use became available.
APPARATUS AND METHODS
Wind tunnels.--The eight wind tunnels investigated,
with references to descriptive material, are listed in the
following table:
The 7- by 10-foot tunnel, reference 4.
The model of the full-scale tunnel, reference 5.
The full-scale tunnel, reference 6.
The 20-foot wind tuimel, refiwence 7.
The 5-foot vertical tunnel, reference 8.
The 24-inch high-sl)eed tunnel, reference 9. (Ref-
erence 10 gives a description of a similar high-
speed tunnel of smaller size.)
This SUl)port consists of a bar with fins at the rear
and with a tapped hole in the nose to take the sphere-
support sting With the sphere in place the unit
was supported at its center of gravity by a cable and
hung in any desired position with respect to an air-
plane, to the carriage of the N. A. C. A. tank, or in the
air stream of a wind tunnel.
Drag measurements. -For the drag measurements
the special balance was supported rigidly in the tunnel
under investigation and the drag forces on each of
several spheres were measured at various air speeds.
Drag measurements were made in the 7- by 10-foot
tunnel, the model full-scale tunnel, and at two positions
in the jet. of the full-scale tunnel. In the 7- by 10-
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;_reas_re orifice
(a) Metal spheres.
vFSP here
(b) Wooden spheres.
FI¢;URE I,--Spheres used in tile turbulence tests.
(a)
FIGURE 21l,--AII 8-irlch sphere lllOUDted O11 the drag |)a]arl(,l_.
To pressure
_" _ r Stot/b tube Test sphere
_ n n Emery
"_ ,'Tq It II kn/fe edges / I
end rubber d/ophrogm
FI,;I!I{E 21-). Skelch tff tile sphere drag f)_tl;trlqe,
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foot-tunnel tests, two conditions of turbulence _vere I
obtained, one in the clear tunnel and one with a[
turbulence grid in the jet ahead of the sphere. This]
grid consisted of }_-inch square bars set edge on to!
the stream with their axes spaced 1};_' inehes. The
bars extended vertically and the entire unit was located
35 inches ahead of the center of the sphere.
method consists of measuring the diifevence of pressure
Ap between the front _lnd rear portions of the sphere.
If a pressure coefficien t Ap/q is plotted against appvopriat e
values of Reynolds Numt)er, a variation similar to the
wH'iation of the (h"Lg eoefli<'ient with Reynohls Number
is found, thus l)ermitting im apl)roximate (leterminali(_n
of the eritic_d Reynolds Number. The method was in-
del)endently developed by the D. V. L. in Germany;
_ complete description of tile the(wy underlyin/it :HI_t
the results of tests in which it is used lmve 1)ten lm], -
lished in reference 14. A rbsum5 of the theory and _L
deseril>tion (_f the tests c_)rrehtting drag and pressure
nmasurcments are given in an appendix to the 1)resent
rel)ort. Tile pressure |neth_)d offers consider'Ll)le _(t-
vantatre lls ('o]llp;ir('([ wit}l drag tests on flccollnt of the
gretttet' ease ,Hl(I v_lllidity with which results carl ]w ob-
t_fined both in flight and in wind tunnels. In additi(,n,
greater accuracy sh[,uht result from the siml)litic_ltion
()f the technique c)f testing and the elimination td" lhc
need for damping the balance vibration.
Pressure t cst.s were made at model location in the 7-
l"l_'ltE 3. Sphere towing ti,,il wiEh 10-ir_ch _Ifl_e,e _,],,unte,I on an aulogir,). |)y 10-foot tunnel with two conditions of tur])ulenec
and with norma] turbulence in all of the other tunnels
Pressure measurements,--An _dternative method of i previously listed with the exception of the model of the
obtaining the critical Reynolds Number of a sphere w,ls[ fidl-scale tunnel, in which no pressure tests were m_(le.
suggested for use in this investigation |)v Dr. H. L. [In flight and in the tank, data were obtained solely by
Dryden, of the National Bureau of Standards. This lthe pressure method.
t"l_t JtE 4.--S[)here tow|at., unit in the N. A. C. A. tank
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Mounting of spheres.--Several methods of mounting
the spheres in the wind tunnels were employed. For
the drag tests the drag balance was rigidly supported
either by wires or by a clamp on a streamline tulle
braced with wires. In each case the center line of the
sphere, sting, and balance unit was accurately alined
with the air stream. For some of the pressure tests tile
sphere was supported rigidly in tim tunnel by wires
attached to its sting. For the other l)ressure tests the
towing support was hung by a V of wires pernfitting it
to swing fore and aft but restraining the lateral motions.
The fins in each case caused tlle sphere to maintain
proper alinement in the air stream, in flight the
sphere-towing support (fig. 3) was hung 70 feet below
an autogiro by a cable. For the tests in the N. A. C. A.
tank the towing support was hung on a special suspen-
sion of low frequency to reduce vibration of the sphere
and was supported 15 feet ahead of the towing carriage
near tile center of the cross section of the tank canopy
(fig. 4).
PRECISION
In general, errors in the sphere tests may be ascribed
to faulty determination of the support interference and
tare forces, to surface roughness, and to vibration of the
sphere and the support. Support interference may be
divided into two types: First, that resulting from a
change in air flow caused by tile junction of the support
and sphere; and second, that resulting from a change
in the air flow induced by tile presence of bodies, such
as the drag balance, behind the sphere.
Tile first type of support interference may be
reduced to a negligible amount by having the point
of attachment of the sphere to its support at the most
downstream point of the sphere and by keeping the
size of the sut)port relatively small as compared with
the size of the sphere (references 2 and 14). Satis-
factory agreement between pressure measurements of
duplicate set-ups with and without the sphere-drag
balance in place indicates that the second type of inter-
ference is also negligible in these tests. Attempts to
Reynolds Nuufl)er caused by accidental errors lies
within the following limits:
Drag tests in wind tunnels ....... :_-5, 000
Pressure tests in wind tunnels .... ± 5, 000
Pressure tcsts in flight ................. ±8, 000
I'ressure tests in tank .............. +5, 000
The tests in flight and in the tank are thought to be
free from error due to vibration because of the support
employed. It seems very unlikely that vibrations
from the autogiro could be transmitted down the 70-
foot length of flexible cable used in the flight tests.
The special spring suspension used in the tank showed
a strong tendency to damp vibrations. Air turbulence
_ls indicated by the motion of titanium tetraehloride
smoke is considered to have been nonexistent in the
air encountered by the sphere during the test runs in
tile tank canopy.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Presentation of results. --Test data from the drag and
the pressure tests have been reduced to the following
nondimensional coefficient forms:
Drag coefficient, C =!lrag for(!}_
(IS
Pressure coefficient, A p
q
1
in which q=2PV, (tynamic pressure.
3T(_2
S= _ , cross-sectiunal area of sphere.
d, sphere diameter.
Ap, the pressure difference between tile
front and rear orifices in the sphere.
The, values of the drag and the pressure coefficients
are then [)lotted against Reynolds Number Vd/_,, in
which V is the velocity of the air stream and u is the
kinematic viscosity of the air. The critical Reynolds
Number R_ is chosen as that value of the Reynohts
Number corresponding to 'l drag coefficient of 0.3 (ref-
erence 1) or to a pressure coefficient of 1.22 in accord-
ance with the correbltion of the results of the drag and
measure any tare force on the drag balance were unsuc- : pressure tests presented in the appendix.
cessful. Since it is reasomtble to suppose that errors in
tare-force determination would be approximately pro-
portional to the magnitude of the tare force itself, it shown in figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 (a, b, c, d) shows
seems I)robable that emirs resulting from this source
are very snmll. In cases where the nature of the sup-
port pernfitted visible vibration of the sphere, it was
found that the criti('al Reynolds Number was appre-
ciably reduced and care was taken to kee l) vibration at
a minimum during the course of tile testing.
From cgmpnrison of the results of check tests, it is
believed th'tt the variation of the observed critical
l:ttii;!b2 :17 ---2f_
The 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel. Results of drag and
pressure tests in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel are
curves of C_) and 5p/q for sl)heres of different size in the
clear tunnel, with normal turbulence. Figure 6 (a, b,
c, d) shows curves of (?_ and Ap/q for different spheres
in the tunnel with the turbulence grid in placc. Tile
discontinuity in tile Ap/q curve for the 8-inch splwre in
figure 6 (el should be noted ,'is a l)henomenon that has
appeared in several other tests as well as in this one.
(In such cases it has been possible to repeat these
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points in check tests.) Inasmuch as it does not, in
general, extend to the critical value of 5p/q, no special
consider, tion has been given to it in this investigation.
3.4x lOS[ ] I
FIGURE 7,- Variation
x Drc::zq /ez/
Prezsure fes/:
+ R/q/d suppor
Tow_n 9 ,,
,'j
W/t'h lurbu/ence gr/d
I
6 8 /0
Sp/_ere dldmel er, Jhches
(If critical Reynolds Number with sphere diameter in tile
7- by lO-foot wind tunnel.
i
i
/2
Figure 7 shows the variation of critical Reynolds
Number with sphere diameter. Since the air speed at
which the critical Reynolds Number on a sphere occurs
varies with the'size of the sphere, it is possible that tile
.2;
ratio of the wind tunnel changes with air speed tends
to support this view, although data of references 1 and
15 indicate that the turbulence as measured by a hot-
wire turbulence indicator is independent of the tunnel
air speed. Although IIarris and Graham (reference 16)
suggest that the value of Re varies with tile ratio of
sphere to tunnel di,meter, subsequent data (discussed
in Summary of Test Results) in the present report tend
to invalidate this explanation of the observed effect.
Figure 7 also shows the agreenlent of the pressure tests
with the sphere supported on the drag balance and
nlounted at the same position in tile air stream on the
towing support. As stated previously, tile agreement
.4
.3
C_
.;2 --
I
./ ......... L -- --
I
............. __
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0x/O s ,5:0
zgeyno/ds Number
Fl_;tTtt_: 8. Sphere ,h'ag teM in the m(Mel full-scah! wind {nnnel with the R-in(,h
sphere
observed variation of the critical Reynolds Number
with sphere size may result from a variation in tunnel
turbulence with air speed. The fact that the energy
0
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 40 5.0x/0 s
/Teynold5 NumZ_er
Fl(;UttE 9- -l'ressure and draR tests of spheres i)f different size in the full-scale wind
tlllqtlOI with Ilortn_ll ttlrbnlerleo
hetween tile tests indicates that the presence of the
drag balance behind the sphere does not exert: an appre-
ciable effect on the air flow in the tunnel.
Model of the full-scale tunnel. Results of drag tests
on an S-int'h rubber sphere, the one test made in tile
1/15-scale mt)del of tile full-scale tunnel, are shown in
figure 8.
Full-scale tunnel. Results of drag tests on two
wooden spheres, each mounted 15 feet east of the ver-
tical center line of the full-scale tunnel and on its hori-
zontal center, and results of both drag and ]/rcssure
tests with the st)hel'CS mounted at the intersection of
the tunnel center lines _/re shown in figure 9. It is note-
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worthy that the turbulence nppears to be definitely less
15 feet away from tlie center of the tunnel titan on its
vertical center line. A possible cause of the increased
turbulence at the center may be the junction of the
turbulent boundary layers from the outer walls of the
return passages into a single disturbed region along the
center of the jet.
Twenty-foot wind tunnel.--Results of pressure tests
with three wooden spheres each mounted at various
positions in the jet of the 20-foot wind tunnel are
shown in figure 10 (a, b). As the full-scale and 20-
foot tunnels have similar types of double return pas-
sage, it was intended to make tests at a position 5
feet off center, corresponding to the off-center position
in the full-sellle tunnel, but in this position it was
found that an unsteadiness of flow in the jet caused
the towing support to move unsteadily in the air
stream, preventing satisfactory observation of the
pressure differences. Tests were made 21_. feet off
center where no unsteadiness was observed. No
apparent difference was found in the amount of
turbulence 10 feet and 20 feet fi'om the entrance
cone of this tunnel, which is in disagreement with
the general belief that turbulence tends to be damped
in an air stream. It is possible, however, that the
turbulence had been so completely damped when the
air reached the 10-foot station that there was very
little further damping as it passed downstream.
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Fmu_t._: I I.--Pressme tests o[ spheres nf different size in the ,_,foot vertical win_]
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Five-foot vertical tunnel. -Results of pressure tests
of three wooden spheres each located on the center
!inc of the 5-foot vertical tunnel at the normal test
position are shown in figure l l.
The 24-inch high-speed tunneL-Resu]ts of pressure
tests of the 2-inch steel and the 4-inch brass spheres
in the 24-inch high-speed tunnel appear in figure 12
(a, b). Some tests of wooden spheres conducted
before the final modifications and calibration of the
tunnel indicated the 4_-inch off-center station to be
representative of tile average conditions across the jet
seems reasonable to conclude that the failure to
obtain a critical Reynolds Number may be ascribed
to an effect of compressibility in delaying the onset
of boundary-layer turbulence, possibly through chang-
ing the pressure gradients on which compressibility is
known to exert a powerful effect. It has been sug-
gested that such an action might have occurred on
the 4-inch sphere as well, resulting in a fictitious value
of tile critical Reynolds Number. Tile effect Inight
be suggested as an explanation of the variation of the
critical Reynolds Number with sphere diameter, al-
Lg
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.Ox lO s 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0x lO s
Reynolds Number
(tL) The 2-inch sphere mounted 4!,., inches south (ff the tunnel center line. (b) The 4-iacb sphere mounted 4_5 in('hes south of the tunnel (.enter line.
FI(;U_tE 12 Pressure tests of twospheresiu the24-in(_h high-speed wiml tlmnel with normal turbulence.
at test level, and this position was accordingly chosen
for the final tests.
The faihlre of tile 2-inch sphere to reach a critical
Reynolds Number is an interesting and apparently
hitherto unobserved phenomenon. At a Reynolds
Number of slightly over 300,000 where the pressure
coefficient should hegin to drop sharply, it begins to
rise at a steadily increasing rate, giving a shape of
curve suggestive of the variation of drag of an airfoil
with air speed ill the region in which coInpressibility
begins to show an effect (references 9 and 10). it
though such 'in explanation seems vel T unlikely in
the case of the observed variation in low-speed wind
tunnels.
It is clear that at speeds greater than 0.4 tile velocity
of sound the effects ot turbulence are seriously altered
t)y comprcssit)i]ity, and full account of this effect
must t)e taken before the significance of sphere tests
in this range of speeds can be understood.
Variable-density tunnel.--Results of pressure tests
of the 2-inch steel sphere and the ,S-inch mahogany
sphere in the variatxle-density tunnel are shown in
TURBULENCE FACTORS OF N. A. C. A. WIND
figurc 13 (a, b). The results of tests at two different
tank pressures, 3 and 6 atmospheres, indicate that
variation of tank pressure does not exert an appreci-
able eft'ect on the results of the sphere tests (see _llso
reference 3); that is, variation of the pressure coeffi-
cient with Reynolds Number is the same regardless of
the combination of speed and pressure used to produce
a given Reynolds Ntmlber. Some tests at different
positions indicate the wtriation of turbulence across
the jet of the variable-density tunnel to be small. A
comparison of the results for the 8-inch sphere with
those for the 2-inch sphere indicate approximately the
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with that found in tile 20-foot tunnel, in which the
turbulence was unaffected by downstream location, it
is to be noted that there is definitely more turbulence
in the free-spinning tunnel and that the test positions
are much nearer to the source of turbulence than is
the case in the 20-foot tunnel. The curve in figm'e 14
(d) appears to tend toward an asymptote and it might
reaso_lat)ly be supposed to check the indications of the
20-foot tunnel results satisfactorily if it were extended
sufficiently far along the stream.
N. A. C, A. tank. Pressure tests of two spheres each
hung in the air 15 feet ahead of the towing carriage in
r
°,_ i °_
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x
x.x.
.0- i .......
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_ r __
• 4 -- 0 Ton/( pressure, 3 otrno,spheres
x G -- -- 0 _on/_ pre,_sure. I o/mo_ohere --
2
(a) (b)
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 _Ox, lO s 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0X /0 s S.O
Reynoldd Number
(a) The 2-in(rh sphere moul*te(l ilzl the tll_rlel center line. (h) The 8-ii](,,h sphore lUOtll:lte(] on the tun[le] center litle.
FIG['I_E l_b-Pres._ure tests of two sl)heres in the vl_,ril_h](_-itellz_il2f- Willtl _11111(!1 _,'ith IlOrill_ll tllrhlllellee.
same wu'i_ttinn (if the critical Reynolds Number with
the sphere size as has been found in the tests in other
ttmllels.
Free-spinning tunnel, Some results of tests of the
10-inch and 12-incil spheres and tile variation of
critical I(eyn(,l(ls Number with position in the jet of
the free-spinning tunnel are shown in figllre 14 (a, b,
c, d). The low maximum speed available in the tunnel
(50 feet per set'<ln<l) permitted testing only tile large
spheres; coIlscqucntly only a small range of Reynolds
Numbers was covered. In this tunnel the turbulence
appears to t)c damped as the air passes downstream.
Although this variation is apparently in disagreement
tile N. A. C. A. tank are shown in tigure 15. Values of
the pressure coefficient were obtained with the 10-inch
sphere up to Reynolds Numbers of 350,000, the highest
value obtainable with this sphere at the maximum
speed of tile carriage (al)proxirnately SO feet per second).
Corresponding pressure coefficients for the12-inch sphere
were obtained up to a Reynolds Number of 475,000.
The curve for the 10-inch sphere al)l)e_rs to extral)t)Iate
satisfactorily through the wtlue of the critical Reynolds
Number indicated by the 12-inch sphere, that is, 3S5,-
000. Sil_cc the '_ir is known to have been very still
during the tests in which this value was ohtainctl, it is
considered representative of nonturbulctlt air. This
294
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value agrees with the data presented in reference 14,
in which the highest value of the critical Reynolds
Number found with a sphere mounted above a inotor
cat" and tested in calm weather was 385,000. Tile value
of 405,000 published in tile reference resulted from the
use of a slightly different value of the pressure coefficient
5p/q as a criterion of ttle critical Reynolds Number.
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Flight tests.--Results of I)ressure tests of four spheres
each hung 70 feet below an autogiro in Itight are shown
in figure 16 (a, b, c, d). No consistent variation of
critical Reynohls Number witli sphere size was found
and the mean value, 385,000, agrees with the results
obtained in the N. A. C. A. tank, as well as with the
results in reference 14. The fligtlt tests were conducted
at altitudes of 2,000 to 5,000 feet in good weather but
with varying amounts of wind. The results appear to
indicate that under normal conditions the atmosphere
may be regarded as nonturbulent insof,rr as its effect on
flow about bodies having boundary layers of thickness
comparable with those on the spheres used is concerned.
Summary of test results. Average values of critical
Rcynohls Number for the wind tunnels investigated as
well as for a number of other wind tunnels listed in
references 14 and 16 appear in table I. Figure 17 shows
the variation of critical Reynolds Number with sphere
diameter for tile cases in which these data were obtained.
All these wind tunnels show a fairly consistent variation
with sphere size except the full-scale timnel, which is
the least turbulent of all those investigated and which
appears to give conditions more directly comparable
with those found in free air.
This consistent variation in the case of tunnels like
the 20-foot tunnel and the 7- by 10-foot tunnel indicates
that the explanation of the effect as depending directly
on ratio of sphere to tunnel diameter is erroneous. It
seems very unlikely that the sizes of sphere actually
used could in any case have an effect on the 20-foot-
tunnel jet comparable with their effect on the 7- by
10-foot jet. The nmst reasonable explanations sug-
gested up to the present have involved the idea that
flow similarity for spheres of different size in the same
air stream does not exist because of the different ratio
between turbulence grain and sphere diameter. Evi-
dence at present awfilable, however, seems insufficient
to justify a definite conclusion regarding this matter.
CORRECTION OF AIRFOIL TESTS
It has been proposed (reference 17) that turbulence
and Reynolds Numl)er nmy be regarded as variations
of the same fundamental phenomenon in that aero-
dynamic characteristics of bodies subject to scale effect
are in general also subject to an efI'ect of turbulence.
Known effects of scale and turbnlence on the air flow
about bodies inay be divided into two general types:
First, an effective increase of viscosity in the fluid due
to turbulent mixing; second, the effect of turbulence
on characteristics associated with transition from
laminar to turhnlent flow in boundary layers and its
relation to flow separation. It is worthy of note, at
this point, that the turbulence normally present in a
wind tunnel is of small magnitude as compared with
that in the turbulent boundary layer of a model and
that its effect on a laminar boundary layer ahead of
the point of transition to turbulent flow appears to be
negligible except in reducing the stability of the
laininar boundary layer against the transition. (See
reference 17.) The tirst type of scale and turbulence
effect is characterized by a slow, continuous change of
coefficient with Reynolds Nuinbcr apparently related
to the changing ratio of bmmdary-layer thickness to
characteristic length of the body as, for example, in the
case of the drag coefficient of a streamline body. (See
reference 1, et al.) The second type is characterized
by a more sudden change between two states of flow,
one resulting from separation of tile laminar boundary
layer, the other from delayed separation of tile turbu-
lent boundary layer. In this category lie the effects of
scale and turbulence that are observed in sphere-drag
tests and on the maximum lift of airfoils. An inter-
mediate state of flow, in which the transition of a free,
or separated, boundary layer is the important factor
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(reference 17), may exist and silould not be excluded
from considerations of the second type of scale and
turbulence effect.
The variation of the maximum lift of an airfoil with
Reynolds Number (see, for example, references 15
and 18) has been ascribed to the tendency of the tur-
bulent boundary layer to delay separation of flow from
a body. Thus, as the Reynolds Number of an airfoil
is increased, the boundary layer in the region of separa-
tion becomes turbulent with resultant delay in the
separation of flow from the airfoil and, consequently, a
0
2 4 6 8 /0 12
S,oher'e d/arnefer', /;'Tcl'res
Fn;u v.:.; 17 Variation I)f critical Reynolds NUnlber with sphere dia[neter for some of
the witld tunnels listed in table I.
greater maximum lift coefficient. It has been found
that tile presence of initial turbulence in an air streanl
tends to cause this variation to take place at con-
sistently lower values of Reynolds Number than would
be the cqse in a nonturbulent stream and that, by
multiplying vahles of test Reynolds Numher in a
turbulent streanl by a factor depending in magnitude on
the amount of turl)ulence present, it is possible to
bring the variation of maximum lift of an airfoil with
Reynolds Number as measured in a turbulent stream
into reasonable agreement with tile variation measured
in a less turbulent stream (reference 18).
Comparison of the sphere tests in various wind
tunnels indicates that the variation of the pressure
coefficient with Reynolds Number in various turbulent
streams may be brought into approxinmte agreement
by a procedure similar to that adopted in the case of
airfoils. Furthermore, the same value of the factor
serves to correct sphere tests and airfoil tests fronl the
same wind tunnel• If, then, the ratio of the value of
the critical Reynolds Number for a sphere in free air
to the value in a turbulent air stream be taken, the
resulting constant is a factor by which the test Rey-
nolds Number in tile turbulent stream must be multi-
plied to obtain the Reynolds Number at which cor-
responding transition and separation phenomena occur
in a nonturbulent stream. This ratio may be called
the "turbulence factor" (T. F.) of the air stream in
question.
In accordance with this definition, the turbulence
factors for the N. A. C. A. win(l tunnels have been
,.4
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I-+1 ',I-iiii ii,._fr_t--ff_., _83, tt hl,:hf t,, rl
.6F H fu/l-scole tunnel T.F., /.I ; 4_-2-IT--I _r - I -L T-]
I-- o 4:by 24'0,;-foi4 (re ference 19)_LL]. _l ...._ L k _ i J. L l [[ ]
p'_Navyf/y/,'tc:]boo/st{] ! _ t t ttt_ f _tftt tt '1
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}tQt t It-f-Itif
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Effective Reyno/d.s Number
FIGUItI,: i½. Variation (ff Ct. with effective ]{eytlohls NLltnber for a Clark Y
airloil.
calculated, using in each case a mean value of the
critical Reynolds Number found by testing the spheres
of various size in each tunnel, anti are given in table I.
Values for the other tunnels listed in the table are
given for comparison, although the fact that these
values were computed without reference to sphere
size or test position tends to render them not exactly
comparable.
The value of the turbulence factor for a nontur-
bulent stream is, by definitima, 1 and, since the critical
Reynolds Number of the sphere in flight is the same as
that in nonturbulent air, correction of wind-tunnel
test Reynolds Numbers according to the foregoing
turbulence factors is equivalent to correcting to
the free-flight condition.
Figure 18 shows measured values of maxin]um lift
coefficient of a Clark Y airfoil ot)tained fcont a variely
of sources (references 5 and 19 to 22) and corrected tt)
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"effective Reynolds Number", i. e., test Reynolds
Number times turbulence factor. It is interesting to
note that when the results are corrected in this fashion
they fall into a closely grouped band indicating a
consistent variation of maximum lift of the Clark Y
airfoil with Reynolds Number in free air. The data
from the variable-density tunnel were obtained before
the latest modifications were made to this tunnel
and are therefore not representative of its present tur-
bulence, as indicated by the different values of its
turbulence factor in the figure and in table I. The
dispersion of the experimental points obtained in the
full-scale tunnel alone is almost as great as the dis-
persion of all the points plotted in this figure, which
seems to indicate that apparent variations are a result
of experimental inaccuracies throughout rather than of
consistent differences caused by varying amounts of
turbulence in the wind tunnels. Although flight deter-
minations of maximum lift coefficient are subject to
"°32_]11111 I ] i[ I [_FI-_
--I> 20-ff. funnel, T.F.,L 20,(refefence 21) _T_T_
.028 -- _ 7lbylO-ff. Wind funnel, T.F., Z 4S_
--x Vor-lob/e-de,,vs/ty funnel, T.E,,_Yl,,(r-efer'ence 20).
.OY4__+JJ_z_AJddd_,l I III,,I I ',15".8311 1 l!,lll l_j_
___,]]j_U_ Fu//-s¢o/e t,_,_neZ "r.V., z./ ; II l_
I I IIIIII II o/,-fo,'/s;o4"x24;_ 6"x36', z_8'5 48,
.020 _-_-_(referenee 19)
_o 5-fool verh'cal tunnel, T.F.,' /.7-
.016 - _ '
.012
•008 -will7 fu,'-bulenf
.004
/, )s 2' ,3 4 S ,5" 6' /0 • 2 3 4 5 6 8 /0 7
-Fffecf/ve Reynolds Number
FIQUP-_ 19 Variation Of ('1) at zeru Iift with effective Reynolds Number for a ('lark
Y airflfil.
IlUlllel'OltS SOllrees of elTOI', tile results fronl tests in
which special care has been taken to eliminate these
errors appear to be in good agreement with the wind-
tunnel results.
Figure 19 shows the variation of the drag coefficient
at zero lift of the Clark Y airfoil with effective Reyn-
olds Number, obtained from the same sources as the
data of figure 18. An additional correction, however,
is made to the drag data to make allowance for the
difference in turbulent skin friction of the airfoil
between the values of test Reynolds Number and effec-
tive Reynolds Number. This correction is made by
deducting front the measured drag coefficient the
change in skin friction involved in going from the test
Reynolds Number to the effective Reynolds Number,
as shown by the curve of turbulent skin friction of a
fiat plate against Reynolds Number in figure 19.
An example of such correction with explanation is
given in reference 18.
Although the dispersion of the drag data is greater
than that for maximum lift, consideration of the possi-
ble errors involved in the tests indicates that the data
show no disagreement. The most widely divergent
points in figure 19 should probably be disregarded for
the following reasons. ]n the full-scale-tunnel data,
the points for the two lowest Reynolds Numt)ers are
subject to large percentage errors owing to the small
magnitude of the measured forces relative to the tare
forces and balance capacity. In the variable-density-
tunnel tests with increased turbulence (T. F. = 5.83),
the model was mounted in such close proximity to the
turbulence screen that the individual wakes were not
fully dissipated. In this condition some doubt must
exist regarding both air-stream calibration and effective
turbulence.
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Figures 20 and 21 show the variation of the maxi-
mum lift coefficient with Reynolds Number for the
N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil (reference 18) and the N. A.
C. A. 2412 airfoil without and with a split flap. The
data for the N. A. C. A. 2412 airfoil (fig. 21) are given
in references 15 and 23, which present results of an
extensive investigation of the effects of Reynolds Num-
ber and turl)ulenee made at the California Institute of
Technoh)gy. In figure 2] (a) the results are plotted
against test Reynolds Number for comparison with fig-
ure 21(b), in which they have been corrected to effec-
tive Reynolds Number. It is clear that when the results
are corrected to effective Reynolds Number, a reason-
al)ly consistent wlriation of maximum lift of the N. A.
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C. A. 2412 airfoil with Reynolds Number is established,
although the results as plotted in figure 21(a) appear
to show serious discrepancies between the maximum
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lift coefficients obtained with various degrees of turtm-
Jenee. The scattering ()f the tcst points about the
mean curve does not al)l)ear to be seriously greater than
that found in the full-scale-tunnel tests with the Clark
Y airfoil and is therefore believed to result from experi-
mental inaccuracies rather than from consistent differ-
ences with the different amounts of turbulence em-
ployed. The apparently consistent differences may
result from consistent errors caused by compressil)i]ity
effect, model deflection under air load, difficulty of cali-
bration of a higldy turbulent air stream, and variation
of critical Reynolds Number with sphere size.
In order to develop further the basis of the effective
Reynolds Number concept, it is desirable to consider
the conditions necessary for geometric similarity in aero-
dynamic tests. Four principal dimensions, relative to
a linear dimension of the model, must be similar;
namely, the thickness of the laminar boundary layer,
the downstream distance of the point of transition from
[anfinar to turbulent boundary layer, the thickness of
the turbulent boundary layer, and the downstream dis-
tance of the point of separation. In streams having no
turbulence the Reynolds Number serves as a criterion
for similarity of all these fact ore but, when different
amounts of turbulence are present in two different
streams, dissimilarities of at least the last three items
appear at the same test Reynolds Number, since the
point of transition is moved forward by the presence of
increased turbulence. If the test Reynolds Number
of the model in the more turbulent stream is reduced
to bring the point of transition into agreement, similar-
ity is partly restored although the relative boundary-
layer tldcknesses are somewhat different. This pro-
. eedure appears to be the most satisfactory method at
[present awdlable for obtaining approximate similarity
of tests in air streams with different amounts of turbu-
lence and seems justifiable in cases where the direct
effect of boundary-layer thickness is known, so that it
can either be neglected or suitably corrected.
The use of sphere tests to indicate the relative
values of Reynolds Nmnber needed to give approxi-
mate similarity under different conditions of initial
air-stream turbulence is based on the inference that
when the sphere-drag coefficient (_ is equal to 0.3
(or _1_1.22) the point of transition has a givenq
downstream location, relative to the sphere diameter,
although the value of the Reynolds Number at which
this occurs may vary widely, depending on the initial
air-stream turbulence. The validity of ttds inference
depends on the assumption that the different bnundary-
layer thicknesses have only secondary effects on the
pressure distribution around the body, an assumption
sufficiently common in wind-tunnel testin_ to need no
special verilication for the purposes of the present dis-
cussion. If it is further _ssumed titat the effect of
turbulence on boundary-layer transition is approxi-
mately the same for spheres and .drfoils in sl)ite of the
dill'erent pressm'e gradients tlmt may t)e involved,
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then the procedure required to obtain similarity in
sphere tests should give approximate similarity for
airfoil tests.
To summarize, it may be stated that the Reynolds
Number serves as a criterion of geometric similarity
of air flow about similar models in streams having
zero turbulence; the effective Reynolds Number may
possibly serve as a criterion of approximate geometric
similarity in streams having different degrees of turbu-
lence. Furthermore, a turbulence factor obtained
from sphere tests may serve to indicate the approximate
relation of effective Reynolds Number to test Reynolds
Number for certain other aerodynamic bodies.
In the light of this discussion it is clear that for
the data of figure 21 the test Reynolds Number has
not served as a criterion of sinnlarity. For all the
maximum-lift data presented, however, the effective
Reynolds Number does appear to have established the
conditions of similarity, at least to a first approximation.
Perhaps there is less reason to regard the same
effective Reynolds Number as a satisfactory criterion
in the case of the drag coefficient, but it should at
least be a more reliable criterion of similarity _ith
respect to the point of transition titan the test Rey-
nolds Number. Here, however, the boundarydayer
thickness exerts an appreciable influence, so after
similarity with respect to transition has been obtained,
a drag increment is required to allow for the dissimilar
boundary-layer tkicknesses. This procedure has been
followed in several cases (references 18 and 24), partly
because of the foregoing considerations and partly
because it permits the presentation of all the data at
the same value of the Reynolds Number. The data
of figure 19 indicate that no disagreement results from
this process as applied to the drag of the Clark Y air-
foil at zero lift. Although certain doubts may be
raised regarding the validity of the effective Reynohls
Number concept as applied to the drag of airfoils, it is
significant that the result obtained is in agreement
with that predicted by a widely employed method of
extrapolation (reference 25).
The limitations of the effective Reynolds Number
concept are apparent from the fnregoing discussion.
Strictly spea]dng, its application is limited to effeets
resulting principally from the transition of the laminar
boundary layer or from the interaction of this transition
with flow separation. Where the effects associated
with botmdary-layer thickness are of primary import-
ante the concept may still be applicable, but suitable
correction for these effects must also be made and, if
the effect is unknown but not negligible, the concept
cannot be expected to give a clear interpret_ation of the
phenomena involved.
A case of the failure of the concept may deserve
mentinn. In certain unpublished tests of a slotted
airfoil, a discontinuity observed in the curve of C
L_aax
against Reynolds Number was attributed to the varying
relation of boundaLw-layer thickness to slot size. Since
both test Reynolds Number and point of transition
affect this relation, it seems likely that neither test nor
effective Reynolds Number will serve as a criterion of
similarity in this case.
Consideration of these effects of turbulence, in com-
bination with a method of correcting for them, suggests
the possibility of extending the effective scale range of a
wind tunnel for the measurement of certain aerody-
namic coefficients by the introduction of artificial
turbulence. The maximum effective Reynolds Num-
ber attainable is equal to the maximum test Reynolds
Number times the turbulence factor. A certain
arrangement nf the variable-density tunnel having a
turbulence factor of 5.8 gave the correct variation of
C_.,_ Mth Reynohts Number for the Clark Y airfoil
(see fig. 18), and it seems reasonable to expect that even
higher values might be reached without affecting the
interaction of scale and turbulence as applied to
transition and separation phenomena.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The N. A. C. A. wind tunnels may be listed in
order of increasing turbulence as follows:
The full-scale tunnel.
The 24-inch high-speed tunnel.
The 20-foot tunnel.
The model of the full-scale tunnel.
The 7- by 10-foot tunnel.
The 5-foot vertical tunnel.
The free-spinning tunnel.
The variable-density tunnel.
2. The effect of scale on the maximum lift coefficient
of medium-camber, medium-thickness airfoils in a
nonturbulent air stream may be obtained from tests in
a turbulent stream by the application of a turbulence
factor, obtained from sphere tests, to the test Reynolds
Numbers of the models in the turbulent stream.
3. For determin'Ltion of certain aerodynamic char-
acteristics, the scale range of a wind tunnel may be
extended to higher effective values of the Reynolds
Number by the introduction of artificial turb:ulen('e
into the air stream.
LANGLEY _{EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FJELD, VA., February 4, 1936.
APPENDIX
CORRELATION OF SPHERE DRAG AND PRESSURE
TESTS
The air flow about a body that is not tapered to a
point in the downstream direction is known to separate
in tile vicinity of the region where the pressure gradient
on the surface of the body tends to oppose the normal
direction of flow. (See also reference 14.) The low
pressure on the surface of the body aft of the point of
flow separation produces consequent large values of
the drag coefficient. In the case of the sphere, this
pressure drag is sufficiently large that, for purposes of
approximate analysis, the skin-friction drag on tile
surface of the sphere may be neglected and the total
drag of the sphere may be regarded as resulting from
the pressure applied to the surface.
o
O I -- ' ///_
0 45 90 /25 180
0 , deqree$
FIGUIIE 22c Pressure distribution on a sph(_re.
Two phases of flow exist on a sphere in a stream of
viscous fluid: that over the front portion, which ap-
proximates tim theoretical flow in a nonviscous fluid;
and an eddying wake region over the portion aft of the
point of separation of the tlow. If a sphere be con-
sidered cut by one branch of a circular cone with gen-
erating angle 0 and with the apex at the center of the
sphere (see fig. 22), t.hen the pressure produced by the
potential flow around the sphere at any circlc of inter-
section of the sphere and cone is -P-_ 1--') 1 sin20 (refer-
q "4
once 26) and the drag coefficient of the upstream part
9
of the sphere, by integration, is CD=sin20 (1-- 8 sin20)
where p is the increment of pressure on the surface
above the normal static pressure of the stream, and
1 pV2.q=_ The theoretical pressure distribution ex-
pressed by the foregoing equation is strewn in figure 22.
If the point at which the flow separates from the sur-
face of the sphere be designated 0_, it has been found
that the pressure aft of 0_ on the surface of the sphere
is approximately equal to the pressure at 0_. In other
words, the surface of the sphere in the wake region is
subjected to a uniform pressure approximately equal
to the theoretical pressure at the point of separation of
flow. It is possible then to express the pressure drag
on the rear portion as
D = -- fpdA = -- pTrr "_sin201
or
C. = -- -p sin20,
q
It is now possible to express the total drag eoettieient
of the sphere as equal to the sum of the drag due to the
theoretical distribution ahead of the point of separation
and the drag in the wake region behind the point of
separation,
CD=sin20, (1--9 sin20,)--Pq sin_-Ot
Collecting and substituting for p/q,
9
C_ = g sin_01
It is also possible to calculate the pressure difference
between the front and the rcar portions of the sphere
as a function of 0_. At the front P:- 1, or front pressure
q
equals q. Aft of the point of separation,
1 .
PI= 1 --2_ sin-"01q
and the difference between the front and rear pressures,
Ap=q--p_-.= q-(q--2 1 sin20_ q)=2 1 sin20, q
or
Substituting in the equation for Cv,
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Results from tests in the 7- by 10-foot tunnel and in
the full-scale tunnel, in which corresponding drag and
pressure tests were made, are plotted in figure 23
together with a curve plotted from tile foregoing equa-
tion showing tile relation between the drag and pressure
coefficients. The tests cover a wide range of values of
air-stream turbulence, the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel
being very turbulent with the grid in place and com-,
paratively free from turbulence without the grid. The
air stream in the full-scale tunnel is very nearly equiva-
lent to nonturbulent air. The plotted results indicate
no consistent difference in tile relation between Co and
hp/q with the various amounts of turbulence. This
I I I I I
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FIGUR_ 23. -Correlation of sphere dr_lg at|d pressure measurelnent_
agreement is taken as evidence that the correlation
between drag and pressure coefficients as found here is
indepen(lent of the degree of air-stream turbulence
and that a reliable indication of the critical Reynolds
Number may be obtained from sphere ilressure tests
under any conditions in which it could be obtained
from sphere drag tests. The mean value of Ap/q at
Cj_=().3 is 1.22. Thus, in the sptlere pressure tests the
Reynolds Nuinber corresl)ondiug to tile value A_p = 1.22
q
is taken as the critical Reynohls Number. It is con-
sidered worthy of mention that the Gcrlnan tests cor-
relating drag and pressure coefllt'ients (reference 14)
made at only one degree of air-stream turbulence cor-
roborate the relation between drag and I)ressure found
in the present tests.
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TABLE I
VALUES OF CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBF_R AND TURBULENCF FACTOR Ft)R VARIOUS WINI) TUNNELS
AND IN FREE AIR
i .......Air stream
F
r ( _, _1h5, D(I(}
N. A. {_. A,:
Full-scale tunnel ..... 350. 000
24-1rich high spee, l t/lilile[ .... 35(1. 000
20-foot tllrllle{ ..... 320,001)
Model full-scale tunnel _ 1115, 000
7- ])y lO-f(}ot tllIlllel ....... Average value ......... 270,0(}(}
5-fi)ol vertical tllllilel ...... d{} ....
l(enlarks
N. A. C. A. Ilight ..........
N A. C. A. tank ..................
A verage Vahle ..........
4-inch sphere .........
Average vRhle .............
8-[ileh sphere __.
225, 000
211,0011
150, 0G_
250, 0(}0
1,5, 0fg}
190, (RI0
321}, 000
280, 0(}0
319, _}(I
325. (K}O
300, 000
20I}, 000
31(I, 000
330, 0(}0
27(1, 000
270. 0(R)
3a5. 000
2._, 000
23(}, 0{X)
.....
Free-sl)inning tllnnel ..
_.![, Normal test level.. _7 - " iVariable-density tunnel L Average value .......
R. A E,: I
5-[(Iot tunnel .... I ._ 1o ....................
7-foot tllnll(q -- I _ ttlllIle]5;.. _
N. 1'. b. cmnlwessed-air tunnel ........ I - -
( liit tillgell:
I,arRe t illlllel ............
Small tunnel ..................... i-__ _- _-7 i 2__i .__ ._[
Propeller tunnel ..................................... [
I). V. 1,. 1.2-nleter tunnel ...... i AvErage value ........ [
Hrauiisehweig tUllnel ......... [ ... do ._
Turin tunnel ..................... ' .......... _7_- _ 71
Jal}tnese n vV 2.52-1neter I111 m] _ _ I
Mitsubishi Co. ttmnel ................................
Kawanishi (!o tunnel ...........................
Aiehi Tokei (?o. tunnel ...................
C. 1, T. 10-foot tlltllll31 ............ Average value .............
Akron vertical tunnel ...................... do ..............
Bllregal of Nlandards:
I(I- filet ltllltlel ................ , ..................
4 5-re t t lnnel _ 265, 0(}11
a.o-footUm,,eL _ -I - _: :: 22:2 " T::T:7:::2:£ .... 270,_)
M I. T. 7.5-fol}I tunnel .... "- " I lSfi, 000
Wright Fiehl 5-foot mnn(q ........ Average value_. _ 2#10.(g)0
Free air .............. ]). V L. test ...... " ......... i 'J_5,000
(corrected to al = 1 22) i
q !
Do ............................ i (' I T. tesl ......... 3G.i, 000
Do ............................. M. 1. T. test _ 2MJ0, 0{)0
Critical len{.e
Tart)tl-
Reynolds
Nuillber factor
H, (T. F.) I
I
I. {I
I (}
I.l
I 1
12
1 2
1,4
1.7
]._
2. 6
1.5
21
2.0
1.2
1.4
1.2
1.2
I. 9
1.2
1,2
1.4
1.4
1.1
1.5
1.7
2,1
15
I t_.eferen('e 1I.
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THE FORCES AND MOMENTS ACTING ON PARTS OF THE XN2Y-I AIRPLANE
DURING SPINS
By N, F. SCUDDm_
SUMMARY
The magnitudes off the yaufing moments produced by
various parts of an airplane during spins have previ-
ously been found to be of major importance in deter-
mining the nature of the spin. Discrepancies in resuhant
?/awing moments determined from model and full-scale
test.% howe_:er, have indicated the probable importance of
scale effect on the model. In order to obtain data for a
more detailed comparison between/ull-scale and model
results than has hitherto been possible, flight tests were
made to determine the yaur;ng moments contributed by
various parts of an airplane in spins. The inertia
momerd was determined by the usual measurement of
the spinning motion, a_td the aerodynamic yawing
_n oments on the fuselage, fin, and rudder were determined
by pressure-distribution measurements over these parts
of the ai77_lane. The wing yawing moment was deter-
mined by taking the difference between the gyroscopic
moment and the fuselage,fin, and rudder moments.
The numerical values oJ the wing yawing moments
were found to be of the same order oJ magnitude as those
'measured in wind tunnels. A direct comparison between
wind-tunnel and/light results ugll be possible as soon as
the tests of a model of this airplane have been completed
on the }V. A. C. A. spinning balance. The pressure-
distribution tests incidentally demonstrated the favorable
intelJerenee produced by the horizontal tail surfaces on
the part oJ the vertical surfaces below them and the u_iavor-
able i_derferenee produced on the part above them.
INTRODUCTION
Several earlier studies of spinning have shown that
the nature of the spin may be controlled by relatively
small changes in yawing moment. Knowledge of the
resultant ),awing moment and particularly of the com-
ponents of this moment contributed by various parts
of the airplane is therefore necessary for further pro-
gress toward a final solution of the problem of spinning.
Although this subject has previously been studied by
means of wind-tunnel tests, it has long been recognized
that values obtained from tests of small-scale models
are subject to scale-effect errors and that correction
factors are necessary. Comparisons of the resultant
aerodynamic yawing moments have been made between
the results of model tests in wind tunnels and flight
tests of the corresponding airplanes at various labora-
tories, hut these comparisons do not give infornmtion
regarding correction factors that can be applied gener-
ally because the resultant moment is composed of
several components, some of which, according to pres-
ent knowledge, are affected by scale considerably more
than others. At present it is to he expected from the
nature of the tlow over the wing tlmt the wing yawing
moment is the most sensitive to scale of all the com-
ponents of yawing moment and, since the wing moment
is tim largest component assisting the spin, true infor-
mation regarding the scale correction for wing yawing
moments is particularly desirable.
In order to obtain full-scale data for comparison
witil results of measurements on models, an investiga-
tion of the yawing moments produced by various parts
of an airplane in spins was made. The wdues of the
separate components, including that produced by the
wing, were obtained by simultaneously measuring the
motion of the spin and the distribution of pressure over
the vertical surfaces of the fuselage, fin, and rudder.
The wing yawing moment was taken as the difference
between the resultant determined from the spinning
motion and that contributed by the fuselage and ver-
tical tail surfaces. In the only previous case where
similar pressure measurements were obtained (reference
1) the motion in the spin was not recorded so that the
results, although of interest, cannot be properly ana-
lyze(I for the present purpose.
APPARATUS AND METHOD
The airplane used for these tests was the XN2Y-I
training biplane. Since the completion of previous
spin tests with this airplane (reference 2), the leading
edges of the wings have been covered with sheet metal
in order to obtain a smooth leading edge, free of
fabric sag, that could be more easily reproduced in a
model. The metal fairing extended hack to the front
spar on both upper and lower surfaces of each wing
The general dimensions and control ranges of the
airi)lane are given in figure 1. The weight was 1,762
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pounds at take-off for all tests except one, in which
36 pounds of lead was bolted to the tips of the front
lower spars, making the total weight 1,798 pounds.
The true moments of inertia were:
A----- 802 slug-ft._ /
B _--1,080 slug-ft._ / without wing-tip ballast and
C = 1,526 slug-ft. 2]
A_- 1,006 slug-ft.2 I
B= 1,080 slug-ft.2/with b_tlhlst at tips.
C= 1,730 slug-ft._J
The center of gravity was at 35.4 percent of the mean
chord for all tests. Tile prol)eller was stopped for all
The quantities measured to determine the spin
motion were thc same as for previous spin tests (refer-
ence 2). A pinhole camera instead of three angular-
velocity recorders was used to determine angular
velocities. This instrument was a simple pinhole
calnera with a solenoid shutter and an adjustable
base permitting tilting to any angle necessary to
orient its normal axis to an approximately vertical
direction during the spin. The record trace was made
on a photographic plate. The other instruments used
were: an air-dtmlped 3-component accelerometer, an
electric timer, a control-position recorder, a statoscope,
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FIGURE l.--Line drawing and general dimensions of the XN2Y I airplane.
tests, but no provision was made for stopping it in
one fixed position.
Equipment for the measurement of pressures con-
sisted of a 60-cell recording manometer connected to
orifices located on the side of the fuselage and the
vertical tail surfaces, as shown in figure 2. Each
pressure cell was connected to an opposing pair of
orifices to record resultant pressure on the fuselage
and tail. The combined internal volumes of the tubing
and pressure cells were adjusted for each pair of tuhes
so that no error would be introduced by the flow of
air in the tubing and cells induced by the change of
altitude during the spin. Since pressures were meas-
ured at 64 points, a switching valve was used to close
off one set of tubes and open another.
a sensitive indicating altimeter_ and a strut thermometer
having a 9-second lag (reference 3).
For the determination of vertical velocity the alti-
tude interval AZ was found from the relation (refer-
ence 4)
AZ=RT,,, log, _ --t-AT_
P
where R is the gas constant for dry air.
T,,, the harmonic mean absolute temperature.
p, the pressure.
Temperatures corresponding to different pressure
altitudes were observed at 500-foot intervals during the
climb preceding the spin. The pressure p at the start
of the spin was determined from the altimeter reading,
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and the change in pressure Ap from the reference was :
recorded on the time scale by means of a recording
statoscope. Tile mean temperature was taken simply
as the arithmetic mean of temperature for tile altitude
interval, as it differed only slightly from the harmonic
mean temperature.
The spins were started at 6,000 feet altitude with
motor stopped and allowed to continue for 1,000 to
1,500 feet descent to establish steady conditions. The
instruments were then started at an altitude noted on
the altimeter. The pinhole-camera shutter was opened
for about 1¼ turns; the exact time was indicated by
marks made photographically on the accelerometer
film record. When about half of tile 1,000 feet alti-
tude loss to be recorded had passed, the nlanometer
switching levcr was operated. Four of the less im-
portant pressure points were c(mnected to the mano-
meter at this time in place of four other points at which
pressures were recorded ill the first part of the test
/20 F--
t : %,: :
lI i
Angle of oftocif, eL ,degr-ed'5
l"l(;'crl_; 3 --Velocity against angle of attack lot si/ins of tile XN2Y 1 air,dane,
record. The records were stopl)ed at the end of exactly
1,000 feet of altitude loss, indicated by the altimeter.
The lateral forces and yawing molnents arising front
the air forces on the sides of the fuselage, fin, and rud-
der were obtained by i)lotting the pressure measure-
nlents to scale and integrating mechanic'llly in the
order made evident by the pressure and force curves
shown in figure 2. Corrections were made to the
plotted values for changes in rudder angle from the
standard setting.
PRECISION
accuracy of these tests. Repeated calibrations at
regular intervals during the course of thetests showed
negligible changes in the slopes of the manometer-
calibration curves; the installation was well made
with regard to smoothness of the orifices; the pressure
tubes were accurately balanced for capacity effect;
the manometer was so oriented as to minimize accel-
eration effects; and the personal errors were kept at a
minimum. The precision suffered to some extent
because it was not possible to use a sufficient number
of orifices; in fact, it was impracticable to include
some parts of the airplane, such as the struts, landing
gear, wheels, and engine in the measurements. Some
difficulty was experienced because of large fluctuations
of pressure caused by turbulent flow at many of the
pressure points. These sources of error, however,
were not serious because the yawing moments con-
tributed by the parts not measured could not have been
great and the orifices were distributed so that the large
spacings were on areas near the yawing-moment axis.
Likewise, the errors due to the fluctuating pressures
could be kept small by carefully reading mean values
on the pressure records. It is therefore considered
safe to estimate that the errors in the air moment
measurements are within limits of 4-8 percent. These
limits are twice "is broad as those estimated for the
work reported in reference 5.
The measurement of spin motion was made par-
ticularly difficult by oscillations in the spin, wifich
were much more troublesome in these tests than in
previous tests with the same airplane. In fact, the
records included in the present report represent only
15 percent of the records made; many had to be dis-
carded because of oscillations and the remainder
because of other f'mlts made evident by the appearance
of the records. All of the records except one taken
when the wing tips were ballasted were discarded and
it is possible that the one retained was incorrect
because of oscillations in the spin. The usual method
of detecting the oscillations was to note whether or
not the pinhole-camera record was _t regular figure; if,
however, the period of an oscillation was the sanle its
the period ()f rotation, this record might appear to
be regular, if such an error did occur in these tests,
it would affect the values of angular velocity in pitch,
sideslip, and inertia yawing moment in the first order,
and all tile other variables of the spin motion in the
second order. These particular effects would be
expected because the oscillati(ms of this airplane during
An exact statement regarding the precision of the the spin were mainly about the longitudinal axis.
determination of airforeesand m(unentby the pressure- : The method employed for measuring the vertical
distribution inethod is difficult to make. An analysis i velocity should have a good degree of precision for the
of the errors and an estimate of the probable magnitude ] determination of vertical interval, since the pressures
of such errors are given in reference 5. Because the [ could be determined to closer than 0.1 percent and thepressures measured were small, tile greatest care was temper_lure to within a fraction of a degree. Tile lag
taken concerning the physical f,letors affecting the of the thermometer was of tile order of 0.2 ° F. It was
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to be noted, however, that velocity computed on the
basis of change of density height, which refers to dis-
tanee above the earth, does not t,ke into account the
possible existenee of vcrlieal currents in the atmos-
phere. Plotting the wines of velocity obtained by
this method (fig. 3) shows evidence of such a condition.
For this reason the values that fell some distance
below the curve were arbitrarily moved up to it as a
correction for vertical air currents.
The estimated limits of error for the fundamental
measurements of motion are summarized as follows:
2V
.3
I __
30 40 50 60 70
Angle of o/tacit, d ,degrees
]"I(WRE G.--Sldn coellicient _J5/21" against angle (if attack for spins of the XN2Y-1
airl)lane.
Ill
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.5.4 .6
o, r , ! I I
-/0 ._w--
G
-_0 .... 1 ---|
_30x/O-_ _ l . I
I'I_,IIIE 7. Fuselage yawing-nmment caelllcient ilgai[is[ _l//I" Iur 511illS o[ tile
XN2Y 1 airplane,
Cmnponents of 'regular velocity, 4:3 percent; a ceelera-
lion, :50.05 g; inter_nl of altitude, :51 percent; time,
:52 percent; weight, :51 pereent; and moments of in-
ertia, _2.5 percent, :t:1.3 percent, and ±0.8 percent
for A, B, and C, respectively, for airpl'me-swinging
measuremenls. The increment of moment of inertia
added '_s ballast is probably known very accurately.
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A consideration of the probability of occurrence of
large accidental errors shows that the possible limits of
the errors previously stated would seldom be reached
in individual measurements and, when they were, a
wide scattering of points would be obtained. Since
the scattering of points is not great, it seems apparent
that the accidental errors were smad, especially as the
one divergent point is known to be subject to a highly
probable error. In addition to the accidental errors
there may be a residual error dependent upon the pre-
cision of the moment-of-inertia measurements. The
limit of the inertia-yawing-moment error taken from
the limits of the moment-of-inertia errors is 12 percent
for the tests without ballast and 46 pcrcent for the test
with ballast. The 12-percent limit of residual error
would introduce error limits of about l0 percent for
high angles of attack and of about 2.8 percent at low
angles of attack into the wing yawing-moment results.
Whatever error in inertia yawing moments exists as a
result of errors in moment-of-inertia measurements is
of the same absolute value for the test with ballast as
for tests without ballast, but the percentage error is
3.7 times as great. In conchlsion, it may be stated
that the values for wing yawing moments are believed
to be well within J-10 percent at all but the highest
angles of attack tested and that this limit nlay be
reached at the high angles.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tile important parameters of the spins reported are
given in table I.
Coefficients of the components of yawing moment
for the fuselage, fin, rudder, and wings are plotted
against angle of attack in figure 4. The rudder deflec-
tions are plotted for reference on the same angle-of-
attack scale.
For purposes of studying the results, curves showing
the variation of three other parameters are given; the
angle of sideslip /_ plotted against angle of attack in
figure 5, the spin coefficient P..b/2V plotted against angle
of attack in figure 6, and the coefficient _l/V (1 is the
length from tlm center of gravity to tlm rudder hinge)
plotted against fuselage yawing-nmment coefficient
in figure 7.
The absohlte values of the wing yawing-nmment
coefficient, insofar as they are used consistently with
the precision of these tests, arc probably the niost
important results of the investigation. They pro-
vide a means of checking tile results of wind-tunnel
tests for this very important factor in spinning equi-
librimn. Full-scale measurements are very desirable
since the yawing moment depends on the separation
of flow over the wings and is therefore likely to be
affected by scale and turbulence. The values ob-
tained in these tests are within the range and toward
the ul)per limit of values obtained in earlier wind-
tunnel tests. A comparison of these flight results
with the most nearly applicable wind-tunnel tests
made up to the present time with the N. A. C. A.
six-component spinning balance should not be at-
tempted because there is too much difference in stag-
ger, airfoil section, gap/chord, and dihedral. Tests
of a nmdel of the XN2Y-1 airplane are now being
undertaken.
Attention is called to the fact that, although the
wing yawing-moment coefficients are plotted against
angle of attack, changes in other variables may have
had some effect on the values measured. The angle
of sideslip and tile spin coefficient both varied con-
siderably, as shown by figures 5 and 6.
The wing yawing-moment curve (fig. 4) was not
drawn through the point at a =43.0 ° because judgment
would indicate that a sharp depression should not exist
in the curve in this range. Since the algebraic stun of
the ordinates of the five yawing-ntoment curves is
zero, an error occurring in the measureinent of one of
the four independently measured quantities produces
an error of equal magnitude in the wing yawingnmment.
An inspection of the curves indicates that the measured
vahle of inertia yawing nn)ment might be in error the
amount necessary to move the point most of tim way
up to the curve. The possibility of this particular
error is discussed in the section on Precision.
The yawing nmment produced by the fin is, as
expected from its size and position, very small.
The yawing moment produced by the fuselage reaches
a maxinmm at 50 ° angle of attack and decreases
rapidly as the angle of attack increases to 60 °. In the
absence of changes of other parameters, it would be
expected tlmt an increase in either angle of attack or
f_l/V wouht c,u,se an increase in fuselage yawing-
moment coefficient, it is to be noted, however, that
the angle of sideslip becomes large inward in this
angle-of-'tttack range. A rough estimate of the incre-
ment of lateral velocity at tile tail, due to increases in
angle of attack and in the parameter 9.l/V, shows the
effect to be of about equal magnitude and opposite
sign to the corresponding increment due to the in-
creased inward sideslip.
Tile yawing moment t)roduced by the rudder in
steady spins varied only slightly throughout the angle-
of-attack range of the tests, even though t,he rudder
angle was varied from 0 ° to 40 ° with the sl)in. It is
interesting to note tlIat the rudder set full with the
spin produced about as nluch yawing moment with tile
spin when the elevator was down as it did at a setting
of 15 ° with the _pin and the elevators full Ul).
The distribution of lateral force over vertical areas
of the fuselage, tin, and rudder shows points of interest.
The curves in figure 2(a) are for test 29F, which was a
normal right spin. Figures 2(t)) and 2(c) give, re-
spectively, the curves for the right spin with elcv'_tor
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down (test 36) and for the right spin with rudder neutral
(test 33). It will be noted that in test 29F the largest
pressures occurred on the nose aft of the engine. This
condition occurred frequently, particularly for spins at
high angles of attack, which, in these tests, were as-
sociated with large inward sideslip. The forces were
such as to produce moments resisting the spin but not
ones of large magnitude because of the proximity of the
area to the center of gravity. In the case of the PW-9
airplane, which spins with large inward sideslip as may
be deduced from the pitch angular-velocity records of
reference 1, the forces on the nose were large against
the spin and, because of the great area, the spin-resisting
moments were large enough to be very important. On
the tail of the fuselage of the XN2Y-1 large forces were
produced under the stabilizer. Very little lateral force
was exerted on the section of the fuselage just forward
of the stabilizer. This configuration of the force curve,
involving a maximum under the stabilizer and a mini-
mum just forward of the stabilizer, was observable in
some form on every pressure record taken. Figures
2(b) and 2(c) show how changes in control position
and the associated changes in spin conditions affected
the pressure distribution.
The low-pressure area ahead of the stabilizer suggests
the possibility of improving the fuselage yawing-
moment characteristics by extending the stabilizer
forward. This change, as a matter of fact, was made
several years ago by the manufacturers of the airplane,
although for a different purpose. They installed a
stabilizer and elevator of aspect ratio 1, the area being
the same as that for the standard stabilizer and ele-
vator. The chord was therefore very great, extending
forward over most of the region shown in these tests to
give low pressures. The effect was a large improve-
ment in an otherwise dangerous spin. In the light of
present knowledge on the subject, it is evident that a
considerable increase in fuselage yawing moment was
obtained. It seems that this low-pressure region may
also occur on other airplanes. The British have tested
and found beneficial what they call an "antispin fillet"
(reference 6). It is a forward extension of the stabilizer
having a span of about 4 inches on each side of the
fuselage. Such a horizontal surface might possibly
induce beneficial interference similar to that induced
by the stabilizer.
Examination of the pressure curves for the rudder
shows the effects of the presence of the stabilizer and
elevator. Large forces are developed on the lower por-
tion of the rudder; in the wake of the stabilizer and
elevator the forces are snmll.
It is interesting to consider the effect on the spin ot
adding an increment of pure yawing moment. The
change in rudder yawing moment obtained by changing
the rudder setting is such a moment except for the
associated changes in interference yawing moment on
the fin and fuselage, and possibly a small amount of
interference pitching moment. The rudder moment-
coefficient curve indicates that a change oI C_= --0.003
was sufficient to change the equilibrium angle of attack
from 60.5 ° to 40 ° . The interference yawing moment
on the fin and fuselage could reasonably be expected
to be appreciably less than another increment of -- 0.003.
These values indicate, then, that a very small incre-
ment of yawing-moment coefficient (C_--0.006) is all
that is required to change the equilibrium of a fiat spin
to that of a definitely steep spin.
CONCLUSION
The components of yawing moment produced by
various parts of an airplane have been measured in
flight. The numerical results for the wing were of the
same order of magnitude as similar quantities measured
in wind tunnels; a direct comparison between model
and flight results will be possible when the tests of a
model of this airplane have been completed. An inci-
dental feature of the tests was a clear demonstration of
the strong favorable interference effects of the hori-
zontal tail surfaces on the vertical areas under them and
the corresponding unfavorable interference on the verti-
cal areas above tbem.
LANGLEY _EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLE] " F_ELD, VA., February 20, 1936.
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TABLE I.--SPIN DATA
_est
29F=
31
32C
34B
P
--I
rad./sec.!
I.51 1
L 6O I
2. 22
1.9L
1.99
1.95
1.80
i 1.83
1.87
1•56
I. 91
I
q l , _ Y,
......rad./eee,r d./see, ma mg
1.Ol ] z88 l-o.o18 0.962
1.o2 [ z99 I-.O52 •059
.el I z78 I -.011 .043
.33 I 2.55 I .o_ -.OLO
.34 / 2.5o I -.035 .019
.65 ! 1.75 I--.027 .040
.40 2. I1 I -.009 .023
.36 2.03 i -.000 .005
.34 1.97 I --.6O6 ! .006
• 76 2. 58 { --. 035 .049
.18 1,82 I .014 --.026]
Z t J
red./sec,
1.13 3.40
1.12 3.5,$
1.25 3•61
1.20 3.20
1.23 3.21
1.56 2. 70
1.30 2.80
1.35 2.76
1.35 2.73
1,5O 3.11
1.41 2.64
0.969 [ 6O. 7 13_7 I 96.0
.835 I 6O. 4 13.0 Im.o
.967 5o.ts 4.3 84.5
.955 I 52.4 1.0 ] 85.0
.977 I 50.9 .6 I 84.5
._ ,0.2 4.418o.2
.973 48. fi --1.9] 83.7
.995 47.0 .9 _ 83.4
.966 44.4 .4 83.2
• 957 57.4 i 9.7 85.3
.980 43.0 --3.9 . 82.1
Accelerometer readings corrected to c.
Angle of attack for airplane X axis.
NormM control setting: Ailerons neutral• Elevator up 23¢50 '. Rudder 40 °
right. Stabilizer 0_48.6 ' to X axis.
V
It./sec.
80.2
79.9
84.5
83.8
84.2
97.0 I
89.7
93. 2
93.0
83. 2
94.0
Feet
1,6 0,593
1,6 .622
2.0 .598
2.3 .535
2,3 .534
2.7 .383
3.5 .437
3.9 ,414
4,0 .411
2.2 .523
4. 7 .393
CI i
0.035
.037
• 018
.009
.009
.009
,968
• 007
.006
.022
.004
All riaht-hanu spins.
36 pov, nds of ballast added at wing tips.
C=
-0.084
_.094
--. 196
-.088
--.967
--.043
--. 059
--. 055
--. 053
--. 074
--.047
C. Control settings
O. Oll Normal.*
.012 Do.
• 009 Elevator down 26°35 ".
.004 Do.
.004 Do.
• 003 Rudder neutral.
• 004 Rudder 17 ° with spin.
Rudder 4 ° with spin.
: Do.
Rudder 18 ° with spin.
10005 Rudder 8 ° with spin.
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A SIMPLIFIED APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF OPERATORS TO THE
CALCULATION OF DISTURBED MOTIONS OF AN AIRPLANE
By ROBERT T. JoxEs
SUMMARY
A simplified treatment _ the application of tteaviside's
operational methods to problems of airplane dynamics zs
given. Certain graphical methods and logarithmic for-
mulas that lessen the amount of computation incolced are
explained.
The problem oJ representing a gust disturbance or
control manipulation is taken up and it is pointed out
that in certain cases arbitrary control manipulations may
be dealt with as though they imposed specific constraints
on the airplane, thus avoiding the necessity of any inte-
gration whatever.
The application of the calculations described in the text
is illustrated by several examples chosen to show the use
of the methods and the practicability of the grephical and
logarithmic computations described.
INTRODUCTION
The theory of airplane dynamics in its present form
is due mainly to the original researches of Lanchester
and Bryan on the stability of airplanes. Later inves-
tigators, notably Bairstow and Wilson (reference 1),
applied and extended the original conceptions of the
theory. Bryant and Williams (reference 2) have re-
cently shown how the operational mathematics of
Heaviside nmy be used in applying the theory to prob-
lems of the disturbed motions of airplanes.
Although the calculation of disturbed motions of
aircraft is important in problems of flight safety, little
experience has been gained in the practical application
of the theory owing to its mathematical complexity.
The present paper gives the results of researches in the
mathematical application of the theory. It, has beefi
foun(l, as suggested by Bryant and Williams, that the
Ileaviside method affords the strut)lest and most direct
solution of these problems. ]n order to bring out the
advantages of this method, a treatment of its apl)lica-
tion is given and certain formulas and graphical con-
structions are explained that make the calculations
easier.
In their usual form, problems of airplane dynamics
depend for solution on the integration of simultaneous
linear differential equations. Methods for the integra-
tion of such equations are given by Wilson and Routh
(references 1 and 3) and in mathematical textbooks.
The problems met in airplane dynamics are often nmre
complex than the examples treated in textbooks and,
when an attempt is made to apply the given methods
to their solution, difficulties of computation arise.
In view of the importance of investigating these
problems and since their solutions involve lengthy cal-
culations, it is desirable that as many mathematical
simplifications as possible be emph)yed. Iteaviside's
method gives such a simplification, the solution of the
differential equations being accomplished symbolically
by a single "expansion theorem."
THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR THE DISTURBED
MOTIONS
An airplane in uniform flight may be thought of as a
free rigid body in equilibrium. Deviations of the air-
plane from this equilibrium condition may be caused
by reactions due to control movement, gustiness in the
air, or by some influence such as the stopping of an
engine. The motions of the airplane following such a
disturbance may be calculated if the momentary
accelerations or forces are known. It is obvious that
this computation may be performed by taking small
intervals of the time and eaeulating the velocities and
displacements generated by the known accelerations
step by step, assuming the accelerations momentarily
constant.
The componcnt linear and angular nmtions of the
airplane in its deviations from equilibrium are given
exact definition by constructing u set of axes rigidly
fixed in the nmchine and considering its motions as
being those of the axes themselves. The motions
spoken of are then velocities and disl)lacements of the
airplane axes relative to the earth or the air. When
the airplane is in steady flight, it maintains a certain
equilibrium attitude with respect to the air and to
tim earth. Thus for climbing flight at a given engine
speed a dcfinite angle of attack and a definite angle of
pitch must be preserved. Deviations from equilibrium
in either sense will in|reduce reactions; hence motions
of the airplane axes relative to both air and earth
must be considered.
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The aerodynamic reactions to the motions arise
from changed relative air velocities over the different
parts of the airplane. The calculation or measure-
ment of these component aerodynamic reactions leads
to quantities known as "resistance derivatives" or
"stability derivatives," which are taken as constant
factors of proportionality between the reactions and
the velocities or displacements of the motions. For a
more detailed exposition of the concept of stability
derivatives, the reader is referred to standard text-
books oh aeronautics.
On account of tile bilateral symmetry of the airplane
it is customary to divide the motions into two inde--
pendent groups, the lateral and the longitudinal, each
consisting of three degrees of freedom:
l Rolling.
(A) Lateral motions ......... /Yawing'
[ Sideslipping.
/ Pitching.
(B) Longitudinal motions___ fVertical translation.
[ Forward translation.
Presumably the reactions to small increments of
longitudinal speed or displacement do not sensibly
influence the lateral motions and the two groups may
be independently treated. In order to illustrate the
calculation of the history of a motion due to a given
disturbance, examples of lateral motions are chosen
although the methods used are equally applicable to
any set of degrees of freedom of the airplane. The
quantities that arise in the consideration of the lateral
motions are defined in the following table:
Velocities and displacements of airplane axes:
Uo, equilibrium flight velocity along X axis.
v, component of flight velocity along Y axis
(sideslipping).
p, component of angular veh)city about X axis
(rolling).
r, component of angular velocity about Z axis
(yawing).
_, angle of bank (relative to gravity).
Forces and moments resolved along airplane axes:
Y, component of force along Y axis.
L, component of moment about X axis (rolling
moment).
N, component of moment about Z axis (yawing
moment).
Accelerations of airplane:
Yo= Y/m (force per unit mass).
Lo= L/m_'x 2 (moment per unit moment of inertia).
No=N/mkz" (moment per unit moment of inertia).
Gust velocities resolved along airplane axes:
v0, comp.onent of gust velocity directed along Y
ax1s.
r0, component of angular velocity of gust about
axis.
P0, colnponent of angular velocity of gust about
axis.
NOTE.--The signs of the gust velocities are so
chosen that a positive gust produces the same aero-
dynamic reaction on the airplane as a positive velocity
of the airplane in still air. The resolution of gust
velocities along the moving axes is exact only to the
first order of the small quantities involved.
Airplane characteristics used as parameters:
Stability derivatives in terms of accelera-
tions of airplane, thus:
y i)Y/_
== by / m
OLI 2
L, = 6rf mlcx
N, -- _Ntl mk z _
With the definition of the component motions that
are to be considered, the stability derivatives will be
of the form:
5L bN bY
0,o' _v' _' etc.
where L, N, Y, respectively, are the rolling moment,
the yawing moment, and the sidewise force, as they are
customarily defined.
It has been found convenient to transform all
stability derivatives and disturbing effects into terms
of accelerations of the airplane rather than retaining
them as moments and forces. This transformation
is accomplished by dividing out the appropriate
moments of inertia and the nmss of the machine.
For example, 5L / _ may be written simply as Lp;
bp / mkx
bN f . 2 _" bYi
similarly-_/mtcz =,_, and _7/ m = Yr"
If the tlight path is assumed to be horizontal (or
nearly so) and the main forward veh)city Uo to be
substantially constant, the equations of motion in a
lateral disturbance may be written:
d/) . .
(In sideslipping) dt =g_o-rUo+v] _-r} ,+ }'0
dp
(In rolling) dt .... vL,+pLp+rL,v-Lo (1)
dr
(In yawing) _=vN,+p,\_+rN,+No
In these equations the terms to, L0, and No represent
known disturbing or controlling accelerations, assumed
to be given as functions of the time t. In the first
equation the terms g_o and -rgo arc, respectively, the
accelerations due to gravity and to the rotation of the
moving axes. Since the axes chosen will ordinarily lie
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near the axes of the principal moments of inertia of
the airplane, terms involving the products of inertia
have been neglected.
INTEGRATION OF EQUATIONS FOR VELOCITIES AND
DISPLACEMENTS
As previously mentioned, equations (1) may be inte-
grated by taking small intervals of tile time and calcu-
lating the velocities, and finally the displacements, by
dv
assuming the accelerations _, etc., to be momen-
tarily constant. Although this method is sometimes
useful, it naturally leads to extensive numerical work.
The operational mathematics of Heaviside appear to
offer the most. promising means of performing these
integrations.
Tile first step in integrating the equations of nlotion
by the operational method is to replace the symbol
d by the so-called "differential operator" D, wlfich is
dt
to be treated as though it were an ordinary algebraic
quantity; the equations are then rearranged with the
known disturbance effects on the right-hand side:
(D-- Y_)v--g_+ (Uo-- Y,)r= )o
-- L,v+ (D-- L,)p-- L,r= Lo (2)
--N_v--Npp+ (D--N_)r=No
Since De=p, the first equation may be operated on
throughout by D, reducing all to the same variables
(v, p, r):
D(D-- Y,)v--gp+ D(Uo-- Y_)r= D Yo
--L#+ (D--L_)p-- L,r=Lo (2a)
-- N_v-- Npp+ (D-- N,)r= No
With tim equations in this form, they may be solved
for v, p, or r by ordinary algebraic means; thus,
Die --g D(Uo-- Y_)
Lo (D--L,,) --L,
v D(D-- Y,:) --g D(_,o-- Y,) '
--L_ (D--L_) --L,
--N_ --Np (D--N_) ]
The expansion of the determinant of the numerator
in terms of minors results in:
I (D--L_,) --L_ DYe+ D(Uo Y,)
J
i --N_ (D--N,) i (D--N,)
In the calculation of any of tire velocity components
the same denominator appears; if this determinant is
denoted by F(D), the forms of these components are:
v J"(D)E ±J'2(D)L ±}'a(n)Ar
(5)
P fiL(D)y, ±fi.2(D)L,_j2a(D)_r
= YV_) o_ _ __ F_),,o
etc.
Thus far the solution of the equations of motion has
progressed simply on algebraic grounds, the required
quantities (v, p, etc.) having been found explicitly in
terms of the symbol D. The symbol D was defined as
the operation of derivation with respect to the time t,
expressed by writing
d
D=si
Thc terms of the solutionJ(D)/F(D) indicate that the
formal operations are to be performed on whatever
functions follow them as factors. Since they contain
tire symbol D in their denoniinators, it becomes neces-
sary to define the operation indicated by 1/D or D-L
As D is an operation and not a number, its reciprocal is
defined as the inverse of the operation of differentiation,
rather than as the derivative itself divided into 1.
The inverse of differentiation is integration: thus,
D-_= f . . . dt
The operations indicated by the ratios of polynomials
in D that occur in the terms of our solution then consist
of a succession of differentiations If(D)] and a succes-
sion of integrations [F(D)]-L It is clear that the
nature of the problems at hand requires that the result-
ant of these operations be an integration, which is
shown by the fact that the polynomial F(D) is invar-
iably of higher degree in D than any of the polynomials
f(D).
THE EXPANSION EQUATION
By treating the disturbances (such as to, No, L0) as
discontinuous functions of the time, Heaviside obtained
solutions of equations similar to the foregoing by a
simple theorem. The substitution of ]7o into Heavi-
side's theorem results in
f(D) ,,-I
where the X's are the roots of the polynomial equation
F(D)=0. This polynomial, F(D)=O, is used in the
study of the stability of motion, being called the
"stability equation." Its roots, X_ X2... M, give an
--g Lo --g D(Uo--Y_) No+ (4)
-- N. (D-- L.) -- L,
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indication of the natural tendencies of an airplane's
motion and are used in the definition of stability.
In order to apply the foregoing theorem to the
integration of equations of airplane motion it is neces-
sary to assume that the disturbance terms (Y0, No,
etc.) due to the control or gust in question are instantly
applied at the assumed origin of the time scale (t=0)
and remain constant thereafter. In the general case
the disturbance terms in the equations of motion cannot
be thus represented as remaining constant although in
practical problems they may almost invariably be
represented by means of functions of the form Yo e".
The interpretation of tteaviside's theorem (equation (6))
when this form of function is used is (see reference 2):
.,, S' /(x),,. +,]J(D) Yoe==
_F_5 _ +Z-_ (x--n)F _^)F(D) (7)
When dealing with variable disturbance terms, it is
important to note that a discontinuity of the function
representing the disturbance at t=0 is implied as in
equation (6).
By the substitution of (in) for n in equation (7),
expressions that can be used when tile disturbances
i
Y,
a,,, x, ) forDfxs.iy e
\ \x a
_,(D,)fo,-D,=_ +iy._
Y4
i
-i
FIGURE I.--Map of polynomial. F(D)=D_+aD_+bDJ4-cD+d near zero.
F(D) _F(X) =0 when D-_a±ib.
are represented by forms involving sin nt or cos nt are
obtained
f(D) Yoei_t
F(D)
v_VJ(in) (cosnt+isin X_/X-l-iu \f(X) x,-P,- ,
h
If/(in) .....
p(_--eimz_, then the expressions for the sine and
cosine forms separately become
(fD) w
$,(_)- o sin nt
,a_ X-V ,_. \/(x) _,-I
= Y_A sin nt +B cos _-f_d_,X_+: n_)FV_) e J (8)
h
J(D)
F(D) Yo cos nt
G x-v, x 34x) +,l
=:,LAcosnt--Bsinnt+ /_k_lF-_ a (9)
X
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These latter forms are particularly useful because
almost any arbitrary variation of gust or control may
be expressed as a sum of sine or cosine terms. Thus if
Yo=K1 sin nd+K_ sin n_t+ . . . + etc.
J(D) y _J(D)K n t ± "f(n)K.
_(D) °--F(D) 1sin t _F--_ _sinn2t+'''+ etc.
0o)
Each of these terms may be evaluated by equation (8).
SOLUTION OF OPERATIONAL EQUATIONS
fiNDING THE ROOTS OF THE EQUATION F(D)=0
The expansion equations given for the forms
f(D)/F(D) require the roots of the complementary
equations F(D)=O for their solution. In eases of
airplane motions this equation is normally of the fourth
degree in D; hence it is not practicable to find the roots
directly. Although a number of methods for approxi-
mating the roots of such equations have been devised,
the most direct way is to draw a curve of the function
F(D) against D, locating the real roots as the points
crossing the D axis. Usually in equations of tiffs
type near roots may be isolated by separating the
equation into two parts. Thus, if
F(D)=D_+aD_+bD2+cD+d=O (11)
there will usually be a large real root near/)4=--a/_,
d
or D=--a, and a small one near D=-- c. This
divis;on follows from the consideration that large roots
are more dependent on the coefficients of the higher
powers of D and small roots, on the lower powers.
If the natural motion of the airplane contains oscilla-
to_ components, as it usually does, there will be pairs
of conjugate complex roots of the polynomial F(D)=0
in addition to the real roots. The determination of
these roots is naturally more difficult, although if real
roots have been previously found they may be used
to reduce the degree of the equation by synthetic divi-
sion and the determination of further roots will be-
come progressively easier. Complex roots of such an
equation may t)e directly found by plotting a map of
the polynomial F(D) for various values of D using the
coordinates D=x+i?/ and finding the zero point, or
root, by interpolation, as is shown in figure 1. If a
very accurate value of the root is required it may be
convenient to plot the region of F(D) near the origin
to a magnified scale. Since the polynomial is what
is known as an "analytic function" (reference 4),
bF(D) . OF(D)
6x - * 5y (12)
and the map in its smallest parts will consist of squares.
In this way a more accurate interpolation may be
made or a process analogous to Newton's method may
be applied.
It will be found nmst convenient to calculate the
various values of F(D) by means of a vector diagram
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as shown in figure 2. If trial values of D are expressed
in the form R (cos 0+i sin 0) or Re% vectors repre-
senting each of the terms of the polynomial may be
simply calculated. The problem is to make all terms
of the polynomial balance each other and it is readily
seen how this may be accomplished by varying 8 to
change the relative inclinations of the vectors and by
varying R to change their relative lengths. The
advantage of this method is that it enables a close
approximation of the value of a root with a minimum
number of trials, the diagram making apparent how
nearly all the vectors cancel each other.
SOLUTION OF EXPANSION EQUATIONS
The numerical operations indicated in the expansion
equations (6) to (9) call for calculations with complex
numbers (i. e., roots of F(D)=O). A great deal of the
labor involved in these computations may be saved by
the use of graphical and logarithmic methods.
Thus, if it is desired to calculate values of the com-
plex terms occurring in equation (6), the logarithmic
formula
logic x''=x,t+logJ(xi)-log Xz--log F'(Xi) (13)
is used. For the purpose of calculating these loga-
rithms, it is convenient to express the complex numbers
(X,, Jr(Xz), etc.) as vectors of radius R and angle 0,
writing, for example,
X,=a+ib=Rl(cos O_+ i sin O_)=R_ei_ (14)
by De Moivre's formula.
A complex term of equation (6) may then be written,
jr(X,) ox,'-- R_e% _x,t
¢ _ ----rX,F (X,) RIe,o,R¢,o3
= R_ eX,t+i(o, 0, o_) (15)
R,R3
: RoeX,t + i°o
Then
log_eXV=Xit+log Ro+iOo (16)
and the resultant logarithm may be plot[ed as a straight
line Xlt-t-eonstant, which is then divided or extended to
represent any division or extension of the time t over
which the calculation is made. (See fig. 3.) The tinal
vectors will represent the complex values of
jr(Xl) eX,,
and it is seen that the ordinates of the points of the line
XttWconstant are the angles of these final vectors while
the abscissas are the logarithms of their radii.
By a separation of the two components of the imagi-
nary root X=a+ib, the logarithmic formula may be
reduced to
lo_, f(a+ib) e(at'tb)'- (a+ib)t+log Re+JOe
_(a+ib)F'(a+ib)
= (log Re+at) +i(Oo+bt) (17)
The final formula, where Xx=aq-ib, then becomes
/(x,) -x,, _., ._,+00, (18)
x-F(x,)_ =--0e e
or, by De Moivre's theorem,
_x)eX'-=Roea'[cos (bt+00)] (19)(bt+Oo)+ i sin
The points thus plotted will lie on a logarithmic
spiral (fig. 3); the deviation of this spiral from a circle
cD. [i
--" \ I_Y. _,
b/V 3q_"<....
l-i aQ 3
FIGURE 2.--Graphical method of locating values of F(D) near zero, whore
F(D)=D_+aD3q-bD'+eD+d. Dt=zx+ilh= Rle_elf Rl(coa Ot +i sin O_)
shows the influence of damping on the natural motion
of the airplane.
The summation indicated in equation (6) calls for
the plotting of such a logarithmic spiral for each of the
complex roots. Since these roots always occur in con-
jugate pairs, the calculation may be carried out for one
of such a pair and a spiral calculated for the second
would be exactly conjugate to the first. Thus, it is only
necessary to perform the foregoing calculations for one
root of each pair, the summations indicated in the
equations being carried out in effect by merely doubling
the abscissas of the points of one of the conjugate
spirals. If X_=a-i-ib and X2=a--ib, this summation
may be written:
kt
2_F(-_)eX'=2Roe_'cos(btq-Oo) (20)
Xt
The formulas for the integration of terms containing
sin nt and cos nt may be put into a more convenient
form for the graphical or logarithmic calculations, i. e.,
Jr(D) y. i [ .jr(in),,,_V n f(X) eX,]
_ o s n nt= Yo imaginary coordinate oz-F(in)e --r Z_dxX2+n2 F,_) ]
Jr(D) [ x /(x)
_+(D_)Yo cos nt= Y0 real coordinate of F(in)e _-_dV_,_z y_-X3 ]
(2"1)
(22)
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In these forms the graphical construction of the terms
F(in)" proceeds along the same lines as that of the
terms involving complex roots h. Here the re-
sulting diagrams will be circles, divided into equal
angles as nt may be divided. In case ), is complex the
plot of an e_t term will be a logarithmic spiral as before
and it is important to remember that the summation
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For tile velocities of an assumed gust, forms involv-
ing e"' are useful. Thus, if the gust is considered a
"transient" one, disappearing rapidly from an arbi-
trary initial value, the form (A) (fig. 4)
r0= vie ,t (24)
may be used. Here r_ is the initial value and -n is
chosen to make the gust diminish in any required way.
A t = t_
Fie, treE 3. Graphical construction of xF,(X_e _ where x=a±ib. Log f(k)- log _-log F'(),)= og Ru+ioo.
over each of a pair of conjugate roots is accomplished ]]f the gust is to I)e made to start from an initial value
by doubling the abscissas of the spiral obtained for one. of zero and to persist with the time, the form (B)
WAYS OF REPRESENTING GUSTS AND CONTROL ] Vo=V_(1--e -_t) (25)
MANIPULATIONS !
GUSTDISTURBANCES I may be used. (See reference 1.)
If the disturbances to be considered are due to gusts,
the terms Y0, L0, etc. of equations (l) will be of the form
Yo=vo}_ + roY,
(2:_)
No = voN_ + p,/_ + roN,
where r0, p0, and r0 are the component velocities of the
gust, which may vary with the time. As given, the ref-
erence system for specifying these gusts has been chosen
so that a positive gust velocity may be considered as
producing the same aerodynamic reaction on the air-
plane as a positive airplane velocity in still air. All
such gusts must be assumed to be moderate so that
second-order effects may be neglected. (See refer-
ence 1.)
For the purpose of representing gusts that arise with
any degree of sharpness from zero velocity to a given
peak value and then diminish, the form (C) may be
used:
ro:Ke-'t(1--e -m') (26)
The sharpness of the rise of this gust is governed by
-m and the decrease by -7_, since its curve approaches
that of (1-e -_') near the origin and finally becomes
asymptotic to e-"L
In the ease of a rotating gust it is probably more
logical to use the transient forms that represent the
gust as disappearing in time instead of being persistent.
CONTROLLED MOTIONS
When considering controlled motions, it is often just
as reasonable lo assume that the airplane is under a
t = 1.0._i°_ e_t'l°qR°* i8o + At
\ "(/°qRo+at,)÷i(Oo+btl)
/ ', % ./ ....
I \, _ .." .
........ - ..................... 'i
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kinematic constraint, or prescribed acceleration, im-
posed by the control as to assume that the pilot uses
the control in an arbitrary way. This assumption
leads to the inversion of tile integration problems here-
tofore considered, because the motion of the airplane
is itself predetermined and the forces and moments (or,
more properly, accelerations) required to be supplied
by the controls are calculated by differentiation. The
ability of various control devices to produce a given
maneuver of the airplane may thus be compared and
the degree of coordination required of the other con-
trols may be studied.
The foregoing procedure is a particularly useful way
of studying the lateral-control effectiveness in turns.
Turn maneuvers, which usually begin and end in level
_ l) L
t
(A) Uo - he'"'
___y__--_y,
t
(B) Vo= v=(]-e -_)
t
(el _,o= Ire _'(1-e -_)
FIGURE 4.--Curves (ffditlerent formulas for representing gusts,
flight,may be described by means of a few sine or
cosine terms. For example, the angle of bank _ may
be given by
¢=constant+At cos nt+A2 cos 2nt@etc. (27)
(See fig. 5.) The rate of rolling at every instant
136692--37----22
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naturally follows by differentiating this equation. If
the turn is to be "perfect," that is, with no sideslipping,
the rate of yawing throughout must bear a definite
relation to the angle of bank, namely,
or, simply,
r=_ sin ¢ (28)
r=_0, if _ is under 30 °
Differentiating the expressions for p and r gives the
accelerations in rolling and yawing and hence the
,] . i ,F ro,, q,p L L ILl L
FIGURE &--Specifications for a turn maneuver in which the constraints are given by
de. g
,p_l_Aa+Ae cos _t+_AI cos _nt; p_-, r--_ _.
moments, which will arise from two sources: the
reactions due to natural stability and the reactions
produced by the displaced controls. The reactions
arising from the motions are found by combining the
known stability derivatives with the angular velocities
p and r, obtained from the specification equations (27)
and (28). The parts of the moments necessarily
supplied by the controls are then obtained by deduct-
ing these from the total moments. In the case of the
aileron control, secondary moments in yaw result from
the application of rolling moment, which modify the
amount of rudder control displacement necessary.
CONTROL AGAINST GUSTS OR ENGINE FAILURE
'In order to deal with attempted control of a given
disturbance it is important to consider that there is
invariably a lag in the pilot's reaction in countering
the motion. In these cases it is possible to assume
that the disturbance arises instantly, or nearly so
(whether persistent or not), and that the pilot's dis-
placement of the corrective control takes place accord-
ing to the law
_=_0(1 --e -n') (29)
(see fig. 4(B)) where _0 is the assumed maximum con-
trol deflection, which occurs more or less quictdy as
--n is made large or small.
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EXAMPLES SHOWING APPLICATION OF OPERATIONAL
METHODS TO PROBLEMS OF AIRPLANE MOTION
The following examples illustrate the application of
the various methods to specific problems of airplane
motion. The airplane assumed in these calculations
is a typical 2-passenger machine having the following
characteristics:
CHARACTERISTIC8 OF TYPICAL AIRPLANE
Type: Monoplane; aspect ratio 6; rectangular, rounded
tip, Clark Y wing; dihedral angle, 1 °.
Dimensions:
Gross weight .................. 1,600 lb.
Wing span ................... 32 ft.
Wing area ................... 171 sq. ft.
mkx 2........................ 1,216 shig-ft3
mkz _........................ 1,700 slug-ft3
Stability derivatives:
Ut Ct, Lp L, EroL, N, N, U,N,(ft./arm.)
150 0.35 --5.44 l. ll --2.16 --0.207 --0.913 5.32
88.5 I 1.0 --3.23 1.88 --Lll --,301 --._ 2.04
fi6 , tl. 8 --2.46 2.51 --1.6fi --.310 --.977 1.40
Flaps down.
The calculated principal lateral-stability derivatives
of this machine given with the other characteristics
refer to motions of a set of axes fixed in the airplane
but so inclined that the X axis points in the direction
of the relative wind in straight flight at the lift coeffi-
cient specified. The axes, nevertheless, move with the
machine during the small oscillations considered and
hence depart slightly from instantaneous reference axes
fixed in the wind direction.
ILLUSTRATION OF SOLUTION WITH CONSTANT DISTURBANCE
TERM
Example I, Rolling motion produced by deflecting
ailerons at low speed:
(a) Assume the machine to be in level steady flight
at a speed of 88.5 feet per second (CL= 1.0) and that
a rolling moment corresponding to C_=0.04, with an
adverse yawing moment C_--0.01, is applied sud-
denly at the time t=0. This condition corresponds
approximately to a full deflection of ordinary ailerons
at this speed.
(b) The equations of the motion in the three degrees
of lateral freedom may be set up without including the
expressions for the lateral air force, since this force is
small and may be neglected in this case.
tions are:
dt=g_-- rUo
_tt=vL, + p Lr 4-rL, + Lo
dr T
_-t=vA ,+ pNp+ rN, + No
The terms L0 and No represent the accelerations due
to the constant control moments suddenly applied at
t=0. They are
i _ C_Sb
-- T/t_x 2
(31)
No C, qSb
The substitution of D for d/d2, and the rearrange-
ment of the equations result in
D2v -. gp + D Uor= O
--L,v+ (D--Lp)p--L,r=Lo (32)
-- N_v-- Npp + (D-- N,)r= No
Since the rolling motion is desired, the equations will
be solved for p. The algebraic solution is:
D 2
--L t
--iv
p=
D _
--i t
--Nv
0 DUo
I_ -- L,
No (D--N,)
--g DUo
(D--Lp) --Lr
--N,, (D--N,)
(33)
(30)
re(D) = 1.88D2+ 1.11D 1 (35a)
F(D)=D4+3.S9Da+4.75D2+10.33D--l.13 )
In :rder to perform the expansion of _ by Heavi-
_itd: Soth:;;: _ it_:;e:_s::t_Yo: d_tD)rl_=i0ne thv_::2tth _
which is then reduced to the form required for expan-
sion in equation (6),
p_f,(D) r ±]2(D) ar
--F_-_O_F_,,o (34)
The calculation of the various polynomials in D results
in:
[_(D ) = D _- N_D _+ UoN,D
f2(D) = L,I) 2- UoL _D
F(D) =D'-- (Lp+N_)D3+ (LpN,--L,N,+ UoN,)D 2 (35)
+ Uo( L,N,-- L, No- _oL,)D + g( L,N,-- L_N_ )
At the assumed speed of 88.5 feet per second
(CL=I.0), the constant rolling and yawing accelera-
tions are
Lo= 1.68
(36)No= -0.3ol
Using these numerical values, combined with those
given for the stability derivatives, the polynomials in
D become.
The equa- f_(D)=D3+O.663D2+2.04D
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polynomial F(D) is plotted as a function of a real vari-
able (D), two real roots of this equation are found:
Xl= --3.41 | (37)IX_= 0.104
By the use of vector diagrams (see fig. 2) and tile plot-
ting of a map of the polynomial considered as a func-
tion of a complex variable (D=x+iy), the following
root was found by interpolation:
_a=1.78 (cos 1.73+/sin 1.73) (38)
An additional complex root that is tile conjugate of ),3
is known to exist and completes the four roots of the
fourth-degree equation,
),4----1.78 (cos 1.73--i sin 1.73) (39)
The next step is to set up the integration equation
and perform the indicated operations. Since tile
applied control moments L0 and No are constants, form
(6) will be used
p j,(%  J:(D)N .[S,Co)_V V
The various terms to be substituted in this formula
are found to be:
]_,(o)L ±I2(0) _T_.
F(0) °TF_ "'°-" (Seoo.ds)
f_()`)i.,o+.f2(X)No: l.68X3 +O.54)`2 + 3.09h (41)
XF,(X) =4 k*+ 11.67X_+9.49 k2+ 10.33 k o 0 Is4
• 2 .186
.4 .166
These terms are to be calculated for the four (real and .s _0
• 8 082
complex) values of the roots. In the case of the real _.0 -o30
1.5 -.080
roots the calculation is made with'out resorting to zo ] -.no
graphical methods. For ),_=--3.41, the value
],(Xl)Zo+.[2(h,)No
- 0.484 results, (42)XlF'(Xz)
and for k2=0.104
"[_(X2)L° +'f2(X2)N_°=0.277 (43)
X2F'(X_)
It will be convenient to perform graphical calcula-
tions to determine the other parts of the solution,
corresponding to the complex terms. This result is
accomplistled by caleulating the square, cube, and
fourth power of the absolute length of X3 and by nml-
tiplying each of these values by the proper coefficients
in the polynomials](D) and F(D). By vector addition
the vahle of the first polynomial was determined as
f_(),_)L0+/2()_3)N0=3.99 (cos 5.23-_i sin 5.23) (44)
and the second
),3F'()`3) =40.6 (cos 5.60+i sin 5.60). (45)
Since the quotient of these values is to be multiplied
into e x_t for a series of values of t it will be convenient
to use the logarithm of this quotient, simply adding to
it the various values of )`_t for which the calculation is
to be made. This logarithm is
logfi (X3)Lo + f 2(X3)No ,,
_,_ : uog 3.99--1og 40.6) +i(5.23--5.60)= --2.3'2--0.3S i
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The logarithm of the result naturally occurs in the form
x+iy. Plotting this point on the paper and construct-
ing from it a line parallel to ),5, we obtain the locus of
I __fl(X3).LoW.[_.(X3)No _,,
og" X_F'(x_) e
for" various values of t (see fig. 3). The angles of
the final points are given by the ordinates of these
logarithms and the absolute lengths by the antiloga-
rithms of the abscissas. The final points are found to
lie on a logarithmie spiral whose radius deereases with
the time (time measured as angle) showing the damping
of this component of the motion• The summation
over the two conjugate roots ),3 and _,, is accomplished
without any further calculation by merely doubling
the abscissas of the points plotted above, as has been
pointed out. The values thus obtained are listed in
the following table:
Table of values obtained from graphical construction
(40)
_'_d',0,) L_+fi0,) No ex ,
h XF'_,)
(For h_ and M)
At the time t=0, e x* will be unity so that the initial
condition of zero rate of rolling should be given by the
sum of its coefficients. The summation
--0.484+0.277+0.184= --0.023
shows how nearly this condition is attained. Figure 6
shows the resultant rate of rolling and the components
of the solution corresponding to each of the four roots,
_. In addition to the rolling curve obtained by the
foregoing methods, other curves obtained by step-by-
step integrations of the same equations of motion are
given. In the calculation of these curves, steps of one-
tenth and one-twentieth second were taken, which
resulted in the differences shown.
ILLUSTRATION OF SOLUTION WITH VARIABLE DISTURBANCE
TERMS
Exainple ]I, Sideslipping during 2-control turn
maneuver:
(a) Assume the airplane to perform a specified bank-
mg maneuver by application of a variable rolling mo-
ment. If no yawing moments (from either rudder or
(46)
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ailerons) are applied, the natural stability of the air-
plane will cause it to turn in a direction appropriate to
the direction banked. Such a turn is called a "2-con-
trol turn," inasmuch as only two (ailerons and elevator)
of the three available controls are used. Since there
will not be a very perfect coordination between the
banking and yawing, some sideslip will result. It is of
interest to know the approximate amount of this
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FIGURE& -Result of sample computation comI"lred with step-by-step integrations;
example ]. Rolling motion following sudden deflection of ailerons. Typical 1,fi00-
pound airplane. Cc=I.0; Ct=0.04; C,=-001.
sideslip during such a turn in studying the practica-
bility of 2-control operation.
(b) The first step in this problem is the determination
of a suitable expression for the banking part of the
maneuver. It was considered that the pilot would
naturally conform his use of the control to the desired
motion of the airplane rather than move the control in
a predetermined way and accept whatever motion of
the machine followed. Hence it seems more logical
to specify the banking motion itself rather than to tD"
to predeternfine a law of application of rolling moInent.
The airplane is thus assumed to be constrained in
banking by the aileron control so as to follow a well-
executed bank maneuver and recovery. The usual
procedure in making a turn is to bank the machine up
to a definite angle, holding this angle steadily for a short
tinte while in the steady part of the turn, and then to
recover to level flight on the completion of the desired
angle of turn. A curve representing such a relation of
bank angle against time may be represented by a series
of only two cosine terms with a constant defining the
initial and terminal conditions of level flight, or zero
bank angle. (See fig. 7.) For a fairly sharp turn with
_his small airplane the time required will be about 6
seconds if the maximum angle of bank is 30 °. The
specification decided on is:
Bank angle, _=0.327--0.262 [cos t+_ cos 2t] (47)
which reaches a steady value of 30 °, and gives level
flight at t=0 and t=2_r seconds. The rate of rolling
is the rate of change of this angle of bank; or
d_--0 262 sin t+0.131 sin 2t (48)P= dr- "
A constraint of the machine in one of its degrees of
freedom having thus been specified, it is only necessary
to consider the equations for free motion in the remain-
ing two degrees. As before, the lateral motion will be
assumed to be independent of the longitudinal. There
remain only the sideslipping and yawing motions to
be considered. Their equations are:
dv
_t=g_--rUo
(49)
d_t= vN, + p Np -4-rN_
Although the equations contain the rate of rolling and
the angle of bank, these are to be considered as known
._ /, 30"
_ ._ i / ",
_: ]-/me,$econds
FIGURE 7. Result of computation; example II, Sideslip during a 2-control turn
maneuver.
from equations (29) and (30) and are, in fact, to be
used as the disturbance terms. Calling
1%=_°'P (50)
N0=p_
and rearranging the equations as in the other problems:
l)_+r= 1o
(5U
-- _ _ N_ ,_-[-+ (D- N,) r=ho
_0
or
where
THE CALCULATION OF DISTURBED MOTIONS OF AN AIRPLANE
_olving algebraically for v/U0:
Y0 1
No (D-- Nr)
Y
D 1
T 7"
--/_'oA _ (D--N_)
v J,(D)yo+J2(D)N ° (52a)
.f_ (D) : D-- N,
.f: (D) : -- 1 (53)
F(D) = D2-- N,D+ UoNv
If the airplane is to maintain its altitude while
turning, the speed must be adjusted to give a higher
lift than that at an equal lift coefficient in level flight.
At an assumed lift coefficient of 1 the speed necessary
to maintain altitude while turning at 30 ° bank is
found to be 95 feet per second. Actually, if this
speed is held throughout the specified maneuver, the
longitudinal path will he accelerated somewhat; this
condition will be neglected in the present problem.
The necessary stability derivatives calculated for the
new condition are:
N_: --0.712
UoN_:2.40 (54)
Np= --0.323
The "disturbance effects" Yo and No are (see equations
(46), (47), and (49))
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Yo=0.111--0.0888 cos t--0.0222 cos 2t
(55)
No ..... 0.0846 sin t --0.0423 sin 2t
and, finally,
v r f,(D) 0 nS_J'(D)
_0 =°11 F_- •..... _(D) cos t
--o 022 oft(D) cos 2t--0 0846 J2(1))
.... F_ . _ sin t (56)
0 042'J2 (D)
-- " oF_ sin 2t
For tlie expansion of these terms in the integration
equations (6), (8), and (9), it is necessary to know the
roots of F(D)=O. These arc
N, ± 4N; _- 4 lioN,
2
X:--0.356 =L 1.51i
(57)
Since both these roots are complex, the operations
indicated in the integration equations were performed
graphically in the manner previously shown.
The results of these calculations are shown in figure 7.
The fact that the error in meeting the zero sideslip
condition at the start of the maneuver was very small
(even though the graphical construction of several
terms was required) gives an indication of the accuracy
of the calculation.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., February 19, 1936.

APPENDIX
EVALUATION OF ELEMENTARY OPERATORS
A simple differential equation may be used to illus-
trate briefly Heaviside's method of evaluating more
elementary operational forms. Consider the case of an
airplane executing pure rolling motion under the
influence of a suddenly applied rolling moment of
magnitude mkx_Lo, which produces the impulsive accel-
eration L,) in roll. The equation of motion may be
written:
dP-t=PLp + Lo (58)
in which both p and L0 are supposed to have the value
zero at the time t--0.
The solution of this equation as ordinarily found will
consist of two parts, one of which is a solution of
t--pLp =O (59)
the "complementary equation." In effect, Heaviside
wrote both equations, (58) and (59), as one by intro-
ducing a discontinuous function of t into (58). Thus
(substituting tile usual D)
Dp--L,p= 1 (t)Lo (601
where the symbol 1 (t) is termed tile "unit function,"
and is supposed to have tile value zero until the time
t=0 and to take tim value 1 thereafter. The algebraic
solution of (60) is then written
1
p = D_--=-L] (t) L0 (60a)
and it is required to evahlate the form
1
D_L1 (t)
The procedure is to expand the fraction by the bi-
nomial theorem in ascending powers of L,, thus,
(D--Lp)-_=D-_÷D-2Lp+D-aLp=q - . . . -[-etc. (61)
Since
D-' 1 (t) = f 1 (t)dt = 1 (t) t
(62)
D-21 (t) = ffl (t)dtdt = 1 (t) ; etc.,
performing the indicated integrations results in
(O--Lr)-ll(t)=l(l)(t-k,_f.-l-LPF LTt a.3i --t- " ' . + etc.) (63)
If this series is multiplied throughout by Lp it becomes
identically tlle series for eC¢ except for the term 1,
that is
[Lv(D--Lp)-_-k 111 (t) = 1 (t)eL; (64)
or
(D--L,)-'I (t)= l_tg(eLo'-- 1) (65)
The final solution of the original equation (1) follows as
p= 1 (t)_feZ. '- 1) (66)
Such forms as the left side of equation (60), involving
the symbol D, are termed "operators." Equations
(6) to (9) of the text are to be considered as evaluations
of the more complex operators J(D)/F(D) along the
above-indicated lines. The evaluation of a number
of such forms is given in reference 5.
Equation (6) of the text is a shorthand method of
arriving at the foregoing solution. For the present
problem this formula is:
p_/(v)
- Oi J (67)
and the various terms are:
f(O) =
F(D) =D--L,
J(o) = i
F(0) = --L, (6S)
J(X) = 1
F'(X)-- 1
The substitution of these terms in (67) results in
p = i (t)L°(eL, '- 1) (69)
as before.
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EFFECT OF NOZZLE DESIGN ON FUEL SPRAY AND FLAME FORMATION IN A HIGH-
SPEED COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE
By A. M. I{OTHROCK and C. D. _,VALI)RON
SUMMARY
Fuel was injected from different types of injection
nozzles into the combustion chamber of the N. A. C. A.
combustion apparatus, operated as a compression-
ignition engine; high-speed motioT_ pictures were taken at
the rate of 2,200frames per second of the fuel sprays and
the combustion. Single-orifice nozzles of 0.008-, 0.020-,
and O.O40-inch diameter, and multiorifice nozzles having
2, 6, and 16 orifices were tested. Nozzles having im-
pinging jets and slit orifices were also included. The
photographs indicate that the rate of vapor diffusion .from
the spray is comparatively slow and that this slow rate o/
diffusion .for combustion chambers with little or no air
flow prevents the compression-ignition engine, with the
present methods of fuel injection, from giving the high
performance inherent in. the high compression ratios.
The sprays from multiorifice nozzles destroyed the air
movement to a greater extent than. did those from single-
orifice nozzles. It is concluded that high performance
cannot be realized until the methods of distributing the
.fuel are improved by means of the injection-nozzle design,
airflow, or both.
INTRODUCTION
In the high-speed compression-ignition engine the
most difficult problem to solve is that of obtaining an
intimate mixture of the fuel and the air so that the fuel
may be burned both completely and efficiently. As
yet no method has been devised to obtain a mixture
that will completely utilize both the air and the fuel in
the combustion chamber. Compression-ignition en-
gines are therefore operated with an excess of air in
order to obtain the low fuel consumption inherent in
the high compression ratios.
Methods of mixing the fuel and air correctly are
based on bringing the fuel to the air, on bringing the
air to the fuel, or on both. During the past few years
the N. A. C. A. has been conducting an extensive in-
vestigation of the effects of nozzle design on the general
characteristics of fuel sprays for compression-ignition
engines to learn to what extent the injection nozzle can
be utilized in bringing the fuel to the air in the com-
bustion ctmmber. Engine tests have been reported in
references 1 and 2, experiments on the distribution in
the fuel sprays in references 3, 4, and 5, and experiments
on fuel-sl)ray disintegration in referenee 6. In a more
recent series of tests, the results of which will be later
published, Lee has deternfine(t qualitatively the com-
parative distribution of the fuel from nozzles identical
with or similar to those described in reference 5.
When the distribution of the fuel in the liquid stage
has been determined, the next step is to determine
the additional distribution caused by the diffusion of
the fuel vapors. In order to make this determination
it is necessary to conduct tests with the engine or
with some special apparatus that reproduces very
closely the engine conditions. Such tests, reported
herein, have been conducted _'ith the N. A. C. A.
combustion apparatus (reference 7). By means of
this apparatus high-speed motion pictures were taken
of the fuel spray and flame formation in a single-
cylinder test engine operating under load as a com-
pression-ignition engine for a single cycle. These
tests, in addition to forming a part of the general
research on injection-nozzle design, also form a part
of the general research on combustion being conducted
by the Committee (references 8 and 9).
APPARATUS AND METHODS
The N. A. C. A. combustion apparatus (fig. 1) in
its present form has been described in reference 9.
The single-cylinder test engine is brought to speed by
an electric motor. _Vhen the desired conditions are
reached, a clutch is engaged and a camshaft makes a
single revolution at one-half engine speed. This revo-
lution of the camstmft causes a single charge of fuel
to be injected into the combustion chamber of the
engine. The compression-release valve is open for
all engine revolutions except the one during which
the injection of the fuel takes place. The following con-
ditions were maintained constant during the tests:
Engine bore ................. inches__ 5
Engine stroke ....................... (to 7
Height of inlet ports .................. do _ 0. 5
Engine speed ......... revolutions per minute. 1, 500
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Compression ratio (based on 6.5-inch stroke)-
With windows in both sides ................... 13. 2
Witb indicator in one side ............. 13. 9
Engine-coolant temperature ou.tgoing ........... ° F__ 150
Air-fuel ratio (see table I) ................... 17
Start of injection .......... crankshaft degrees B. T. C__ 15
The different nozzles tested are shown in figure 2.
Data on the atomization, penetration, and general
appearance of the sprays from these or similar nozzles
have been given in references 3, 4, and 5. The injec-
indicator was again installed and two more indicator
cards were taken as a check. Finally, the injection valve
was removed and the fuel quantity again weighed.
Because the injection valve was disassembled so fre-
quently, it was impossible to hold the fuel quantity
within the close limits maintained in the tests of air-
fuel ratio reported in reference 9. Table I lists the vari-
ous fuel quantities together with the actual deviation
in weights and the estimated air-fuel ratios:
K
A, cam.
B, clutch.
C, eomprassion-relea_ valve.
D, cooling coil
E, exhaust.
F, fuel-injoction va]re.
G, fuel reservoir.
H, fuel tank. O, phase-changing gears, 2:1 reduction. V, to spark coil.
I, heating coil. P, primary pump. W, to valve Z.
J, high-prossure reservoir. Q, spark gap. X, "calve.
K, high-speod camera. R, thermometer. Y, valve.
L, inlet-air ports. S, timing-spark switch. Z. valve.
M, lamp and reflector. T, to hand pump A*, waste.
N, 0.020-inch orifice. U, to injection pump.
FIGURE l.--Diagrammatic sketch of tile N. A. C, A. combustion apparatus.
]ion-valve opening pressure was adjusted to maintain
as nearly as possible a constant injection pressure for
all nozzles at the desired air-fuel ratio of approxi-
mately 17. In some cases the injection pressure
varied appreciably from the mean. (See table 1.)
Although both the injection-valve opening pressure
and the injection pressure varied, previous results
obtained by the Comnfittec (references 3 to 6) have
shown that these variations do not affect the validity
of the results.
Tile diesel fuel used in these tests was the same as
tbat described in reference 9. For each of these tests
the fuel-injection system was calibrated to determine the
injection pressure necessary to obtain the desired fuel
quantity. The injection valve was put blto tim engine
and two indicator cards were taken. The indicator was
removed, the glass windows were inserted in both sides
of the cylinder head, and two series of nlotion pictures
of the spray and combustion flame were taken. The
TABLE i
NOZZLE AND FUEL-INJECTION DATA
Fuel Limits
Nozzle ', weight
' (]'ounds) (Pound)
i
Single 0.008-inch ._ 12 _}X10-4 i ±0.15X10 -t
SingleflA)2(I-inch Ii 2_7 4-.37
Sit_gle (l._]40-inch ._ i 2 97 _. 18
2-orifice ...... I 2 93 _. 20
6 orifice .... 2. 95 :i- l0
16-orili(_ _ _ 2. 95 i 3l
,_Iit-nrifleo ........ 2 95 4-. 22
Multiorifice-slit . I '2 97 4-. 18
2-impinging-jets 3.0_ ±. t5
4-i npinging-iets --i 3.02 ±. 26
Earl-
Injection [ matod
pressure air-
(Ib./sq, in.) fuel
.... 1 rail°_ '-
4,200 16.9
5,954) 17.6
3,900 17.0
6,0_1 I7.2
6,000 17 1
5, [YJ0 17. ]
5, 750 17. 1
5,500 17.0
._,soo ]6.7 i_-_,_
5. 2.'_ 16.7 28._;
Total dis-
charge-
orifice area
(sq n )
8.50X I0-*
3.14
12.,_
9.83
41 411
The indicator c11r(ls obtained in these tests were not
sufficiently accurate to determine either the brake mean
effective pressure developed during the power cycle or
to obtain the specific fuel consumption. For tiffs reason
See reference 9
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the nozzles were also tested in the N. A. C. A. single- A comparison of the indicator cards shown in figure
cylinder test engine using the combustion chamber 4 indicates that the 6-orifice nozzle and the multi-
described in reference 2. This combustion chamber is orifice-slit nozzle gave the best performance and that
similar to that used in the N. A. C. A. combustion the 2-orifice nozzle was next. In a comparison of
apparatus for the present tests. Nozzle K--4, described
in reference 2, instead of the 6-orifice nozzle shown in
figure 2, was used in the engine tests because of the
differences in the combustion-chamber shapes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A composite of all the spray and flame photographs
is shown as figure 3.1 The rate at which the motion
pictures were taken varied from 2,100 to 2,400 frames
a second; hence, the timing sparks at 90 crankshaft
degrees after top center are not in line. The time scale
represents an average of all the runs.
Composites of the indicator cards obtained on tile
comt)ustion apparatus with the different fuel-injection
nozzles are shown as figure 4. The indicator cards
show vibrations of the indicator diagram caused by
the rate of pressure rise in the combustion chamber
These vibrations are not sufficiently intense to pro-
hibit the use of the cards as an indication of the course
of the combustion.
The analysis of the data presented in the report is
chiefly based on the spray and flame photographs;
consideration is also given to the data that were ob-
tained with the test engine and are presented in table
II. In table II the data are presented for the condi-
tions of constant maximum cylinder pressure and of
constant injection advance angle. Under either oper-
ating condition, the 6-orifice nozzle gave the best
performance, and the 2-orifice nozzle the next best.
The single 0.008-inch orifice was not tested on the
engine because of its extremely long injection period.
The other nozzles followed in fairly close order witl]
some variation depending on whether the maximum
cylinder pressure or the injection advanc e angle was
kept constant.
TABLE II
ENGINE-PERFORMANCE TEST DATA
Constant maximum
cYlinder pressure, 800 Constant i njection ad vance angle,
pounds per square 12crankshaft degrees B. T. C.
inch
Nozzle
[ B.m. B.f.e. B.m. , B. f.c. +>, .
e.p. Air-fuel e p. Air-fuel(lb./sq. (Ib./hp.hr.) ratio (]b./sq. (lb./hp. ress
in.) ...... in.) hr.) ratio _n/:s)(
Single 0 020-inch . ! 84.8 0. 654 17.0 66. 0 0. 823 17.3 545
Single 0.0,tO-inch 79. {I .692 17. 2 71.0 .790 ifi. 8 6(,KI
2-or Ice ........ 91.3 .590 17,4 89.0 .628 16.8 745
6-[)rilice ........... i 115.0 .472 17,2 115.0 .472 172 800
16-orifice .......... I 90.9 .618 17.11 77.4 .72_1 169 650
Slit-orifice._ I _,5 8 .fil8 17.7 75.3 .716 1L4 645
M.ltioriflee-slit . _7.7 .620 IL I 77.5 .716 16.9 675
2-illlpillging-jels . _3, 4 .690 16, 2 62. 0 .8!18 16.8 ! 550
4 mp ng ng-iet s _.. $3. 4 .640 17. 5 I 70. 0 .784 17.1 585
I These results have also been prepared as a technical motion picture film (I00
ft. 16 ram) entitled "Elh!ct_ of Nozzle Design on Combustion ill a Compression-
Ignition Engine," by A. M. Rothr_ck, E. (' Iluckley, and C. D. Waldron.
Technical Film No. f;,, N. A. (!. A., 1935. This film may be obtained on loan
frlHlt tile Committee.
.o26r Okz"
.040" Die.-"
Single_lriflce nozzles
/2_ o
One of fwo J
s/de p/one._ ....... _-----Cenfer p/one
.oo7"o_' _ '_ °° 7"o,o
.020" Old.""/2_*
Multioriflce nozzles.
_008
., , . _.
__12/eo :o08" sl,t
Slil,-orilicem)zzles.
...,..,,,_ ._, ,_,,-,,_, _, _,_
"7"_+_'4." -7__ omr/ces
Impinging-jets nozzles.
FIGURE 2.--Nozzles tested.
_hese results with those given in table II, allowance
must be made for the differences in the coinbustion
chambers and also in the air flow in the chambers.
In a previous report (reference 8) the form of com-
bustion chamber used in these tests has been termed a
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"quiescent" chamber. Subsequent tests (reference 9)
have shown that air flow does e.xist in the combustion
chamber, probably induced as the air enters the engine
cylinder through the intake ports. Tests, the results
of which are at present unpublished, show that this air
movement consists of a vortex in the combustion
chamber. A schlieren photograph of this vortex in
the combustion chamber is shown in figure 5. The
vortex appeared most intense in the left-hand side of
the chamber and successive frames of the motion
picture showed that it rotated in a counterclockwise
direction and moved in the plane of the combustion
chamber. As shown in figure 3 of reference 8, the
inducted air entered the cylinder at a high pressure
difference resulting in a high initial velocity. For
this reason the air flow is comparable with that obtained
in a higlfly supercharged engine.
Because the vortex itself, as well as the air within
the vortex, is in motion, the fuel sprays may be bent
first in one direction and then another. These spray
carried from the spray to the lower left-hand quarter
of the combustion chamber, the flame being first photo-
graphed at about 4 ° after top center. The indicator
card shows that the pressure rise caused by the com-
bustion started at about 2 ° before top center. Figure
3 shows no flame at top center. The difference in the
start of combustion is within the accuracy of the results.
The flame then surrounds the spray in the portion of
the chamber away from the nozzle and spreads more
or less symmetrically to both sides. In the successive
frames the visible portion of the flame grows smaller
as the flame is apparently drawn down into the dis-
placement volume of the engine. Beyond 30 ° after
top center the flame is no longer visible although the
fuel continues to be sprayed from the injection nozzle.
In no case did the flame reach the top of the chamber
at the injection nozzle. With the 0.008-inch orifice
nozzle the actual discharge pressure at the orifice was
probably considerably in excess of the 4,200 pounds per
square inch in the injection reservoir (reference 10).
FmURE 5.- Schiieren photograph of the air vortex in the combustion chamber. The air in the vortex is apparently rotating in a counterclockwise direction, and the vortex
itself is rotating around the chamber in a counterclockwise direction.
movements are more visible in the enlargements of
the fuel-spray development and of the first part of
the burning, shown in figures 6 to 9. Since the pur-
pose of tkis report is to discuss the effects of the nozzle
design and not of the air movement, the effects of the
air movement will he treated only incidentally.
Single-orifice nozzles (figs. 3, 4, and 6).--The most
important fact to be learned from the photographs of
the sprays and ttame from the single-orifice nozzles is
that the rate of vapor diffusion from the fuel spray is
comparatively slow although it can be assisted to some
extent by the nozzle design. With tim single 0.008-inch
orifice, the injection of the fuel lasted from 15 ° before
top center to about 180 ° after top center. Such an
injection period is, of course, entirely impracticable
from considerations of engine operation, but it was used
in the present series of tests to obtain additional infor-
mation on spray diffusion. The spray traverses the
combustion chamber comparatively slowly. The fuel
that does vaporize and form a combtzstible ntixture is
The high velocity and the small orifice both tended to
lessen the mean drop diameter of the atomized fuel
(reference 4). The fineness of the atomization in turn
assisted the vaporization. Because of the slow nmss
rate of fuel discharge, however, the actual rate of vapor
formation was probably low. This low rate of vapori-
zation accompanied by the low rate of vapor diffusion
(reference 9) resulted not only in a low rate of burning
but also in limiting the flame to a small portion of the
combustion chamber.
Holfelder (reference 11), using an apparatus some-
what similar to that described in the present report,
has shown that when the combustion air is quiescent
the burning starts close to the core of the fuel spray
from a single-orifice nozzle and does not travel far from
the volume included in the spray envelope.
When the orifice diameter was increased to 0.020 inch,
the linear rate of fuel discharge was decreased (refer-
ence 10) but the mass rate and also the mean drop
diameter (reference 4) were increased. The increased
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mass rate of disctlarge more than compensated for the
decreased atomization so that the rate of formation of
a combustible mixture and its diffusion were increased.
Consequently the flame spread to a greater area than
it did with the smaller orifice. As the piston proceeded
on its downward stroke, the flame did not disappear
from view as it (lid when the 0.008-inch orifice nozzle
was used but tended to remain in the visible portion of
the combustion chamber. The ptlotographs show
clearly that tile incandescent gases can remain in the
combustion chamber without diffusing through the
unburned portion of the gases. The results emphasize
the slow rate of diffusion of the gases in the combustion
chamber.
When the discharge-orifice diameter was increased
to 0.040 inch, the area covered by the flame _vas still
further increased although it did not fill the visible
portion of the combustion chamber. The flame first
appeared in the upper left-hand portion of the chamber.
The comparison of the three series of photographs
shows that, as the orifice diameter was increased, th.e
first appearance of flame traveled from the bottom of
the combustion chamber toward the top, always
remaining on the leeward side of the spray. Exami-
nation of check runs made under the same or similar
conditions showed that this tendency was definite.
It is probable that, as the orifice diameter was increased,
the velocity at the nozzle decreased and consequently
the moving air was more able to deflect the spray en-
velope from its original path, thus forming a combus-
tible mixture in the upper part of the chamber.
The indicator cards and the flame photographs both
show that the ignition lag decreased as the orifice
diameter was increased. This decrease is apparently
caused by the earlier formation of a combustible mix-
ture. The indicator cards show a large change in
pressures as the orifice diameter is increased from
0.008 to 0.020 inch and a smaller change as the diameter
is further increased to 0.040 inch. The cards also
indicate that with the 0.040-inch orifice the amount
of combustible mixture formed is the greatest, although
the rate of pressure rise indicates that the rate of
formation of the mixture is about the same as with the
0.(}20-inch orifice.
Multiorifiee nozzles. -The results obtained with the
multiorifice nozzles are shown in figures 3, 4, and 7.
In each case the combustion reached a higher maximum
pressure than with the single-orifice nozzles and was
apparently more efficient. With the 2-orifice nozzle
the flame covered a slightly greater area than with
the single 0.040-inch orifice and the flame did not
reach the upper portion of the chamber except close
to the nozzle. When (he number of orifices was in-
creased to six, nearly all the combustion chamber was
reached by flame; the air flow had no apparent effect
on the spread of the flame other than at the start.
The fuel distribution was improved over that ob-
tained with the single- or 2-orifice nozzles since it
had to traverse only half the distance between each
of the six sprays.
The results with the 16-orifice nozzle were disap-
pointing as regards the resulting combustion. When
so many orifices were provided, it was necessary to
have a large over-all discharge area, 2.11 times that
of the 6-orifice nozzle. The injection pressure was
therefore still further decreased so that a point was
reached at which the penetration was also decreased
(reference 12) and the proportional distribution be-
tween the orifices was destroyed. Had the over-all
area of the discharge nozzles been maintained constant,
the penetration with the 16-orifice nozzle would still
have been decreased because of the smallness of the
orifices.
Tim first appearance of flame with the multiorifice
nozzles was close to the fuel sprays, indicating that the
multiorifice nozzles had an appreciable effect in de-
stroying the air movement in the combustion chamber.
The indicator cards for the multiorifice nozzles show
that the 6-orifice nozzle gave the highest maximum
cylinder pressure. The expansion line for the 16-
orifice nozzle crosses that for the 6-orifice nozzle.
This pressure difference is, however, within the pre-
cision of the cards. The spread and duration of the
flame with the 6-orifice nozzle indicate, as do the data
of table II, that the maximum engine output was
obtained with the 6-orifice nozzle. The results pre-
sented in figure 7 show why in many cases a nozzle
that gives a spray which appears to be particularly
good from design considerations may turn out to be
inferior. When the over-all area of the nozzle becomes
too great for the injection system as a whole, the
spray penetration is decreased to such an extent that
the decrease in the fuel dispersion results in a decrease
in engine performance. The limitations of the injec-
tion pump may be such ttmt the nozzle design most
advantageous to the combustion chamber cannot be
used.
High-distribution nozzles (figs. 3, 4, 8, and 9).--
Nozzles giving uniformly distributed fuel sprays have
been the subject of numerous tests. Most compression-
ignition engines, however, employ either a multiorifice
nozzle or a pintle nozzle. Although high-distribution
nozzles present particularly interesting characteristics,
they have not, in general, given satisfactory engine per-
formance. The results shown in the photographs
indicate that the trouble has been caused by an
incorrect combination of combustiml-chamt)er design,
air flow, and nozzle design.
The slit nozzle shows distribution characteristics
that are particularly interesting. The spray penetra-
tion is low so that probably t_fis nozzle can be used
beneficially only with air flow. When the slit is corn-
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bined with tile multiorifice nozzle, the flow tkrough
thb nozzle may be considerably different from tilat of
either nozzle used separately. The photographs in
figure 8 show that the slit gave an" apparently symmetri-
cal spray; the combination of the slit and nmltiorifice
destroyed tiffs symmetry. In neither case did the
flame fill the combustion chamber, showing that,
although the distribution witlfin the spray Inay have
been uniform, the fuel was too localized, resulting iu
an overrich mixture in the spray.
The 2-impinging-iets nozzle showed results some-
what similar to the slit nozzle. The 4-impinging-jets
nozzle showed _ spray of low penetrating ability,
compared with a single-orifice nozzle, but one in which
the core was of larger diameter and therefore of lower
density. The indicator cards show that the rate of
burning with this nozzle was comparatively slow,
indicating a slow rate of diffusion of the fuel vapors
into the unused air. For best results the low spray
penetration must he assisted by air ttow. The photo-
graphs show that the spray was more affected by the
air movement in the chamber than was the case with
the single-orifice nozzles.
In the construction of a high dispersion nozzle it is
sometimes difficult to obtain a symmetrical spray. It
Ican often be obtained only by trial and error, in which
case considerable time can be saved by injecting the
spray against some substance such as nmdeling ('lay
(reference 3) in order to study the spray symmetry.
Comparison of all the nozzles.--By the comparison
of all the nozzles, it is apparent that the distribution of
the fuel relative to the combustion chamber can be
regulated to a large extent by the design of the fuel-
injection nozzle. This conclusion is not new in itself,
but the extent to which the flame spread can be con-
trolled by nozzle design, however, has not been known
heretofore, and by the flame spread the diffusion of _he
fuel vapors is indicated. The results emphasize the
fact that the n]te of diffusion of the fuel vapor as well
as of the fuel spnty is a comparatively slow process and
must be assisted by some other means if the combus-
tion with little or no excess air is to be efficient. The
indicator cards show that in some cases the difference
in cylinder pressures is not so much as flame photo-
graphs might indicate, showing that the extent of flame
spread is not the only criterion of the extent of com-
bustion. From this fact it must be concluded that the
extent of combustion within the flame area and also
the rate must vary considerably. The tests emphasize
again, as was brought out in reference 9, that in tim
high-speed c,)mpression-ignition engine the maximum
performance of tim engines is at present limited by the
rate of diffusion of the fuel vapors and that, if the
power and the economy are to be those inherent in the
high compression ratio of the compression-ignition en-
gine, the diffusion of the fuel by tim injection nozzle
and tlw air flow must be improved.
EFFECT OF NOZZLE ON COMBUSTION
The results for all the nozzles show that in a nearly
quiescent combustion chamber the best distribution of
the fuel spray is obtained with a nozzle containing
several plain round orifices. These results are in ac-
cordance with tllose already reported in references 1
and 2. In this type of chamber, good penetration of
the fuel, which is very important, is best obtained by
dense sprays from single round-hole orifices. It is
possible that with extremely high injection pressures
e. g., in excess of 15,000 polmds a square inch, the
high-dispersion nozzle migllt prove superior to the
multiorifice nozzle.
CONCLUSIONS
Tile following conclusions are presented:
1. The rate of diffusion of the fuel vapors is too slow
to provide satisfactory mixing of the fuel with the air
in tile combustion chamber.
2. The rate of fuel-spray distribution and the rate of
fuel-vapor diffusion with respect to the combustion
chamber and not the rate or fineness of fuel atomiza-
tion, the rate of fuel vaporization, nor the rate of fuel
injection are the chief obstacles to be overcome in the
development of the high-speed compression-ignition
engine.
3. The lligh performance inherent in the high com-
pression ratio of the compression-_gnition engine cannot
be realized until a better method of distributing the
fuel is obtained by improving the injection nozzle
design, by the use of air flow, or by both.
4. Fuel sprays from a multiorifice nozzle destroy the
air movelnent in a combustion chamber to a greater
extent than do the sprays from single-orifice or high-
dispersion nozzles.
LANGLEY )¢IEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., M_trch 19, 1936.
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AIR FLOW IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER NEAR A PLATE
By HUOH L. DRYDEN
SUMMARY
The published data on the distribution o.f speed near a
thin fiat plate with sharp leading edge placed parallel to
the flow (skin .friction plate) are reviewed and the results
o.f some additional measurements are described. These
experiments were carried out at the National Bureau o.f
Standards with the cooperation and financial assistance
of the National Advisory Committee .for Aeronautics .for
the purpose oj studying the basic phenomena o.f boundary-
layer flow under simple conditions.
When the distribution of mean speed is measured in a
stream without pressure gradient, it is found that the flow
.for some distance .from the leadir, g edge corresponds to
that derived theoretically by Blasius.from Prandtl's equa-
tions.for laminar flow. At a definite value o] the Reyn-
olds Number.formed.from the distance to the leading edge
and the speed o.f the stream at a considerable distance.from
the plate, the flow departs.from the Blasius distribution
and after a long transition region has the characteristics
off .fully developed turbulent flow, hereinafter designated
"eddying flow." The Reynolds NumSer at which transi-
tion occurs is a Junction o.I the initial turbulence _ the air
stream, decreasing as the turbulence is increased.
Small pressure gradients in the air stream greatly
change the critical Reynolds Number.for a given turbu-
lence.
From measurements o.f the amplitude o.t the u-fluctuation
oJ speed it was .found that the laminar region e.rhibits
comparatirely large.fluctuations induced by the turbulence
o.f the general flaw. The laminar and eddying regions
cannot be distinguished on the basis o.f the magnitude q 
the speed fluctuation, but the pri_cipal fluctuations in the
eddying region are o.f higher frequency than those occurring
in the laminar region.
INTRODUCTION
It is becoming increasingly evident that the solution
of problems of great importance to aircraft designers.
especially the influence of Reynolds Number or scale
effect and the influence of initial turbulence, demands a
more complete knowledge of the flow near surfaces,
that is, in boundary layers. Even in the simple case
of boundary-layer flow near a skin-friction plate, i. c.,
a thin flat plate of great length and width placed
parallel to the flow, our knowledge is far from complete.
Studies of this simplified case are much needed to dis-
cover the basic laws of boundary-layer flow and thereby
to prepare the way for a better understanding of the
flow mechanism in the many cases of interest to the
designer.
The concept of the boundary layer and the equations
describing the laminar flow within it wcre announced by
Prandtl in 1904 (reference 1). Four years later Blasius
(reference 2) gave the solution of these equations for the
skin-friction plate. A general acceptance of the bound-
ary-layer concept was delayed for 20 years until experi-
mental technique advanced to the point where the inner
structure of the boundary layer could be explored in
detail. The pioneer measurements were made by
Burgers and his assistant, van der Hegge Zijnen, at
Delft in 1924 (reference 3) with the aid of a hot-wire
anemometer. Further measurements with pitot tubes
wcre made a few years later by Hansen (reference 4)
and by t_lihs (reference 5) at Aachen. Later develop-
ments have shown that the comparatively good agree-
ment between the results at Delft and Aachen was
somewh.tt fortuitous. It seemed worth while to make
some further measurements in an air stream of consid-
erably smaller turbulence and, in view of the develop-
ment of equipment for measuring the velocity fluctua-
tions parallel to the mean direction of flow, to study
the fluctuations as well as the mean speed.
The primary interest in this work is in the field of
flow (distribution of speed in the vicinity of the plate),
and not in the skin friction itself, which is more easily
studied by forcc measurements. Th. yon K_rmhn has
recently (reference 6) given a review of the data on
skin friction.
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PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The essential features of the flow in the boundary
layer of a skin-friction plate may be described by a
consideration of the measurements of Burgers and van
der Hegge Zijnen (reference 3). The results are pre-
sented in the dissertation of van der Hegge Zijne'n in
the form of numerous tables and curves giving the
observed speeds at several hundred points, whose x and
y coordinates with respect to the leading edge of the
plate are tabulated, for five speeds of the approaching
air stream. The original dissertation should be con-
suited for detailed results. Only. the general features
can be discussed here.
Dimensional analysis enables one to devise a method
of representation that _ves a general view of the hun-
dreds of measurements. The speed u at any point
(x, y) at distance x from the leading edge and at dis-
tance y from the plate is a function of the speed U0
of the approaching air stream, of the density p and
the viscosity u of the air, and of x and y. By the
principles of dimensional analysis
u _(UozUoy'_
U0=j\ ; , _ / (1)
where _ is the kinematic viscosity _/p. The independent
variables may be considered as x-Reynolds Number
and y-Reynolds Number, since a nondimensional
product obtained by multiplying U0 by a linear dimen-
p
sion is ordinarily called a "Reynolds Number." If
the foregoing factors are the only ones determining the
flow, the flow can be pictured by a three-dimensional
model or, more conveniently, by a contour diagram of
the three-dimensional model. This representation is
entirely independent of any theory of the flow and its
validity rests only on the completeness of the list of
controlling quanbities.
A contour diagram of this type for the measurements
of van der tIegge Zijnen is given in figure 1. The
contours are for values of u/Uo in steps of 0.1, the corre-
sponding x and y being found by interpolation in the
original tables. For convenience, the scale of y-Reynolds
Number has been magnified 200 times. If one wishes to
think in terms of x and y, the numbers along the abscis-
sas represent for an air speed of 200 feet per second dis-
tances in inches, while each square along the ordinates
represents one one-thousandth of an inch. Or for an
air speed of 20 feet per second, the numbers along the
abscissas are tens of inches and each square along the
ordinates is one one-hundredth of an inch.
The diagram contains data for five speeds and, in
general, the results are very consistent. The deviations
correspond to about 0.02 in u/Uu or 0.005 inch on the
average in y. When examined on a large scale there
are certain systematic differences between the results at
different speeds, which are to be ascribed to the in-
fluence of a slight pressure gradient in the air stream in
which the measurements were made.
Near the leading edge the contour lines are approxi-
mately parabolic in shape and correspond approxi-
mately to the theoretical result of Blasius for laminar
flow (cf. theoretical treatment). For this reason, the
flow in this part of the field is labeled "laminar."
At an x-Reynolds Number of about 300,000, the
contours for small values of u/Uo approach the axis of
abscissas, indicating an increasing speed along the plate
while the contours for large values bend away from the
axis, indicating a rapid thickening of the layer. The
process continues over the range from 300,000 to
about 500,000, a region usually designated as the
"transition" region.
There follows a different type of speed distribution
which resembles very closely that found in eddying
(fully developed turbulent) flow in pipes. In the part
marked "eddying layer," there is at any x-Reynolds
Number, a logarithmic relation between u and the
y-Reynolds Number, often approximated by a power
law. The relations are different near the wall, a region
commonly termed the "laminar sublayer" because the
distribution resembles that in the laminar layer. It
should be noted that the laminar sublayer accounts for
only a small part of the thickness of the layer but for
two-thirds of the fall in speed.
u
The contour for_f=l is not shown, for the reason
that u approaches Uo asymptotically. Various un-
ambiguous procedures can be used to define the "thick-
ness" of the layer of fluid affected by tbe presence of
the plate. We may perhaps think of the distribution
as approximated by some specific mathematical ex-
pression, and the thickness _ as the value of y which,
substitute3 in that expression, gives u= U0. Or _ may
be taken as the value of y, for which u=0.99 U0 or
0.995 U0 or some other convenient value. The "dis-
placement thickness" _* defined as 1-- dy is
o
often the most convenient measure of the thickness.
Burgers and van der Heggo Zijnen made another
significant observation, namely, that the presence of
strong fluctuations in the flow of air approaching the
plate moved the transition to an x-Reynolds Number
of about 85,000. The fluctuations were produced by
a square-mesh wire screen immediately ahead of the
plate, the wire diameter being 0.08 cm and the mesh
being 0.4 cm.
In air streams, especially those produced by artificial
means in wind tunnels, the motion is never absolutely
steady, and there are always present small ripples or
fluctuations that usually do not exceed a few percent
of the average speed. It is difficult to believe that the
presence of these fluctuations, usually of frequencies
of the order of 20 to perhaps 1,000 per second, could
play any part in determining the nature of the flow
around an object placed in the stream. Yet it has
been experimentally found that these fluctuations
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exert a comparatively large influence in many cases.
The basic effect in all these cases is believed to be the
effect on the transition from laminar to eddying flow
in the boundary layer.
No method by which the initial turbulence could be
numerically evaluated was known in 1924 and the
methods are still in process of development. No com-
pletely satisfactory method can be developed until a
satisfactory theory of the effect of turbulence is avail-
able. It is now possible to measure directly (reference
7) the mean fluctuation of the speed at any point
with time by means of a hot-wire anemometer, with a
wire of small diameter, an amp]i_tier, an electrical net-
work to compensate for the lag of the wire, and an
alternating current milliammeter. The speed fluctua-
tion is converted into an alternating electric current
whose intensity is measured. The turbulence may
then be defined as the ratio of the average fluctuation
to the mean speed and is usually expressed as a per-
centage. Such a method was used in the experiments
described in this paper.
Because of certain small discrepancies between the
experimental results of van der Hegge Zijnen in the
region of laminar flow near the leading edge and the
theory of Blasius, the measurements were repeated by
M. Hansen at Aachen (reference 4), using small pitot
tubes. In general appearance, a contour diagram of
the results would resemble figure 1. The data of
itansen are not given in sufficient detail to permit the
preparation of an accurate contour diagram. The
transition occurred at nearly the same vMuc of the
x-Reynolds Number, a fact which the experiments in
the present paper show to be a coincidence. The
principal differences between the two sets of measure-
ments at Delft and Aachen are: (1) the Aachen results
agree very well with the Blasius theory, whereas the
Delft results show small discrepancies; and (2) when the
speed distribution in the eddying region is approxi-
mated by a power law, the exponent is about 1/5 in
the Aachen experiments as compared with 1/7 in the
Delft experiments.
Hansen showed that the Delft experiments were
made in an air stream in which the static pressure
decreased along the plate and that therefore the experi-
incnts could not be expected to check the theory of
Blasius, which assumed a constant static pressure along
the plate. An approximate allowance for the effect of
the pressure gradient brought the Delft experimental
results into agreement with the Blasius theory.
Hansen made some studies of file effect of the shape
of the leading edge of the plate and of the roughness of
the surface. A poorly shaped leading edge sets up
turbulence which has an effect similar to that of
increased turbulence in the air stream. For rough
plates, the flow was eddying at all points investigated.
_li_is (reference 5) also made measurements of the
spee<t distribution near a plate in connection with
measurements of heat transfer. The results are similar
to those of Hansen and were presumably made in the
same wind tunnel. Transition occurred at an x-
Reynolds Number of about 150,000 to 200,000.
THEORETICAL TREATMENT
IJaminar flow.--The equations given by Prandtl for
the steady flow of an incompressible fluid in a thin
boundary layer along a two-dimensional plane surface
are as follows:
bu. 5u b2u I i)p
=0 (3)
_)u. by ^
_+_=u (4)
where u is the component of the velocity parallel to the
surfaee, v the normal component, z the distance meas-
ured along tile surface, y the distance measured normal
to the surface, v the tdnematic viscosity, and p the
pressure. The boundary conditions are: (1) at the
surface, u=v=0; (2) at a great distance u=U, the
speed in the potential flow. By (3) the pressure is
independent of y and hence equal to tllat in the poten-
tial flow. By Bernoulli's theorem p+_pU 2 is constant
bp , ,cl U
and hence, _x=pCJ_-x.
Blasius discussed the case where U, the speed at a
considerable distance from the plate, is constant, i. e.,
dU=o and therefore 5pdx _=0. This constant value of U
will be designated U0.
By virtue of equation (4), a stream function ¢ may
be introduced, such that
be be
Equation (2) becomes for _P=0
be b_¢ 5¢ 52¢ 53¢
by bxi)y + 5x Oy 2= u_ (6)
Introducing new variables i Z and X defined by
a/
a ¢ x=,%/Sov._Z-_/.- / .... (7)
_a_Ucx 2 V rx
in which a is a numerical constant whose significance
and value will be determined later, equation (6)
becomes
d_Z _dZ (s)dX 3 _-ZduX. = o
and !/=y.t/_', it may be shown fromSetting U = uou . Y _._
(5) and (7) that
a 2j3 dZ 2
u =-5- dX and y = _-7_X (9)
, It] view of the more complete deriw_tions published elsewhere, for example,
referem_e 2, only the principal steps in the melhod of sohltion will be outlined.
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Likewise
du a anZ dh_ a2n d3Z (10)
_-_=_ _-X_ and _2= 8 dX a
The boundary conditions, u = v= 0 at the surface and
u= U0 for large values of y become in the new variablcs
"dZ a m dZ
_-2=O,Z=OatX=Oand -_ _-2=1 at X=_, (11)
In the solution of equation (8) it is convenient to
begin the solution at the surface. By the introduction
.......... __
I .................
I
° /jo
[ Io2
%/o o _,/ >
2 4 ff 6 t0 IZ f4 I0
and _nu
d_---q are readily computed. These quantities are
also given in table I.
It is significant that the complete solution can be
represented by a single curve of _ plotted against y.
Thus the speed distributions at various values of x are
similar, the same speed occurring at values of y propor-
vX
tional to the square root of U0" This similarity of the
speed distributions is the physical expression of the
t
.9/ o
/8
__x
I
20 22 24
l
Z6 28 30x/O_
FIGtrRE l.--Distribution of mean speed near skin-friction plate. /Measurements made by van der negge Zijnen. x is the dlatatace measured along the plate from the
leading edge, it the distance from the plate, U0 the speed of the free stream, r the kinematic viscosity. Tile contours are contours of equal rccan speed, the
nu,nber on each contour being the corresponding value of u/E'o, where u is the local speed.
of the immerical constant _, the value of d2ZdX_ at X=0
may be assumed equal to l, this boundary condition
temporarily replacing conditit)n (11). When the solu-
tion has been obtained, c_may then be chosen to satisfy
(11). It may be noted that a does not appear in (8).
Equation (8) may be solved numerically by the
Runge-Kutta method (rcferencc 8). The results are
given in table I. The value of a is ft)unf[ tt) be 1.328238.
dT_
From this value and equations (9) and (10), if, a, d-_
reduction of the partial differential equation to a total
differential equation. On the representation of tim
laminar speed distribution by a contour diagram similar
to figure 1, it is readily seen that a constant value of y
corresponding to a given u is indicated by a constant
value of the ratio of the y-Reynolds Number to the
square root of tile x-Reynolds Number, which ratio
numerically equals ._. Itencc the contours are para-
bolas. The vahles of y at even values of u- for the
theoretical laminar distribution are given in the follow-
ing table:
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i '__2__I
o.i o.3o_ [I ')._ [ i.sgo /
Ill : I >7 2. 276
I 22O / _ .9 3 385 |
Tile equations of the contour lines are
. , _ (12)
The "displacement thickness" 5" is readily computed
from table I to be 1.7207 -_, and hence the 5"
Reynolds Number is 1.7207 times the square root of
the z-Reynolds Number.
dp
When a pressure gradient is present so that dx is not
aero, the similarity of the speed distributions disap-
pears except in special cases, and the partial differ-
ential equation must be solved. Various approximate
methods have been proposed, for example, those
described in references 9, 10, 11, and 12. For small
pressure gradients with the pressure decreasing down-
stream, the computed effect on the contour diagram
representation is to move tile contours closet" to the
axis of abscissa, i. e., to decrease the rate of thickening
of the boundary layer. Thc _ or y curve is not inde-
pendent of x; in general u' increases with _ more
rapidly than for the Blasius ease and approaches the
asymptote to a given approximation at a smaller value
only first-order terms need be retained The viscosity
effects are assumed small, zero in fact, except near the
boundary and in a critical layer where the wave velocity
of the disturbance equals the speed of the basic flow.
If the viscosity were neglected everywhere, the ampli-
tude of the disturbance would become infinite in this
critical layer, thus invalidating the neglect of terms of
higher order than the first.
The results obtained for tim Bias(us distribution of
the preceding section as the basic flow are given in
figure 2. The region marked "unstable" represents
those values of Reynolds Number and wave length for
which small disturbances are amplified. Disturbances
for wave lengths and Reynolds Numbers outside that
region are damped. The displacement thickness 5" is
used as the characteristic length in the Reynolds Num-
ber and as the unit for measuring tim wave length.
log
8c
6o
45
2O
o g000
Uo5=
of "y. Tile departure froni the Blasius curve increases, -V-
with increasing x. The effect el a small gradient is VmL,RE 2.--Wave length o! sinusoidal disLurtmaces wiamh produce instability o[
laminar flow near a plate according to Tollmien and Schlichting. ;_ is the wave
surl)risingly large,Z Tile references cited may be length, 5* is the displacement thickness oftt_e boundarylayer, Lr0 thespeed of the
consulted for a detailed (liscussion. f_ stream, v th0 kinenn_.ticviscosity.
Transition. -The physical factors that determine the
transition from hinlinar to e(hlying flow are not clearly
understoo(l. The principal theoretical devch)pments
have l)rocee(tcd from the assumption that tile origin of
eddying flow is to he sought in the instability of the
lanlinar flow tinder certain circumstances. The dilti-
cult nlathematieal conlputations have been made by
Tolhnien (reference 13) and Sehlichting (reference 14)
i)f tile GStiingen grou I) for the following idealized case.
A steady two-(limensil)nnl laminar flow is assumed in
Tolhnien (reference 15) has shown that velocity dis-
tributions having an inflection point, which occur in
t)oundary layers when tile pressure increases down-
stream, are unstable and that the amplification of small
distm'bances is of a higher order of magnitude than the
one found for the Bias(us distribution. Thus the non-
dimensional amplification factor is of the order of 0 to
0.05 for the distribution with inflection point as com-
pared with 0 to 0.007 for the Bias(us distribution.
These theoretical calculations are of the utnlost iiu-
which the velocity depends only on tile coordinate l)ortance in the study of the origin of eddying flow.
normal to tile direction of flow. Sin.ill disturbances The amplified disturbances do not, however, in them-
are SUlmrl)osell on this basic flow in the form of waves! selves constitute eddying flow. The wave lengths <if
propligate(1 in the direction of flow. These disturb- the anlplified disturbances are of tile order of 25 to 50
antes are assunled to satisfy tile Navier-Stokes equa- or niore tinies the displacement thickness. Schlichting
doris lind the usual boundary con(litions. It is then (refercnce 14) conlputed the nlaxinliun possible ampli-
determined wliether waves of any given frequency are
damped or amplified.
In the coinputation it is found necessary, in order to
obtain a linear differential equation, to assume the
amplitude of the disturb'laces sufticiently small that
2 See also [)ag_i 31 i
I :ii;i;!)2 _17 -i2;I
fication of the disturbances and concluded that a four-
fold to ninefold amplification appeared sufficient to pro-
duce eddying flow from the long-wave disturbances as
judged by a comparison of experimentally observed
transition poinls with tile theoretically computed maxi-
mum amplification in passing along the plate to the
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observed transition point. It appears to be the opinion
of Tollmien that the formation of velocity distributions
with inflection points constitutes an intermediate step
in the develol)ment of eddying flow, these distributions
arising as the long-wave length disturbance increases
in amplitude.
An attempt was made by Nikuradse (reference 16) to
check the theory. A glass plate with a faired leading
edge of metal was set up in a water channel provided
with slightly diverging walls to give constant static
pressure along the plate. The disturbances in the ilow
were reduced as much as possible, giving a transition
at an x-Reynolds Number of 655,000 or a _*-Rey-
nolds Number of 1,400. Artificial disturbances of
approximately sinusoidal character and of varying fre-
quency were produced by a varying suction applied to
holes in the faired leading-edge strip. Except for three
points at very low frequency, transition occurred at a
5*-Reynolds Number between 790 and 1,050, the
majority of the points scattering about a value of 850.
There was no indication that the frequency of the dis-
turbance had any marked effect as would be inferred
from the computations of Tolhnien and Schlichting.
Nikuradse states, "Perhaps the explanation is that,
since the disturbance impressed on the boundary layer
is not of perfectly sinusoidal form, some harmonic of the
disturbance acts to produce turbulence. A clear deci-
sion for or against the Tolhnien theory is accordingly
l)ressure gradients and an earlier reversal of flow. It seems
very probable that such a reversal would give rise to the
formation of eddies.
This conception differs from that of Tollmien in
that (1) the disturbances are "forced" by the external
turbulence rather than being "free vibrations" _md
(2) the eddying flow is assumed to originate in velocity
distributions with reversed flow which occur as a result
of separation rather than in distributions which have
only inflection points.
Some computations have been made to show the
sensitivity of a boundary layer to small pressure gra-
dients and the facility with which separation occurs.
The computations were made by a modification of
Pohlhausen's method, which has been described in
reference 11. The problem treated was tlmt of the
laminar boun(h_ry layer of a plate in a steady external
flow
Ui= 1 -}-0.02 sin
In other words, a siuusoidal variation (with distance x)
of amplitude equal to 2 percent of the mean speed,
wave length ),, and phase a relative to the leading
edge of the plate was superposed on the uniform
flow of speed U0. Computations were made for ten
values of a corresponding to displacement of the sine
wave by steps of 0.1 X. The speed distributions ob-
tained for two values of a are shown in figure 3.
still lacking.". _ . . Separation occurs at the points indicated.
o imon of the author tim numerous experl-i _ . .In the p I Each of these computatmns refers to a steady flow,
on the critical Reynolds Number of spheres l - ,. ......
ments _ _ . . / the (ustnbutmn being independent of the tune. As a
and airship models in relation to measurements of the . . • _ •
......... /rough approxmmtlon to a tra_ehng wave we may,
tlons resent m the a_r stream |urnlsh ad(ll- . ....tluctua p • - - / however, consider the sine wave slowly displaced along
ldence that it is the amnhtude of the disturb .......tional ev _ the plate and inquire as to the value of the mean speed
ances initially present rather than their frequency at a given point and of the variation of the speed at
which is of t)rimary importance and, as in Nikuradse's that point. The mean speed is found to be practically
experiments, if the amplitude is fixed, the point of identical with the Blasius distribution. The speed
transition is but little affected by the frequency, i fluctuation s CXlU.essed as root-mean-square values are
provided the frequency is not too low?
The theory of small vibrations in which only first-
order terms are retained cannot give any information
as to the influence of amplitude of the fluctuations
originally present in the flow. In reference 17 the
author outlined briefly tile following conception of the
mechanism of transition:
The observed fluctuations of speed at a fixed point may 1,e
taken as an indication that at any one time there are variations
of speed along the outer edge of the boundary layer. With
the speed variations there will be associated variations of pres-
sure, and in the regions where the speed is dccreasing, the
pressure will be increasing. The magnitude of thc pressure
gradient depends on the amplitude and frcquc_cy of the speed
fluctuations, increasing as either increases. At a sufficient
distance from the leading edge, the thickncss of the boundary
layer will be such that there will be a reversal of the direction
of flow near the surface in those places where the pressure is
increasing downstream. Larger speed fluctuations bring larger
It is known that there is some effect of "average size of eddies" on the critical
Reynolds Numbe¢ of a sphere, but the effect is of a lower order o[ magnitude than
[he effect of amplitude of the speed fluctu.ltion.
plotted in figure 4.
The essential fe,_tures of the results to which we shall
have occasion to refer are as follows:
1. The mean speed is practically unaffected by this
simplified turbulence of the external flow.
2. There arc speed v._riations within the boundary
layer which are much larger than those in the external
flow. Their amplitude increases with distance from
the leading edge of the plate.
3. The point of separation is not fixed bu_ moves
back and forth within certain limits.
4. The l)osition of the separation point and the
distribution of tim speed variations depend on the
wave length X.
5. While computations for only one ainplitude have
been made in full, it may be shown that there is a
marked dependence of the location of tile separation
point on the amplitude of the speed variation in the
external flow.
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The variation of speed in the external flow along the view of the large effect of frequency required by both,
plate at any given instant is not sinusoidal in character, which was not found in Nikuradse's experiments.
and it is not at all evident that the quasi-stationary I Eddying flow.--In experimental work on eddying
method of computation is justified. All the results
listed, however, are in agreement with experimental
data except 4, the effect of wave length. The two
theories of the transition are, in a sense, supplementary.
If the fluctuations are extremely small, eddying flow
may arise in the Tollmien manner from accidental
disturbances. ]f the fluctuations are sufficiently large,
Gt=,W
/O.O
2.5
o I 2 3 4
,z
F[GUIIE 3.- -Computed distribution of illean speed iu the boundary layer of a plale
for the external flow U/U0=l+0.02 sin (2_x]h_a). The contours are contours of
eilual values of u/U'0. Separation begins at the points indicated by arrows.
as probably happcns in most practical cases, the eddy-
ing [low arises froln the forced fluctuations of the
boundary layer. The two pictures agree in exhibiting
fluctuations of wave lengths that are long as compared
with the thickness of the boundary layer. These
flow, the distribution of mean speed near a wall is
found to be represented fairly well by a power law of
the form u:ay", where u is the mean speed, y the
distance from the wall, and a and n are empirical
constants. For Reynolds Numbers that are not too
large, n is approxhnately 1/7 and this valuc has been
much used as the starting point in computing the
friction.
This purely empirical representation has been super-
seded by a formula having some theoretical backing,
namely,
z5 / ;
5o /"" /" ,"
P -/4 0
_5
_' / 2 3 4
,z"
FIG UIZE4.--Co/nput_d root-mcau-squ_re nuctuation of speed for tile flow of figllre 3
when _ is varied frolrl 0 to 2_. The contours are contours of e(lnfll ",'/tl/leS {)f 1Jl_
root-mean-square u-fluctuation expressed in percent of the speed of tile free s[t_alll.
In the free stream the fluctuation is ] .4 percent of the mean speed.
where ro is the shearing stress at the wall, p is tim
density of the fluid, v the kinematic viscosity, and _
and k are constants. This equation is due to yon
K_irmgm. (See reference 6.)
The original paper should be consulted for a detailed
discussion of the theory. The formula is derived for
the idealized case of a constant shearing stress trans-
ferred in parallel flow along a wall. Both in a pipe and
near a wall, the shearing stress is not constant but
decre._ses with increashig distance from ttm wall.
Nevertheless the formula is found experimentally to
fit the velocity distribution as far as the center of the
tube or the outer edge of the boundary layer, and the
constant k is nearly the same whether computed from
velocity distribution in smooth or rough pipes or ne'tr
fluctuations produce pressure gradients as a prelim-a wall, or from skin-friction measurements in snmoth
inary step. q'he long-wave disturbances do not them-, or rough pipes or of 1 plates.
selves constitute eddying flow, although they involve For the case of the skin-friction plate, it is con-
2re
nessC°mparativelYofei her picturelargespeedmustfluctuationS.belef ._ui openThequestionC°rrect-in: venient to set pii_:c/, the loc'tl frictiml coefficient,
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and to write equation (13) in the form
u /'cr_ [- , [ 1\, (c/_!_ [ L_y'_-] (14)
u_= 1
Then setting y=_ for U0 and subtracting the
resulting equation from (14), we find
U
Uo 1 (c'_);_ log Y (15)
In order to show the similarity with the prover-law
formula, (15) may be written
,-,-, ....= (16)
U
For small values of U0-l, the term on the left may
• I u
be expanded in the series 1 +(_o-- I) +-2 (_,-- I)' etc.,
whence, retaining only the first two terms
u
u.=\_/ "
Thus the exponent in the empirical power law repre-
sentation may be expected to be a function of the local
friction coefficient, and the power law representation
itself may be expected to be valid only for small vahlcs
of _0-- 1.
The velocity distribution in the laminar sublayer
near the wall may be approxhnated by solving the
du
equation r0 =Udy' assuming r0 constant. The result is
re y u cl U_y
U _ --p v or Uo--2 T (18)
From yon Ktlrmhn's universal velocity distribution
near a smooth wall, which was based on the data of
Nikuradse, the transition between (18) and (14) extends
from (el/2) _* U_?L=8 to (c:/2)_U°Y=loo. For cl 0.01,
the range of _:_;# is from 113 to 1,413; for ci_0.001, the
v
range is from 358 to 4,473. ttence (14) cannot be
expected to hold accurately for !/0Y_ about 4,000.
p
MEASUREMENTS AT THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF
STANDARDS
APPARATUS
Wind tunnel. The measurements were made in the
3-foot wind tunnel of the National Bureau of Standards
from December 1929 to November 1930. A sketch of
the tunnel and a brief description are given in reference
18. The tunnel is of the room return type with closed
cylindrical working section, 6 feet long and 3 feet in
diameter. The area of the entrance cross section, at
which the honeycon_b is located, is 5.44 times the
working cross section. The turbulence at the workin_
section is 0.5 percent, the critical l¢eynohts Number for
a 5-inch sphere being 270,000.
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The plate.---Two plates were used in the course of
the work. Each was a polished aluminum plate, }_
inch thick and 2 feet wide. In the preliminary series
of measurements, the plate was 49 inches long and the
leading edge was beveled as indicated at F in figure 5.
Since the preliminary measurements indicated a con-
siderable disturbance at the leading edge, this plate
J.
A D
B_--q
C" B B
C_
o G
• o ¢,
¢ _a _" A'
F
E
["IG( RI-: 5.- Traverse nlechanism _lll(l it_tidJllg FL(_UllE !_- Traverse ll:ech_nJsill
edge shape ilse(I ill tile preliminary measur- and leading edgeshape used in the
eHleiltS (series A). later measurements (series B, C,
and D).
was discarded. A new plate, 60 inches long, with
leading edge sh:Lr l) and symmetrically shaped as shown
at E in figure 6 was used for all other measurements.
The plate was mounted on two light 7-inch channels
:Ls shown at F in tigure 5. The channels ran longitudi-
nally parallel to the axis of the wind tunnel, one flange
of each channel being fastened to the tunnel wall.
The wet)s furnished supports for the edges of the plate
and tilled the _ap between the edges of the plate and the
tunnel wall.
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The upstream edge of the plate was approximately 2 I The improved mounting showed no observable effect
feet downstream from the upstream end of the working ' on the static pressure at the wire position and the
section and the downstreanl edge was within the expand- ! blocking was inappreciable. The vibration of the wire
ing exit cone• , relative to the plate was greatly reduced. There is
The hot-wire anemometer.--The speeds were ineas-
ured by a hot-wire anemometer and associated equip-
ment. The wire used was a platinum wire 0.017 mm
in diameter and about 8 nun long. This very small
wire was used to permit measurements of rapid flue-
perhaps some slight deflection of the prongs at high
wind speeds because of wind pressure on the prongs.
i: The associated equipment is essentially as described
in the appendix to reference 18. The fundamental
theory of the hot-wire anemometer as used for measur-
tuations in speed as well as the mean speed, mg mean speed and fluctuations in the mean speed is
In the preliminary series of measurements, the given in reference 7. The performance of the particular
mounting shown in figure 5 was used. The wire h equipment used in these measurements as regards
was mounted at the ends of the prongs [3 which ran_ accuracy of compensation for the lag of the wire is
downstream from tile wire for about 12 inches. The given in figure 1 of reference 17. The measurements
prongs were bent '_t right angles and supported on a
movable slide, which in turn was supported from the
lower channel F by the bent streamline bracket G.
The position of the wire relative to the plate C was
varied by means of the micrometer screw D. The
re'_ding of the screw for zcro distance was determined
either by moving the wire in until the prongs touched
the plate as determined by an auxiliary electric circuit
o:', better, by observing the reflection of the wire in the
mirror surface of the plate. When observing the
reflection, the mounting could be adjusted by stfimming
the bracket until the wire was accurately parallel to
the plate.
Since the wire expands when heated and contracts
when cooled, the prongs must be flexible. Otherwise
a wire which is taut and straight when cool will become
slack when heated or, if adjusted when heated, it will
break when the heating current is shut off. Satis-
factory results were obtained by t, sing fine steel needles
for the extreme tips. The fine platinum wire was
electrically welded to tim needles.
The long bracket G of this mounting tended to
vibrate at high wind speeds, making the distances of
the wire from the plate uncertain and a small but
measurable effect on the static pressure at the position
of the wire was detected. The slide and bracket block
an undesirably large percentage of the area of the air
stream, tlence when the preliminary measurements
were completed, a new and improve(l mounting was
constructed.
The improved mounting (fig. 6) was contained
wholly within a tube H having a cross section about
1 inch square. The axis of the tube was parallel to
the air flow and the tube was clamped directly to the
plate with small spacing blocks between the tube and
the plate. The wire prongs were rotated about the
fulcrum 3 (fig. 6) by the cam I, which was moved by
the micrometer screw D. The wire was 13.28 inches
from the fulcrum, so that for small lateral displace-
ments the wire moved practically at right angles to the
plate. The micrometer screw was calibrated in terms
of lateral movement of the wire in an auxiliary appa-
ratus in which the lateral displacement was measured
by means of a second micrometer screw.
were completed before tile development of tile im
proved equipment described in reference 19.
nEnU(:TU)N or OnSEnVATmNS
At ._ given distance from the front edge of ti_e plate
and for a given speed, the following observations wcre
made:
1. Micrometer reading for y = 0.
2. Voltage of potentiometer battery (by comparison
with standard cell).
3. Resistance of wire at air temperature.
4. Voltage drop across wire for various air speeds
with wire about 1 inch from plate (i. c., in fre:_ air
stream).
5. For 10 or 15 values of y, values of the average
voltage drop and the root-mean-square voltage fluc-
tuation. The average current through the wire was
adjusted to be 0.2 ampere at each value of y. The
resistance to be used in the compensation circuit of
the amplifier was computed and the adjustment made
at each value of y. The amplifier was calibrated
before and after tho series.
6. Items 1, 2, 3, 4 were repeated in reverse order.
7. Frequent observations were made of air tempera-
ture, and the barometric pressure was read at the
beginning and end of the series.
0alibration of the wire.--The relationship betwcen
the heat loss H and the speed u is given by the formula
H=(ATB_/_)O (19)
where 0 is the difference in temperature between the
wire and the air and A and B are constants for a given
wire. If i is the heating current and R the resistance
of the heated wire (exclusive of the leads) when exposed
to the stream, H=i2R. Denoting the resistance of the
wire at air temperature by R0 and the temperature
coefficient of resistance referred to that temperature
by a
o=R--Ro
R0_ (20)
Thus the calibration formula (19) may be written in
the form
I1 i2RRo_ .-
0 _--Ro =A+Bgu (21)
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The product Roa is equal to the slope of the curve
of resistance plotted against air temperature and is
approximately independent of the air temperature.
Two typical calibration runs are shown in table II
and figure 7. In the table the details of the computa-
tion of the true speed u from the pressure developed by
a reference static plate and the air density are omitted,
since the procedure is well known. The two calibra-
tions at the beginning and end of the series of observa-
tions show very satisfactory agreement. Sllch good
agreement was not obtained in all cases, especially when
the wire was subjected to speeds of 130 to 150 feet per
second. In those instances where the calibration curves
were different, an interpolation was made. In about
one-third of the 62 series of observations made, the
calibration curves at the beginning and end agreed as
well as those shown in figure 7. In some 25 series the
I
8 /0 //
FIGURE Z--Calibration curves for hot-wire anemometer, u is the air speed in feet
per second. See text for explanation of other symbols. The dots and crosses dis-
tinguish the calibrations at the beginning and end of a series of observations of dis-
tribution of mean speed and speed fluctuation.
difference corresponded to a shift in the vahm of u/l+_
of 0.01 to 0.03, so that the interpolated values have a
probable precision of about 0.01. In the remaining 16
series, the difference corresponded to a shift in u/Uo
greater than 0.03, rarely excceding 0.06. In these cases
the interpolated values have a probable precision of
about 0.02. The use of the small diameter wire
required to obtain fluctuation measurements impairs
somewhat the precision of the Ineasurements of mean
speed.
Determination of the mean speed.-The deterinina-
tion of the mean speed in one series is illustrated in
table III. The detailed mieroIneter readings and
potentiometer readings are omitted, only the final
values of y amt of the voltage drop being given. The
procedure inay seem somewhat cumbersome, since one
might plot the observed voltage drop in the calibration
runs against speed and from such curves read off the
speeds corresponding to the observed voltage drop in
table III. The advantage of the procedure followed is
the linear form of the calibration curve and its inde-
pendence of air temperature. The final values obtained
are not significantly affected by comparatively large
changes in R0 and a so that these quantities do not
need to be known with high precision.
Heat loss due to presence of the plate.---When a
hot-wire anemometer is used near a solid wall, the heat
loss at a given speed is probably affected by the
presence of the wall. In still air, the effect is quite
perceptible at distances of about 0.08 inch from the
wall. The magnitude of the effect is known to be a func-
tion of the speed, decreasing as the speed increases
(reference 20). No entirely satisfactory procedure has
been devised to correct for this effect.
Van der Hegge Zijnen determined the heat loss in
still air as a function of the distance from the surface
and the temperature difference between the wire and
the surroundings. He then deducted from the observed
heat loss in his experiments the excess heat loss found
in still air at the same distance and temperature differ-
ence above the heat loss at a large distance froIn the
plate.
A similar deternfination of the heat loss in still air
was made in the present series of experiments and it
was found that for temperature differences O from 100 °
C. to 400 ° C., distances y 0.004 to 0.070 inch, the heat
loss II_, due to the plate could be represented by the
empirical formula
|
Ilv = 0.0000000127 -t0_ (22)
Y
where l is the length of the wire in inches, and H_ is
measured in watts.
The result of applying this correction to the results
of table III is shown in table IV. The vahle of u/Uo at
y=0.015 inch is reduced by 0.05.
Van der Hegge Zijnen noted that in some instances
application of the correction gave S-shaped curves.
He also found that the speed-distribution curves did
not pass through the zero of the diagram and he
arbitrarily decreased the y values by amounts from
0 to 0.005 inch to make them pass through zero. It is
significant that application of the heat-loss correction
based on still air deterIninations will produce a change
in the intercept on the y axis in the direction observed.
On the basis of the results obtained for the laminar
part of the boundary layer, which will be discussed
later and the results of Schubauer (reference 21), it
seems best to make no correction for heat loss when the
flow is laminar and the speed is greater than 3 feet pet"
second. In the absence of further information on th(.
behavior of the wire when the flow is eddying, n(,
correcti_n h,s been made in that case either.
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Determination of fluctuations.--The root-mean-
square fluctuation in speed may be determined by
measuring the root-mean-square fluctuation in voltage
drop across the wire by means of a calibrated amplifier
suitably compensated for the lag of the wire. Since
the cooling is approximately independent of the direc-
tion of the air flow, the fluctuations are fluctuations of
the absolute value of the velocity but, since the u-com-
ponent of the fluctuation adds algebraically to the
mean speed u whereas the v-component is at right
angles, the fluctuation is primarily the u-fluctuation
and is so designated in this paper.
The relation between speed fluctuation and voltage
fluctuation may be found by differentiating (21) per-
mitting i and R to vary, as follows:
2iRRoa,. _ i_Ro2o_ zl?_ B_ du
R---R--_oa* (R--Re) 2_'" 2_/u (23)
To connect d{ and dR, we have the relation
12=i(R+r) (24)
where 12 is the battery voltage and r is the resistance of
the heating circuit, excluding that of the wire. Hence
d. --;dR --i2dR
4= _Wr = 12 - (25)
and we find on substitution in (23), setting i dR=dE
du 2 F iRo'a {_1_ i2RRoa%E
u - B_L(R--Ro) 2 6 R--Ro__ (26)
If root-mean-square values are considered, the minus
sign may be omitted.
A typical determination, omitting details of the com-
putation of the compensation resistance and calibra-
tion of the ampliflcr, is shown in table V.
If a correction had been applied for heat loss accord-
ing to (22), it is easily shown that a third term is added
within the brackets on the right-hand side of (26) equal
0.000 000 0127
to yiRoa The effect of making this correc-
tion to the results of table V is shown in table VI. The
values of du are modified but there is very little change
U
in tile values of du.
u0
Fairing of results for preparation of contour dia-
grams.--In order to prepare contour diagrams, the
results of each series were plotted as shown in figure 8
and values read from faired curves at even intervals of
_J/Uo and du/Lo as illustrated in table VII. The x and y
Reynolds Numbers were computed. It lnay he re-
marked in passing that figure 8 illustrates thc distribu-
tion of mean speed and u-fluctuation near the beginning
of the transition region.
It does not seem practicable to present the original
observations of the 62 series of observations. The
sanlple series gives some idea of the precision and
accuracy of tile observations. In general, it is believed
that the errors in y do not exceed 0.003 inch (except in
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the preliminary series A), the errors in u/Uo do not
du
exceed 0.02, and the errors in 100 _]o do not exceed 0.2
except for the very high values in the transition region.
The contour diagrams used to present the results can
be read easily to this precision.
No corrections have been applied for heat loss to tile
plate.
PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS WITH PRESSURE GRADIENT
The measurements now regarded as preliminary
measurements (series A) were not so intended when
the work was begun. They are here reported in spite
of some inadequacies because some of the results are
of interest and the experiments with pressure gradient
were not repeated with the improved equipment.
The plate (fig. 5) and the traversing apparatus have
already been described. The equipment was installed
in the wind tunnel and the plate was alined to give a
symmetrical wake as determined by a pitot tube. This
installation required setting the plate at an angle of
approximately 0.1° to the axis of the tunnel. Although
I' [
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y, incites
FI6UR_ 8.--Distribution of mean speed and u-fluctuation at x=23 inches for [._=
105.2 feet per second. Turbulence of free stream, 0.5 percent.
this necessity indicated at once that the leading-edge
i form was probably not the most desirable one, it was
decided to proceed with some measurements.
The pressure gradient along a line parallel to and
9 inches from the plate is shown in figure 9. For the
most part the pressure gradient is not constant. There
is, however, a distance of about 2 feet, beginning about
8 inches downstream from the leading edge, over which
the pressure falls at the rate of i_bout 1.7 percent of the
velocity pressure per foot.
The test speed chosen was approximately 100 feet
per second. If transition had occurred at the same
x-Reynohts Number (300,000) as in the measurements
of van der Hegge Zijnen, it should have been found
6 inches behind the leading edge. Measurements at
6.32 inches and 17.5 inches gave distributions of mean
speed of the laminar type although the u-fluctuations
were considerably larger than in the general flow.
After some study of a very pronounced disturbance
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at the leading edge, measurements were made at
35.63 inches from the leading edge where the flow
still was of the laminar type. The speed was then
increased to 145 and finally to 175 feet per second, at
which speeds the transition type of distribution was
found at a distance of about 35 inches.
The results of the measurements of mean speed are
shown in figure 10, omitting two runs which will be
discussed separately. Transition begins at an x-Rey-
nolds Number of approximately 1,800,000. From
the plot the values of y appear to be subject to a
systematic error, since the 0.3 speed contour is much
closer to the wall than three times tile distance between
the 0.3 and 0.4 speed contour. A detailed study by
means of cross plots and comparison with the Blasius
distribution led to the conclusion that the values of
y are probably t_o small by about 0.008 inch, corre-
sponding at a speed of 102 feet per second to a dis-
placement of the values of R_ by 400. It appeared
L--up._h- o,,,0 I edc]e[ l l l l. _;.
--- _--_='_ of p/ote I l I ] ] Ii
\," __ _ Oown-'str-eorn'ed(Te
0 /0 ZO 30 40 50 60 70
Di_fance o/on 9 ]unne/, inches
FI(_URE 9.--Pressure gradient for measurements of series A (figs. 10 to 14, inclusivO.
q is the reference velocity pressure. The crosses denote measurements o[ static
pre_sure; the circles, changes in the velocity pressure plotted with sign reversed.
Tim velocity pressure increases as tile static pressuze decreases but at the sa_:e rate.
that the mounting of figure 5 was not sufficiently rigid.
It was found that the mounting vibrated somewhat in
the wind with a vibrating motion of perhaps 0.005
inch at the wire. For this reason no great reliance
can be placed on the values of y, but the general
character of tim speed distribution and the value of
the x-Reynolds Number for transition are not affected
by this uncertainty.
Two runs which have been omitted from figure 10
are worthy of special consideration. After the obser-
vations at 102 feet per second were completed, obser-
vations were made at 145 feet per second, beginning at
a distance of 35.3 inches from the leading edge, then
29.44 inches, each giving a transition type of curve.
On the following day measurements were made at
23.31 incims and, surprisingly, the distribution was
that characteristic of fully developed turbulent flow.
This result seemed unreasonable and the next day a
repeat run was made without disturbing the apparatus.
The curve obtained was of the transition type, not
checking the previous run. A week end intervened
and 3 days later a second repeat run was begun.
After one observation, which appeared to fall in with
tile immediately preceding run, it was noticed that the
plate was somewhat (lusty and it was decided to clean
the plate. This was done and the run continued.
The distribution then observed was of the laminar
type, the run being that plotted in figure 10 for an
x-Reynolds Number of 1,615,000.
The three distributions, all obtained within a few
days under presumably identical conditions except for
the amount of dust on the plate, are shown in figure 11.
This plot gives the essential difference in character of
the distribution of mean speed in the laminar, transi-
tion, and eddying regimes.
The corresponding u-fluctuations are shown in figure
12. There are illustrated the characteristic distribu-
tions of u-fluctuations for the laminar, transition, and
eddying regimes.
The observations of u-fluctuations are hardly com-
plete enough to enable the plotting of an a('cur'lte
contour diagram. The values from faired curves are
indicated in figllrc 13, the two runs previously dis-
cussed being oniittctt. The solid contours are drawn
on the assumption that the observations at x-Reynohls
Numbers of I17,0[)() and 1,773,000 are not to be con-
sidered. Since the necessity of keeping dust rem(,vcd
from the phite was not appreciated, the various meas-
urements may not be comparable. The loc'_tion of
the contours has been guided to some extent by the
results of the later measurements.
One interesting feature is the disturbance near the
leading edge. The u-fluctuation in the free stream was
only 0.5 percent of the mean speed, whereas in this dis-
turbance the u-fluctuation is 5.0 percen_ of the mean
speed in the free air stream. Evidently the stagnation
point is on the inclined leading edge and the flow around
the sharp corner sets up an increased turbulence. This
turbulence is damped out to some extent along the
plate, then increases, slowly at first, but very rapidly
in the transition region. The primary purpose of pre-
senting these exploratory measurements is to show that
with an accelerating pressure gradient present the
strong leading-edge disturbance is not sufficient to
produce an early transition.
At 35.5 inches, the flow was still of the transition
type, so that completely eddying flow was not obtained
in this series of measurements.
When it was realized that the traverse mechanism
was not giving sufficiently accurate values of y, that the
leading edge shape was very poor, that the plate must
be kept free of dust, and that the influence of the
pressure gradient was very large, it was decided to
make a completely fresh start.
MEASIIREMENTS WITH SMALLER PRESSVRE GHADIENT
Normal air stream.--As already described a new
plate was obtained with sharp symmetrical leading
edge and a new traversing mechanism was constructed
(fig. 6). In addition, an attempt was made to secure
the condition of zero pressure gradient. It was first
thought that the desired result might be obtained by a
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FIr.URE 10.--Distribution of mean speed, preliminary series A, with pressure gradient of _gure 9, turhu]ence of free _Ireanl, 0.5 percenl. See legend of figure 1 for notation
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FIGUII _; I I.--I)istrihution of mean speed at z = Z3.3 inches for L'= 145..'2 feet per second,
showing effect of roughness produced |)y dust on the plate, The three curves
illustrate distrilm/ions of the laminar, transition, and eddying types.
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slight inclination of the plate to produce an expanding
cross section between the working side of the plate and
the wall. Pressure surveys showed considerable local
variations near the plate of the nature found for small
(C
Section b-b
o
......... ....... i
FIGURE 14.--"Blisters" installed in wind tunnel to reduce pressure gradient.
Several weeks were spent in modifications of the con-
tour of the blisters to secure approximately zero pres-
sure gradient. The ideal was in no wise attained and
the first series of measurements with the improved
Upstreom edge i I ]
L
-.08
' i , i[ _ .. i ____L_ L___
0 I0 ZO 30 40 50 60 70
Ozsfonce o/ong fumnel, inches
FI(IUItE 15.--Pressure gradient for mea._urenlents of series B and D (figs. 16 to 22,
inclusive). See legend of figure 9. The speed of the free stream departs Irom the
mean valuo by a max]InulTI Of 0.4 pereeiil.
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FIGURE ]6.--Distl'lbutiol] of iileadl sl)eed, series B, with pressure gradient of _glue Irh turbulence of free stream, 0.5 percent. See legend of figure 1 for nlllation.
plates set at a small angle of attack. Attention was apparatus was nmde under the pressure gradient stlown
then turned toward producing the expanding cross in figure 15. The pressure falls slightly for 2 inches,
section by suitable blocking at the tunnel w,dls. Tile then rises at tbe r'tte of about 0.9 percent of the re-
general form and scale of tim "blisters" applied to the h)citv pressure l)cr foot for al)ottt 19 inches, then falls
tunnel wall is shown in figure 14 at K. _at a rate of about 1 percent of the velocity pressure per
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foot. By comparison with figure 9, the total range in
pressure has been reduced to one-fourth of that pre-
viously found and the maximum gradient has been
reduced to about one-half that previously found, with
gradients of both signs occurring.
In the first series of measurements (series B), only
mean speeds were determined. Sixteen traverses were
/.o
.8
.6
[/
Uo
.4
.2
0
heat loss to tile wall in still air been applied as a cor-
rection to the observed heat loss.
The data available in tile eddying region are hardly
sulticient to make possible any extensive analysis. In
figure 18 obserwttions for x-Reynolds Numbers of
1,607,000 and 2,083,000 are plotted in a form suggested
by equation (15). This equation represents the data
,_9 /,60
[-I-] i ;'-I [ 1
-20 24 28 3£ 36
L oqm
FIGURE 19.--Distribution of mean speed, for x-Reynelds Number 1,607,000 and.Flc, vr_ I7.-- Distribution of mean speed, for z=5, II, and 17 inches, series B, plotted I
r 2,083,000, series B, plotted for comparison with lhe power-law distribution.for comparison with the Blasius distribution
distances 2, 5, 11, 17, 22.8, and 28.8made in all, at well within the precision of the observations over a
inches from tile leading edge, at speeds of 119 and 135twider range than the power law representation shown
feet per second except for one run at 28.8 inches for/in Jigure 19. The lines drawn in tigure 19 correspond
which the speed was 153 feet per second. "I'he contour tlto exponents of 0.16 and 0.17.
t
I"IOUI¢_ lg.--Distribution of mean speed, for x-Reynolds Numbers 1,6()7,001) awl
2,0_3,039, series B, plotted for comparison wgh the logarilhmie distribution.
diagram prepared from faired curves similar to figure
8 is shown in figure 16.
Transition begins at an x-Reynolds Number of about
1,100,000. The observations for the several speeds are
tluitc concordant and there is no indication of any sys-
tematic error in the values of y, except possibly at the
2-inch station (x-Reynokls Number about 120,000).
Figure 17 shows that tile results for the 5-, l 1-, and
17-inch stations '_re in very satisfactory agreement
with tile Bl'rsius tlmoretica] curve. In t.his tigm'e, the
original observ'tt.ions, not faired vqhms, are plotted.
"File agreement would not: h'we been so good had thp
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FIGURE 20.--Distribulion of mean speed, series 1), with pressure gradient of ligltrt'
15, l[lr[)lllenee of free stream, 0.5 percent. See legelld of figure 1 for l]ol:lf ion.
The first series of measurements of mean speed only
(series B) was made during the month of June 1930.
In October, after the completion of some measure-
ments with increased turbulence of the wind stream,
a second series of measurements (series 1)) was made
in which both mean speed and u-fluctuations were
determined. Twelw, traverses were made, at dist'mces
of 2, 5, II, 17, 23 and 28 inches, at a speed of 10,5
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feet per second. The contour diagram of the distri-
bution of mean speed is shown in figure 20.
Comparison of the original observations for the 2-,
5-, 11-, and 17-inch stations with the Blasius curve is
made in figure 21. There is some evidence of a system-
atic error in y of the order of 0.001 inch, the observed
values being too large. From the construction of the
traverse mechanism, the effect of wind load on the
prongs would be to deflect the mounting toward the
plate. Such an effect is not indicated, however, in
the earlier series (fig. 17). In view of the difficulty
of the measurements, it seems quite clear that the Blas-
ius curve is art accurate representation of the laminar
portion of the velocity tield near a plate with sharp
t
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FIGUaI_ 21,--])istribution of mean speed, for x:2, 5, ii, and 17 inches, series D,
plotted for comparison with the Blasius distribution.
symmetrical leading edge in a stream without appre-
ciable pressure gradient.
No observations of this series fall within the eddying
region.
The contour diagram of tile u-tluctuations is shown
in figure 22. It is not possible without greatly con-
fusing the diagram to show either original observations
or faired values. In one traverse at I1 inches, the
fluctuations were abnormally large and not concordant
wittl two additional traverses at the same station.
The cause is not known, and results for this one trav-
erse have not been considered. Otherwise, the indi-
vidual traverses were reasonably concordant, and it
has only been necessary to smooth out minor incon-
sistencies. The faired values from which figure 22 was
prepared are given in table VIII. The u-fluctuation
in the free air stream was 0.5 percent of the mean
speed.
Tile interesting features of figure '22 are the leading-
edge disturbance, which has not been completely
eliminated; the fluctuations in the laminar region of
nmgnitude about three times the free-stream fluctua-
tion; the increasing amplitude of fluctuation beginning
at an x-Reynolds Number of 700,000, as compared,
with transition at 1,100,000 as inferred from the dis-
tribution of mean speed; and the large amplitude of
fluetnation in the transition region.
Artificially turbulent air strzam.--The very high
value of the x-Reynolds Number, 1,100,000, for transi-
tion, as compared to the value 300,000 observed by
van der Heggc Zijnen and tIansen, is undoubtedly to
be attributed to the small magnitude of the u-fluctua-
tions in the normal air stream of the 3-foot wind
tunnel. In order to definitely confirm this statement,
the turbulence was artificially increased by the intro-
duction of a wire screen of }_-inch mesh 39 inches
ahead of the leading edge of the plate. Some 200
small aluminum tags about 1}4/ inches by 1 inch by
_o inch were fastened to the screen by paper clips.
The tags, fluttering in the wind, produced a large
distributed u-fluctuation whose root-mean-square value
was about 3.0 percent of the mean speed of the air
stream. The fluctuations normally present were ac-
cordingly increased by a factor of 6.
The u-fluctuation decreased slightly along the plate,
from about 3.2 percent at the leading edge to about
Lt  iAy,
2' °°F1 I
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FI<;CrttE 22.--Distribution of u-lluctuation, series D, with pressure gradient of figure
15, turbulenc_ q,f free stream, 0.5 percent. See legend of figure 13.
2.8 percent at 28 inches from the leading edge. The
lnaxinmm single value observed was 3.42 and the
mininmnb 2.56 percent.
The pressure gradient along the plate was that
shown in ligure 23. The variation is similar to that of
figure 15, but the approximation to constant pressure
was somewhat better.
Twelve traverses were made at a speed of about 65
feet per second at distances 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11.5,
13, 18, 23, and 28.5 inches from the leading edge, and
ten traverses were made at a speed of about 32.5 feet
per second at distances 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 28
incims. In six cases, therefore, approximately the
same x-Reynolds Number was obtained at two speeds
differing by a factor of 2. The choice of speeds
considerably lower than 100 feet per second permitted
some increase in precision. The contour diagram pre-
pared from f'fircd curves is shown in figure 24.
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Transitio. begins at all x-Reynohis Number of tile
order of 100,000; i. e., very close to the leading edge.
The results for the two speeds are reasonably con-
cordant and, in the six cases where the same Reynolds
Number was obtained at the two speeds, there is no
0 _ _ p _ i rUpstreome_ge--JI I ' I Downc od<e.l I
- -to:piot_--.--_ _ o<z/ol_÷-=--t
= - /0 20 35- zo 5o 60-- 75-
Dlslonce olong tunnel, inches
FIUURE 23.--Pressure gradient for measurements of series C (figs. 24 to 26, inclusive).
See legend of figure 9. The speed of the free stream departs from the mean value
by a raaxirnum or 0.2 percent.
evidence of a systematic difference. Comparison of
figure 24 with figures 16 and 20 will emphasize the
very great influence of the initial turbulence of the
wind tunnel on the velocity distribution and hence on
the skin friction. Only the measurements at the
8,OOC - Uoo = 32. 6 ft. per" sec. _
o I_o=B55 ftper sec.
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I"I(;U_tE 2t.--Distribution of nlean speed, series C, with pressure gradient of figure
'23, turbulence of free stream, 3.0 percent. See legend of figure l for notation.
2-inch station are in the laminar region. These two
traverses agree well with the Blasius distribution.
Figure 25 shows the results of four traverses in the
eddying region at an x-Reynolds Number of approxi-
mately 435,000 and one traverse at 888,000 plotted in
the form suggested by equation (15). The four repeat
355
runs show that the precision of tim measurements is
not sufficiently great to determine rite slope with very
great accuracy.
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FIGUnE 25.--Distribution of mean speed, for x-Reynolds Nu bers 435,{100 and Y._,I_I),
series C, plotted for COml>arison with the logarithmic distribution.
The contour diagram of the u-fluctuation is shown
in figure 26. The faired values from which the din-
I1,000
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FIC.UR_; 26.---Distributi.n of u-fluctualion, series C, with pressure gradient of figure
23, turbulence of freo stream, 3.0 percent. See legend of figure 13.
gram was prepared are given in table IX. The region
of maximum u-fluctuation occurs at an x-Reynolds
Number of about 200,000, com'esponding roughly to
the middle of the transition region. In the eddying
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regionthemagnitudeof thefluctuationisof theorder
of4 or5percentof tilemeanspeedascomparedwith
thefreestreamvalueof about3percent.
DISCUSSION
Meaning of fluctuations in laminar region.--Thc
distinction between laminar and eddying flow is usu-:
ally based on the nature of tile variation of the skin
friction with speed or oil tlle nature of the speed dis-
tribution as has been more fully discussed in the sec-
tion on Previous Experimental Work. The skin
friction and speed distribution in laminar flow are
generally computed on the assumption of steady flow,
and the agreement between experimental results and
theoretical calculations leads us to picture tile laminar
flow near a plate as a steady flow. The experiments
described in this paper clearly show that the conclusion
is incorrect; the experiments together with the com-
putations illustrated in figures 3 and 4 indicate that it
is possible to have largo speed fluctuations with no
measurable effect on the distribution of mean speed.
On the other hand, it has long been known that
eddying ttow is characterized by fluctuations of speed
at a given point and hence there is a temptation to
identify speed fluctuations with turbulence. Here
again the experiments described in this paper show
that large fluctuations are not confined to the region
of eddying flow. It is not possible to detennine by
measurement of amplitude of fluctuation alone whether
the flow is laminar or eddying.
This result and a brief account of the measurements
described in this paper were reported to the Fourth
International Congress of Applied Mechanics at Cam-
bridge, England, in 1934. Tolhnien discussed this
account in reference 22 and emphasized by cxamt)les
the importance of considering the correlation between
the several components of the velocity tluctuations.
lie says "In order to produce a shearing stress a corre-
lation" is necessary between the components of the
vclocity fluctuations in two different directions. This
is of course well known. But one has hitherto fre-
quently regarded tile mere existence of velocity fluc-
tuations as sufficiently characteristic of turbulencc in
the tacit expectation th._t a correlation between the
components of the fluctuations would be present, it
is therefore necessary in general to give the greatest
attention to tile correlation between any, even theo-
retical, velocity fhlcttmtions which have been deter-
mined, in order to he certain of tile effect of the fluc-
tuations on the form of the veh)city distribution curve."
One of the interesting examples in Tollmien's paper is
the yon Ktirm_'m vortex street, which shows no corre-
lation between tile longitudinal and lateral components
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called "turbulence", the author denotes a flow with
the correlated type of fluctuations as "eddying" flow.
_Tmther these particular names are generally adopted
or not, there should be some clear distinction by means
of different names between fluctuations whose com-
ponents are uncorrelated and those which show corre-
lation. Most experimenters would consider the flow
in avon K_rmhn vortex street as highly turbulent.
In the discussion at the Congress of Applied Me-
chanics, it was pointed out that the fluctuations in the
laminar layer were, generally speaking, of lower fre-
quency than the fluctuations in the eddying layer.
At the time the measurements described in this paper
were made, a suitable oscillograph was not available.
In 1934, after the Cambridge meeting, a plate was
installed in the 4_-foot wind tunnel at the National
Bureau of Standards and records of the fluctuations
made with a cathode ray oscillograph. For conveni-
ence, the flow was made more turbulent by a wire
screen of 1-inch mesh placed about 4.5 feet upstream
from the plate. The u-fluctuation of the free stream
was approximately 1.3 percent of the mean speed,
giving transition at an x-Reynolds Number of about
500,000. The pressure gradient was not determined
and the values of y were not accurately measured;
hence these values are not comparable with the data
reported in the preceding section. The records ob-
tained are shown, in part, in figure 27. They were not
made simultaneously. It is seen that the fluctuations
in the laminar region (position 2) are much less rapid
than those in the eddying region (position 5).
It should perhaps be pointed out that "slow" and
"fast" are in this connection purely relative terms, the
absolute magnitude of the rate of change of speed
being a function of mean speed and of the thickness of
the boundary layer. In any given flow, the distinc-
tion between laminar and eddying flow (;an t)e madc
on this basis, but in two different flows at widely
different speeds aml with t)oundary layers of widely
different thickness, the use of this simple criterion
would not be safe.
In the opinion of the _tuthor, the fluctuations in the
laminar layer arc to t)e regarded as forced oscillations
produced by the turbulence of the wind-tunnel air
stream. The qualitative distribution is very similar
to that computed in the highly simplified manner
described in the theoretical treatment of the transition
i,md pictured in figure 4. Since, however, the distri-
1)ution in the "free" oscillations as computed by
i Schlichting (referenee 23) is also of nmch the same
i charactcr, the general shape of the distribution curve
cannot serve as a criterion of whether the fluctuations
iare forced or free.
of tile velocity fluctuations. Transition from laminar to eddying flow.--Figures
It may be remarked that the fluctuations in tile free ] 1, 10, 10, 20, and 24 show a gradual transition region
stream of the wind tunnel are of this uneorrelated extending over a range of x-Reynolds Numbers of
type having no influence on the distribution of mean 200,000 or more. It is very difficult to state definitely
speed. Siflce these fluctuations have generally been where the transition begins. The departures from the
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Blasius distribution begin earlier for speed contours
in the neighborhood of 0.4 or 0.5 than for the 0.9
contour. The layer begins to thicken rapidly at a
somewhat greater x-Reynolds Number than that at
which tile speed near the surface begins to be accel-
erated. The character of the first noticeable change
may perhaps best be seen in figure 8.
Figures 22 and 26 sitow that the rate of increase of
the amplitude of the u-fluctnation is accelerated at an
x-Reynolds Number considerably lower than that. for
which noticeable departures from the Blasius distri-
bution of mean speed occur.
Finally, figure 27 shows that the transition is in fact
a sudden phenomenon. Near the upstream limit of
the transition region, eddying flow occurs intermit-
tently at infrequent intervals, the flow being of the
eddying type for only a small fraction of tim time
 ooo -i _-1
 ,ooo i
-z,ooo3 4 8 2 /e -_o×/_,
v
[:l(;Qn_; 20: -i)el)7*rttlre of tl,e 0.4, 0.5, _I110 'J COllLour,_ el il ean _peetl in figure 16
from t_e Bla.sius positions. The ordinates represent the observed /-Reynolds
Numbers for t,ha speed contours minus the y-Royzlcdds Number computed from
BDsius' solution for a laminar boundary layer.
covered by the record. Near the downstream limit,
laminar flow occurs infrequently.
The process may be pictured somewhat as follows:
Transition is a sudden phenomenon controlled by
the instantaneous pressure distrit)ution arising from
the turbulence of the free air stream. As the pressure
distribution fluctuates, tile point of transition fluc-
tuates back and forth along the plate. At a. given
poiut in the transition region the tlow is sometimes
laminar and sometimes eddying---more frequently
laminar as the point of observation is moved npstream
and more frequently eddying as the point is moved
downstream. Since the turbulence of the free streant
is constant only in a statistical sense, there is a point
of transition only in a statistical sense. The designa-
tion of the Reynohts Number at which transition o('cl:rs
becomes then a matter of definition.
No entirely satisfactory definition has been found.
The valnes quoted can be regarded nnly as approxi-
mate. In figure 28, the departures of tbe distribution
of mean speed of figure 16 from the Blasins distril)u-
tion are plotted for the 0.4, 0.5, and 0.9 contours. The
value of the x-Reynolds Number for transition has
been given as 1,100,000. It is obvious that significant
departures occur at a somewhat lower x-Reynolds
Number for the 0.4 and 0.5 contours, perhaps as low
as 900,000 whereas the 0.9 contour does not show
significant departures until 1,300,000.
The use of a Reynolds Number based on the "dis-f7placement thickness" _*, which equals (1- u/[_)dy,
has often been suggested. A plot of a*-Reynolds
Number against, x-Reynohts Number, compared with a
similar plot of the a*-Reynolds Number computed
from the Blasius distribution, is not found to give
clear indications of transition, because the departures
v
ooo
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FIGURE 29.--The _i*-Reynol4s Number for the several series of observations as a
function of the square root of the z-Reynolds Number. The transition begins at
the values indi(._ded by the arrows as determined from the distribution of mean
speed.
from the Blasius distribution expressed as differences
in y-Reynohts Number for a given speed are in one
direction for the 0.4 and 0.5 contours and in the oppo-
site direction for the 0.8 and 0.9 contours. The two
effects partly compensate and lead to only nloderate
departures of the 5*-Reynolds Number from the Blasius
result, which are sometimes masked by experimental
errors.
The comparison was made, however, and the results
are given in figure 29. The values of the _*-Reynolds
Number were computed by Simpson's rule from the
faired values similar to those of table VII. Between
the lowest value of u/Uo (0.3 in table VII) and zero, a
linear interpolation was used. The transition points
are indicated in figure 29 by arrows. The points for
the preliminary observations of series A show tile
apparent systematic error of about 400 in the value of
Uddv to which reference has previously becn made.
AIR
If correction is made for this shift, the 6*-Reynolds
Number tit transition apFears to be about 2,200.
Series B shows a somewhat earlier transition than
series D as may also be seen from a careful examination
of figure 16 and figure 20. In view of the difficulties of
measurement, the results may be averaged to give a
5*-Reynolds Number of about 1,700.
The curves for series A, B, and D show a bending
_,way from the Blasius curve toward lower values with
approach to slowly changing a*-Reynolds Number with
increasing x-Reynolds Number. This deflection is fol-
lowed for series B by a rapid increase. The same effects
are not marked for the series C observations. From
figure 24, it is clear that transition begins at an
x-Reynolds Number of about 100,000 corresponding
to a 6*-Reynolds Nmnber of about 560. No per-
ceptible departure of the _i*-Reynolds Number curve
in figure 29 from the Blasius curve occurs until much
higher values.
It is possible to suggest an unambiguous definition
of the Reynolds N_mber of transition; for example, tbat
for which the 0.4 contour deviates from the theoretical
l_lasius position by a y-Reynohts Number of 100.
But so long as tile effects of experimental errors com-
bined with the effects of unavoidable departures from
the uniform pressure assumed in the theory are of the
order of 300 or 400, accurate determinations cannot be
made in accordance with such a definition.
Effect of turbulence.--Ii: the experiments of van der
ttegge Zijnen and of Hansen, the turbulence of the
air stream was not measured, no method then being
hnown. From the dimensions of the honeycombs and
limit location and published data (for example, that in
reference 17), we may estimate that the turbulence
was between 1 and 2 percent. The corresponding
x-Reynohts Number for transition was about 300,000,
and the 5*-Reynolds Number for transition about 940.
The experiments described in t tfis paper give the
following results:
1
Turbulence, z-Reynolds (i*- Reynl)lds |
percent Ntlnlher Nunlber /11}0, N)00 5 1, 100, N)0 1, 7f_3.0 ,SPffl
Tim available data do not suffice to construct a well-
defined curve such as that established for the relation
between the critical Reynolds Number of a sphere and
the turtmlence (reference 18). Nevertheless, there is
little doubt that such a relation exists. The effect of
turbulence is obviously very great. It is believed
that the evidence presented supports the view that in
an air stream of approximately uniform static prevsure
and for a smooth plate with sharp leading edge, the
x-Reynolds Number for transition is a function of the
turbulence varying from about 1,100,000 to 100,000.
Effect of pressure gradient.--Thc preliminary series
of experiments showed that the effect of a pressure
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gradient such as shown in figure 9 was to increase the
x-Reynolds Number for transition in a stream of
turbulence 0.5 percent from 1,100,000 to 1,800,000.
The change in the a*-Reynolds Number is not so
definitely established in view of the apparent systematic
error in the preliminary series, but the author believes
that with the pressure gradient the a*-Reynolds Num-
ber was increased from 1,700 to about 2,200; in other
words, approximately in the same ratio as the square
roots of the x-Reynolds Numbers.
The effect of an accelerating pressure gradient is
then to delay the transition. This effect does not
contradict the picture of the mechanism of transition
described in the theoretical treatment, for the addi-
tion of a steady accelerating pressure gradient to the
tluctuating pressure gradients of the turbulence of the
air stream would reduce the magnitude of the instanta-
neous retarding gradients and hence delay separation.
It is interesting to speculate on the effect cf an acceler-
ating gradient so large as to suppress entirely the
retarding gradients in the fluctuations. A funda-
mental investigation of the effect (Jr pressure gradient
with constant turbulence is urgently needed. It is
desirable that such experiments be made with both
low and high degree of turbulence in the air stream.
Speed distribution in eddying region.--From the
slopes of the lines in figure 18 and yon Kfirmfin's
value, 0.4, of the universal constant k, the local friction
coefficient may be computed according to equation (15).
The values obtained are 0.0076 and 0.0057, respec-
tively, which are unreasonably high.
Sinfilarly the slopes of the lines in figure 25 gi_e
values of the local skin-friction coefficient computed
from equation (15) for k=0.4 of 0.0057 'rod 0.0062
which again are unreasonably high. From wm K_r-
mhn's table (reference 16) values of the order of 0.0045
and 0.0038 would be expected. Such a large difference
is not accounted for by any reasonable assumption as
to the errors in the velocity determinations. Applica-
tion of the still-air heat-h)ss correction would increase
the discrepancy.
The explanation of the discrepancy is that in the
thin boundary layer nearly all stations are sufficiently
near the wall that the effects of viscosity cannot be
neglected, the y-Reynolds Numbers being less than
4,000.
Since no independent determination of local skin-
friction coefficients was possible in the present experi-
ments, no direct comparison can be made. It is of
interest, however, to estimate the local skin-friction
coefficients cI from yon Kfirmtln's table and to plot the
distributions of figures 18 and 25 with \e1j _0 ordi-
C f /2 ?Z
nate and log_o _ -_oaS abscissa. This has been done
in figure 30. Tile solid curve is ttmt determined by
yon Kfirmhn from Nikuradse's measurements in _pipes.
In the estimation of cl, the Reynolds Number used was
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that obtained by assuming the eddying layer to begin
at the beginning of the transition region.
The measurements with artificial turbulence lie
about 4 percent above yon K_rm£n's curve but sensibly
parallel. On the other hand, tile measurements with
very small turbulence in the air stream show a different
slope. The exact significance of this difference is not
clear. The speed fluctuation at the center of a pipe in
which the flow is eddying is of the order of that at the
outer edge of the boundary layer in the experiments
with artificial turbulence. The observations now
i
/2
0 .4 8 /2 /6 20 24 28
FIGURE 30.--l)istributien of n:ean speed in eddying region for comparison with
K,_rm_n's formula. Tire data are those shown in figures lS and 25. The local
friction coefficient C'I, is estimated by assuming that the eddying begins at the
beginning of the transition region.
available are too few to be certain that the shape of
the speed-distribution curve near a plate is actually a
timer|on of the turbulence of the stream, as suggested
by figure 30.
CONCLUSION
The intensive study of the boundary-layer flow near
_t thin flat plate promises to yield considerable informa-
tion as to the origin of eddying flow and the effect of
turbulence in wind-tunnel experiments. The informa-
tion now available shows that the velocity field varies
gre_tly with the turbulence of the air stream, and with
the pressure gradient. The Reynolds Number at
which transition occurs in a stre_m without pressure
gradient decreases greatly as the turbulence is increased.
The presence of fluctuations is not an indication of
the presence of eddy shearing stresses. The laminar
layer shows speed fluctmttions of amplitude consider-
ably greater than th_Lt in the free stream. These
fluctuations do not produce departures from the theo-
retical Blasins distribution for laminar flow. They
are of lower frequency than the fluctuations in the
eddying t)oundary layer.
Transition is a sudden phenomenon, but the point of
transition moves back and forth within rather wide limits.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDSj
WASHINGTON, D. C., March I986.
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TABLE I
SOLUTION OF BLASIUS EQUATION FOR FLOW IN A LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
X Z
0 0
0, I 0. 00500
.2 , .02000
• 3 I . {},1498
.4 .07992
.5 ' .12474
• 6 .17936
• 7 • 24362
.8 .31732
.9 .40020
1.0 •49193
l, 1 .59214
1.2 .711137
1.3 .81613
1,4 ,93886
1.5 L 06708
1.0 I. 20289
1.7 1. 34295
1.8 1.48757
1.9 1,63613
2.0 1.78807
2.1 1. 94285 1. 56046
2.2 2.1D001 1. 58185
2.3 2. 25909 I.59920
2.4 2.41973 1. 61305
2. 5 2.58 If_ 1. 62392
2.6 2. 74443 1, 63232
2.7 2.90800 i. 63871
2, 8 3. 07212 1. 64348
2.9 3. 23665 1. 64700
3.0 3. 40149 1. 64954
3. 1 3.56654 1. 65135
3. 2 3.73174 1. 65262
3.3 3. 80705 1. 65350
3.4 4. 06243 I. 65409
3. 5 4, 22786 1. 65448
3.6 4, 39332 1. 65474
3.7 4. 55881 i. 65491
3.8 4, 72430 1. 65502
3.9 4. 8898 [ 1, 65508
4.0 5.05522 1.65512 ;
4.1 5.22083 1.05515 !
4.2 5. 38635 1. 65516
4.3 5. 55187 1 65517
4.4 5.71738 1.65518 i
4.5 5 88290 1.65518
5,2 7.04153 1.65518
dZ d-_Z I d_Z
d-)( dX' 1 dX_
0. 100(_ 0 0.99983 I --0.0
.19993 .99867 _ --.0
• 29966 .99551 --. D
• 39894 . 98939 --. 0
• 49741 . 97940 --. 1:
• 59466 .96470 --. 1'
.69017 .94459 --.?,
.78338 .91853 --.'2
• 87367 J .88623 --.3
.96042 .84763 --.4
1. 04299 ' .8ff29fi -. 4
1.12082 .75276 --.5
I. 19339 .69784 --. 5
i.26027 .63925 --.6
L 32 6 .57825 --, 6
I. 37588 •51620 --. 6
1.42441 , 45452 --.6
1. 46684 .39456 --. 5
1. 50342 • 33751 --. 5
1.53448 .28441 --.5
•23602 --.4
•19282 --.4
• 15506 --. 3
. t2272 ! --,2
• 09557 --. 2
•07323 --.2
.05520 --. I
• 04093 --. 1
.02986 --. 0
• 02143 --. O
.01513 --.0
.01050 i --.0
.00717 --.O )
• 00482 --. 0
.00318 --.0
.00207 -.0
.00132 --.O
.00083 --.(J
.00051 -.0
.00031 --.0
.00019 -.0
.60(111 --.C
.0(0)O1 --•0
.000(14 --•6
,000_2 --.0
0
!
/v
y=y¥ vz _o
0. 1819 0. 0604 --- --
0 0 0.33,_ _
• 3639 , 1208 . 33_3 1
; . .5458 .1812 .33( _ i
' [ .7278 .2410 .32$_ I
.9097 .3005 .32_i i1.0017 I .3593 .32([ 1, 2736 F .4170 .313
1, 4556 _ .4733 .30_ )
1.6375 ] .5278 .29,11
1, 8194 ] .586G .28132.0014I .530l ._
2.1_ 1
2.3653 I
2.54721
2,7292 /
2.9lll I
3.o931/8n75o /
3. 4569 /
3. 6389 I, 8208
4.0028 [
4, 1847 [
4. 3667
4.,5486 I .9811 .0317
.6772
•7210
• 7614
.7982
.8313
.8606
.8862
.9083
.9271
,9428
.9557
.9662
•9745
4.7305 i .9862
4.9125 .9000
5. 0944 .9929
5. 2764
5. 4583
, 5. fA_
5.82_2
6. 0042
6.1861
6.3680
6,5500
6. 7319
6.9139
7.0958
7, 2778
7. 4597
7. 6417
8, 0055
8.1875
9,461l
d yl
0
--0.0009
-. 0036
-. 0082
--. 0144
--. 0223
--.g316
--. 0420
--. 0532
--.0647
--. 0761
--. 0868
.25() --.0962
.2317 --.102,9
.211_ --. I(_35
.19'-:} --.liT/
• 1711 --. 1133
.i5() --.1114
• 1310 --. 1071
.1121 --.1008
.0944 --.0928
.0784 --.0837
.0640 --. 0739
.0515 --,0639
.040_ --.0542
--.0450
• 0243 --. 0367
• 0183 --. 0'293
• 0136 --. 0230
951 .0099 --.0176
• 9966 .0071 --. 0133
•9977 .0050 --.0098
• 9985 .0035 --. 0072
• 9990 .0024 --. 0051
.9993 .0016 --. 0036
.9906 I .oon -.0025 I
.9997 I .0007 --.0017 I
.9998 I .0004 -.oon 1
.9999 I ,c_ i -ooo7 ]
.9990 .ooo2 i -.ooo5 [
I Loooo ,ooo1 I -.uoo3
,_ .......... O00L --. 0002
.......... 6 >_1l
iiiii:/::-iiii :iiii==i;=
TABLE II
CALIIHtATIONS OF WIRE N18 ON OCT. 14, 1930
Resistance o[ wire and leads, R+R,, ohms ............
Resistanco of leads, It,, ohms ..........................
Resistance (If wire, /20, ohms .........................
Temperature, °C .............................
Barometric pressure, in fig ......................
Beginning i End.... [ii!i:4:.446I,959
! _ 68
tleating ellrrent 02 anLllere, l?_a: 0,01653,
FIRST CAI,IBRATI(IN
'2_5 7.52
8. 02
_q 0 8. 70
82.7 9.09
:_J. 0 90.6 9.51
loft6 1O. 03
29.0 113.9 I0.66
30,0 I05,2 [ 10.25
100. 1 I 10. 05
30. 0 90. 8 9.52
82.8 9.10
30.0 71.3 8, '14
58.2 7.62
Voltage
drop
fiR+R,)
I. 638
I.602
1. 561
1.538
1. 520
1,496
1. 474
R t-R,
ohlns
8, 19O
8, 010
7. 805
7. 690
7. 600
7. 480
7. 370
R 1_'o
ohms I ohm_
7 7-1,5 13
7. 565
7.3f;0 i ia
7. 245 .....
7. 155 ......
7 035 .....
t3 025 __ _
PRR_a
R--_R_
I
0. 001820
. (101_98
.002013
.00208(I
• (X)2138
• 002221
.002310
ECOND CALIBRATION
1,492
I..505
1. 526
1, M6
I. 583
I, 637
7,460
7. 525
7. t_tO
7. _0
7,915
8 185
/
7. 014 [ ;7 ] 0. 002267 [
7 079 [_.' .002213 !
7. 184 __ ---I . 002143
7. 284 ii _.., .002080 I
7.469 ---i .001972 [
7. 739 ---I .001845 ti
TABLE III
DETERMINATION OF MEAN SPEED FOR x=23
INCITES, Uo= 105.2 FT./SEC. ON OCT. 14, 1930
SEE TABLE II FOR DATA ON WIRE. SEE FIG URE 7 FO It
Ten1- _/oltage
Ire in e_hes drop
i(/e+,¢.) ',
c
g. 5 :020,1 1:765
.,.u5 .025I 1.720
.;9.5 .030 1,666
_0. 0 , 040 1. 602
]0.0 " .0_ I 1,566
_O.0 .065 I. 52(3
_0 0 .080 I. 508
_O.O .100 I. 4(F3
I0.0 .130 1. 493
10.0 .180 1. 490
_(1 O .230 1, ,t99
0. 0 ,065 1. 493
(!ALIBRATION CURVE i
iIRl_oa -- U l_ i
R+11.I R Ro _,±7¢o 4u ft./see t';
O11nlS I ohrllS ohtllS
9.310 8.865 ] 4.9,13 L001494 _ 5.42 29,4 10.280
8.825 8,379 4.954 .001616 ] 6.19 38.3[ .361
8.6041 8. 154 ........ 001684 [ 6.62 ! 43.8 I .417
8.330 7.884 [ ....... 001778 [ 7,21 52.0 [ .494
8. 010 7. 565 4. 967 .001926 8. I5 66.4 [ .1132
7.830 7.384 I ....... 00202[ 8.75 76.5 [ •728
7,645 7. 199 ....... 002130 9.45 I .848
7, 096 ....... 89. 27, 540 .002;'203 9.91 98 3 I .935
7.495 7.0-19 ........ 00_237 10.13 102.6 I •976
7.465 7,019 ..... 002259 19.2C 105.3 [ i001
7,450 7. D04 ........ 002274 I0.3_ 1.024
7.450 7,0C4 .... 002274 10.36 1117 6 1.024
7.465 ] .002259 10.26 1.001
i
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF TABLE III CORRECTED FOR HEAT LOSS
TO PLATE ON BASIS OF STILL AIR CORRECTION
WIRE LENGTH-0.342 INCH. K=O.00D (DO 00435
Y
inches
0.015
• 020
• 025
.030
.040
.050
• 055
.080
.100
• 130
.180
.230
1. 065
--R@=o XO
oC.
237. 2 0. 000009
207. 2 .000045
193• 6 .000034
177.2 .000026
157.1 .0(O017
146.2 .000013
135.1 .00(09
128. 7 i .000_7
126.0 ! .000005
124.1 ,00(04
123.2 .000003
123.2 .0(0)O2
124.1 0
I
i2RRP_a KO
0.001425
.001571
.O01650
.001752
.001909
• 002008
.002121
.002196
• 002232
• 002255
.002271
• 002272
• 002259
ft,/sec. "_o
4.93 24.3 0.231
5.90 34.8 .331
6.40 41.0 .390
7.06 49.8 .473
8.05 64,8 .610
8.68 75, 3 .716
9.38 _,0 .P,36
9 85 97.0 ,922
10.09 101.8 .968
10.25 105, 0 .998
1O. 35 107, 5 1. 022
10.35 107. 5 1. 022
19.26 105.3 1,001
TABLE V
DETERMINATION OF SPEED FLUCTUAT]ON FOR
x=23 INCHES, &½=105.2 FT./SEC. ON OCT. 14, 1930
SEE TABLE II FOR DATA ON WIRE, TABLE III FOR MEAN
SPEED, FIG. 7 FOR CALIBRATIGN CURVE
B=0.0001580 (from fig, 7)
2 3 4 I I
inches _ J _
]' 8.75
0.015 5.42 0.001061
.020 I 6•19 ,001396
.025 6.62 .00 1597
.030 ] 7.21 .00 1905
.040 J 8.15 ,00243fl
"_ 9.91 .002812
• 9. 45 .0032_
.003623
]1oo o, 13 . o0378o
.13o lO. 26 I ,00ase
• 180 I0. 36 ,003958
2aO 10. 36 .003958
I .0038001 _065 10. 26
0.00q249 0.001310 t 3.06
,000269 .001665 [ 3,40
. 0_)281 • 001878 3. 59
.000296 .002201 3.86
.000321 .002757 4.28
.000337 .(KI3149 4.
• 003990 5. I O
1000373 .004153 5.19
• 000376 .004272 5, 27
• 000379 .004337 5.29
• 000379 . 004337 5.29
• 10037 ) . 004272 5.27
7::
dE
(volts) _1_.1
9.1190 I. 3N 0.1019
• 0776 .2,64 J. 0961
.O563 •2O2 [.0843
• 0403 .1555 .0768
.017l •0732 [ .0462
.0122 .0556 I .0405
.0099 .0483 ] .0410
.0090 .04,50 .0429
.00838 .0435 [ .042.5
• 00582 .0307 [ . 0307
.00300 .0191 / .0106
,00266 .0141 t .0144
.00115 .0061 .0001
I
TABLE VI
RESULTS OF TABLE V CORRECTED FOR ttEAT LOSS
TO PLATE ON BASIS OF STILL AIR CORRECTION
WIRE LENGTH 0.342 INCHES K-0.000 000 00435
I
Y
nohes
0. 015
.020
• 025
• 030
• 040
• 050
• 065
.080
.100
• 130
• I S(1
•23{1
1.(165
FAIRED
2 3
K
4,93 O. 00(0S_
5.90 .0000_
0. 40 ,0000_3
7. 06 ,000044
8.05 .0000_'}
8.68 .000026
0.38 .000029
9.85 ,000016
10.09 .000013
1O. 25 ,000010
I0, 3,5 .000007
10.3,5 .000006
10.26 .000001
Col4mru 5 6
(5) of 2(4) i dE
table V _ volts
I
+(3)
0.001398 3.59 O. IIQO
• 001731 3.72 .0776
• 001931 3. 82 .056.3
, 002245 4.03 . 0403
.0027.90 4.39 ,0171
• 003175 4.63 • 0122
• 003665 4.95 .0099
.004006 5.15 .0090
.0041_ 5.21 ,0083_
• E(142_ 2 5. 29 .00582
. 004344 5. 31 • 00360
• 004343 5. 31 . 00266
, 004273 5.27 . 00115 [
TABLE VII
VALUES FOR x=23 INCHES
7 8
I __
t
d_e I d_,
tZe I U9
0.427 0.0986
.289 .0957
• 215 .0838
,1612 .0763
• 0751 .0463
• 056.5 ,0404
.0490 .0410
• 0463 .0427
• 0438 ,0424
• 0308 .0_17
.0191 .0195
.0141 .0144
• 006l .0061
Uo: 105.2 FT./SEC.
Average teml)eralure S0 ° C. Pressure 29.68 inches tlg
_=00001732 fU/see. _ar_1,164,000
n_
0, 3 3. 0166
.4 ,0230
.5 . O30l
.6 .0378
.7 .0468
.8 .0580
• 9 .0727
I_yv i I 100_
841 lO
1,165 9
1.52..5 8
1,915 7
2, 371 6
2, 938 5
3, 682 4
......... 3
....... 2
Y
0. 0166
• 0237
• 0282
.03: O
• 0327
• 0367
• 057
• 110
• 132
• 170
{ Foy i
841
1._00 I
l, 428 t
],570 1
1.6.56
1,859
2.888
5, 575
6.690
9, 070
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TABLE VIII
y-REYNOLDS NUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO VARIOUS VALUES OF u-FLUCTUATION USED
IN PLOTTING FIGURE 22
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100_o z-Reynolds Number
102000 256200 507000 _ 567600 555000 863000 g69_0 1188000 1160(010 1 lffl000
,1............__._ .....................!_ _ _ _iii_ ...............................
,o.o.................................................................................. { 1_ 7°0I
9.8..........!........ [..................... /................... I................ 133o{ 1_ lO3O
9.0 .............................. ] .................. i _ - .-- 1480 [ 790 1160
8 5 ( 10608.o._::::'I::-:-:--::/:---:---_-::::::I_:::__---_:._::.-::F:_-:__:F.:-_....I 11_o° _3_ _4_o°
7. 5 ...... i .................. I ................................ 1920 1800 1570
7,0 ....... ......... / ......... ] ........ I ................................ 2080 1890 I 1660
o.8...... , ......... t.......... I.......... [........................ I ........ P 2270 _oo, 175o
6 ,' ].o....... j............................. / ....................................... 2500 215o 18_o
5. 5 ................. ! ......... I ............................................ 2820 2300 1910
8.0........._!.............I 1,_}...................................[ 326012620 10_
4 ..........5 i .......... ........./f 770 / / / 3670 ( 2990 'I , j_ ,51o_........ _.......................... _ _ 439o 2O9O
4.0...................... ,870 I.......... I.............. I' 480 ] _4_1i 5570
35 ........................ 2000 .................................. i 4960 ] 5860 / 60,_0
! 2140 1 I 1479_0
J_ I i
...........,.................. II..........r o_6o_ 6690:I.O
I 1900 .......... II I
i
780 ]1 / 117025 .............. {{ 330 } 2.'t-'20 ................ 201 1330 } 1860 ........ 7170 7770
2.0 ........ ! I0(D .......... , 2570,1.5........! 1,90 1_01 _30/i-i_ }_! 4_ _0 _::::.:::':::::::::-:119170
10.........I 13_0 1880_ 32,0i 3,70I 32_ ,650 45,t01...........I......... ' ........
1350000 I 1383000
i--
4Qo }
1130 1270 1
1230 1330
1350 I410
1470 1510
1580 '610
1700 1730
1830 1880
1970 202O
22202450
2770
2470 3,?/}0
_t40
2680
3740 8960
5900
6410 6420
6950 6940
7640 7560
8480 8360
9320 9090
1011_1 10050
I116011920
12750 12"350
13550 136:1_
1 Not considered, becau_o II0t co/lcor(iat2t with repeat runs.
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TABLE IX
y-REYNOLDS NUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO VARIOUS VALUES OF u-FLUCTUATION USED
IN PLOTTING FIGURE 26
U_= 32.6 ft/sec.
x- B.eylaolds Number
100d,, ......
L7° _62800 , 12340(] 156100 ' 186400 215300 251200 439500 437300
7, 0 ................... 255 I
8. O............................ ' 435 } ..............................
210 270
7. 5 .......................... _' 490 455 J ............ ..................
190 / 240 240
........ ' 560 500 385 ' - ..........
6. 5 ................... _" 300 165 205 175
450 645 I 570 [ 460 ....... I ......... i ..........
................. | 1505 16NI _- ....................
...... I ......... ] 2to5t _.55
215 1090 160 160 310
865 156o1 81o _o5 48o t4740.......... 1300 915 1_oI(-- /....
................ i 2525i 2695 _0 IJ /
170 2475 155 155 230
_)70 .......... 1025 3220 580 [ |
:"-:::-::1 ::-------I 2sasL......... 34_ qj i
695 f 190 1995 1780
2360 I 2730[ 3265[ 3 (. 4100[ 0080 I 5810
4 4 F 150 [ 785 3352700 2940 3835 5 0 ....( 4, _O do35 / 7000
3135 3339 4700 5545(--_5_..... _ 9_Y_
.................. i.......... I ................ I ...... I 185
du
7,5 .........
7.0 ...........
6.5 ...........
60 .....
55 .........
5.0 ...........
4.5 ...........
4.0 ........
35 ...........
53000
iiii)I17o13 5,1 '7°5 o
2110
{ 650
670 960
1560 ;_380
2000 2850
3960
125200 1560110 188500
380
............._;--I,60
....... 395
........ ,_) 530
......... 1390
2180
56O
1185
1810
fi,iO
96O i
2775
3230
4055
5550
595
1400
2300
660
12_
2710
715
975
3O80
3640
4555
9430
217300
25O
355
425
500
575
1555
2715
645
1335
3075
800
1135
3540
4160
5070
6S90
Uo=05.5 rt/sec.
x-Reynolds Number:
i
307500 352O00 ) 406000 5rfi/000 715000 888000252200
.... i i .......
t
...... I...........................................
2095 / .............. i .....................2400 / ................................. _..................
_;_[ 1750i 28;_154_ 3170 3245,, ..................
K85 Im,o. i/ 1020 _ I f '
1_0 If _) f 43;5 ....... _......... I.......... _ 12140
3650 I} .... 1" i !
" IJ 540 260 _ if 3.0 - . 3305 ( 4790 i 4791000 118:) , 6 95 ,4550'/  5 526o4930 ,,470,3700
0070 I 6-I0 1695 [ 2540 2070 I 005
6000 ! _ 7490 ! 12570 14980 I 158_o
.......... 7040 li 8969 10730 I_ 1_ 20680 i( I3_
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CALCULATED AND MEASURED PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER THE MIDSPAN
SECTION OF THE N. A. C. A. 4412 AIRFOIL
By ROBEWr M. PINKERTON
SUMMARY
Pressures were simultaneously measured i_ tt_e variable-
<lel_sity turin el at 5/t orifices di_'tributed over the 7nidspan
section of a 5- by 80-i_wh rectaT_gular model of the N. _|.
C. A. _12 airfoil at 17 angles of attack ranging fi'om
--20 ° to 30 ° at a Reynolds Number of approximately
3,000,000. Accurate data were thus obtained for study-
ing the deviations of the results of potential-flow theory
from measured results. The results of the analysis and
a discussion of the experimental technique are presented. .
It is shown that theoretical calculations made either at
the effective angle oJ attack or at a given actual lift do not
accurately describe the observed pressure distribution over
an airfoil section. There is therefore developed a modified
theoretical calculation that agrees reasonably well with
the measured results of the tests of the AT. A. C. A. 4412
section and that consists of making the calculations and
evaluating the circulation by means of the experimentally
obtained 1.1fl at the effective angle of attack; i. e., the angle
that the chord of the model makes with the direction of the
_ow in the region of the section under consideration. In
the course of the computations the shape parameter _ is
modified, thus leadin 9 to a modified or an effective profile
shape that d_t_ers slightly from the specified shape.
INTRODUCTION
Pressure-distribution measurements over an airfoil
section provide, directly, the knowledge of the air-force
distribution along the chord that is required for some
purposes. In addition, such data, when compared with
the results of potential-flow (nonviscous fluid) theory,
provide a means of studying the effects of viscous forces
on thc flow about the airfoil section.
The results of experiment'tl pressure measurements
for a few miscellaneous 'tirfoils may be found in various
publications. The general application of this method
of obtaining dcsiTn data, however, is limited because of[
the exl)cnse of making such measurcments. [
A method of calculating the pressure distribution is]
devch)ped in references 1 and 2. This method, based I
on the "ide'd fluid" or l)oienti'tl-fl(m" theory, gives the I
local velocities over the surface; tim pressures are cal-
culated by means of Bernoulli's equation. Although
this method provides ,m inexpensive means of obtain-
ing tim distribution of pressure, the results may not t)c
in satisfactory agreement with measured results. Such
dis'lgreement, however, is not surprising since the
theory does not account for the effects of the viscous
boundary layer.
A reqsonably accurate method of c'dculating the
pressure distribution over an airfoil section is desirable
and might be obtained by two procedures. First, such
a method might be found by the development of a con>
plete theory. Such a theory, however, must take into
account all the factors or l)lmnonmm_ invoive(l anti
must give satisfactory agreement with actual measure-
ment. A second procc(lure, the most feasible one at
present, is the development of a rational method of
correcting the application of the potential-flow theory
to minimize the discrepancies between the theoretical
and measured results.
It was realized, however, that unusually reliable cx-
perintental pressure-distribution data for comparison
with calculations were not aw6hfl)lc. The experi-
ments to obtain suel_ data eonsistcd of pressure
mensurenlents at 't large nu,nber of points aroulld one
section of an airfoil. Because the investigation was
primarily intcn(lcd to study deviations of the actual
from the ideal, or potential, [tow, the tests were made in
the vnriqble-densitv_ tunnel over q r,mge of wducs of the
Reynolds Number, representing varying elrects of
viscosity, in addition, tests were made in the 24-inch
high-speed tunnel at certain eorrespondina v'/lues of
the Rewmhts. Number obtained 1)y means of high speeds,
thereby bringing out the effects of compressibility.
Parts of this expcrimental invesligation outside the
scope of tiffs ret)ort arc st.ill incomplete.
The present report, which presents the luost impor-
tant of the experimental results (those eorrespondin_ to
the highest value of the t{eynohls Number), is (lividcd
into two parts. The tirst part comprises the descril)-
tion "rod discussion of the experimental technique:
Materials that are essential to establish the fact that the
meqsured re.sults are sufficiently accurate and reliable to
nteet the demands of the sul)sequent analysis. The
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secondpartpresentsa comparisonf theoreticallycal-.
culatedresultswithmettsuredresultsantianan'dysisof
the difl'erencesand probablecauses.A methodis
developedto modifythealqflieationof potential-flow
theoryin orderto minimizetlisrrepanciesfromthe
me'tsuredpressuredistrihuti.ns.
EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
APPARATUS AND 'rESTS
The experinwntal inv('stigation described herein was
made in the variable-density wind tunnel (reference 3).
The model used was a standard dm'ahmlin airfoil having
/Y ]8 1,9 20 21
/5,_%5_7i+0 . 4s 5o 5/ 2z52 z3
/444' "_, "- _- "" 24 53
/j ffl i_ ...... , . _ , 7"5".2o
40 _. _ 35 . se s, 3o e s_
Flq;( lIE 1 Distribtltion of pressure t+rifit,es ablltlt tilt! X. A, (', A. 4,112 airfoil
the N. A. ('. A. 441:2 section and a rectangular plan
fornt with a span of 30 inches and a chord of 5 inches.
It wits modified by rel)htcing a midspan section 1 inch
in length with Ii brass section in whieh the pressure
oritiees were located. The 54 orilices, eacll 0.00g inch
in diameter, were drilled perpendicularly into the nit-
foil surface and placed in 2 roars about the airfoil. The
method and accuracy of construction of tile model are
described in reference 3. In order to evaluate the
pressure force parallel to tile chord, a relatively large
nmnber of orilices were hwah_<l at the nose of the airfoil
(fig. 1'; well-deline(l distributions of pressure along a
m)rnml to tile eimrd were thus assured. The locad_ms
of the pressure oritiees are included in table l. Brass
tubes were connected to the orifices and carried in
grooves in the h>wer surfat'e of the airfoil to the planes
of the SUl)l)orting struts where they werc' brought out
of the model. After tilt' nt,t(M wus assentble<l, tile
grooves were covered with a prate <'areEHty faire(l into
the surface. +rile tubing extended tht'ott!zh the tunnel
wall into the, deud-nir Slmce and tile part exposed t() the
air stream togetlwr witii the support struts was faired
intoasiu/leunit+(tig. 2i. The tui>es were connected by
rul)ber tul)ing to a lflmtorecordin_ mul_ilflc-t uhe manom-
eter ntmlnte([ ill the dead-air space.
Figure :1 shows the 6lLtulm nlanOllll'tA"l +, contl)OSt,d of
3(l-inch glass tubes arrnnged in a semicircle nnd cmF
neeteJ at the lower ends it) a co:ninon reservoir. Tile
total-head pressure of the air stream was chosen as the
reference pressure trod was measured by a pitot head,
n ounted _ls shown in ligure 2, to which four equally
spaced ntan(>nleter tubes WeFe connected. 'rile dynamic
pressure of the uir stream ",,.-+is (ieterntined by two
tubes connected to the caliI)r;ite,] static-pressure orifices
used in the normal operation of the tmmel. One tube
was connected to a set of hmr oriliees spaced around
the inner wall of the return passage and the other tube
to a set of four oritiees spaced around tile entrance cone
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near tile test section. Tile remaining 54 tubes, used
to measure the pressure at tile orifices on the airfoil,
were connected to the tubes leading to tile airfoil mode!
A fighttight box mounted on the fiat side of tile
semicircle contained drums for hill<ling photostat paper
and tile necessary operating inechanis:n. Tile nm-
nometer was arranged so that it eouht tie operated
ft'on_ outside tile tank that houses the tunnel.
The manonwter characteristics determined I)y trial
included the tinle required for the meniscuses t+) lie-
come steady and tile ftr(ilter exlntsure of the l)ht)tosl_it
lml)er.
A record of the heights of the manometer tluid ih tit(,
glass tubes was taken at each of 17 angles of llttaek
FIGURE 2 I'res_-tlrlPdistribution model illOtlllte I lit tile ttlllllel
from 20 ° t,o 30 ° at a Reyntdlls Numher itl' al)llrox[-
mately :_,000,000.
In order to keep the results its accurate as possible,
it was necessary to obt:tin large detlections of tilt, ma-
nometer liquids, which was aeconqtlished by usin_ two
liquids of widely (lilferent slte('ilic/r :_ tiles.
[,[(I II[I]:  petrie !lrrlP'ittj
Mercury _ .......... 13.6
"l'etrabromoet bane .... 3. l)
Tim prop(H" ehnice of tile angle-of-attack groups and ,if
tile liquid enabled tile use of large and coml):lrabte
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deflections through(mr the angle-of-ntt,wk range, l{('-
peat tests, using tim same and difl'erent n]anonieter
liquids, provided data on the precision (>f the tests.
IIESUI,TS
A ('opy of a sample photostat rec(w(I is sl.,wn in
figm'e 4. The pressures in inches of man(mwter fluid
Wet'e IllOllSIll'e([ {O (}.0] illC]l. All n]easurenw,_ts were
nan(h, from a reference line obt,ined by drawing . ]in(,
corme('ting the menis('us(,s of the four referen('e tubes.
'[']w qm, ntities thus obt'dtn'd ft'onl the pllot()st at t'<w(,r(Is
WeFo :
Ap --/1-- p
whet(, I/ is the total-head pressure of the stream aml
p, t h(, l)ressure at the airfoil orifice; and
q_ = factor ><5p,
whet(, q is the dynamic t)ressure and Ap., is the difl'crence
in pr(,ssurc between the static-pressure orifices in the
['nlrance cone and thos(, in the return passage. The
f.,'tor was previously determined by con]paring value,_
of A/,,. with simultaneous values of the dynanfic I)res-
sure obtained with a calil)ratcd pitot-stqtic tube
n,ount,ed in the air stream in tim absence of a model.
Fimdly, the pressures on the airfoil were computed as
rati(_s to the dynanfic pressure, thereby making the
results independent of nmnometer liquid.
lbrnoulli's equation for the undisturbed stream
|)(_(!O lll(_S
p_+_pV2=H
where p,_ is tim pressure and V the velocity. The
pressure of the fluid at the wing orifice is given by
p=H--Ap
Substitute for // from thc previous eqmd, ion and
remember that }_pV2=q, the dynamic pressure, then
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and the pitching-n]oment coefficients, which are defined
l,y the following expressions:
c,,=={;fPdx
c_=lfPd:/
t ) c 1
c,,,_, c_L.! 4 'z' . " "/
p=p_+q--Ap
('onsidev p_ as the datum pressure. Tim pressvre
coefti('ient then becomes
l':-- PY P_' -- 1 _Ap
q q
where Ap and q are (Immtities obtained from the
photostat recor(ls as previously <h,seribed. Values of
1" at eacll orifice on the airfoil and f(,r .ll anglos of
attack ate ta})uhded in table I.
Figure 5 (a, b, c) presents plots of P against orifice
position a,long the chord and against position perpendic-
ular to the chord for each angle of attack, lm.rgc-scalc
plots similar to those presented here were mechanically
;nte/rate(I to obt,in the normal-force, the chord-force,
]_'IGUii, E 3. Photoreu(_rdin_- lnll]li|)ll_-tllbe InaIlOI[|(_lPir.
where c is the ('herd, J' is the orifice station along the
chord, and ?/is the orifice ordinate measured from the
chord. The h)wer-case symbtds c,. c_, c,,,:,_ desi_zn.lt(,
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section characteristics and refer respectively to the
normal-force, chord-force, and pitching-nlonlent co-
efficients for the Inidspan section of the airfoil.
Plots of these ('octticients (see table Ii) against geo-
metric angle of attack are given in figure 6. Tile geo-
metric angle of attack a is measured from the mean
direction of the t[ow in tile tunnel. This direction is
defined as the zero-lift direction of a symmetrical airfoil
in the tunnel and was found to be cquivalent to 20' of
npflow. In order to have true section characteristics
(2-dimensionrd) for comparison with theoretical cal-
culations, a determination must lie made of the effec-
tive angle of attack, i. e., the angle that the chord of
where u, is the induced normal velocity produced by the
vortex system of the airfoil, including the tunnel-wall
interference, and l" is the velocity of the l:ndisturhcd
tlow. In ordm' to c.ahudate the induced velocity w,
the distribution of the lift (or circulation) along the
span of the airfoil must he determined. A theoretical
method of obtaining this distribution is given in refer-
ence 4 and, when applied to this probleIn, gives for
the induced angle of attack of the midspan section
a_--1.584 c_
where cz is the lift coefficient for the midspan section.
This lift coefficient is obtained from the pressure
FI(;UIcE 4.--COl)Y 0I sample record. N, leading-edge orifice tube; S, st;dic-llressure tul)e_; T, trailing-edge orifice tube; and Z, reference-pressure tubes
the model makes with the direction of flow in the region
of the midsp.m section of the model.
The effective angle of attack, corresponding to the
angle for 2-dilnensional tlow, is given by
where a_ is the angle that. the flow in the region of the
airfoil section makes with the direction of the midis-
turhed flow. The amount of this deviation in snml[
and can he calculated from
t/"
(_t I "
metxsurcmcnts by means of tile equation
el--On COS o_--Cc Sill ¢_
Vahws of ez, a_, and ao are given in table II.
PRECISION
The reliahi!ity ,)f the results of the pressure m(,asun,-
m(,nts rel/ortcd herein may tie determined by considera-
tion of the technique of ohtainin_ and measuring the
tiresnur( , records, of the devialionn of the pressure
diagrams (_btaincd from several tents at the same angle
of attack, and _)f the m_,thod of ('alculatinff the (,ff,,c_ive
anglo of at tn('k.
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The method of obtaining the pressure records is a to become steady and by delaying the taking of the
direct, simultaneous, pllotographie recording of the record at each angle of attack until suiticient time had
height of the liquid in the manonmter tubes. Since elapsed. As a further check, a zero record was taken
tim pressure coefficients used in the analysis are ratios ! at rite end of each test run under the same conditions.
-3
-2
Normo/ force
: -20 °
-/
x
-2
d =-15 °
x
x x
P
-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
2
-/
Chord force
K
x
-4
-3
-I
0
P
/
Normol force
x Experiment
U_uo/ theory
-3 Modif, ed .
\
0 -- _ I
-2
-I
0
I
/.
50 I00 0 I0
Chord force
\
Percenf chord {a)
]_'I(;t'_; 5_t. Experimental and theoretical l)ressureIdistrillution diagrams [,/r tile N. _t. C. A. 4H2 airfoil d several angles of_dta(.k.
.f (lUtmtities taken from the same record, the primm 7 hi addition, the tulles were checked for h, aks l)eft,'e
source of error therefore lies in the unequal damping in and after eadl run. In order to minimize any possible
the tubes (.onnecting the airfoil oritlces to the manonl- errorin rea(ting the photostatic recor(ls (fig. 4) measure-
eter. This source of error was minimized by (leter- ments of the recorded pressures were made independ-
mining the lime required f.r lhe liquid in _tll the tubes entlv t)y two l)orsons. The readings were then corn-
0 0 50 I00 0 /O
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"_4
-3
-2
Normo/ force
x Exper ims n t
-- Usuot theory
-- -- -- Modsf, ed "
Chord force Normo/ force
50 t00 0 10 /_J _0 100 0
Percent chord
FIGURt: 5b.--E._lterin_enhtl lind theoretical pressllre-distribuliol] (]htgrams for the N. A. (' A 4412 airfuJl at several angles ofathick
Chord force
x
1
io
(b)
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pared and a compromise was made where differences
occurred. Tile difl'erences between any two such
independent readings rarely exceeded O.Ol inch except
in the case of obvious errors, Possible errors due to
Normol force Chord force
from several tests at the same angle of attack. Figure 7
presents such diagrams at two angles of attack,--4 °
and 8°. Tetrabromoethamh because of the larger
deflections,gave more accurate results,which a_recd
[
Normol force L Chord force
!
x Experlmenf
Usuo/ fheory
Mod/ fled
-24 *
l , • I
o'=30"
-6
-5
-4
-3
I00
x
-2
-/
P
-6
-4
-3
-2
! 5O
°er-cen? chord
Flqr'l¢:.: 5c. I,]xl_erinlellhl llflr| thcnrelioal pres_ure-Ilistrihution (l[[t_r_tlll_ [,)r tile N. A C. A. 4412 airfoil lit sever:d an_les o / attai!k
0 t0
(c)
,_hrinka,_(, of th(, rce.r(t_ xv_,r_, .v(ddc(I l>y the use of tl., very closely with t:ht_ mean v_d.l,s o_>t_dn('d from
ratio of two pr(,ssures ohtaincd fr(ml the same rec()rd; rcl)eated mercury tests, of which the grcatcst devia-
namely, the ralio of the pressure _t a win_ orifice to_ lion from the naenn values was al)l)roximately _:_ per-
the dyn_mi(' prcs_urr. _cent of the dynamic pressm'e. This devi_ti()n is not a
The precisi(in of the me_tsure(t results is indicated ran(l(m_ scattering ot" l)oinls from a.3" )_iven test trot ix
tly the v_rialions of the prcssurc (lb_grams obtained , _ consistent difference hotween relw.t tcsts and may
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be partly accounted for by a possible small difl'erence I
in angle of att_.ck. Figure 7 (b) also includes the restllts !
of tests made before and after carefully polishing the
midspan section of the model. The change in surface
smoothness and a slight change in fairness had no dis-
cernible effect on the distribution; the difl'crences were
c
t.
I
i______ [
,_ 8 0 8 I5 24
Angle OF of tack, 4, ¢/_.gs-ee.s
FIGURE I_.--Nol'lll_ll- anl| ehord-fi)ree coefficients, nrl/| pitching-moment coefficients
aboul tile quarter-chord point. The numerical _alue of (¢ should be prefixed by
a rniDllS sigll.
less than those obtained by repeat tests of the same
surface.
The deterniination of the effective angle of attack
of the midspan section entails certain assumptions t.hat
fire subject to considerable uncertainty. First., the
angle of attack of this section may be in error t)ecause
of the ,lssumption that tim deviation of the air-stream
axis front the tunnel axis is uniform ,dang the span of
the niodel; i. e., that the geoinctric _tngle of attack
is the same for all sections along tim span. Actually
there is some variation of the air-stream direction
across the tunnel. Because of the interference of the
SUl)port struts, the deflection of the stream in this
region niight reasonably be expected to excecd the
deflection at the nfidspan section; hence, the deflection
,it the nfidspan section is probably less than the effective
niean value. Furthermore, a zero deflection of the
stre_lnl at the midspan section wouhl bring the angle
of zero lift obtained from the pressure tests into agree-
nicnt with force-test results.
A set'and ali(l rather hu'ge source of error lies in the
determintltion of the in(hiced angle of at tacl< The
method used l)robably 1)ro(hiees err(met)us resnlls
because of the fact that the tips of a rectangular wing
carry a larger proportion of the load than is indicated
by the theoretical calculations on which tlm method is]
i based. To nmke an '/ecur'lte experimental determina-
tion of the lift distribution on wllich to base the induced-
"ingle calculations wouhl require pressure measure-
ments tit several sections ahmg the span, especially
near the tips. An estimate can be made, however, of
the possible error in the induced angles of attack given
herein by comparison of the deduced slopes of the lift
('urve for infinite aspect ratio obtained from these tests
and from the best force-test data available. Such a
comparison indicates that the induced angle of attack
may be approximately two-thirds of the ealcuhlted
vahlcs given herein, which would mean a possible error
(if approximately _o for a lift coefficient of 1.
It is evident, therefore, that the etreetive angles of
attack are subject to a considerable error of uncertain
niagnitude. Apl>roxinmte possible errors have been
i/ -T ]--[ × re ?rabromoe ?hone .
-I I
....... I F ', i l-r....... ]
I__I._LiA _[ : ! !_' L TL_IEZ_7 -71
o , 1-rI- -q.
, L 71 -17171
{+ MeccutTv [l)efoce po//:h_nqj J L J
-/.8 _ .... 0 " [otter " ; c° tests/ I
_] r ...... * X 7-e tvoDrornoe thane "
} ,,: -r- ' --
, "°_I _i l_'e_
I
ill ] -J--f ........ {i 4_ ....
50 /00
Percent chord
_'IGUIIE 7,- Pre,'_sure-diMr[bl ti _[ t _ gr i ns fro 1 severfll tests lit two alil_les ol (it_l(.,k.
estimated and smnmarized as follows: The values ol
the "ingles as given lnay be too large by a eonstnllt
error of l_pproxiinlll,elv,, /_'° because of a possible elTOr
in the assuined direction of the stream. On the other
hl/nd, the angles in:ly tie too sniall by approximately
c_/2 °, tidying to the error in the induced-angle calcuhiti(ins.
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THEORETICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
POTENTIAL-FLOW THEORY
A theoretical deternfination of tile distribution of
pressure about all :drfoil section has been dcvch)ped
for potential flow and assumes an ideal fluid tlmt is
lnined by means of the s_une transformations. Refer-
ences 1 and 2 present detailed discussions of the under-
lying iheary and the derivation of the necessary eqlm-
ti(,ns for the calculntion of the chantcteristics :)f the
potential field about the airfoil.
nonviscous and incompressible. Brietly, the method
consists of the conformal transformation of the airfoil
section into a circle. Then, in,_smuch ,'is the flow
about the circle c_m readily be c'fl('ubm,d, the tlow
char_lctcrislics about the 'firfoil section c_m be deter-
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__ ....
where p is the pressure at the airfoil surface and p oo
the pressure of the free stream.
COMPAE|SON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
The theoretical distributions of pressure have been
V is the veh)city of tile undisturbed
streflnl.
a, the "ingle of attack (2-dimensionM).
F, the circulation.
0, _b, ,, parameters that are functions of the
airfoil coordinates.
_0, the mean value of _.
R=ae%, the radius of the confornml circle
at)out which the th)w is calculable.
In order to calculate the velocity field from equation
(It the circulation must Ire evah,ated. This evalua-
calculated for the 2-dimensional angles of attack corre-
sponding to the measured distributions on the N. A.
C. A. 4412 airfoil. Comparisons of the calculated and
measured distributions are presented in figure 5 (ex-
cluding the diagrams after the airfoil has stalled) and
in tigure 8. Figure 5 presents the usual normal- and
chord-component pressure diagrams and provides a
means for a general study of the differences between
the theory and experiment as a function of angle of
attack. Figure 8 provides a more detailed study at a
few angles of attack and presents vector diagrams for
the angles of _8o, _4 ° ' 20, 8o, and 16 °. These dia-
gramswere obtaine(I by ph)tting the pressure coeflh'ients
normal to the airfoil irrofile; the perpendicular distan('e
from the profile line represents the magnitude of the
coefficient. The experimental pressures are represented
by the drawn vectors and the theoretical pressures hy
the solid contour line. The other contour lines repre-
sent ('ertain rnoditied calculations to be discusse(l later.
[t is immediately evident that the theoretical rcs,lts
do not satisfactorily agree with the actual measure-
ments except for angles of attack near --8 °, correspond-
irrg approximately to the angle at which the c.xperi-
mental and theoretical lifts are the same (fig. 9). The
comparisons in figure 5 show, moreover, that with in-
creasing angle of attack the differences between theory
and experiment t)eeume larger as predicted by the
higher sh)pe of the theoretical lift curve. A detailed
study of the vector diagrams (fig. 8) shows how these
differen('es vary around tire profile of the airfoil. The
largest differences occur in the regions of low pressures,
or the high-velocity areas, and as previously stated they
increase with increasing angle of attack, l_urthe|'morc,
the l)er('cntage (lifference in pressure is larger near the
t|'ailing edge than in the region of the nose, indi('ating a
progressive inlluen('e on the flow as it moves over the
airfoil surface.
FIGUllE () -Lifl and I)it('_lillg-Illt)IIICIlI secli[m cha/a(,teristies h)r the N, A, (' A.
4412 air;oil.
tion is d,me by the use (,f the Kutta conditi<m, which
requires that the veh)<!ity at the trniling edge (0 .- rr) be
zero so that equation (1) be('(,mes
v= Vk[sin(O_(q _)_-si,|(_q-er)] (la/
where _r is the value of _ at 0=:Tr (trailing edge).
The angle of ze|'l) lift i_ equal to --_r.
The ne('es._ary e(luati()ns and a stel)-l)y-step description
of the (mlculation of the veil)city fi(,hl qre given later.
The pressure coeflh'icnts are ('Oml)uted by means of
Bcrn(,ulli's c(iunti()n,
,.=L, <:'>q
The effect ()f th(,se (tifferences in the pressure distri-
bution on the l)it('hing-ntoment characteristics is shown
in figure 9. The theoretical l)itching mo.ment ahout
the quarter-ch()rd point was obtained t)y integratiilg
tl,el)rctica| l)res_ure diagrams. The results show an in-
('reasing (living m,),nent with increasing angle of attack,
whereas the diving moment actt,ally decreases.
The comparisons have thus far l)een made at the
same relative _)ngl(' ()f attack, th_:t is, for the angle of
,tta('k in '2-di,,endonal flow. Another ('on(lition of
(.'omparison that h)rs |)con used more or less regularly
in l)revious studies is suggested; it allows a comparison
at the same lift an(] consists in con|paring the theo-
retical (listril)utim_ cahu,lated at an angh: of attack
(h)tt gives a theoretical lift equal to the experi|ncntal
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value. This method has been used for tile diagrams
in figure 8 and the distributions thus calculated are
represented thereon by the long-and-short-dash con-
tour lines. Again the differences are too large to be
neglected, especially at angles of attack where a large
lift is obtained. At --8 ° the curve coincides with the
previously described contour, since the angle and the
lift are the same, while at --4 ° the distribution cal-
culated on the basis of tile same lift is approximately
the same as the clashed contour representing a third
calculation presented herein. At the higher angles of
attack the calculated distributions depart progres-
sively in shape from the measured distributions. It
may therefore be concluded that, on the basis of these
comparisons, the usual calculations from the potential
theory do not give an accurate determination of the
distribution of pressure about an airfoil.
The inaccurate prediction of the forces on an airfoil
by the usual potential-flow theory is not surprising
since the theory neglects the frictional force of the
viseuous fluid acting on the airfoil. The direct effect
of this force, which acts tangential to the direction of
the local flow, is important only on the drag antt l
contributes what is known as the sKtn-lrtc_ton _lrag. I
Because of the small magnitude and the direction of l
tiffs force, the component in the direction of the lift is
probably negligible, the lift being determined en-
tirely by the pressure forces. The indirect effect, how-
ever, of this friction force is the deceleration of the air
in a thin layer near tile surface of the airfoil and the
production of the so-called "boundary-layer" phe-'
noInena, which are important in the development of
lift by an airfoil. In the boundary layer the veh)eity
changes rapidly from zero at the surface of the airh)il
to the value of the local stream veh)eity at the outer
limit of the layer. The loss of energy involved in over-
coming the friction forces results in a cumulation of
:slowly moving air as the flow Inoves back along the
airfoil; hence the boundary-layer thickness increases
toward the trailing edge. This cumulative effect is
indicated by tim progressive increase in the differences
between the theoretical and measured pressures.
FroIu this discussion it is not to be presumed that
agreement between the measured and calculated results
should occur at zero lift, excel)t approxinmteiy for a
synmmtrical airfoil section. The velocity distribution_
over the upper and lower surfaces of an asymmetrical
section are not the same, even at zero lift. The viscous
effects on the flow over the two surfaces at the calcu-
lated angle of zero lift are therefore different and a lift
is measured, which is negative for most sections.
Actually, then, the experimental and theoretical angles
of zero lift are not the same and for normal sections
the two lift curves intersect at a negative value of the
lift coefficient.
()utside the boundary layer the viscous forces (!an
probably be considered negligible and the fl<)w a
l::_;t;_t2 ::7 25
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potential one; probably the pressures may also be
considered as being transmitted undiminishei] through
the thin boundary layer. The actual flow might there-
fore be replaced by a potential flow about a shape
slightly different from that defined by the airfoil
coordinates, which would require tile determination of
the boundary-layer thickness to define the effective
)rofile shape. The pressure about the new shape could
then be computed by the potential theory. Boundary-
layer calculations, however, are at present subject to
uncertainties that wouhl cast doubt on the validity
of the results and, in addition, the computations are
difficult and tedious.
MODIFIED THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
A simpler and more practical method of calculatinx
the l)ressure over an airfoil section has been developed
0 50 /O0
Percent chord
FIC;UI_E 10. Effect of an arbitrary re,iuclion of the circulation oil the c,tl(._/lated
pressure distribution.
as a result of the foregoing analysis. The analysis
shows that theoretical distributions calculated at the
true angle of attack are similar in shape to the true
distributions but give too high a lift. Conversely,
wtmn the thcoretical distributions are calculated at an
angle of attack that gives the same lift as the experi-
mental distribution, the two distributions are dissimilar
in shape.
The modiiied calculation is ma(le at the effective
angle of attack but the circulation is determined from
the exi)erimentally measured lift instead of by the
Kutta-Joukowsky method. The preliminary calcula-
tions nmde on this basis resulted in an excessive velocity
and a consequent high suction pressure at the trailing
edge, as shown in figure I0. This uns,tisfactory result
(shown by the dot-dash line in fig. 10) was finally
avoide<l by means of a further moditicationsubsequently
described.
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Since a change in the effective profile shape has been
predicted by boundary-layer considerations, an arbi-
trary modification of tile shape parameter _ is made so
that the velocity becomes zero at O----_r. (See equation
(1).) The shape is thus altered to satisfy again the
Kutta-Joukowsky condition. In order to maintain the
continuity of the _ curve, a study has been made of the
manner in which _ should be modified. The indicated
cumulative effects of the viscous forces toward tile
trailing edge show that most of tile change in _ should
tions obtained by means of the modified calculations
are given by the dashed lines. The relative merit of
the unaltered potential theory and the modified method
for the calculation of the pressure distribution about an
airfoil section is shown in figures 5, 8, and 9.
The following step-by-step description of the compu-
tations required to obtain the calculated pressure dis-
tribution is given in sufficient detail to enable the calcu-
lations for any airfoil to be made. Tile local velocity
about the airfoil is computed by means of equation (1)
probably be nmde in that region, lnasmuch as tln'
effect of clmnging t is not ('ritical for different dis-
tributions of the change, provided that most of the
change is nmde near the trailing edge of the airfoil, a
purely arbitrary distribution is chosen that permits
ready al>plication, namely, a simtsoidal variation with 0.
The _ curve and subsequently the other parameters
must be modified for each angle of attack. This modi-
fication has been made and the corresponding I)ressure
distributions determined for several angles of attack.
(See tigs. 5 and 8.) At --8 ° the distribution is the
sa'ne as that shown by the solid line representing the
umdtercd theory. In the other (ti_gnmls the distribu-
moditied as indicated by the preceding discussion. The
det'tiled forms of the modifications are introduced as
they apt)car in the course of routine computations.
in order that tile transform_ltion from the airfoil to
it.s conform_al circle may be of a convenient form, the
coordinate axes ,re selected so that the prolile is as
nearly as possible symmetrical "lbout them. (See refer-
enee 1.) The .r axis is chosen as the line joining the
centers of the lea(ling- trod trailing-edge nMii. The
origin is located midway between a point bisecting
the (tistance from the lea(ling edgc to the center for
!the le_l(ling-e(Ige radius and the corresponding point
at the tn_iling edge; the coordinates of these points are
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respectively (2a, 0) and (--2a, 0). In the following
discussion the coordinate scale has been chosen so that
a is unity. (For practical purposes it is probably suffi-
cient to choose the chord joining tile extremities of the
mean line as the x axis.)
Tile following equations express tile relationship
between tile airfoil coordinates previously described
and the parameters 8 and _b.
x=2 cosh _b cos 0
y=2 sinh ¢ sin 0 (4)
In (wder to compute values of 0 corresponding to any
given point on the airfoil profile, equations (4) are
solved for sin20.
where
sin20 = _(h+ _/h2 +_y_) (5)
X 2 y2
h=i--(,_) -(2)
A similar solution for sinl?_ can be obtained but
experience has shown that a more usable solution is
given by tim equation below
sinh _b=2 sin0y (6)
A plot of _ as a function of 0 for the N. A. C. A. 4412
airfoil is given in figure 11. The function _b0is given by
and can be determined graphically from the _ curve or
by a numerical ewduation. The wdue of _b0 for the
N. A. C. A. 4412 airfoil is
_bo=0.1044
The parameter t as a function (,f 0 is given by the
definite integral,
1 /'2,
-2;.I,, * °'e° (7,
where the subscril)t n refers to the particular value .f
0 for which the era'responding value of ¢ is to be deter-
:nined. A 20-point numerical evaluation of tiffs inte-
gral is derived in referen('e l and is included here for
convenience. The integr_d is evahmted at 20 equal
interval values .f 0, n'mmly,
00== 0 = 0 20
0 --- 71"
0,: =_0.--0 ,_
0.co-- 2rr: 0o
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The value of _ at 0,=-i0 is given by the following
equation.
1 7r d_b
_,=- _r [10(-d0)+ 1.091 (_b,+,-- _,,_,)
+0.494 (_b,42--_b . 2)
+0.313
+0.217
+0.158 (8)
+0.115
+0.0804
+0.0511
+0.0251 (_b,+9-- _.-9)]
where the subscripts designate the particular 0 at which
the named quantity is taken. A plot of _ as a function
of 0 for the N. A. C. A. 4412 airfoil is given in figure
11. Thus far the calculations are identical with ttmse
made for the potential theory.
As stated in tim discussion of the modified theoretical
calculations, the circulation is evaluated by the experi-
mentally known lift of the airfoil section. The well-
known equation relating the lift and the circulation is
L = p V I'
Also by definition
1
L=2 P't "2ec,
Expressing the circulation in terms of the lift coefficient,
cV
I'=2- e _
and finally
F c
47rR 1." _TrR et (9)
Substituting the numerical wdues for the N. A. C. A.
4412,
I" 1
4 _rR V- -6.915 c_ (9a)
The prediction of unreasonable velocities around the
trailing edge is avoided hy altering the _ function so
that the veh)city is zero at 0 r. The altered function
is design,lted t_ and is ari>itrarily assumed to be given
hy
t_=¢-l-_ (l--cos 0) (10)
where 3¢r is the increment of _ required to give zero
velocity at 0=Tr and is a function of tile angle of attack.
The quantity A_T is given by
*'-_ T :::: _a 1, CT
where ¢_7. is determined I)y e(luating equation (1) to
zero and substituting fi'om equation (9).
e
sin (_rq _+_,,_)" 8_rRC,=:0
Solving for _-r gives,
" - I (!
_r=: sm S_rRC,--a
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The parameters _ and @ are conjugate functions of 0,
and _b is given by
1 ('_*
¢"=2_,]o _ e°t° 2 °'d°+¢°
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Differentiating equation (10)
d_, d_ , A_r.
d-_=_-t-_ sm 0
d, k'Plots of d0 and as functions of 8 for the N. A. C. A.]
where the definite integral can be evaluated in the]
same manner as equation (7). The coordinates of the 4412 airfoil are given in figure I I. Equation (1) for
profile corresponding to the modified _ function can be the velocity at any point on the airfoil profile is now
written
obtained from the new 1/ function by equations (4).
Figure 12 gives tim modified shat/e obtained by this
method for the N. A. C. A. 4412 airfoil at a=8 ° and 16 ° .
The profiles given in figure 12 arc, of course, only
effective profiles corresponding to the calculations.
The actual profile about which a potential flow might
be considered as being established WOlfld be bhmt at
the trailing edge ant[ wouht have the thickness of the
wake at that point. The ttfickness of the boundary
layer on the upper surface, however, is greater than
that on the lower surface ; therefore, if the trailing edge
were taken as the nfidpoint of the wake and the after
portion of the profile were faired to that point, the
_A.C.A. 4412 "/
FEOL'I_:12.--Change in profilesb[ipe_ssoeiatedwith the inodifiedtheoreticalcalcu-
lationof pressure,
The generality of the preceding method of cal-
culating the pressure distribution about an airfoil
section is supported by the following evidence. First,
no restricting assumptions have been made in the
development of the method. Second, the circulation
is deternlined by a known quantity, the experimentally
uleasured lift. Third, the change in the effective air-
foil shape is in the direction indicated by boundary-
layer considerations. Finally, the colnputed and meas-
ured pressures agree satisfactorily.
L_ANGLEY _,IEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL 1JABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTIC8_
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., ._4arch 25, 1936.
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TABLE I.---EXPERIMENTAL DATA--N. A. C. A. 4412 AIRFOIL
[Average pressure (standard atmospheres): 21; average Reynolds Number: 3,100,000]
Values of pressure coefficient, P=P-P_, for different angles of attack
q
Sta*
tion Ordi-
(per- hate
cent c (per-
from cent c
L, E. above
of Chord)
:herd)
100. _1 9
97.92 --. 16
94.80 --. 16
89.(_ -.22
84.94 --.28
74.92 --.52
_.94 --._
54.48 --L._
49,98 --1.44
44,911 -- 1.64
39 98 --1.86
34.90 --2. lO
29, 96 --2
24 90 --2, 54
19.08 --2 76
14.94 --2_)
9 96 --2. 80
7 38 --2 72
4.94 --2.46
2. 92 2 06
1.66 - I. 60
.92 --1.20
.36 --,70
0 0
0 .08
.44 1.56
94 2.16
1.70 2.78
2,94 3.64
4.90 4.08
7. 50 5. 74
9.96 6. 56
1.2. 5_ 7.34
14.92 7. 88
17.44 8.40
19.96 8.80
22. 44 9. 16
24.92 9 52
27.44 9. 62
29._ 9.76
34.98 9 90
39._ 9.84
44.80 9. 04
49.92 9. 22
54.92 6.76
59.94 8. 16
64.90 7. 54
69. 86 fi 76
74.!_ [ 5.88
79, 92 4.92
64. 88 3_ 88
89. 88 2. 74
94.96 i 1.48
98 0o 0" 68100. 00
_20 o I _ - 16 o 1
--. 454 --. 251-0. 421 --0. 1_
--. 4116 -- 291
--, _15 --. 330
--, 538 I -- _2
--. 558 J --, 454
--. 564 --. _9
--.571 --.013
--. 571 --. 095
--.571 --.721
--. 55_ --. 7,M
--. 551 --. 773 1
--. 545 --. 786 ]
--. 545 --.806
--. 551 --. 819
--. 558 --. _25
--. 551 --. 832
--.577 --.916
--. 571 --. 897
--,702 -1._2
-1.053 -t.947 I
--2. 082 -3. 212 '
--3. 21)4 -4. 300
--2. 623 -3. 433
--i. 178 - 1. 549
.322 ,231
• 739 .720
• 928 .935
.087 1. _)
.922 .935
• 804 .798
• 687 .687
.5_ I' .576
• 498 I .485
.414 i •4117
.335 j .335
.2113 ' .257
.212 I .211
• 166 .165
• 114 i .133
• 036 .1155
--.017 i .0119
--.095 I -, O44
--. 121 I --.0_ --.075
1,17 --, 1169 --, 1175
--,199 ; --.101 --,095
--. 225 --, lOS --. 082
--. 252 . 121 --. 082
--. 277 --. 128 --056
-- 297 --. 147 --. 9fi9 i
--. 330 --. 154 i --. 024
--, 356 --. 161 I , 022
--.388 --.174 i .075
--. 43,1 --. 200 . 127
I
--12°1 --8°I --6°$ --4°}
0_114 0_19_ 0_217 0_204
•159 .224 •181 .178
•107 •i_5 I_52 •151
.074 .153 •122 •128
.035 . 107 .072 .082
--. 043 .055 .049 .068
--. 101 ' . _)2 .000 .028
--, 199 --. OS2 I --. 063 --. 024
--.252 --. 115 --.0_ --.0_1
--. 304 --. 100 --. 128 --. 075
--. 368 --. _16 --, 169 --. 105
--. 447 --. 255 --. 217 --. 146
--. 545 --. 3_ --. 274 --. 190
--. g_8 ] --. 427 --. 367 --. 260
--, 896 --. 591 --. 490 I --. 365
-1, 178 --.799 --,663 [ --.N}2
-1,1_0 --l. 143 --.946 i --.716
--2.070 --1.407 --1. ]53 --,867
-2._7 --1,861 --1.,190 --1.100
-3.745 --2.468 --1.931 --1.380
--4.940 --3. 1118 --2,478 --1.709
--6. 177 --3. 770 -2, 765 --1.812 :
--7.337 --4. 052 --2. 732 --I, _9
--5. 480 --2. 307 --I. _2 --. 296
-2.625 --,53_ .184 .68l
--, 043 .765 .955 .994
.506 .974 l. 009 ,039
• 883 1.0(111 .939 .782
.974 .896 .761 i .559
.896 .713 ,512 •333
• 752 ,498 .3,14 ,139
,622 .374 [ ,208 .017
.498 .263 _ ,0_9 --.091
.407 . 178 i .014 --.152
.329 .160 i -052 -.210
.257 .036 --. 111 --. 252
• 172 -- 024 --. 176 --. 322
. 140 -- 003 [ --. 196 --. 332
• 100 --. 096 I 2_ --, 355
.06_ --.114 I --,_l --.3_
.009 --. 154 --.275 --.381
--.030 --. 173 --. 272 --. :1711
--. 069 --. 194 --. 291 --. 371
--. 173 --. 256 --. 3_O
--. 161 . ZI8 --.398
--, 161 ' --. 2t,t --, 298
--.128 _ --214 --,261
--. 115 --. 181 --. 225
--.082 --. 14_ --, 183
--.076 --. ll5 --. I,I,t
--.024 --. 111_ --,091
, 028 --. 006 --, (119
• I( . (173 , 069
• 165 . 141 . 139
i Test, varia|fle-densily tunllel 10U_; iBallOllleler q d, lnercllrv.
--2 ° $ 0 _
m
0297 0.200
.180 .183
,1_ .166
. 140 , 156
.U98 .118
• I)95 .126
• 062 .104
.021 ,072
-- 005 t .050
--.017 I .048
--,041 , ,031
--.073 ] .o10
--. 1115 !--, 011
--. I65 _-. 054
-•244 i-, lit
-. 348 !-. lS0
--,501 -.279
-. 590 i-. 333
--. 777 _--. 428
--. 932 --. 467
--l. 059 --, 436
--.995 --, 266
--. 631 . 156
.356 .834
.945 1.010
• 948 .720
• 770 .468
• 569 _, ,246
• 332 ,1118
• 119 --. 179
--.066 :--.312
--, 168 --. 388
--.271 --.468
--.309 --.500
--. 360
--. 402
--. 452
--• 454
--, 47l
--, 469
--. 473
--. 447
--. 439
--. 389
--. 351
--. 342
.290
--. 25D
- _)
--. 155
--.1]94
--. I)lfi
. O78
• 147
!
2° : i 4° _ 8° _ 12°
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I
i ....
O. 181 O. 158
• 164 i . 157
.154 i • 156
• 152 _ . 100
118 I . 158
• 138 [ . 158
• 120 .154
• l_ . I57
.091 . 134
,088 . 140
,071 . 136
• [166 . I;13
.048 . 116
• 025 . 115
--.0I[ •093
--. 053 .076
--.111 .059
--.131 ,071
--. 150 . 109
--,098 .231 .748
• 028 .409 .916
• 254 , 643 1, 013
• 639 .924 .905
• 989 .952 i . 157
• 854 ! .473 ] 1.000
• 336 --, 202 1. 740
.055 --. 456 I--1, 793
--. bib -611 --1.743
--. 336 --. 728 i--1,647
--.485 -- _16 i--l. M7
--,568 --.831 I--I 432
--,623 --.872 ]--1.391
--.676 --. 899 l--1.351/
--. 7011 _. 912 [--1. 308
--._37 --.721 --.910 --1.272
--.568 --.740 -- 914 --1.239
--.6119 --.7fi9 --.930 I--1,22'I
--, 599 --.746 --,896 [-1. 183
--.606 --.742 --.881 --l,122
• 167 . 140
• 180 .1611
, _13 .199
.211 .212 .257 I .270
,231 .251 .322 I .348
• 244 .283 .374 .407
.2_ .309 .414 .452
,252 .316 .426 ,472
,268 .342 •459 .505
• 265 .362 ,485 .544
• 290 .387 .516 .576
.293 .414 .551 ,609
,313 •433 .589 .661
.321 .472 •627 .687
.345 .518 ,713 785
.402 .616 ,818 .883
• 452 .713 .896 .961
• 56_ .818 .980 1.013
• 948 .993 .948
.974 .791 .596
.531 .264 --. 173
• 094 --1. 379 --2. _5
--I. 555 --3, 648 --5.600 i
--3. 250 --0. 230 --7. 775 1
--3.738 --5.961 --7. 125 1
--3.399 --5. 2iO --6. 110 !
--3•053 --4.478 i--5. l_O
--2. 637 --3. 76,5 [ --4. 285
--3. 570
--2.343 --3. 180 --2.981-2•057 i- 2. 709
--1.912 --2.440 --2.662
--1.802 --2.2'10 --2.415
--I.769 --2.149 --2. 285
--1.620 --t.952 [--2,062
--1.5'1_ --I.N41 [--1.927
--l, 758 -- 1, 822
--1.640 [--1.692
--I. 5;t5 -- 1. 573
200 t 24 ° _ 30 e 1
--0. 173 -0. 466 --0, 513
• 018 --.291 --.304
.127 --.160 --.167
• 224 --. 030 --. (136
,283 .049 .042
• 374 .179 .179
• 453 .270 289
• 492 ,348 .368
.531 .381 .407
• 570 .413 .446
.609 ,466 .496
• 642 .504 .544
• 687 .557 .596
• 726 6(19 ; . 648
• 752 , 642 • 700
• 857 .733 .77_
• 94_ • 824 . _76
1.019 .902 •941
1. 046 . 948 , 980
.909 ,883 .941
.433 .602 .713
--. 518 ,003 .244
--3. 012 --I.671 --1.059
--6.073 --3.095 --2, _2
--8941 --5.660 --3.730
--7. 954 --4.698 --2 552
--6. 68l --3.881 --2. 006
--5. 6'20 --3. Ol0 -- 1,219
--4. 562 --2. 200 --. 786
--3.731 -- I. 529 --•695
--3.060 -- I.235 --. 644
--2,_1 --1.059 --.630
--23_2 --1.1197 --.(ill
--2. 180 --.955 -- 694
--1,984 --.910 --. 6114
-- 1. 815 --. 870 -- 598
--1.6_5 --. 851 --. 591
--1.592 --.525 --.591
-1•391 --.812 --.591
-1,254 [
TABI.E II.--IN'I'I,X3RAT]':I) ANI) DI.;RIVEI) CHARAC-
TERISTICS N. A. C. A. 4412 AIRFOIL
I)t:,)r_es [)e!lr(:¢r•_ D_;'lr_c,_
- 2_1 I). 592 0 0:11}_ IL ():it) --0. 545 --0 9 -- 19 I
--.757 11170 .035 --.742 --1 2 -1.1 _,
--12 - 722 --. 126,t -- 1t92 --732 --I 2 -ill S
--h - 372 --.1t.1,15 --096 I --.374 -- (; I -74
--G --,210 .1)151 .1196 --.211 --3 [ 5 7
--4 -- (125G I)[kl',l -- 095 --.0255 -- (I ! -- I ()
. 146 I)107 --. 992 . 14li 2 ' 2 2
:1',1_ Otl!l_ • 091 ,338 5 - _,
2 51_l -- 011:i4 --. (k_7 .501 8 I 2
4 .677 (125_ -- 0_7 .677 I, [ 2 !_ i
I _2 1 020 10[13 --. 0_.1 1. 024 I fi f,41.275 2114:_ -- 1if4 1.2N9 2 t) 11) il
I_ I.,5.1_ --.3:157 -- 1_5_ 1.579 2 5 13 5
la 1626 --•4111e .(IG3 1.671 2 6 15 4 !
20 l, 6411 --. 1374 --. (180 I, 6_) 2.7 17 3
24 1,212 -- 1_:1_ --141 1 182 1.9 22 1
311 10110 -- 117713 --. 141; .913 1.4 2N +i
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TABI, E IlI.--THEORETICAL PARAMETERS--N. A. C. A. 4412 AIRFOIL
Station Ordinate
(percent (percent
c) c)
x it o
_r
Upi)er surOme
O. 25
1125
2.5
5
7.5
10
15
20
2,5
30
40
5O
60
70
80
85
9O
95
98
100
-6:62
1.25
1.64
2.44
3.39
4. 73
5. 76
6.59
7.89
8.80
9.4l
9. 76
9.80
9.19
8. 14
0.69
4.89
3,83
2.71
1.47
• 68
. 13
2.032
2.03L
2.021
2.011
1.98L
1. 931
1.830
1.730
1.629
1.427
1.225
1.024
.824
.418
.0149
--.389
.792
-1.196
--I.398
--I.600
--1802
-- 1.924
--2.003
O. 0121
.0.375
.0532
0355
• ] 239
• 178,1
• 2203
• 2,542
• 3075
• 3446
.3696
.3845
• 32'29
• 2655
• 1940
• 1518
• 1074
• 0577
.0262
0
8-t-e
Ordinate
(percent z y
deo. rain.
O. 178 -4 lO
.007 --2 4
• 034 2 1
• 046 4 35
.073 .186 9 48
. 103 .191 15 29
.146 .20l 23 48
.179 .2il5 30 19
.207 .208 35 58
.2,54 .213 45 25
.296 .213 53 50
.333 .211 61 26
.369 ,208 118 32
• 435 .197 81 42
.500 .181 94 32
,500 .163 106 11
.628 .143 119 0
. 702 • 121 132 48
• 745 .106 140 32
• 793 • 089 149 23
• 855 ,065 159 ,56
910 .047 _ 169 18
1. t100 . 025 1 _4 3
Lower surface
.... 2.032
0 2,031
--.60 2,021
--.88 2_011
--l.43 1.980
--1.95 1.930
--2. 49 1. 829
--2. 74 1. 729
--2.86 1.028
--2,88 1.426
--2. 74 I. 224
--2.50 1.023
--2. 26 .826
--I.80
--1.40 [ .4t7
.0137
-- 1. let --.390
--.65 --.793
--. 39 -- 1. 197
--. 30 --1. 308
-.22 --1.600
-,16 -1,802
--14 --I.924
--, 13 --2,003
0
--.0129
-.0371
--.0484
--. 0706
--,0916
--. 1130
--. 12'27
--. t271
--. i271
--, 1210
--. lllO
--. 1005
.6807
--.0683
-. 0460
--. I1307
--. (ll Y(I
--.0149
.0109
--.I)08 L
-. 0009
--. CO 13
9
--.012
--.034
--. 043
-. 059
--. 098
--. 140
--] 249 I
--. 292 i
--. 330 ;
--, 366
--. 435
--.500
--, 560
: --. f129
--, 704
--. 746
--. 795
--. 856
i --. 912
; -1.000
I
deq. rain.
o 178 =_
.__ --I0 49
• 151 48
• 133 --31 47
• 119 --37 39
• 108 --42 36
.090 --5l 11
.o7_ =_ 3_,1_14
.055 --71
:025 -1.3 _5
.017 --115 12
.012 --127
--134
--142 25
1009 --152 31
.012 --1fi1 34
.(Y25 --175 57
TABIA: IV.--TIIEORFTICALPARAMETERS N. A.C. A.
4412 AIRFOIL
i
i o
,I
,5
1.1
1.2
I. 3
I.I
1.5
io
0, 1780 O 6. 201 ! --0. 0727
• 1924 .0611 3.041 i --.0,548
.20`82 .0395 1. 777 J --. 0258
.2128 --,O110 1. 325 .0120
• 2035 --. 11527 I. 139 .0492
• 1809 --. 08£31 1. (_48 .0797
• 1519 --.0(,)42 I,147 . 11M)2
. 1214 --. I()2_i I. :lr_ • 1087
.0¢_63 i --,llfi6 1.8_ .1109
.0501 i --.1016 3.528 .0975
• 0"250 I -. 0,5911 .0706
.ons - (1249 ii_5s6 _ .04o3
.0088 .0020 1.887 [ .0115
.0120 . O169 1. 372 --. O153
• 0192 .0284 I 1 l tiT --.0385
.0302 . (1434 ] 1 lO9 --.0612
.0470 . (W_I 1. I(13 --. 0_7
.0736 ,1_76 1. :1ill . 11)29
. 11)h1 . 1211 1. 845 . 1126
• 1488 (f 130I :1 205 --. 1070
.1780 6. 2_i)1 --.11727
I
-i ........
d _ i i d
i ..... do
o, o_, I
.0755
. 1t35 ].1220
. 1005
. I_IXI
.0515
. ff230
--.(113(I
--. 0721l
-- 0990
,0970
-- 0925
--. 0860
07&5
-, 0720
--. 0640
- .05415
,0210
,06011
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TESTS OF A WING-NACELLE-PROPELLER COMBINATION AT SEVERAL PITCH
SETTINGS UP TO 42 °
By RAY WIN1)LElt
SUMMARY
A _-foot model _ Nacy propeller No. _12 was tested
in col_juuction with an N. A. C. A. cowled nacelle
mounted ahead of a thick wing in the 20-foot propeller-
research tunnel. A range of propeUer pitches.from I7 °
to /_2 ° at 0.75R was corered, and for this propeller the
efficiency reached a maximum at a pitch setting o.f 27°;
at higher pitches the efliciencies were slightly lower. The
corrected propulsive eJ]iciency is shown to be independent
of the angle o.f attack for the high-speed and the climbing
ranges _ flight. A working chart is presented Jor the
selectio_ o.f similar propellers orer a wide range o.[ air-
plane speed, engine power, and propeller revolution
speed.
INTRODUCTION
Of the numerous N. A. C. A. reports on the char-
acteristics of metal propellers, probably the most
widely used is reference 1, which provides working
charts for the selection of propellers for use with engines
located in the various shapes of fuselages commonly
used at the time of publication. A sufficient range of
airplane speed, engine l)ower, propeller pitch, and
propeller revolution speed was covered in these tests
to meet and even to exceed the needs at that time.
The recent increase in high speed and (lie use of more
highly 1)owered and of geared engines has, however,
necessitated additional propeller tests.
Current research of the N. A. C. A. on wing-nacelle-
propeller _Lrrangements, contlned nminly to a propeller
l)itch of 17 ° at 0.75R, has shown that position I3 of
reference 2, with the nacelle located in line with and
about 30 percent of the chord ahead of the leading
edge of the wing, is one of the desirable combinations
for use with radial engines. Accordingly, this position
was selected for an extension of the program to include
tests of a propeller-pitch range from 17 ° to 42 ° at
0.75R. The subject paper presents the results of these
tests in a form suitable for the selection of a propeller I
for a wide range of conditions; the results cover the
present needs as well as some future possibilities.
APPARATUS AND METHODS /
The tests were conducted in the N. A. C. A. 20-foot
propeller-research tunnel (reference 3). The wing of]
5-foot chord and 15-foot span, the nacelle, and the
propeller described in reference 2 were used. The single
sting was replaccd by a double one with offsets at the
rear, partly for convenience and partly to secure a
larger negative angle of at.t_ck. (See fig. 1.)
Tim method of testing was sinfilar to that of refer-
ence 2 except that tare runs were omitted because
previous tests had shown tlmt the tare was independent
of lift and therefore not required in tim analysis. Tim
wing was tested for airfoil characteristics from --10 °
to 10 ° angle of attack with _ln(t without the nacelle.
Propeller tests were then made with propeller pitches
FIGt;IIE 1. Test set-up,
from 17 ° to 42 ° at 0.75R for wing angles of attack from
--8 ° to 5 °.
The V/nD range for each pitch was obtained in the
following manner: A revolution speed was set that
would require about the maximum torque of the motor
at the ground point. This revolution speed was held
constant and the air speed gradually increased up to
about 102 miles per hour. In order to obtaiu the
higher values of V/nD, the air speed was held at 102
miles per hour and tl_e revolution speed decreased.
The following values of l)ropeller speed (within _ 15
381
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r. p. tit.) were used for the constant revolution-speed
portion of the tests.
Pitch at 0.75R. 1 l'rol,eller speed
Dellrees I r p, m. ]
17 2, 8[XI
22 2, 3_127 1,950
3'-) I 1, 7_) I
37 1,475 ]
42 ,4(I)
RESULTS
These results are presented in the same graphic and
tabular form as in previous wing-nacelle reports. A
detailed discussion of the accuracy and manner of
presentation may be found in references 2 and 4. The
/.0 .... F _--- _ .........._---
J , o 'ae-/O*
!
B I / Av ,_7"w,n9 o/one I
t / / I ,;_.-w,_9_/,hN.A.CA.I
[ / V / j?'._o nuce//e in pos/t/on ]3
_--_/_EffecTLl'V./7oce//e-df'_
.4 --/7 _,oToq _o_ff,.i_,-,_
I/ II _'-2.5 ° ; I I
.z /_ h / i ! i
i-5 o ! I i
o i
O .04 .08 .12 .16 .20
c_
FIGURE 2.--AJrf0i] ('tlr_ es, tlrOl)(qler removed.
nondimensional coefficients and symbols employed are
given and defined as follows:
Cz lift
=qS (propeller removed)
C <trag (proiiclle r removed)
_'-- qS
U_ lift
P= <IS (propeller operating)
@= _n_Dw =-_ D
R+DL
C.+,_o,_=. pg_D _
P
': t, -: _,......kc$.),,D
'_..... _' =\ (7 ./',,D
where
V
q, dynamic t)ressure (_ p V'_).
_) mass density of the air.
V, velocity.
S, area of the wing.
T, thrust of propeller operating in front of a
body (tension in crankshaft).
R, resulhmt forward force.
D, drag '_t given angle with propeller removed.
DL, drag with propeller removed at the lift
obtained with the propeller operating
(same dynamic pressure).
AD, change in drag of body due to action of
propeller.
n, revolutions per unit time.
D, propeller diameter.
P, power.
The airfoil clmracteristics of the wing alone and for
the wing with nacelle are given in figure 2. No tare
corrections have been made. It should be noted that
measurements have been made for close increments
of angle of attack, especially in the region of minimum
drag.
Although propeller tests were made at 17 °, 22 °, 27 °,
32 °, 37 ° , and 42 ° pitch at 0.75R at each of --8 °, --5 °,
--2.5 ° , 0 °, 2.5 ° , and 5 ° angle of attack, only a few
sample test curves are shown. Figures 3 and 4, which
are for the two extremes of pitch tested, show a con-
siderable scattering of the test points, particularly of
the thrust at the high pitch (42°). The power varia-
tions are largely a function of pitch, not angle of attack,
and all power data are reliahle, since the torque was
measured direetly and is not a computed wdue as is
the thrust (thrust--resultant force + drag). The
efficiency points, being coml)uted from the thrust and
power, show a dispersion similar to the thrust.
In tests of this type there is an inherent scattering
of thrust-coefficient points at inaximum efficiency
and beyond, which increases as either the angle of
attack or propeller pitch is increased. Three reasons
exist for this dispersion. First, scattering occurs
because the thrust, a eomtmted wtlue, is deteI'mined
as the algebraic sum of the two measured quantities
R and D. As zero thrust is approached these quanti-
ties arc of the same order of magnitude but of opposite
sign and consequently a small error in either nmy be
a large percentage error in the effective thrust. Second,
increasing the angh: of attack, in addition to increasing
the drag force, introduces correspondingly larger force
ttuctuations that are independent of propeller pitch.
Third, and l)robably most important, in order to
obtain the higher values of V/nD that correspond to
higher pitches, the revolution speed of the propeller
must t>e decreased |)ecause the tunnel air speed is
f+.
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limited. As the thrust coefficient varies directly as ! pitch as at tile lowest. The curves for the 37 ° pro-
the thrust and inversely as n", the scattering with peller pitch at 0 ° angle of attack of tile wing are an
propeller pitch will vary roughly as (V/nD) _"for the example of what would result if most of the test points
same value of thrust coefficient and the same value of were obtained under adverse conditions resulting from
/,O
©
/ /
i
I"II;URI': 11 W.rkinu charh .X. _. ('. A. lla(,e]h, ill hie ',_ il]l Ihi('k _ in_. I_.i_:h{ h:uld l,r(_peller No 4412, |-foot diameler.
force fluctuations. On this b'tsis the fluctuqtions of
the thrust coefficient would increase with 1)itch and
would be from 4 to 10 times as gre._t at, the highest
the three reasons discussc(t. The thrust is high and
the efre('t on the efli('iency is more obvious; this thrust
curve wqs omitted in ohtnining average value_,.
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS
A full discussion of tile difficulties and methods of
comparing wing-nacelle-propeller combinations is given
in references 2 and 4 and need not be repeated here.
The "corrected propulsive efficiency" was introduced
in reference 4 and is the basis on which these data are
analyzed.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 are composite curves of corrected
thrust, power, and corrected propulsive efficiency for
all the pitches tested from --8 ° to 0 ° angle of attack
of tile wing; the curves for 2.5 ° and 5 ° are not included
on account of the scattering of points previously men-
tioned. These data have been corrected similarly to
those of reference 4 except that, instead of computing
tile difference in induced drag and jet-boundary cor-
rection, it was read directly from figure 2 and therefore
includes a slight change in profilc drag. This method
of correction, considered admissible since previous tests
have shown the tare drag to be independent of tile lift,
gives slightly higher values of thrust and efficiency than
the method of reference 4, which assumes no change
in profile drag. The difference in thrust and efficiency
obtained by these two methods is small, especially near
maximum efficiency, and certainly does not exceed the
limits of accuracy of the tests.
The composite curves in figures 5, 6, and 7 indicate
that, up to 0 ° angle of attack, the limit to which the
data are considered to be reliable, the corrected thrust,
power, and corrected propulsive efficiency are inde-
pendent of angle of attack. Average curves were
accordingly drawn from figures 5 and 6, omitting tile
thrust for 37 ° pitch at 0 ° angle of attack. Figures 8
and 9 show these average values of thrust and power
and figure 10 shows the rccomputed corrected pro-
pnlsive efficiency, based on the foregoing averages.
Table I lists these values together with the computed
valuc of the operating coefficient Cs.
Figure 11 presents the data of table I in working-
chart form. Figure 12 is a plot of CL_ against C_ giv-
ing average values for all pitches. Tahle II lists values
read from figure 12.
DISCUSSION
The airfoil curves for the wing alone and the wing
with nacelle as shown in figure 2 are conventional.
In general, the effective nacelle-drag coefficient at. a
constant lift is in good agrecmcnt with that of refer-
ence 2. Although the effective m_eelle-drag coefficient
varies somewhat with lift, it nmy be taken as 0.0026
for this combination over the high-speed range of
tiight.
Figure 7 indicates a tendency of the corrected pro-
pulsivc efficiency to increase with angle of atta('k.
This same trend is also shown by the data in reference
2 when the corrected propulsive efficiency is computed.
Over the high-sl)eed and climbing range of lift co-
efficiet_ts the change in corrected propulsive efliciency
is snmll, being ahnost within the accuracy of the ,ex-
periments. The corrected propulsive efficiency may
therefore be considered to be independent of the angle
of attack except in very special cases and may be
taken as the average over the high-speed and the
clinlbing range.
The working chart given in figure 11 is to be used
in the same manner as those of reference 1. This
chart is, of course, based on certain fixed test condi-
tions and in its application due allowances should be
made for the effects of changes in propeller diameter,
power input, and other variables.
The effect of the propeller on the lift is shown in
:figure 12. The curves apply only to these particular
test conditions and must not be considered to have
general application. They have been inserted to give
the change in lift caused by the propeller and also to
show that for a given arrangement tile effect of pro-
pellet pitch is slight with a fixed-diameter propeller at
constant values of Cs. No test points (see figs. 3 and
o ._ .8 /_ /6 z.o 24 z8 ._z 3.6
c_
FIGt!RE 12.--Effect of propeller on lift.
4) are given, but the maximunl variation of tile faired
curves for each pitch is shown. The small effect of
propeller l)itch may seem unusual but a few simple
conq)utations at the different pitches, assuming C_.,
velocity, propeller dianleter, and angle-of-attack con-
stant, will show that the thrust is about tile sanle for
all pitches and, since the change in lift for any com-
t)ination is nlainly a function of propeller thrust, it is
not unreasonable that the lift variation with propeller
pitch should be small.
These _lrc the first published results of tests made
in the propeller-research tunnel nf propellers at pitches
greater than about 27 ° at 0.75R. It is hot)ed that
they may be useful in indicating trends for higher
pitches from previous tests for lower pitches as well as 1)e
useful to the designer of modern high-speed airplanes.
The reasoJl for the falling off in elliciency _s early as
I 27 ° is not fully explained. ()rm possihility is that t,bcr_,
may be increasing interference with the wing as the
pitch of the propeller is increased. Availablc data
(reference 5) covering tile values of lU'Ol)eller l)itches
only up to 23 ° provide evidence th'_t the tendency of
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the wing interference is to increase as tile propeller
pitch is increased. The pitch distribution of the pro-
peller used in this investigation is not considered
particularly good for the higher pitches and a series of
full-scale tests with more favorable pitch distribution
is contemplated. It is expected that some improve-
ment in the efficiency in the higher pitch range can be
obtained.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., November 12, 1935.
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TABLE I.--AVERAGE VALUES
[Correctedfor lift[
[Right-hand propeller No. 4412, 4-foot diameter]
Set 17° at O75 R Set 22° at 0"75 R Set 27° at 0"75 R Set 32° at 0 75 R II Set 37° at 0'75 R Set 42° at 0-75 R
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MEASUREMENTS OF FUEL DISTRIBUTION WITHIN SPRAYS FOR FUEL-INJECTION
ENGINES
BY DANA W. LEE
SUMMARY
Two methods were used to measure .fuel distribution
within sprays Jrom several types of fuel-injection nozzles.
A small tube inserted through the wall of an airtight cham-
ber into which the sprays were injected could be moved
about inside the chamber. When the pressure was raised
to obtain air densities of 6 and 14 atmospheles, some air
was :forced through the tube and the fuel that was carried
with it was separated by absorbent cotton and weighed.
Cross sections of sprays from plain, pintle, multiple-orifice,
impinging-jets, centrifugal, lip, slit, and annular-orifice
nozzles were investigated, at distances of 1, 3, 5, and 7
inches from the nozzles.
Sprays that were symmetrical about their axes were also
tested by a second method in which the injection valve was
inserted through the top of a pressure chamber containing
a nest of eight concentric cups, the axis of which coincided
with the nozzle axis. The injected fuel was caught by the
cups, drained into receptacles below, and weighed. Tests
were made at i, 6, and 1_ atmospheres, at the same dis-
tances from the nozzles used in the first method.
It wa.s found that the distribution of the fuel within the
sprays always impro_ed with increasing distance from the
nozzle and usuaUy with increasing air density, the effect
of both factors being greatest with sprays of high penetrat-
ing power. Distribution within sprays from plain noz-
zles improved slightly with an increase in the injection
pressure or with a decrease in the fuel viscosity. Changing
the orifice length-diameter ratio of plain nozzles had little
effect on fuel distribution.
INTRODUCTION
Laboratory research on compression-ignition engines
has resulted in recent years in continued increases in
speed and mean effective l)rcssurc, particularly when
some form of controlled air swirl is used to improve the
distril)ution of fuel throughout the combustion cham-
ber. Another effective method of increasing the spc-
citic power output is to improve the fuel distribution
through changes in the nozzle design and injection
pressure, and it is believed that the work described in
this report will be useful to those who are working
along such lines. Spark-ignition engines elnploying
fuel injection having shown definite advantages over
carburetor-equipped engines, distribution tests were
also made at low air densities.
Outstanding among previous measurements of fuel
distribution within sprays are those made at the
Pennsylvania State College, where the weights of fuel
reaching various stations on a "dispersion rack" were
accurately determined (reference 1). The effects of
injection pressure, air density, fuel viscosity, orifice
diameter, and distance from the nozzle were deter-
mined using plain cylindrical nozzles. The results
are complete only at 14 inches from the nozzle; at
nearer stations the weights at the center of the spray
could not be obtained. At a later date, the total
ainounts of fuel reaching various distances front the
nozzle were caught and weighed by a "tipping cup"
(reference 2).
Several previous experiments on the distribution of
fuel in sprays have also been made at this laboratory.
The relative amounts of fuel reaching different dis-
tances from the nozzle were obtained in connection
with atomization measurements and the results are
given in reference 3. The structure of fuel sprays
and the process by which they are formed were studied
by means of spark photographs taken under a wide
variety: of conditions (reference 4), and the study was
continued by means of photomicrographs of the sprays
(reference 5). The approximate dimensions of the
high-velocity cores of sprays from several types of
nozzles were obtained by injecting them against pieces
of plasticine, and the outlines of the sprays were
obtained from spark photographs. Cross-sectional
sketches of the sprays made from these measurements
are shown in reference 6.
The present tests, which were made to obtain quan-
titative data on the distrihution of tim[ within st)rays
from several types of nozzles, are divided into two
parts, each using a different test nmthod. The tirst
method gave the relative amounts of fuel reaching any
particular point in the spray; the second gave the actual
weight reaching each of a series of annular areas con-
centric ahout the spray axis. The variables studied
were: Air density, nozzle design, fuel viscosity, and
injection pressure. Results were obtained at 1, 3, 5,
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and 7 inches from the nozzles with the air at 1, 6. and ' the fuel re_ching the end of the tube. Absorbent cot-
14 times atnlospheric density and at room tempera-ton in the trap retained tile fuel but allowed tile air to
ture. The tests were made at the (ommittee's labor- escatle. After _lbout 400 sprays had been injected the
atories at L'mgley Fieht, Va., during the first 6 m(mths pump was stopped, the I)ressure-release v'dve was
of 1935. i opene(1, and the fuel trap w'ls detached and weighed
APPARATUS on an analytical b'd_mce. Front its weight increment
SAMPLING TUBE during the test and the number of sprays injected, tim
relative i"grams of fuel collected per 1,000 sprays" was corn-Tile flppar_l tl3s used to deternfine tile puted. This value w'ls used 'is _l me_surc of the fuel
amounts of fuel reaching different points in the sprays concentration in the spray at the end of the sampling
will be referred to as tile .'unphng-tube apparatus" i tube. Although it is desirable to express the results
t)eeause it consisted essentially of a small copper tube as grams of fuel per square inch leer injection, it is
that removed a small amount of fuel from each spray impossible because air flowed into the tube from an
trussing its open end. The tube was soldered to .l area greater titan the tube area and the extent of that
traversing-screw mechanism by which it could be m'ea is not known.
lnoved line'trly at right angles to the spray axis. (See i A series of exploratory tests was always made before
Jig. 1.) Tile tube could enter the chamber through starting the final traverse across tile spray, the tube
being bent sidewise by trend as well as being moved
_ vertically by tile screw. The purpose of these pre-
liminary tests was to locate the regions of nnlximunl
7+-a_e_,no fuel concentration, which were frequently quite small
screw - _ \\_ and might otherwise be missed.
The l)rincil)at advantages of the sampling-tube
To o,r ffl II _ _ method are: Sprays of any shape may be tested; as
compressor _J] Pressure [[ o 2 many readings may be made during a traverse as are
necessary to determine the shape of the distribution
curve; tile traverse may be made.at any distance from
the nozzle; and the fuel distribution is only slightly
altered by the presence of the small tube. The prin-
cipal disadvantage is that tile results cannot be express-
ell ill terms of fuel weight per unit spray cross-sectional
S/eel
Somphnq tube wool area,.
/nJ eCftOD) CONCENTRIC CUPS
vo&e The al)paratus used to obtain more accurate data on
"_ the distribution of fuel sprays will be referred to as the
"concentric-cups apparatus." (See fig. 2.) The fuel
F_.,,,,_. S_,,L,_,,_-_uL,_,_,V_,t,,.,. sprays were caught by a nest of concentric cups
mounted on a fnHnework, which was lowered into a
any one of the four holes shown, tile others then being l)ressure chamber. Fuel caught by tim cups drained
closed. The inside and outside (ti_Lmeters of the tube through small tubes into receptacles on the shelf below.
were 0.(140 and 0.080 inch, respectively, and the open The dist'mee between the nozzle and the upper edges
end was filed to a sh'lrt/ edge to minimize splaslling of the cups was adjust'lble '_t 2-inch intervals from 1 to
of the fuel. The tube extended through the hollow 7 inches. Tim inside diameters of the eight collecting
center of the traversing screw into the fuel trap. The CUllS were: 0.104, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1, 1.50, 2, and 3
inside of tile spray chamber was 10_4/ inches long, inches. Tile wall thickness of the cups was 0.010 inch
3_ inches high, and 4 inches wide. Some of the early and the rims were sharpened to minimize splashing.
tests were made with a gl,lss window installed in one The inside diameter of tile pressure chamber was 4
side of the chamber, and it was found that steel wool inches so that there was 'm 'mnular space 0.5 inch
was very: useful in reducing tile amount of fuel that wide outside the l'u'gest cup. This apparatus is suit-
sph_shed from the end wall and was carried back into able for testing only sprays th'lt are symmetrical about
{he spray by the circulating .fir currents, their axes. Tests were m,lde with tile plain, the pintle,
[n order to make a test, the valve in the COml)ressed-and the 4-iml)inging-jets nozzles; the nozzles, as well
air line was adjusted until tim desired l)ressure was _ls the injection v,dves 'rod the pump, were the ones
maintained in the chamber 'rod then tile fuel-injection i used in the s;mq)ling-tube tests.
l)mup was started. Because tile air pressure inside Before each lest, sever'fl sprays were injected against
the chamber w_ls gre_ter t lmn tlmt outside, nil" tlowed _l lhin layer of ]/l_Lsticine mounte(I just above the CUllS.
through the tube [o lhe fuel tr,q), (',rrying with it all [ The framework w_Ls then adjusted so that the true
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spray axis, lis indicated by the deepest part of the
impression in the plasticine, coincided wiih th(' :lxis of
the c(in('t,ntric CUltS.
Afte,' the eight fuel rt,c(,pt:a'les were w('igh(,tl and
l)]'/('ed in position, the entire framework was lowered
into the pressure chamber "mtl the cover })()ltt,(1 down.
The injection tu|)e from the l)llml) was ilttache(1 to th(,
injt,ction valve, and c()mpressed air was a(hnitt(,tt until
the (h,sire(I air density wils re,'Mit, d. It was necessary
to operate the injection pure l) intcrmitt(,ntly, injecting
for live cycles and idling for about 20 seconds, in order
to h't the fuel drain from the cups to the receptacles
through tht, sin,all tubes. When the puml) w,ls con-
tinuously op(,rtlted, the fuel splashed from one cup to
FIGURE 2. (_orl(_(_tltric-(_llps IH)paralllS.
:mother. The ('ups were tlloroughly drained _lf'ter
every tO0 eycle_, and the recept.leles r(,wei/h(,(l. ],'roln
tilt. weight incrt'ment,s, the a i'eas of the com,sl}onding
c()ni]iartments, and the }lilIltbt!r ()f ('ycl(,s, the grams
of fuel per square inch per cycle w(,r(, ('omptlted for
each annuhlr artm. The tml()unt of fuel dis('lm]'ge(1
from th(' nozzle (luring each test was determined by
sul)st'quent tests dm'ing which the iimill ) was oi)t,r,t((,(]
'is hi,fore but in _vhi('h th(' futq was c;lughi in i) b(ittl(,
'm(l weighed.
The prin(!ill'll 'l([vantago of th(_ concentri(,-(.ut)s
method is that the results can lie exliress(,(I in ternis of
fuel weight per unit, spray cross-st,ctio)M area. The
disn(Iv_mta_es are that only symn.,tri('nl sl)rt_ys c'm
be t,(,st,etI, the number of test readings is limited it) th(,
number of CUltS, and the presence of the ('ups some-
what alters the fuel distribution. The two test meth-
()(Is serve as a chet'k on e'l(,h other, the weak points of
one being the strong poiliiS of the other.
Plain nozzle. Slit n()zzle.
],i]) nozzle.
['i111 ]e nozzle.
>
>
Nozzle Ilaving l_o illlliiIlghll.{ jeD,,
('enirifugal n(izzl(',
o .5t. t i i I
Sea e, ¢_ch
:'i hi] 1 i I)]('-or i I] ('(! nozzle.
N(t?Zll. hal-hll_ fill aiiiill]ar orilioe
of varyilig area
FII;UItE 3. -'1') I)OS of nozzles IL_e[I.
INJECT|ON EQUIPMENT
Sket<:hes of the tylies (if n()zzle_ used are sht)wn in
figure 3. Six ])l(_ht _ozzle,+, that is, nozzles having single
eyliMrieal orifices, were t('sto(t. Nozzles with orifice
tliaineters of 0.008, 0.014, 0.020, an(t 0.030 inch were
used and, unless otherwise stilted, the t)riflce l(,ngl.h-
(tMneter ratio was 2. Two l_i,tle _mzzle._'were tested,
one having tilt orifi('e tiiilineier of 0.063 inch and ii
n()niinti] spray ('one anglo of 20 ° and the other having
i_-i orifice diinnet('r of (),(i50 inch and a noniina] spray
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cone angle of 30 °. The lip rwzzle used had an nrifice
diameter of 0.014 inch, an orifice length of 0.028 inch,
and the angle between tile axis of the fuel jet and the
surface of the lip was 45 ° . Two impinging-jets nozzles
were tested, one having two orifices each 0.020 inch in
diameter and the other having four orifices each
0.030 inch in diameter. In the 4-orifice nozzle (not
shown in fig. 3) the plane through two of the orifices
was at right angles to that through the other two, all
four jets meeting at a common point. The angle
between opposite jets was 74 ° in each case. With the
annular-orifice nozzle tile space between the enlarged
end of the valve stem and the valve body constituted
the orifice. This space varied with the injection pres-
sure, and the cone angle of the hollow spray produced
was about 45% The multiple-orifice nozzle had six
orifices in one plane. The two center orifices had
diameters of 0.019 inch, the next two 0.014 inch, and
the outer two 0.008 inch. The length of each orifice
was twice its diameter and the angle between adjacent
jets was 20 ° . The slit nozzle had an orifice width of
0.008 inch, a length of 0.055 inch, and an average depth
of about 0.050 inch. The bottom of the short cylin-
drical passage above the slit was spherical, with a
radius of about 0.060 inch; tile radius of the splmrical
end of the nozzle was about 0.110 inch. The centrifugal
nozzle had an orifice diameter of 0.020 inch and a length
of 0.010 inch. There were four grooves on the valve
stem to produce the whirling of the fuel; their helix
angle was 30 ° , and the total area of the grooves and
clearance space was 0.00052 square inch (equivalent to
a single 0.026-inch orifice).
The nozzles were used in automatic spring-loaded
injection valves, all but one valve being of the lapped-
stem differential-area type. The exception was the
valve with the annular oritice, the stein of which was
not lapped but was guided by lands. Sketches of these
injection valves may be found in reference 6. The
injection valves used with the pintle and annular-orifice
nozzles were obtained from commercial concerns; the
other valves and nozzles were made at this laboratory.
Extensive tests of the rates of discharge of the Bosch
fuel-injection pump that was used for these tests are
reported in reference 7; some of the characteristics of
fuel sprays produced by it are given in reference 8.
The injection tube was 55 inches long and its inside
diameter was 0.125 inch. The fuel discharged was
practically independent of pump speed but varied
slightly with orifice area, the extreme values being 0.27
grant pet' cycle with the 0.008-inch orifice and 0.31
grant per cycle with the annular orifice. An electrical
revolution counter attached to the pump automatically
recorded the number of injections made.
Except for some tests to determine the effect of fuel
viscosity on distribution, the fuel used was a high-grade
Diesel fuel. The following test conditions were con-
sidered standard: pump speed, 750 r. p. m.; injection-
valve opening pressure, 3,500 pounds per square inch.
TEST RESULTS
SAMPLING-TUBE TESTS
The results of the sampling-tube tests of fuel dis-
tribution within sprays from the different nozzles
are presented graplfically in figures 4 to 15, values of
grams of fuel collected per 1,000 sprays being plotted
against distances from the spray axis. Distances
above the spray axis are plotted to the left, those
below to the right. When a spray was known to be
symmetrical about its axis, only one traverse of the
sampling tuhe was necessary at each condition, and
it was not usually carried entirely across the spray but
extended from the upper part of the chamber to a
little below the spray axis. With unsymmetrical
sprays, two traverses at right angles to each other were
made for each condition. The test points are shown
on the curves, connected by solid lines. Tile uncom-
pleted traverses are extended with broken lines that
match the solid parts. As the air in the chamber was
not changed during any one test, it always became
fogged wifll fuel particles. The fuel concentration in
this mist is indicated by the level at which the curves
flatten out to the horizontal, and this level should be
considered as the zero line when comparisons are
made between curves. Some of the tests showed a
slightly higher fuel concentration in the lower parts of
the spray than in tile upper parts. This difference
was probably caused by the increasing interference of
the traversing screw as it was lowered into the cham-
ber, deflecting more and more of the fuel from the
central to the outer portions of the spray.
Sampling-tube tests were made only at air densities
of 6 and 14 atmospheres. In order to obtain them at
1 atmosphere, it would be necessary to put the fuel
trap in an evacuated chamber. The air velocity
through the sampling tube was the same for all tests,
for with an air density of either 6 or 14 atmospheres,
the ratio of the pressures at the inner and outer ends
of the tube was greater than the critical value of 1.9.
CONCENTRIC-CUP_ TESTS
The resnlts of the concentric-cups tests are given
in table 1. The cups are numbered from 1 to 8,
beginning at the center. The term "percentage of
fuel caught" means the total weight of the fuel col-
lected by the cups divided by the weight discharged
from the nozzle during tile test, multiplied by 100.
Vaporization can account for only a small part of the
fuel not collected because at room temperature the
rate of vaporization of Diesel fuel is negligible. Most
of the fuel not caught by the cups was carried off by
air currents set up by the sprays and was deposited on
the walls of the chamber; from there it drained to the
bottom and was removed at the end of the test.
Although tables of data arc concise, any systematic
trends are much more evident when the test results
are presented in a graphical form. Therefore the data
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FIGURE 4 -Saml,ling-lube lest.', with a plain frazzle. (}ri:h'e diameter. 00211 inch; orifice length-diametel" ratio, 2.
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Fxc,va_ 8.--Sampling-tube tests with pintle nozzles having different dispersion
angles. All tests at 3 inches from the nozzle.
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Fit;lillE 15-- Sanlpling-tube tests with a centrifugal nozzle.
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.000/
.0000/
I inch from /'he nozzle
t0_ 0
given in table I for sprays from the plain nozzle with a
0.020-inch diameter orifice are also shown graphically
in figure 16, grams of fuel per square inch per cycle
being plotted vertically in steps, the widths of which
are proportional to the distances between the walls
of the cups. The great range of fuel concentrations
(415,000:1) made it advisable to use a logarittmfic
vertical scale, thus making it nmeh easier to read the
smaller values. A sketch showing the relative diam-
eters of the eoneentrie cups is inchuled, the scale being
the same as the horizontal scale of the plots. The
identifying numbers of the eight cups are shown, 'rod
the steps in the plots are labeled with the numbers of
tho cups they represent.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF THE TWO TEST METHODS
7 inches from /he nozzle
For each of the. tests made with the concentric-cups
_q)paratus at air densities of 6 and 14 atmospheres, a
corresponding test was m'_de with the sampling-tube
apt)arat.us. In order to make a direct comparison of
the results of the two methods, the fuel weights ob-
tained in sonic of the sampling-tube te_ts were divided
ZO _ 0
by tim tube area and the number of injections made andwere then plotted opposite tim concentric-cups data forthe same conditions. (See fig. 17.) The comparison
shows that there is good genera] agreement as to the
effect of different variables on fuel distribution but that
the values are nmch grentcr for the sampling-tube tests.
It is therefore believed that the area from which fuel
was gathered by the sampling tube was much greater
tllan the area of the tube itself.
DISCUSSION
FUEL D|STRIBUT]ON IN SPRAYS FR()_| DIFFERENT TYPES OF
NOZZLES
In the study of the results of the tests deseril)ed in
this report, it is necessary to keep cleaHy in mind the
distinction between distribution _ Juel within a spray
and distribution of.fuel throughout a combustion c_amber.
Distribution of liquid fuel within the sprays was meas-
ured in this investigation; but other factors such as
spray penetration, air-ltow velocity, and engine tem-
perature also influen('e lhe distribution of fuel through-
out a combustion ch'm/ber. For instance, wide sprays
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FIi;IrRE 17.--COnllmrison of Sllfllplilt_IlllJi8 ;lnl| Ci)[ioeIlllPi('=(,tlp_; tests with a - It |lill_illiY,-jltls _i[I(t a ]ltrlill /lozzle. %-r { ensilv, I t allXlOSl)heres
hereh_ presented because, in most cases, the sliine
nozz|es were u-;e(I.
l The following discussion refers only to the fuel dis-
(,'ibution within the sprays and the conchtsions reached
are l:_rgely based on the rate at which the fuel concen-
! tration decreased with increasing distance from the
center line of the spray.
Plain nozzles.--Figures 4 to 6 and the data in table
I show that the distribution of the fuel within sprays
of sl)rays tested are presented ill reference 6 and should fronl the plain nozzles was very poor and that it ira-
be particularly useful in connection with the results proved rapidly as the air density or tit(, distance from
are desirable in cases for which high penetration is not
required, such its the injection of fuel during the intake
stroke of spark-ignition engines; but in compression-
ignition engines such sprays usually fail to penetrate to
all parts of the chamber and it t)eeomes necessary to
use plain, pintle, or multiple-orifice nozzles which,
despite poorer distribution within the sprays, may
produce better distribution in the combustion chamber.
Data for the rates of penetration of the v'trious Vpes
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[he nozzle was increased. Tile results of the sampling-
tube tests with plain nozzles having different orifice
diameters indicate that at 5 and 7 inches from the
nozzle the distribution became poorer as tl,e orifice
diameter was increased but at 3 inches from the nozzle
tile distribution was about the same for the0.014-, 0.020-,
and 0.030-inch nozzles and inferior to that for the
0.008-inch nozzle. Tests reported in reference 7 show
that the injection pressure rapidly decreased as tile
orilice diqmeter was increase<l. As will be shown later
a decrease in the injection pressure results in ],corer fuel
distribution, and tlfis factor is at least partly resllnnsible
for the change in distribution with orifice size shown by
the present tests.
Some sampling-tube tests were made with plain
nozzles having orifice diameters of 0.020 inch 'rod ori-
fice length-diqmeter ratios of 0.5, 2, and 5, but the
effect of orifice length-diqmeter ratio on fuel distribu-
tion was w_ry slight, and the results of the tests are not
included in this report.
Pintle nozzles,--Figure 7 and tal)le I show th,tt the
fuel distribution in the sprays from the 20 ° pintle
nozzle was better than in those from all of the plain
nozzles except the one with the 0.008-inch oritice.
Increasing tile air density from 1 to 6 a_mnsllheres
resulted in poorer fuel distribution, but II further
increase to 14 atmospheres resulted in an improve-
ment. The improvement with distance fi'om the noz-
zle was not so rapid as with plain nozzles.
The results of sampling-tube tests with a 30 ° pintle
nozzle at 3 incims from the nozzle are shown in figure
8 trod corresponding curves for the 20 ° nozzle qre
included to facilitate comparison. The concentric=
cups d'tta in table I show that raising the air density
from I to 6 atmospheres c'msed the fuel distribution
to become much poorer, but a further increllse to 14
atmospheres h'ld little effect. The unusual change in
fuel distribution between 1 and 6 atnlospheres for both
pintJe nozzles was l)robably C'lUsed by narrowin_ of
the spr,ly core. (See referen<'e 6.) At 1 'ltmosplwre
the fuel in sprays from the 30 ° nozzle was nmch better
distributed than in those from tile 20 ° nozzle, at (i
atmosl)heres there was little difference, 'rod at 14
atmospheres the sprays from tile 20 ° nozzle ha<l tile
better distribution.
Lip nozzle. Sprays froin the lip nozzle are shqped
like a narrow fan, extending outwar<l fronl the lip
surf'we. Two traverses by tile sampling tube qt ea<'h
condition were therefore necessary 1o ol/tnin a true
l)ictm'e of the fuel distribution. ()ne traverse was
re'Me 1)erl)en(liculllr to the l)lane of llle lip surface,
displacements atlove this plane (on side Iow'_r(l the
orifice) being 1)lotted to the left and those below it to
the right. The results of the tests I inch from the
nozzle (fig. 9) show that lhc plane of maximum fuel
concentration coincided with that of tlle lip surface,
but, th'lt more _)t' tile fuel w,_s above that i)l,lne than
below it. Tile second traverse was made in the plane
of the lip surface, the nozzle having been rotated 90 °
after making the first traverse. The results show that
at 1 inch from the nozzle the distribution of the fuel
in the plane of the lip surface was much better than in
tile plane at right angles to it but that at 3 inches
from the nozzle there was little difference. The curves
for the two traverses ma(le at 3 inches from the nozzle
are so close to each other thqt the test points have been
omitte(l. When the air density was increased front
6 to 14 atmospheres, the fuel distribution at 1 inch
from the nozzle iml)rnved slightly in both planes but
at 3 inches from the nozzle it became poorer.
Impinging-jets nozzles.--Cross sections of sprays
from a 2-impinging-jets nozzle are at>proximately
elliptical, the minor axis of the ellipse lying in the
plane containing the axes of the two jets. Sampling-
tube tr'tverses were made first through the narrow
parts and then ttH'ough the wide parts of the spray.
Figure 10 shows that fuel distribution along the lines
of both traverses improved with distance from tile
nozzle but that increasing the "fir density front 6 to 14
atmosp]leres ha(t very little effect.
Sprays from 4-impinging-jets nozzles are sym-
metrical ',bout the spray axis so that only one traverse
was necessary for each condition. Figure 11 shows
that the distribution nf fuel near the nozzle was very
good and improved slowly with increasing air density
and distance front the nozzle.
Annular-orifice nozzle.--Thc injection valve used
for the annular-orifice nozzle tests was designed for
tile injection of gasoline into air at, atmospheric den-
sit,)-, a condition requiring relatively low injection
pressures. The valve was set, at its maximum valve-
opening pressure, at><>ut 1,000 pounds per square inch,
with the result that the mean injection t)ressure was
considerably less for these tests than for those with the
other nozzles.
Only one traverse was made at each condition when
testing the annular-orifice nozzle, althougb previous
work (reference 6) ha<l shown that this particular
nozzle does not produce symmetrical sprays. Figure
12 shows that this nozzle dispersed the fuel very quicldy
and that as the air density was increased tile fuel dis-
tribution became poorer. Experience with several
annular-orifice nozzles at this laboratory indicates that
tim production of unsymmetriclll sprays is a toni]non
fault of this type of nozzle and that its usefulness is
thereby decidedly reduced.
Multiple-orifice nozzle.--Each of the jets from a
multiple-orifice n(>zzle is symmetrical about: its axis, so
that a single traverse in the l)lane of tile jot axes was
sufficient. The size of the pressure chamber limited
the traverse at 1 inch from the nozzle to four ()f the
six jets, and at 3 inches froln the nozzle only the two
ccntrql jets <'(told be inchMe<t. Figm'e 13 shows that
the various jets remained distinct, very little fuel being
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deflected into the spaces between them. Tlle traverse
was carried in a straight line across the spray and inter-
sected the two central jets at an angle of 80 ° and the
other two jets at 60 ° . Before each jet was traversed,
however, the end of tile sampling tube was bent parallel
to the axis of that jet. The test results show that the
distribution of fuel in the two central jets from the
multiple-orifice nozzle was better than in sprays from a
plain nozzle having nearly the same orifice diameter.
This diffeeenee-may be attributed to the more turbulent
flow through the orifices of the multiple-orifice nozzle
which have no conical approaches to help stabilize the
flow. (See reference 5.)
Slit nozzle.--Results of sampling-tube tests with
the slit nozzle are shown in figure 14. Sprays from this
nozzle resemble those from the lip nozzle but are
somewhat thinner and broader. Tests made at this
laboratory have shown that the fuel distribution in
sprays from slit nozzles is greatly influenced by the
shape of the fuel passage between the stem seat and the
slit. With nozzles having cylindrical passages, the
shape of the bottom of that passage is important, a
fiat bottom resulting in a narrow spray and a conical
bottom often breaking the spray into two parts. A
spherical bottom has been found to be the best, but
even with it the fuel distribution may be irregular, as
strewn by the results of sampling-tube traverses made
parallel to the slit at 1 inch from the nozzle. The
curves in figure 14 show that increasing the air density
lind little effect on fuel distribution along a line parallel
to the slit but did improve the distribution at right
angles to the slit. Fuel distribution in both directions
intproved with increasing distance from the nozzle.
Centrifugal nozzle.--As the whirling fuel leaves the
centrifugal nozzle it spreads out to form a hollow cone.
At the same time, however, the thin sheet of fuel begins
to disintegrate into drops and, as the fuel gets farther
from the nozzle, the sides of the cone thicken until the
hollow center is entirely filled. The disintegration of
the spray core continues to send fuel drops into the
central part of the spray from all directions as well as
to send them to the outer parts of the spray, with the
result that the fuel concentration becomes greatest at
the center of the spray. In air at atmospheric density
the process may not be completed until the fuel has
traveled an inch or nmre from the nozzle, but at 6 and
14 atmospheres it is completed in a shorter distance, as
shown by the curves in figure 15. Distribution of the
fuel improved with increasing distance from the nozzle
but became slightly worse when the air density was
increased from 6 to 14 atntosphercs.
Comparison of the various types of sprays.--After
a careful study of the data presented in this report, the
following nozzles have been listed in the order of
improving distribution of fuel within their sprays:
Plain nozzle, pintle nozzle, centrifugal nozzle, lip
nozzle, slit nozzle, 4-impinging-jets nozzle, 2-imping-
ing-jets nozzle, and annular-orifice nozzle. There
was little difference between the lip and slit noz-
zles, and the listing of the annular-orifice nozzle as
producing sprays with the best distribution is question-
able because of the nonsymmetry of the sprays. The
multiple-orifice nozzle was not included in this list
because only the central portion of its spray could be
investigated.
EFFECT OF INJECTION PRESSURE ON FUEL DISTRIBUTION
Tests were made both with the sampling tube and
with tbe concentric cups to measure the effect of injec-
tion pressure on fuel distribution. The plain nozzle
with the 0.020-inch orifice was used; the valve-opening
pressure was reduced to 730 pounds per square inch
and the pump speed, to 487 r. p. m. These values
were chosen because the tests of the injection pump
reported in reference 7 showed that making these two
changes resulted in reducing the mean effective injection
pressure from 2,500 to 1,250 pounds per square inch.
The curves in tigure 18 and the data in table I show that
the fuel distrit)ution w_s slightly better at the higher
injection pressure.
EFFECT OF FUEL VISCOSITY ON DISTRIBUTION
Sampling-tube tests were made with a hydrogenated
safety fuel, a Diesel fuel, and S. A. E. 30 lubricating
oil in air at a density of 14 atmospheres. The high
volatility of the safety fuel made it necessary to apply
a correction to tim results of tests using this fuel.
The correction was obtained by running an ewlporlltion
test at the end of alternate fuel-collecting tests; air
flowed through the fuel trap for the same length of
time as for the fuel-collecting tests, but there were no
i sprays in the chamber. Tim decrease in the weight of
the fuel tral) during each evaporation test was added
to the fuel weight collected during the preceding and
I following tests to give the correct amount of fuel
I collected. This correction varied from 12 percent of
the fuel collected at the centers of the sprays to 84
percent at tlw edges. Concentric-cups tests weremad with the s_d ty fuel a d the Diesel fu l but not
iwith the luhricating oil, as it would not flow through
the small drain tubes. The plain nozzle with the 0.020-
inch orifice was used at the standard injection condi-
tions, and all the tests were made at 3 inches from the
nozzle. The viscosities of the safety fuel, Diesel fuel,
and lubricating oil were measured at 22 ° C. and at
atmospheric pressure and found to be 0.0058, 0.052,
and 3.1 poises, respectively.
The results of the sampling-tube tests (fig. 19)
indicate that the fuel distribution became poorer as
the fuel vis('osity was increased, but the concentric-
i cups tests showed little difference between the distri-
bution in Diesel ,nd safety-fuel sprays.
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EFFECTS OF VAPORIZATION AND AIR MOVEMENT ON FUEL
I)ISTRIBUTION
Tlle present results have shown tile distribution of
the fuel in the liquid phase. The additional effects of
vaporization and difl'usion and of air movement on
the distribution of the fuel can be estimated by com-
paring these data with those presented in references
9 and 10. The photogral)hs of tile combustion in
reference 9 show that the fuel was distributed over a
larger area than indicated by the distribution in the
liquid phase. With a plain nozzle, for example, the
flame vohune was more than five times the liquid
spray volume and, although tile present tests show
that in the liquid phase without air flow there was very
little fuel distributed between the jets of tile multiple-
orifice nozzle, the combustion photographs show that,
5. The nozzles used for these tests are listed as
follows in the order of improving distribution of fuel
within their sways: Plain nozzle, pintle nozzle, cen-
trifugal nozzle, lip nozzle, slit nozzle, 4-impinging-jets
nozzle, 2-impinging-jets nozzle, and annular-orifice
nozzle.
6. Changing the orifice length-diameter ratio of one
of the plain nozzles had very little effect on the fuel
distribution in the sprays.
7. Fuel distribution in the two eent r'd jets of sprays
from the multiple-orifice nozzle was better than in
sprays from a l)lain nozzle having nearly the same
orifice diameter.
i
I
when the same nozzle is used under conditions closely i LANGLEy ._iEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATOItY,
sinmlating engine conditions, .'l considerable amount i NATIONAL AI)VlSORY ('OMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
of fuel reached the qrea between the visible sprays.
!
Test results for an engine with very little or no air I
tlow (reference 1,1) sl,i)w that, although a combustible l
mixture is formed over a considerable area even with!
a single-orifice nozzle, the efl'ectiveness of the combus-!
tion is low unless a sufficient number of orifices is used
to give an angle between sprays of about 25 ° . When air
flow is employed, the optimum angle between the spr,_ys
may be the same or greater. (See references 12 and 13.)
The photographs reproduced in reference 9 show
that when high-dispersion nozzles, such as tile slit or
impinging-jets nozzles, are used, the distribution within
the sprays is good but that apparently the air-fuel
ratio is too low for good combustion efilcicney.
CONCLUSIONS
Distribution of the li(tuid fuel within sprays is only
one of the factors that determine whether the fuel
will be well distributed to 'dl parts of tlle combustion
chamber; some of the other factors are rate of spray
penetration, air-tlow velocity, and engine temperature.
Satisfactory combinations of these factors must be
determined by engine tests, but the results herein
presented and summarized qs follows should reduce
the required amount of sucll test work.
1. Fuel distribution in all types of slways imlu'oved
with incre'_sing distance from the nozzle, the improve-
ment t)eing the most rapid in sprays of higt] penetratinlz
power.
2. Fuel distribution within sprays having high l)ene-
tr.tting power inlproved greatly when the air density
was increased, but the improvement was much less
in sprays having low penetrating i)ower; in some
widely dispersed sprays the distribution became I)oorcr.
3. Increasing the injection pressure resulted in a
small iml)rovement in the fuel distribution in sprays
from plain nozzles.
4. Sampling-tube tests showed that in('l'e'lsing the
viscosity of tile fuel resulted in poorer fuel distribution
in sprays from plain nozzles.
LANGLEY I¢[EI.D, VA., April 8, I936.
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'FABLE I
RESULT,S OF THE CONCENTRIC-CUPS TESTS
Nozzle
Plan, _)riiiee diameter 01108 inch..
PIMo, orifice I|i_.meter 0.1)l I inch. __
Plain. (iri3ve diameter 0.020 inch. .
Pintle, si)r),'¢ ngle 20 ° .
stlre
I
tb? I
srl. in. i
i
3.51,_1 j Diesel
i
3,51,_1 i Diesel ....
3, 500 I)iesel. .
3, 51XI Diesel
, ;5, 500 ;Pintle, sl)rP, y angle 30 ° ...... l)iesel .
I-inll)inging-jets . . . 3, 51_) I)ie_el
, [) 1,
Plaill, orifi(:e diameter 01120 inch 730 Diesel __ .; 3 , 1¢_J1't'hdn, orifice diameter 00_) in(q1 . ] 3, r_)o l)iese] . . . 3 6i 1
])lain, orifice (tianleter 0020 inch ..... 3, 500 Safety. .... 3 _
I il ,4
i Grams of fuel per square inch per cycle /
i
Dis- ] I Per-L_[I I-
tanee Air Cup uo, ' age of
from densityl
the , fuel
Inches [ pheres
' 24. 0.18 0.0071 0.00073 0 0 0 [0 96.2
92, .21 .013 _0012 ,00073 .(D021 .0_11 l .00003 91.3I [
14 19 . :t6 .072 .0036 .0016 . o015 .0020 .00058 87.5
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GROUND-HANDLING FORCES ON A 1/40-SCALE MODEL OF THE
U. S. AIRSHIP "AKRON"
By ABE *_[LVERSTEIN and B. G. GULICK
SUMMARY
An investigation was conducted in the N. ,4. C. A.
full-scale wind tunnel to determine the ground-handling
forces on a/4o-scale model oT the U. S. airship "Akron."
Ground-handling conditions were simulated by establish-
ing a velocity gradient above a special ground board in
the tunnel comparable with that encountered over a land-
ing field. The tests were conducted at Reynolds Numbers
ranging from 5,000,000 to 19,000,000 at each of six
angles _ yaw between 0 ° and 180 ° and at/our heights oJ
the model above the ground board.
The ground-handling forces vary greatly with the angle
<_ yaw and reach large values at appreciable angles oJ
yaw. Small changes in height, pitch, or roll did not
critically affect the forces on the model. In the range of
Re?/Tmlds Numbers tested, _o significant variation of the
forces with the scale was disclosed.
INTRODUCTION
At tim request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department, an investigation was conducted in the
N. A. C. A. full-scale wind tunnel to determine the
ground-handling forces on a _4+n-sc_le model of the
U. S. airshil) A/crom
Correlated data on the forces and moments encoun-
tered in lmndling airships near the ground trove not
been available. Previous work of a similar nature
conducted at low Reynolds Numbers has shown con-
flicting results (references 1 and 2). Actual handling
experiences with the large airships have shown raider
some conditions the existence of extremely large forces
and moments that may endanger the airship unless
properly anticipated. The prediction of the numerical
wdues of the handling forces by _4m(1-tunnel research is
not satisfactory owing to the relatively small size of
the mo<lels. It was believed, however, that the +_o-
scale AkroT_ model was large enough to enable the
direction and trend of the forces to be I)redicted.
Ground-handling conditions were closely simulated
by establishing tt velocity gn'adient above the ground
board comparable with that encountere<l over a land-
ing field. Tests were made at. six angles of yaw between
0 ° and 180 °, at four heights of the model above the
ground board, and at air speeds from 28 to 100 miles
per hour. Several special conditions of pitch and roll
were also investigated.
WIND TUNNEL AND EQUIPMENT
The wind tunnel used for these tests is described in
reference 3. The tunnel was modified by the addition
of a horizontal ground board, 30 feet wide, to simulate
the landing field. The board was installed at the level
of the lower surface of the entrance cone, making a
continuous surface with the entrance cone and extend-
FIC, URE 1.- -The l/4D-seale model of the U. S. airship Akron on ground board at 0 °
yaw.
ing to within a few feet of the exit cone. Figure. 1
shows the model in position '_bove the ground board.
Forces, moments, 'rod velocity distribution about the
too<tel were measured with the standard wind-tunnel
equipment. The model was supported by four struts
projecting through the ground board and rigidly nt-
t'lched at their lower ends to the fio:lting frame of the
balance (fig. 1). The l)ortions of the struts extending
above the ground board were shielded by streamline
fairings to eliminate tare forces.
Smoke was used to show the flow ef air over tim
model. The sm<)ke was gelwrated l)y passing kerosene
405
406
through heated coils and was ejected through small
tubes into the air stream a short distance ahead of the
model• Pictures were taken of the flow with a standard
movie camera using 16 nlillimeter fihn and taking 16
frames a second.
MODE[,
The Akro,_ model previously tested in the propeller-
research tunnel (reference 4) was fitted with the Mark
lI fins and control surfaces. The model is of hollow
wood construction of polygonal cross section with 36
sides over the fore part of tile hull faired into 24 sides
near the stern. The surface was relinished so as to be
comparable with well-doped fabric. The principal
dimensions of the model are listed in the following
table:
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l Ratio of Radius
distance (circum-
I from nose scribed
to total "v
length circle)
alL Inches
' 0 0
• (/2 4.95
.05 9.9*5
. l0 14 2_
• 15 16.65
.2(} 18.39
. 25 19. 12
• 30 19. 61
was not ext)edient to test with more than one velocity
gradient so that a representative gradient obtained in
tests at Langley Field (reference 5) was adopted. This
reference velocity gradient indicates that the average
increase in velocity with height above the ground is pro-
portional to the 1/7 power of the height (Voch '/:) or, in
terms of the dynamic pressure, qoch elf. This velocity
gradient is similar to that in the boundary layer of a
fiat plate immersed in a turbulent stream at high
Reynohts Numbers and may be considered as the most
probable gradient over a fiat landing field free of ob-
structions.
The velocity at 200 feet above the ground was
arbitrarily chosen as a reference. It corresponds to a
height of 5 feet above the ground board for the model
tests; consequently all velocity computations are based
on the veh)city at this height. The gradients as repre-
sented by the foregoing relation and as determined
from the results of dynamic-pressure surveys for the
positions occupied by the model are compared in
figure 2.
CORRECTIONS
The results were corrected for tile blocking effect of
the model on the air stream. (See reference 6.) Inas-
.35 v_.85 much as the model was small in proportion to the size
.40 19,90
.45 ,9_0 of the jet, no tunnel-boundary corrections were applied
.50 ]9.80
.5_ ,9.._ to the data. Surveys showed the variation of the
.60 19. 12
• 65 18.46 r
_static pressure over the length of the model to be
17.511
.7_ 1_.15 [ negligible, therefore no corrections for static-l)ressure
.80 14.44
.85 m_ gradient were made.
•9o o.6t TESTS
• 95 6. 52
1.00 I)
-- Force tests. The lift, drag, and cross-wind forces and
Length, 10.82 ft.; volume, 115 eu ft.; (vol)2/_, 23.62 sq. ft.; (voI)trs, 4.8'3 ft.; center ] the pitching, rolling, and yawing moments were meas-of buoyancy, alL=O,464. [ 31/,., inches, of2o,_, 27, 28n, and ' t,VELOCITY GRADIENT ured for four heights, _.1/ 1/
the model center line above the ground board (fig. 3).
One of the important variables affecting tile airship
handling forces is the gradient of the wind velocity with
height above the landing field. This velocity gradient
is not constant and depends largely on the terrain and
the weather conditions. In the present investigation it
These heights gave clearances between tile ground
board and tile model at the maximum diameter of 5.6,
7•1, 8.6, and 11.6 inches, respectively. Tests were
made at each height for the following six angles of
yaw relative to the wind: 0°, 30° , 60 °, 90 °, 180 ° , and
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F t;t'RE 2 -Ve o('Ity gradient for grouud-handling tesls of the l '4{}-scale illu,lel of the t I S airship Akron.
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210 ° . The angle of yaw of 210 ° instead of 150 ° was
used for convenience in testing. The magnitudes of
the forces and moments are obviously the same for the
two angles but the direction is opposite for the cross-
wind force and the rolling and yawing moments. For
the comparison of the results, the coefficients for 210 °
yaw angle were converted to 150 ° yaw.
At the 28}/_-inch height, tests were made with the
model rolled to the right through an angle of 10 ° while
yawed at angles of 30 ° and 90 ° . The effects of small
angles of pitch were obtained by pitching the model
2 ° and --2 ° (fig. 3); the forces and moments were
measured for tbe 0 °, 30 °, and 180 ° yaw positions.
For the tests with tile model in roll, the Reynolds
Nnmbers ranged from 5,000,000 to 8,000,000. All
other tests were made at Reynolds Numbers ranging
from 5,000,000 to 19,000,000, which correspond to air
speeds from 28 to 100 miles per hour. The Reynolds
Number values are based on the length of the hull,
Reynolds Number = oVl
#
and are 4.04 times those based on (voly4, which have
been used in a number of airship investigations.
Smoke flow.--Motion pictures were taken of smoke
flow over several sections along the model for all angles
of yaw with the model 28_ inches above the ground
board. Enlarged prints (fig. 4) illustrate the nature
of the flow.
Wake surveys.--Surveys were made of the dynamic
pressure and total head in the field of the model when
yawed 90 ° to the wind.
RESULTS
The results of the force tests are presented (figs. 5 to
24) in the form of nondimensional coefficients defined
as follows:
Lift ooefficient,
lift
(;L q(vol)2/3
Drag coefficient,
C._--drag parallel to wind axes
q(volF/3
Longitudinal-force coefficient,
force parallel to longitudinal body axes('x
q(vol)_/:_
Cross-wind force coefficient,
C cross-wind force
q(vol) '-'/:_
(2ross-force coefficient,
force normal to longitudinalbody axesCy _
q(vol)-_/:J
Resultant-force coefficient,
resultant force
CR
q(vol)_/:'
Rolling:moment coefficient,
Cl== rolling moment about C. B.
q(voll
1 :;¢1692--:_7 --27
407
Pitchitlg-ntoment coefficient,
C,_ pitching moment al)ottt C. B.
q(vol)
Yawing-moment coefficient,
C, yawing moment about C. B.
q(vol)
in which (vol) is the volume of the hull in cubic feet
and q is the dynamic pressure in pounds per square
foot at a point 5 feet above the ground board, which
corresponds to 200 feet above the grouml for the full-
size airship. When applying the wind-tunnel results
to the actual airstrip, the wind velocity at a point 200
feet above the ground should be used as a base. All
moment coefficients are presented with reference to
the body axes of the model.
The important results are presented in their simplest
form in figure 5, a three-view drawing of the measured
.C.B.
F--s'//_/---_ I z_,--o-_,/t_,J
I., - 13" 11_6"-- d posit/ons
,,- , I _ I
rronr SupDorl Rear SupDort
0.9 Z DItch " 2°P itch .y
}'IGUaE 3, Positions of the airship model relative to the ground board.
resultant-force vectors on the airship for the angles of
yaw that were tested for a single height of the model
above the ground. The vectors are to scale and show
the magnitude and direction of the forces and the
moments about the three coordinate axes.
Lift.--The measured vertical forces on the airship
model were positive, or upward, for the entire range of
angles of yaw tested and for all heights of the model
above the ground plane (fig. 6). The lift coefficient is
negligible at 0 ° angle of yaw but increases with angle
of yaw and reaches a maximum at an angle of about
60 ° to the relative wind. With increasing angles of
yaw from 60 ° the lift decreases rapidly until at 90 ° it
has a small positive value. In the angle range between
90 ° and 180 ° the lift decreases slowly and ahnost
uniformly and becomes negligible again at 180 ° yaw.
In the scale range investigated tile lift showed only
'a small variation with Reynolds Number for the 0 °
angle position but, at the 90 ° yaw angle, decreased at
, a small but constant rate with increasing Reynolds
Number (figs. 7 and 8). The lift varies appreciably
with the height of the model above tim ground plane;
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(a) Flm_ ,_vcr tml at 0 ° yaw. Ib! Fhlw oter llllse at INO ° ya',_ .
(t') I'lll_.v o','er mid._(!lilllrl at 30 ° vtw, side view. (d} l"lm_ _wer lllidseetion at 3(}c 3" w, top view.
(e) Flow over tail at 30 ° yaw. (f_ Flow over midsection at _0 ° yaw
1;'t,;I_RE 4.--Smoke flow over 1//0-scale model of the U. S. airship .4kro:i. ('enter line of model 28!'.', itlcll¢_ above the grn_ltld board.
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(g) Flow over lllillseetiotl _.t 60 ° yaw. lh) Flow over tail at 60 ° yaw
ii)
(i) Flow over tail at 90 ° yaw. (j) Flow ovAr midseeli(m tit 90 ° yaw
(k) Flow over nl*se at 90 ° yaw. (D I,'ll)w over tail at 210 _ yaw.
J"lliq_lCE I t"ontilllicd. Sml)ke flow over 1/10-scale nlf)(lel t_f tile V. S. airship Akr_m ('enter line of moIle] 2_,_ iuchc,_ _hove _he _rl)llll(l [Ii}tlr(i.
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however, tile results showed that there were no critical
heights in the range investigated. Tile lift on the
model increases as the ground board is approached
(fig. 6), showing the greatest absolute increase at
about 60 ° yaw at which angle the lift is highest, but
showing the greatest percentage increase in the angle
range between 90 ° and 180 ° . Rolling the airship 10 °
made no appreciable change in the lift (fig. 9).
and is relatively unaffected by any of the changes in
model height or roll (fig. 12).
The effect of scale on the longitudinal force is rela-
tively unimportant in the Reynolds Number range
tested as is shown in figures 7 and 8 for the 0 ° and 90 °
angles, respectively.
(gross-wind force.--Like the drag, the cross-wind
force showed very little change with any of the varia-
60° 1 `900
30* 150°
-
G
Momen¢ coeff_cten! - _ x .L
30? If° 1 o
of w_nd
60 °
ReSu/tonf-force coeff/c/enY5 /rt X-Y p/one
c,,, - V_C,)"+(c_)'
son\\ ,o= so"
,_esul/onf force coeff/c/en/s /n X-ZiP one
C,,z"_C_,)'*(C,)'
Ca vO.2
5cofe of vectocs: P--_I
$ca/e of d/S/once, ff.:O .) 4 6 8
d/stonce fo O,B., ft.
30° _._ co°
90 °
--- 150 °
Re.su/fGmt- focce coefhc/ents /_ Y-Z p/one
c,,, - (V_)'*(crv
tions in model height, pitch, or roll (figs. 13, 14, and
15). In the range of angles near 90 ° yaw (fig. 14) the
cross force (body axis) changes with model height,
iDcreasing with the greater distance froni the board.
The cross force showed a greater variation with the
Reynolds Number than did the longitudinal force,
dropping off at the lower values to about 8 percent
below the value for the high Reynolds Numbers (fig. 8).
Pitching moment.--The pitching moment was not
critically affected by any of the variations in model
height, l)itch, or roll, and the results (figs. 16 and 17)
again show that the effects of these variables were
relatively unimportant compared with the changes
in the pitching momcnt for small changes in the angle
of yaw.
Drag.--The drag coefficients with reference to the
wind axis increase as the angle of yaw increases and
reach a nmximum with the airship at 90 ° yaw. The
drag curve is ahnost symmetrical about the 90 ° ordi-
nate, and the drag coefficient drops to a value of about
0.030 for both the 0 ° and 180 ° angles (fig. 10). The
height of the model above the ground plane proved to
be an unimportant variable in the drag except in the
range of angles near 90 ° . At the 90 ° angle the drag
is lower for positions closer to the board.
The longitudinal-force coefficient (figs. 11 and 12)
changes from a small positi_,,e value at 0 ° to a rather
large negative or stern-to-bow force at 90 °, the tran-
sition from positive to negative force occurring at
about 30 ° yaw. The curve is essentially symmetrical
FIGURE 5.--Three-view drawing showing resultant forces on the 1/4(}-scale model of the iT. S. airship Akron. Model 28_ inches above ground board. Reynolds Number,
16,000,000.
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FIGURE &--The variation of the lift coefficient with angle of yaw, angle of pitch,
and height ahove the ground board at a Reynolds Number of 16,000,00ft.
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Flc,unE 7. ']'he variation of the pitching-moment coefficient, the longitudinal-force
coefficient, and tile lift coefficient with Raymflds Number. Model at O° yaw
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FIaURE &--The variation of the cross-force coefficient, the longitudinal-force coeffi-
cient, and the lift _oeffieient with Reynolds Numt)er. Model at 90° yaw.
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FIGUIIE 9. -The variation of the lift coefficient _'ith angle of yaw, angle of roll, and
height above the ground boa[(t at a Reynolds Number of 8,f100,000.
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FI_JURE 12.--The variation of longitudinal-force coefficient with angle of yaw, angle
of roll, and height nboYe the _r(ll n, bllr_ at _. {ey el s Nulnber of _,000,000.
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The variations of the pitching Inomcnt with the
Reynolds N umber were small and inconsistent as shown
by figures 7 and 18 for the 0 ° and 90 ° yaw positions,
respectively.
An interesting reversal of the sign of the pitching
moment occurs in the yaw-angle range between 30 °
and 60 °, the pitehing-moment eocffieient changing
from about --0.35 at 30 ° to 0.55 at 60 ° .
Yawing moment.--The yawing-moment coefficients
for angles of yaw in the range between 0 ° and 60 ° are
small but reach large negative values at 150 ° (figs. 19
and 20). The effects of model height are unim0ortant
except in the angle range between 0 ° and 60 °, where
the moments are small. The effects of roll and
l)itch are also relatively unimportant. The varia-
tion with Reynolds Nmnber is small (fig. 18).
Roiling moment,--Thc rolling-moment coefficients
are ahnost zero for the full range of the tests, and none
of the wlriations in model height, l)itch, roll, or Rey-
nehls Number showed any marked or apt)reeiable
effects (figs. 18, 21, and 22).
Wake surveys.---The dynamic and total pressures in
the wake of the airship at 90 ° yaw are presented in
figures 23 and 24, respectively. The dead-wake size
varies with position along the hull and is largest
behind the tail surfaces.
DISCUSSION
The test results presented in figures 5 to 24 give
directly the measured forces and moments on the
1/40-scale all,hip model for the conditions that were
tested. It is desirable that some understanding be
o|>t_tined of the origin of these forces and the nature
of the llow about the airship to aid in the large extra-
polation of the measured results to full-scale Reynolds
Numbers. An attempt has tberefore been made in the
folh)wing paragraphs to _malyze the test data nnd the
general problem with a view to deternfining the nature
of the tlow _bout the airship when ',tjacent to the
ground and t<) obtain some cencepti<>n of the applica-
bility of the results to the full-size airship. These
fundament_d conceptions are usually provided by the
theory; however, the com])lex inten_ction of the effects
of the ground gradient with those of the ground-plane
interf(,renee makes any theoretical treatment without
innumerable _lssumptions very difficult, if not impos-
sible. The motion pictures taken of the smoke flow
over the model, a few frames of whicll are presented
in ligure 4, greatly assiste(l in the tlow analysis.
The following problems are considered to be of
ll_n'ticular interest and iml)ortance and will be discussed
in the succeeding par_lgnq)hs:
i. The source of the pesitive lifting force on the
ino<lel.
2. t'ossibilities of extr_lpohttiilg the lift results to
Reynohts Numbers of the full-size airship.
3. Origin of negative or stern-to-bow longitudinal
force on airship nlodel at 90 ° yaw.
4. Conlparison of the drag results on tile Akron
model above tile ground board in the full-scale ttmncl
with those measured in the 20-foot tunnel in free-air
conditions.
5. Reason for the reversal of the pitehing-inoment
coefficients of the Inodel in the yaw-angle range between
30 ° and 60 ° .
6. The large yawing moments encountered at 150 °
yaw in contrast to the relative ineffectiveness of the
vertical tail surfaces at angles of yaw between 0 °
and 60 ° .
Origin of lift on airship.--In the analysis of the flow
and the aerodynamic forces on tile airship the model
has been considered as divided into sections of unit
length of simple geometric form about which the flow
may be predicted. Thus _lt small angles of yaw, sec-
t.ions through the airship pandlel to the relative wind
have profiles simihlr to thick symmetrical airfoils;
whereas at larger angles of yaw, these sections parMlel
to the wind are deformed into approximately elliptical
shapes that become circles at 90 ° . The flows over
both the syInInetrical airfoil sections and the bluff
elliptical and circular sections are well known and have
been the subject of many previous investigations. It
has been shown that to obtain a lift from these sections,
i. e., the airfoil or circular sections, it ix required that
a circulation exist, the circulation manifesting itself by
different velocities and pressures over the bottoms and
tops of the profiles.
The existence of a lift on the airship nlodel therefore
indicates a circulatioxl about the sections and, inasmuch
as the angle of attack of the l)rofiles is 0 °, the entire
circulation may be attributed to the interference of
the ground board and ground gradient. This same
conclusion is obvious from the symmetry of the model
and, in the absence of a grmmd plane and velocity
gradient, no lift would t)e expected on the model.
It is believed that the resultant circulation producing
a vertical force may be contributed froin tim three
folh)wing sources:
1. Contraction of ttow between model and ground
bonI'd.
2. Unsymmetrical flow in the wake of the model
due to the ground-board restraint.
3. Unsymmetrical pressure distribution over tOl)
and bottom of model due to the velocity gradient.
The contraction of the flow between the airship and
the ground beard produces lower pressures on the
bottom side of the model with a resultant downward
or neg,_live lift, which increases as the model approaches
_he ground. The magnitude of this effect may be
theoretically conlputed (reference. 7) assuming poten-
tial flow over the nIodel and no gromId gradient. For
this c.dculation the ground plane is replaced by a
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reflected image of tile model in tile ground plane.
Computations of this type made for the condition of
the airship at 90 ° yaw indicate that, if the flow over
the model were truly potential, the attraction of the
model to the ground plane would be large and the re-
sultant lift force negative rather than positive.
The assumption of potcntial flow over the model is
wholly erroneous, in fact, it is only at angles of yaw
near 0 ° that any similarity exists between the theoreti-
cal and the actual flow over the hull. This disparity
with tile theoretical condition is caused by the break-
away of the flow from the surface of the model over the
rear of the sections owing to the losses in the boundary
layer. The air flow will not follow the hull but sepa-
rates forming a dead-air region of negative pressure
behind the model. Tile size of the dead-air region is
dependent on the shape of the sections over which the
air passes, being smallest for the 0 ° yaw condition
(fig. 4(a)) and largest for tile 90 ° yaw angle. (See
smoke pictures fig. 4(j) and 4(k) and the wake surveys
behind the model at 90 ° yaw in figs. 23 and 24.) Approxi-
mate computations based on flows over tile airship
model including separation over the rear of the model
revealed nmch smaller negative-lift effects arising
from the contraction than were previously computed
from the potential flow and indicate that the contrac-
tion effect may be one of tile less important of the
effects contributing to the resultant vertical force.
The second source of lift is similar to the first in that
it is related to file effect of the ground plane on the
flow. It particularly depends on the effect of the
ground board on the flow over the leeward portions of
the airship profiles and on the point of separation of
the flow from the surface. Previous tests have sbown
the point of separation to be very sensitive to any type
of interference effect, and several stable types of ftow
are possible, depending upon the particul'lr set of exter-
nal interference conditions. The effect of the unsym-
metrical restraint is to rotate the flow in front of the
model upward and to induce a positive angle of ,track
in the flow over the model. The flow over the bottom
of the airship therefore tends to follow farther along
the circumference of the model before separation than
tile flow over the top side, and the dead-wake region of
negative pressure on the leeward side of the model is
rotated upward, resulting in a positive lifting force.
Indications of these effects arc shown by the smoke
pictures. The flow over the model at 60 ° yaw (maxi-
mum-lift angle) is shown in figure 4(g) and it may be
observcd that the dead-air region is sbifted upward and
that the flow follows much fartber "rround the lower
half of the model than over the upper half. This un-
symmetrical l)attern in the wake is also shown in figures
4(el and 4(i). The upflow in front of the model for
the 30 ° yaw condition is shown in figure 4(el, and for
the 90 ° yaw condition hi figt,res 4(i) and 4(k). The
effect of the ground board on the breakaw_ly '_ppears
to be smallest for the 90 ° angle (figs. 4(j) and 4(k))
probably because of the shorter effective chord in the
direction of the flow. This observation is also a check
on the smaller positive force measured at this angle.
The third factor contributing to tile vertical force is
the ground gradient. Inasmuch as the pressures on the
surface of the body are a Junction of the dynamic pres-
sures outside the field of the body, the pressures over
the surface at positions where the outside velocity is
highest will reach larger values. In tiffs |)articular case,
therefore, with a positive gradient, that is, a velocity
increasing with height above the ground board, the
pressures on the upper side of the airship model will
reach higher negative values than those on the lower
surface and produce a positive lift. Trial computa-
tions were made assuming average velocities over the
top and bottom half of the airship when at 90 ° yaw;
integration of the computed pressures over the surface
of the model g_lve a positive lift of the same sense but
of slightly greater magnitude than the measured one.
The method was, of course, approximate, inasmuch as
the velocity wlries continuously with the height, and
it was also necessary to make assumptions as to the
pressure distribution over the cylindrical profile. The
results indicate, however, that the ground gradient is
an important factor contributing to the lifting force.
The large effect of the velocity gradient on the lift
force suggests that furtber tests be made with other
velocity gradients tlmn tile one employed in the pres-
ent investigation. Generally the results should indi-
cate greater positive lifts with higher velocity gradients
than that of the present investigation, and conversely.
All three factors to which the vertical force has been
attributed --streamline contraction, unsymmetrical
wake restraint, 'rod ground gradient--vary with tile
height, and the measured lift force <lid show a slight
change with the model height; in the range of the
tests, however, there were no critical points at which
either sudden changes or reversals of forces existed.
Extrapolation of results.--The results showing a
positive lift on the model airslfip are of l)artieula,"
interest in regard to the possibility of predictiug the
lift of the fidl-size airship. The extrapolation of
results from the model to the full-size airship is lengthy
inasmuch as the Reynolds Numbers for the full-se_,le
airship at wind velocitic.s of 20 miles i)cr hour are
about eight times the maximunl value ha' the tests in
the full-scale tunuel. A direct extrapolation by con-
tinuation of the curves of model results to the Reynolds
Numbers of the full-size airshil) is not believed justi-
fied or satisfactory, inasmuch as the extras|no of a
curve to eight times its origin,d length will, no doubt,
lead to erroneous conclusions.
A more satisfactory method is to consider the flows
a botlt the bo(ly for the two eases of model and full scale
to see if any criti('al changes in the flow are to be
expected in l):lssir_g through tiw scale r'mvc to be
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extrat)olated. It has been previously mentioned that
at large angles of yaw longitudinal sections of the air-
ship become elliptical and, at 90 ° , become circular.
Two stable types of flow over a cylinder at right angles
to tile ttow may occur, depending upon the Reynolds
Number. For Reynolds Numbers below the critical
(400,000 to 500,000 based on cylinder diameter) the
flow is cilaracterized by an early sepangion on the
rear of tile cylinder, the breakaway occurring slightly
before tile point of maximum width (fig. 25(a)). For
Reynolds Numbers above the critical the boundary
layer becomes turbulent and tim breakaway occurs
farther back along tile circumference (fig. 25(b)).
Quite marked differences wouhl therefore be expected
in the flow over the airship and in tile forces on the
model in passing through this Reynolds Number
range. In the present model tests the Reynolds Num-
ber was above the critical for all but a few of the
smallest sections near the bow and stern of tire nmdel.
Tests have been made in other wind tunnels of
cylinders adjacent to ground boards (references 1 and
2) but, owing to the fact that till of tire results were
obtained close to tile critical Reynolds Numbers, they
show different results from the full-scale-tunnel data.
Once the critical range has been passed, the flow in
cylinder tests has shown no marked changes with the
Reynolds Number, and it is believed that the flow
over the full-size airship will be generally stroll,u- to
that over the model as tested in the full-scale tunnel.
It may be further pointed out that the portion of the
lift caused by the ground gradient should scale ahuost
directly to the larger Reynohts Numbers. lit is believed
that the lift curve (fig. 8), which show a decreasing lift
with increasing Reynolds Number, will tend to tlatten
out at the very high Reynolds Numbers and show 'r
nlore nearly constant value.
If the measured lift coefficients on the model airship
at the highest Reynolds Numbers tested in the tunnel
are scaled directly to tire case of the full-size tdrship,
the resultant vertical forces are of large magnitude for
appreciable angles of yaw and moderate wind veloci-
ties. For example, the lift on an airship of the size of
the Akro_ tit 30 ° yaw in a 20-mile-l/er-hour wind veloc-
ity when its center line is about 95 feet above the
ground is 17,800 l)ounds; for n yaw angle of (;0 ° and the
same wind vehieity, tile lift would r(m(_h 'l m,rximum
of about 25,600 pounds. The Reynolds Number of
this typical case is about eight times the highest wdue
reached in the tunnel tests. The 95-foot height in full
scale corresponds to the 2S_{ inch test height with the
mode].
Longitudinal force. The large negalive longitudinnl
force (with reference to body _xis) at 90 ° yaw is of
interest and may be accounted for by the unsymmet-
ric'd flow over the bow nn(l stern of the 'drship. The
th)w over (he bow produces n negative pressure region
over almost its entire area, whereas the flow over" the
stern is distributed by the tail surfaces and the static
pressure is positive on the windward side and negative
on the leeward (figs. 4(k) and 4(i)). The result is a
longitudinal force in the direction of the nose. On tile
bare hull without tail surfaces the large negative value
would not be expected.
Comparison with drags measured in 20-foot tunnel.-
The model tested in the full-scale tunnel adjacent to the
ground board had previously been tested in the
N. A. C. A. 20-foot tunnel in the center of the free
stream (reference 4). The minimum drag coefficient of
0.024 obtained from these tests may be compared with
the 0 ° yaw value from the full-scale-tunnel tests. The
(a)
(a) Flow for Reynolds Number below the eriticvfl.
.
(b) Flow for Reynolds Number almve Ihe critical.
FIGVRE 25. Flow over circular ('ylinders showing separation.
comparison indicates the magnitude of interference
effcct on the drag owing to the ground board and the
ground gradient. In the comp'trison, consideration
must be given to tire fact that coefficients for tire full-
scale-tunnel tests were not based on the average velocity
over the model but on the velocity at 5 feet above the
board, if the true average dynamic pressure over the
model is used, the drag coefficient for the full-seah_-
tunnel tests tit 0 ° yaw becomes 0.039, indicating that
the interference increased the drag appr()ximately 60
percent above the 20-foot-tunnel value. Approximate
coniputations for the 90 ° angle of yqw, considering the
airship to consist of a series of cylinders and the tail
surfaces to be flat plates, gave a free-air drag coefficient
of 1.27. This v_due was compared with tile measured
dr'lg coefficient at 90 ° yaw corrected to the actual
dynamic pressure over the model, and the interference
of tile ground plane and gradient on the drag was again
shown to be in the order of 60 to 70 percent. The
incre:lse in d,'ag amy be attributed largely to tile dis-
turbe(1 w:dw .f the model.
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Reversal of pitching moment.--The reversal of the
sign of tile pitching moments in the yaw-angle range
between 30 ° and 60 ° is probably caused by the changing
force on tile horizontal tail surfaces. Tile large negative
moment at 30 ° is caused by a hlrge positive lift on the
horizontal tail surfaces, inasmuch as tile smoke pictures
in figure 4(e) show tile average flow in the tail vicinity
to be inclined upward. At tile 30 ° angle the flow over
the windward horizontal surface is not yet shiehled by
tile vertical surfaces, the blanketing action being
counteracted by the tendency of the flow to follow
along the hull and reduce the effective angle of yaw.
Figures 4(c) and 4(e) show this effect clearly. At the
60 ° angle, however, the vertical surfaces effectively
shield the flow over the entire horizontal surfaces and
the areas become inactive (fig. 4(h)). The hull pres-
sures are, moreover, in the correct direction to cre'lte
a positive nloment, as is observed in figure 4(f), which
indicates that the tlow between the airship and the
ground plane is toward the stern. In all probability
there is a low-pressure region under tim stern and a down
force tit the tail. For the 30 ° angle it may be observed
that the smoke streamers passing between the t)oard
and the airsliip are turned toward tile bow.
Effect of yaw angle on yawing moment.--The
measured yawing moments wcre small in the range of
yaw angles between 0 ° and 60 ° but changed to large
negative values at 150 ° (figs. 19 amt 20).
The small yawing nloments in the yaw-angle range
between 0 ° and 60 ° are explained somewhat by the
snloke picture 4(e), which shows that the air is turned
by ttle hull and ttows along the hull in the region of the
tail. The effective angle Df attack of the fin, and
therefore the fin lift, is thus reduced. For the 150 °
yaw angle, however, tile fin is ahead of the hull and
operates in an air stream free of interference. The
effectiveness of tile tin when forward of the hull is
shown in figure 4(I) where the large [)ending of the
smoke streamers owing to the downwash from the
fin is readily apparent. These results verify previous
experinlental information showing the effectiveness of
bow elevators.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Changes in the angle of yaw of the airship greatly
affect the ground-handling forces; whereas, in the range
of Reynolds Nunlbers between 5,000,000 and 19,000,000
(Reynolds Numbers based on model length), small
changes in height, pitch, or roll of the airship have a
negligible effect.
2. In the sc,de range investigated the ground-han-
dling forces are not importantly affected by changes in
Reynolds Numbers.
3. The curves of the model results sllould not be
extral)olated to the Reynolds Numbers of the full-size
airship but may be used with some reliability directly
froIn the nleasured values at tim highest Reynohts
Numbers.
4. The applicatiou of the measured results to tile
full-size airship shows very large handling forces for
appreciable angles of yaw and nloderate wind velocities.
LANGLEY _'IEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., April 8, 1936.
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PROPULSION OF A FLAPPING AND OSCILLATING AIRFOIL
By I. E. GARRICK
SUMMARY
Tbrmulas are given for the propelling or drag force
experienced in a uniform air stream by an airfoil or an
airfoil-aileron combination, oscillating in any qf three
degrees of freedom: vertical flapping, torsional oscillations
about a fixed axis parallel to the span, and angular
oscillations of the aileron about a hinge.
INTRODUCTION
It is the object of this paper to investigate theoreti-
cally the horizontal forces experienced by an ab'foil
or an airfoil-aileron combination n a uniform air
stream made to execute flapping motion or to perform
angular oscillations about a fixed axis parallel to the
sparl. The problem treated is that of an infinite wing,
or wing and aileron, performing steady sinusoidal oscil-
lations in any of three degrees of freedom: vertical
flapping at right angles to the direction of motion,
oscillations about an arbitrary fixed axis parallel to its
uniform motion, calculate there the propulsion effect
on a flapping wing. Tile present paper makes app!i-
cation of the compact formulas developed by Thco-
dorsen and of tile method outlined by yon Kfirm_fu
and Burgers to treat the propulsion on a wing oscil-
lating in three independent degrees of freedom.
The assumptions underlying the theory are small
i amplitudes in the various degrees of freedom and a
(infinitely) narrow width of the rectilinear vortex
wake, as well as the usual assumption of a perfect fluid.
:Quantitative agreement with experimental values,
which arc not very abundant, can hardly be expected
since the finite wi(lth of the wake is important with
reuard, to considerations of the resistance; neverthe-
less the results can be usefid for interpreting such ex-
periments as exist on the so-called "Katzmayr effect"
(reference 6) and for clearing up certain aerodynamic
features of the nature of the flight of birds.' Experi-
mental tests on an oscillating and ttapping wing are
, being conducted at the present time by the N. A. C. A.
span, and oscillations of the aileron about a hinge. _ Tiffs p_q)er is not concerned with the problem of
The work of Wagner (reference 1) for calculating:flutter, which is an instability phenomenon that mani-
the distribution of vorticity in the wake of an airfoil fcsts itself in certain critical frequency ranges and is
in nonuniform motion appears as a starting point. A _ "
due to an interac _ion and fce(lback of energy because of
vortex wake is generated by the oscillatory motion,
which in turn affects the entire nature of the forces i coupling in the various degrees of freedom. (Cf. refer-
I ences 3 and 5.) Profile drag is to be considered as ad-
experienced by the wing. Beautiful experimental ' ditivc to the horizontal forces obtained.
checks of Wagner's theory of the manner in which the
circuNtion builds up have been obtained by Farren
and Walker. (Cf. reference 2, cll. 9 for a more detailed
bibliography.) Birnbaum and Kfissncr (reference 3)
have also attacked the prol)lem of obtaining the lift
forces on nn oscillating wing I)y certain series expan-
sions that are rather cumbersome to handle. Glaucrt
(reference 4) has treated the case of an oscillating air-
foil and has ot)tained expressions for the forces and
moments that check with Wagner. Theodnrscn (ref-
erence 5) has developed compact expressions f()r the
lift and moments in the case of an airfoil-aileron com-
bination of three independent degrees of freedom and
has applied the results to an analysis of the wing-flutter
problem. The foregoing references are concerned only
with tile lift forces, not with the horizontal forces;
however, yon Kfirm_n and Burgers, who present in
reference 2 a r6sum_ of the work (to 1934) on non-
FORCES AND MOMENTS ON AN OSCILLATING AIRFOIL
Consider _m airfoil represented by the straight line of
figure 1. The airfoil chord is of length 2b and (its mean
position with b as reference unit length) is assumed to
extend along tim x axis from the leading edge x=--1
to the trailing edge x= q- 1. The coordinate ae=a repre-
.sents the axis of rotation ()f the wing, x=c the coordinate
of the 'tileron lfinge. The airfoil is assumed to undergo
the following motions with small amplitudes: A vertical
motion h of the entire wing, positive downward; a
rotation about ae=a of 'mgle of att'tek a, positive clock-
wise and measured by the direction of the velocity v
at infinity and the instantaneous position of the wing;
an aileron motion abont the hinge .=c of angle /3,
i
t It is inleresting t) observe that the Katzmayr effeet occurs in nature also In the
motion of fish. See "The Physical Princil)les of Fish Locomotion," by E. O. Rich-
' ardson, Zonr E×p Biology, vol xnt, no. I, ,Jan. 1036, l_p. 6a 74.
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measured with respect to the undeflected position of
the wing itself.
Lead/nq edge _---- c --:'t
Tr-cnYlng" edge. '
FIGURE 1.--Parameters of tileairfoil-aileron combination.
Let us consider sinusoidal oscillations in the various I
degrees of freedom and use the complex-number nota- f
tion
a _ Oreei (pt +,,o ) l
= &e'(p" _,'_ (1)
h: hoei(Pt+¢2) J
The eonstants no, G0, and h0 represent, tlle maximum I
amplitudes in the various degrees of freedom, _0, ¢,,
and _2 are phase angles, and the parameter p deternfines
the frequency of tile oscillations. By means of the rela-
tion
p=-g (2)
an important parameter k is defined, i. e., k=pb/_,. It
will be seen that 2_r/k is the wave length between suc-
cessive waves in the vortex wake in terms of the half-
chord b as reference length.
The following three formulas for the lift and moments
on an oscillating airfoil of three degrees of freedom are
due to Timodorsen and are taken from reference 5:2
P = --pb2(vrh q- _rl'_--rba6 -- vT4fl-- 7',b'_)
- 2,_pvbC(k)Q (3)
q-2T,3b2"_-aTrb};]dF2pvb27r(aq-1)C(k)Q (4)
where
These equations are to be interpreted as follows: The
real part of P denotes the lift force (positive dt)wnward)
The writer _ishes to record tile fact that ill order to establish a check on these
general relations he has compared them with the widely varying expressions given
by Wagner, Glauert, van Kfirmhu and Burgers, and Kiissner in their special eases
(references 1 to 4). Identical agreement has re_ulled in all cases, except that hi tile
Case Of K(issner's formnlas a nulnerieal check was inade since an analytic cheek was not
feasible. The numerical agreement was good except in the case of the wing-aileron
combination where Kiissnes makes sonic rough approximations.
A recent paper by Cicala (reference 7) deserves mention. Cicala deri v es ex pressious
for the lift and moment on an oscillating airh)il that seem to agree with tile results of
Theodorseu, although the method is somewhat more involved. The funelions de
noted by Cieala as k' and X" correspond to I F and G defined in equation (6).
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associated with the motion given by the real parts of
(1); i. e., a=ao cos (pt-F¢o), _-=flo cos (pt+_t), and
h-_ho cos (pt÷¢_). The imaginary part of P denotes
the lift force associated with the motions a=a0 sin
(ptT,po), _=f_0 sin (ptq-_), and h----he sin (pt+_2).
Similarly ;tl, and Ma denote in complex form the mo-
ments (positive clockwise in fig. 1) about x=a and
x=c, respectiveiy, due to the motions (I). (The mean
t value of a or fl is considered zero. When the mean
values are different from zero, the forces and moments
arising from constant values a,, and _,_ are to be added.)
In equations (3), (4), and (5) there occur various
symbols that have not yet been defined. The T's,
i. e., Tt, /3, T4, etc., are constants defined completely
by the parameters c and a (reference 5, p. 5). For
reference they are listed in appendix I, where there is
also given a collection of the symbols employetl in the
i notation of this paper. The function C(k) is a useful
complex function of the parameter k (see (2)) and is
given by
C(k) = F(k) +iG(k) (6)
where
F Jl (J, q- Y,) q- Y1 (Y_--J0)
Yt Yo+ J, Jo
G = - (g, + y0)_+ (Yl--g0) _
Functions J0, Jr, }o, and Yt are standard Besse| func-
tions of the first anti second kinds of argument k.
Figure 2 and table 1, which are taken from reference
5 (with certain minor changes), illustrate these func-
tions.
In what follows we shall be interested only in one
part of tile preceding complex equations. It is an arbi-
trary matter whe0mr to employ the real or imaginary
parts. Tile choice marie here is to treat the imaginary
parts, "rod we write down for reference the imaginary
parts of equ'ttions (1), (3), (4), and (5):
a=ao sin (pt +,_o)'
_:=fl0 sin (pt+_,)
h=ho sin (pt +_)_
.80_
.60
.40 -_--
8 '° /2 16 20 24 __28 32
1/k
FIGURE Z--The functions F and --G against Ilk.
(7)
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P = -- pb2[w'o_p cos (pt-F ,po)- rhop 2sin (p t+ _o_)-t- rba,_op 2 sin (pt -t- _oo)
--vT413op cos (pt + _) T T_b_op 2 sin (pt-t-_)l
1
-- 2rpvb F_v,_o sin (l,t-F ¢o) + hop eos (pt +,p_) -F b(-_- a)_op cos (pt-F _o)
+_-°vflo sin (pt+_o,)+_b_op cos (pt-F¢l)]
1
-- 2r pvb6_vao cos (pt-_ ¢o)- hop sin (pt + _o2)--b(-_- a )aop sin (pt + ¢0)
T.. ]+T%c_°r cos (pt+¢O--7;rb_op sin (pt+¢_) (8)
2 1 " _ 1 2
ll'. = -- Pb'Er(_--a )vbe_op cos (pt + _oo)-- Trb'( _+ a )aop sin (pt + ,Oo)
+ T_sv2[3osin (pt +,g_) + T_Bvbt3@cos (pt + u,z)
--2T2sb2Oop2sin (pt-{-_ol) +a_rbhop _ sin (pt+_o2)]
+ 2pvb_r( a + l )FEve_o sin (pt + q,o)+ hop cos (pt + _o2)
3 (+_rrbflop cos (pt+_o_) +2pvb_r a+ G Veto cos (pt+_o)
1 ¢o) + _-_v¢_0 (pt+_,)
T,,. (pt+_,,)] (9)_rb_Op sin
M_=--Pb2E T,_vbaop cos (pt +¢o)--2T_b_e_op 2 sin (pt + ¢o)-t-lv_T_s¢_o sin (pt ÷_ol)
,21rVbTt_op cos (pt + ¢O -F1T_b_flap _sin (pt+¢t)+ T, bhol? sin (pt + ¢_)]
1
--p,:b2T, fl'[vao sin (pt+_o)+hop cos (pt+,p2)Tb(_--a)c_op cos (pt+¢o)
-FT")v_°_rsin (pt+_o_)-F_b_op_ cos (pt+¢_) --pvb_T_ vao cos (pt-t-_o)
! (pt+¢o) +_°V_o (pt+¢,)
--h,,p sin (pt + _)--bG--a)e_o p sin cos
7'. . (pt + ,_O_- 2_rb_op sin
In addition to these equations we will need the expression for the force on the ai[er(m.
in complex form as (use formulas on pp. 5-S, reference 5)
-- 2ovbT._oC(k) Q
And the imaginary part is
Pz = -- pb"E-- vT_o p cos (pt+¢o)+ T4hop2 sin (l,t + _o:)- bZ,a,,p "_sin (pt + ¢,)
--,2lrrT_op cos (pt+_,)+brT2C_op= sin (pt+_,)]--2pbz_/l--c_(1--c)o_op cos (pl-F_o)
+_''II"i--C2J_ _i__ ('' + _ ' )+ _. (] i C)"10 J0' CO_ (Pt+_,)_I2pVb_FEvGosin (pt-F,#o)
+hop cos (pt+¢._) Fb 6-a aop cos sin (pt+_h)
+ _'_b_o,k CO_ (,,' _-_l)]--2pvbT2oG_,to_o COS (,,t+_o)--ho_) sin (_'+_2)
TH- ¢_)] (1)--b(_--a)c_,,p sin (pt-F¢0)+-_9t,3o cos (l,t+¢,)---_;OOop sin (pt-t-
(10)
This equation is obtained
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Following the method of von Khrmhn and Burgers
(reference 2), the average horizontal force _ill be
determined in two ways: (1) by the energy formula
given in equation (12), and (2) by the force formula
given in equation (13). The agreement of the results
of the two methods will thus furnish a check on the
work.
ENERGY FORMULA
W= E+ P,v (12)
where W represents the average work done in unit
time in maintaining the oscillations (7) against, tile
forces and moments (8), 19), and (10); L' represents tile
average increase in kinetic ene,_y in unit time in tile
vortex wake and; P_; denotes average work (lone in
unit time by the propuMve force P_?
FORCE FORMULA
t'_ = rrpS_+ aP+j3P_ (13)
where t'_ is the propelling force; a and ¢_are given in
(7); P in 18), and P_ in (11); S is obtained front the
relation S=liml_iz+t where v is the vorticitv
distribution. The value of S is finite, since 3' is infinite
1
in the order of _ at the leading edge x= -- 1, and is
given in equation (25) and derived in appendix II.*
We proceed first to evaluate W in equation 112).
The instantaneous rate at which work is done in main-
taining the oscillations is
1{,'= -- (PJ_,+ M_i, ÷ M_/J)
For the average work done in unit time we have
2,r
B'--_=--,yt fo_I'l; +.tl,.a-F ;llz¢)dt (14)
On employing equations (7) to (10) and perfornfing tile
indicated integrations, we obtain afier sonic lengthy
but elenlentary reductions
__ )3
If'= rrpb27 (B)to 2+ B.:c_o2-i-113fie_+ 2B, aoho-}-2Bs floh,o
+ 2]?,,.o_o) (1.5)
where
BI=F
211 ' 1 1 G
B.,.=b {_(_--a)--(a+_)[F(_ a)+ [c]}
_=_ L-4_ ,12.\-2_-- ; z:_J
3 When the e lergy rele_ed ill lhe wake irl Ilnit tirlle is ]e_s ttlan tile work re(lllired
in unit tinle to maintain the oseillatilms i e.,E_:2 W, Iilell P, is positive and is a true
prol)elling force When E> 11", then lb i_ negalive and denotes not propulsion but
reM_IaIICe or drag
Formula (13) is obtained by a slight extension t)f tile metllod of reference 2, I)1).
305 306. T he "suction" force _,,._.n arising from the mfi nite v or ticit 5' at the lead ing edt_e
is expbtincd ill reference 2 1t)tl ,52 alld 303) alon_ lines laid down By (lrammel and
Cisotti. (See also referem_ S, pp. i35 and 203.) The fact ttmt this infinity occurs
implies that the ideal flow for an infinitely thin wing is unrealizable. We are regard-
illg tills case, however, ,as a lilllitiiig one of a ,,vitlg thai is rounded and smooth at. the
leading edge and sharp aT the IraiIing edge
b 1 ,
B4 = 2_(_-- 2a-h +_G)cos (_2-- _o)
--(F-- G)sin (¢z-- _o)]
B bF/ T4, T.+T,2_, T,o_
_(__o F T,,
B b_lFT. /1 \T_ /I"4 T,,WT,2a) F
II 1\T,o T, z\ (_
+ [-T,s 1 /1" _ I"_T,o_ T,_\ F
+(T,,_+__T,_
In order t,o calculate E in equation (12), we need the
expression for the vortieity in the wake. The magni-
tude of the vorticity in the wake is given in complex
form by
U: Uoe'_e ' " (16)
where Uod_ is a complex quantity determined in (19).
(Cf. reference 5, p. 8, in which x instead of x--1 is used
in the exponent.) From the definition of the circula-
tion about the airfoil as the integral of the vorticity in
the wake we have in complex form,
F= f Udx=--_Uoe'¢d "t (17)
,)I tt
Also from reference 5, equation (8), the condition fl)r
smooth flow at the trailing edge leads to the relation
+b_-_=Q (18)
Combining (17) and (18) we may write
On equating coeltlcients of ei_' on boflt sides of this
rela, tion and solving for the quantity Uoei_ (for the
evaluation of the definite integral in terms of Bessel
functions see reference 5, p. S), we obtain
(_)ei¢= --4(A+iB) (J+iK)e i_ (19)
where,
d d,+Io .. Yi--J0
= _,_=_,
D:= (Jl-, 4- }_,)2 __ (yt_jo)2, j._÷K2= D
and
A t'a0 cos ¢,, h.p sin _,2--b _2--a aop sin ¢0
T T"b% sin ¢_
+-%_0 cos ¢'- 'L2_ _ p
71" (20)(')B:=va0 sin ¢o÷D4_ cos _,24-b _--a c_opcos ¢o
! _'cflosin_,-I-5_.OOopcos _,
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When the inmginary part of Uis denoted by % which
is the only part of interest, tile vorticity in the wake is
given by
'y=Ao cos k.r+Bo sin k:r (21)
where
1
_Ao= (BK--AJ) sin pt-- (AK+BJ) cos pt
1
_B0= (BK--AJ) cos pt+ (AK+BJ) sin l,t
The induced vortical velocity at a great distance x
downstream is
17rf_ "y(.r'). , 1w,= _x,ax =:_(Ao sin kx--Bo cos ka:)
Tile difference in potential at points of tile x axis in the
wake is
b
¢2--4h=bfTdx=_(Ao sin kx-Bo cos kx)
and the kinetic energy in tim wake (per unit length) at
a point x along tile surface of discontinuity far from the
airfoil is a
1
E, - _pu,, (*2-- ¢,) (22)
1 b
=_ O2k(A0 sin kx--Bo cos kx) 2
=4pb [(BK-- AJ) cos (pt + kx)
+ (AK+BJ) sin (pt+kx)] 2
The mean value of E_ with respect to time is inde-
pendent of :r and is given by
_ 2_r/p
E, =p f E, dt=21._(A2+B 2)
_"n'd 0 nu
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And, finally, the average value of the increase in energy
in the field in unit time is
- - 2pbv
E=vE_=_D-(A2 + B_-)
or also
- p_
E=,rob 2 #[C, h02+ C2ao2+ C3_o2+ 2 C,o_oho
+ 2C_{3oho + 2Csao_o] (23)
where
2
C,=_
0 2b 2 V 1 /1 \2-1
G 2b_F/T, oV_/I;,V-]
C, 2bF 1 (¢,_ ¢o)+(½_0 cos (¢,__o) ]
- _k-D[_ - ?t: sin
C, 2b [- T,,, 1 + T,, (_'2--_,)]=_k-D[_---_--k) sin (¢2--'P0 2_r cos
C, 2b2[-[T_o 1_/'1 \T.\
o=;  kv cos
1/T,o/1 \ TllX_ ((rOl__ @0)l
Equation (12) now defines P_t, and hence P_. We
have
fi_v= W--E
or
P_ = _rpbpZ[A,ho _+ A_ao z + A_flo _q- 2A_aoho
-{- 2AsBoho + 2A_aoOo] (24)
wtmre from equations (15)and (23)
At =B,- C_, A2 _B2-- C2, etc.
We shall now proceed to the direct calculation of P. from (13).
and in complex form is given by
r"- 2
Again we shall use only the imaginary part of this expression which is
S:= ('_(M sin pt+N cos pt)
where
The value of S is derived in appendix II
(25)
M=2 va0 cos _,o--hop sin _,_--b 2--a aop sin cos ¢_-)rropop sin ¢_
_r
1 T'b cos _,_]--2G_va_ sin q"°+h°p e°s g'zt-b(2--a)a°p c°s g'°+ Ttov_° sin _'_+-2?rv_ _(,p
+b_ol, sin _o--2,/1--c_ v_o COS _,-- T4bfiop sin _
1 bd# ¢5(b u"
t The ext)ression 2 p r,(¢_- ¢) s actually equalto "_P¢0_12 taken along tile surface o_" _ scot li V (tile x axis) where ¢=¢_2-,t,t and _n= '" The latter expression is
' (°°)'leqlla] to 5_- p 1_ _,) ¢ oz - I;ik(,li .ver a proper space interval, i e,, represents tile k irletic energy in a certain x'ollltne.
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Tl I - _t]N =2{Vao sin ¢o+bopcos_2÷b(_--a)aopcos_o+TL°v_osin_,+_b/3opcos
+2G[vao cos _o-hop sin _2--b(_-a)aopsin _o-[-_°vflo cos _,-T'_rb/_oP sin _,]
2 ----2 " 'P_+T4b_opo 'pt
--baop cos _0--_ _/1--c v_0sm cos
The mean value of 7rpS2 with respect to time is
2_j0 _PS2dt=
where
This expression becomes, after a considerable number of terms cancel,
"t'pSL 2= r pbt .j2(aLho__- a_ao2+ a3flo2+ 2a4_ho -_-2a5 _oho+ 2a6ao_o)
a,=F2 ÷G 2
2 2 1 1 z 1 l , 1
a2=b {iF +G )[#2-[-(:_--a) ]-[-_--(_--a)P--]_G}
_--_,,
F{-- 2T, o_/1--c2 L Tfl't!'_ __G_{T,T,o__i_T,, ,_I--c_'_I '
1 " F G (_--_o)}
T,o sin (_--_,)+ 6T: cos .k - sin (_,__¢,)_[ T, cos (_2--_,)as=b (F _4-G z) --_k -
_oT2 _/' 1 "C2 T, ]}cos -; sin (¢_-- e,)
._ _ T,o T,, I__ ,FT, o/1 \ 7',,-I1 (_,--_o))
' , , t--2 ),/[ .._- (j2[ | \_ T, + 7'_o-11
__FF-2v, i2),__ T,( 1 --a,'_-- Tnl cos k_ot--_po)%- ; sin (_1--_0)
" _ , _[-2 { l:Ze_/I '\ _ T, -- T,o-] 1
_]_G[---2_,"l--d Tn-] sin .... a -t- cos
+"/i--c2 1sin2r ]c (_'- qo)--f; COS (¢,--_o)}
We proceed to calculate the average values of the
terms aP and flPo in (13) by employing equations (7),
(8), and (11). There results
"_p-_pbp2(b2ao2 + 2b_oho-_ 2b6aoBo) (27)
where
a /;' 1 G
b_--_[(2+ #)cos (_2--_o)+ k sm
b_[.( T, FT, o, GTL_"_b_=2 2_r k 2 _r +/c 2 )cos (_--_o)
\ 2_r 2_: k _/lc
(26)
ALso
_P_ =rrpbp_(c_floz-_ 2C_oho+ 2C_o(_o) (28)
W}lcre
-g _/t 1--c'° _' T_oT_o__#' T1, [/½o-]
c_=°L-2,-_- ;;_i_ k '_ _ k 2__ J
b_/FT,_ T.,0 F__ T=,o/1 \G-1
-hi T'_(l-c)'/i-cz2_r T:°lx 1_\_-- a'_F]
_ _;o fill (_,-_o)k ]k sin
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Finally from (13) the average propulsive force is l
-Px = _rpbp2[atho 24- (a2 4- b2)ao 2+ (a3 4- C3) _[}2
+ 2 (a4 + b4)aoh0 + 2 (a5 + cs) #oho
+ 2 (a, 4- b8+ ca) anti0] (29 )
In order that equations (24) and (29) agree we must
have that
At=a_
A2=a2+b..
Aa=aa+c3 (30)
A4=a4+b4
A_=as+cs
A6 = a6 + bo-_-cs
Each of these relations may be reduced to an identity,
e. g., consider A1 and ai. From (15), (23), and (26)
2
AI=BI--Ct=F 7rkD
al= t_ + G 2
In order that At =31 tile following relation must hohl
2
F=l_ ÷GZ + rk D (31)
To show that this is true note that
F= J' (J' 4- Yo) 4- Y1 (Y,--Jo) J124- y24-j_ Yo--JoYz
(Jr 4- Yo)'<b ( Yt--Jo) z D
F2 4-G:= (F4- iG) (F--iG)=j 24- ]7__
D
(ef. reference 5, p. 8) and from a well-known property
of the Bessel functions,
J, Yo--Jo }5 = :k
liencc equation (31) follows.
By the use of the relation (31) anti the dot;nAtions of
the various T's given in the appendix, it can be veri-
fieit that tile remaining relations in (30) are also itlen-
tities.
It may be of interest to consider the st)ecial cases of
one degree of freedom. Let the motion of the wing
consist only of the vertical motion ]_ at right angles to
the direction of flight, i. e., ttapping motion. The pro-
polling force is then 6
D=: _pbp2ho2( Ir_ 4- G 2 (32)
Consider in this case the ratio
P_v .. energy of propulsion
H' total energy
__F24-G '
F (33)
This function, shown in figure 3, represents the theo-
retical efficiency of the flapping motion (unity= 100 per- ;
This result agrees with tile formula of yon Kg.rnl,tn and illlrgers (rcferellce 2, [).
3(16). The expressionsof reference2 denoted by
bt = ITAI-k AI (Q-S_+ X As (P--C)
b:=As-X As (Q-S)-X :-1_ (P C)
reduce in our notation simply to 2F and 2G, respet rarely.
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cent). It is observed that a propelling force exists in
the entire range of 1/k, the efficiency being 50 percent
for infinitely rapid oscillations and 100 percent for
infinitely slow flapping.
,+- ..... =__ g
.80 . - _- _ _ n
.60 .... _ -+
--+-- +-- I -_--
. t
.20 _ -1-- --*--........
0 L° 4 6 8 I0 12 14 16 18 20
Vk
FIGURE 3 The ratio of energy of propulsion to the energy required to maintain the
oscillations ("_-) as a function of l/k for the case of pure flapplug.
For the special case of anguhtr oscillations about a
alone (h=O, _=0) the horizontal force is
t .
+ (3+
5 ! /
t i '"
4 L
---' I / / , ,_/'_
Range of drag-
/ ,,_:-_ .......... -t--_--P-+--
o / _ 3 4
Vk
FIGUItE 4.--The ratio of the energy dissipated in the wake to tile energy required to
maintain the oscillations (E/W) as a function of l!k for tile ease of pure angular
oscillations about z=a.
In tigure 4 there is shown the ratio E/W, in this case
for several positions of the axis of rotation. These
curves give the ratio of the energy per unit time released
in the wake to the work per unit time required to
maintain the oscillations. In the range of vahies
O<E/W<I, P= is t)ositive and denotes a thrust or
propelling force; for other vahles it is negative and
denotes a drag force.
I=_ANGLEY _'IEMORIAL ?kEI{ONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY "_ _ORCOMMITTEE AERONAUTICS,
LANGLE'¢ FIELD, VA., ][a?/ /+, 1936.
APPENDIX I
NOTATION
a, angle of el.tack (tig. 1).
_, aileron angle (fig. 1).
h, vertical distance (fig. 1).
da .. d2a
h=_, a=d- _, etc.
ao, 80, ho, _o, _,, q'_, amplitudes and phase angles
of the oscillations (equation (7)).
b, half chord, used as reference length.
x, coordinate in direction of airfoil chord.
t, time.
v, velocity of the general motion in direction of
T axis.
p, 2_r times the frequency of the oscillations.
k, reduced frequency (equation (2)). The wave
length between successive waves in the vortex
wake is 2_b/k.
a, coordinate of axis of rotation (fig. 1).
c, coordinate of aileron hinge (fig. 1).
i, imaginary unit _/--1.
e, base of natural logarithms.
p, mass density of air.
P, lift force on airfoil (+downward in fig. 1).
M,, moment on airfoil about a (-}-clockwise in fig. 1).
21I_, moment on aileron about c (-_-clockwise in
fig. 1).
P_, lift force on aileron (÷downward in fig. 1).
C(k), F, G, Jo, J,, Yo, Y,, J, K, D, Bessel functions of
the argument k. (Cf. equations (6) and
(19), fig. 2, and table I.)
W, average work done in unit time in maintaining
the oscillations.
/_ average increase of kinetic energy in the wake
in unit time.
P_, average force in the direction of the x axis
(+ propulsion, -- drag).
A,...A6,B,...Bs,C,...Cs, a,,.., as, b_.,b4, b6, ca, c5, c6,coefficients.
Q, defined by equation (18).
A, B, defined by equation (20).
Ao, B0, define(1 by equation (21).
M, N, defined by equation (25).
U, distribution of vorticity in the wake in complex
form (equation (16)).
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['oe i_, coeff, eient of l;, given in equation (19).
-y, imaginary part of U.
S, (lelined by equation (13); see also appendix II
F, circulation about the airfoil, defined by equa-
tion (17).
DEFINITIONS OF THE T's
T,= _1 (2 kc 2) _/i -2c_ + c cos-' c
T2=c(1--c'Z) - (1 q-c2)_'l--c 2 cos-' c-_-c(cos-' c) z
[T_=: T4(T,,+ T_2)]
T3 _-_-- -18(1 -- c "_)(5c _+ 4) _- 4 c (7 _- 2c 2) ---c 2 cos-' c
T_=c v"l--c2--eos -' c
T_= -- (1 --c2)-_-2c_,,"1--c 2 cos -1 c-- (cos -1 c) 2
• 1 . 2 __ / 1 _\
T_=_c( , c+2c ),1 c cos-,
Ts: --13(1-t-2d) v"l "c _Tc cos-' c: --1(1--c2)'--cT.
1 1 2_
T_=_[-3(1--c )" +aT. j
T,0= _,,"1 -- c2 +cos -' c
T,_ = (2--c) (1 --c2-? (1 --2c) cos-' c
Ta_= (2+c) v'l --c 2- (1 +2c) cos-' c
[T,2 T,_=2T_]
1
Tn= -- _(T: + (c--a)T,)
,, 1 1
T,_=T4_-T,o= (1 -kc) v"l--c _
1
T,s= T_-- Ts-- (c--a ) T. + _ T,,
1 1
[ TI_ _',-"1'i:= --(_--a)T4-_TI,_
T,_= T_-- T.T,o
T,_= T4Tn
7':_ - _l-c_÷cos -' c
[T:0= T_o--2 _/1 --c _]
APPENDIX II
EVALUATION OF S (EQUATION (25))
From reference 5 (p. 7) we have that the condition
for smooth flow at the trailing edge is obtained from the
equation
where the _'s are as follows (a -k sign is to be i)refixed
to each m, + for the upper surface,- for the lower
surface):
b+ 1 Fo i 1
Y T-x=x0=D
_==vab V1--x
_=/_b_/1-- x_
2 1 --2
1
e_=_vBb[ ,¢/1 --X 2 COS-lC - (X--C) log N]
_=l_b_[v"l_ v'l --x_+ (x-2c) <f--k- cos-'c
--(x--c) 2 log N]
where
N- 1-cx-- v"i -c:%/V-7 _"
X--C
Condition (1) leads to the relation (cf. 118))
I _ /_+lUdxo=va+t_+b(l_a)&+_vfly Tz1-1
+b_3=Q (2)
The leading-edge vorticity may be written as
b 2S
b) (_'' + _° + _u+ _ + _ + _)_'-' =_l+x
On substituting for the _'s, making use of relation (2)
and of equation XI, reference 5, which is
£ Xo
! - e -ikz°dXo
_vw-- ('_ xo+l
e-ikx*(lXo
Jl _/Xo 2- 1
there results
-- 0 ____
S: _-_ [2C(]c)Q-b&-_, 1--c 2 v_+ 9 b_]
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THE QUIESCENT-CHAMBER TYPE COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE
By tI. It. _OSTER
SUMMARY
The performance of a single-cylinder ]_-stroke-cycle
compression-ignition engine having a vertical disk form
of combustion chamber without air flow has been deter-
mined. The number, size, and direction of the orifices
(_ the fuel-injection nozzles used were independently
varied. A table and graphs are presented showing the
performance of the engine with different nozzles; results
of tests at different compression ratios, boost pressures,
and coolant temperatures are also included.
Tlte best unboosted performance was obtained at a
compression ratio of 15.3 at an engine speed of 1,500
revolutions per minute, using water as a coolant. The
increase in indicated mean effective pressure with boost
pressure was proportional to the increase in weight of
inducted air .for equal air-fuel ratios and comparable
maximum cylinder pressures. The engine operation was
smoother with boosting.
The engine power and fuel economy obtained with a
G-orifice nozzle was equal to or better than that obtained
with nozzles having any other form, number, or combina-
lion of orifices. The optimum value for the number,
direction, or size of the orifices is not sharply defined.
Results indicate that impingement of the fuel spray on
the piston and chamber walls, although it may be detri-
mental to e_cient combustion, may aid distribution and
consequently increase the power output. Although the
results do not afford a rational basis for nozzle design
that can be reduced to an analytical or empirical formula,
they do show that engine performance can be improved
by careful desiyn of the iT_jection nozzle.
The large percentage (_ the total fuel in the relatively
.¢olid spray core i_jected /rom rouz_d-hole orifices and the
short time available preclude the probability of obtaining
a homogeneous mixture of the fuel and air in a quiescent
combustion chamber using a multiple-orifice nozzle.
The resultant inferior performance compared with that
obtained from the same combustio_ chamber with forced
air flow, despite the easy starting, easy scavenging, low
mechanical lo._ses, and freedom from t'nock, reamers the
quiescent-cttamber engine unattractive Jot aircraft-engine
_lse.
INTRODUCTION
In the course of the general investigation of the
possibilities and limitations of the compression-igni-
tion engine for aircraft use, the N. A. C. A. has been
investigating the performance of a single-cylinder
4-stroke-cycle test engine with a vertical disk-shaped
combustion ch.mlber. This combustion chamber lms
been designated "quiescent" because there is evidence
that any air movement which may occur in the chamber
has no marked effect on the distribution of the fuel
(reference 1). In order to obtain as nearly a homo-
geneous mixture of the fuel and air as possible, it is
therefore necessary to meter and distribute the fuel
to the air in the combustion chamber by means of the
injection system.
Determination of the optimum distribution of the
fuel to the air in this combustion chamber was under-
taken in two ways. The first was the commonly used
method of conducting a series of engine-perform_mce
tests and systematically varying the number, size, and
direction of the orifices until the test results indicated
an optimum value in any series of changes. The
second method consisted in mathematically propor-
tioning the area of each orifice to the volume of air
into which the spray from this orifice would be injected.
As a matter of convenience and in order to have _l t)_lsis
of comparison, results from the first method were used
as a starting point for the second. Some of the results
of nozzle investigations, started in 1927 and continued
into 1933, have been published as technic_d notes (refer-
ences 2 and 3). The purpose of this report is to sum-
marize the nozzle investigations and to present further
results obtained at different compression r_ltios, boost
pressures, and coolant temperatures. All the d_lta
presented were obtained at the N. A. C. A. cngine-
rese:lreh laboratories at Langley Field, Va.
APPARATUS AND METHODS
Thc test unit used in this work is shown in figure 1.
The engine has a 5-inch bore ,_nd a 7-inch stroke and is
connected to an electric dymmmnmter. Necess'_ry
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auxiliaries and apparatus foE" ()bt_fining the pcrfornmnce 1
data are shown grouped about the engine. Parts of
the engine are, as far as pr_wticuble, the same as those
of the N. A. C. A. universM test engim' (reference 4),
the main excel)tion being the cylimler helM, whicll h'ls
a verti(;al disk-shal>ed ,,oml)usti,m clmml)er t)etween
the heads of horizontally ol)post_d intake _md exhaust
valves, as shown in tig'ure '2. ('h_mges in compression:
period was 27 ('r_mk degrees; and a high rate, in which
the injection period was 20 crank degrees at an engine
sl)eed (if 1,500 r. p. nL for full-load fuel quantity. The
t)untp was driven from the cranksh'tft tltrough a re-
du,'tion ge_lr in which there was an adjustntcnt for
(.hangino" the an_ttlar relation between tt)e crankshaft
amt tl)e pump cam. A spring-loaded automatic injec-
tion wdve, set to open _,t 3,000 I)ounds ])er square inch,
ratio were obtaim'd I)y vnrying" the length of the was installed iu the top hole of the combusti(m ('hamber.
removable throat-oritit'e ring I)etween the comt)ustion ! The valve and I)Uml ) were eomlecte(l t)y a steel tut)e
ch_tmber _md the eylimler whih_ ket, pitlg" the me('luHii- 35 inches hmg" :rod of one-eighth inch inside di_mteter.
i L
l"16t_Rz 1.--Test engine and auxiliary equipment.
eal clearance between the piston crown and cylinder
head at about 0.032 inch.
A detail drawing of the injection puml) is shown in
figure 3. It differs from the l)ump as actually used
only in having micrometer screws instead of levers for
controlling the position of the start-and-stop cam
bh)cks, which control the eh)sing and opening of the
bypass valve, thus changing the time and period of
injection. Shifting of the position of the control
blocks, combined with the variable-velocity cam,
varies the quantity and the rate of fuel discharge.
Figure 4 shows a eontparison of two rel)resentative
rates of injection: a low rate, in which the injection
Figure 5 shows enlarged sections of the nozzles.
The lcngth-di:mwter ratio of the orifices is 2. The
fuels used were conventional Diesel cnghm fuels
described in reference 5 as fuels 1 and 2. The rate of
fuel consumption was obtained by timing the con-
sumption of 0.50 pound of fuel. Full-load fuel quan-
tity (zero excess Mr), 0.000325 l)ound per cycle, is the
fuel quantity required for a chemically correct mixture
with the quantity of 'dr inducted per eycle by this
engine at u volumetric efficiency of 82 l)ercent.
Information regarding spray penetration and spray
interference in tile combustion elmmt)er w-_ls desired
as an aid in nozzle design; accordingly, a full-scale
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model following the outline of the disk-shaped com-
bustion chamber was placed in the N. A. C. A. spray-
photography pressure chamber and photographs of
the spray formation in this chamber were obtained.
The edges of the combustion-chamber shape were
slightly obscured in the photographs by the pressure-
chamber cover plate. Injection pressures were of the
..-Fuel volve
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engine. Motoring tests showed the optimum length of
air-intM_e pipe for maximum charging efficiency at an
engine speed of 1,500 r. p. m. to be approximately 6
feet, which determined the height of the surge tank
above the engine. Air consumption was determined
by timing the displacement of 80 cubic feet of air from
a 100-cubic-foot gasometer by means of an electrically
I'I(;I'RE 2. ("(Hlll)IlSl i*111(']ll_nlhcr
/n/e/
Rehef valve
same or<ter as those used in the full-hind engine tests, operated stop watch. Tim inlet-air temperature was
The spray-chamber air density was re'Me to approxi- m,intained at 95 ° F. Water and oil temperatures
mate that of the combustion chamber at tbe time of (out) were mMntaine<l at 170 ° and 140 ° F., respec-
injection, tively. For the special variable-coolant temperature
Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of the air system tests Prestone and glycerin were used.
used in this investigation. Rubber diaphragms were Maximum cylinder pressures were indicated by a
placed over the ends of the overhead drums to d_mp calihrate<l Bourdon spring gage connected to an N. A.
pulsations nn<l to give a smooth flow of air to the C. A. disk-type cheek valve operated by the pressure
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of the gases in the cylinder. This instrument, desig-
nated a "trapped-pressure" indicator, was used be-
cause it afforded an easy and reliable means of directly
_IU _ I
q_
_ 36
L
\ Low
0
?40 360
/[
38O
_-i,!?h rote
400 420 440
Cronk degrees
FIC,URE 4.--Comparison of the injeelh)n rates used hl t],eengioe-perforn'mnee tests;
full load; 1,500 r. p. m.
observing the pressure readings as the engine controls
were changed. Trapped-pressure readings are usually
5 to 25 pounds per square inch lower titan those of the
D
C C
B
6- orif/ce type
B AB
3- or-/flke type'
F[qUIIE ,5 -]:llel-JlljectJon llOZZleS.
balant'ed-tliaphragm type of indicator in the range of
pernlissitlle rates of pressure rise. The difference in
readings increases with an incre'_se in the rate of
pressure rise. Indicator cards were taken with the
Farnboro electric indicator (reference 6) during the
course of its remodeling.
No attempt was made to operate the engine at a
particular value of maximum cylinder pressure in the
early test work, inasmuch as undesirable knock was
encountered before objectionable cylinder pressures
were reached; instead, the fuel pump was adjusted to
give the desired fuel quantity and then the timing WllS
advanced until a faint -knock was heard. Immediately
after a power test the engine was motored and friction
readings were obtained to which were added the brake
readings in order to calculate values of indicated niean
effective pressure and fuel consumption.
Engine speed was determined by a revolution counter
and a stop watch, both of which were electrically
[ E E
" F -'-11 _
Oosomefem
K
L_ v_._.i
A. air duct, 5 ,nell di:Lmeter.
B, air heater.
C. exhaust stack, 5 feet long; 3-ine|l-diameter sect,oil, 2 feet 8 inches Iollg; set.lion
2 feet 4 inches long tapering to l,S_,-ineh diameter.
D. exhltust trellch.
E, rubber diaphragm.
F, surge tank, 18-cubic-fi)ot ,.apacity.
G, tapered seelion, perforated.
H, te._t engine.
J, thermometer.
K, water sprayer.
FIGURE {i l)il_.gralnlnatie representation of air systen].
operated. Tlle standard test speed of 1,500 r. I). nt.,
unless otherwise noted, was used in all the tests.
! TESTS AND RESULTS
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION
The test resltlts obt'tined on the engine with different
arrangements of fuel-valve nozzles are presented in
chronological order in table i, which ]ists the nozzles
i used, the number, size, and direction of their discharge
I orifices, and their corresponding engine perfor_nance.
The nozzles "ire class,tied into different series, each of
which is discussed in detail anti for which vali_tble
fuel-quantity perfornmnce curves are shown.
Miscellaneous series. --The tirst expcrilnental noz-
zles were built with the idea tff injecting fltel into tile
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available nix" without impingement on either the piston
crown or the combustion-chamber walls. Figure 7
shows the engine performance obtained with nozzles
3, 4, and 7 and the limited fuel-quantity range imposed
by the use of tile relatively small orifice areas to pre-
vent iml)ingement; it a]so shows the engine perform-
ance with both the higlt and low rates of injection.
120 -
I
4
7
\
2.0
9
I
I
1.0 3,0 ' 4.0x/O-" 0 /.0
Fuel quonHty, lb./cycle
(a) Low rate of injection.
FI_URE 7. ('omi)arlsorl of engine perh_rnlanee using l_reliminftry nozzle._.
(See fig. 4.) The fuel-quantity range of the small-area
nozzles is slightly extended by the use of t/ lower rate
()f injection and the accompanying longer injection
period.
Seven-orifice series. -The design of nozzle 9, the
first of the 7-orifice type h'/ving _ltcrnate large and
small orifices, was 1)'lsed ,m the "lssunaption that the
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sprays from file small orifices with their shorter pene-
tration would distribute fuel to tha_ part of the com-
bustion chamber nearer the injection nozzle and thus
give a more uniform mixture of the fuel and the air.
A comparison of the performance curves for the high
and low rates of injection of nozzle 9 (fig. 7) shows that
they are quite similar except for t]le maximum cylinder
2.0 &O
Fuel quantity, Ibl/Cyc/e
(b) Higi_ rate of injection.
40x/O-"
pressure, which is liigher for the low rate of injection.
Engine operation was considerably smoother with ll_e
low rate of injection but the exhaust was smokier fcr
!the same air-fuel ratios. The high rate. of injection
with its shorter injection period resulted in earlier
completion of combustion, a cleaner exhaust, and
somewhat higher r'_tes of pressure rise with consc-
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quently rougher engine operation. Tile high ra.te of
injection was adopted for all subsequent tests and
fuel nozzles were developed for its use.
The engine performance obtained with nozzle 9 war-
ranted the continuation of tests to determine the effect.
on engine performance of varying, first, the two main
orifices that deliver fuel to the air charge in the rectan-
gular throat and directly above the piston crown and,
second, the other orifices that deliver fuel to the air in
the upper part of the combustion chamber. Figure 8
shows comparative engine perforlnance for a range of
160
120
_ 8c
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.010 0/2 .0_5 .0/8 .021
Dtometer, inch
FmURE _.- Effect of chlmging tile diameter of the two main orifives t_ un engine
perforntance at full hlad.
sizes of the two main orifices B (fig. 5) froln 0.010 to
0.021 inch diameter. The results show that 0.018 inch
is the optimum diameter for the two main orifices of
this combination.
An inspection of the carbon formation on the piston
crown showed that the sprays froln orifices of 0.012-
inch diameter or larger impinged upon the piston crown.
Inasmuch as the specific fuel consumption decreased
as the B orifices were enlarged to 0.018 inch, it is con-
eluded that impingement of a sl)n_y does not necessarily
affect the combustion adversely. The larger quantity
of fuel injected from the 0.018-inch orifices, compared
with that injected from the 0.012-inch orifices, was
: apparently necessary for the utilization of the available
air.
Variation in volumetric efficiency with fuel quantity
is shown in figure 9. The decrease in volumetric
efficiency is attributed to an increase in the quantity of
residusl gases in tim combustion chamber and also to
an increase in temperature of the combustion chamber
and cylinder walls, as the fuel quantity or lo, d is
Ii increased.
--q----
85
u
_._ -Mo t or /ng,
80
0
L i
i
/.0 2.0 30 ,_OxlO
Fuel quontlty,  D/cycle
FI(;_.;I{E 9.--Effect of load on volumetric efficiency.
Figure 10 shows the effect on engine performance of
changing the diameters of only the outside orifices D
(fig. 5), which deliver fuel to the air in the uppermost
part of the combustion chamber, from 0.006 inch to
0.012 inch in nozzles having two 0.018-inch-diameter
main orifices. From the results, 0.010 inch appears
to be the optimum diameter for the outside orifices.
An increase in diameter of these two orifices from 0.010
to 0.012 inch caused a slightly smokier exhaust with
no measurable change in power output. Table I shows
the effect on engine performance of changing the C
orifices from 0.005 inch to 0.012 inch. The difference
in pcrforlnance between nozzles 17 _md 18 indicates
that the C orifices should be considered as fillers when
used in combination with the larger D orifices. This
change from 0.005 to 0.012 inch decreased the power
output and increased the fuel consumption. Spray
photographs (see fig. 19 (b)), taken afterward, showed
that the spray tips from orifices C and D were projected
into the same space, which probably resulted in local-
, ized overrich mixtures of fuel and air and a consequent
decrease in engine performance.
PROPORTIONAL-AREA INVESTIGATION
Nine-orifice series.---The 0-orifice series was so de-
signed that the orifice areas were proportional to the
volume of air served by each orifice. The two main
0.01S-inch-diameter orifices, which were apparently a
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better established optimum than the other sizes of
orifice and which could be compared with previous
data, were used as a beginning for the investigation.
When tile air volume for each orifice was computed,
the air in the clearance between the piston crown and
cylinder head was included in that served by the main
sprays. The angular spacing of the orifices in this
series was slightly closer than that used in the 7-orifice
series and an additional orifice was added on each end
of the line, making a total of nine in one phme. Nothing
I !
/r)dic fed
/20-- -- _
_......----
""-_" Broke
8o ....
£.
o Nozzle ]6
4O A - 16-1
x " 17
v ', 17-1
0. 800
z_
.Q
aj
Broke
_ lndtboted
•006 .008 .0/0 .012 .014
O]ometer, inch
FI(iURE 10.--Effect of ehalaging the diameter of the two outside orillces I) IJn engine
performance tit ftlfi load.
eitlier in the performance data or in the spray photo-i
graphs (see fig. 19(0) indicates that these additional !
orifices discharged enough fuel to make any difference
in performance; therefore their addition is considered
an uriwarranted complication.
The first nozzle of this series was built without the
small center orifice A (fig. 5) (which tins no 1)lace in
the proportional-area arrangement) in an attempt to
determine its value. The increase in engine per-
formance (see fig. 11) showed the effect of this center
orifice. The center spray of this particular orifice
combination and angular sl)acing apl)arently reached
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air that had not been reached by the two main
sprays.
Effect of number of orifices, E series.--Figure 12
gives a comparison of engine performance with one of
the best 7-orifice and one of the best 9-orifice nozzles.
It was decided to continue tim use of the proportional-
area principle but to substitute for the original angular
spacing (fig. 5) one based upon the spray-photography
data. The spray photograpl_s showed that the spray
cone angle for sprays under comparable conditions,
160
--- r t-
| _ Indlcoted
40 .--//_ _. _ Je----.-------- ,, C - 1 ..../ ': _ " C-2
L_ I
<"  17D7! W_
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.OxlO -_
Fuel quon#itv, lb./cycle
_'IOURE : 1,--Effect of the center orifice A on engine perfornianee
except for temperature, varied from 18 ° to 22% Ac-
cordingly, 20 ° was adopted as the angular spacing of
all tile orifices.
in order to determine just how far it was advisable
to follow the proportional-area principle, comparative
pcrfortnance tests were made with nozzles designed to
extend the idea beyond practicable ]iniits in tile con-
struction of nozzles for commercial engines. Before
these tests were started the throat orifice connecting
the cylinder and combustion chamber (fig. 2) was
enlarged by increasing its width. This alteration
increased the clearance volume and thereby decreased
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the compression ratio from 13.6 to 12.6. It was de-
sired to continue to use a nozzle design that would be
comparable with the designs used in former tests;
therefore the diameters of the two main orifices were
maintained at 0.018 inch and the volume of air in the
mechanical clearance space between the piston crown
and the cylinder head was added to that served by the
main orifices. These nozzles are designated by the
letter E; the subscript denotes the number of orifices
in the nozzle at the time of test. Thus this series was
started with nozzle E_, which contained only the two
main orifices. The number of orifices was increased
/60
/20
/
_" I /,
4 C "/_/
tk 6OO
4OO
Ind/cote_
i
7-or/f/ce nozzle I
9- " ,
!
.8
%
_., Broke!
_ /halt'co fed
I It L I I I I
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0x/0 -4
Fuel quonHfy, lb./cycle
FI(;I'RE 12.--Comllarison of engine performance using one of the best 7-orifice and
one el the best 9-orifice llozzh!s.
by increnlents of two and the nozzle performance tested
for each increment. At the end of the series there
were 6 orifices in one plane and 5 orifices in a plane on
each side of the first, with angular spacing of 20 °
between orifices and 10 ° between planes. (Seefig. 13.)
There is a slight deflation from the proportional-area
principle in the E series after E_2 because it was con-
sidered impracticable to use orifices smaller than
0.005-inch diameter. This deviation is not serious
because the percentage of the total orifce area in-
volvcd is smaller than the experimental error. The
t)erformance tests shown in figures 14 and 15 indicate
that no justifiable gain would be obtained by using
more than six orifices for tiffs combustion chamber.
The test points of figure 14 have been omitted t,o save
confusion. These results simplified subsequent nozzle
design.
Effect of angular spacing, F series.--There were a
number of indications during these tests that the 20 °
angle between sprays was not the optimum. About
this time the results of the work on dispersion at Penn-
sylvania State College were published (reference 7)
and, according to the method outlined by deJuhasz
the boundaries of combustion were laid out for the F8
nozzle as shown in figure 16. If the volumes within
these boundaries are assumed to be the minimum space
requirements for combustion, it is evident that the
sprays overlap and probably interfere with each other
during combustion. An investigation was accordingly
made of the effect on engine perforlnance of varying
tile angle between the spray axes of the individual
st)rays; the corresponding orifice sizes were maintained
constant.
When tile series of nozzles using different angular
spacing of the orifices was designed, it was again neces-
sary to deviate from the proportional-area principle
because the vohune of air served by each orifice changed
with the angle. The fact that the corresl)onding orifice
sizes were maintained the same for all angles caused a
departure from the prt_pnrtional-area 1)rinciple of
about 1 percent, wllich was neglected as it, was less
than the error in the determination of performance
values.
The nozzles of this series are designated by the letter
F with a subscripl, denoting the angle between the axes
of the orifices. Thus, the Es and the F2o are identical
nozzles, with six orifices spaced at 20 °. The perfonn-
ante tests of these nozzles showed very little variation,
as evidenced by the curves in figure 17, but obserwttion
of the exhaust gases and the sensitiveness to controls
led to a decision to standardize on an angle of 25 °
for further work with this combustion chamber. As a
check on this decision, two 0.005-inch orifices were
'ldded to the cent er of the F..,9 nozzle to see if any unused
air remained between the two main sprays. The re-
sulting increase in performance, as shown in the curves
of figure 18, indicated that the small filler sprays _lre
effective when the angle between the sprays on eitht, r
side is too great.
From the test results it was concluded that a nozzle
having an angul.,r spacing of 25 ° would give the best
performance amt that any increase which could be ob-
tained by further refinements in nozzle design wouht
not be commensurate with the complication involved
in its construction. The results, however, did not
show angular spacing to be very critical witlfin the
range covered in these tests, possibly because of the
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small percentage of fuel in tile outer part of tile spray
as shown by the dispersion data in reference 7.
Effect of total orifice area, H series. -In anticipation
of boosting tests to bc started with this cylinder head,
it was considered that an increase in total orifice are'l
should be investigated because, with more air available
for combustion, it would naturally follow that more
fuel should be supplied.
The nozzles of this series were designated by the
letter II. The increase in the total orifice area over
that of tim best of the E and F series, E_, was 24
percent, 39 percent, 15 percent, and 65 percent, for
nozzles H-l, H-2, H 3, and ti-4, respectively. The
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Tim nozzle-._rea requirements, then, depend not
upon air density but rather upon the combustion
chamber size and shape, tile injection period desired,
the rate of injection, the engine speed, and the capacity
of the injection pump.
Correction to proportional-area design,--One of the
assumptions in the application of the proportional-area
principle in nozzle design is that the same discharge
pressure will be acting on each orifice in a multiple-
orifice nozzle. Observation of the fuel spray in the
a,tmosphere indicated that, as tile areas of the orifices
were increased for greater discharge area, the flow of
fuel from tile large main orifices reduced tile effective
Seer/on A-A /°ton w'ew of/vozz/e Sec_lb_ B-B
Mo/;v
3proys _ ,,
]"I(IURE 13.- l'rojected Sllrly str butJoll llSiIlg llflzzle Eit.
incre_se in air density for 9 inches of mercury boost
pressure is about 24 percent. The corresponding
oritiees in nozzle H-1 were therefore increased 24
percent in area. In nozzles tI-2, I[-3, and H-4 the
two large oritices were chosen to give successive
increases in discharge area and the smaller orifices
were proportionally increased.
The nozzles of this series produced but little differ-
once in the unboosted performance (table I) or in
subsequent tests with boosting. They did, however,
give smoother engine operation t hall the nozzles of
smaller area owing to localized owwrich mixtures in
the combustion chamber, resulting in lower rates of
burning and consequently lower rates of pressure rise.
pressure on the other orifices an(l, therefore, the fuel
distribution (lid not fulfill the requirements expected
of the particular nozzle. This lack of proportion was
verified by catching sprays from individual orifices in
a container with a long neck (reference 8). Tile stun
of the weights of the sprays from the individual orifices
caught in this w_ly checked withbl i l percent the
weight of the sprays from all the orifices c.lught simul-
t'meously under the same conditions. The areas of
the orifices discharging insufficient fuel were i1_creased
until all spray discharges were in the proper ratio. A
nozzle designed for a shortened combustion chamber
(compression ratio 15.3) and designated K 4 was
developed by this procedure 'rod is considered the
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best of the development series. Knowledge gained
from the tests of the preceding H-series nozzles and
of the original K nozzle with its subsequent alterations
aided in determining the final orifice sizes of nozzle K-4.
SPRAYPHOTOGRAPHS
The spray photographs shown in figure 19 were taken
during development work with the 7- and 9-orifice
series. Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show photographs of
the sprays from nozzle 9 with injection pressures of
4,750 and 3,200 pounds per square inch, corresponding
160
/g6
8o
"< 40
Full load --o
30 percent excess air
6OO
400
.8
_.4 .......
0
20 23 _ 29
Angles between spray axes, ctegree$
b'II}U}tE 17.--F.ffevt of _pra} spacing on engine petforrnance, F nozzles.
to the maxinnun injection pressure at full load for the
high and low rates of injection, respectively.
Figure 19(c) shows a photograph of the sprays from
nozzle 17-1, which is similar to nozzle 9 except that
tim outer orifices are of 0.012-inch diameter instead of
0.008-inch. The outer sprays in this nozzle struck the
sides of the chamber and were deflected downward into
otherwise unreaehed air, thereby aiding the fuel dis-
tribution. Figure 19(d) shows spray photographs for
nozzle 16-2 with 0.008-inch-diameter outer orifices.
136692_-37--29
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Figure 19(e) shows photographs of sprays from noz-
zle 12, which had two main orifices of 0.010-inch di-
ameter as compared with an 0.018-inch diameter for
all other nozzles. Owing to the reduced orifice area,
the pressure at the high hljection rate was 6,800 pounds
per square inch as compared with 4,750 pounds per
square inch for other nozzles.
Figure 19(f) comprises photographs of sprays from
the 9-orifice nozzle C-2. Lack of a more pronounced
outline of the sprays may be caused by crowding these
comparatively large sprays.
180 i • . I [ '
8-omhce nozzle, I _9o 1 t I I
__ between orifice axes _
Two O005inch orif/ces_ _ ilnd/cbted
.o / /
0
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/
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,0
_ I/Z 3/4 Ful//oodi H I L t
0 1.0 _0 3.0 4.0x/O
Fuel quonttty, lb./cycle
FIGURE 18,--ECfeet Oll engine performance nf adding auxiliary orifices to nozzle Fla
Owing to the very uneven distribution of the fuel in
the sprays, visual observation of fuel injected into the
air or photographs of sprays from multiple-orifice noz-
zles are not to be relied upon as bases for judging the
fuel distribution in a combustion chamber or for esti-
mating the relative engine performance of a particular
nozzle design. This conclusion is based on the gen-
eral results obtained with this quiescent combustion
chamber and is borne out particularly by the E-series
nozzles.
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o.oot o.oo2 o, .oo_ o.oo4
Time, aeoo_
(a) Nozzle 9. Injection pressure, 4,750 pounds per square inch.
(b} Nozzle 9. Injection pressure, 3,200 pounds per square inch.
(c) o o,0ol 0.0o_ 0 ,o0,2,.
Tl_, second
(C) Nozzle 17-1. Injection pressure, 4,700 pounds per square inch,
(d) Nozzle t6-2. Injection pressure, 4,700 pounds per square inch.
(e) Nozzle 12. Injection pressure, 6,800 pounds per square inch.
(f) o
(I) Nozzle C 2. lnjet,lion pre_si_re, 4,700 poullds per Sqllare inch.
l"l(_Ul_E 19,--Pholllgraph_ of foei ._pray_
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MISCELLANEOUS ENGINE TEST RESULTS
Variable engine speed.--Figure 20 shows engine per-
formance for a speed range of from 700 to about 1,700
r. p. m. for a compression ratio of 15.3 and full-load
fuel quantity, using the K-4 nozzle. Operation at full
load below 700 r. p. m. was not satisfactory, although
the engine could be idled at 175 r. p.m. The down-
ward trend in the indicated mean effective pressure at
/eo[
I
/,5O0
I
i'
FI(;URE 20.--]_:ffect of engJtle speed on ellgilrle performance at full load; nozzle K-4;
i. a. a., indicated.
the higher speed is caused by decreased volumetric
efIiciency because the valve timing was better suited
to the 1,200 1,500 r. p. m. range than to the higher
speed range.
The effect upon performance of increasing the in-
jection advance angle and therefore the maximum cyl-
inder pressure is shown for the 1,200-1,500 r. p. m.
speed range. Although mechanical limitations made
it hladvisat)le to operate the single-cylinder test engine
at higher speeds, there was nothing in the fuel-system
or engine-combustion characteristics to indicate that
higher speeds coulft not be advantageously used.
I Boosting.--The effect of boosting when the quiescent
combustion chamber is used will be only briefly men-
tioned since a complete report of the boosting results
with and without valve overlap has already been pub-
lished (reference 8). The indicated power generally
increases proportionately with the increase in weight
of tile inducted air charge available for combnsti0n.
This proportionality is, of course, affected by air-fuel
ratio, injection-advance angle, and scavenging. Boost-
ing, then, merely extends the performance curves and
does not essentially change their characteristics.
/60
20 -
8o--
40
•_. 0
k !1
_7°°1
't
e. o
/ndI_ oted
.... I
_'I(;U|tE 2l,--Effect of injection advance angle on engine performallcc at lull load;
nozzle K-4.
It was found that the engine operated considerably
smoother when boosted. The balanced-diaphragm
maximum-cylinder-I)ressure indicator showed that tile
difference in Inaximum cylinder pressure between in-
dividual cycles beconles considerably less than when
the engine is unboosted. This condition is again in-
dicated by the smooth, even line and by the absence
of scattered points on the indicator card.
Compression ratio.--ln addition to pcrforlnance
tests at the adopted standard compression ratios of
13.6 and 12.6, performance tests w(_re conducted at
compression r'ltios of 10.6 and 15.:_, which are '_bout
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the practicable lunits obtainable with this cylinder
head. The preliminary test results showed little differ-
ence in specific power output and fuel consumption for
compression ratios of 10.6, 12.6, 13.6, and 15.3 for the
same ratio of maximum cylinder pressure to compres-
sion pressure. The engine-operating characteristics,
however, were found to be quite different. At a com-
pression ratio of 10.6, starting was difficult and the
ignition lag under standard test conditions was more
1 : I T I I I
x--/50° F.,temperoture oF coo ant (ouJ
_- 2E5" , " "
I.o
LI1
• _ Brahe
7j"
_. 900
8t_, re
2.0 -_0×I0 -4
Ft_l quonfff),, lb./cycle
FIGURE 22. Effect of coo|ant teinperattlre on engine I)erIormal]Ce; i. a. a., 21°; nozzle
H-I.
titan one-third longer titan ttntt obtained at a compres-
sion ratio of 15.3. The rate of pressure rise at the
lower compression ratio as deternfined from indicator
cards was nearly double the corresponding values ob-
tained at a compression ratio of 15.3. Starting was
easy at tim higher compression ratio, the explosion
pressures were more uniform, and the engine operation
was considerably smoother than at the lower compres-
;ion ratios.
Ttle shortened, compact c(/mbusion chanlber at the
compression ratio of 15.3 simplified fuel distribution.
Tile nmre homogeneous mixture of fuel and air and
the shorter ignition lag permitted tile use of higher
cylinder pressures, which resulted in better engine
performance.
Figure 21 shows the effect of injection advance angle
on engine performance. This performance, with the
K-4 nozzle, is the best obtained with the quiescent
chamber with normal aspiration. The valve timing
was changed to give a very small overlap, which prob-
"_, F---T--- | -1-- T---'T T ----
_ I I _ x Air fuel rot/o, 18
_ I I I ,, , /4.5
l
_ /o - " i
Z5
84
._3
..i i
/53
i
!-
. L_
ZZ5 300
Coo/qnf temperoture(out), "F.
FIGURE _._. -Elfect _[ coolant temperature on engine-operating characteristics;
i. a. a., 21°; nozzle H-1.
ably aided in scavenging tile combusion chamber and
iml)roving combustion. (See reference 8.)
High-temperature eooling.--Figures 22 and 23 show
some of the effects on engine performance and operating
characteristics of increasing the coolant temperature
from 150 ° to 300 ° F. in an attempt to reduce the
ignition lag. The test results and observations showed :
a 4-percent decrease in volumetric efficiency, objection-
able breather smoke from the hot piston at full load,
difficulty in maintainb_g the high boiling point of the
coohmt due to absorption of moisture, an 8-percent
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decrease in power and a corresponding increase in fuel
consumption at full load, a 12-percent decrease in
friction mean effective pressure, a decrease in ignition
lag, a decrease in the rate of pressure rise in the
cylin<ler, and smoother engine operation. Obviously
the gain obtained from the decreased friction losses and
probably lower losses to the coolant when using high-
temperature cooling cannot compensate for the loss
in performance occasioned i)y the lowered volumetric
185
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FIIiURE 24. FIfeet of boost pressure on engine performance at a coolant temperature
of 265° F,; nozzle H 1.
efficiency and the adverse effect on combustion. The
reduction in the ignition lag resiflted in a correspond-
ingly earlier occurrence of high temperatures in the
comhustion chamber, which probably caused fuel from
the latter part of the injection to pass through regions of
high temperatures which, in turn, reduced the penetra-
tion and prevented some of the fuel fi'om reaching
sufficient air for combustion. These results an(]
conclusions are in agreement with those of Rothrock
and Waldron (reference 9) regarding the effect of
engine-jacket temperature on combustion in a compres-
sion-ignition engine.
Because of the high temperatures and the small
volume of the coolant used, it was not practicable to
investigate the heat losses to the coohmt. With water
as the coohmt and at standard operating temperatures,
however, the heat loss to the coolant was about 24
percent of the total heat of the fuel and changed little
o_,,:, o/oooU
i_eo
o _60
_._
_4o
2O
_n
16
2O
0
.o _.o 4.0 6.0
Boost pressure. _nches of H9
FIC, I'IIE 25.--Effect of boost pressure and coolant temperature on engine-operating
characteristics; nozzle l:I-1.
with change in h)ad. Figures 24 and 25 show that
boosting did not change the trend of the curves for the
general operating characteristics or for the perfornmnce
at high coolant temperatures.
Iadieator eards.--Figure 26 shows a typical pressure-
time card of the quiescent combustion-chamber engine
for a compression ratio of 15.3, full-load fuel quantity-
and 1,500 r. p. in., with both an optimum and a re-
tarded injection adwmce angle. The line cut was
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made from a copy of the original card recorded directly
on a special thin wtfite paper. With the optimum
injection advance angle, two general rates of pressure
rise may be noted--in this case 40 and 20 pounds per
square inch per degree; the t)reakaway occurs about
4 ° before top center. The earlier occurrence of the
higher rate is believed to be caused by comparatively
rapid and uncontrolled combustion when burning
starts, owing to the ignition lag and the more favorable
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l"l<H:}d-: 27 ('Omlmrison of engine perfor]nlince v, ith and _ittL(,Ut _,ir IIo_.
1)cubic-passage displacer; 1,500 r p m.
conditi(ms in Hie combustion chamber for air and fuel
mLxing. Fuel injected after the burning starts reaches
tim remaining available air with increasing difliculty;
hence there are slower burning and lower rates of
pressure rise for the last part of the fuel injected.
These c.nc[usions are in agreelnent, generally, with
those (,t' Ricard(_ (reference 10) and v,rit,h those regard-
ing tile behavior of this engine observe(l over a wide
range of test conditions.
Remarks.--No trouble was experienced on account
of the clogging of the snmll orifices in the fuel-valve
nozzle. The fuel was usually centrifuged and the test
runs were intermittent rather than of long duration,
rarely exceeding 4 hours. The engine tests indicate
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that orifices slnaller than 0.008 inch or larger than 0.020
inch need not be used.
A study of fuel-dispersion data (reference 11) shows
the very uneven fuel distribution in the fuel sl)ray and
the large percentage of the total fuel contained in the
relatively solid core of the spray; these factors are re-
flected in the values of specific fuel consumption, power
output, and ch)udy exh,mst. These results show the
futility of trying to obtain a truly homogcneous mixture
of fuel and air in a quiescent co,nbustion chamber with
a nozzle having round-hole orifices. Randoln tests
with two injection valves, the other two valve locations,
and nozzles having other types of orifices, such as the
_impinging jets, the pintle, and the slit (reference 11),
resulted in engine l)erform'ulce considerably inferior to
the performance obtaine<l with nozzles having round-
hole orifices in one valve in the top h)cation. It thus
appears that the quiescent combustion chamber has
inherent limitations that prevent it from attaining the
high performance ultinnrtely expected of the compres-
sion-ignition aircraft engine.
At the beginning of 1934 this quiescent chamber was
converted into an air-flow chamber by tile use of a dis-
])later piston. The l)reliminary l)erformance results
(reference 12) were so satisfactory and so far superior
to those obtained with the quiescent chanlber (fig. 27)
that work with the quiescent chamber has been dis-
continued. The air-flow type of combustion chamber
apl)arently offers considerably greater t)ossibilities of
deveh)pmcnt than the quiescent chamber.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of these investigations indicate that:
1. The engine performance ot)taincd by proportion-
ink tim areas of the orifices to the volmnes of air to be
served by each orifi<'e was approximately tile same as
that obtained I)y varying all the orifice sizes and deter-
mining from the engine power the optimum combina-
tion. Neither method, however, is complete in itself;
tile use of both should yield the best results.
2. In a multiorifice tiM-injection valve nozzle for a
vertical disk-tyl/e quiesccnt combustion chamber,
there is no sharply defined ol/timtuu value for the
number, direction, or size of the oritices. A 6-orifice
nozzle gave power and economy cqu'fl to or better
than that obtained with any <>ther number and arrange-
ment of orifices.
3. The rate of injection influences the rate of pres-
sure rise in the cylinder and aplmrently the severity
of combustion shock.
4. Although the results do not afford a rational
basis of nozzle design that can be reduced to an
analytical or empirical formula, they do show that
engine performance can be improved by careful design
of the injection nozzle.
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5. There is little difference in the power output for
compression ratios of 10.6, 12.6, 13.6, and 15.3. The
ease of starting, the smoothness of engine operation,
and the somewhat better fuel economy, however, war-
rant the use of the 15.3 conlpression ratio.
6. The use of coolant temperatures higher than can
be obtained with water as the coolant results in a
net decrease in performance because of their adverse
effect on volumetric efficiency and combustion.
7. Boosting extends the performance curves but does
not essentially alter their characteristics; however, it
tends to make the engine operate more smoothly. The
increase in indicated mean effective pressure is pro-
portional to the increase in the weight of inducted
air for equal air-fuel ratios and comparable maximum
cylinder pressures.
8. The inferior performance compared with that
obtained from the same combustion chamber with
forced air flow, despite the easy starting, easy scaveng-
big, low mechanical losses, and freedom from knock,
renders the quiescent combustion chamber engine
unattractive for aircraft-engine use.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., April 30, I936.
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TABLE I.--NOZZLE CHARACTERISTICS AND CORRESPONDING ENGINE PERFORMANCE; ENGINE SPEED,
1,500 R. P. M.--Continued
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TABLF I.--NOZZLE CHARACTERISTICS AND CORRESPONDING ENGINE PERFORMANCE; ENGINE SPEED,
1,500 R. P. M.--Continued
I, m,e. p.
"l ?,tal Or rice Tota ar rice __ ____
Orifl ...... g .... t Nozzle orate [diameter [ .... I
[ (s_li'i'n.) (inch) (percent) a_ full load Full toad
I 'L [ [ (Ib'/sq" in)l (lb/sq in )
E SERIFS
Indicated fuel
consumption
_ full load I Full hind
(Ib./i. (Ib.fi.
hp -hr.) hp,-hr.)
Maximum
cylinder
pre&_ure
(lb./sq. in)
l
Full-load ]
[uel w_tn [ C on pre_-
_L% i...... .o
e a 7 ,
(percent)
])O .................... Eto Oi1()_,4 t Es + two ' 12tl
i o 005 _ ] t 2
1)o ....... El: " _ O. 005 ) .... I 10_ 12()
I)o ............. El* • _ 0.005 _,j ...... 113
1)o ..... i E_ .(}(_}_i 'El +hvo ]/ 100
[A= 0IS I A=3S4 }B = 014 ]'t =23. 6 114
.000o; [('= i(xJ8 C= 75
F SERIES
i i
390 .4,50
420 1 _4_J
12fi I
B h B
- •f' L
C _ I_ C
C B _ C
_ _ B C
F2_
II 1
H 2
i
1[ 3
II 4
K 4
[ B =0. 018
(( (1(_172 "( = . 010
)= 006
I
IL_= .o_s
,,,._2 i(= .o1(,oo_
LB = I)IN
110(172 !(' = . 010
I 1) = {MI(I
lib = ()is
.0()072 _C = 010
| D = . 005
0 0()(_9
• (X)lO0
, (EO 1,k_
C,H119
• 08097
II =35 25
(" =10.90 112
D= 3!)2
11 =352.5
(! = 10.9o 114
l) = 3.92
B =35. 25
(" = 10 9() 114
l)= 3.92
i
B =35. 25
C=I090 114
1)= 392
lI SERIES
---123113 ,"I_7U430 _ .4605(_) 51/570 I
127 (I. 3_0 0. 450
12g . . ,3H5 .440
12t; . :';_0 ,450
121375 . 460
B =0. 020
C = , ()t 1
l)= (X]7
II = . 022
'(" _ .011
D= . 006
B = .020 It =37,80
(" = . 010 C = 9. 42
I) = , 0055 1) = 2 85
[ P, = .024 B _37_80
,(" = .012 (" = 9 45
If)= 9(}C5 I)= 2.77
ll= .019 [ B=291
C = .014 (' =15.8
l)= .008 i l)= 52
59O 68
50"0 05
530 (_i
71
126
1;_6
75 ! 12 6
ii
B =35• 10 I
C = 10 00 119 12_ { O, 3(_1
I)= 4 1!0
i .........
B =38 00 [
(' = 9 50 115 12S
I)= 283
!
117 124 ]
114 128
121,i 5 136
5fd) 73 12 tl
f_qfl 75, 5 12. 6
550 80 12 t1
570 74.5 12 6
0. 440 FX)O
• 3_1 45(I 600
30} ,450
• :t(15 445
• 340 410
73 12 1;
7o 12.6
i
(i(YJ 72 12. (;
I
1
590 64 12 6
880 73.7 153
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WING-NACELLE-PROPELLER INTERFERENCE FOR WINGS OF
FORCE AND PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION TESTS
By ]_USSEI.L G. ROBINSON and WILLIAM H. HERRNSTEIN, Ju.
VARIOUS SPANS
SUMMARY
An experime.ldal inre._tigation was made in the
N. A. C. A. Jull-scale wind tunT_el to determine th.e effect
of wiT_9 ,'pan on naceUe-propeller characteristics and,
reciprocally, the lateral extent _:f nacelle and propeUer
influence o,z a monoplane wing. The results provide a
cheek on the *,alidity oJ the pre_,io_ts research on naceUes
and propellers with 15-Joot-span wings tested in the
20-Joot wind tunnel and reported in Technical Reports
M5, _36, 462, 505, 506, arm 507.
The J/9-scale propeller and the N. A. C. A. cowling
used i_ the fl, rmer researches were tested in three typical
tractor locations with respect to a thick wing of 5-/oot
chord a_M 30=foot span. The span was progressively
reduced to 25, 20, a_d 15 /eet and the same characteristics
were measured in each case.
The efficiency Jactors--propulsive eySciency, nacelle
drag efficiency, and net e ficieney--were obtained or each
wir, g length by means oJ .force tests and the values are
compared to determine the effect oJ span. Pressure-
distribution measurements show the lateral extent of the
nacelle interference and the propeller-slipstream effect
on the ._'pan loading Jor the various conditio,,_. Complete
polar curees a77d curves showing the eariation of nacelle
drag with lift coe3ficient are also included.
Force and pressure-distribution tests concur in indi-
cating that, Jor engineering purposes, the influence of a
nacelle and o/ a propeller, in a usual combination, ,nay
be considered to extend laterally on a win.9 the same maxi-
mum di.stance, or about five nacelle diameters or two pro-
peller d'iameters' outboard oJ their common axes. All
important effects oJ _/9-scale naceUe-propeller combina-
tions may be measured within practical limits oJ accuracy
by te._*ts of a i5-foot-._'pan wing.
INTRODUCTION
Several years of research in the N. A. C. A. 20-foot
tunnel haw_ provided dat't comparing the merits of most
practicable wing-nacelle-propeller combinations for
air-e()()led radial engines. There have been tested a
tractor propeller with an N. A. C. A. cowled nacelle
and a thick wing (reference 1), with various radial-
engine cowlings and a thick wing (reference 2), with
various radial-engine cowlings and a Clark Y wing
(reference 3); tandem propellers with a thick wing and
various radial-engine cowlings (reference 4); a tractor
propeller with a Clark Y biplane ce]lule and N. A. C. A.
cowled nacelle (reference 5); and a pusher propeller
with various wings and radial-engine cowlings (refer-
ence 6). For all these investigations a 4/9-scale repro-
duction of a Wright J-5 Wldrlwind engine was used in
conjunel:ion with engine nacelles and cowlings of
various forms. The propeller was 4 feet in diameter
in every case. The thick wing was of 5-foot chord and
15-foot span; the Clark Y wing, of 38-inch chord and
15-foot 10-inch span. The magnitude of these di-
mensions relative to each other and to the 20-foot-diam-
eter air stream in which the tests were made are
among the factors that determine the degree to which
the tunnel tests reproduce tlight conditions.
The validity of all the data reported in references 1
to 6 depends on the effects of certain departures from
flight-operating conditions. The most obvious differ-
ence is the limited span of the test wing compared with
the greater spans of actual wings used in flight.. If
the field of flow were appreciably altered beyond the
tips of the test wing by tim nacelle or the propeller,
then tim total effect that would be produced on a large
airplane wing would be different from that measured
on the test wing and the test data could not be applied
directly to an airplane design. The "blocking" of
such a large test wing in a 20-foot-dianmter jet is
another possible source of error in that a possible
higher velocity near tim edges of the stream, compared
with the velocify in the center, is a condition not re-
produced in flight. The jet bmmdary may also intro-
duce undesirable effects.
British tests (reference 7), the only known experi-
mental work on the subject, suggested that the in-
tluence of a nacelle without propeller extends about
6 or 7 di'_meters outboard of tim nacelle center. Thus a
wing of at least 20-foot span, or aspect ratio 4, would
be required to measure the complete nacelle effect,
and it might be supposed (in the absence of test results)
that tim propeller effect extends fartimr than the nacelle
effect.
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The influence of any such disturbing bodies as
nacelles or propellers moving in free air obviously
extends laterally an infinite distance. The disturbance
is relatively great in the immediate vicinity of the dis-
turbing element, but the magnitude of the flow change
diminishes rather rapidly with increasing distance from
its source and becomes asymptotic to a zero value.
When a nacelle or a propeller or both are tested on a
wing, they influeuce the flow over the whole of the wing,
from tip to tip, regardless of the span. It is therefore
improper to speak of a limit to, or a lateral extent of,
the influence of nacelle or propeller and useless to
Rib letter q:
I H6 F E D C B A
effects have been measured on the 15-foot-span wing.
The blocking effect mentioned previously is considered
to be a known quantity in the full-scale tunnel as a
result of airplane tests and its numerical value is prob-
ably smaller than that for the same wing tested in the
20-foot tunnel. The iet-boundary corrections are also
smaller, being, for a 15-foot-span wing, less than 30
percent of the values in the 20-foot tunnel because of the
proportionately larger jet area. In order to define
more closely the limits of the nacelle and propeller
influences, pressure-distribution tests were made to
give tile required span-load curves.
80_
:- --88%
.... 90k_ _ /5' spon .....
1172_
120_6 --- 20' span --
/37,_
m7¼ i_I.£0_ __ - 25' span/6z¼ 4
176_
_" 30' SpOrt/80 -
N M L K J
l 1- _: - ;
L
i
i
FIGURE [l--Plan el test wing; lower surface sho',_illg pre_ure-0riflce locations.
attempt to determine a wing span that includes within
its tips the whole flow ctiange. However, since the
effect of nacelles and propellers becolnes inappreciable
for engineering usage at some distance laterally and
becomes less than the limits of measurement at approxi-
mately the same point, it is convenient to consider the
lateral extent of such effect to be the distance at which
the local effect (for pressure-distrihution tests) or the
total effect (for force tests) becomes less than the limits
of accuracy of the test fi)r any increase of the span
()vet" which the effects are measured. Throughout the
present paper the lateral extent is considered to have the
lindts just enumerated.
The present investigation was planned to evaluate
the aforementioned effects in the full-scale wind tunnel.
Force tests, repeated on wings of 5-foot chord and 15-,
20-, 25-, and 30-foot spans, were made to determine
propulsive eftleiencies, nacelle drag efficiency factors,
and net efficiencies. Comparison of the values for the
different spans shows to what extent the complete
APPARATUS AND METHODS
The full-scale wind tunnel, its balance, and the wing
supports used in these tests are described in reference 8.
The apparatus will not be described in detail because
a great deal of it is the same equipment that was used
in the prior tests in the 20-foot tunnel. (See reference
1.) The wooden wing specially built for the tests to
the ordinates specified in table I was of 30-foot span,
5-foot chord, and had a thickness equal to 20 percent
of the chord. It was built to allow its being shortened
synlmetrically about its center to spans of 25, 20, and
15 feet. At each of 14 rib stations on the left half of
the wing (fig. 1) 22 copper tubes terminated flush with
the wing surfaces. These tubes passed inside tile wing
to flexible connections at the wing-support points. At
the support points, the wing was provided either with
large cut-outs through which the tubing passed during
pressure-distribution tests or with small closely fitting
cut-outs (luring force tests, ttle tubing being concealed
inside tim wing in the latter case. A number of flush
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cover plates on tile upper and lower surfaces of the For pressure-distribution tests the orifices were con-
center section were provided to allow attachment of the nected to two multiple-tube manometers in the balance
nacelle in various positions.
TABLE I.--WING ORDINATES
Station
Percenl
ChOord
2.5
5
10
15
20
30
40
,50
80
90
100
Upper
Percent
l_ache8 chord Inches
0 6,7 4.00
1.50 12.0 7.20
3.00 14.2 8.5(I
6.00 17.1 10.26
9.00 18.7 11.24
12. O0 19.6 1 I. 75
18.00 20.0 12.00
24.00 18,9 11.34
30 O0 16. 9 I0. 14
36.00 14.1 8,48
42.00 11.0 6.58
48.00 7.5 4,52
,_. O0 3,8 2.3060. IX] 0
Lower
Percent
chord Inches
6.7 4.00
:;o 1.2• 1.10
.6 .34
. I11
oo' 0" 02
o i
o II
o
The 4/9-scale model of a Wright J 5 radial air-cooled
engine and N. A. C. A. cowled nacelle, the same as
used in previous tests, is illustrated in figure 2. The
--A -_B
house by tubing attached to the support fairings.The recording manometers i)ictured in figure 4 are
fully described in reference 9.
I Force tests and pressure-distribution tests were made
of the wing alone and of the wing with the nacelle in
three positions. A 30-foot span wing was first used;
by cutting and refinishing both tips, the span was
reduced progressively to 25, 20, and 15 feet. Similar
measurements were made in each case.
Figures 5 to 9 show the different spans, nacelle
locations, and support conditions that make up the
32 combinations tested. Pressure-distribution tests
were run, separately from the force tests, with the
tubing that is attached to the strut fairings joined to
43/4" o'/o.
0
5ec hOn A -A
nacelle contains a 25-horsepower 220-volt direct-current
motor and an electric tachometer. A 4-foot ahmfinum-
alloy model of the right-hand Navy No. 4412, 9,foot
adjustable propeller, set 17 ° at 0.75 R, was normally
used, but for a part of the pressure-distribution tests,
to sinmlate flow over the half of the wing without pres-
sure orifices, a geometrically similar left-hand propeller
was fitted and pressure readings were taken on tile
same wing orifices as before. The three typical nacelle
locations used in the present tests are shown in figure
3 and are designated by the numbering system of
reference I.
Section B-B Secflbn C-C Section D-D
FIGURE 2.--The N. A, C. A. cowled nacelle and engine assembly.
Force tests were nmde of the wing alone for each
span at an "fir speed of approximately 60 nfiles per
hour over an angle-of-attack range from --12 ° to 25 °
by 2 ° intervals, except that the intervals were closer
near minimum drag and maximum lift. In addition,
force tests and pressure-distribution measurements
were made for the wing alone at angles of attack of
--5 °, 0 °, 5 °, 10 °, and 15 ° at air speeds of approximately
30, 50, 80, and 100 miles per hour.
For each span and for each nacelle location, with
propeller removed, force measurelnents at the same 5 _
intervals were Inade at various air speeds between 2
.... /x'--+- e"-+5_"_
>B L-_C L"_D
48 '_ "- -,
tile flexible ends of tim tubing in tile wing, and tile
bundle of connections faired, as nearly as could he,
into a streamline shal)e as shown in figures 6 and 9.
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and 100 miles per hour. Pressure-distributionmeasure-
ments were made at the same angles at air speeds of 30,
50, 80, and 100 miles per hour.
For each span and for each nacelle location, with
right-hand propeller, propeller operating force tests
were made at angles of attack of --5 °, 0 °, 5 °, and 10 °
at 12 values of V/nD obtained by varying the air speed
be_weeai27 and 100 miles per hour and by throttling
_tm motor at the tfighest air speed. Pressure-distribu-
•tion tests were made at the same angles at four values
of V/nD, between 0.23 and 0.76, obtained at approxi-
mately 30, 50, 80, and 100 miles per hour. Both types
of test were repeated for the 15- and 30-foot spans
with the left-hand propeller.
Tare force tests were made on thc 30-foot-span wing
by suspending it independently and measuring the air
forces on the supports. The tare values obtained oil
the 30-foot-span wing were used for all spans.
t I
26¼,* /' _ ,
5-f ho d,I ,,;
z '/z
x_-., f" - •
I
',e Io ,B,-z-B
FIGUaE 3.--Nacelle test locatiotm.
In all force tests the lift, drag, angle of attack, and air
speed were measured and, in the propeller-operating
tests, tile torque and propeller revolution speed in
addition. Double or triple readings were taken for
each test condition. In the pressure-distribution tests,
single readings of angle of attack, air speed, and pressure
at individual orilices were taken and, in tests wit})
propeller operating, the propeller speed as welt.
RESULTS
The conditions during these tests represent :tpproxi-
mately one-fifth the full-scale Reynolds Number of a
large, modern, high-speed transl)ort airplane. The
results for "high-speed flight," defined subsequently,
were taken at about 88 nfiles per hour (Reynolds
Number approximately 4,000,000) and those for
"climbing tlight" at about 57 miles per hour (Reynolds
Number approximately 2,500,000). The degree of
turbulence in the full-scale tunnel is discussed in
references 10 and l l, which indicate that the effects of
turbulence are of secondary importance. The same
references stlow that agreement may be expected
between tests in the 20-foot tunnel and in the full-scale
tunnel. For tile purposes of this report the present
results may be considered directly comparable, as
regards scale and turbulence, with results from the
20-foot tunnel and may also be considered representa-
tive of flight conditions.
FORCE TESTS
The force-test data were corrected by the method
described in reference 6 that allows comparison of
different wing-nacelle combinations at the same angle
of attack. Tlfis method involves computation of
propulsive efficiencies, nacelle drag efficiency factors,
and net efficiencies, all at the same angle of attack (for
the same span), and correction for the jet-boundary
drag and induced drag resulting from the differences in
lift caused by the nacelle and propeller combinations.
Tiffs procedure eliminates certain discrepancies that
develop when the data are reduced in accordance with
the method used ill references 1 to 5. The corrections
are explained in detail in reference 6, but tile method
and factors involved will be briefly enumerated in the
following section.
Propulsive efficiency _ is the ratio of the effective
thrust power (total thrust power less loss caused by
increased drag of parts in the slipstream) to tile motor
power.
effective thrust X velocity of advance
_ motor power -
= (T-- 5D) V _
P
= (:,:7iD+- _-; "_\.b]
where all symbols have their usual meanings except
as noted.
o _T- D
r-- p,/12D4
where
T is thrust of propeller (shaft teqsion).
5D, change in drag of body (nacelle plus
wing) due to action of propeller.
T--SD, effective thrust, the quantity actually
inferred from the measurements be-
cause of the difficulty in measuring T
and 5D separately; equal to the gross
propeller-operating thrust of a wing-
nacelle-propeller combination plus the
drag of the same wing-nacelle combi-
nation, propeller off, at the same atti-
tude and air speed.
AC_),, change in induced drag due to a change
in lift. ]n the present case the lift
change caused by the propeller is put
in the form of the equivalent drag
change by assuming the latter equal
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FniuItE 4 Mtlltil)le-tube recording manonleters, nto,lel 4, eonneete(1 for |)ressllre-
distribution tests.
FIt;URE 5. F(,rce tesl; 5- |)y 311-[ t _Jng, rl_l.(flll_ iLhove.
FIC, URE 6.--Pressure-dislrihuti,Jn test; .5- by 30-foot _ing, nacelle central.
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FI6UI_E 7.--Force test; 5- by 2_-foot winf/ _tlolle
FIGUgE 8. Force test; 5- by 25-foot wing, nacelle below. FmURE g.--Pressure-distribution test; 5- by 15-foot wing, nacelle ocntral.
where
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to the change in induced drag expe-
rienced by an ellipically loaded wing
of the same aspect ratio when its lift
is changed from the actual measured
lift, propeller removed, to the meas-
ured lift, propeller operating.
= (eL/--UL:-!
,r >( A
CL_ is lift coefficient, propeller operating, of a
wing-nacelle-propeller combination at a
given angle of attack.
C_._, lift coefficient, propeller removed, of the
same wing-micelle combination at the
same angle of attack.
where
is the nondimensional jet-boundary correc-
tion factor.
C, cross-sectional area of the jet, 1,608 square
feet.
Nacelle drag efficiency factor N. D. F. is the ratio
of power absorbed by nacelle drag and interference to
the motor power.
(C_-C,_w+,aC.,+/'C_,,) s / V', _
N. D. F.-- C,. X2D_X(.nD)
where
CD_ is drag coefficient, wing alone, at a chosen
angle of attack.
Cz,¢, drag coefficient of wing-nacelle combina-
tion at the same angle of attack.
_C_,, change in induced drag due to a change in
lift ; in this case, the lift change caused
by the nacelle.
"_"'- _X-A
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direct and indirect; of the nacelle-propeller combina-
tion; that is, the fraction of the engine brake horse-
power available for overcoming the drag of the com-
plete airplane without nacelles, nacelle supports, if any,
and propellers.
no=n-N. 1). F.
A, aspect ratio. I which the wing alone showed the chosen lift coefficients;
AC_j, change in jet-boundary drag correction ] difference s in lift were taken into account as detailed
due to a change m hft; for the same I in reference 6 and as described briefly in the preceding
reasons a_d C based on the same lift I paragraphs. All results were corrected for blocking and
cnange as _,o_. ] for the air-stream angle known to exist in the tunnel.
,_C_j_(_S)(cL/_CL: ) ]Both these corrections were determined by airplane' tests and by Clark Y airfoil tests reported in referenc
10 and by air-stream surveys made in the jet. All
The results are compared for two flight conditions:
CL=0.2, V/nD=0.65; and CL=0.6, l'/nD=0.42, vahies
which represent high-speed (not necessarily fall-
speed) and climbing conditions, respectively, for air-
planes utilizing the pitch setting used in these tests
(17°). The three types of tests--wing alone, wing and
nacelle with propeller removed, and wing-nacelle com-
bination with propeller operating--were all compared,
for any one span, at the sanie two angles of attack at
Ct.w, lift coefficient of wing alone at the same
angle of attack as CL_ is taken.
AC_j, change in jet-bounda.ry drag due to a
change in lift; for the same reasons and
based on the same lift change as ACo,
)ACj)j=(_ S _ ° 2
Net eMciency _0 is the percentage of the motor power
available for uses other than for overcoming the losses,
results arc finally corrected for jet-boundary effects.
The values of the factor _ used for these corrections
are: --0.203 for 15-foot span, -0.206 for 20-foot
span, --0.208 for 25-foot span, and --0.210 for
30-foot span.
Results of the force tests arc summarized in figure 10,
which shows the variation of propulsive efficiency,
nacelle drag efficiency factor, and net efficiency with
span. The plotted points are not observed values but
are computed from values taken from faired curves.
They are included only to show the degree of disper-
sion from the faired curve. Since the present coin-
parisons are made at different values of CL than those
chosen in reference 1, the results are also compared for
the conditions (CL=0.409, V/nD 0.65; CL=-0.652,
V/nD=0.42) used in that reference and the numerical
wdues are given in table II.
TABLE ll.--COMPAR1SON OF 15-FOOT-SPAN RESULTS
Nacelle above Nacelle central Nacelle b_,h)w
I_. F. I ,70 ' ],-. [ n no
IIigh speed; a=O°; Ct.=0.409; t'/nD=0.65
Foll-se,,le , 0802!0647 -J .... 677
20-foot _. ._ 0. 155 0.042 0.776 0.734 [ 0.086 0.763 0.
,137 :784[ :647 .051 .Sl3 I .762 I, .097 .794
Climbing; a=5°; (¥=0.652; l)'nD=0A2 . 607 i1i0.1"_3 { 0.644 0.616Fol|-sc,i_;:l o_,[ ._77{ '_'"i o_o ._t, .o_o ._,
] Data from reference l, corrected by method el reIerence 6.
Data from present tests, corrected by method of reference 6.
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Complete polars!of the wing and wing-nacelle combi-
nations (fig. 11) for the four spans show the variation
of nacelle drag with lift coeffÉcient. It is apparent,
however, that if tile nacelle drags are identical when
nacelles are mounted on two wings of unequal span and
area, other conditions being the same, the nacelle drag
coefficients will not be the same in both cases because
of the different wing areas on which the coefficients are
b
A__- Nocelle ahoy8
. --o.... centrol-
+ ...... Oe Io w
' [
V/nD = 0.65, CL= 0.2 ....... 3
=_'___..... + --+---+ ........
V/I_ = 0.42, CL = 0.6 ...... J
IC
0
r_ = 0.2
_Cz= 0.6
I]
g/rd_ = 0.65, CL= 0.2 ........
_75 _._ _-¢--16S--
Q
"_ 80
_70
_ 60
v/n# = 0.42, CL"= 0.6 ......
L t
/5 ZO Z5 30
W/f_7soon, feel
Fl(;Utt_ 10,--Variation with span of nacelle-propeller efficiency factors.
based; that is, on the 30-foot-spau wing a nacelle drag
of 4.6 pounds at 100 miles per hour gives a nacelle drag
coefficient ACD of 0.0012; whereas, if the nacelle has
the same drag when mounted on the 15-foot-span wing,
the nacelle drag coefficient AC_) is equal to 0.0024 based
on the reduced wing area. In order that any variation
with span, as well as variation with lift coefficient, may
be shown on a plot of nacelle drag coefficients, each
coefficient is multiplied by a factor K equal to the ratio
of the wing areas and the result is termed the "effective
nacelle drag coefficient." This coefficient is then a con-
stant independent of span or area if the actual nacelle
drag is constant for different spans. The factors and the
resulting effective nacelle drag coefficients are shown in
figure 12. In figure 13 the variation of effective nacelle
drag coefficient with span is shown for the three nacelle
positions at the high-speed condition.
In figure 14 are plotted some results obtained inci-
dentally during the main research. They show the
variation with span of effective profile drag coefficient at
CL=0.2, maximum lift coefficient, and angle of attack
for maximum lift, all corrected to free-air conditions.
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION TESTS
The basis for comparison of the pressure-distribution
tests is the same as for the force tests, i. e., high-st)eed
and climbing conditions, with the same criterions as in
tile force tests. The normal-force coefficient CN for
each rib was first plotted against angle of attack a and,
for propeller-operating tests, at a constant V/nD. At
the angle of attack at which the force tests showed that
the chosen CL would be realized, the value of C_ for
each rib was read. For propeller-operating tests these
points were cross-plotted against V/nD and values at
the chosen V/._D were used. These values of rib CN
were then plotted at appropriate rib positions to give
the span loading for the two flight conditions con-
sidered.
Results of the pressure-distribution tests are col-
lected in figures 15, 16, and 17. These figures show
the span-load curves for high-speed and climbing flight
for the wing alone and for the nacelle above, central,
and below. The charts show" the loading as seen from
upstreanh h)oking at. the leading edge, with the pro-
pellcr turning in the direction indicated. The plotted
points are not observed values but are obtained by
cross-fairing :rod are included as the best guide in judg-
ing the limit._ to which the curves should be read. For
the following reasons the curves do not show directly
the resultant free-air load distribution of the complete
span. Mcasurenlents were taken on only one half of
the wing _md a left-hand propeller was used to simulate
the slipstream effect on the other half of the wing. A
blocking effect in the tunnel (reference 12) results in
slightly difl'ercnt local velocities at each rib; but, for
simplicity, the rit) coefficients are computed on tim
basis of average velocity. No correction for the jet
boundary was made to the span loading, but this effect
is known to be small. The previously mentioned con-
ditions, however, do not nmke the results any less valid
for the present comt)arison; in fact, the use of right-
and ]eft-htuld propellers eliminates the effect of any
a symmett\v of air flow and wing profile and permits an
easier and more accurate determination of the slip-
stream effect.
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PRECISION
The precision of the force tests was about the same
as for the earlier tests in the 20-foot tunnel. The angle
of attack of the wing was set within 0.1°. Tachometer
readings were accurate to within one-half of 1 percent.
Lift readings were taken to the nearest pound and drag
results should be accurate to within ! 2 percent for tile
efficiencies and ±20 percent at low lift coefficients for
tile nacelle drag coefficients.
The pressure-distribution results are less precise than
the force results. Only single observations were taken
for a given set of conditions but cross-fairing tended to
.8
.6
L I
04 .08 ./2 ./6 .20 .24 2,9 .32 0 .04 .08 ./2 ./6 ._0 .24 .28 .32
c,, c,,
D'h;r!l_E 1I/ (_t. h, (7 d) --('Oml_nrison ()f lift and (Ir_tg characteristics of wing alone an,l IN'. A. C..st. (_owie(I n:leelle t'oln|)iniLtion, propeller re,lloyd,d, irl three positions,
corrected for tunnel effects; Reynolds Number, 2,800,000; full-scale tunnel.
readings to the nearest 0.1 pound. The Inagnitude of
the tare forces aided in securing high accnracy; tare
drag I was approximately 7 percent of C1_, for the
]5-foot span _nd approximately 4 percent for the 30-
foot span. The over-all precision is, of course, less on
the larger spans on account of obtaining small differ-
ences by deducting forces of correspondingly larger
nmgrfitu(les. On the 15-foot span, at least, the final
diminisli the effect of individual erratic readings. The
scatter of points on plots of rib CN against a shows the
dispersion to be more nearly a given absolute value
than a given percentage so that the accuracy will be less
at the lower lift coefficients. Below the stall, however,
the dispersion of observed points ndght be placed at
-k 5 percent and the accuracy of the tinal span-load
curves at ± 3 percent.
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DISCUSSION
FORCE TESTS
An examination of figure 10 indicates the extent to
which the nacelle-propeller efficiency factors may vary
with the span of the test wing. Propulsive efficiencies,
il
factors show the same tendency except that the indi-
cated variation is greater in some cases. The nacelle
drag efficiency factor is useful mainly for comparison
with results previously reported; a more useful and
more accurately determined quantity and its variation
.... _ 25.ft.
30-
_ °t i 'l
i °-!
i i Nffce/le oDove
L
I
: I
i i I
-.02 -.0/ 0 91 .03
C_ due fo noce//e
FJGUrtE 12 (a, b, e). Effective nacelle drag t._efliciellts for foLlr Spai1s. Based on wing area of 75 square feet; engine diameter, 20 inches. -_Cg_K(CI_e--('I_.).
both in high-speed and climbing conditions, generally with span will presently be discussed. A comparison
tend to increase slightly as the wing is shortened from of the propulsive-efficiency curves and the curves of
30 to 15 feet. The best combination, nacelle central, the nacelle drag efficiency factor demonstrates that the
shows small variation in propulsive efficiency, especially propeller, in spite of its larger diameter, is no more
at thehigh-speedcondition. The naeelle dragefficieney affected by span than is the nacelle. Because the
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propulsive-efficiency curves and N. D. F. curves have
similar tendencies, the net-efficiency curves show even
less wlriation with span than the curves from which
they are derived. Ttle maximum over-all variation of
any of the net-efficiency curves is little over 3 percent.
Ttmse curves generally show their greatest departure
from constant values for tile 30-foot span for which the
experimental errors are known to be largest.
.0/2 -- ----
•008
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• 004 --
I I _ I I
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o-- - 1 Central--.
+ ..... • below
I
I i
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Wing spoo, feet
FI(_URE 13.--Variation with span of effective nacelle drag coefficients far CL=O.2.
It has been determined (reference 13) that the most
accurate way to apply nacelle-propeller data to air-
planes, tile design speed of which is considerably in
excess of tile wind-tunnel speeds at which the data
were taken, as is now usually the case, is to use an
experimentally determined propulsive efficiency and
the effective nacelle drag coefficient (which includes
interference) scaled to the proper engine size and whig
area, instead of using a net efficiency value. At the
tfigher flying speeds the nacelle drag assumes a greater
importtmce than formerly and accurate data on tiffs
portion of the airplane loss are accordingly more valu-
able. For this reason the nacelle drag, in the form of an
effective nacelle drag coefficient, is obtained from the
original data with as little loss in accuracy as possible
by taking the difference in effective profile drag coeffi-
cients, nacelle off and nacelle on, at the same lift coeffi-
cients. These results (fig. 12) are readily usable for
design purposes; it is recommended that the faired-
curve values be used in each case. Because of their
simple and more accurate derivation and because the
results are represented for the whole useful-lift range
instead of for the two conditions (CL=:0.2 and CL--0.6)
previously used, these results provide a good basis for
judging the effect of span.
All the results cited thus far, especially the curves
of effective nacelle drag coefficient, indicate no system-
atic variation of nacelle and interference drag with
span and imply that all effects, wittfin the precision of
the measurements, are therefore included by the 15-
foot-span wing. Figure 13, derived from figure 12,
is typical and illustrates the condition for a high-speed
lift-coefficient value. Similar figures, constructed for
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larger values of lift coefficient, show a greater dis-
persian of points but cannot definitely be interpreted
to show consistent variations of nacelle and interfer-
ence drag with span.
The comparison in table II of 20-foot-tunnel data
with the corresponding data from the full-scale tunnel
demonstrates that both series of tests are substantially
in agreement. As explained in reference 6, the pro-
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+ ....... De/<) w --
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\
\
I i
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Win_ 3pan, feet
(3) [A[4Jspect {5} (6)rat+b)
FIGt'R[*: 14.--Variation with span of wing-nacelle characteristit_s. Corrected for
tunnel effects; Reynolds Number 2,_,000; full-scotia tunnel,
pulsive efficiencies and nacelle drag efficiency factors
given in reference 1 will change when corrected for the
induced-drag effects but, because the power coefficients
and lift-curve slopes remain nearly constant, the net
efficiencies will not change perceptibly.
Tile values of all quantities measured in tile full-scale
wind t/renal are generally higher than those from the
20-foot tunnel but, compared with the t)recision of tile
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tests, tile difference is not great, t)ropulsive efficiencies
for the three nacelle locations average 0.017 higher for
high-speed and 0.026 higher for climbing; nacelle drag
efficiency factors average 0.001 higher for high-speed
and 0.008 higher for climbing; and net efficiencies
average 0.016 and 0.034 higher, respectively.
The incidental results plotted in figure 14 show the
usual trend for wings of medium aspect ratio. The wings
with nacelles show decreasing maximum lift coefficients
as the aspect ratio is decreased fi'om 6 to 3, but the
decrease is only about half that for tile wing alone.
The miniinum drag coefficient of tbe wing alone in-
creases with decre'lsing aspect ratio because a tip loss,
which must be nearly constant in absolute value for
the spans tested, accounts for a larger portion of the
coefficient as the area is reduced. In the same wqy
the nacelle, with its drag a constant independent of
span, raises the coefficient most for the shortest span
because of the smaller area on which the coefficient is
t)ased. If allowance is made for this fact, the wtriation
of minimum drag coefficient is about the same for the
wing-nacelle combinations as for the wing alone. The
various combinations show an increase of angle for
maximum lift, with decrease of aspect ratio, similar to
the wing alone except that the increase is more rapid
for the lower aspect ratios.
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION TESTS
If only tim more marked effects that would be impor-
tant in engineering practice are considered, the pressure-
distribution curves of span load (figs. 15, 16, and 17)
also show that the nacelle and propeller effects do not
extend appreciably beyond the limits of a 15-foot-span
wing, approximately four and one-half nacelle diam-
eters or two propeller diameters outboard of the center.
Figure 15, nacelle above the wing, shows that the effects
of the nacelle extend in no case beyond 80 or 100 inches
(four or five nacelle diameters) from the center. Figure
16, nacelle central, shows that although the h)ading at
the center is changed more radically than for nacelle
above or below, the effects do not extend beyond 100
inches. Figure 17, nacelle below the wing, shows that
the effects of the nacelle extend about 100 inches as a
nmxinium. Contrary to the previously expressed sup-
]:osition, most of the curves show that the lateral extent
of the propeller effect is no greater than that of the
nacelle without propeller.
(!Dnsideration of the degree to which all the nacelle
locations tested in the present research indicate like
values of the lateral extent of their influence and
consideration of the results of reference 7, which
indicate that the magnitude, but not the lateral extent,
of the interference increases for high-drag nacelles
(comparable to uncowled engines) and very poor loca-
tions (touching the upper or lower surface of the wing),
lead one to believe that the present conclusions are
applicable to usual wing-nacelle-propeller combinations.
One of the variables not tested was wing thickness,
but this variable is stiown by other results (reference
3) to be of secondary importance. The case of the
pusher propeller probably represents the greatest de-
parture, but this case probably affects wing-nacelle
characteristics less because the inflow, in which a part
of the wing lies, is more regular and of smaller intensity
than the slipstream of a tractor propeller.
The present tests indicate that the optimum span
on which to test the 4/9-scale nacelle and l)ropeller in a
large wind tunnel is about 20 feet (senfispan equal to
six nacelle diameters or two aml one-half propeller
diameters, approximately). For smaller spans the
pressure-distribution results show appreciable effects,
in some cases to the point at which the tip effects begin,
a condition which it seems desirable to elinfinatc. For
larger spans the precision of the force tests decreases.
The 15-foot span wing, however, is sufficiently large to
measure all effects within practical limits of accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Force and pressure-distribution tests concur in
indicating that for engineering purposes the influence
of a nacelle may be considered to extend laterally along
a wing no farther than about five nacelle diameters
from its center.
2. Similar tests indicate that a propeller operating
with a usual wing-nacelle combination may be con-
sidered to influence the wing no farther hiterally
than does the nacelle alone, that is, about two propeller
diameters from its center.
3. All iniportant effects of a 4/9-scale nacelle-pro-
peller combination nmy be measured within practical
limits of accuracy on a 15-foot-span wing in the jet of
tim 20-foot tunnel.
4. The present test results show substantial agree-
ment, for the same operating conditions, with results
previously obtained in the 20-foot tunnel.
5. The foregoing conclusions probably apply approxi-
mately to all usual wing-nacelle-propeller combinations.
LANGLEY _'_EMOR1AL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
_ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY F1ELD, VA., April 21, 1936.
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REPORT No. 570
THE EFFECT OF LA_[ERAL CONTROLS IN PRODUCING MOTION OF AN AIRPLANE
AS COMPUTED FROM WIND-TUNNEL DATA
By FR_;D E. WEICK and ROnEaT T. JONES
SUMMARY
An analytical stvdy of the lateral controllability of an
airplane ha._ been made in which both the static rolling
a*_d yawing moments .supplied by the controls and the reac-
tions due to the i,_herent .stability of the airplane have
been taken into account. The investigation was under-
taken partly.for the purpose of coordinating the results of
a long series" of wind-tunnel investigations with phenom-
ena observed in flight tests;.for this' reason a hypothetical
average airplane, embodying the essential characteristics
of both the wind-tunnel models and the full-size test air-
planes, was assumed/or the study.
Stability derivati_,es for the average airplane and for
,several of the actual flight-test airplanes were computed,
and computations were made in an attempt to reproduce
by the theory the coT_ditions of several actual flight tests.
Computations made of forced rolling and yawing motions
of an F-22 airpla_e eaused by a sudden deflection of the
ailerons were .found to agree well with actual measure-
ments of these motions.
The conditions followi,_g instantaneous full deflections
of the lateral control have been .qt_ulied, and .some attention
ha,_. been devoted to the controlling of complete turn maneu-
ver.,. A portiot_ of the work was devoted to a study of con-
trollability at ._'talli_g angles, and the results of this appli-
cation of theory were found to agree qualitatively with flight-
testing experience.
The aT_gle of bank produced in 1 seco_M, _i, by a deflee-
tio_ of the rolling control may be taken as a relative meas-
ure of the control effectivene,_s. In. the analysis of con-
trollability below the stall, it was found that a simple
measure of the rolliT_g effectiveness of a control is giver_ by
the sum of a constat_t times the rollit, g moment and a con-
stant times the yawing momellt. Thus a relative weight or
importance is given to the secondary yawiT_g moment pro-
duced by the rolling control. It was concluded that the
importance of such secondary moments can be minimized
by alteration of the moments of inertia of the airpla_e.
Increasing the yawing moment of inertia reduces the
effectiveness of a given yawb_g control in producing either
yawing or rolling motion. Changes of rolling momel_t
of inertia have little direct effect on either' the rolling or
yawing motion produced by a given rolling-control moment.
The study of conditions above the staU indicated that
satisfactory control could not be expected without some
provision to maintain the damping i_ rolling and that a
dangerous type of instability would arise ([ the damping
were insuficient. The quantity Lp N_--L_ N_O was
found to give a good measure of this type of instability.
INTRODUCTION
For some time the N. A. C. A. has been conducting
program of research on lateral control for the specific
purpose of obtaining information that would lead to
improvement of control at the low speeds and high
angles of attack above the stall, a region in which
present conventional ailerons are known to be unsatis-
factory. Several series of wind-tunnel investigations
Imve been completed and an attempt has been made to
compare a number of widely different lateral-control
devices on the basis of what has been considered their
primary function--the provision of rolling moment.
Some of the secondary characteristics, such as the
yawing moments given by the controls and their effect
on the damping in rolling, were considered but only
by comparing the various values separately. Flight
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tests were then made with the devices that seemed to! Assumptions and symbols.--The assumptions usu-
promise the best lateral control at the stall. Some of I ally made in the study of airplane stability were used
them did not perform as had been expected from the here, including:
wind-tunnel tests (see reference 1), indicating that the 1. That the air forces and moments arising from dis-
first approximation, based largely on the rolling placements of the airplane, relative to its steady condi-
moments given by the devices, was an insufficient basis tion of flight, are proportional to the displacements or
for comparison and that the complete interaction of
the secondary factors must very likely be considered.
References 2 to 5 describe important work that has
been done on the lateral control of airplanes in both
normal and stalled flight. Reference 2 gives a general
account of the problem of control of the stalled air-
plane; references 3 and 4 describe investigations of the
lateral control and stability of different biplane types.
The present report contains the results of a study of
control effectiveness made by means of computations
that take into account the secondary factors including
the yawing moments given by the controls, their effect
on the damping in rolling, the other lateral-stability
derivatives, and the moments of inertia of the airplane.
Two methods of computation are used. In the first,
the roiling and yawing motions are computed step by
step for tile conditions following a sudden deflection of
the lateral control; in the second method a complete
turn is arbitrarily specified and the control moments
and deflections necessary to perform the maneuver are
found. The first method is used to compare the
effectiveness below the stall of various lateral-control
devices and to investigate primarily the effects of
changed stability characteristics above the stall.
The results of calculations made for normal unstalled
conditions are compared with measurements made in
flight using different types of lateral-control devices.
The effects of certain changes in the lateral-stability
characteristics below the stall are also studied. The
method used in the study of complete turn maneuvers
has proved to be a very practical way of dealing with
specific control problems. Here all the stability
characteristics of the airplane are taken into account
but the lengthy and tedious integration of the equations
of motion is avoided by predetermining the actual
movements of the airplane in the form of some desired
maneuver and then finding the manipulation of the
controls that would be necessary to execute the speci-
fied maneuver. The coordination of the rudder with
different types of ailerons has been studied in this way.
MOTION FOLLOWING SUDDEN CONTROL APPLICATION
The method used for calculating the motion following
a sudden application of the controls consists of a step-
by-step integration. In most cases the control mo-
ments were assumed to be applied constantly through-
out the motion.
to their rates.
2. That the components of moment due to the differ-
ent components of motion are additive (i. e., the rolling
moment due to the combined rolling and sideslipping
may be computed as though the rolling and sideslipping
had occurred separately).
The axes used in specifying the moments, angular
velocities, etc., are fixed in the airplane and therefore
move relatively to the air and to the earth. The X
axis passes through the center of gravity of the airplane
in the plane of symmetry and is chosen to point directly
into the line of the relative wind when the airplane is
flying steadily. In other respects the axes form a con-
ventional trihedral system, intersecting at the center of
gravity of the airplane, the Z axis pointing downward
in the plane of symmetry and the Y axis pointing along
the direction of the right wing. The motions discussed
are those of the moving axes relative to the undis-
turbed air with the exception of the angle of bank,
which is measured relative to the horizontal.
The symbols used in the various formulas are defined
as follows:
U0,
_),
P,
r,
_= _o'
6,
Y,
L,
N,
6L
_1_ x )
ON
velocity along X axis in steady
flight.
velocity of sideslip.
angular velocity in rolling.
angular velocity in yawing.
angle of bank.
angle of sideslip.
angle of control setting.
component of force along Y axis.
rolling moment (about X axis).
yawing moment (about Zaxis).
rolling acceleration due to rolling.
N_ 6p
_-m-_z2 , yawing acceleration due to rolling.
etc.
5L C_qSb/where C, is the control rolling-
*-----m_x:'/ moment coefficient.
-. C,,qSb [where C, is the control yawing-5/_ .... ,
mkz 2 I moment coefficient.
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fl_tkX 2,
mkz 2,
b, wing span.
c, wing chord.
S, wing area.
l, tail length (distance from c. g. to
tail post).
moment of inertia of airplane about
X axis.
moment of inertia of airplane about
Z axis.
F, dihedral angle.
A, sweepback angle.
Equations of motion.--The moments acting on the
airplane during its maneuvers are considered to be
divided into two main groups: (1) Those due to the
deflected controls, and (2) those arising from the mo-
tions of the airplane. The motions are usually supposed
to be started by the action of the controls alone but, at
each succeeding instant, to be conditioned by factors
that vary directly in magnitude with the motions or
displacements relative to the air. The effects of the
motions are described by quantities known as "resis-
tance," or "stability," derivatives. The part of a rolling
moment due to rolling motion is calculated by the
bL
expression p_; the partial rolling moment due to
combined yawing and rolling is given by:
_L. i_L
It will be found convenient to replace the actual
moments by their corresponding angular accelerations,
which are proportional to them. Since
5L
the component of rolling acceleration due to rolling
motion is simply
pZ_
If the airplane is moving in all its degrees of lateral
freedom with deflected controls, the total acceleration
in rolling is expressed by
_t =_La+pLp + rL, + 5L_ (1)
where 5L_ is the part of the acceleration clue to the con-
trol. Likewise the sum of the components of yawing
acceleration is
_=SN,+ pNp + rN, + _Na (2)
The equation for the angle of sideslip contains both the
centrifugal effect due to turning and the effect of
gravity,
dt_ g sin _--rUo (3)
It is to be noted that, when the angle of sideslip
was computed, the component accelerations due to the
sidewise air forces (i. e., terms containing Y) were
neglected. The most important term here is Ya; a
rough estimate shows that its greatest probable effect
would be negligible for the type of maneuver
investigated.
Since the axes changes their orientation in the air-
plane with different lift coefficients, they will not be
directly in line with the axes of the principal moments
of inertia. The corrections are small, however, and
have been neglected.
Integration of equations.--The equations show that
in order to calculate the acceleration of the motion at
any time, the velocities p, r, and the angle of sideslip
must be known. This knowledge is, of course, avail-
able only when all accelerations before the time in
question are known; an integration is therefore neces-
sary. This integration may be conveniently performed
by dividing the time during which the motion occurs
into very small steps and by assuming that the velocities
remain constant over these small intervals. If a
particular instant is denoted by the subscript _, the
accelerations at this instant may be calculated by the
formulas
If the preceding time instant is denoted by n-l, the
accelerations at each succeeding instant may be cal-
culated step by step, using the velocities computed
from the previous instant. Thus:
dp
p. =(_t ),_ X _xt+p._,
r_= -- MAt + r__tdt .-t
dE
The right-hand sides of these equations contain only
quantities known from the preceding instant. At the
start, n=0, all the velocities and angles are taken as
zero, and the accelerations are caused by the control
moments alone,
dp\ - C_qSb_
dr\ - 6_qSbl
d-}), = 5N, = _]Cz i / (6)
=0 /
A typical example illustrating the step-by-step com-
putation is given in table I.
Comparison of computed and measured motions.--
'The results of a number of flight tests of the F-22
airplane equipped with several widely different lateral-
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control devices have been used as checks of tile com-
putations. These tests were conducted by gliding the
airplane at various steady speeds and suddenly deflect-
ing the aileron control to its full extent. Instrument
records of the resulting rolling and yawing angular
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FIGURE 2.--Roiling and yawing motion of F-22 airphme with loIIg narrow ailerons
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velocities were made as a measurc of the effectiveness of
the various controls. (See references 1 and 6.)
The procedure in these experiments simulated very
closely the conditions assumed in the computations,
although the flight records showed that about 0.15
second was actually reqnired to accomplish the full
deflection of the control, which was assumed to he
instantaneous in the computations. In the com-
parisons included, this discrepancy was eliminated by
appropriate shifts of the time scales.
The flight tests were intended to supplement a
program of tests made in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel
of a series of lateral-control devices (reference 7). The
wind-tunnel program included experiments to deter-
mine several intportant lateral-stability characteristics
as well as the static rolling and yawing moments
produced by the control devices; the results of these
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FIGURE 3.- Rollitlg and yawing motion of F-22 airplane with halaaced short wide
ailerons. Flaps up; Co= 1.10
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FIGURE 4. Rolling and )aw ng motion of F-22 airplane with retractahle ailerons.
Flaps up; Ct.= 1.0.
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experiments furnished the necessary basis for repro-
ducing the conditions of the flights in the computa-
tions. The quantities needed in the computations,
including the resistance derivatives, were deternfined
front the known dimensions of the F-22 airplane hy
the methods given in appendix I.
"_qten computed motions and flight records were
first compared, it was found that in many cases the
initial accelerations in roll predicted from the rolling
moments obtained in the wind tunnel were larger than
, those shown by the motions recorded in flight. Thus,
]the full value of the rolling moment measured on the
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models was apparently not realized in flight. Exami-
nation showed tiffs lack of agreement to be especially
apparent in the cases of devices that would be expected
to exert the greatest twisting effect on the wings and,
since appreciable twisting of the actual wings had been
observed in full-scale wind-tunnel experiments, the
discrepancy was attributed to this effect. Calculation
showed that in the most extreme case (that of ordinary
narrow-chord ailerons) a linearly distributed angle of
twist reaching 1.7 ° at the wing tip would account for
the observed difference and that the rolling-moment
coefficient would be reduced from 0.056 to 0.043. In
this case the flight test was made at a dynamic pressure
of 9 pounds per square foot. With this first correction
as a basis, a general correction formula was used in
which the reduction in rolling moment was given as a
proportion of the dynamic pressure and the change in
section pitching-moment coefficient produced by de-
flecting the controls.
Figures 1 and 2 show the rolling and yawing motions
of the F-22 equipped with long, narrow ailerons. This
particular airplane was also equipped with flaps that re-
tracted into the wing ahead of the ailerons. (See refer-
ence 6.) Figure 1 illustrates the effect attributed to
twisting of the wings. The higher curve was obtained
when a value of the rolling-moment coefficient based
on a wind-tunnel test of a solid wooden model was used.
The yawing angular velocity curves showed remarkably
gocd agreement in these two cases, especially as regards
the period of the oscillation of this motion.
The comparison of the yawing curves in figures 3
and 4 is not so favorable as in the former cases. In
figure 3 it appears that the yawing-moment coefficient
as colnputed from the wind-tunnel data was slightly
greater than that recorded. In this case the control
moment coefficients used in the computations were
obtained from full-scale wind-tunnel tests of the actual
airplane; hence no correction for wing twist was ap-
plied. The curves of figure 4 apply to a modified
F-22 airplane equipped with retractable ailerons. It
is possible that this control device, which is similar
to a spoiler, has some effect on the yawing moment due
to rolling. The disagreement in the yawing curves
would seem to indicate that too large a negative value
was assumed in the computations.
The curves of computed rolling motion show no
consistent disagreements with the curves plotted from
the flight measurements, the differences being of oppo-
site sign in several cases. It seems probable that these
comparisons represent the general accuracy obtainable
either in the experiments or in the calculations.
COMPUTATIONS FOR AVERAGE AIRPLANEIN UNSTALLEDFLIGHT
The results of tile flight experiments with the F-22
airplane were not suitable for direct compqrisons of the
effectiveness of the various controls used because the
airplane was modified considerably during tile progress
of the experiments (see references 1 and 6) so that
different sets of stability derivatives and monlents of
inertia had to be used in the computations to represent
the different individual tests. In order to secure data
of more general significance and to make a more system-
atic investigation of control effectiveness than was
possible in the flight experiments, it was thought
desirable to make a series of computations based on a
standard set of airplane characteristics, including
standard resistance derivatives and moments of inertia.
At tim same time it was desired to retain the basic
dimensions of the F--22 machine so that there would
be at least a partial check with the flight-test work at
all times.
Specifications of average airplane.--With these
considerations in mind the specifications of an arbitrary
standard airplane were devised. The weight and the
wing area and span of the F-22 airplane were retained
but, since other dimensions were obtained from statis-
i tical averages, the machine was called an "average
i airplane." These statistical averages were obtained
by studying the specifications of a number of conven-
tional airplanes of different sizes, weights, and types.
Data from 20 to 40 airplanes were used for the deter-
mination of average values of the following charac-
teristics:
1. Tim ratio of the total fin and rudder area to
the wing area.
2. The ratio of the tail length (i. e., distance
from c. g. of airplane to the tail post) to the
wing span.
3. The ratios of the radii of gyration in rolling
and yawing to the wing span.
The moments of inertia were obtained from data listed
in reference 8. That the characteristics thus obtained
did not differ appreciably from those of the F-22 is
shown by the following table:
Weight ................................ ponnds. _
Wing span ......................... feet._
Wing area .............................. sqllare feet. _
Area of fill and rudder ................ do ....
Tail length ............................. feet.
H_k x_ ..........................
Range of
characteristics
of F-22 air-
plane u_d in
flight tests
1,500-1, fff_0
30- 32.8
161- 172
10.1
14.5
696 1, 5.54
Charac-
teristics of
average
airplane
1,600
32
171
10. 8
14.6
1. 216
Computations based on a purely dimensionless aver-
age airplane were considered, but it was thought that
the results would have a more concrete meaning if they
were presented in terms of an airplane of particular
size, especially since they could then be directly com-
pared with the flight results.
Unstalled-flight eomputations.--Most of the lateral-
control devices tested in the wind tunnel (lid not cause
any change in the stability derivatives of the wings
(spoiler devices are a notable exception). In such e_tscs
the sole effect of the control in producing motions ctm
mkz: ............................................ [ i, 520-2, 1 l_ 1,700
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be attributed to tim static rolling and yawing moments
produced; consequently, a large class of devices could
be investigated, in effect, by extending computations
over a suitable range of conlbinations of static rolling
and yawing moments.
On account of the linearity of the equations of motion
it was possible to calculate the effects of yawing moments
and rolling moments separately and later to add them
in any desired proportion. Thus, at each of the three
lift coefficients two computations were made, one to
determine the motion due to a yawing moment and the
other to determine the motion due to a rolling monlent.
The following table lists the values of the coefficients
that were used:
(). : 0.35 ; 1.0 ; and 1.8 (20 percent c split flaps, full
span).
C, : 0.0l and0.
C+ : 0 and 0.04.
In these cases the dihedral angle assumed for the aver-
age airplane was 1° . Several additional computations
were made to investigate the effect of variation of this
factor, assuming angles of 5 ° and 9 ° .
Stability derivatives of average airplane.--The sta-
liility derivatives used in these computations were
obtained by mettmds described in appendix I arid are
given in the following table; in the calculation the aver-
age airplane was assumed to have rounded-tip wings
with 1 o dihedral.
f 'i. = (] 35 ...............
Cruising speed ...........
try= 150 fee_ per sevond ....
C'r = 1.0 ...................
Glidin_ speed .........
f'o-88 5 feet per second__.
G'L = 1.8 .............
t,ow speed iflaps) .........
('o=6li feet per _¢e(!lln(I ......
L_ L, La
5..|4 1.11+ -2. 16
-3 23 1, 88
, --1.11
--2.46 2,51 --I.66
N, J N, :._
--0 207 -0. 913 5. 52
--. 301 --. 663 2. 04
--. 310 --. 977 1, 46
_ Opt - 5p_
P' = (;'_-0, + c'_
cbrl - brt (7)
r, = C'%C'+ C; b_.
,=_,_C,,_,-,.b(L
_)Pt b,:l
where 5C_,, ' _]-+' etc., are parameters that depend on
the speed of flight and the stability characteristics of
i the airplane. These parameters are shown plotted
against lift coefficient (as a me'_sure of the flight speed)
in figures 7 and 8 and represent the princip,d results
of the series of computations for unstalled flight.
Discussion of below-staU computations.--The factors
shown in figures 7 and 8 may be used to compare the
effectiveness of various lateral-control devices on the
basis of the motions and displacements they would
produce on a 1,600-pound airplane of average stability
characteristics. By showing the effect of secondary
control moments in producing motion of the airplane,
they give a measure of the relative weight to be as-
signed such secondary moments in coml)aring different
devices. These factors will, of course, be somewhat
different for airplanes of different stability character-
istics and the relative effects of secondary control lno-
ments will be expected to be somewhat different also.
-- The average airplane is simply a convenient yardstick
in this respect.
If the factors given in figures 7 and 8 are used as
absolute measures of the amount of motion produced
in 1 second (aside from their use simply in comparing
various control devices), a greater error will be com-
mitted in applying them to airplanes of different size
Results of below-stall computations. The results
of the series of computations for the condition below
the stall are shown in figures 5 to 9. Calculated ex-
amples of the complete motion are given in figures 5
and 6, which show the rates of rolling and yawing and
the angles of batik and sideslip plotted against time
for the different flight speeds.
it was thought that the amount of motion produced
in l second would be a reasonable measure of the con-
trol effectiveness. As previously mentioned, the mo-
tion produced by a given yawing moment can be added
to that produced by a given rolling moment to get the
simultaneous effect of both. Thus the formulas for
the motion produced in 1 second by any combination
of rolling an(l yawing moments are
than in applying them to airplanes of somewhat differ-
ent stability characteristics. Reference 9 gives the
necessary rules for correctly applying the present data
to airplanes of any size or weight in which certain
definite aspects of similarity are preserved. The theory
requires that the airplanes be geometrically similar
although ttmy may have different densities. Practi-
cally, this requirement necessitates tlmt the outward
forms of the airplanes lie similar anti that the ratios
of tile radii of gyration about each axis to the wing
span be the same. The motions of the different sized
airplanes are compared at equal values of the lift co-
efficient. With equal values of the wing loading tile
angular velocities are inversely tit'oportional to the
spans: Thus,
I :'.GLIDE '.'7 :_1
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pqb' plb I
and ¢,b _ I (8)
2Uo 2Uo)
With similar airplanes of different wing loadings the
state of motion existing at a given time for one will
generally pertain to a different instant for another,
which is also true of an airplane of the same size and
loading but flying in air of different density. Given
the motion of the average airplane at 1 second, the
instant to which this state of motion (as indica-ted by
_/6'
- Flop
_. i \\ _ down
C 'k '\ '
f
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FIGURE 7.--Parameters for computing displaeenienl Of average airphule at end o[ I 1,
second with rations combinations i)f rolling ariel yawillg rllOfllerlts.
the value of pb/2 L_) pertains on a sinfilar airplane may
be found from:
So) U_,
. m (9)
t'= 1X---_---
?It t
}'lots representing tile motion of an airplane in non-
dimensional terms have as qbscissa
_P
S_ b'o
-- Xt
and as ordin'lte
or
pb
2 G
2m
etc.
In the case of the average airplane the influence of
moderate dihedral on the lateral controllability below
i
m
i
0 .4 .8 12 /5 2.0
Lift coeffioenf, C_
_(, ....... OG', ...... G,O_." ..... 'e
c bp_+r, 6p_ _r _r_P'=' 5c;_ -"_c.' q=c 6_+C.:3_
FmURE /4. - Parameters for computing motion of av¢rage airplane at end of I secer.d
with various combinations of rolling and yawing nloruents.
tile stall was small, as is shown in figure 9. If, however,
a large dihedral effect is combined with considerable
adverse yawing tendency from tile ailerons, the lateral
control may become ineffective. This condition is
most likely to occur at low speeds with tlaps deflected
because under these conditions the wings show their
igrcat.est tendency to roll when yawed (dihedral effect)
and because the aileron yawing moment is usually
greatest at high lift coefficient. Figure 9 shows that
:with a dihedral angle of 9° and an adverse yawing
i moment of one-fourth of the rolling moment, the aver-
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age airplane actually reversed its normal roll, rolling
against the ailerons less than 2 seconds after they were
applied. The magnitude of the tendency for a given
adverse ya_dng moment to render the lateral control
ineffective depends to some extent on all the stability
characteristics of the airplane but principally on the
ratio of rolling to yawing moments in sideslip, i. e., on
dCdd_ For the various cases depicted in figure 9
dC, ddO"
these ratios were:
Dihedral [(-'l/d_
allg]e,
degrees - C./d_
L 2"1
Large values of this ratio decrease the aileron control
effectiveness if the secondary yawing
_.4
_a
I
.4
.2
I
I / " OzDedral
5 ° ,,
9° -_ \1
0 .4 .8 /.'2 z.6 2.0
Time, second5
FIGURE 9, E[Tect Of dihedral COliibille4 with adverse yawing moment on rolling
control. Flaps down; CL-I,8; C_=O.OI ;C.--O01,
verse but will tend to inere'lse it if they are favorable.
The curves of rolling nmtion given in figures 1 to 5 show
that the rate of rolling rises quickly at the start on ac-
count of the relatively great rolling moment but soon
becomes ahnost steady. This steady rate is attained in
about 0.3 second at high speed and occurs when the :fir
damping of the rolling motion is large enough to over-
come the control moment. Obviously the lat er'd
moment of inertia (mkx'O cannot have nmch inttucncc
on this portion of the curve since the airplane is not
accelerating appreciably, and its effect will be shown
mainly on tile starting slope of the curve. (See fig. 10.)
It may be seen that the area under the curve at, say, 1
second would not he appreciably affected by changes in
this slope; hence the angle of bank reached in 1 second
would not be much affected by the moment of inertia
in rolling. This fact has been borne out by flight ex-
Inoments arc ad-
r I
r I " Oihedrol-
/_5"
/.9 °
;..,;
_.. ;_
. >.<
/
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periments made by the N. A. C. A. in which tile test
pilots were unable to detect with certainty the effects
of changes in rolling moment of inertia of as high as 50
percent. (See also reference 10.)
The ya_qng-motion curves indicate a different
phenomenon, tIere the damping is relatively small
and the effects of moment of inertia in yaw are faMy
large. Thus it appears that the m'tgnitude of the
rudder moments should be accomnmdated to the air-
plane moment of inertia, while the principal considera-
tion determining the rolling-control moments should
be the air-damping factor.
Since the amount of yawing motion produced by a
given yawing moment is primarily governed by the
moment of inertia in this motion, it appears that the
unfavorable inttucnce of secondary aileron yawing
moments could be effectively reduced by increasing
this moment of inerti'l. Furthermore, since tile direct
effect of roll moment of inertia on the rolling motion is
apparently slight, it is t)ossible that increasing ma:z=' by
i 1.....7 ! ; -:
] _ ; Vlna/ t"oCe of CO//l_g
i - /- - ! ,q.. i [ I
-- --rr _ _-- I " ' t
t t t l i
. _, ! | / i i !
I I [ i ! • ! i [
0 ._ .4 6" 8 1.0
mine, second
FIGURE 10. Diagram illustrating effect of challge of momentf; Of Jncrlia i}:l rolling
and y_.wing conlrnl
distributing weight along the wing span would actually
increase the aileron effectiveness if considerable adverse
yawing moment were present.
COMPUTATIONS FOR STALLED FLIGHT
F_xperhncnts with lateral control at angles of attack
above the stall having been nmdc both in tile flight and
tile wind-tunnel research projects, it was desired to
extend the present investigation to cover this condi-
tion also. Accordingly, a study of tim results of both
series of tests was made with the object of determining
whether the conditions encountered in practice couhl
be rcl)roduccd in theory.
l'nfortunately, the wind-tunnel experiments showed
that no certain determination of the factors (resistance
derivatives) involved in the motion of a stalled airplane
was possible. On tile other hand, the flight experiments
indicated that these factors al/parently had no definite
values (according to their usual definition), in'_smucll
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as the action of the airplane could not be foretold I
from one experiment to the next. For example, the l
outcome of a simple aileron movement might in one
instance be a roll in the direction urged by tile control;
whereas at another time, under practically the same
conditions, the roll would be the reverse of that in-
tended.
Stability derivatives above stalling angles.--The
reasons for the apparently contradictory results of the
flight tests may be found in the wind-tunnel measure-
0 4 8 /2 16 20 24 28
et, degrees
I"IGUItE ll,--Coelficients of rolling inOlllenl dn8 to [ollil]g and sideslip at various
angles of attack, lteetangular Clark Y nlonnplane; data from tests in the 7- by
10-foot wind tunnel.
ments of the stability characteristics made at these
high angles; these measul'ements show that motions
of the wings may develop unstable moments, which
could quickly overpower static rolling or yawing mo-
ments given by the controls. Figure 11 shows typical
measurements of coefficients by which these quantities
are determined. These curves show that the rolling
moment due to sitteslip of a straight wing increases
enormously as tile stall is approached, reaching vahles
7 or 8 times as great as those at medium angles below
stalling. Under tile same conditions tile damping
moment in rolling changes sign and becomes an
"aidhlg" (autorotational) moment.
Obviously many of the assmnptions of tile method as
i used in investigating unstalled-flight phenomena are
not true in the case of stalled flight. In particular, the
assmned independence of small longitudinal and lateral
] motions, which is supported by both experience and
I reason for the ordinary-flight range, cannot be said to
i hold under these new conditions because the values of
I
the derivatives change very rapidly with small changes
of longitudinal attitude (angle of attack). The assump-
tion that tile components of a moment arising from
tifferent sources may be added together as though their
causes occurred separately is apparently borne out only
in the ,lbstract sense of representing the average
condition.
In spite of these limitations of the method, it was
considered feasible to extend the computations to the
condition of stalled flight in the study of the general
conditions encountered in controlling such flight,
ldthough the results of the computations made for
these conditions do not have the same significance as
those made for conditions below the stall. The former
results gavc quantitative estimates of the amount of
motion produced by given control moments; the exten-
sion of the comput'ltions to stalled flight will only
illustrate the various phenomena that may result from
the conditions predicted by the wind-tunnel experi-
lnents.
Experience in attempting controlled flight above the
st,ll has shown that thc possibility of controlling sucll
flight depends as much on the natural stability char-
acteristics of tile airplane as on the possibility of
, securing adequate controlling moments. Because of
] this fact tlle present computations were made primarily
: to investigate tile effects of changed stability character-
!istics (derivatives). Another important reason for
:choosing v,lrious combinations of stability derivatives
]is the fact that no very definite values can be assigned
! to them for a p'lrticular lift coefficient, as was possible
in tile unstallcd-flight range.For these reasons tile investigation of controllability
above the stall is necessarily presented in a manner
i different from that used in the cases of ordinary flight.
The wind-tunnel measurements were studied to find the
approximate v'Lriation of the resistance derivatives over
a range of angles of attack definitely above the stall,
chosen to include the region of most violent instability.
The particular lift coefficient assumed was necessarily
somewh'tt loosely defined (C:=1.2); it was so taken
to represent extreme stalling as well as interinedillte
conditions. The calculation of the stability derivatives
_lt these angles is given in appendix I.
In the variation of the stability cllllracteristics Io
take account of tile range of possible conditions, the
effects of the parts of the airplane other than tile wings
were not considered. The wing characteristics which
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show the greatest variation in this region and which
apparently have the greatest effect on the stability are:
1. The damping in rolling, Lp.
2. The rolling reaction due to sideslip, La.
3. The yawing reaction due to rolling, Np.
Accordingly, three values for each of these were chosen,
covering the range shown by the wind-tunnel data and
representing two extremes and one mean condition.
These values were designated a, b, and c and are listed
in table II.
TABLE II.--VALITES OF STABILITY DERIVATIVES
USED ABOVE STALL
DesiT- Z 2L "¢_ __
0 i .0. L
In each case it will be noted that letter c denotes the
most extreme condition likely to be encountered.
Condition a may be fairly assumed to apply only to
cases where some provision is made to prevent the
wing tips from stalling, which may be accomplished by
washout or twist or by means of some such device as
tip slots. (See appendix I for determination of these
derivatives.)
The computations were made to cover more than a
dozen different combinations of these values of the
derivatiw_s in conjunction with a given fixed pair of
control rolling and yawing moments. These arbitrary
controlling moments were chosen to represent rolling-
and yawing-moment coefficients somewhat greater than
those obtained with ordinary ailerons but which might
be attained in practice with rather large ailerons, espe-
cially those of the short, wide type described in refer-
ence 7, I. As in the previous computations (below !
stall), the sign of the standard yawing-moment coeffi-,
cient was alternatetl, giving the effect of favorable and
adverse, as well as zero, secondary yawing moment.
Range of investigation of stalled flight.--Since in
these computations the plan was to study the possi-
bility oj control rather than to obtain any numerical;
measure of control effectiveness, the proced]_re of the
computations was sometintes varied in such a way as to
represent attempts of the control to clteck motions of
the airplane as well as to start them. in some cases
the motion was assumed to be due to some external
cause and to exist at the start of the computations,
while in other cases the initial scttin¢ of the control
was reversed after a short interval in an attempt to
check the motion it had already produced. The effects of
hoth favorable and adverse yaw were tried in these cases.
Results of computations.--Figure 12 shows rolling
motions resulting from suddenly applied 'lnd continu-
ously n]aintaincd aileron detleetions giving a rolling-
moment coetlicient of 0.04 and an adverse yawing-
moment coefficient of --0.02. The different angular-
velocity curves are the results of assuming different
combinations of the stability derivatives listed in
table II. In accordance with the plan of table II, the
first letter in each symbol designation attached to the
curves indicates the value of the damping factor L,,
used; the second, the value of L_; and the last, N_.
These curves appear to represent the same erratic
phenomena as were observed in the flight experiments.
It will be noted that in some instances the direction of
motion of the airplane after a short interval was the
reverse of that urged by the rolling control, while in
other instances it rolled with increasing acceleration
in the direction urged. Either of these phenomena
bab
J
/
aab, \ t)cb
!
0 .4 .8 Z_ Z6 2.0
T/me, _econd_
FIGURE 12, ]{oiling motiolls res/llting from application of adverse-yaw aileron con-
trol in stalled flight, with different combinations of stability derivatives; C't=004;
C_= - 0.0'-,.
!occurred within the predictable range of the stability
derivatives.
The effects of smaller control rolling and yawing
moments may be visualized simply by reducing the
scales of the motions. Thus in figure 12 the motions
calculated for C_-0.02 and C_=--0.01 would be just
half those plotted.
Figure 13 shows the rest/Its of attempts to check an
initial disturbance in rolling with both favorable- and
adverse-yaw ailerons. The faihlre of the adverse-yaw
ailerons is due mainly to the yawed attitude they pro-
duce, although the actual yawing motion accounts for
an appreciable effect. Figure 14 differs from figure 13
it] that it includes also conditions in which the initial
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motion countered by the ailerons was assumed to be
due to the action of the control rather than to an exter-
nal disturbance in rolling. Here the ailerons were
called upon to check whatever yawing motion they had
previously produced. In this case it will be noted that
the favorable-yaw ailerons encountered difficulty be-
cause it was hard to recover from the initial motion
they had produced.
Figure 15 shows the effect of a delay in attempting to
recover fi'om rolling and yawing motion. Because of
the instability of the airplane, tile motion could not be
checked even though the yawing moment of the ailerons
was favorable. Thus, for the particular case illustrated,
a delay of 0.1 second in reversing the control changed
the action from one in which the airplane followed the
I ] I r I I [ I I
AileronJappliedtocheck inJholrollof 0,5ra_/sec,
.6 ,' I I I _ I I I
; .......Aileron3q/v/hgfovorob/eyow
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FIGURE 13.--Rate-ef-rolliag curves illustrating attempts to control initial m[)tion
in pure rolling. Stalled llight; CI=--0.Ot; C_=±0.ff2.
control to one in which it continued to roll against it.
Discussion in terms of stability derivatives.--The
nmtion of the average airplane in stalled flight is
apparently governed more by its natural tendencies
than by the applied control moments, a condition
illustrated by the curves previously described which
showed that the airplane developed tendencies that
were uncontrollable in some instances. When using the
step-by-step method, it was found convenient to
tabulate each separate component of tile rolling and
yawing accelerations due to the stability factors as
well as the components of motion. (See table I.) In
this way a complete history of the contribution of each
factor was obtained, thus enabling a study of the con-
trollability in terms of the stability derivatives.
Undoubtedly the most important single factor con-
tributing to the uncontrollable instability above the
stall is the loss of the damping in rolling. Below the
stall this damping is the most powerful constraint of the
airplane, and the effects produced by its sudden drop
to zero or to a negative value exert a great influence on
the behavior of the machine. Apparently no airplane
can be considered safely controllable above the stall
if the autorotational tendencies observed in wind-
tunnel tests of plain wings are retained.
During a roll maneuver in stalled flight there may be,
in addition to the control moment, certain other factors
that tend to accelerate the rolling. These factors arise
because the rolling motion by itself usually tends to
I t I I t [- I I I
Control_ef Ogair_f /nit/a/ motion inpure rolling
/i I I I i _ i {
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FIGURE 14. -Rate-of-rolling curves showiug effect of favorable and adverse aileron
yawing monlents in attempting to control initial motion in pure rolling and in
reversing initial control position. Case bbe; Cl=O.0t; C.=±rt.02.
induce a favorable yawing action above the stall.
Thus when the right wing is dropping, its added drag
causes a yaw to the right, retarding the wing tip and
causing a loss of lift due to decreased speed and tending
to aggravate the dropping of the wing. The factors
that directly oppose these rolling and yawing motions
by damping tend to check this sequence if they are
present. The first two effects, which aid the angular
motion indirectly, relate to L_ and Np, proportional,
respectively, to the rolling moment due to yawing and
the yawing moment due to rolling. Evidently if these
moments overcome the direct damping tendencies,
the angular motion will tend to accelerate of its own
accord or will diverge. Suppose for the moment that
these opposing ten(leneies just balance e=lch other,
that is,
PL'trL;=O I
pN. _- r._,=O ] (10)
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Inasmuch as p and r are simultaneous, there _411
exist a relation between the derivatives that is inde-
pendent of p and r; i. e.,
LpN,-- L,Np=O (11)
If this sum is zero, L, and Np are sufficiently large to
equilibrate the stabilizing damping terms; and, if it is
negative, any combined rolling and yawing motion will
tend to diverge with increasing acceleration even though
the direct dampings are present. The relation between
this criterion and the behavior of the airplane in lateral
motions above the stall is shown in table III, which
gives values for the cases shown in figures 12 to 16.
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FIGURE IS.--E ffect of delay in attempting to recover from motiun started by ailerons
with favorable yaw. Stalled flight. Case bbc; Ct=004; C,=0.02.
It will be noted that the curves of figure 12 which
indicate the greatest tendency toward continued rolling
in the dircction started correspond to the greatest
negative values of L,N,--L_N,. In the curves shown,
the rolling control was assumed to give an adverse
yawing moment that served to oppose the tendency
toward divergence indicated by negative values of this
criterion. If a rolling moment with no secondary
yawing moment hail been assumed in these cases, each
curve would have shown an increasing acceleration in
roiling greater than that given by the control and ac-
cording to the magnitude of the tendency exhibited by
the value of the criterion, as shown in figure 16. After
a definite interval this tendency would have exceeded
the power of the controls, and recovery would have been
impossible.
Below the stall this criterion appears to be in every
case positive, indicating stability. Relatively large
positive values indicate relatively great damping of
combined rolling and yawing motion.
The foregoing considerations do not take account of
any sideslipping effects. These considerations, when
combined with the factors determining the sideslipping
tendency, give a more complete idea of the controlla-
bility characteristics of the airplane at high angles of
attack and in stalled flight.
bbc i aab /bbc
I ' / I £/ _J _ 151 aaa
/ i 7 T; 7--.e.9 ] aab
7 I i / : p ,7 -2.76 i bbc
aaa I [ !
// / I I ! .: i
i
-Zo_ ...... ;4- o _e /.c 2o
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FIOURE 16.--Rolling and yllwing nlotions resulting from application of rolling
lnonl0nt without secondary yttwing Inolnallt showing effect of different degrees
of damping; LeN,-L,N_; C:=0.04, C_=O.
It niay be shown that the question of whether the
airplane tends to sideslip inward or outward at the
beginning of a rolling motion depends on the magni-
tude of N_ compared with g/l_o. As rolling commences
from level flight the yawing tendency due to the rolling
(which is usually positive above the stall) causes the
downgoing wing to be dragged back, creating an out-
ward sideslipping tendency. This tendency is opposed
by the action of gravity when the plane is banked,
tending to produce inward sideslip. The condition
that the outward and inward aceeleralions cancel is
that
rUo=g_ (12)
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assuming sin _ equal to _. The angular acceleration in
yawing requisite to this condition is
dr g (13)
_h= L_0p
In a rolling disturbance the yawing angular accelera-
rtion will be due only to A,_, or:
dr
_t=pN_ (14)
Hence the condition that a roiling disturbance from
level flight result in neither outward nor inward side-
slipping is that
g (15)Y'= 50
and tilt relative magnitudes of these quantities may be
takers as an indication of the resultant tendency.
The airplane may diverge in the combined rolling
and yawing motion previously discussed without side-
slipping although such will not generally be the case.
Near stalling angles the magnitude of the dihedral
effect of the wings increases enormously (especially if
the actual dihedral angle is small) and, if the tendency
of the airplane is to sideslip outward while rolling and
turning, any divergence in the rolling and yawing mo-
tion (indicated by negative LpN_--LrZ\_) will be greatly
aggravated. The question of whether the dihedral
effect will increase the instability is determined by the
sign of tile quantity (Np--g/(_). The magnitude of
the effect of the sideslipping tendency thus determined
obviously depends on the stability derivatives in side-
slip La and N a or, more conveniently, on L_/Na. The
values of N_ computed for the stalled-flight conditions
b and e were considerably larger than g/Uo, indicating
that the natural tendency would l)e toward outward
sideslip during a lateral maneuver. In such eases Nz
would exert a stal)ilizing inihtenee, tending to straigh ten
out the skid. The wfiues of these sideslipping criterions
for the eases shown in figures 12 to 16 arc given in
table IIi.
TABLF III.--CONTROI_I_ABILITY CRITERIONS FOR
CASES SHOWN IN FIGURES 12 TO 16
l)esigna-
lion (see
fig. 12)
aaa
aab
_cb
I)aa
,)at)
bba
bcb
*eaa
bbc
l)mnping
(,f rolling
L_
__1)75
-1.75
--_) 75
0
0
0
3. 50
0
[Combined Si(leslip
i damping Sideslip stabilily
! I,_N, indication factor
--L,N, N_--gl ['E, _I;tl
i i
(1: :lfii I :_)
--{I _;0 2, 73
--. _J . 13 2.73
--.2_J . 13 3.713
• 52 60 2. 73
--I.3_ , 13 2.73
. 52 --. 60 3.40
-- 1 3_ . 13 3. 76
-- 1.65 .6(I 2.73
7 7_ . t_ 3, 40
I'osilive vahles indicate instability.
: Negative vltlues ind ca c stab tv
Positive values illdieate oulwar(I sideslipping cadency
Possible modifications of characteristics to improve
stability above the stall.--()f the factors influencing
the lateral controllability, the stability characteristics
that depend on the moments developed by the wings
appear to be most important, since it is to be expected
that they will be changed most by stalling. In addi-
tion to the d'mlping in rolling, the wing moment
characteristics that show marked change at the stalling
point and contribute to the instability are L, L_, and
N_. The factor L_, proportional to the rolling moment
due to yawing, depends on the lift coefficient and on
the spanwise distribution of lift. Obviously, the
greater the lever arm of tim supporting lift, the greater
L, will be and, since it is desired to make L smaller,
tapering the wings or stmrtening their span should
help. The f'mtor Lo at normal angles of attack depends
also on this spanwise lever arm of the lift aml on the
dihedral angle. At stalling angles different tip shapes
have considerable effect and the rclation between the
dihedral angle and the rolling moment reverses, the
greatest moment being shown by the straight wing
with square or upturned tips. (See fig. l l.) IIere
also, shortening the span and tapering the wing shouht
improve conditions. The use of a moderate dihedral
angle appears desirable in the stalled condition. The
other wing characteristic, Np, wouht be favorably
affected by shortening the span of the wings. Ilere
its magnitude depends mainly on the rate of increase
of the profle drag of the wings and on the effective
arm of the increase. If no damping in rolling (L_)
is present, there will be no induced Nr, but in this case
the slope of tile wing profile-drag curve is ahnost cer-
tain to be very great, snore than accounting for tilt'
induced effect. (See appendix I.) Tat)er or washout
of the wings shouht hell) this situation. The provision
of damI)ing in fulling calls for keeping the wing tips
fronl st.allin_z; this requirement is compatible with all
the others mentioned except that for small L, The
desirability of maintaining the damping, however, f,,r
outweighs this consideration.
In the consi(ler'_tion of nmdifieations of wing design
to imI)rove the controllability at high _mgles, it is
important 1o {_d<e account of the premature tip-stalling
phenomena exhibited by tapered wings. As was
pointed out in the l)revious discussion, reducing t]m
lift. and the slope of the drag curve near the lips would
lead to iml)roved conditions. If this improvement is
effected simt)ly by tal)ering the wings, however, the
net result may be detrimental to controllability on
account of the prom',tare loss of roll damping due to
the stalling of the tips. In the case of any wing with
an extreme reduction of chord, the downwash distrib-
utes itself in such a manner as to tend to maintain a
luorP uniform distribution of the actual lift, so that the
lift coefficient, and hence the effective 'ingle of attack,
of the redueed-choM sections is greater th'm at other
sections. Pressure-distribution tests show that the
tip portions of :, 5:1 tapered wing reach their maximum
lift coefficients at angles as much as 5 ° below the
stalling angle of the center portions of tile wing. Thus,
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tapering the wings cannot be expected to improve the
controllability at low speeds unless the taper is ac-
companied by some washout, or unless other provision
is made to prevent the tips from stalling.
]t may be inferred from the foregoing discussions
that the effects of high aspect ratio will be detrimental
to controllability and stability above the stall. ]t is
easily seen how the unstable tendencies of the wings
wouhl be more unfavorable to controllability if the
wings were of large span. ]f the span is large in pro-
portion to the lever arm of the rudder control, the wings
may easily develop yawing tendencies that will com-
pletely overpower the rudder moments. Furthermore,
since rapid yawing motion induces a rolling moment
maneuvers with the airplane, using the device in con-
junction with the other controls and observing the
I amount of coordination that was required.
The first type of computation together with the flight
. tests showed that the roll-prodncing effectiveness of
some devices would be influenced by the occurrence of
considerable incidental sideslipping, much of the appar-
lent improvement due to favorable secondary yaw
being obtained by the production of outward side-
slipping.
Since it was not known in any quantitative way how
the presence of this sideslipping tendency due to the
secondary aileron moments wotdd affect the controlla-
bility in making actual turn maneuvers, it was decided
through L,, it is important to provide a large damping i to make an analysis of these conditions, representing
in yawing as an indirect check on the rolling as well as analytically as nearly as possible the second stage of the
on the y'twing motions. Thus it appears that consid-
erable tail length and fin area are desirable to increase
both .¥_ and N_. Inasmuch as there ordinarily exists
a great disproportion between the dampings in rolling
and yawing below the st_ll, it is probable that fairly
large increases in N, would be permissible without
causing undesirable stiffness of the rudder control at
high speeds. Increasing Nz by using larger vertical
tail surfaces is especially desir_ble because in that way
the available rudder control is increased. Data on
conventional airplanes show that the rudders used
produce the weakest of the three controlling moments;
their maximum moment is often smaller than the sec-
ondary yawing momcnt of the ailerons, yet the rudder
deals with the largest moment of inertia of the airpl,me
and should be the most effective control in checking
the unst'tble yawing tendencies of the wings (as, for
instance, in spinning). It appeai:s that considerable
improvement in these characteristics could be cffectcd
bv enlarging _he fin surface of conventional machines.
If the increased rudder c_ntrol is found to be undesir-
able at lfigh speed t)ecause of too great sensitiveness, a
corresponding incre,_se in N_, the damping in yawing,
shouhl remedy this trouble and still further improve
the controllability at high angles. Ttms if the tail is
made longer as the vertical surface is increased, the
control characteristics at high speed should not be
untavorably affected. It '_ppears unlikely, however,
that such improvements could result in the retention of
satisfactory control above the stall if the autorotational
tendencies shown by ordinary wings in wind-tunnel
experiments arc developed.
TURN MANEUVERS
The foreg(_ing computations were designed t() repre-
sent the proce(hlre employed in a particular type of
tlight test to compare the efficiency of various control
devices l)urely on the basis of their independent action
in producing roll. Another type of flight tes_, qualita-
tive in nature, consisted of performing normal turn
l :',1;I;!}2 27----:_2
flight tests.
EXPLANATION OF _[ETI-I()D OF COMPUTATIONS
In certain instances in the former computations a
simple sort of controlled maneuver was used in which
an initial deflection of the ailerons was reversed, repre-
senting an attempt to check a motion previously
produced by them. (See fig. 13.) It was realized that
an cxtension of this procedure conM be applied to the
present problem by means of step-by-step integrations
of the motion due to any arbitrarily specified way of
applying the controls. This adaptation of the former
method would have required a knowledge of the control
manipulations necessary to perform a normal turn, as
well as lengthy step-by-step calculations. For these
reasons it was considered more feasible to predetermine
the actual motion of the airplane than to flx on an
arbitrary way of applying the controls. Furthcrnmre
it seemed reasonable to presume ttmt the pilot of an
airplane would conform his use of the controls to suit
a desired maneuver, rather than to prescribe before-
hand his use of the control and accept whatever motion
of the airplane followed. ]Ie would then judge the
effectiveness of the control by the way it had to be used
to obtain a desired result.
As the outcome of these considerations, the problem
of investigating turn maneuvers presented itself in a
way inverse to the previous problems. Iicre the motion
of the airplane was given and the requisite use of the
controls was sought. Previously the airphmc motions
had been determined from the controlling accelerations
by integration, whereas here the accelerations incident
to a given motion were to be determined; thus the
process would simply be a differentiation.
Periodic or trigonometric functions of the time
naturally suggested themselves for the representation
of the angular velocities and displacements during a
turn maneuver. By the use of trigonometric functions
of the time, any conceivable maneuver of the airplane
that begins and ends in level Ilight may be specitied:
that is, 'my given nmnner of wrying the attitude or
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angular velocity of the airplane during a given interval
may be described by a formula such as
p, or_,or...etc.
=A1 sin nt+A2 sin 2nt+Aa sin 3nt+ete. (16)
By a suitable choice of n the maneuver may be made to
extend over as long or as short a time as desired.
In the present case it was intended that the airplane
roll up to a moderate angle of bank, starting with the
wings level, and check its rate of rolling so as to main-
tain this bank angle steadily, then roll back to the
level condition after a definite time interval. Through-
out this interval the airplane was to be yawing appro-
priately while banking and in the correct amount to
prevent sideslipping during every part of the maneu-
ver. Thus the turn was to be "perfect" in that no
sideslip was permitted and the coordination of tile
lateral controls (ailerons and rudder) necessary to
accomplish such a maneuver was to be studied.
A few trials in plotting cosine curves against time
showed that the expression
_=--A_ cos nt--¼ A1 cos 2nt+constant (17)
would represent a bank that assumed a steady angle at
the midpoint of the maneuver, starting with zero at
the time t=0 and becmning zero again at t-----tin.
Arranging for the bank to become steady at the mid-
point of the maneuver and choosing nt so as not to
coincide with the natural period of the free motions of
the airplane obviated the possibility of any reinforced
oscillation phenomena during the maneuver. The
form of the curve of bank angle against time plotted to
this formula is shown in figure 17.
In order to attain the specified bank at every instant,
a definite rate of rolling is required at all times, which
is obviously found by differentiating the bank equation;
thus
97l
d'Z--nA_ sin nt-4-4At sin 2nt (18)p=_--
In order for the airplane to turn without sideslipping,
there nmst be a coordination between the banldng and
yawing at all times. The outward and inward accelera-
tions nmst cancel, that is:
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rUo=g sin _, (19)
(See equation (12).)
This equation enables the calculation of r from _,
assuming the condition that
r= _o sin _ (20)
The specification of the angular velocities and angles
of the airplane in the foregoing manner is analogous to
the specification of constraints of the motion. The
total accelerations necessary to constrain the airplane
to the specified motions are calculated by differentiating
the expressions fin' the angular velocities, p and r.
(See equalions (17) and (18).)
and
dp d2_ 2-- __
_-_=_=n _h cos nt+ A_ cos 2nt (21)
dr g _ (22)d_=Gv cos
These accelerations are not furnished altogether by
the controls but have components due to the air reac-
tions on the moving airplane. The air reactions are
calculated from the resistance derivatives and, when
deducted from the total accelerations, give the com-
ponents necessarily supplied by the deflected controls.
Thus the acceleration supplied by the rolling control
will be
_Lt=_--pZp--rL _ (23)
If the application of rolling control is accompanied by a
secondary (adverse or favorable) yawing moment, the
rudder control will have to accommodate this moment
as well as the residual acceleration of the yawing
motion. This secondary yawing moment may be
considered to be a function of the rolling moment and
its acceleration written as J(_L_) ; then
(24)
Equation (24) gives the amount of rudder coordination
necessary with a given aileron-control device. The
rolling- and yawing-moment coefficients corresponding
to these accelerations may be calculated by known
means from the speed of flight and the airplane dimen-
sions.
In the derivation of the equations for the turn
maneuvers no account was taken of the pitching nmtion
involved. Obviously if a banked airplane is turning
without loss of altitude there will be a component of
pitching involved in the motion. As was explained in
the descril)tion of the step-by-step method of computa-
tion the pitching motion may be considered separately
and indel)endently of the lateral motions since the air-
plane is syminetrical about the phme in which pitching
occurs. Presumably, the only ways in which pitching
motions can influence the lateral motions are by a
change of speed or attitude introducing changes in the
. lateral-stability derivatives or by gyroscopic couples.
is satisfied. The curve of yawing angular velocity _In the case of a prescribed turn maneuver the maximum
plotted against time is thus very similar in shape to the ! gyroscopic couple may be estimated in advance and the
bank-angle curve, reaching n steady value at its mid- relative importance of its effect may be foreseen. Timpoint, other secondary inttuence may be partly accaunted for
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by assuming a certain increased speed throughout the where q0 is the dynamic pressure at steady-flight speed
turn. Either tile air speed or the attitude will, in and _ is the angle of ban]{ at which the airphmc is
general, vary continuously throughout the turn if no i assumed to lose or gain no altitude.
altitude is lost or gained. For turns up to 30 ° angle _
of bank the change in stability derivatives thus pro-
duced will be slight and may be satisfactorily compen-
FIGURE 17,--Angle of bank and rate of rollingi during st)ecifled turn maneuver.
_= --0.262[c0s t+_ cos 2t]+0.327; p=d(a]dt.
]
.o6- -- t"
|
i
FIGURE 19.--_iltximllln control-moment coemcients required ill performing a ttlrn
manellver at various lift coefficients; average airplane (for 3!) ° hank turn comilleted
in 6.28 seconds).
sated by assuming an average value of the speed U
somewhat greater than that for level flight. This
speed may be ca|cul,ded from the relation:
qo
q ....... (25)
COS _p
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The foregoing procedure was applied to the case of
the average airplane performing 30° banked turns at
various speeds. The time taken to complete the speci-
fied inaneuver was chosen as approximately 0.28 (2r)
seconds, since at the lowest speeds under consideration
comparatively large rolling and yawing monlents were
required to execute the maneuver with tiffs rapidity.
Inasmuch as the angle-of-bank relation w.ls held the
Flops down
, __,-.--_ , -._ _ --
X
•_ G-/.8
7"I"=" _ Flops down
///_r<, " i.o
I 2 3 4 5 6
TJm¢j SeCOnds
FIIH!RE 1@ (_Olllrol rolling- and yawing-lnorRent coetlicierlts nei'e.ssary to perform
30 ° bank turn without sideslipping at various lift coefficients.
slime for all speeds, the rate of yawing was necessarily
difl'erent and hence tim actual angle of turn, or the
changed heading of the airplane, was different for the
different speeds. As in the previous computations,
lift eoetticients of 0.35, 1.0, and 1.8 were assumed,
although the corresponding speeds were increased some-
what over those in the previous eomliut.ttions to
account for the additional lift while turning, as pre-
viously explained. With the assumption of no loss of
altitude _t 30° bank, the speeds were incl'e,_sed by the
factor
1-
_/6._g = 1.0,4
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The vaLues of Lp, Lr, Np, N,, corresponding to the
given Lift coefficients, were also multiplied by this
factor. (See appendix I.)
The curves of rolling motion and angle of bank calcu-
Lated for these maneuvers are those shown in figure 17.
The formula for the bank angle was
_=--0.262 (cos t+1/4 cos 2t)+0.327 (26)
reaching a maximum of 30 ° at _r seconds. This formula
determined the angular velocities and accelerations by
the principles already demonstrated. Inasmuch as the
turn reaches a steady rate at its midpoint, the whole
.O3
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(a) Low speed, flaps down, CL=L_.
(b) Gliding speed, C_=I.O.
FIGURE _0. Ru(|der control-nmment coe|fieients during 30° bank turn, showing
effect of s_,etm,blry aileron yawing [Tloments Oil rlldder control necessary to per-
form a turn maneuver without sides]ipping. Assuined aileron yawing iiloment.
± _i aileron yawing moment ('"4 is _eeotldary aileron yawitlg-lnou_elH (oeflieient.
C_a= MCL_ curve A C._- ]iC_._ curve 13
maneuver may. be presumed to be of any time extent by
assuming a continuation of this steady point, which
occurs at 7r seconds.
The results of a series of these computations showed
principally the effect of ttight speed on the degree of
control deflection neeessa_ T to t)(,rforn_ a given maneu-
ver and the effect of favor|hie-yaw and of adverse-yaw
ailerons on the amount of rudder control required.
Figure 18 shows the rolling- and yawing-moment coeffi-
cients necessa_ 5' to accomplish the maneuver at speeds
corresponding to the three diffcrcnt Lift coefficients.
For the average airplane these were:
c,, i c" !
I
0 35 161 feet per second. I
95 Ieet |let second
1180 7 feet perseeond (flapsdeflected). I
In this case no secondary aileron yawing moments
were included and such moment coefficients would
have to he added to or deducted from the yawing-
moment curves. These computations showed that the
maximum yawing moment necessary at the lowest
speed was 10 times as great as that at higi_ speed, while
the maximum rolling-nmment coefficient increased only
4 times under tim same circumstances. Figure 19
illustrates this increase of coefficient necessary to per-
form the specified maneuver in the same time at the
lower speeds.
Figure 20 shows the effects of favorable and adverse
secondaL_" aileron yawing moments on the rudder con-
trol necessary throughout the turn. Positive yawing
moments indicate a setting of the rudder in a direction
to aid the turning. It will be noted that the existence
of any secondary aileron moment calls for a counteract-
ing movement of the rudder applied simultaneously
with the ailerons at. the beginning of the turn. With
no secondary aileron moments the curves show that the
sinmltaneous initial deilection of both ailerons and
rud(ler is not required, the turn being initiated by the
ailerons alone with the rudder being applied after the
start. In the case of favorable secondary yawing mo-
ments an initial setting of the rudder opposite t.o the
direction of the turn is required, while on beginning
the recovery the rudder lms to be moved slightly in a
direction that would normally tend to continue the
turning. It appears that ailerons giving no secon(lary
yawing moments of either sign would requir[, the least
rudder coordination in n|aking turns without side-
slipping.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The agreement of the computations with the
results of tlight tests verifies the usefulness of the
method utilizing stability derivatives for the study of
controllability both |hove ,rod beh)w the stall.
2. Tim angle ()f bank produced in 1 second, _, by a
full deflection of the lateral control may be taken as a
relative mea._nre of the control effectiveness. In the
case of a c,)nventional airl)lane this measure is given
by a simple formula involving the static r()lling nnd
yawing moments produced by the control, namely:
¢_ --: c,)nstu nt X C_ _ constant)< C,
3. The efl'ect of secondary adverse yawing moments
on the aileron control may be moderated by increasing
the mon|ent of inertia ahout the yaw axis, although
it is to be expected that the power of the rudder will be
correspondingly reduced. Increasing the moment of
inertia about the roll axis should have Little direct
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intluence on the lateral-control effectiveness with a
given rolling-control moment.
4. The tendency for a given adverse ya_dng moment
to render the lateral control inelrective beconles greater
with increasing dihedral. In no case should the ratio
of the control adverse yawing inoment to the rolling
nloumnt be allowed to exceed (in ,_bsolute magnitude)
either:
(a) The ratio of yawing to rolling moment acting on
the airplane in sideslip; or
(b) The ratio of yawing to rolling moment acting on
the airplane in yawing.
5. It appears that ailerons giving nearly zero yawing
inoinent wouht require the least coordination of the
rudder control in executing turn maneuvers without
sideslip.
6. The study of conditions above the stall indicates
that satisfactory control cannot be expected unless
some t)rovision is made to Inaintain the danlping in
rolling at these angles•
7. For control at high angles of attack it is importaut
that the damping in both rolling and yawing be main-
tained above a detinite minimuni to "_void an uncon-
trollable forIn of instability arising from the interaction
of these motions. The minimum damping is given by
the condition that
LvN,_L.V,
This condition appears to be next in iinportance to
direct damping in rolling.
LANGLEY _[EMOltlAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., April 20, 1936.
TABLE I.--STEP-BY-STEP COMPUTATION OF IVlOTI()N OF AVERAGE AIRPLANE
[Ct =1.0; CI=0.04; C,=0]
Time 5La+XLi
(_L_= 1.68)
_ec,
1} 1,680
• 0,5 l 409
• 10 i. I81
2(1 -. 790
3(,' .518
4(1 .329
50 , 199
600 .1097 .050
80 . (X)9
90 --, 013
O0 --. 027
(',,9o,
0
• 084
• 154
• 272
• 3,51
• 4&3
• 436
• 458
467
• 472
473
,172
l't I ta
,,
P"-' xs,._T_'_x[ '"'"" ,'(a)._,
Xt, t ¢.-i [ _.-_+ _N, ]
+_.-z / v" "_ I 5Nt_O I XAt
+ koo)°_,i/ +....
0
0
• 004
• 019
• 0'16
• 081
• 121
• 165
.211
• 257
• 304
• 351
0o _-._ -.o_,0 --. 006
• O01 --i 093 --. 014
• 003 --, 096 --.023
.006 --. 089 --, 033
• OlO --. 07,4 --, (_12
• 016 --. 054 --. 0'19
• 024 --. 024 --.054
• 033 . [_5 --. &',_]
• 044 , 039 --. 055
--r.-i
XA/
+0.-,
• 001
• 001
• 00"1
• 011
• 016
• 021
• 027
B '+ p.L_+r.L,4_.La p.N_4-r.N, Jr.O.Na
GJ.
pnX--323 taXI.88 /3_X-].ll p,X-0.301 r_X-0•663 _,X2.04
o-i:-,,-0-o
0 / --,497 --.002 / 0 --.016 I .001 0
o / --.879 --.011 | 0 .Og2 ] .O0.t O
,Oil) / --1.40_ --.Ofi2 --.011 --.131 / ,022 .020
• 017 --1,473 --.079 --019 --137 .02S .{_35
, 027 1.5(_q . _)2 ,030 --, 141 1)32 .05.5
• 040 --]. 525 --. 102 014 - 142 036 0_2
.054 --1.52_ --. 105 , (_,0 --. 142 i 037 i 110
• 071 --1. 525 --. 103 07q -- 14 ° (X_ll 145
APPENDIX I
CALCULATION OF STABILITY DERIVATIVES t
In the report all nmments and angular velocities are
nmasured from axes fixed in the airplane along the
directions perpendicular and parallel to the relative
wind in the steady flight just previous to the maneuver
computed.
In the computations of the stability derivatives as
well as in the consideration of their inoditication hy
alteration of the design of an airplane, it is convenient
to separate those governed by the wing characteristics
from those depending mainly on tile body and the tail.
-.4 0 .4 8 /.2 16 _0
C_
[ dC,
coefficient d(9/_b ) and are summarized in ligure 21,
\- --_ u/
which shows values of the coefficient measured on
rectangular Clark Y wings of aspect ratio 6. The
effects of deflected split flaps and tip rounding are also
shown. Correction factors to convert these values
to those for tapered win_ and wings of different
aspect ratio are given in figure 22. These correction
factors are based on theoretical calculations of the load
distribution on wings having a uniform twist which,
in effect, reproduced the conditions encount-
ered by a rolling wing as far as the rolling
moment is concerned. The data for these
corrections were deduced from calculations
given in reference 11.
The actual damping moment of a full-size
wing calculated from the coefficient is
L . dCt ,,prrb _
= p/x. _,)-_ tJ0,_ (27)
The derivative, as used in the report, is
obtained by dividing the eoeffieient of p by
the moment of inertia of the airplane in
rolling: i. e.,
L dC, _Or_ b2
"-d(Tb: (2s)
It will be readily appreciated that parts of
the airplane other than the wings coil-
FIC, URr 2t.--Damping in rolling of rectangular wing. Aspect ratio, 6; 7- by 10-foot wind-tunnel tribute only a negligible amount of this
measurements, dantping; for example, if the tail plane
In the case of conventional airphmes, the derivatives [has an area 15 percent of that of the wing and a span
that depend almost wholly on the wings are of 25 percent b, its contribution will be less than
Lp, L, La, and Np
The ott_er two factors considered in the report, :V_ and
N_, depend primarily on the dispositi, m and area ()f the
vertical tail and on the fuselage.
ROLLING ACCELERATION DUE TO ROLLING, Lr
The factor Lp may he determined from the re.suits
of tests of the damping in rolling of wings, such as the
tests that have been nlade in the 7- by 10-foot wind
tunnel. The test results are given in the form of the
I Tile authors desire to acknowledge wflmtble aid received from lVtr, C, t1. Zimmer-
man of the laboratory staff in tile preparation of/his sect loll.
4._4
0.15X (0.25)2=0.019, or 2 percent
of that due to the wing.
The rolling moment due to rolling of a biplane may
be estimated by" using its equivalent monoplane aspect
ratio in figure 22.
For the damping of rolling above stalling angles,
wind-tunnel tests show that there is no consistent
linear relation between the damping moment and the
rate of rolling even at very slow rates; hence there
actually exists n() definite Lp in the sense previously
defined. Arbitrary values may he assumed to repro-
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sent roughly certain conditions, as was done in the
described stalled-flight computations. In the case of
wings with devices to prevent stalling at the tips,
recourse must be had to wind-tunnel tests.
ROLLING ACCELERATION DUE TO YAWING. LT
The rolling moment developed by a wing in circling
flight may be easily calculated from the consideration
that this motion brings about a difference in velocity
along tile span. If the yawing velocity is r and the
span_%e distance from the reference origin (center of
gravity) is y, this additional velocity will he ry. The
lift on an element of the wing is proportional to the
square of the whole velocity, or:
(Uo:t:ry)2= Uo2:t:2ryUoq - (ry) 2 (29)
The rolling moment produced by the change in lift on
either side of tile wing is directly proportional to r. A
/
F ..... 22. Factors f........ Ung wind-t ..... l val ...... _ dCJd(?:_)f .... pect
ratio and taper.
simple integration shows the nmment for a straight
wing to be:
Z b2 p
=r-6_V_ UoC_ (30)
if the lift is distributed unifornfly along the span. Such
a distribution is approxinmted in the case of a rectan-
gular wing at stalling angles, hence the foregoing for-
luula was used in the stalled-flight colnputations.
Below the stall the actual distribution of lift on the
wings in circling flight should be taken into account.
This distribution is modified somewhat by the fact
that the induction of the circular trail of vortices differs
from the induction in straight flight. These phenomena
have been treated by Glauert and Wieselsberger for
the cases of rectangular and elliptical wings in circling
flight and curves derived from their calculations are
shown in figure 23. (See reference 12.) The derivative
L, is obtained from the coefficient by the formula
Lt= FtCLS _ b2Uo2mkx., (31)
It appears that the value of _tF1 previously calculated
from simple integration as one-sixth should be more
nearly one-eighth for aspect ratio 6, as indicated by the
chart. Although no calculations have been made for
tapered wings, it may be presumed that the interpolated
curves given in figure 23 will apply with good approxi-
mation. The part of L, due to the body and tail will be
treated in a later paragraph.
]tOLLING ACCELERATION DUE TO SIDESLIP, L_
Measurements of the rolling moment due to sideslip
have been made on a large nuiuber of wing models in
the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel. The results of these
I I I I
Calcu/oted CUrVe for
rectong_tlof-, winq_ [ --
i '°°
.24 _--+ .... 50 ,Taper ratio
-_ ..... -_- ..... ,,"(interpolofed]
.25 -- --
....... T,.......
.16
Colcu/af ed po]mt for
elhp tic a  win_
.08
[
°2 4 6 *5 I0 12
As_cf rotio
]_'IGURE 23,--Factors for calculaIing roiling moment in circling flight.
tests are summarized in figure 24, which shows the
influence of tip rounding and deflected split flaps on
the dihedral effect of Clark Y wings without actual
dihedral angle. Further tests made on wings with
varying degrees of dihedral showed that the additional
effect due to tiffs angle was the same regardless of tile
tip shape or the lift coefficient of the wing (below the
stall). Sweepback of the win_s is known to have an
efl'ect similar to dihedral, although comparatively few
tests have been made. Unlike the rolling moment ({uc
to dihedral angle, however, the rollin_ effect of sweep-
back appears to be approxilnately proportional to the
lift coefficient, disappearing at zero lift as would be
expected. Presuinably, its effect iuay be added to the
others as in the case of the dihedral. Tlmsc considera-
tions result in the following formula for the total rolling
moment in sideslip
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--().012
(33)
1.6 2.0
-,12
FIGURE 24.--Rolling moment due to sideslip. Untapered wings w;thout dihedral;
aspect ratio, 6; 7- by 10-foot wind-tunnel measurements.
where dCz/d_ is in terms of radians and F and A are
measured in degrees. The derivative L_ follows from
the formula:
L dC b
= _- ,oq_k_x2 (34)
Inasmuch as the wind-tunnel tests were of rec-
tangular wings of aspect ratio 6, the formula (33)
applies directly to them. Correction factors for cal-
culating the rolling moment due to the dihedral of
yawed wings of different aspect ratios and taper ratios
are given in figure 25. These corrections were deduced
from theoretical calculations made at the Laboratory
(reference 11) on the span load distribution of wings
having their right and left semispan portions set at
different angles of attack and are somewhat different
from those deduced previously for the damping in
rolling.
Above stalling angles none of the given formulas or
correction factors apply. In this region a straight
wing shows a far greater rolling tendency when yawed
than wings with either sweepback or dihedral. Add-
ing either sweepback or dihedral tends to reduce this
tendency and may on this account be desirable to a
certain degree. Tests of wings with very large sweep-
back, such as are used on tailless airplanes, have been
made in which the rolling moment due to yaw actually
reversed its sign when the stall was reached.
YAWING ACCELERATION DUE TO ROLLING, N_
It is assumed that the effect of a rolling motion of
the wing can be replaced by a relative rolling motion
! i I I roper ,'-ofio
} /// )
£_ f/ J
4 6 8 /0
Avpec t retie
( )/hi' f...... poet ru, oFIGL'RI," 25.--Faclors for correcting _ lad-tunnel v_ lue of o _t B
and taper.
of the air about the X axis of the airplane. Thus in
positive rolling tim relative air stream is rising toward
the right wing tip and descending on the left. The lift
vectors, being perpendicular to the relative wind at
each point of the span, are inclined forward with
respect to the Z axis on the right and backward on the
left, resulting in a negative yawing moment for positive
rolling of the wing. (This varying resolution ()f lhe lift
vectors along the span is unimportant in ctmq)uting
the rolling moment due to rolling since the angle
pb/2 Uo is snmlh)
In addition to the changed resolution of the lift
vectors along the span, there is an increased drag on
the downgoing wing that tends to reduce the negative
yawing tendency. It should be noted that an asym-
metrical change in the lift distribution, such as that
caused by rolling, results in greater changes in the
induced drag at various sections of the wing than
would be produced by symmetrical lift changes. (See
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reference 14.) Hence the uncorrected results of
measurements made on the wing in direct lifting
cannot be used in computing the rolling or yawing
moments of a rolling wing.
Figure 26 shows the resolution of the lift at a point
of the span y on the downgoing side of the wing. The
air stream initially rising toward the section at the
inclination py/Uo is deflected somewhat by the resulting
increased lift at that point so that the air meets the
wing at the additional effective angle of attack,
Ace--PY ,_W This additional angle of attack may0- 6o- 50"
be found at each point of the span if the corresponding
lift increment is known, since
+,(7,,
+'+=-fec,) ( )
(it4
where \ dc_,/0is the slope of the liftcurve for infinite
aspect ratio. The liftvector on the wing in straight
flightCL is increased by the amount ACL and inclined
forward through the angle Aa0. If the usual assump-
tions regarding small angles are made, the total effect
may be integrated along the span as
p _b/2
N --25L_2 j C_XAaoXcXy_<dy (36)
- J0
It will be noted that it is unnecessary to consider the
resolution of the lift increments AC_. by the angles aa0
since they are sensibly equal and opposite on either
side of the wing and their yawing effects cancel, re-
suiting simply in a bending moment about the mid-
point. Repl,tcing A_0 by (_c,C,_ and calculating the
coefficient
.,+,.'> j'b,,2C'_ - Cz XACL)4c><.yXdy (37)
\do,  o
9
Since -S-bXaXC+:_<cXyXdy=dC,, an approximate
expression of this formula is
",=:(dC,.3 c,
whence \ da/o (3s)
<l(',, Cr. dC,
Met,,  _ 8[/,, (. (,o/
This approxim'_tion is base<l on tim tlssumption of
constant lift. coefficient across the span and hence
correspomls lo 'm elliptical wing. The resolution of
this yawing moment along the general wind direction
results in:
.... c;. c,]
j pe (3(.,;)\ gt _,/ \2 U_]U,,3,_:],,
Reference 11 gives the lift and lift-increment distribu-
tions for both rectangular and tapered wings and these
may be used in conjunction with the foregoing formulas
if a more accurate theoretical value of N_, is desired.
A component of _h_ due to the profile-drag effect
ntay be estimated by a simple integration, assuming
the slope of proiile-drag coefficient with effective angle
of attack to be constant across the span. Thus, if
dC,,'_
-da]o is the slope of the drag curve for infinite as-
pect ratio at the lift coefficient, in question
, r_ ,P :2 t,,+. dC,)
or, making the same substitutions as before,
coefficient giving the effect of profile drag is
d(_'. dC,,. dC,
(40)
the
(41)
where dC.
\2 uo]
is the Silln of the portions given by
equations (39) and (41).
Above stalling angles the slope of the i)rotile-drag
coefficient with angle of attack reaches htrge wdues,
and it is t.o be expected that P,_ will change its sign.
The foregoing theoretical formulas cannot be used at.
these angles, because the lift is no longer proportional
to the nngle of attack. A tentative formula for dC,
d¢i)
in the stalled condition is
_ = 4 1o c,+++ (43)
where C, 0 is the protile-drag coefficient of the airfoil
section. The final formula for N, is
N !tC, ._e__p __
_--dl / pb )_'2'_"2mL'z 'z (42)
C * aC
c_
py w
aao:_ -a
+ o WeDg sec//on -_
Re/all're at'r ve/ocf/y O  df'5/once ,_1 ;ff-om m/d_pctn
FIGURE 26.--ReqolL!lion of air ve oc ty a + f at sect on of roiling _ing
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or simply
dC, _ C 7
pb - (;I \ da ]o L] (44)
for rectangular wings.
In the case of an airplane with a long fuselage, a
certain increniel_t of A_ at high angles of attack due
to the effect of the body and fill must be considered,
as will be explained later.
really the same at all sections of tile span, a simllle
integration (see Lr) gives the formula
dG, 1
YAWING ACCELERATION DUE TO YAWING, N,
, the fornnda for the total wing effect becomes
Unlike the damt)ing in rolling, the damping in i
yawing N. cannot be attributed t,o any single pro- I
dominant factor. It is convenient, howe_er, to con-[
sider it as primarily effecte(t by the disposition and
area of the vertical tail surlace. Since only a few
isolated experiments have been made for the deter-
ruination of tllis derivative rind since it is not known
r
561 i
• 40
FIIIURE 27 -Factors for calculating the yawing n]oRlent d/le to tile induced-drag i
distribution in circling Ilight. i
to what extent certain incalculable factors influence
it, only a rough estimate of its v'due in any given
case is possible.
The 1)art of the damping of yawhlg due to the wings
may be calculated from considerations similar to those
employedin the determination of L,. Here the ctnmged
drag distribution along the span in circling flight is to
be considered and the resulting yawing moment found.
The theoretical calculations of Glauert and Wiesels-
berger that were employed in the delermination of L_
may be applied in this case as well. Here, however, it
will be necessary to include the effect of profile drag of
the wings "mlt their attachments, since it is the actual
magnitude of the drag that cmmts in determining N,
and not its rate of increase with angle of attack. On
tim assulnl)tion that tim pi'ofilc-dra_ coefficient is nor-
(45)
for the part due to the profile drag of a rectangular
wing. Figure 27 shows the results of the previously
mentioned calculations, which were extended to the
determination of the distribution of induced drag while
circling. With the factor shown in the figure included,
-=- -_ .= - Gc',_,-._¢'_,_ (46)
where CD, is the induced-drag coefficient, i. e.,
C_ Cd
'- ;R (47)
The part of M dim to the vertical tail surfaces nmy
be very simply calculated. The yawing angular veloc-
ity r about an axis through the center of gravity pro-
duces an effective sidewise velocity of the vertical tail
equal to rl. Its change in angle of attack relative to
the air stream is then rl/Uo. The yawing moment due
to this effect is
AT= rl (dC_'_ S1_p rr2!Gk_/_ _ ,_o° (48)
where (dC_/d#) I is the slope of the normal-force coeffi-
cient of the fin against the sidewise angle of attack
and Sr is tile area of the fin. An average value for
dC_/d_ is --2.2. Combining these factors and writing
the expression in a form involving the span as the
fundaniental length results in
dC S,. ,
Expressing the various factors thus calculated in the
form of a single dimensionless coefficient, the fomnuhi
for the tot.t[ damping deriwttive in yawing becomes
_ de, -0"" b2 (50)
N, d( rb _,b"5 bO2_z. .,
\2 Uo}
dC,,
in which d(_ may be determined froni an aero-
'\2 _.'0/
dynamic test of a conli)lete model or may be estimated
!from the stun of several contributing factors.
i It is not known how the body of the airplane in-
fluences its damping in yawing, although it is unlikely
that its effect is as powerful as that of the vertical fin.
In the case of tile qverage 'firplanc treated in this
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report, an allowance equal to 60 percent of tile fin
effect, was made for the fuselage and parts of tile air-
plane other than tile wings.
YAWING ACCELERATION DUE TO SIDESLIP, N 2
Measurements of the yawing moments in sideslip
lmve been made on a large number of colnplete models
in tile course of routine wind-tunnel testing of military
qirphlnes. A study of the results of these tests
indicated that at low angles of attack the yawing
monlcnt may be estimated from tile area and disposi-
tion of thc vertical fin with a suitable allowance for
tile fuselage effect. Although airplane bodies when
tested alone almost invariably show an unstable yawing
tendency about the center of gravity, when tests of a
complete model are made the results may show an
additional stabilizing influence of the fuselage, possibly
due to interference effects. At tfigh lift coefficients the
wings may exert considerable influence. The effect of
the fuselage depends, of course, on its disposition wittl
respect to the ('enter of gravity and also on the nose
stlape. Models, especially those with uncowled radi'd
engines, often show only 40 or 50 percent of tile righting
moment calculated for tllc fin and rudder alone.
The part of tile yawing moment in yaw due to the
vertical tin surface may be estimated by means of the
data previously used for the calculation of A;,
N_ /d6',\ 1 S/_ b (51)
In cases of airldancs llaving wings sct at a dihedral
angle some provision must be m,ldc for an additional
yawing moment in yaw tlmt arises as a consequence of
the setting of the wings. In straight flight, lift vectors
drawn on e',ch wing lmlf, being inclined inward by the
angle of dihedr,d, would intersect on the Z axis verti-
cally above tile center of gravity. These lift vectors
i'enl_fining at the same time perpendi(mlar to the
leading-edge lines and to the relative wind direction
do not. intersect when the wing is yawed, giving rise
to a couple. A simple approximation results in
1F
c.=-g _c_ (.52)
Since this component of yawing moment is attributed
to dihedral setting, it may be represented by
de,, _ 1_(, (._:_)
51' dfl- 5_r"
for calculation.
In addition to the simple dihedral effect, an induced
yqwing moment on tile yawed wing nlust be considered
as a secondary ett'ect of the rolling moment. An
al}im}xilnatc formula, for tiffs yawing moment (terived
frolu data given in reference 13 is
1 _, C 1
{,r / (54)
These formulas agree with the results of tests made in
the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel except near the region of
zero lift. A formula for the total yawing-moment
coefficient of tile wings is
dC,'_ ldC,
where P is given in degrees.
CERTAIN CORRECTING TERMS AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
At high angles of attack tile body of the airpl-me
will bc inclined appreciably to the reference axis about
which the rolling moments are mcasured. The fol'mulas
given for the effects of the fin (and body) on the dalnp-
ing in yawing and yawing moment in yaw should for
exactness have included the factor cos a, since the lever
arm of the moment-producing effects will actually be
shortened somewhat by the inclination. This correc-
tion is of no importance, however, and need not be
considered. The same is true of the logical correction
that should be applied to the wind-tunnel measurements
of rolling moment in yaw, which were actually madc
about an axis pointing directly upstream and hence
not quite in line with the axes considered ill tlle report.
The only correcting terms that are of sufficient lnagni-
tude to be considered here are those affecting L, L_,
and Np and arising from the fact that tlle fin and body
surfaces are disposed below the rolling axes. These
terms are
. _'Z 2
AL_=N_ sin ,_Xk_
. k_ 2 (56)
_Lo=N_ sin c_,t.(_
AN,= Nr sin
Only the corot}orients of N_ and 1\'_ attributed t,o the
fuselage and vertical fin of the airphme stmuld be used
here.
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER A RECTANGULAR AIRFOIl, WITH A PARTIAL-SPAN
SPLIT FLAP
Uv CARL J. _VENZINGEI¢ and T.on.-ts A. llMuus
SUMMARY ! a*ld hinge-moment co([#cieMs were about the same for
I the partial-span split flap of the present tests as for a
Pressure-distribution tests of a Clark 1" wing model .... ..- • • . , ,
• . lua-span spot trap prev_ousty res, ect.
with a partial-span split flap were made to determine j
the distribution of air loads ozer both the wing and the] INTRODUCTION
fiaT. The model was used in conjunction with a re-'
flection plane in the N. A. C. A. 7- by lO-joot wind,
tunT_el. Th.e 20-percent-chord split flap eAe*_ded over
the inboard 6'0 percent oj the semispan. The tests were
made at various flap deflections up to 45 ° and co,_ered
a range c_ angles o] attaekfl'om zero lift to approximately
maximum lift.for each flap defleetim_.
The results are given as aidoil sectim,, or rib, pressure
diagrams.for the wing with flap _eutral. Increments oil
of<foil section pressures are given .for various amounts
q[ .flap defleetbm ,_o that combined win 9 and flap see-
tbm pressure diagrams may be obtained by a simple
addition. (blculated coefficients oj section loads and
moments arid of win 9 loads at_d moments are also 9iven
for the win 9 and flap combination and for the flap alone.
It wa._ .[ou'nd that deflecting a partial-span split flap
affected the press_o'es and tt_e section normal-Joree a_ut
pitehinf-mome_d eoefieient,_' over the entire wM9 ._'pa,.
The flap loads and moments were almo,d eonstaTd ,wet.
the spa, _( the partial-span .flap Jor a (.ti_,en a,gle oil
uttactr and flap deflectiot_. The ma.rim,m zmrmal-[orce i
4ZO" .
........ •34.0" .1
¢_ - - - 250 ......
za.o ............
/e.o'"
I I s
A considerable amount of aerodynamic and air-load
data is available for simple split flaps extending alon_
the entire span of the wing. (See references 1 to 3.)
l[owever, because of the general use on i)resent-day
airplanes of the outer l)ortion of the wing span for
ailerons, most of the installations of split flaps have
been linfited to the inner 40 to 60 percent portion of
the wing sl)an. Sonte aerodynanfie information on
partial-si)an split llal)s is available from wind-tunnel
force tests of both rectangular and tapered wings
equipped with such flaps (references 4 and 5). There
are available, however, very few air-load and moment
data suitable for the design of wings with partial-span
split flaps•
The present investigation was made to ol)tain in-
formation, particularly of span h)ad distribution, that
would be suitable for application to design problems
involving l)artial-span split flaps. The data were ob-
tained from pressure-distrilmtion tests of a, wing model
with a 20-percent-chord split flap in the N. A. C. A.
7- l)y 10-foot wind tunnel. The results are given qs
tO (,3 eO _ w_ to_
..... ..... t
_, 36.0" = 0, 60 b/E (F/up) I
........ 60.0"- b/2 ...........
b'IGUItE 1 ])i_t_ralnnlzdie drawing t)f serni_l_arl Chtrk "f airf.il wilh _lllit
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pressure diagrams for the basic wing and as increments
in pressure or load for the flap-deflected conditions.
The characteristics are given for the wing-and-flap
combination and for the flap alone.
MODEL AND APPARATUS
WING MODEL
Tile Clark Y wing used for these tests had a 20-inch
chord and a 60-inch semispan (fig. 1); tile portion ex-
tending back to 80 percent of the wing chord was con-
0
q
FIGVa_ 5,-- Increments of pressure over air foil sections at - 6° angle _f attack with tile
flap deflected variolls amounts.
structed of laminated mahogany. The trailing-edge,
upper portion was constructed of _/_-ineh-thick steel
plate rolled to the contour and attnched to the wooden
part of the wing with screws. The flap, which had a
4-inch chord and a 36-inch semispan (20 percent c by
60 l)crccnt b/2), was formed by hinging the inboard 60
percent of the metal lower surface of the rear part of
the wing about its leading edge. The flap was sup-
ported at its leading edge by small piano-type hinges
and was set at the various deflections by suitable
spacer blocks as shown in figure 2. The gap between
the leading edge of the flap and the wing was sealed
with plasticine for all tests.
Pressure orifices were built into the upper and lower
surface of both the wing and flap at several sections
along tim semispan, 166 individual pressure orifices
being installed. The tubes from the orifices were
brought through the model and out at the inboard end.
Two orifices on both the upper surface of the flap and
i!¸
i
- !
FIGURE 6.- Increments of pr_sllre over airloil sections at, 6 ° angle of attack wittl tile
flap deflected various amounts.
on the lower surface of the wing at sections V, F, and
G (fig. 1) were used to obtain the pressures between the
flap and the wing.
MANOMETERS
Two N. A. C. A. multiple-tube photographic-
recording manometers (described in reference 6) were
used to record the point pressures on the model. The
manometer was connected to the orifices by means of
rubber tubing, so arranged as not to affect the air flow
over the wing.
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TEST ARRANGEMENT
The model was mounted in the N. A. C. A. 7- by 10-
foot wind tunnel (reference 7) in conjunction with a
reflection phme "tt the inboard end. (See figs. 2 and 3).
This plane extended from the top to the bottom of the
air stream and some distance ahead of and behind tim
model and was so located that the model was placed
symmetrically with respect to the tunnel center line.
The tubes from the pressure orifices were brought
horizontally through a rotatable section of this plane
to the edge of the jet and were grouped together to
forni a streamline shape so that the air flow on the
opposite side of the plane, on which the model was
located, was not appreciably disturbed.
TESTS
The sb_tic reference pressure used to maintain the
dynamic pressure constant during the tests was cali-
brated against dynamic-pressure surveys at the model
location with the model removed from the tunnel.
The longitudinal static pressure at the model location
was also measured and used to correct the point pres-
sures to the correct reference pressure.
All the tests were made at a dynamic pressure of
16.37 pounds per square foot, corresponding to an air
speed of 80 miles per hour under standard sea-level
atmosl)heric conditions. The average Reynolds Num-
ber of the tests, based on the wing chord, was approxi-
mately 1,220,000.
The model w_s tested with flap angles of 0°, 15°,
30 ° , and 45% The angles of attack covered a range
from al)l)roximately zero lift to 15° (approximately
C_._) with each tla 1) setting, test points being take]]
at 3 ° intervals. When the model had been fixed at
a given angle of attack with a given flap setting, ,
few minutes were allowed for conditions to become
constant; a record was then taken of the pressures at
the orifices l)y means of the photographic manometer.
PRESENTATION OF DATA
Section or rib pressure diagrams with the fl,q) neutral
(fig. 4) are given as ratios of point pressure p to dynamic
pressure ff for _ low angle of attack (--6°), an inter-
mediate angle of attack (6°), and a high _mgle of
attack (15°). in addition to the section press,m,
(tic,grams wi{h the fl'_p neutral, the increments of
point pressure with the tlap deflected over the point
pressure with the tlap neutral (both in terms of the
dynaufic I)ressure) arc given (figs. 5 to 7) for 'ill
flap deflections and for the three previously mentioned
angles of attack. On these diagrams the flap l)ressures
are plotted from the deflected flap chord but normal
tu the wing chord. The principal advantage of the
increment (liagr,}us is that they may, by the l)rincit)le
of supcrpositioI h be apl)lied to pressure diagrams of
,ny other tm_ic wing section that does not depart too
greatly from the Chu'k Y section of which the tests
were nlllde.
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The data computed h'om the integrated pressure
diagrams are given as nondimensional coefficients.
The coefficients for the wing-and-flap combination
include the loads of the ttap projected onto the wing
chord. The coefficients are defined as follows:
c,,_= n'_ , airfoil section normal-force coefficient.
qcw
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, Al_d4
C'"d4="c-2b='(/w wing pitching-nionlent coefficient
about quarter-chord point.
e hs hs, flap section hinge-moment coeificient
' =qci_ about flap hinge.
H_
C,,s=q_T6-- / flap hinge-moment coefficient about
nap hinge.
/0
_/.0
(c. p.) .... (0.25-- C,',(t _ >:_100, airfoil section h)ngi-
c,,,_ / tudinal center of l)res-
sure in percentage of
wing chord from wing
leading edge.
(C. P.) = 0.25--(_] _K100, wing center of pres-
sure in percentage of
wing chord from wing
leading edge.
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(.. p.):=( %]
-- c_"I]X100, flap section center of pres-sure in percentage of flap
chord fi'om hinge.
P.):=(--CnI)XIO0, flap center of pressure in(c.
percentage of flap ('}lord fro a
binge.
p . 1 M_ , \(C..)wla ,--, _-v-_, X100, wing lateral centerof pres-
.... sure in percentage of wing
semispan from wing root•
M,_c:v wing pitching moment about the quarter-
chord point.
h:, flap section hinge moment per unit span
about the flap hinge.
H:, flap hinge moment about the flap hinge•
:I[w_,, moment of wing semispan load about
wing root.
5I/_t , moment of flap semispan load about in-
board end of flap.
q, dynamic pressure.
c_, wing chord.
,vt i
%l
: :fiLl --_.
C f £D c 8 A_ 'C" f" ED
W:h_ _emi_pon TIp Roof Wing 5era span
I"IGI:ItE 9.--Ait'foil section longitudinal centers of pressure _gainst span of wing with the flap doffs'ted various arnounts.
/' \Mr) t(C. P.)r,_, =|_| X 100, flap lateral center of pros-
| _v_o:_ sure in percentage of flap
\ 4 / semispan from inboard end
of flap.
where
n= is the airfoil section normal force per unit
span.
N_, wing normal force.
n:, flap section normal force per unit span.
N:, flap normal force.
m_d, , airfoil section pitching moment per unit
span about the quarter-chord point.
c 8 A
T,p
c:, flap chord.
bw, wing span.
b:, flap span.
In these coefficients it is to be noted that the chord
forces on the airfoil have been neglected; i. e., the
longitudinal center-of-pressure positions and the pitch-
ing-moment coefficients were derived solely from con-
siderations of the normal forces.
The airfoil section normal-force coefficients are plot-
ted against the wing semispan in figure 8 for all
flap deflections and all angles of attack tested. The
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airfoil section centers of pressure are plotted similarly
in figure 9. In addition to these data, tile increments
of airfoil section normal-force and pitching-moment
coefficients, Ac, and Ac_, for the three angles of
'lttack previously mentioned are given in figure 10.
The airfoil section coefficients c, and c_ are also plotted
against angle of attack for all the flap deflections in
figure 11. The wing normal-force and pitclfing-moment
coefficients and longitudinal centers of pressure are plot-
ted against angle of attack for all flap deflections in
figure 12, and the wing lateral centers of pressure arc
given for ,ll flap deflections in figure 13.
The flap section normal-force coefficients arc plotted
against flap semi@an in figure 14 for all flap deflec-
tions and angles of attack. It should be noted that
for 5I= 0 ° tile coefficients were computed for the load
on only the lower surface of the flap, whereas for the
other flap (tefiections tile coefficients inchlde tile loads
on both the upper and lower surfaces of the flap. This
condition also applies to tile flap centers of pressure and
hinge-molnent coefficients. The flap section centers of
pressure for all flap deflections and angles of attack
are plotted against flap semispan in figure 15. The
flap normal-force and hinge-moment coefficients and
longitudinal centers of pressure arc plotted against
wing normal-force coefficients in figure 16 for all flap
deflections. The flap lateral centers of pressure are
plotted against angle of attack in figure 17.
PRECISION
Inasnluch as no air-flow alinement tests were made
in the wind tunnel with the test arrangement used
for tills investigation, the absolute setting of the angle
of attack may be slightly in error; the relative angles
are, however, accurate to within :k0.1 °. The flap
deflections were set to the specified angles to within
±0.l °. The l)oint pressures based on check tests in
which both the angle of attack and the flap settings were
changed imlependently showed that they agreed to
within 5_2 1)ercent, with the exception of the upl)er-
surface pressures near the wing leading edge which,
at high angles of attack, checked to within ± 5 percent.
The dynanfic pressure recorded on each diagram was
accurate to within ±0.25 percent for all tests. Since
the dynamic t)ressure was recorded on each diagram,
there is no relative error between it and the point
pressure; therefore variations of the dynamic pressure
do not introduce any error in computing the coefficients.
None of the data has been corrected for the effects of
the jet boundaries.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SECTION PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
.2
0
0
The distribution of pressure over the airfoil sections
with the flap neutral (fig. 4) is typical of that for wings
of rectangular plan form. The expected high tip
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FIGUI{E 10,--lnerements in airfoil see/ion normal-force rlzld pilching-rnomellt coeffi-
cients with the flap doflect_l various amounts.
loads at the high angle of attack verify previous con-
clusions that structurally the rectanguhtr tip shape is
poor. The data for angles of attack other than those
shown were not believed to be of sufficient general
interest to inchide in this report.
The increments of pressure due to the deflected flap
at the low angle of attack, --6 ° , (fig. 5) show that the
partial-span flap affects the load distribution on all
sections along the span of the wing. The first section
outboard of tim tip of the flap, section D, shows a
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peculiar resultant down-hind increment at the trailing
edge of the wing, which increases as the flap is deflected
downward. There is also a considerable resultant
down-load increment on the trailing-edge portion of
the wing covered by the flap when the flap is deflected,
which increases with flai I detteetion. ]n addition the
positive pressures on the lower surface of the wing are
I' UiUI_E 12 Normal-hwee eo(_|T}cit_ll[S, |laf:hing-lll_llllent eoe|lhJtqlt5, alld centers .f
life,sure t_f tl:c _il]g _ ith the flap deflected various _t_ll(_tlllls.
increased ntorc than the negative prcssm'es on the
upper surface at a given tlap deflection. The pressures
are inereuscd the greatest amount near the flap hinge
and near the leading edge of tire wing.
At the intermediate angle of attack, 6 ° (fig. 6), there
is a peculiar increase in load at the tip of the wing,
which is probably a function of the wing plan as well
as of tim flap delleetion. The increments of pressure
at the trailing edge of the wing are quite similar to
those noted for the low angle tlf attack. In qddition,
the increase in positive pressure near the flal) hinge on
the h)wer sm'faee of the wing is larger. This increase
in load near the hinge may be critical in rib design
t)eeause normally this portion (>f the rib does not have
large loads. The negative t)ressure on the Ul)l)er sur-
face near the leading edge increases at this angle of
attack by about 75 percent of the dynamic pressure
with the maximmn flap deflection.
At an angle of attack of 15 ° (fig. 7) the increase in
loqd on the tip section is again evident. At. this angh,
of attack tile resultant down-h)ad increment neat" the
trailing edge at section D with the [lap down is less
than for the lower angles of attack. The h)ad incre-
ment on the t)ortion of the wing above the fl'qt is
very snmll but the increment on the win,: outboard of
the flap is large, increasing with tlap dclteetion. The
-r 1-_ _---=-! ]
..... 5 45 ....
.!
t l<<
,! [ [
! ,
-:6 -/Q -8 -4 o 4 8 t2 /6
o:, dQqr_c.s
I"IUUI_E 13. l,ateral ('enters of llre.ssure of wing with tile llap dellected vari.us
Itlll()tlll[S,
large increase in i)ositive prcssure near the tla 1) hinge
is also evident and is in agreement with tim results of
tt_e tests reported in reference :3. The increased nega-
tive l)ressure at the wing leading edge is about thrce,
times the dyn,mfie l)ressure when tile flap is fully
deflected.
WING LOADS AND MOMENTS
The airfoil section normal-force eoefticients l)loltcd
in ligure 8 show the actual distribution Df the air load
along the span for all the angles of attack 'rod the tlap
deflections tested. With the lla]) neutral, the sl)an
load distribution is tyl)ie.al of that for rectangular
airfoils. With the fla I) dcflccted, the se('tion normal-
force coefl]eient increases 'dDng tit(; entire stmn of the
wing. The ral)id change in section normal-force ('o-
eltieients at the ti l) of the tlap is very noticeable. The
curves show that the larger the flal) dellection, the
greater is the concentration of the load over the
tlal)t)cd t)ortion of the wing for a given total h)ad.
The high tip loads may be attributcd to the particular
itlan form of the wing.
The section centers of pressure l)h)tted against the
st)an of the wing with the flap neutral (fig. 9) are
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typical of those for a wing of rectangular plan foran.
Tile center of pressure nloves forward as the angle of
attack is increased and is nearly uniform over the
span except at the til)s of the wing, which may be
seen from the pressure-distribution diagrams (fig. 4).
With the flap deflected (fig. 9), the center of pressure
shifts rearward not only over the tlapped portion of
the wing hut also over the rest of the wing to the out-
hoard end for the high angles of attack. For the low
angles of attack, the center of pressure shifts forward
over tile unflappe(l portion of the wing when the flap
is deflected.
The increments of airfoil section norlnal-force and
pitclfing-moment coefficients caused hy deflecting the
O_L F
_oof  -lop sem/_pc].,-;
Fl,.iUIIE 14 Sp:tn load distribtltion on flap for various Illll_ defl(!clhms.
flap (tig. 10) are probably of greater interest than the
_mg coefficients for a particul'tr model. The largest
changes in section normal-force coefficient, At,--0.75,
and in section pitching-nioment coefficient, ac,,,,_=
-- 0.20, occur at the maximum flap deflection used and
at 15 ° angle of attack. The rapid change in both the
wing nornial-force and pitching-moment coefficients at
the outboard end of the flap and the increase in the
force and moment on the unflapped portion of the wing
are clearly shown by these increment diagrams. The
peak load and niomcnt increments at the tip of the
wing are probably a function of the rectangular tip
shape and might not he encountered with rounded wing
tips. It is probable that these increments of loads and
moments may safely he supcrposed on known span load
and moment diagrams of plain wings having similar
profiles and plan forms.
In order to complete the air-load information oil wings
with this type of flap, more tests are desirable with other
wing protiles and plan forms and flaps of different spans
and chords. Such additional data would establish the
efl'ect of profile and phm form on section-characteristic
increments and on span-load and moment increments.
The curves of the section normal-force coefficient (fig.
11) show tlmt for all sections except h and [3 the nornml-
force coefficient is linearly proportional to the angle of
attack from zero lift to 15 ° angle of attack. The pitchin!,,-
moment coefficient curves, except for section A, arc regu-
lar, the monient increasing toward the center of the wing.
As previously pointed out,
the pectdiar loads and mo-
ments at the tip section are
a function of the tip shape
The wmation in the wing
characteristics with :ingle
of attack (fig. 12), caused
hy deflecting tile partial-
st)an flap a given amount,
checks reasonably well with
the results of force tests
(data unpublished). The
sudden change in normal
force at high negative
angles of attack with the
flap down 45 ° is worthy of
note. The same phenome-
non was encountered ill
force tests with split flaps
(references 2 and 4) and
may result in critical loads
when considering a down
gust if flying at maximunt
i _ allowable speed with the
E flap deflected. More data
r,p
on conditions in this vicin-
ity are desirable.
The lateral center of pressure on the wing (tig. 13)
nioves toward the plane of symmetry as the tlap is
deflected downward.
FLAP LOADS AND MOMENTS
The flap section normal-force coefficients are shown
in figure 14 for all flap deflections and angles of attack
plotted against flap span. For the zero ttap dellection the
load on only tim lower surface of the flap was considered,
hut for the other flap deflections the load on both sur-
faces was included. The section normal-force coefficient
of the flap increases with flqp deflection but shows no
consistent variatian with angle of attack. For practi-
cal purposes the air-load distribution may be considered
mlifm-m over the span of tile flap.
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FIGURE 15,--F]al} Se0liOi] ]{In_illll|iliti| t'eilters of Dressure 8gaii]st span of flnl) for _:ariOllS l]tlll deflecLioils.
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Tile flap section centers of pressure (tig.15) with the
flap neutral are rather erratic and vary over a large
range; for other flap deflections the ttap center of
pressure is cssentially constant between 40 and 50
l)ercent of tile flap chord fr()m the hinge axis. [
Z6
FIGURE 16,--Normal force coefficients, hinge-nio_lellt coetllci0nts, and centers el
pressure of flap for variotls Ilap deflect iuns.
for small values of the wing nornml-force coefficient
with the Ilap down 45 °. With the tlap neutral the
center of pressure moves to about 65 percent of the
flap chord at: small values of wing normal-force coeffi-
cient. The lateral center of pressure on the llap (fig.
17) is at 50 percent of tile flap span from the l)lane of
_isymmetry, within _/.5 percent, for all flap deflections
and angles of attack tested.
i Tile amount of leakage between the wing and a
closed split ilap largely determines the hinge-moment
and normal-force cocfllcient for the neutral setting.
If there is any negative pressure on tile upper surface
of the ttap in the closed position, the binge-moment
and normal-force coefficients will be increased. It is
possible that the force required to overcome the hinge
moment when the flap is neutral may be critical for
manual ol)eration of the flap. Further lests (d' wu'iml_
flap-neutral conditions seem desirable.
CONCLUSIONS
The folh)wing conclusions may be drawn from the
results of the tests reported herein:
1. Deflection of the partial-span sl)lit flap affected
the pressures and section normal-force and pitching-
moment coefficients over the entire span of the wing.
2. For tile wing-flap combination tested, the flap
loads and momeRts were practically constant over the
span of the partial-span split flap for a given flap
deflection and angle of attack of the wing.
3. The maximum normal-force and hinge-moment
coefficients were about the same for the partial-span
split flap of the present tests as for a previously tested
full-span split ttap.
-_ 8 t2 f6
Li
-4 0 4
FI(;t;R:,: 17. Laleral centers of pressure (if flap for various flap de[lections.
The flap hinge-moment and normal-force coeffi-
cients (fig. ltl) increase with flap detleetion but show
no consistent variation with wing normal-force coeffi-
cient. The maximum flap normal-force coefficient was
1.15, which checks tile results of references 2 and 3 for
the same flap deflec, tion. The nmxinlum ]linge-monmnt
coefficient of the flap was 0.5, which is about 10 percent
less than that reported for the full-span flap of reference 2.
The longitudinal ccnter of pressurc on the flap (fig.
16) is about constant at 43 percent of the flap chord
from the hinge axis except wheil thc flap is neutral and
LANGLEY _|EMOR1AL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AEaONAUT_CS,
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DETERMINATION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF TAPERED WINGS
]_y }{AY),ION'D F, ANDERSON
SUMMARY
Tables and charts -for use in determining the character.
istics o-f tapered wings are presented. Theoretical factors
are given from which the following characteristics oJ
tapered wings may be found: The span lift distribution,
the induced-angle-of-attack distribution, the lifi-curce
slope, the angle of zero lift, the induced drag, the aero-
dynamic-center position, and the pitching moment about
the aerodynamic center.
The wings considered cover the complete range o-f taper
ratios and a range of aspect ratios from 2 to 20. The
factors given include the e{fects of sweepback and twist
and apply to wings having a straight taper plan form with
rounded tips and an elliptical plan form. The general
.formulas of the usual wing theory are also given from
which, the characteristics of a wing of any form may be
calculated when the section characteristics are known
from experiment.
In addition to the tables and charts, test results are
given-for nine tapered wings, including wings with sweep-
back and twist. The test results verify the values com-
puted by the methods presented in the first part of the
report. A final section is given outlining a method for
estimating the lift coey_cient at which a tapered wing
begin._ to stall. This method, which should be useful for
estimating the maximum lift coefficient of tapered wings,
is applied to one of the wings tested.
INTRODUCTION
A large amount of work has been done on the deter-
mination of tapered-wing characteristics from airfoil
theory. Glauert has given some of the characteristies
of wings with straight taper for a limited range of
aspect ratios (references 1 and 2). Hueber fins given
other characteristics of wings with straight taper for a
large range of aspect ratios (reference 3). Several
other papers have given various characteristics of
tapered wings. The data of all the papers, however,
have been limited by one or more of the following
factors: Range of aspect ratio and taper ratio, number
of characteristics given, and omission of data on wings
with sweepback and twist. In order to provide more
complete information, data are given in this report for
it large range of aspect ratios, for the complete range
of taper ratios, and for wings with sweepback and twist.
As airplane wings are usually rounded at the tips, the
data are given for wings with rounded tips.
In addition to the theoretical characteristics, the
results of tests of nine tapered wings, including wings
with sweepback and twist, and a comparison of some
of the test results with theoretical values are presented.
The characteristics are given for wings having a
straight taper and rounded tips and for wings having
an elliptical plan form, with an aspect-ratio range from
2 to 20. For these wings, formulas are given using
factors that are presented in tables and charts. From
the formulas and factors the following characteristics
of tapered wings may be determined: Span lift distri-
bution, induced-angle-of-attack distribution, lift-curve
slope, angle of zero lift, induced drag, aerodynamic-
center position, and pitching molnent about the aero-
dynamic center.
METHOD OF OBTAINING DATA
BASIC CONCEPTS
When obtaining the data used to determine the char-
aeteristics of wings, a tapered wing is considered to con-
sist of a series of airfoil sections that may vary in shape,
chord length, and in angle of attack from root to tip.
Each airfoil section is assumed to have an aerodynalnic
center through which the lift and drag act and about
which the pitching moment is constant.
With the section characteristics as a basis, character-
istics of the entire wing are obtained by integration
across the span. Formulas for the integrations will
first be given for a wing of any shape and zero dihedral;
that is, the aerodynamic centers of all the sections along
the span lie in a plane which passes through the root
chord and which is perpendicular to the plane of syin-
metry. Wings of particular shape will be considered
later and a method for including the effect of dihedral
will be given.
For any tapered wing the span lift distribution may
t)e considered to consist of two parts. One part, which
will be called the "basic distribution," is the distribu-
tion that depends principally on the twist of the wing
and occurs when the total lift of the wing is zero; it
does not oh.rage with the angle of attack of the wing.
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The second part of the span lift distribution, which
will be called the "additional distribution," is the lift
due to change of the wing angle of attack; it is inde-
pendent of the wing twist and maintains the same form
throughout the reasonably straight part of the lift curve.
In the designation of the characteristics of a wing,
lower-case letters will be used for section characteris-
tics and upper-case letters for tile characteristics of the
entire wing. The basic and additional section lift coef-
ficients are then c_b and cza. A complete list of sym-
bols follows. It is convenient to find the additional
lift coefficient for a wing CL of 1 and it is then designated
ct_l. The two coefficients are related by cza=CLcza_.
The total lift coefficient at any section is found from
the basic and additional coefficients from
CZo=CZb-_(_C_L
where % is the lift coefficient perpendicular to the local
relative wind at any section as distinguished from c,
which is perpendicular to the relative wind at a dis-
tance. For convenience, however, cz will be used and
may be considered equal to cz0.
SYMBOLS
A, aspect ratio, b'_/S.
b, span.
c, chord at any section along the span.
ct, tip chord (for rounded tips, c_ is the fictitious
chord obtained by extending the leading and
trailing edges to the extreme tip).
c,, chord at root of wing or plane of symmetry.
S, wing area.
_3, angle of sweepback, measured between the
lateral axis and a line through the aerody-
namic centers of the wing sections. (See
tig. 1.)
t, aerodynamic twist in degrees from root to tip,
measured between the zero-lift directions of
the center and tip sections, positive for
washin.
x, longitudinal coordinate, parallel to the root
chord.
y, lateral coordinate, perpendicular to plane of
symmetry.
z, vertical coordinate in the plane of symmetry,
perpendicular to the root chord.
x ..... x coordinate of wing aerodynamic center.
a, wing lift-curve slope, per degree.
o0, wing section lift-curvc slope, per degree.
n_, wing lift-cur_'e slope, per radian.
_0, wing section lift-curve slope, per radian.
a, angle of attack at any section along the span.
a_, wing angle of attack measured from the chord
of the root section.
_,_, absolute wing angle of attack measured from
the zero-lift direction of the root section.
_0_, angle of zero lift of the root section.
_%,, angle of zero lift of the tip section.
a,tL=0), wing angle of attack for zero lift.
a_, section induced angle of attack.
c, section lift coefficient perpendicular to the
distant relative wind.
Subscripts for c_:
0, refers to section lift coefl:cient
perpendicular to the local rela-
tive wind.
b, refers to basic lift (CL=0).
a, refers to additional lift (any CL).
ol, refers to additional lift (CL=I).
cd_, section induced-drag coefficient.
c_0, section I)rofile-drag coefficient.
c,_.¢., section pitching-nmment coefficient about sec-
tion aerodynamic center.
l, section lift.
_n,_, section pitching moment due to additional lift
forces.
,_I_, wing pitching moment due to additional lift
forces.
C,,,z, wing pitching-moment coefficient due to addi-
tional lift forces.
C_ M wing pitching-moment coefficient due to basic
lift forces.
Cms, wing pitching-moment coefficient due to the
pitching moments of the wing sections.
C_¢., wing pitclfing-moment coefficient about its
aerodynamic center.
CL, wing lift coefficient.
Cx)_, wing induced-drag coefficient.
GENERAL FORMULAS
Formulas in terms of the section characteristics.--
The induced angle of attack at any section is obtained
from c_ by
?[t 0
The section induced-drag coefficient is obtained from
(_ an(t e I fronl
Cd, _ ol _Ct
and the induced-drag coefficient for the entire wing
may be obtained by integration across the semispan
from the section values:
2 fb/_
CD,=_J ° a_c_cdy (1)
In order to obtain tile aerodynamic center and the
pitching moment of the wings, a system of reference
axes was used; the origin was at the aerodynamic center
of the root section and the axes were as shown in figure
1. The x axis (fig. 1 (a)) is parallel to the root chord,
and the y axis (fig. 1 (b)) is perpendicular to the plane
of symmetry with positive directions following the
veetors. The wing axis is the locus of the aerody-
namic centers of the sections and lies in the x-y plane.
The lift l and the coefficient c, of any section along the
span are represented in figure 1.
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A typical section with the aerodynamic center
located at a distance x from the y axis has a moment
arm of
X COS ots
and a pitching moment about the lateral axis (fig. 1)
due to the additional lift force of
mt=--x cos o_sla
but the lift increment of any section is
l,,= c_ qc
and the pitching moment for the entire wing is obtained
from
('b/2
fill.=--2q cos a_,] ° cloc:rdy
WLo 9 oerodynomzc cent¢ C Aerodynom/c center-
' of any sectzbn
Root-sectzbn '_ C_ between root ond h'p
oerodynomlc cen_er', _ /+
P /
_..x_ ,,a'z°,
Roof- sect/bn chord" _-_
;r/p-sect/on chord a ,
(a) Aerodynamic center of construcflbn _lp ._ect/on
(a) Determination of twist.
Root-secf/bn oerodynomlc center
. _ ._i_
Lateral oxts ;
Wing qdrodynQm/c "center Construct/on lip Secffor_
(b) Straight-l, aper wing wiOl roumled rids.
((') Distorted elliptical wing.
FIGURE 1. -.Form of wings.
Pitching-moment coefficients for the entire wing will
be based on a chor(I length nf S/b so that
Mb
C,,,-q_.,..
The pitching-moment coellicient due to the additional
lift forces then t)ecnmes
2b p_,t'z
(/,,,_= -- ,,,_cos _ | c I cxdy
The additional lift forces have a centroid through
which the lift may be considered to qct. This point
is the aerodynamic center of the wing and its x coordi-
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nate will be designated x ..... (See fig. 1.) This dis-
tance corresponds to d in reference 4. The term
C_l. then may also be expressed
b
C%=-(x .... cos _,)_C_
If the previous expression for C,_l is used, x .... is
obtained as a fraction of S/b by
2b rb/:
x .... _ ]0 cl. cxdy
s/g= " c,_ (2)
The moment due to the drag forces has been omitted
because it is relatively small, except for wings with
large amounts of sweepback or dihedral.
The pitching moment of the basic lift forces is a
couple and is therefore independent of the axis abou_
which it is determined. The lateral axis was used to
facilitate computation but, when the pitching moment
is used, it is convenient to consider it constant about
an axis through the aerodynamic center. Accordin E
to the method previously used, the pitching-moment
coefficient due to the basic lift forces is
9 fib 2
c.,,,= ± jo ., (3>
The cos a'<L=0_(the cosine of the angle of zero riftof
the win E measured from the root chord) has been
omitted because it ispractical)y equal to unity.
In addition to the basic hft forces, the pitching
moment of each section also contributes to the pitching
moment of the wing, w]fich is obtained by
C 2b ['_/2 c2dy (4)
The total moment about the aerodynamic center is
then the sum of the two foregoing parts
C,,,.. = C,,,I°+ C_
Formulas in terms of the coefficients of the Fourier
series.--In order to obtain data from the foregoing
formulas, the spanwise distribution of the lift coefficient
! (following Glauert) was expressed as the Fourier series:
4b "2A, sin _O
where 0 is related to the distance along the span (liE. 1)
by y=(b/2) cos 0 and only odd values of _ are used.
When c_ is expressed in the foregoing manner, it is
possible to obtain the induced angle of attack in the
forIn
"n 4 sin nO
,In 0
Also the coefficients +t, nlay be expressed in the form
A,,= B,,_. -{-C,,e
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where aa, is the absolute angle of attack of the root
section; that is, the angle of attack of the root section,
measured from its direction of zero lift, and e is the
wing twist measured between the zero-lift directions
of the root and tip sections.
When the preceding expressions for c_ and at are
substituted in the foregoing formulas, the characteris-
tics are obtained in terms of tile coefficients B, and C,,
which in turn are grouped into factors.
From (1) the induced-drag coefficient may be ob-
tained in the form:
C 2
C,.,= _u, + CL_ao_,_ Oao) %
where A is the aspect ratio, and
u=Kd/, /+1
[2 (v=_2_ riB. C,,-p., .
?IioBl n=3 5 7L "o _]
.. F%,(c,,-.
%'_,_I/..-d \ _,t / I
,-° LFS , J
In the determination of the aerodynamic-center
position, the wing axis is considered to be a straight line
and the angle of sweepback is _3(fig. 1), then
x=lyltan¢_
and from (2) the x coordinate of the aerodynamic
center is obtained as
a'_., = HA tan
&'b
where
2 /BI B_ B_,+B7
II=_-3 +5"--2i 45 + " " "
From (3) the molnent due to the basic lift forces
becomes
C,,,tb.... GeaoA tan B
where ao is the scction lift-curve slope for the wing and
; 2AF/C, C., C7 "1 (71( l_3 B_,+B: Y1
rt_oL ',, o 21 "_.
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clmracteristics. The basic and additional lifts at any
point along the span were expressed by the dimension-
less quantities
all(I
so that
and
]4FX3 : .oL,, =--IA../ 1
T" L/l= l, 3, 5, 7
S
c z,,t=cb La
The lift-curve slope was obtained in the form
7rABl
57.3
By the introduction of the slope for an elliptical wing,
a may be expressed
(lo
"-ff +57:aa _1 rA
where
r a/1+57.30o_
'=a-o\ /
The angle of zero lift was obtained in the forln
<=j
e B_
The angle of attack of a wing may then by given by
a,=?+mo +J_
where a, is the angle of attack measured from the chord
of the root section, and a% is tile angle of zero lift of the
root section.
The general formulas and the factors used with them
have now been outlined. The manner of obtaining the
data will be completed by explaining the method of
finding the cocflicients B, and (2, used in computing
the factors.
Determination of the coefficients of the Fourier
series.--The coefficients B,, and C_ del)end on the shape
of the wing. The two wing shapes used are shown on
figure l. Wing (b) has a straight taper plan form with
('File term C,% is equal t.o C,, r in reference 4.) [ rounded tips and (c an elliptical phm form. The
Also from equation (4) tile pitching moment of the i tapered wing is shown with sweepback and the elliptical
wing due to the l)itehing molnents of t.he sections is' wing without, but. either wing may or may not have
exi)ressed as sweepback. The rounded tip of the tapered wing is
(L,_= E?,,, , formed within a trapezoidal tip of length c,, and the
taper of the wing is determined by the tip to root
where c,,,.,, is constant across the span and I chord ratio c,'%. The aerodynamic centers of the
% phi'2
K=---L c=dg and form the wing axis. The elliptical wing is formedN2 .Jo ] airfoil sections lie on a straight line across the sernispan
In addition to the foregoing formulas, the following I by distorting :m ellipse mltil the wing axis becomes
formnlas were obtained in terms of B, and C, for other straight. In order to determine the wing axis, the
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aerodynamic centers of the qirfoil sections were taken
at the quarter-chord point. Tile straight wing axis
may then be given sweepback with each chord moving
parallel to its original position. The same process
would be used to change the sweepback of the tapered
wing.
For the wings considered, the twist varies linearly
from root to tip and the total angle of twist is e. As
shown in figure 1, E is the twist measured between the
zero-lift directions of the root and tip sections.
Tapered wing.--For the tapered wing the coefficients
B,, and C, were determined from the equation
o(4b+ ,,
_=_A. sin n kmoC sin 0/ (5)
where a, is the absolute angle of attack iit any section;
that is, the angle of attack measured from the zero-lift
direction for the section. The coefficients B, and C,,
are related to A, by
A,= B,a% + C,_
where a., is the absolute angle of attack of the root
section. The value of m0 used in the preceding equa-
tion was 5.79 per radian, which approximates the lift-
curve slope of good airfoil sections. For the linear
taper a_ becomes
aa=aa-_-_ COS 0
For a wing of any particular aspect ratio and taper
ratio, equation (5) was satisfied at four points along
the scmispan by the usual method (except for c,/c_=O
for which six points were necessary to obtain sufficient
accuracy), and values of B, and C. for n=l, 3, 5, and
7 were found.
The elliptical wing.--For lhe elliptical wing the fore-
going fundamental equation may be simplified and a
new series of coelIicients, independent of aspcct ratio,
may be obtained. The coetlicient A, for n _3, 5, 7 . . .
co may be obtained in the form
A,, = _-)i
where k,, is determined from
0 _ /1 sin 30\._k_,(1 sin 50"]
cos := :3t +sin-O) '\ -sinO/
/ sin 70\
The factors for the elliptical wing then take the forln
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1+ 57:_a_
_'A
J'= 1
d=-k3+k_-k7 . . .
tt= ]
7"_0
I
L"_3..U,\-l,> I _J
2II=
37r
21c3 2 "- 2k7
(7_ 5_( '-t-!}_'A ] ",2) 17r(12_1°-)-t 45=(1-t -7m°'l_A] ""
E-- 32
--_ (c,,, .... constant along the span)
The foregoing factors were obtained for the elliptical
wing and for a straight-taper wing with trapezoidal tips
for a range of aspect ratios from 3 to 20 and of taper
ratios from 0 to 1. The factors were also obtained for
the tapered wing with rounded tips for a sufficient
number of aspect ratios and taper ratios so that the
complete range could be covered using the factors for
the wing with trapezoidal tips as a guide. Cross plots
were then made to obtain figures 2 to 9 and the values
for wings with rounded tips presented in tables I and
II. Although the factors become less reliable as the
aspect ratio is decreased, it was considered desirable to
extrapolate the curves to an aspect ratio of 2 as the
f'rctors in the low-aspect-ratio range may be of use in
the absence of other data. Additional spanwise lift-
distribution data computed for the elliptical wing are
given in table III.
USE OF TABLES AND CHARTS
In order to find the characteristics of a wing lmving
a straight taper and roumted tips or having an elliptical
plan form, the tables and charts may be used directly.
The properties of the wing should first be determined ;
that is, the taper ratio cjc, aspect ratio A, span b, the
area S, the aerodynamic twist E in degrees, tim angle of
sweepback /_, and the average value of section lift-
curve slope, as well as the section lift-curve slope a0,
the section pitching-moment coefficient c,,, .... and the
chord c at convenient stations along the semispan.
The chord and a0 should be found at the spanwise
stations given in tables I and II to facilitate finding
the spanwise lift distribution. Then, for the values of
cUc_ and A, values of Lb and L_ may be found from
tables I and II by interpolation if necessary. The
section lift coefficients czb and cz,_ are then found for each
station along tim semispan from
C/b_b Lb
C t H= ;'Lu
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t i : ..... [
LO0
• 94 ........ t ! .....
"900 Z 4 e a I0 /2 /4 /6--)8 --20
Aspect to/tO
FIGURE 2.--Chart for determining lilt-ctlrve slope.
(10
a=[1+57.3 ao m = 57.3a
r A
_._ ..... <__7
.96 _- /.._'_- _
//r/A.// 1---4. _ /o
32 _ ....... i 4 4-"
.88 ...........
•84 __ _ ....
-- 5Mo/qht- toper- w/nq w#h rounded /_
.80-____E//,pt, co/w,_g 1 i.l i
0 / .Z .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .3 ZO
Toper rot/o
FIOURE 4.--Chart for determining induced-drag factor u.
Ct.Z
C o =_[t+CL*aoe t (eaD)2u '
l ] i. , ,
0 2 4 6 8 I0 12 /4 IG /8 20
Aspect roh'o
FIGURE 3.--Chart for determining angle of attack•
-.00_
-.004
-. OOB
0 2 4 6 _ I0 12 14 16 18 20
Aspect r'ot/b
FIGUaE 5. Chart for determining induced-drag factor e.
0 ./ ._ .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 ZO
Toper" rot/o, c_/c,
FmURE 7. -('hart for determining pitching moment due to section moment.
C_ = Ec_,.,.
FOr C_a.©, constant across the span.
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and c_ for any value of CL for the wing is obtained from
Y*,e,
---_IIA tan _S,,'b
The actual basic, additional, and total lifts for any
section of the wing may then be obtained from
l_=c_bqc
lo= CLclolqc
l=czqc
Values of l may be computed for the various spaawise
stations and the curve of the span lift-distribution may
be plotted. Typical scnfispan lift-distribution curves
are shown in figure 10.
The semispan induced angle-of-attack distribution
may be obtained from
Ct
Clia=Ola aO
where
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The remaining characteristics are obtained simply
by finding the required factor for the desired values of
c,/c, and A from the charts and by computing the
characteristics from the formulas previously given,
using the average value of a0 where a0 is required. The
formulas are summarized here for convenience.
Lift-curve slope:
57.3a,
1-_ rrA
Angle of attack corresponding to any C_:
_,=C_'+ a% + J_
Angle of zero lift."
a,., =0)= a % + J_
huluced-drag coefficient:
CL _
C_,= 7A_ + C__a,,_,+ (_ao)w
I .... ,i ........ [
.... ] ......... ! I
0 2 4 6 8 I0 12 /4 16 /8 20
D/stonce olon 9 semispon, feet
FmrJ_ ]0.--'rypic_] semispan lift distribution. Ct.=L2.
Pitching-moment coefficient about an axis through
the aerodynamic center:
C,..... =C,..+C,._
C,,,= EC .....
C_i=--G_aoA tan fl
Aerodynamic-center position (x coordinate):
Xa.c.
S/b =HA tan
Although C,,, may usually t)e determined from the
foregoing formula, equation (4) should be used if
c ...... varies considerably across the span.
Illustrative example.--In order t:o ilhtstratc the
method of using the charts, an example will be worked
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out for a wing with straight taper and rounded tips
having the following characteristics:
A=6
c/c_=0.5
b=40 feet
,8'=266.7 sq. ft.
8= 10°
(,L = 1.2
q=lO lb./sq, ft.
Root. section: Construction tip section:
N. A. C. A. 4415 N.A.C.A. 2409
a0,= 0.097 a0t= 0.099
a%=--3.8 ° a%=--1.7 °
c,,a .c., = -- 0.083 c,,ac. -= -- 0.044
The angle of twist, measured between the chords of tile
root and construction tip sections is --5 ° (washout).
Then, by tile use of the angles of zero lift of the root
and tip sections and by reference to figure 1, the angle
of aerodynamic twist is determined to be --7.1 °.
The chord at several stations along the semispan
and the calculation of the lift distrit)ution are given
in table IV. In the table, a0 and c,,,., are assumed
to have a linear variation along the semispan. Values
of Lb and L_ were obtained from tables I and ]I for
an aspect ratio of 6 and a taper ratio of 0.5 and the
basic, additional, and total lift distributions were com-
puted and plotted in figure 10. The pitching-molnent
coefficient c,,_.c, varies so much along the semispan
that C=, cannot be found by use of the factor E but
must be found from (4). Accordingly, c,,_ ¢c _ is
plotted against y in figure II and (' is found from the
area under the curve to be --0.072.
-8
,_. --+--.+-- __+__
,>_.
0 2 ,_ 6 8 /0 /2 /4 1'6 18 20
O,5_once otor_g sem/3pon, feel
FIGURE ll.--Oraphical deterlllit_ution of seelioI1 pit(.hing lllOIllellt.
2b _1_
C. =_f ° c=,._ c2dy = --t).!)72
From figures 2 to 9 and the equations on page 7
the remaining factors and characteristics are deter-
mined to be
f=0.998 a:-0.0755
J= -- 0.408 a, = 15.0
u =0.995 a,(L_ o) -- --0.9
v = 0.0001 (*_-- 0.0786
w=0.0039
G=0.0199 (',,,_ --0.015
/1=0.214 x,,.<-- 1.51 ft.
C,_ ._. = --0.072+0.015= --0.057
Method for wing of special form.--lf it is desired to
find the characteristics of a wing having a chord dis-
tribution that lies between the chord distributions of
the tapered and elliptical wings, such as a wing with a
constant-chord center section, an interpolation may be
made between the values for the tapered and elliptical
wings to find most of the characteristics.
The lift distribution for such wings may be found by
an approximate method that has been tried for a few
wings having parallel center sections and has given
satisfactory results. The method has been taken from
reference 5 with the symbols converted to the notation
of this report. Approximate values of L_, which will
be designated L_', may be calculated from
moc _ S
b/z
where
+:
.,oc I
L\ /mean
The procedure is to choose a number of points at con-
venient intervals along the semispan (12 points should
be sufficient for the usual plan forms); then from the
-/l-f Y
v alues of c at those points the lnean value of Ii/ \b/2}
lltoC
is calculated. The value of a_ may then be found and
front the values of g and c, L_' at each point along the
senfispan may be computed. The values of L_' should
correspond to a C_L approximately equal to 1. The
a('tual (). may be found from
' _L ' Y
and (). may be conveniently found from the area under a
of L,,' plotted against b/y. Finally, L_ may be('urve
found fronl L,,=L, '(L. Values of ct_t may then be
cah.ulated by the previously in(li('ated method and, if
lea r
desired, ('_,, and '_/b: may be found from equations (1)
and (2).
]f a wing has (.onsiderable dihedral or a curved wing
axis, an integration may be made directly from the
section characteristics. For this purpose, the best
pro('edure would be to resolve the section values c_o
and ('_0 into com])onents ahmg and parallel to the x
and z axes, where the z axis is peri)endicular to the
x axis and lies in the plane of symmetry. ()wing to
dihedral, there will be a vertical (.oordinate of the aero-
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dynamic center and a pitching moment about the aero-
dynamic center of the force components in the x direc-
tion. Tile coordinates of the aerodynamic center and
of the pitching moment about it may be found from
integrations like (2) and (3) by substituting the appro-
priate values of tile x and z force components. For
example, x .... would be found from
'2 (b/2
S.]o %cxdy
3"u. c _ CZ a
wber(,
9 Fb/2
c o= jo c,°c@
The values of x .... and C may be found by plottingZa
9O
. f58
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to tile desired angle of twist and the sections between
the root and tip were then formed by using straight
lines between corresponding stations of the root and
tip sections. Formation of the wings in this manner
,results in a nonlinear distribution of twist along the
semispan. In plan view the quarter-chord points of
the sections lie on a straight line across the semispan;
the sweepback was measured between this line and
the lateral axis.
Three different amounts of sweepback, 0°, 15 °, and
30 °, and three types of airfoil sections, synmletrical.
cambered, and reflexed, were used.
As the wings differ primarily in airfoil section,
sweepback, 'rod twist, a convenient designating number
c_('.r and c,_c against the distance along the semisl)an
and finding the area under the curves.
TESTS OF TAPERED WINGS
In order to provide test data on tapered wings_
inelu(ling wings with sweepback and twist, and to
provide a check on the ])reviously outlined method of
('oml)uting char'mteristics, nine tapered wings were
tested. The pl'm forms and sections of the wings are
shown in tlgm'es 12 to 20. The aspect ratio of all the
_ings was 6; the taper ratio of eight of the wings was
0.5 and of one wing was 0.25. For all the wings the
thickness ratio of the root section was 15 percent 'rod
of the tip seetions 9 percent, q'he tip section was set
1 :Hl¢l.q2--:17 :ll
i
Dote: 3-20-34 Te_f." _/D7[_
0 .2 ,4 .6 .8 ZO 12 L4
Llff coefficient: Q
C_ o.,.= AIbIqF?_
was used to distinguish the wings, such as 24-30-8.50.
In this number 24 designates the N. A. C. A. airfoi;
me'm line, i. e., 2 means 0.2 chord maximum camber
and 4 that the maximum camber is at 0.4 chord; 311
gives the sweel)back in degrees; and 8.5{) gives the
washout in degrees.
The wings are listed in table V. The first two wings
have no sweepback ,'rod no twist and ditt'cr only in
airfoil section. The next two have increased sweep-
back. The live remaining wings are examl)les of
various methods of combining sweepback, twist, and
airfoil section to obt'dn wings having a snmll positive
pitching moment; such wings would be suitable for
tailless airplanes. The amounts of twist and of
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Vel(f/./sec.): 62 9
0 0
_J
24-0-0 I
_" _ _N (effechvej 8,160,000
-.3: Date. 3-21-34 Tesh _D. TT tl73 i
-/8 -/2 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 _ 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 /.0 L2 L4
Angle of oHack, _ (degrees) referred to roof chord Lift coefficient; C_
FIGURE 13.--Tal,ered N. A. C. A. 24-0-0 airfoil. C,o. ,.=j_fb,tqS_
16
.2
0
A,_-fo,'L" 24-t5-0 Ve/(fZ/tec.)." 69.8 !
_F__ _ Size. • 150sq./n. area, 30_n. Span
_---_'. "Pres.{sfndaim.).'20.5 R.AL'3.tO0.O00 -.2
_ Where tesfed.'L M A.L. Test." _ZL2?_1174
'_ Corrected for tunne/-wa// effect. 74
-IG -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
Ang/e of attack, _" (degreesj referred to root chord
FIGURE 14- Tapered N. A, C, A. 24-1,_O airft)il
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Effective RN
£ffechve RlY
•2 ,04
F1GURK 15.--Tapered N. A. (" A 24-30-0airfoil.
:i!
, O, 000
Teat- V O 7_ 1175 i
.8 LO Z2 1.4
L if/coeff/cient, C_
C. o. ,. = 3lb/q S_
.2 ,04
0
-.2 0 .2 ,4 .G ,8 10 Z2 L4
t if/ coefhc/enf, C_
b'IC.URZ 16.--Tapered N. A. C. A. 24 30-8.50airfoil. C... ,. _ _Ib/q51
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sweepback necessary to obtain the desired pitching
moment were determined by the method previously
given for computing pitching moments, except that
data for wings with trapezoidal tips were used. The
24-30-8.50 wing has sufficient twist to obtain the
desired pitching moment using a cambered section
and 30 ° sweepback. The 2R1-15-8.50 wing has the
same twist but half the sweepback and a reflexed
airfoil section to obtain a positive pitching moment.
The 2R2-15-0 airfoil has no twist and increased reflex.
A symmetrical section together with twist is used for
the 00-15 3.45 wing, while the last wing has the same
twist and sweepback _ls the previous wing but a taper
ratio of 0.25.
The variable-density wind tunnel in which the tests
were made is described in reference 6 together with
the method of making tests. The lift, drag, and
pitching moment of the wings were measured at a
tank pressure of 20 atmospheres.
The results of the tests, corrected for tunnel-wall
effect, are given in the form of dimensionless coeffi-
cients and are plotted in figures 12 to 20. The lift-
curve peak is given for two values of effective Reynolds
Number to indicate the scale effect. The effective
Reynolds Number, at which the maximum lift coeffi-
cients apply in fl.ight, is the test Reynolds Number
multiplied by a turbulence factor, 2.64.
In order to make possible a more accurate reading of
drag coefficients than can 1)e made from the plots
against angle of attack, a drag coefficient has been
plotted against lift coefficient with the induced drag
for elliptical span loading deducted; that is
c-c
The coefficient C_)_ is called the "effective profile-drag
coefficient" and is uscful for comparing the drag of
tapered wings, as it includes with the true profile drag
any additional induced drag caused by a departure
from the ideal elliptical lift distribution. Notice
shouht be taken that C,_ cannot be used like a profile-
drag coefficient to compute the effect of change of
aspect ratio hut applies only to the particular wings
tested. The values of Cz)e have been corrected to the
effective Reynohts Number (references 7 and 8) by
allowing for the reduction in skin-friction drag due to
the change from the test to the effective Reynolds
Number. The reduction amounted to Cz_----0.0011.
The pitching-moment coefficients plotted against the
lift coeificicnt are given about an axis through the aero-
dynamic center of the wings in order to obtain a prac-
tically constant value of pitching-moment coeificient.
The aerodynamic center was determined from the
slope of the test pitching-moment curve. The loca-
tion of the aerodynamic center is given on the plots by
its distance from the leading edge and above the chord
of the root section. These distances are given as
fractions of the ratio of area to span, S/b.
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The shapes of the lift and pitching-moment curves
near maximmn lift provide information on the na-
.ure of the stalling of the wings. The 24-0-0 wing
has a sharp drop in lift after the maximum, indicat-
ing that stalling occurs almost simultaneously over
a considerable portion of the wing. Also the C,, ....
after the stall is like that of normal wings. In con-
trast to this wing, the 24-30-0 wing, which has the
same airfoil sections but 30 ° sweepback, has a rounded
lift-curve peak, indicating that stalling occurs pro-
gressively along the span. The pitching-moment
coefficient is positive after the stall, which shows that
stalling begins at sections behind the aerodynamic
center. Washout, as in the case of the 24-30 8.50
wing, reduces the tendency to stall of sections behind
the aerodynamic center, which may he verified by
reference to the C_¢. curve. Stalling, however, still
begins behind the aerodynamic center, as the C_ .... is
positive after the stall. All the wings, except the
24-30-0 and 24 30-8.50, are stable after the stall.
The important test results for all the wings are
summarized in table V. The coordinates of tim aero-
dynamic center are expressed as fractions of S/b. The
24-0-0, 24- 15-0, and 24-30-0 wings show a decrease of
CL,,_ as the sweepback is increased. For the 24-30-
8.50 wing, the effect of sweepback is partly compen-
sated by twist, which reduces the tendency to stall
of the low Reynolds Number sections near the tips
and therefore increases CL .... The drag, however, is
also increased. ()f the wings designed to have a small
positive C,,o, the 2R2-15 0 wing has the highest ratio
of C_,_,/C_,_,_.
COMPARISON OF TEST AND CALCULATED RESULTS
Pitching-moment characteristics, lift-curve slope,
and drag. -The lift distribution and other theoretical
data used to determine the desired pitching-moment
coefficient of the wings are now used to predict other
characteristics. In addition to Cm0, the aerodynamic-
center position, the angle of zero lift, and the lift-curve
slope have been calculated. The values of a were cal-
culated from the formula in tigure 2. In this formula
a value of % corresponding to the a0 for the N. A. C. A.
0012 and 2412 sections at a Reynolds Number of
3,000,000 was used, inasmuch as the effect of variations
of a0 with section and Reynolds Number is small. As
the value of (10 used in the formula was derived from
tests of rectangular wings, a correction for square tips
has been applied in order to obtain a better value of the
section lift-curve slope. The correction, derived from
tests of wings with rounded tips, is given in reference 9.
The calculated values of the pitching-moment coeffi-
cient at zero lift, the aerodynamic-center position, the
angle of zero lift, and the lift-curve slope are generally
in good agreement with the test values (table VI).
i The agreement of the pitching-moment coefficient at
] zero lift and the aerodynamic-center position, which are
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calculated from tile basic and additional lift distribu-
tions, respectively, indicate that the theoretical lift
distributions must also agree reasonably well with the
actual distributions.
In addition to the foregoing characteristics, the drag
has been calculated for the 00-0-0 and 24-0-0 airfoils.
The comparison between calculation and experiment
is based on values of the effective profile-drag coeffi-
cient. The calculated values were obtained from
,) /-b,'2 CL2
_'r_e--[C_, | C_ocdy+C_ _A
.20
In order to find the value of the integral, values of
c_0 were determined as follows at several points along
the semispan for convenient values of total wing CL.
For each wdue of CL the distribution across the senti-
span of c_, Reynohls Number, and thickness ratio were
calculated. Then, for each point on the semispan,
cd0 was fouml for the appropriate Q, Reynohls Number,
Fu;b'l¢_: 21.--Determination of (he CL at which a tapered wing begins to s(all.
and thickness ratio, using data that are expected to be
published soon in a report concerning scale effect on
airfoils. From the values of c_0, a curve of cdoc was
plotted against y and the value of the integral was
determined from the area under the curve. The value
of C_)_ was obtained for the formula previously given.
The calculated and test values of C,), are compared in
figures 12 and 13. The agreement is considered good.
Estimation of maximum lift coefficient. -A final
characteristic to l)e estimated is the maxinmm lift
coefficient, which shouhl be nearly equal to the CL at
which stalling begins. The method of determining the
('L at which stalling begins is demonstrated for the
()0 15-3.45 (4:1 taper) wirlg in figure 21. The lift
cocttieient 'It which each secti(m along the semispan
stalls (shown by the <lashed curve) was obtained by
using the maximum lift coefficients of the symmetrical
sections given in reference 10 but with the values of
CL_ increased 3 percent. This correction was made
for the same reason that a0 was corrected; that is, to
allow for the effect of square tips and thereby to obtain
a closer approach to true section characteristics.
Better section characteristics will be obtained as a
result of an investigation in progress but the correction
used is sutliciently accurate for the present purpose.
As the values of CL,_. given in reference 10 were for a
Reynolds Number of 3,000,000, correction increments
were applied to correct the values of CL=_, to the actual
Reynolds Number of each section along the span.
Correction increments applying to various airfoil sec-
tions are expected to be published in the previously
mcntioned report concerning scale eft'cot on airfoils.
The curves of cz distribution for several values of
wing CL given in figure 21 were determined by the
method previously given for finding ct distribution.
As soon as the ct curve becomes tangent to the stalling
I
cz_ curve, the section at: that point reaches its maxi-
mum lift coefficient and stalling should soon spread over
a considerable l)art of the wing. Thus, for the 00-15-
i 3.45 (4:1 taper) wing, stalling is indicated as beginning
I
near the tips, at a C_. of 1.31. Stalling, howcver, is so
]close to the tip that it may be moditied by the tip
':vortex. The measured CL_, is 1.32, but this value is
I probably low owing to the sweepback of the wing.i
This method, when applied to several other tapered
wings without sweepback but having various taper
ratios and aspect ratios, gave a stalling CL that was
within a few percent of the measured C_._, for all the
wings; therefore, the method should prove useful for
estimating the CL_ of tapered wings.
The 00-15-3.45 (4:1 taper) wing is an example of the
harmf,l effect of excessive taper on CL_,. Large taper
riot only tends to cause a low CL_, but also tends to
cause stalling near the tips, which results in poor lateral
control at low speeds. Improvement could be obtained
by using less taper and thickcr sections near the tips.
Although all of the characteristics of tapered wings
have not yet been satisfactorily calculated, i_ may be
concluded that tim following important aerodynamic
characteristics--angle of zero lift, the lift-curve slope,
the pitching-moment coefficient, the aerodynamic-
center position, and the span lift distribution--('an be
calculated with sufficient accuracy for engineering
purposes.
LANGLE'_" _[EMORIAL i ERONAUT[CAL LA BOI',ATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY (_OMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
I_ANGLEY FIELD, VA., _[(ly I, I936.
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TABLE I.--BASIC SPAN LIFT-DISTRIBUTION DATA
VALUES OF Lb FOR TAPERED WINGS WITH ROUNDED TIPS Clb=_-Lbe(lOS--
I- 05 .....oi;0 O. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 . h. 7 0.8 0.9 1.0
2 .......
5 .......
6 ......
7 ........
10 .......
12 ......
]4 ........
IS ....
18 ........
20 ....
- 0. 118 ] --0. 12t --0. 12_
--. 153 --. 160 --. 162
--. 183 --. 192 --. 197
--.211 --.221 --.224
--. 235 --. 248 --. 253
-. 256 -. 2'69 - 275 '_
--. 274 --, 288 -. 293 i
--. 304 --. 318 --. 322 i
--. 329 --. 342 --. ;]50 :
--. 350 --. 364 --. 370
--. 367 [ --. 380 --. 386
--. 384 I --. 399 --. 405
--.308 --.411 .417
SPANWISE STATION b_2=0
I
-0.122 L -0. 122
-. 163 -. 195
-. 199 -. 199
-. 226 -. 225
-. -. 252
-. 274
-:_49 / -.a4s
--. 370 ] -. 368
--. 385 --. 382
--. 403 --. 40O
--. 415 --. 410
-0. 121
-. 164
-. 199
-. 225
-. 252
-. 272
-.290
-. 320
--.345
-. 365
--. 379
--. 393
--. 404
--{}. 121
--.164 i
-. 198
--. 224
--. 2_
--. 27,0
--..?_8
--. 318
-. 341
--. 3C-_
--. 375
--. 387
--. 399
--0. 121
--. 163
• 197
--. 224
--.315
--. 337
--, 355
-. 370
-. 380
--.392
-0. 120
--. IS2
--. 196
--. 221
--.244
--, 264
-. 282
--.311
--. 331
-. 350
-, 362
--. 376
--. 386
-0. 120
--. 161
--. 194
--. 219
--. 243
--. 7
--. 305
--. 323
--. 342
--. 358
--. 368
--. 378
-0. 120
--. 160
--. 192
--. 218
--. 242
--. 276
--.299
--. 317
--. 334
--. 348
--, 360
369
SPANWISE STATION _2--0.2
0. 080 --0. 082 --0. 085 --0. 086
r
i
1
2 ..... / --0.076
= --. 0(J8 --, lOSL..... --. 117 --, 130
5 --. 131 --. 148
6 .. --. 145 . 162
7_ 1.56 --. 178
S " 168 --. 189
10 ..... ' --. 182 -- 207
12. --. 197 . 2?6
14 . . --. 2()6 --. 234
16 . --. 212 --, 242
IS.____. -- 219 --. 247
_[ -.__. -222 2_5
I
--. 111
--. 135
-.156
--. 173
-. 189
-.200
--. 22(1
--, 239
--. 248
• 256
--. 260
269
--. 112
--. 138
--. I59
--. 176
--. 192
--. 204
--. 224
--. 240
--. 249
--. 258
--. 264
--.271
--0. 08fl
--.113
--. 137
--. 159
--. 176
--. 192
--. :)04
--. 225
--. 239
--. 248
-: :,71
--0. 086 I
--.113 --.1i3 I
--. 137 --. 137
158 --. 158 i_ m
--. 170 i--. 176
--. 92 --. 191
--. T25
-. _s -. _8
-24s l -24s [
--. 256
--. 265
--. 271 --] 272
--0. 085
--. 113
--. 137
--.158
--. 176
--. 191
-- 206
-: 24_
--. 256
--. 265
--. 272
--0. 085
-- 112
--. 137
--. 157
--. 175
--. 190
--. 205
--. 225
--. 237
--. 248
--. 256
--. 265
--. 272
--0. 084
--. 110
--. 135
--.156
--. 172
--. 190
--. 204
--. 225
--. 237
--. 24_
--. 256
--._4
--. 272
SPANWISE STATION b_2=0.4
--0. 083
--. 10S
--. ]32
--. 152
--. 170
--. lS9
--. 204
--. 225
--. 2_7
--. 248
--, 255
--. 262
--. 270
_::::::::! -o. oo6
• -. 002
4 ...... _ O.
_ ::::::: IK_004
.012
:::::::i 014
20 . . .021
4...... (136
16 ..... 043
IS ..... 049 :
. [)50
--0.01l
.010
.006
--. 0{14
--. 002
--.001
0
.0(17
.0{)9
• [113
.019
.022
,0_
--0. 013
--[112
--.011
--. 010
--. 008
--.0]0
--. 008
--.002
-.0(
0 [
.002
• 004 ii0{)9
--0.015
--. Ol 5
--. 012
--. 012
--.012
--. 013
--. 012
--. 010
--, 010
--. 010
--,(X)S
--. I¢)S
--. 006
--3.016
--,010
--.016
--. 016
-.O]S
-. OI 7
--.017
--.017
--. 017
--. 017
--. [116
--.DI5
i --.014
--0. 016
--.016
--. 010
-- OlS
--. 01S
• 018
--. 019
-. I120
-. 021
--. 02 I
--. 022
--. 022
--. 022
-0. 016
-. 016
-. 018
-. 02(I
-. 020
-• 020
-. 021
-. 022
-. 025
--. 028
--. 029
--. 031
--. 031
-0. 016
-, 016
-. 0_9
-, 021
-. 021
-. 022
--, 025
-. 027
-. 0'29
--, 031
--. 034
-. 038
- 038
--0. 016
--. 017
--, 020
--. 021
--. 022
--. 025
--. 029
--. 030
--. 032
--. 035
--. 038
--.04)
--. 041
--0 016
--.018
--. 020
--. 022
--. 024
--. 027
--. 030
--, 032
--. 036
--. 040
--.041
--. 043
--046
--0, 015
--.018
--. 021
--. 023
--. 026
--.029
-. 030
-. 032
- o38
-- 042
--. 045
--. 046
--. 049
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TABLE I.--BASIC SPAN LIFT-DISTRIBUTION DATA--Continued
VALUES OF L_FOR TAPERED WINGS WITIt ROUNDED TIPS eaoS.
CIb_ C_ l_b
0 0. I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
2 .... 0 052
3 ..... O7O
4 . ,085
5 ...... 099
6 ........ 109
7 ........ ll9
8 ......... 128
l0 .... ]39
12 . • 148 i
14 .... 155
16 . . . ]60
18 .... 165
20 ....... 17fl
. . - 0. 072• (188
6 ..... 115
7 .... 121
8 ....... 126
10 ....... ]36
]2 . [ . 145
14 .... 152
16 ...... 159
]8 ....... ] . 161
20 ..... ]66
2 ...... O. 059 I
3 ........ 068
4 ....... 074
5 ...... 081
l0 ..... : 098
12 ...... 1(10
14 ......... I02
16 ........ 103
1_ _.. I .105 l
20 ...... i ,107 i
.....
2 0. 038
3 . . ,044
4 ...... 0511
5 ...... 052
6 ..... I , 054
7 ........ O_
8 .... 057
10 .. , 0,_
12 .... i .059
14 . J . OflO
16 ..... 061
18 I ,061
20. . ,061
2 _ O. 019
3 . (122
4 _ .026
5 . . . ()_}
11 ...... ,0_1
i:Z :2 ,o3o
, (1:t(1
1(} .. .031
12 .031
14 .... 031
,113 l
18 _. .032
20 .032
052
069
082
O95
107
117
122
138
145
152
i58
162
169
0. 079
• 098
.113
• 125
• 135
• 142
• 149
• 160
• 170
• 182
• 186
• 197
.201
1. 068
• 107
Ig
.139
. 147
• 156
• 101
• 166
172
0 051
,063
, (172
• 1183
• 088
. (193
• ID0
• 107
• 112
• 116
. 121
. 126
,128
SPANWISE STAT1ON _2_0.6
0 ()30
039
• 043
.051
.055
• 060
• 062
• 067
• 069
• 071
• 077
• 083
• 086
0,051
• 068
• 081
• 092
• 104
• 114
. 121
• 135
• 141
.150
• 154
• ]60
• 105
O. 050
• 0_8
• 080
• 001
• 102
• 112
• 120
• 132
• ]40
• 148
• 151
• 15_
• 15!)
O. 050
• 1J68
• DSO
• 091
• lOI
.Ill
• 120
• 13l
• 140
• 145
• 140
• ]52
• 152
O. 050
• 068
. O_O
• 091
• I01
• IIO
• 119
.130
,139
]42
• 146
148
148
0. 050
• 068
• 080
.091
• 100
• I10
• 119
• ]30
• 137
• 141
• 143
• 145
• 147
O. 050
• 068
• 080
• _91
• 109
• II0
• 118
• 129
• 135
• ]40
• 141
• 142
• 143
:oso
• 00o
• 100
• lid
• llS
• 128
134
• 139
• 140
• 140
.14I
Y
SPANWISE STATION b]2--0.$
080
101
I20
135
148
! 58
• 164
• 178
• 188
• 200
:z2;
O. 082
• 102
. 123
• I;18
• 152
• 16;t
• 174
• 188
.200
• 210
• 216
• 224
• Z_2
0. 083
. i04
• 125
• 140
• 156
• 169
• ]80
• I05
• 208
• 216
• 222
.230
. _7
0. 085
.108
.128
, 143
• 160
• 172
i 212
. 24l
O. 085
• 109
]28
• 147
.160
,173
. 182
.201
• 214
• 223
• 232
.239
•245
0 086
• 110
• 13(1
• 148
• ]62
• 173
• 183
• 202
• 216
• 227
• 233
• 242
• 248
O. 086
• 110
,130
• 148
• 163
• 174
• 183
• 203
• 216
1243
• 248
SPANWISE STATION b_2-0.9
0 072
• 002
• 11]
, 122
• 136
. 146
• 153
. 166
, 178
. 188
.197
• 2O2
•211
0. 073
.131
• 148
. ]60
• 17(1
• 184
• 198
• 208
• 219
• 228
• 233
0. 075
,1)99
• 121
138
154
167
• 179
• 197
2111
• 220
. 231
• 243
• 248
0. 076
• 100
• 122
• 140
, 159
• 171
• 182
.201
.218
231
• 241
0. 075 0. 075
• 100 . 100
• 123 .123
• 141 . 141
• 160 .160
• 171 . 172
• 183 . 184
• 2o3 .205
. 221 .225
.238 .241
• 249 .253
,260 .263
.268 273
0 075
• 1O0
• 123
• 142
• 160
. 172
.#
i 228
• 243
• 258
.269
.279
$PANWJSE STATION b_2--0.95
0 058
. O73
• 076
, lOI)
• 109
. 116
• 123
• 138
• 143
• 151
• 159
• lfi6
• 173
0. 059
• 078
• (D2
• I07
• 119
• 13o
• 140
• 152
• 165
• 174
• 184
• 194
• 203
O, 0641
.079
.095
, I I0
122
.135
, 146
. 162
179
. 190
203
213
• 225
0 0611
• I180
.097
. 112
. 128
. 140
• I52
• 171
.189
, 202
. 218
• 22nJ
. 239
O, 060
• 080
• ogD
• 113
• 130
• 144
.158
• 178
• 245
O. (ILK)
• 100
• 114
.132
• I48
.160
i 215
• 229
. 241
.251
o, 059
• 08(1
• 100
• 116
, 132
•150
• 161
• ]86
• 202
• 218
• 233
SPANWISE STATION b_2=0 975
0 035
• 045
• I)M
• (I[;5
.071
• 078
.081
• 090
• 1)95
• I02
.111
• 121
.128
0. 037
• (149
• 060
• 070
.079
• 087
.091 !
, 105
.115
.127
• 150• 138
• 158
II 037 [} 037
• ()5() .051
,062 .(}64
• 071 .075
• 082 .088
091 .098
100 .107
II5 . 124
143
l,_ i 169
160 .182
i78 . 193
O. (137 ! 0 036
.052 .054
.068 .069
• 078 .081
.091 .094
. I0I .107
• 112 . 120
• 132 . 138
• 149 . 153
• 16,3 .171
• 178 . I82
• 191 , 197
.202 .208
O. 036
.053
• 069
• 082
.007
• 110
121
• 141
, 210
O, O4O 0.048
.068 .068
.8_9_0 .080• .090
,100 .100
.109 .108
• 117 .ll6
.126 .124
.132 .130
.138 ,135
• 139 .136
• 139 138
• 140 140
0,]_ 0.081
. . 106
• 130 . 129
• 148 , 140
• 164 . 165
• 174 . 175
• 184 . 184
• 201 . 198
• 214 .210
• 232
• 242 .238 I
.218 .247
[
I
[
O. 075 0.075 J
, 100 . I(D
.123 ,12_
• 142 . 142
• 160 . 160
• 179 . 172
186 . IR7
.209 .210
• 22(9 230
• 245 .246
• 259 .260
• 271 .275
• 282 .285
O, 059 O. 05_
.079 .078
• 100 . _9
• ] 17 . 116
• 131 . 130
• 149 . 145
• 160 . 159
• ]87 .183
• 205 .204
• 221 • 222
236 .238
2,51 . 255
265 .271
(}.035 11.034
.052 .051
.068 ,067
.083 .083
.097 .097
• I10 . 111}
• 121 . 121
• 142 . 143
.161 .lfi2
• 191
.202
"Ol2 ,21:¢
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TABLE II.--ADDITIONAL SPAN LIFT-DISTRIBUTION DATA
VALUES OF Ld FOR TAPERED WINGS WITI[ ROUNDF.D T1PS, ct.,=c_-Lo
9 01 0.2 0.3 01 i 0.5 0 6 07 118 0.9 1,0
A _+. , I
SPANWISE STATION Y
b/2 =0
i
I. 367 I2 ...... ' 1, 139 1.40) L 339
3. _ - 1, 48tl 1. 430 1. 385 1. 350
_._._ 1.527 1.452 1.400 1.360
5.-.[ -_[ 1.559 1.473 1.414 1.369
,i 1.5_5 1. 492 1. 428 1. 378
" " " 1, fi( ) ! I. 510 1, 440 ! I. 386
:::_ 7_ 1.029 + .534 _.49+ 1.392
I. 661 558 l, 473 1. 409
]2 _::_:Z 1.¢sti 1:57s _4_0 1.429
14 .. i. 70_ 1.592 _._02 1.4_
16 1. 726 1. 610 I. 513 1. 433
18.: :i::: 1.7,11 I. 6')3 I. 525 1.441
1.316 1.391
I. 322 1. 392
1, 329 I. 302
1, 333 1. 301
1. 338 1,309
1. 340 1. 300
1. 344 1.30O
I. 355 I. 306
I. 35l l. 3118
I. 366 L 309
1.3fi8 L 3119
1. 370 1. 308
1. 298 I. 202
1.2_8 1,275
1. 279 1. 260
L 272 l, 248
1. 267 1. 237
1 204 t. 232
1. 204 I. 229
1. 261 _, 1. 222 i
1 26[ i 1. 219 I
I. 2641 t. 214
1. 255 I 1, L_}_J
I. 252 1. 2113
1. 199
1.290 1.287
1. 263 I. 2,53
1. 242 1. 226
1.2'25 I. 294
1. 211 1. 187
1. 203 1.176
L 198 i. 165
1. 187 1. 152
I. 180 1. 143
I. I72 I. 136
1. 165 I. 127
I. 1611 I. 118
l. 152 1. 109
I._2
1.2Afi
I. 211
180
103
149
135
.120
. ]09 I
. 100
990
I. 0_0
1.070
O. 984
• 975
• 962
.9,5,3
.949
,940
.93;'I
. (`129
.923
.918
•912
.9(16
.81t8
0712
.700
.691
.0"+5
.675
.670
, 663
.653
114_
, 641
.638
.03'8
.629
.985 .996 1.004 1.011
.97_ ,992 1,002 1.0(18
,971 ,918 1,090 1. (111_
.966 .981 .993 I 0[12
,959 ,975 .9_9 1, {M}0
.956 .972 .9,'48 .999
947 .961 .976 .992
.941 .058 ,972 ,9t_9
.937 .953 ,95!} .9,_6
931 . 94_ .965 .9_3 1. {10<)
92,5 . !144 , .1t03 9_I .99_¢
.9233 ,940 ! .959 .97_, . !195
SPANWISE STATION bY/2_o _,
0. 731 0 749 fl 745 O. 74c 0 7.16
.726 .743 .754 .761 77'2
. 723 , 746 . 76t 78t ] 795
7211 • 7,t8 . 769 . 790 , _08
.717 .748 .775 .800
,713 ,748 .778 ,8112
, 71(I . 74R . 779 • _18
• 7114 . 74_ , 783 . _15
. 702 . 74g . 788 .821
.699 .7|g .7_9 . _25
,608 .748 . 791 [ . g3{I
• 69R . 750 . 796 , _:1.5
, 69S . 753 , 801 i . 842
ff
SPAN'WISE STATI(IN b72=O 6
0992 1,003 1.010 1012 11114 1016 1.018 1.019
1,018 1,023
1 014 i. 023
1.015 1.024
1013 [ 1.024
I. 012 1. 024
1, Ol i 1. 024
L 00_ 1,023
1. 006 I, 022
I. 003 I 019
1017
; 1015
1012
1.030 1.038
1.035 1.0_)
I. 038 1. 053
1.039 1.055
I. 039 I. 054
1.039 1.053
1.039 1052
1.031 1.051
1035 1. 049
1033 1.048
1 032 1.0.17
1 028 1. 046
0.747 0747 014_
.782 .7,94) ,799
. RiI6 .816 .824
.822 ._34 .845
._J .838 .851 .162
._27 .845 .861 .g75
._31 .854 ,872 .886
.142 . _68 .887 ,905
._ ._77 .R99 .919
.95_ .R87 .911 .933
i852 ._94 .921 i944
. _70 .901 .930 .953
.878 909 .937 .962
2 .... 0 970 0. 976
3 . / .951 .962
4 - - / .932 .948
5 ..... .920 '. 93g
_[[ [-[ I '("'9_20O .'93092'11
I .191 .916I:::: :_ _ 97
12 .... 172 .90l
14 _ . g63 , . ++95
16 _ .861 . _R
29. S51 _70
2 i 0.615 (I t17_4
]::i-i:[ .s,'9 .o5u
. 598 .044
• 5t8 , fi32
.619
5 . .
6. .53 I
_7:: :: . ,',17 .,r)9
, 504 . 60O
IO . . 4q6 5_5
12 ,472 [ 576
14_. I . 462 . 569
16 .... .456 .564
IS _ . . _ ] .45fl ,559LX). .44.l .515
i
20.. ! I 755 i 1. 632 I. 531 1. 446 I. 372 I l 3!/7 1. 250
__[ .....
i
SPANWISE STATION b7._0.2
........ !
I 4
.. !. 3t_9 . 3'29 1. 300 !. 279 1.2fl7 l 2(';t' 1.25_ I 1. 253 I 1 253 1. 250 . 24_
.. t ,_u5 L ,_-m I, 30_ £. 279 1.21R} 1.2.48 1. 241 I, 234 1. 228 I 1, 221 .214
.. 1. 434 , I. 36: 3 8 1 294 260 2,13 2:2 2L:0 299 1 198 .186
i..... I 1.45!t I 1 377 i. 324 1.288 I. 21RI 1. 240 I. 22,3 I. 2_8 I. 194 1. 181 [ .168
. . I. 477 I 1.38_ 1. 329 1. 2190 I. 259 1.2"36 1. 218 ] 1.21R) _ I. 184 I I. 169 [ .151
' _ 1, 49l [ 1,393 I. 332 1. 291 1. 259 1. 236 1. 211 ] I. 19:/ i 1. 174 ] 1. 157 [ .138
t_ .. 1.502 [ 1.401 1338 1.294 1.26l 1.236 1.212 ] 1.189 I 1.16_ ] 1,148 [ .129
).... t 1.5111 [ 1.411 1.347 1,29fl 1.265 1.2116 1.299 1.182 1.158 1.137 ,114
L 1.5.91 1.417 1.349 1.397 1.265 1.233 1.202 1.172 I 1.148 ] 1.1211 I .102
I ..... 1. 527 1. 423 1. 354 1. 307 1.2¢:,8 1. 232 1. 201 1. 179 1. 144 I. 119 .094
1 ...... 1.532 1.428 1.358 1.308 1.269 1. T32 1.199 / 1.104 [ 1.135 [ 1.110 ] .0(<7
.I 1.5'19 I 1.429 1.359 1.309 1.270 [ 1.231 1.195 / 1.160 1 1.130 [ 1.103 1.078
1 + 1.5t7I 1.43l 13+ 13,, 1190/ ,135 1, I 1.09,I 1.009
SPANWISE STATION b_=0 4
..... 1,71 ,1 o11.1o9 11o 1 ,68
..... I. 2'29 I. 191 I. 176 I. 168 1 161 I. 160 i. 159 I. 15_ I. 157 i. 156 .155
I .... I 1. 723 i. 192 l 1 173 [ i. 162 i. 156 i. 151 4 i, 149 ] i. 148 i. 147 l i. 140 1 ,145
5 . [ 1,226 1. 193 [ 1. 172 [ l. 159 I. 149 I. 142 I 1. 149 [ 1. 138 1. 130 I 1134 [ ,. 133
6 .... I 1.2"29 I, 193 [ 1. 171 I 1. 155 I. 145 1. 138 I I. 132 [ I. I_S I. 127 l 1 129 I t. 125
7 ........ ] ].229 1.193 ] 1.170 [ 1.152 1.140 i.]31 ] 1.124 [ LI21 1.120 1. I19 ] [.I18
1 °] 1 l 1 l8 - 1,229 1.19. 1.161 1,150 1.138 1.128 1.1241 1.111 I. I13 1.111 [.llOiO ....... 1. 2k_ 1. 192 I. 167 1. 118 L 132 1, 121 I. I I3 1. 10g I. 104 I. 102 I. 10O
t2. _ -I 1.228 1.192 _ 1,166 ] 1,145 1.125 1,111 / 1,107 ] 1.102 1.090 1.094 ] 1.090
14...... l, 22_ 1. 191 / I. 161 I 1. 136 1, 116 1. 194 [ I. 100 1 I1!t6 1. 090 I. 087 ] 1.082
] 10 ...... [ 1.228 1. 189 [ 1.15S I 1131 1.112 1. 1111 1.0117 ] I,091 1.080 1.081 1.075
I 18 .... 1.228 ] IHfl _ 1.152 1.129 I. II1 1 I00 1.092 1.087 1.08_ 1.076 t.070
.>0 .... 1228 1.1_2 I 1.149 ] 1.127 1. ,1(1 101,18 l. OtS9 / 1()_3 1.078 1.071 1.065
/
DETERMINATION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF TAPERED WINGS
TABLE II.--ADDITIONAL SPAN I,IFT-DISTRIBUTION DATA--Conlinued
VALUES OF L_ FOR TAPERED WINGS WITI{ ROUNDED TIPS, c --'_ L
ral --cD a
o io, 0•3,o4I
2 _
3 ..... 352 .447
4 . .331 .435
5 ..... 314 •424 :
6 ........ 300 .416 ]
7 ........ 290 . 41[) [
8 ........ 282 : .40'.3 I,
l0 ........ 266 .383
12 ....... 253 . 376
14 ........ 245 .370
16 ...... .239 .366
18 ..... 2"34 . 367
20 ........ 231 .368
2 ..... 0. 231 0. 200 J
3 ..... 2119 ,2911
4 ..... 191 . 286
5 . . .176 .28l
6 ....... 166 . 278
7 ..... 155 . 272
8 ..... 148 .2111
IO .... IaS ,255
12 _ . . 132 .254
14 . . I2_3 .252
16 .... 1_ . 252
IS _ .122 251
20 .... 121 .258
2 ........ 0.132 0172
3 .... 119 . 166
4 ._ . 1[[7 . If_1
6 ...... 089 . 15_
7 .... 081 ,1,¢_
8 . . (177 . I5_
]fi .069 .158
12 .P,6q . 161
l'I _ .066 . 1_3
16 .064 •166
18 .()£gl . l(i9
_}. 062 .171
0.5 1 0.6 0.7 0,8 0.9 J 1.0
Y
SPANWISE STATION _,=0. 9
0. 378 0. 465 0. 508 O. 525
• 500 .528
• 495 .532
• 490 .531
• 4_7 .531
• 484 .535
• 481 .536
• 472 . ,541
• 469 .542
• 468 . ,545
• 468 .547
• 470 .552
• 473 .560
0.531
• 513
• 554
• 560
• 565
• 572
• 579
• 590
• 597
• 662
• 609
• ill8
• 62,5
O._H
• 552
• 569
• 58,3 i
• 596
• 603
• 612
• 628
• 639
• 648
• 659
• 669
• 679
I
O. 535 I O. 536
• 559 ! .56,l
I
• 581 .590
._R} .613
• 615 .631
.628 ,646
.638 .658
• 656 •679
.6_9 •698
.684 .715
.698 .729
• 710 .743
,722 .759
SPANWISE STATION b_2=0.95
0.537 0. 538
.568 .571
.598 .603
• 622 .630
,643 .652
.660 .671
•673 .f_6
• 698 .712
• 718 .736
• 739 .759 i
• 756 , .780
• 819
0.334 0 358
.339 .3fi9
.342 •378
• 344 .384
.346 .392
• 346 I .39S
• 346 .403
.346 I .410
.348 .419
.349 .423
.351 .432
.367 .439
• 304 .449
O. 370
• 369
• 402
.415
• 428
• 438
• 446
• 460
• 473
• 482 ,
• 495
• 503
•516
0. 379
.401
.42_ :
• 436
.451
•464
.475
.495
• 511
• 529
.546
• 558
• 569
0.381
• 407
• 428
• 449
• 4£_
• 48I
• 495
• 520
• 542
• 562
• 58l
• 598
• 613
O. 383
.412
• 434
• 458
• 475
• 194
• 510
• 538
• 569
.588
• 610
• 629
.648
0.386
• 416
• 440
.463
.482
.,502
• 521
• 553
.583
.609
• 635
.658
.680
0. 388
• 418
• 444
• 469
• 490
• 510
• 529 :
• 566
• 598
• 628
• 655
• 682
• 767
_=0.975
SPANWISE STATION b/2
0. 207 0. 239
• 210 .250
• 214 .258
• 217 .2fi9
• 219 .272
• 222 .278
• 228 .283
• 233 , 295
• 242 I .308
• 248 ,320
• 255 .331
• 2F_3 .346
• 271 .363
0. 263 i
• 278
• 288
• 304
• 314 l
.320
• 328
• 343
• 360
• 376
• 394
• 412
• 435
0.272 0. 274
.2S9 .291
• 304 J .308
.320 .322
.332 .340
.342 .351
• 352 .363
• 373 .390
• 395 .413
• 413 .438
.435 .463
.461 .492
.483
0. 539
] 636
• 659
• 678
• 696
• 723
• 751
• 776
.801
• 822
• 846
0. 3_
• 42_)
• 446
• 471
• 496
• 515
• 534
• 575
.608
• 640
• 671
• 702
• 730
0.277 O. 279 0.281 0.282
.294 .298 300 .301
.31I .315 ]319 ] .322• 328 33 . 38 4
• 344 .350 .357 .361
.359 .306 .373 .381
• 374 .383 .391 I .400
• 403 • 415 i . 428 I . 438
.430 .448 l .461 I .473
• 458 .478 i .495 .510
• 488 . 510 . 529 .516
• 518 .539 .560 .580
• 515 I .544 .570 .593 .615
TABLE III.--ADDITIONAL SPAN I,IFT-DISTRIBUTION
DATA FOR TIlE ELLIPTICAL WING, c t =S_L.
_ cb
Y L,
h,,'2
0 1. 273
,2 124S
• 4 1.167
.6 1. 919
. _ .764
.9 .555
.95 .398
.975 .2_3
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TABLE IV--CALCUI,ATION OF LIFT DISTRIBUTION FOR ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
(i 9
• 9
.95
.975
1.0
C aO L
9. 13 0 1)9 0. 252
s 22 .[1!t7 , -. 176
7. 30 , (19_ . (11_
6'39 .096 .1ol5.42 .090 I/X) I
4 49 . o99 159
3 4:3 .11!)9 128
2 47 .099 088
0 (. OUg) O
'ctb= cb L,_=-47.3_-L_
, '_z 667L
ClaI_C_) _a- £ "a
i
L4 ] Icl b
1.3fl,9 0.127
1 236 .098
I, 138 .012
•99:1 --. 1)7:_
775 I --135 1
595 -- 165
451 -- 175
3;12 _1 11;7
0
_Cla I C XCza I_
I, 956 1 140 l, 267
.111}3 i I. 205 1. 303
. I)3!1 I. 24N 1.2_1
1130 1. 212 I. 109
.954 ] 1•115 1D07
• gS4 ' 1 061 ,890
,677 1 953 .878
. 896 I, 070 fl" ,9090
-- i i
11.59 lO4.0[ 315.6 --0.083 --6.92 [
 ?:oi,.72 -.,,75 -506,
_t211 t --.9fi7 r -3.571
-460 i 79.6 74.7 [ -.06f) / 2.45/
--7.48 620 '
-741 47.7 54.6 --.052 --1.5340.3 --.048 _ --.97
--60l I 36.2 3111 --•046 ] --,5.t
--4.13 26.6 ] 224 --.045 | --•27
1) [ 0 i 0 (--. 0'14) [ 9
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TABLE V.--SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
[Effective Reynolds number, approximately 8, 000,000]
Wing t
0(00-0 ...........
24-0-0 .............
24-15-0 ...........
24-30 0 ...........
24-30_8.50 ..........
21{r15-8 50 .......
2R_-15-0 .........
00-15-3.45 ........
00-15-3.45(4-1)..
CL_a J
1.53
1.68
1.63
1.43
1.51
1.59
1.50
1.48
1.32
Cn ' CL /C_ 2 p
-,,,_ / -_oz -, _-/b
r
i
0.0076 [ 201 ] 0.320
.0077 / 218 / .312
• 0076 215 ] .685
• 0076 188 / I, 1(_
• 0(?84 180 L 119
• {}092 [ 173 .681
• 0078 192 .6S4
• f1081 183 .679
.0082 I 161 .667
I
,A
S/b
0. ot7
•o51
.o51
• 084
.olo
.055
.084
.o6_
.059
C_ o
0
-. 040
-. 043
.042
.002
.003
• 004
• 007
.005
i The first group of numbers designates the mean line of the airfoil sections; the
next group gives the angle of sweepback in degrees; the last group gives the angle of
washout in degrees.
Coordinates of the aerodynamic center: p is the distance from the leading edge of
the root chord; and h is the distance above the root chord.
TABLE VI.--COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES
C. o
Wing Calcu- Experi-
lated nlental
! ....!___
00410 ......... !0 o24-4}_ ......... --. 013 --, 040
24 15-0 ........ I--.043 --.043
24-30-0 ........ [--.043 --.042
24-308.50 .... I .010 .002
2Rr15-8,50_ _[ .006 .003
2R_ 15-0 ....... I .004 . 0O4
0(b15-3.45 ...... 010 .007
(_1 15-3.45(4-1} ] ..... 005
xa._.
S/b
Calcu-] Experi-
lated mental
o!ioi
a$(L._) u
Caleu- Expcri- Calcu- Experi.
lated [ mental I lated mental
" ,_ Io0_40o07_
--1.7 I -- .7 .074 "
-1.7 r -t.9't .o74 :0_5
-1.71 -t.'_! .o74 .o72
u _ .7 .074 .076
l. I I 1.2 .074 . (}76
--. _ i 7 .074 .078
.... 1:0', .074 .076
..... ' " i .075 .076
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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF N. A. C. A. 23012 AND 23021 AIRFOILS WITH
20-PERCENT-CHORD EXTERNAL-AIRFOIL FLAPS OF N. A. C. A. 23012 SECTION
By ROBERT C. PLATT and IRA It. ABBOTT
SUMMARY :still extending over tile full wing span as a high-lift
device.
The results of an investigation, of the general aero- Good aerodynaniic characteristics h:tve been ob-
dynamic clmracteristics of the N. A. C. A. 23012 and t,lined with an cxternal-qirfoil tl,tp of Clark Y section
23021 airfoil.% each equipped with a 0.20c external- (reference 1), especially when used in comlection with
airfoil flap o..f N. A. C. A. 23019 section, are presented, a main airfoil of N. A. C. A. 23012 section. Consider-
The tests were made in the N. A. C. A. 7- by lO-Joot and
variable-density wind tunnels and covered a range of
Reynolds Numbers that included values corresponding to
those for landing conditions of a wide range of airplanes.
Besides a determination of the variation of lift and drag
characteristics with position of the flap relative to the
main obi[oil, complete aerodynamic characteristics of the
airfoil-flap combination with a flap hiT_ge axis selected to
give small hinge moments were measured in the two tun-
nels. Some measurements of air loads on the flap itse![
in the presence oJ the wing were made in the 7- by 10-foot
wind tunnel.
From the data obtained, the external-ab]oil .flap in.
combination with an airfoil appears to be one of the mo_'t
generally satisfactory high-lift devices ir_vestigated to dale.
The combiT_ation tested offers a relatively high calue of
maximum llft coefficient with low profile drag in the tt igh-
lift range. At low lift coeficients it gives very nearly as
low values of profile _h'a 9 as a good plain airfoil of com-
parable thic#ness. Structural and stability problem,_'
associated with the large negative pitching moments oc-
curring at high lift coefficients may be slightly greater
than i'l_ the caxe q[ ordinary aT_d split flaps.
INTRODUCTION
Consideration of the external-airfoil flap as a high-
lift device indicates th_lt it may be generally "_pplied to
improve airplane performance. Previous investiga-
tions of this device (see reference l) have shown that
it is capable of developing high lift coefficients and
that it gives lower drag at these high lift coefficients
than ordinary or split llaps. Thus it m'ly be more
favorable to such items of performance as take-off and
ceiling. In addition, it can be balanced to have very
low operating moments throughout its range of deflec-
tion and, if large adverse yawing moments are accept-
able, it may be used to obtain lateral control while
ation of known scale effect and drag characteristics of
the Clark Y and N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoils indicated
tht|t substituting the N. A. C. A. 23012 seclion for the
Clark Y section of the flap might improve the speed-
range index of the combination, hi addition, the small
: x ,FLvp h_nged of-
- c_,= I0 . center of its
[a/ _,-"_ ong/e
_,_) Ytlr_ey ,d fl,:p igl,_it_OllS
(bl A. ""-:-. "
_4,n2.,
(b) Balan(e(t hin[ze :lxi_
,4ais t .-lYix 2
A O.25(k'_ {}.24{}1¢
.l{]0c, .l_h'¢
A r ,032c_ .030c_
B' .O.St('_. 051('_
t"u,t I_E 1 -Flap-seltiIig details. The N. A. C. A. tZ:_UI=' ;,irfcdI _ith (_2(Ic_ N. A
C. A. 23012 exteraal-airfml [lap.
center-of-pressure travel of the N. A. C. A. 23012 air-
foil indicated the possibility of hinging it as a tlap in
such a manner that operating moments lower than
those of the Clark Y flap might be obtained.
A preliminary investigation of the N. A. C. A. 23012
section used for both the re'fin airfoil and the tlap was
made in the 7- by 10-foot, win(l tunnel to determine
the variation of lift and drag ehal"mteristies with
])osition of the flap relative to the main airfoil. A
hinge-axis location intended to give low operating
moments and good aerodyn'mfic characteristics was
then selected and final force tests were made with the
flap hinged at this position and set at various angles.
523
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Tile tests in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel were con-
eluded with a determination of tlle air loads and the
hinge moments oil the flap.
A series of tests with tile flap set at a few selected,
angles was made in tile variable-density tunnel to
determhm the full-scale ctmracteristics of the ,6rfoil-
flap combin'ltion developed in the 7- by 10-foot wind
tunnel. Tests were then made of the N. A. C. A. 23021
airfoil with the N. A. C. A. 23012 tlap, using the same
hinge-axis location as with the N. A. C. A. 23012 air-
foil. Although no tests of the combination with the
N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil were made in the 7- by 10-foot
tunnel, analysis of the (tat'l of reference I indicated that
the same tlap hinge axis was optimum for either airfoil.
Tile wu'iable-density-tunnel tests covered a range of
Reynolds Numbers representative of the landing con-
ditions of most modern airplanes.
number of flap angles were investigated to determine
the values of C and C_._ obtainable at e'_ch flap
position. In these tests the flap was hinged at the
center of its leading-edge arc.
On the basis of results obtained from the foregoing
tests, a ne_ hinge axis giving reduced tla I) hinge
moments and oI)tinmm aerodynamic characteristics
at the various tlap-angle settings was selected. The
model with the flap hinged about this point, designated
axis 1 in figure 1 (b), was used in a series of final force
tests to determine the lift, drag, and pitching-moment
characteristics of the airfoil-flap combination at the
various flap-angle settings. The tests were conducted
in accordance with standard force-test procedure in
the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel at a dynamic pressure of
16.37 pounds per square foot, corresponding to a speed
of 80 miles per hour in standard air. The average
FI(;URE 2.--.Model arranged for flap-load tests in the 7- by 10-fnot wind tunnel. The airfoil mounted on the balance; the flap separately supported.
APPARATUS, MODELS, AND TESTS
The tests were made during the sunm'cr of 1935 in
the N. A. C. A. 7- by 10-foot and variable-density wind
tunnels, l)escriptions of the tunnels and the standard
test procedures appear in references 2 and 3.
The model tested in tile 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel was
a rectangular airfoil of laminated maltogany ltaving a
span of 60 inches and a chord of 10 inches. The flap
was a duralun:in airfoil with a span of 60 inches and a
chord of 2 inches. Fittings attached near the trailing
edge of the airfoil supported the tlap in any desired
position relative to the airfoil. The N. A. C. A. 23012
airfoil model was the one used for the tests described
in reference 1; likewise, the method of supporting the
tlaps, the program of testing, and tile nzethod of analyz-
ing and presenting results were simil,w to those of
reference 1. Figures l, 2 and 3 arc sketches and photo-
graphs of the models.
Tests in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel were first made
to determine the variation of CL.o, and Coo,. of the
airfoil-flap combination with tile flap hinge located at!
each of the positions shown in tigure 1 (a); a sufficient
test Reynolds Nuntber based on the 12-inch chord
(wing chord t flap chord) of the model was approxi-
nmtely 730,000.
The wu'iation with ttap angle of flap hinge moment
ahout .lxis 1 at a series of angles of attack was deter-
mined by measuring the twist of a ealibr'tted rod
attached to one end of the flap, which for this test was
hinged freely on its supports. For reasons that will
apl)ear later, additional hinge-moment measurements
about 'm axis slightly ahead of axis 1, designated axis 2
:in figure 1 (b), were also made. Air loads on tile flap
i itself were determined by supporting the flap separately
in the correct position with respect to tile main airfoil
and nleasuring forces on the main airfoil alone. The
tlap loads were then readily computed by deducting
the loads nleasm'ed on the airfoil alone with the flap
in tile correct position from the forces measured on the
combination in the previous force tests. Figure 2
shows the model arranged for flap-load measurements
in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel. Similar measure-
ments of flap loads and binge moments on split flaps
and Fowler flaps are described in references 4 and 5.
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(a)
(a) _.Iollel used in Ihe 7- by lO-foot ,aiild tunnel.
(b) Model used in the vari lble-( e s t_' wind tunnel.
FIC, V_TaE3.--The N. A. C. A. 23812 airfoil with 0.20c_ N. A C. A. 2a012exiernal-airloi] flap.
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The models tested in the variable-density tunnel
consisted of two duralumin airfoils of N. A. C. A.
23012 and N. A. C. A. 23021 sections using N. A. C. A.
23012 flaps made of stainless steel. The span of the
models was 30 inches and tile sum of the wing and
flap chords, 5 inches. Small binge brackets (fig. 3)
were used to attach the flap to the main airfoils.
Standard force tests were made at a Reynolds Number
of about 3,000,000 (effective Reynolds Number about
8,000,000) of tile combination using the N. A. C. A.
23012 section for the main airfoil with flap angles of
--3 °, 20 °, 30 °, and 40 °. Similar tests with flap angles
of --3 ° and 30 ° were made of the combination using
the N. A. C. A. 23021 section for the main airfoil.
Both combinations were tested inverted with the flap
set at --3 ° (angle for nlinimum drag) to extend the
characteristics through the negative-lift range. Maxi-
mum lift coefficients were also obtained for both
combinations at lower values of tbe Reynohts Number.
n()minal aspect ratio of the model having a span of
60 inches and a total chord of 12 inches was 5, the
results have been corrected and are presented for aspect
ratios of 6 and infinity. Infinite aspect ratio data are
further corrected _o an effective Reynolds Number to
allow for the effects of air-stream turbulence, as ex-
plained in references 7 and 8.
The data obtained in the variable-density tunnel
lmve been corrected in the usual manner (references 3,
9, and 10). Tim results are presented for an aspect
ratio of 6 and as section data. The section character-
istics, which have been corrected to the effective
Reynolds Number and for the effect of rectangular
tips (references 9 and 10), are distinguished from the
_mg characteristics by the use of lower-case letters,
thus:
1)rag data obtained in both tunnels have been corrected
t)y deducting the drag of the flap supports, estimated
PRECISION froth tests with dummy supports. This correction
The precision of force and load tests in the 7- by was very small, varying in magnitude froin 0 to 0.0(_05
10-foot wind tunnel is completely discussed in references at small and inoderate values of tbe lift coefficient.
1, 4, and 5. A discussion of precision of force tests in Determination of optimum flap hinge axis.--Results
the v,_riable-density tunnel appears in references 3, (i, of the first series of tests in the 7- by 10-foot wind
and 7. It is believed that the present test results may tunnel are given in tigure 4. Contours showing the
be considered free froln any serious con.dstent crrors ' variation of CLm,_ with flap position at various flap
and that they may be applied with nornml engineering
accuracy to free-tlight conditions at the stated values
of effective Reynolds Numher.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Form of presentation of results.--All test results
have been reduced to standard nondimensional ('oet[i-
cient form based on total wing area_ (snln of ,treas of
airfoil and flap) and on tot'd ehord c (sum of chords of
'firfoil and tlap), except the flap-h)ad coefficients, which
are based on the dimensions of the flap itself. The
special coefficients used "ire defined as follows:
Subscript w refers to the main .drfoil.
Subscript f refers to the flal).
C.r=flal) hinge moment
C_7_ force on flap normal to flap ehor d
qS,.
C,7 force on flap parallel to flap chord
qS_
5i, angle between whig and flap chord lines, degrees.
C,,_ ,:0 ' pitching-moment coefficient computed 'tbout
angles appear in the figure, as well as contours of
C.,,,_. with tim flap angle varying from --2 ° to --4 °.
A balanced hinge axis for the flap was selected by
investigating the clmracteristics of the wing-flap com-
bination with the hinge axis near the 0.25 cl point
on tim tlal), where the tlap binge moments shouhl be
reduced to very small values. A protile of the flap
drawn on transparent paper was laid on the wH'ious
contour sheets and rotated about each of a series of
hinge axes near the 0.25 cl point on the tlal) and in
various positions relative to the main qirfoil; this
procedure permitted the approximate determination
of the values of Co,,, _ and C_)_ obtainable with the
various axis locations. Hinge axis 1 (tig. 1 (b)) was
finally selected as giving the best coml)romise between
the requirements of low binge moment, high Cc .... ,
and low Cl_,,,.,. Tim tlqp .ingles for CL_r and (?D,,_._
were 30 ° and --3 °, respectively, and the loss of lift
and drag characteristics incurred by hinging the flat)
at this axis was within the limits of accuracy of the
tests in both cases.
Aerodynamic characteristics of selected airfoil com-
bination.--Standard ael'odynami(; characteristics of the
the aerodynamic center determined for the airfoil-flap : selected arrangement, as determined in the 7- by 10-foot
combination with the fl'q) set at the minimunl-drag wind tunnel, with the flap set at angles of--10 °, --3 °,
angle. 0 o, 5 ° , 11)°, 21)_', 31)°, qnd 40 ° are sh<)wn in figures
St.mdard e_u'recti(,ns for the effects of jet-boundary 5 to 12, resl)ectively. Similar data fi>r tim l)lain
and sta.tic-1)re._sure gr_tdient in the 7- by 10-foot win([ N. A. ('. 3-. 231)12 airfoil used in the tesls "n'e shown
tunnel were api)lied to the test results Although the in tigure 13.
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It. shouhl be noted that tile optimum flap angle for
cruising and high-speed flight is not necessarily --3 °
but mqy vary somewhat with tile lift coefficients
corresponding to these speeds. The optimum angle
for each design should probably be determined by
flight test on account of possible variations resulting
from such factors as the effect of attitude on fuselage
and interference drag, the effect of pitching moment
on tail drag, scale effect, and tile wn'iation with lift
coefficient previously mentioned.
I "P_ I; J \ 11
/. 505) t°I / .'1 / ,.s, ___
F . I! ,J(D
I/.sso z/es _ _-
(a) I _ , I , I : i , i _ I
.95 log /05
9_ _pefcenl C_
(a) Cz,.a_; flap angle, l0 °.
(c)
(
?
L
(el
.Z .925
_,zgOo I I 0
, , J.400 "_
_' t /.500 -L-- _
.95 /00 105
._ ,,oE,,,-.cef_t c_
(e) (','_oz; flap an_le, 3(P
: J.;oo,f/,I
[ : 1"6001 i 1
,95 /00 /05
9_ _p_'rcen/ C_
{e) ('t,a,_z; flap angle, I;(I°.
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The results presented for the erect 'rod inverted
tests (figs. 14, 15, 19, and 20, and table l) overlap to
some extent near zero lift and are not in strict agree-
ment; the pitching-moment coefficients about the
aerodynamic center, the positions of the aerodynamic
center, and the wflues given in table I for the lift-curve
slope, and for the angle of zero lift (indicated bv the
lift-curve slope) as obtained from tim erect and in-
verted tests differ somewhat. These apparent dis-
crepancies in table I arise from the fact. that the
(
f _ _ /.75Q • 0
.95 I00 /05
-_ HO_rcemf C_
(h) ('_oz; flap angle, 20_
L
(a)
.-I, 840
_-----_._._._o_ o
i :(T -!
, \i -]-5 _I"¢3'° I,.boo , -
85 /00 /05
x ,percent c.
(d) {:5.,no_; fl_p nngle, 40°.
(f)
• -5 c_
;£
,.95 /00 /05
Fl!il:aE 4.- £ollhllirs sho_*ing variation of C_mo z ai'l(l ('Droll I with flap position am! nl11_le. The N A. (L A. 23012 airfoil with 0.20¢, N. A. C. A. 23012 external-air[oiI
flap. ['lain wing: ('Lm_z, 1.150; ('_,n. 0 01O3.
Standard large-scale aerodynamic char'_cteristics of
the N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil with the N. A. C. A.
'-)3012 external-airfoil flap hinged at axis 2 (fig. 1 (b))
at angles of --3 ° (upright and inverted), 20 ° , 30 ° , and
40 ° as obtained in the variable-density tunnel are
shown in figures 14 to 18. Similar data for the
N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil in combination with the
N. A. C. A. 23012 external-airfoil flap set at angles
of --3 ° (upright and inverted) and 30 ° appear in figures
19 to 21. Important characteristics of the two airfoil-
flap combinations tested in the variqble-density tunnel
are summarized in table I.
I previously mentioned constants have been selected to
give reasonably good agreement with the test results
at moderate positive and negative angles of attack.
Tile char'_cteristic curves may be faired together at
zero lift, giving preference to the positive-angle data;
or the positive-angle data may be employed in tile
immediate neighborhood of zero lift.
Discussion of airfoil eharaeteristics.--The high values
()f the maximum lift coefficient obtained, 2.37 for tile
N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil with flap and 2.41 for lhe
N. A. C. A. 23021 'firfoil with tlap at an effective Rey-
nolds Ntlnlber of about 8,000,000, compare favorably
with those obtained for most other high-lift devices.
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_,i _ :-4 --z .0 z .4 .a .8 zo /z z4 z6 z8
-a-4 0 4 8 /z 16 eo z4 2a
Angle of oMocR, _x [degrees) L/ff coeff_bi'en_ C_
FIOUIIE 9.--The N. A C.A. 23012 airfoil with 0 20('_ N A. C. A 23012 external-airfoil flap. Flap angle, l0 °. The airfoil is the same as used for esl 283 a (fig 6), except the
flat) setting. Tile value of C=(o.c.} ° is computed abotit tile aerodynande center used for test 2831 a.
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-FIGUliE t0.--The N. A. E. A. 23I]_2 airfoil with 0 _'¢ _ N..4 C..4. 23012 external-airfoil flap. Flap an!lle, 70% Tile airfoil i._ the same a._ used for test 2831 a (t]g. 6), exoel)t tile
flap setting The value of ('_(a c.) 0 is eonlptlted ahl,ut 1lit' aerodyl/_lulit. ,'enter used for test 2831 a.
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FIGU_.I_ 13.--The N. A, C. A. 23012 airfoil.
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}'lap angle .................... --3° Pivot below main wing chard ........... 0,054c¢ 0.045c
Main wing seclion .... N.A. (' A. 23012 Pivot oft I'll lending edge ................ 24c! .040e
Flap section ....... N. A. _'. A. 23012 ]>ivot behnv ilat_ c,hurd .............. llJc_ .0167.
Main wing chord, ¢ ............. 0.833c Flop displaeetnent angle ....................... --3_
Flap chord, cl=O.2c,. ............... 1667c a c. from lending edge _ .2.10c
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FIGURE 14. The N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil with 0.20c, N. A, C. A. 23o12 external-airfoil flap.
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[IGI'RE 15,--The N. A. C. A, 23012 airloil with 0.20e. N. A, C. A. 23012 external-airfoil flap. Flap angle, --3 ° . The airfoil is the same as used for variable-density
tunnel test 1273 (fig. 14) except inverted; a, c. from leading edge, 0.2_2c; a. c. above main wing chord, -0.07c.
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FIOI]RE 17,--The N. A, C. A, 23012 airfoil with 0,20¢. N. A. C.A, 23012 ex_rnal-airfoil flap• Flap angle, 30% The airfoil is the same as used for variable-density tunnel
test 1273 (fig. 11) except the flap setting. The value of c.(a.c.)o[s eompoted about the aerodynamic center as determhled for test 1273.
FIGURE ]8.--Ttle N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil wi|l| 0,20o_ N. A. (% A 23012 external-airfoil flap• Flap angle. 40 °, The airfoil is the same as used for variable-den;ity
tunnel test 1273 (fig. 1t) except the flap setting• The value of c.(a,<)0 is conlputed a out t e l ,r )( v amic center as determined for test 1273.
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FIqUBE 29.- The N. A. C. A. 23621 airfoil with 0.20c_ N, A. C. A. 23012 cx/(!rnaI-oirfoil flap. Flap angle, -3 °, Tile airfoil is tile same as used for variable density
tunnel test 1274 (fig. 19) except inverted; o. c. from leading edge, 0.217¢; a, e. above main wing chord, --0.01c.
1:>,6i;9'-' :;7-- :_.')
e,_ N, A, C. A. 23012 external-airfoil flap.
Pivot below main wing chord .... c,054c. 0.045C
Pivot aft flap leading edge ........... 24cf .040c
Pivot below flap chord ....... lOcf .0167
Flap displacement angle ..... -3 °
a, c, from leading edge ............ 239e
a. c, above main wing chord ......... 06c
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The minimum drag coefficients obtained for both
airfoil-flap combinations indicate a slight favorable
interference between the airfoil and the flap. The
values obtained at an effective Reynolds Number of
qbout 8,000,000 were 0.0069 and 0.0097, respectively,
for the combinations using the N. A. C. A. 23012 and
the N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoils for the main airfoil sec-
tions. These values are lower than those obtaincd for
the N. A. C. A. 23012 and the N. A. C. A. 23021 sec-
tions alone, which have inininmm drag coefficients of
0.0071 and 0.0101, respectively (reference 10). Air-
foils of the N. A. C. A. 230 series of lower thickness
ratios havfiig the same maximunl thickness for the
same chord as the coinbination tested afford, however,
16
curves show the effects of scale on the characteristics
plotted. It will be noted that the scab-effect curve for
the maximum lift coefficient of the N. A. C. A. 23012
airfoil-flap combination as determined in the variahlc-
densigy wind tunnel has a discontinuity at an effective
Reynolds Number of about 1,700,000. Th_ point
obtained in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel at an effec-
tive Reynolds Number of only 1,000,000, however,
lies on the extension of the curve obtained in the
variable-density wind tunnel at higher Reynolds Num-
bers. Only two points were obtained for the combina-
tion using the N. A. C. A. 23021 section for the main
airfoil in the variable-density tunnel, but for this
case also it appears that a similar discontinuity may
.4 .08
4<
O_
FIGURE 2I.--The N, A. ('. A. 23021 airftfil with {1•20_ N. A. C. A. 23012 external-airfoil Ilap. Flap an_-lv, 30 '_ The airfoil is the same as ilsett for v:n.i:lhle-denMiy
tl.lnllel tesD 1271 (lig• 19) except the flap setting• The value ill C.ta ¢)_j
a better conlpnrison. One such section is the N, A.
C. A. 23010 predicted to have a minimum dr'aft coef-
ticwnt of 0.0067 anti another is the N. A. C. A. 23018,
which has a ntininnun drag coefficient of 0.0091 (ref-
erence 10). These values life slightly htwer ihiin
those obtained with the conl])llrahle wing-tlal) coln-
binations.
The variations of maximum lift and minimum drqg
coefficient with effective Reynt>hts Xuinber are shown
is eolnputed ltbOlil the aerodynalnic center as detertnined for test t271
exist, as evidenced by the low maxiniunl lift coefficient
obtained at an effective Reynolds Nmnber of 3,S00,000.
An cxplnn:ltitm of this phenonienon and the appar-
ent difl'erencc tletween the results from the two tun-
ncls is indicated by the fact that the observed discon-
linuitv tends to appear at "1 constant vahw of the test
I Reynolds Number rather than of the ett'ective Revn-
folds Nmnber. As pointed out in reference 8, the
concept of effective Reynohts Number is applicable
in figure 22. The fhita plotted in this figure arc not only when tile scale ell'oct is detcrniined llminly by the
corrected f<w hinge tares or for the ell'eels of rcctangu- ! inlhlcnce of the transition from a l,uninnr t-a turbulent
lar tips t)ecallse these corrections were not known with bt)lllidiiry layer. Ill the present case the flow |hrollgh
certainty at, all vllhics of the effective ]{cvnolds the slot proh'R)tv is the inlportant factor and del)ends
Nunlber. The vllhles plotted differ, therefore, froln i tlpoll tile bOUlllt,qrv-iavor thickness relative to tim slot
the fully corrcctc(I Vllilles given elsewhere, but the'size, wllich in llll'n iS lllOl'e nearly dependent on the
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test Reynolds Number titan on the effective Reynolds
Number. Interpreted on this basis, the apparent con-
flict between the results obtained in the variable-den-
sity and tile 7- by 10-foot wind tunnels disappears,
and it is probable that wings in flight will show the dis-
continuity, if at all, at values of the Reynolds Nmnber
lower than the effective values at which the discontinui-
ties occur in the variable-density tunnel
The scale effect on mininmm profile drag', as shown
in figure 22, is about the same for both combinations.
Flap loads.--Thc variation of tlap normal force, flap
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cient throughout the high-lift range, provided that the
flap is set at the proper angle, than do split tlaps. If
a large drag at a high lift coefficient is desired to obtain
steep gliding ability, characteristics 'q)proaching those
of the split flap can be obtained by deflecting the
external-airfoil flap to larger angles than the optimum,
thus causing the tlap to stall and to give large increases
of profile drag. A different hinge axis, selected with
this characteristic in mind, should give large available
values of profile drag at high lift coefficients without,
entailing much increase in tlle mininimn values of
clmrd force, and ttap center of pressure, with lift profile drag obtainable throughout tim lift range.
coefficient of the airfoil-flap combination is shown in /knot]mr feature of external-airfoil flaps is the possi-
figure 23. These data are in no case extended to the, bility of deflecting then1 as ailerons, while they cover
!
maximum lift coefticient of the combination at the flap the full span of the wing as a high-lift device. As
angle in question on account of erratic points obtained explained in reference 1, disadvantages in connection
in the tests. The data indicated tha.t, with the tla t) with overbal.mce when the ailerons are deflected differ-
supported separately, either the main airfoil or the flap I entially and with large values of adverse yawing
had a tendency to stall prematurely, rendering the values
in the region of CL,_ inconsistent and unreliable.
The variation of flap binge-moment coefficient C m
with flap angle about the two hinge-axis locations used
is shown in figures 24 and 25. It will be noted that the
tl'tp is slightly overbalanced between angles of -5 °
and -10 ° when hinged at axis 1. Mthough t.he over-
balance does not. occur in the normal flap-operating
range (--3 ° to 30°), it seems likely that overbalance I
might occur in operation of the flaps as ailerons with
a neutral setting of --3 °. For tiffs reason the second
location, axis 2 (fig. 1), was selected and used for furth(w i
hinge-moment tests. This hinge axis is exactly l
percent of tim tlap chord ahead of axis 1. Even with
this ares, some slight degree of overbalance remains
'although it is considerably less than that encmmtcred
with axis l and is not considered likely to cause aileron
(wert)alanee in the high-sl)eed condition.
Since the tests in the variable-density tunnel were
based on the results of tile 7- by 10-foot wind-tmmel
tests, it was considered desirable to use tl,_l/ hinge 'txis
2, wtlich seems slightly more satisfactory than 1, in
the variable-density-tunnel tests. Inasmuch as the
tlap was hinged qt axis 1 for the 7- by 10-foot. wind-
tunnel tests, there is a slight discrepancy of tla I) posit:ion
between the final force tests in tim Iwo tunnels. The
ra.tc of variation of lift and drag elmr:mterislics with
tlal) t)osition, as shown in figure 4, indieatcs, however,
that the effect of this difference on the final force-test
dat't may be regarded as negligible.
General features of combinations of airfoil and
external-airfoil flap.-_The present external-airfoil flap
combinations appear to have as ninny desirable aero-
dynamic characteristics as other good high-lift devices
tested up to the present. They give a high maximmn
lift coefflc.ient and a low nlinimum drag coefficient; in
these reslleets , however, their merit is apl)roximately
equal to thqt of such a device as the split fl,tl). At tim
same time they give a nmch lower vnhm of drag coeffi-
O3
C./ 2 4 .6 .8 I 2 4 6 8 I0 0
Lffec//ve Reynolds /VeJavlget-/?7 raeTllbns
IzIliI:RE 22. Scale elfoet oil N. A. ('. A. 23[112 and N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoils with
020c= N. 3,. C. A. 23012 extcrnM-airfoil flll|L .:kl[ 'callles uneorreeti,d fi)r hinge
tares and for effects of rectangular tips.
moment render their value as a lateral-control arrange-
]ncnt doubtful. Unfortunately the use of the full-span
llap for glide control, as snggested previously, is in-
('Oml)atible with its use as a lateral-control device. An
:lrrangement using the till portions as comt)ine(I "dle-
rons and flaps, with the center portion calmblc of being
dctle('ted to nmch larger angles fiw glide control,
'q)pcars to offer a possibility of eoml)ining these v'n'ious
fentures, I)rovidcd tlmt the Nrgc values of adverse
yawing nmment arc aceel/table.
With the data av,filable at present, it is lmssible l,O
determine the relative merit of the Clark Y and tim
N. A. (;. A. 23012 airfoil sections for use as cxtcrnal-
nirfoil llaps on the N. A. C. A. 23012 mnin airfoil.
Coral)arisen of tim results in this rel)ort with those of
reference 1 indicates thqt the ('omt)ination with tim
N. A. (7.. A. 23(112 tlap [ms appreciably lower drag
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FIGURZ 23.--Variation of air loads on tlap wilh wing lift ooelllcient. N. A. C, A.
23012 air[oil with 0.20c_ N. A. (' A. 2:{012 e×(erna]-airfoil fl_lp.
20 40
6,, degree_
0 60
I*IGUICE 25,--lli_lge-moment coefficients of flap. Itinge axis 2. N. A. C. A. 23012
airfoil with 0.2(k. N. A. C. A. 23012 external-airfoil flap.
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throughout the whole lift range. The values obtained
in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel of the speed-range
index CL,_,,=/CD,,,,,, which may be considered repre-
sentative of the relative merit of the two arrangements,
are 192 for the N. A. C. A. 23012 flap on the N. A. C. A.
23012 airfoil and 174 for the Clark Y flap on the N. A.
C. A. 23012 airfoil. Although the combination with
the Clark Y flap gives a slightly higher maximum lift
coefficient, it is apparent from the values of the speed-
range index that the general maximum lift and mini-
mum drag characteristics of the combination with the
in figures 26 and 27. The polar curves for the flap
combinations are envelope curves of the series of
polars obtained at the various flap-angle settings,
thus giving at each lift coefficient the ndnimum profile-
drag coefficient obtainable from the airfoil-flap com-
bination. The envelope curves for the split-flap com-
binations were constructed from data obtained from
reference 11 and from unpublished tests in the variable-
density tunnel. In the case of the plain airfl)il equipped
with a split flap, no reduction of profile-drag coefficient
is obtained by deflecting the flap except at lift coeffi-
0 4 .8 L2 16 2.0 2.4
Sgct/on //ft coeff/c/ent, ez
F/GURE 2,'}.--Comparison of N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil and 0.20c. N. A. C. A. 23012
external-airfoil flap with N. A. C. A. 23010 airfoil and 0.20c. split flap, Effective
Reynolds Number, 8,20_,000.
N. A. C. A. 23012 flap are more favorahle. A study
of the contour curves for maximum lift and minimum
drag in this report and in reference 1 shows that the
variation of optimum position of the flap with flap
angle is more favorable for obtaining a hinge position
giving low operating moments without sacrificing per-
formance characteristics in the case of the N. A. C. A.
23012 flap than in the case of the Clark Y flap.
A comparison of the N. A. C. A. 23012 external-
airfoil flap in combination with N. A. C. A. 23012 and
N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoils, with the plain airfoils of
comparable thickness equipped with split flaps is shown
_ 2_-
-Z 7f
0 4 .8 L_ L6 2.0 2.4
_ectzbn hf¢ coefficient, cz
FIC, t!RE 27.--Comparison of N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil and 0.20c, N. A. C. A. 23012
external-airfoil flap with N. A. C. A. 23018 airfoil and 0.20c. split flap. Effective
Reynolds Number, 8°200,000.
cients very near the maxinnun for the plain airfoil.
The curves, therefore, show also tile comparison of tile
external-flap device with a plain wing. Since the
N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil with a 0.20c N. A. C. A.
23012 external-airfoil flap has a maximum thickness
equal to 10 percent of the over-all chord, it is considered
directly comparable with the N. A. C. A. 23010 airfoil
in that wings of these two types, having the same phm
form and area, would have the same maximum thick-
ness. The same is true of the N. A. C. A. 23021 airfoil
with the N. A. C. A. 23012 external-airfoil flap in
eomparison with the N. A. C. A. 23018 plain airfoil.
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From the data appearing in figures 26 and 27, the
advantages of the external-airfoil flap over other types
of ]tigh-lift flaps in general use at present are immedi-
ately apparent. The results sllow that, for flight at
any lift coefficient above approximately 0.7, a wing
with an external-ah'foil flap is superior either to tile
comparable plain wing or to one equipped with a split
flap. Since the maxinmm rate of climb of most air-
planes occurs at an air speed corresponding to a lift
coefficient near 0.7, it is apparent that the external-
airfoil flap has no adverse effect on the maxinmnl rate
of clilnt), provided that other factors affecting the issue,
such as wing loading and span, are the same for the
types of wing arrangcnlent being compared. It is
further apparent that for an airplane of a given power,
weight, _4ng area, span, and general "cleanness" the
external-airfoil flap may give aI)preciablc improvement
over the plain wing in sl,ch performance features as
take-off, angle of climb, ceiling, range, endurance, and
minimum rate of descent, all of wldeh may involve
flight at lift coefficients in excess of 0.7. Tiffs feature
may be particularly useful in increasing the single-
engine ceiling of multiengine aircraft and in permitting
such airplanes to maintain flight at lower speeds, in
taking off for example, than would otherwise be
possible with one engine stopped.
As far as manual operation of the flap in flight is
concerned, the external-airfoil flap should be consid-
erably superior to such devices as ordinary flaps and
unbalanced split flaps on account of the low values of
hinge moment that can be obtained throughout the
operating range. If some degree of overbalance may
be tolerated in cases where the flaps are not also used as
ailerons, considerat)ly nlore reduction in hinge moment
should be ohtainable t)y moving the flap hinge axis
farther bqck oil tile flal) chord without any loss of
performance characteristics. Comparison of the hinge
moments ol)tained for either of the present flap hinge
axes with the data of reference 11 indicates that this
arrangement of the external-airfoil flap requires about
one-tltird the operating moment of comparal)le sizes
of ordinary flap throughout the normal range. This
ease of operation shouhl facilitate adjustment of the
glide path in approaches to a landing and permit the
use of a direct ilap-operating lever on airplanes of such
size that a more complicated mechanical drive would
he necessary for conventional flaps. Certain other
types of flap, as, for example, the Fowler or Zap, may be
expected to give characteristics more nearly compara-
ble with those of external-airfoil flaps than do the
ordinary or split type. These other types, however,
have extra mechanical colnplications in that they
require some other type of motion than l)ure rotation,
which contributes to the ease of installation and opera-
tion of external-airfoil flaps.
Art undesirable feature of any trailing-edge high-lift
device is the large negative pitching moment that it
, develops when operative. In this respect the external-
airfoil flaps tire slightly inferior at equal values of the
maximum lift coefficient to ordinary or split flaps, in
addition to the structural disadvantages involved, the
problenl of obtaining satisfactory balance and stability
t)ecomes more acute because of tiffs characteristic.
These features are somewhat compensated by the
relatively small wake, indicated by the low drag, that
occurs when the deflection of the external-airfoil flaps
is less than tile deflection giving tile maximum lift
coefficient. The reduction of tail effectiveness due
to the low-speed wake, and incidentally the tendency
to tail buffeting, should therefore be considerably less
titan with flaps that are deflected to large angles at
maxinmm lift.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Front the data obtained in the present investigation,
tile external-airfoil flap in combination with an airfoil
appears to t)e one of the most generally sqtisfactorv
. high-lift devices investigated to date. The combina-
tion testcd oilers a relatively high value of maximum
lift. coefticient with low profile drag in the high-lift
range. At low lift coefficients it gives very nearly as
h)w values of protile drag as a good plain airfoil of com-
parable t.hickness. Structural and stability i)roblems
associated with the large negative pitching moments
occurring qt high lift cocflicients m',y be slightly
greater than in the case of ordinary and split tlaps. A
flight invest igltti()n of tliis type of device installed on a
. Fairchiht 22 airplane, with full-span flaps arranged to
! operate als(_ as ailerons, is now being conducted by the
] N.A.('.A.
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER AN AIRFOIL SECTION WITH A FLAP AND TAB
By CAtCL J. _VENz[N(_ER
SUMMARY
Pressure-distribution tests of a Clark Y airfoil with a
flap and an inset tab were made in the N. A. C. A. 7-
by lO-foot wind tunnel. The pressures were measured
on both the upper and lower surfaces at one chord section.
included from tests of a tail surface of average propor-
tions with several different tabs.
Because of the rapidly increasing use of tabs, par-
ticularly on tail surfaces where they replace the ad-
justable fin and stabilizer, there is a demand for in-
formation that can be used for stress-analysis purposes.
Calculations were made o/the normal-force and pitching-
moment coey_cients of the airfoil section with flap and In this connection, the designer desires to know the
tab, the normal:/orce and hinge-momer_t coeficients (_ the magnitude and distribution of the air forces acting on
flap section with tab, and the normal-force and hinge- the various surfaces and the moments about the hinge
moment coey_cients oJ the tab section alone. In addition, axes so that the structure, supports, and control
comparisons were made of the theoretical and experimental mechanism can be designed for maximum efficiency.
The present investigation was therefore undertaken tovalues for an airfoil with a multiply hinged flap system.
It was found that peak values of the increments of re-
sultant pressures due to flap or to tab deflection occurred
at the flap and tab hinges, respectively. Also, the varia-
tions oJ increments of airfoil section normal-force and
pitching-moment coe_icients and oJ flap normal-force and
hinge-moment coe_ciel_ts, due to flap deflection with a
given tab setting, were practically independent of the tab
deflection. In addition, the variation of increments of
tab normal:/orce and hinge-moment coe_cients with tab
deflection for a given flap setting was practically inde-
pendent of flap deflection. Comparisons of the theoretical
with the experimental forces and moments ./or the airfoil
section with flap and tab show that the theory agrees fairly
well with experiment for small flap deflections with the
tab neutral, but that the theory indicates much greater
effects than are actually obtained when the flap arm tab
are simultaneously deflected.
INTRODUCTION
A considerable number of airplanes are fitted with a
small flap on one or more of the movable control sur-
faces. Such an auxiliary flap is ordinarily referred to
as a "tab" and is usually set into the trailing edge of the
control surface. When the tab is used to reduce the
hinge moments of a control surface, it is known as a
"balancing tab"; when used to trim the airplane in
place of an adjustable stabilizer or fin, it is referred to
as a "trimming tab."
The chief aerodynamic characteristics of tabs are
covered in reference 1, which describes an investigation
of a wing with several arrangements of ailerons and
tabs, alone and in conjunction with other types of
balancing arrangements. In reference 1 data are also
make available information that would be of imnlediate
use in tim foregoing design problenls.
The tests consisted of pressure-distribution measure-
ments over one chord section of an airfoil with a flap
and a tab. From the data obtained, calculations were
made of normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients
for the airfoil section with flap and tab; both normal-
force and hinge-moment coefficients were computed
for the flap section with tab and for the tab section
alone.
APPARATUS AND TESTS
The N. A. C. A. 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel, in whieh
the tests were made, is described in reference 2. A half-
span Clark Y airfoil (fig. 1) that had originally been
built for pressure-distribution tests of high-lift devices
was used. The model was altered by installing at the
tip a flap having a chord 30 percent of the airfoil chord
and a span 40 percent of the half-span model. An inset
tab was mounted at the trailing edge of the flap, the
tab size and location being selected as representative
of the average. The tab chord was 20 percent of the
flap chord amt its span was 50 percent of the flap span.
The gaps between the flap and the airfoil and those
between the tab and the flap were sealed with plasticine
for all tests.
The airfoil, flap, and tab were all constr_cted of lam-
inated mahogany to within ± 0.010 inch of the specified
ordinates. A row of small orifices was installed in the
upper and lower surfaces at one chord section located at
the center of the span of the flap and tab. (See fig. 1.)
Tiffs location was 20 percent of the senfispan of the
model inboard of the rectangular tip so that satisfac-
tory section characteristics couht be obtained which
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would be outside the influence of the usually high local
tip pressures. The half-span model was set up in con-
junction with a reflection plane at its inboard end, the
plane extending from top to bottom of the air stream
and some distance ahead of and t)ehind the model.
A multiple-tube alcohol manometer photographically
recorded the pressures on the airfoil section.
Pressures were measured for flap settings of 0°,
±15 ° , and ±30 ° with the tab neutral. With the
flap neutral, pressures were measured for tab settings of
±10 °, ±20 ° , and ±30 °. The pressures were then
measured for various combinations of flap up with tab
down and of flap down with tab up. The angles of
attack used in the tests (--5 °, 0 °, 10°, and 15°) covered
RESULTS
Tile results of the investigation, in their original
form, consisted of pressure diagrams for the section as
tested at different angles of attack and for different
tab and flap deflections. In order to facilitate the
interpretation and application of these results, the
pressure diagrams are presented in the form of "incre-
ment" diagrams, which represent the changes in pres-
sure distribution due to changes in the significant
variables. The pressure diagrams for the basic section
(i. e., neutral tab and flap) are also given so that the
resultant diagram for any case may be obtained by
addition of the increment and the basic-section dia-
grams. The principal advantage of the increment
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FIGURE t.--Clark Y airfoil with tab and flap arranged for pressure-distribution tests.
approximately tim range from zero lift to maximum
lift.
Angles of attack and flap deflections were measured
with respect to the airfoil chord; tab deflections were
measured with respect to tim flap chord. Positive flap
or tab angles indicate a downward deflection with
respect to the airfoil or flap chord. The tests were
made at a dynamic pressure of 16.37 pounds per
square foot, corresponding to an air speed of 80 miles
per hour under standard sea-level conditions. The
average Reynolds Number was 1,220,000, based on
the airfoil chord of 20 inches as the characteristic
length.
diagrams is that they may, by the I)rinciplc of super-
position, be applied to pressure diagrams for any other
basic airfoil section, including the symmetrical section,
that does not depart too greatly from the Clark Y sec-
tion on which the tests were made. The diagrams of
resultant-pressure distribution for the basic airfoil sec-
tion are given in figure 2. The increments of resultant
pressure for various tab and flap deflections are pre-
sented in figures 3 to 6. The figures give the results for
a low-angle-of-attack condition, a=0 °, and for a lfigh-
angle-of-attack condition, a= 15°.
The important characteristics of the section as a
whole and of the tab and flap, as functions of tab and
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flap deflection, are also plotted as increments. These
increments were obtained by deducting the basic
section charaeteristics from those for the section with
deilected flaps, the characteristies being determined in
each ease by integration of the original pressure
diagrams. Calculations were made of the following
quantities in which lower-case letters are used to in(If-
rate section coefficients:
__. g/w
Airfoil section normal-force coefficient, C,--qc,_
Airfoil section pitching-moment
coefficient, __ m:
n!
Flap section normal-force coefficient, c,r--_1
ht
Flap section hinge-moment coefficient, ch_--qcl_
Tab section normal-force coefficient, C,=qc _
Tab section hinge-moment coefficient, ch=qct. .,
in which
_ is the resultant pressure force normal to the
airfoil chord.
m_,, the correspomling pitching moment about
the quarter-chord point.
_s, the resultant pressure force normal to the
flap chord.
/_i, the corresponding moment about the flap
hinge.
_, the resultant pressure force normal to the
tab chord.
/},, the corresponding moment about the tab
hinge.
The subscript w refers to the airfoil section with flap
and tab; the subscript ] to the flap section with tab;
the subscript t to the tab section alone.
The integrated coefficients for the basic airfoil
section are plotted in figure 7 against angle of attack.
Curves giving the increments for various tab and flap
deflections are presented in figures 8, 9, and 10.
Figures 11 and 12 are plots of theoretical parameters
taken from reference 3 and modified so as to apply
directly to N. A. C. A. absolute coefficients. Com-
parisons of theoretical with experimental values of the
forces and moments for the Clark Y airfoil tested with
several difl'erent deflections of the tab and flap are
shown in figures 13, 14, and 15.
DISCUSSION
Pressure distribution.--The effects on the distribu-
tion of resultant-pressure increments due to tab or flap
deflection are shown by figures 3 and 4. Deflections
of the tab or of the flap produce peak values of the
pressure increments at the tab hinge or at the flap
hinge, respectively. If the tab and flap arc deflected
simultaneously (tab deflection opposite to that of flap),
then peak values of the pressure increments occur at
both binge axes but the resultant pressures act in
opposite directions. (See figs• 5 and 6.)
Section characteristics.--The characteristics of the
basic airfoil section given in figure 7 (tab and flap
neutral) exhibit no unusual tendencies. For a given
setting of the tab, the flal) and tab may be considered
as a flap unit. Then the effect of deilection of such a
unit will be similar to that for an ordinary flap (e. g.,
aileron, elevator, or rudder). Increments (o the basic
values of airfoil section normal-force and pitching-mo-
ment coefficients are given in tigure 8 for v,u'ious flap
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FIGURE 3.--Increments of resultant pressure due to tab deflection. Flap neutral.
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FIGI;RE 4. [nereme.ts of resulhmt pre_ure due to flap detleetion. Tab neutrM.
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FIGURE 5. Increments or resultant pressure due to combined tab and flap deflec-
tion• _,=±1.5 °.
FIGURE 6.--Increments of resultant pressure due to conlbJned tab ADd flap deflec-
tion. _ t = ::I:30 °
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deflections with given tab settings. With the tab
deflected it will be noted that the curves are displaced
parallel to the curve for the undeflected tab. This
parallel nature of the curves shows that the variation
of increments with flap deflection, considered with
respect to any given initial tab deflection, is independ-
ent of tab deflection. At 30 ° deflection of the tab,
however, the effectiveness of the tab appears to have
been considerably reduced so that tab deflections of
20 ° should not be exceeded with the arrangements
tested.
Increments to the basic values of flap section normal-
force and hinge-moment coefficients are plotted in
figure 9 for various flap deflections with given tab
settings. The curves for the tab-deflected condition
are displaced parallel to the curve for the undeflected
tab, as was the case for the airfoil section increments.
The variation of the flap increments with flap deflec-
Lift coefficient of airfoil:
, dCJ , ba ba
Pitching-moment coefficient:
bC_ 5C e _,
Hinge-moment coefficient of flap:
., 5Gv C bC^I bGt
Hinge-moment coefficient of tab:
C C bG, _)G bC,,_
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0
Cmc/4
-./d
L20
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FIGURE Z--Characteristics of the basic airfoil section. Tab and flap neutral
tion for a given tab deflection are likewise independent
of tab deflection.
Increments to the basic values of tab section normal-
force and hinge-moment coefficients are given in
figure 10 for various tab deflections with given flap
settings. The curves for the flal)-deflected condition
are also displaced approximately parallel to the curve
for the undeflected flap over the range of tab deflec-
tions from --20 ° to 20 °. The curves show that the
variation of increments with tab deflection for a given
flap deflection is practically independent of flap
deflection.
Comparison with theory.--Theoretical expressions
for the lift, pitching moment, and hinge moment for a
thin airfoil with any multiply hinged flap system have
been derived bv Perring (reference 3). The following
relationships apply to a thin airfoil with a flap and
a tab, N. A. C. A. absolute coefficients being used:
a' is the angle of attack of the main portion of the
airfoil measured from zero lift of the un-
deformed section. (All angles are measured
in radians.)
C,,0, Chr0, and Ch,,, arc moment coefficients at zero
lift of the undeformed airfoil.
bc_ ba 5C,, bC,, 5Chr bC,_ bC^I bCh,
Parameters _, _t' -b6r'-_G ' _L' O('a' 05!' _'
are given in tigure 11.
OC.I OC,,,
Parameters 0G and _5_ are given in figure 12.
The curves given in figures 11 and 12 correspond to
those given in reference 3 except that the values have
been calculated and the curves redrawn on the basis of
N. A. C. A. absolute coefficients.
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FI{_URE 9.--Increments of flap normal-force and hinge-rllonleat coet]icients for various t_tl)and flap deflectk)as.
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The theoretical and experimental values of airfoil
section normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients
are compared in figure 13. Tile data show that the
theory agrees fairly well with experiment for flap de-
flections from 0 ° to 4-15 ° with the tab neutral. Similar
agreement was found in comparing data from reference
4 which deals with tests of a 30-percent-chord flap.
Reference 5 also shows good agreement of theory with
experiment for small angular deflections with flaps 20
percent of the airfoil chord. With the tab and flap
both deflected, however, the present investigation
shows that ttle theory indicates considerably greater
air near tile trailing edge of the airfoil and is therefore
unable to produce its full effect.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the arrangement of airfoil section, flap,
and tab tested, tile following conclusions may be drawn:
1. Peak values of the increments of resultant pres-
sures due to flap or to tab deflection occurred at the
flap and tab hinges, respectively.
2. Tile variation of increments of airfoil section
normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients and of
flap normal-force and tdnge-moment coefficients, due to
4O .2O
AC_
.20
o
-.20
-.40
.40
20
0
-.20
•I0
0
-.I0
-.20
_Ch_
.20
.IO
0
-.I0
-.40 = 20
-30 -20 -/0 0 I0 20 30 -30 -20 -I0 0 /0 20 30
6 t , degFees _t, degrees
FIGURE 10.--Increments of lab ilol'I]lal-[or(_and hinge-moment coefficientsfor various tab and flapdeflections.
effects on the airfoil section normal-force and pitching-
moment coefficients than are actually obtained by
ex perimcn t.
Theoretical and experinlcnt_d values of the flap
hinge-moment coefficients are compared in figure 14.
As in the case of the airfoil section coefficients, good
agreement is shown between theory and experiment
when the tab is neutral. With the tab deflected in a
direction opposite to that of the flap, however, only
one-half to two-thirds of the theoretical effect is ob-
tained. Similar effects were shown by comparisons
made in reference 6.
Values of the theoretical and experimental hinge-
moment coefficients of the tab are compared in figure
15. This comparison shows a very poor agreement
between theory and experiment, probably because of
the small-chord tab (6 percent of the airfoil chord),
which is operating in a somewhat turbulent region of
flap deflection with a given tab setting, was practically
independent of the tab deflection.
3. The variation of increments of tab normal-force
and hinge-moment coefficients with tab deflection for
a given flap setting was practically independent of flap
deflection.
4. Coinparisons of the theoretical with tile experi-
mental forces and moments for the airfoil section with
flap and tab shows that the theory agrees fairly well
with experiment for small flap deflections with the tab
neutral but that the theory indicates nmch greater
effects than are actually obtained when the flap and
tab are simultaneously deflected.
LANGLEY _{EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, V'A., December 10, 1935.
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FIGURE ll.--Parametcrs for computing lift, pitching moment, and hinge moment.
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INTERFERENCE OF WING AND FUSELAGE FROM TESTS OF 28 COMBINATIONS
IN THE N. A. C. A. VARIABLE-DENSITY TUNNEL
By ALT_ERT _I[ERMAN
SUMMARY
Te._t._ oJ 28 wing=fuselage combinations were made in
the variable-density wind tunnel as a part of the wi,_g-
fuselage intelference program being conducted therein and
in addition to the 209 combinations pre_iously reported in
N. A. C. A. Report No. 5_0. These tests practically
complete the ,_tudy _ combi_tations with a rectangular
fu,_elage altd continue the study of combinations with a
r_mnd fu,_elage and a tapered wi_g.
INTRODUCTION
An extensive wing-fuselage interference investigation
has been undertaken in the N. A. C. A. variable-density
wind tunnel as the second phase of a general program
designed to cover the problem of interference. A
discussion of this program is included in reference 1,
which presents the basic part of the wing-fuselage inter-
ference investigation and contains test results for 209
combinations.
The present paper is a continuation of reference 1
and presents the results for some 28 additional wing-
fuselage conlbinations that were indicated by the
program outlined therein. The present tests prac-
tically conclude the study of combinations with a rec-
tangular fuselage and continue the study of combina-
tions with a round fuselage and a tapered wing.
Future reports will cover further phases of the wing-
fuselage interference investigation.
MODELS AND TESTS
&
The models cmt)loyed for the combinations tested
herein were those used in reference l; they are the
N. A. C. A. 0012 and the N. A. C. A. 4412 rectangular
wings, the tapered N. A. C. A. 0018-09 wing, the
round- and rectangular-section fuselages, the 9-cylinder
radial engine, and the engine cowling. Fillets were
carefully made up of plaster of paris as required.
The tests were of connected conlbinations only, 28
in all (see table V and figs. 8 to 11), and covered the
effect of vertical displacement of the airfoil from the
fuselage axis, k/c (see reference 1), the effect of fillets
on wLrious wings in combinations with the rectangular
fuselage, and the effect of fillets and of a cowled engine
on round-fuselage, tapered-wing combinations for vari-
ous vertical wing positions. The wings were set in
combination at only one longitudinal location, d/c=O.
and at zero incidence, i_----0. (See figs. 1 to 7.) It
should perhaps be mentioned here that the N. A. C. A.
4412 airfoil, because of its negative angle of zero lift,
might be considered as having been at a positive angle
of incidence, relative to the symmetrical airfoils.
The tests were run in the variable-density wind
tunnel (reference 2) at a test Reynolds Number of
approximately 3,100,000. In addition, values of maxi-
mum lift were obtained at a test Reynolds Number of
approximately 1,400,000. The testing procedure and
test precision, which are very much the same as for
an airfoil, are fully described in reference 1. Since
the tests of reference 1 were made, however, a small
additional correction of less than -- i percent has been
applied to the measurement of the dynamic 1)ressure q
as standard i)rocedure to improve the precision of the
results.
RESULTS
The test data are presented in the same nmnner as
those of reference 1, in which the methods of analysis
and presentation of the results are fully discussed.
Tables I and II present the characteristics of the
wing and fuselage models separately (reference 1).
Table lll (continued from reference 1) presents the
interference of the 28 wing-fuselage combinations.
Table IV of reference 1 is not eontinucd herein as no
additional tests of disconnected combinations were
made. Table V (continued from reference 1) pre-
sents the aerodynamic characteristics, coml)ination
descriptions, and profile diagrams of the combinations.
In the present report, however, new values of the
effective Reynolds Numbers at CL .... are given as a
result of a new determination of the turbulence factor
for the tunnel. The present turbulence factor for
the variable-density tunnel is taken as 2.64, whereas a
value of 2.4 was used in reference 1. The combina-
tions in this report can be compared, however, with
those in reference 1 on the basis of the test Reynolds
Numbers, which remain the same.
Figures 1 to 7 show the polar characteristics of the
interesting combinations investigated together with
those of some combinations taken from reference l
for comparison.
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FIGt'RE 1.--Effect of fuselage section [)n wing-fuselage interference•
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FIGURE 2.--Characteristics for various vertical wing positions. N. A. C, A. 0012
rectangular wit]g with rectangular fuselage.
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FIGURE 3.-- ('ht{ra('terislics for various v, iI/g shapes v,qth rectangular fuselage;
kj'c=- 0.34.
FIGURE 4,--Effect of fillets on tapered-wing, round-lu_lage combinations;
k/c= 4-0.34
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FIGURg 5.--Effcct of fillets on tapered-wing, round-fuselage combinations;
k l¢= :L0 22.
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FIGURE 7.--Characteristics of cowled-engine, filleted combinations: ktc=D.
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DISCUSSION
Combinations with rectangular-section fuselage.-
It was shown in reference 1 that the rectangular-
section fuselage bad a higher minimum drag than the
round-section fuselage and that its drag, moreover,
increased much more rapidly with angle of attack
(table II). It was also shown, however, that when in
combination with a wing the rectangular fuselage
produced only a slightly greater drag increase with
angle of attack than did the round fuselage, so that
in its case the drag interference was generally more
favorable. (See tables II and III.)
Low-wing combinations with the rectangular fuselage
had generally better wing-root junctures than corre-
sponding unfilleted combinations with the round fuse-
lage; there was less tendency to an early breakdown
of the flow (see fig. 1), which is known as an "inter-
ference burble" (reference 1). Where an interference
bnrble does occur for a combination with the round
fuselage, substitution of the rectangular fuselage might
result in a later-burbling combination having a drag
almost as low as with the round fuselage and some-
times even lower (fig. 1).
Similar low-wing combinations with ei.*.her fuselage
showed approximately the same nlaximum lifts, but
for midwing combinations with a rectangular wing
the rectangular fuselage gave higher values.
Figure 2 shows the effect of the wing vertical position
for the rectangular N. A. C. A. 0012 airfoil with the
rectangular fuselage. As might be expected, there was
little difference for combinations having the wing sec-
tion wholly within the fuselage (tables III and V). The
connected low-wing combination that exposed the
leading edge of the wing exhibited an early flow break-
down but, surprisingly, no higher niinimum drag than
the others. The disconnected combination, in which
no portion of the wing was shielded by the fuselage, had
both a higher drag and higher maximum lift.
The rectangular fuselage had somewhat different
interference when combined with differently shaped
wings (table III). As previously shown in reference 1,
the rectangular symmetrical N. A. C. A. 0012, the
tapered symmetrical N. A. C. A. 0018-09, and the
rectangular cambered N. A. C. A. 4412 wings were
sensitive to the interference burble in the order named.
This effect is very well demonstrated in figure 3, in
which the thr_e wings, combined in the only vertical
position investigated that showed large interference,
are compared. (See fig. 2.)
Fillets on rectangular-fuselage combinations had only
a very small effect for the combinations investigated
(tables ]II and V). Such a result was to be expected
from the discussion in reference 1, which stated that
fillets had only a small effect on combinations that were
already fairly satisfactory.
Combinations with the round fuselage and tapered
wing.--Figures 4, 5, and 6 present the polar character-
istics of the tapered N. A. C. A. 0018-09 wing combined
with the round fuselage in various vertical positions
both with and without fillets. The low-wi,lg, unfilleted
combinations exhibited characteristic interference
burbles occurring progressively earlier as the wing was
moved downward. Fillets eliminated this condition
but the increase in minimum drag, as the wing departs
from the midwing position, that operated for the un-
filleted combinations, held for the filleted combinations
(table V). In the midwing and high-wing positions,
fillets had very little effect except where an early inter-
ference burble at negative lifts produced an increase in
the minimum drag. For such a combination, fillets
served to reduce the minimum drag by eliminating
i the causative burble (fig. 4). Maximum lifts, as in
most other combinations, were higher for the high-
wing than for the low-wing positions whether or not the
wing iunctions were filleted.
The effect of a cowled engine at the nose of a tapered-
wing combination is compared in figure 7 with a similar
combination with a rectangular symmetrical wing. In
the low-lift range, before the interference burble for
the rectangular wing occurred, the effect for both wing
shapes was practically identical. The tendency of a
cowling toward suppressing the interference burble was
evidently effective, and the polar curves for both
cowled-engine combinations are virtually the same.
If the "speed-range index," the ratio of the maximum
liftto a high-speed drag (see reference 1), be used as a
criterion for comparing the combinations investigated
in this report, the rectangular fuselage combined with
the rectangular N. A. C. A. 4412 airfoil in a connected
tfigh-wing position would appear surprisingly good,
inasmuch as it has one of the highest indexes of the
combinations without high-lift devices investigated
thus far. This combination does not have an excep-
tionally low drag coefficient, but the maximum lift
coefficient is unusually high. If consideration be given,
however, to the employment of various high-lift de-
vices, the relative merit of the combinations may be
changed and the minimum drag coefficient be shown
to have much greater weight. Other favorable com-
binations in this report are the high-wing, rectangular-
fuselage, tapered-wing combination and the midwing
and semihigh-wing, round-fuselage, tapered-wing com-
binations with fillets.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., March 12, I936.
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INTERFERENCE OF WING AND FUSELAGE
TABLE I.--AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS
559
Airfoil
C L CD c C=e/4
ex=o _
Rectangular N. A. C. A. 0012 ............ 0.000 0.0080 0.000
Tapered N. A. C. A. 0018-O!J .......... 0_ 0093 000
a= -4 °
Rectangular N. A. C. A. 4412 ........ --0. 006 O. 0097 --0. 089
C L CI) i C_t/_
{x=4 o
0, 307 0, 0087 0. 003
• 305 .0099 .006
a=0 o
O. 298 0. 0095 --0. 087
0.920 0.0150 0.004
• 910 .0146 .013
a_8 o
0. 899 0, 0136 --0. 084
TABLE II,--FUSELAGE CHARACTERISTICS
Fuselage Engine j CL i a=0°CD tC_e CL a=4°Cn IC%__ _ CL
Round ..... None ........ 0.(DO 0.0041 0 O, 0042 0.016 [ 0.000
DO ......... Uncowled__. I . CO0 , 0189 i _ 0, 001
.001 .0191 .015 { •(X)4
.017
.014
•0000 .008 00_ :_ 1Cowled ...... {_)0Do .......... None ..... FRectangular ...... 0049 .005 .0054
CI J ' C P
0.0049 0, 028
• 0_00 .027
.0088 ,025
.0068 .015
Ct, ('v C p
_= 12 °
0.011 0. 0062 0. 035
008 ,0216 .037
]028 .0115 ,035
.026 ,IO97 .018
I
C L Ct, J C
]
0.019
.015
•040
.040
a= 16 _
0.0085 0. 038
.0244 .041
.0165 .044
.0151 .015
z Pitching-moment coefficient about the quarter-cbord point of the fuselage.
TABLE III.--LIFT AND INTERFERENCE, DRAG AND INTERFER.ENCE, AND PITCHING MOMENT AND
INTERFERENCE OF FUSELAGE IN WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS
22,5 ....
226 ..........
227 ......
228 ...........
229 .......
230 _
231 .....
232 ....
i
Combination ACL ] ACD AC, t _
I °
210 ............... --0. 009 0.0043 t 0.003
211 ........ 014 .0045 ] .0022 02 , 5 5
213 ......... 013 .0044 I --.003
214 .................. --.014 0045 [ --. 002
215 ................. 002[ .0055 [ --.005
216 ..... -- 009[ .0042 F --.002
.... -:ot_ _ .oo4_ / .oo5
217 ............
218 ...... 015 i 00 5 -- 905
i
a= --4 °
219 ....... --0,023 0,0037 I --0. 004
220 _ --. 004 . 0044 --.004
221 ........... --. 010 . 0048 --. 010
222_ . --.025 ,0050 --.012
223_ _ --. 027 .0049 --.006
224 ..... --. 006 .0039 -- 005
e==0 o
--O. 006 O. 0032
.002 .0030
• 006 .0032
--, 002 .0036
• 003 .0033
.003 .0024
• 022 .0031
.0t3 .0051
.046 .0043
• 1122 ,0031
--, 013 .0051
--. 046 .0043
• 002 .0048
C L
o._
O. 003
.018
--. 002
-.N
]018
0. 005 --0. 001
.004 .0008
--. 005
-•004 2c_
--, 002 .022
--. 003 .023
0 .029
.007 .009
0 ,054
0 ,001
--. 007 --. 012
0 -. 031
--.003 .025
ACv ! AC_ ,/4
¢_=4 o
0.0046 ] 0.00;
.0045 .00._
• 0057 .007
.0045 .002
• oo51 t . oo2
-. 002
.ooo2 I "_
• 0043
:N_ -:00|
a=0 v
0. 0034
•0036 00
• 004.5
._3 _:oo2
.0041
ACL
]033
• 057
-'_i
1 049
IN
] 027
• 020
• 035
• 053
A CI_, AC_,/4
a= 12 °
O. 0079 I 0•015
.0087 .014
• ,011
• 004
• --. 004
I OO9
• 0073 J .015
.0001 [ --.001
1
a=8 o i
J
0. OO57 0._ [
• 0045
.0053 _{){)2
007o :o_• {2054
• 0050
ct=4 ° ¢==12 o
0.0035.038 0'_8
•oo34 -i c_z
• {X}39 --._2
.0036 .004
• 0024 .003
• 0033 .002
"_)4_ fl "°11
:oo_2 -o_
• 0077
O. 021
• 033
• 044
• 017
• 048
1 013
• 077
• 024
--. 1{)2
--,017
• 055
0. 0064 0.019
• 0062 .015
• 0055 .002
• OO81 .002
.0059 .0It
• 0040 .012
• 0048 .0 t0
.0058 "(_4
• 0070
• 0044 ] 010
.0448 02_• 0053 I --:
.0117 I .017
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TABLE V.--PRINCIPAL AERODYNAMIC CHAR, ACTERISTICS OF WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS
[,ift- I I Lift co- 'C 'C I
t_ ongi- Ver- curve Span Aerody-j I_f. Ant L L
..... _ ____ td_n 1 t_n ] _i[ ea-I :eet°r I _ __L _ 'p(siti(nl b _?::a J R2fl'0"_ '. R, _ _ :
Rectangular N. A. C. k. 0012 airfoil with rectangular fuselage / ]
11121l_ 211 ....................... I 0 1 11'34 0 .080 .85 •0126 .07 .021 .OOl _ 1.4 e1.40 aI.32
___ ................................ !.... ___'
..... 1-8,
Rectangular N. A. C. A. 4412 airfoil will rec g ge _ I .
I ..... %Vill_]olle .......................... _ .076 ._J) ,0094 .22 .006 --.080 1.0 _1.64 "I 51 i
_l<::_:::::_ _1_....................o ! |0 I ..... - ! '!
_---_-_ ._,o]........... I,, i_lo o_,,_ ,_,_,o,_,_, o_-o_ _o.,_.,_
222_ I 2.2 ......................... 1 0 ' - 34 ( i .(]8 a5 0 4z _4 02. --. ]ol 1 2 _ 1.67 l-1.57
Tapered N. A. C. A. 0[}18-0009 airfoil with rectangular fuselage I i
........ ----I .......... ] - .............
i _ ............................. _ , " " _ ' ] i ] " ' I " ' ' I "
I Letter_ refer to t)'pes of dra[ curves ass[}ci_ite,| %_[th t he itlterfcre[lcc ilnrl}le_ See f{lotucJte I. p, 7
I L_tter$ refer to COl_dilioTI at IllaXIUlLIII_ lift a_ f(i]l!}_,_ S: _ r¢2asona[}ly steady _ eL s; b SHlal[ I¢}-:_ of lift bey_lml C_ ,: _, large Ios_ of lift beyond C;. and tlll('t_FttliIl
vahJo of C/,_..
Poor agreement in high-speed range.
Poor agreement over whole range.
Poor agreement in high-lift range
Rapid increase in drag preceding definite break,low[1
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TABLI,; V.--Pf_,INCIPAL AERODYNAMIC CttARACTERISTICS OF WING-FUSELAGF COMBINATIONS Contimled
Diagrams representing
combinations 25
Tapered N. A. C. A. 0018 0009 airfoil
227 2T/
* - ................ 0 --. 22
228_.._________. _ 22._ ....................... 0 --, 3't
.2 ; .11o
J
Longi- Vcr- curve Span ! p°sil0i°n
Lift I Aerody-
tudinal tical Wing I slope I efli- i C_ i namic-
Remarks posi- posi- rsetting ()erde- ee (y *_. ' center
tion tion [ i. [gree fz/faetor / ] (Lopj
r / / I
• (l_O 4.90 .0124 .027
2 CL_°= I CL_°=
(" effec- I elicc- Itire tive
L burble 8"2x10613"7xlO6
.(179 4.80 ,01'28 .01 i .023 a 1,21; a 1. 10
, •079 ..... . b,5 •0127 . Ofl • 1130
I Letters refer to types of drag curves associated with the interference bllrble as follows:
Type A Type B Type C
Letters refer to condition p.! maxilnum lift¸ _s f_llnws: a, re:_ulal_ly steady at ('l_. z. _, small los_ of lifl beyond ('/ . t, large hiss of lift I)e','or _ () • 0,nd uneert:tin
vahle of C/._ .
Poor agreement in high-sl_eed range.
Poor agreelqlerlt over whole range.
Poor agreenlent in high-lift range,
'; F.apht in(,rease in drag preceding definite bre,_kdnwn,
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FIGURE 10.--Conlbination 234 (eombinalion 231 inverted} showing tapered fillets.
FIOURE 8.--Combination 229, showing tapered flllet_
FIGURE 9.--Combination 224, showing a lending-edge fillet in the shape of a
windshield
FIGURE lI.--Combination 237 showing a cowled engine and tapered fillets.
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AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
Washington, D. C., June 22, 1936.
(_ENTLEMEN:
As a result of the recent rapid advances in aeronautics, the need has arisen for
the revision of Technical Report No. 357 "Aircraft Accidents--Method of Analysis"
in wkich is presented an analysis method that has been for a number of years the
standard nlethod used by the War, Na_', and Commerce Departments. Since
the publication of this report questions of interpretation of some of the definitions
have arisen and incidents have occurred for which the specified classifications seemed
inadequate. A revision of the report has ttlerefore been prepared by the Committee
on Aircraft Accidents in order to meet these conditions.
The revision of the report was conducted at a series of thirteen meetings, the
first of wlfich was held on October 30, 1935. At these meetings the form of the
analysis chart and the classifications shown on the chart were carefully considered,
as well as the definitions.
In accordance with resolution adopted at a meeting of the Committee on
Aircraft Accidents held tiffs date, I have the honor to recommend that the attached
report be published as a technical report of the National Advisory Conimittee for
Aeronautics, to supersede Technical Report No. 357.
Respectfully,
COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS:
EDWARD 1'. WARNER, Chairma_t.
THE EXECVTIVE COMMITTEE
National Adcisory Committee Jot Aeronautics
Washington, D. C.
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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE AND HISTORY
This report is a revision of Technical Report No.
357, prepared by the Committee on Aircraft Accidents
and published in 1930. The original report of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics on the
analysis of aircraft accidents, of which Report No.
357 was the first revision, was prepared by a Special
Committee on the Nomenclature, Subdivision, and
Classification of Aircraft Accidents, and issued as
Technical Report No. 308 of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. The special committee
was organized by tile National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics in response to a request dated Febru-
ary 18, 1928, from the Air Coordination Committee,
which consisted of the Assistant Secretaries for Aero-
nautics in the Departments of War, Navy, and Com-
merce. The request of the Air Coordination Com-
mittee was made "in order that practices used may
henceforth conform to q standard and be universally
comparable." The task of the special committee wqs,
therefore, to prepare a basis for the classification and
comparison of aircraft accidents, both civil and
military.
The report of the special committee was approved
by the Executive Committee of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics on October 3, 1928, and
on recommendation of the National Advisory Com-
mittee the method of analysis outlined in the report
was adopted for official use by the War, N'tvy, and
Commerce Departments. As a result of recommenda-
tion of the special committee, a standing Committee
on Aircraft Accidents was established for the considera-
tion of questions regarding interpretation of the report
•rod suggestions as to changes, and of sucll other
questions relating to aircraft accidents as might arise
from time to time.
Since the publication of the original report, the
practical wflue of the method of accident analysis has
been definitely proved by its use in the War, Navy, and
Commerce Departments. However, during the first
2 years questions of interpretation of some of the
definitions arose end incidents occurred for which the
specified classifications seemed inadequate. In order
to meet these conditions Report No. 357 was prepared
by the Committee on Aircraft Accidents. The recent
rapid advances in aeronautics have resulted in the
need for further revision, and this report has accord-
ingly been prepared to supersede Report No. 357.
The membership of the Committee on Aircraft
Accidents is as follows:
Representatives of tl_e .Vafional Adrise,'y Committee for Acre-
nautics:
Hen. FMward P. Warner, Chaivmttn.
Dr. George W. Lewis.
Representatives of the Arm!! Air Corps:
Capt. Lowell H. Smith, United States Army.
: Captain E. V. tlarbcek, United States Army.
Representatives of the Burea_ of Aeronautics of the Navy:
Lt. Comdr. A. O. Rule, l'ni/ed States Navy.
Lt. S. B. Dunlap, United States Navy.
Representatives of the Burea_l of Air Commerce:
Mr. Jesse W. Lankford.
Mr. J. T. Shumate.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
DEFINITION OF AN AntCRAFT ACCIDENT
An aircraft accident is an occurrence which takes
place while an ai,'craft is being operated as such, as a
result of which a person oi- persons are injured or killed
or the aircraft receives appreciabh_ or marked damage
as a result of a failure of the aircraft structure or engine
or through the forces of external contact, or through
tire. For the purpose of analysis an aircraft is con-
sidered as "being operated as such" f,'om the time the
pilot, or passengers board the aircraft with the intention
of flight until st,ch time as the pilot and passengers
disembark from the aircraft upon completion of flight.
A collision of two or more aircraft shouM be analyzed
and reported statistically as one accident. It is appre-
ciated that in some cases, as where a collision involves
two triter'fit of different services, it will necessarily
appear in two sel)'U'ate '_ccident reports and that a
certain amount of (h,plic',tion in tabulation will in-
evitably be involved. In such a case each service
involved will credit to its own account only those
personnel injuries or fatalities occurring in the aircraft
for which it is individually responsible.
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AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT ANALYSIS FORM
In drawing up the aircraft accident analysis form
and the accompanying definitions the committee had
ill mind the frequency rate of accidents from the various
causes, the logical lines along which studies should be
conducted, and the ease with which these studies can
be made from this chart. It is recognized that to make
a detailed study of accidents due to any one cause a
further subdivision may be necessary. However, if all
accidents are classified according to this chart the major
causes can be easily determined and further investiga-
tion can be readily carried out for tile purpose of elimi-
nating these causes.
It was also recognized, in working out this chart,
that the division of immediate causes between personnel
and material as set forth in the chart and definitions
was more or less arbitrary, since all defects of aircraft
can in the last analysis be attributed to errors of person-
nel, whether in operation, inspection, maintenance,
manufacture, or design. Since the purposes of the
accident study seemed to be best served by drawing
attention to defects of material, even though traceable
ultimately to personnel errors, the line between per-
sonnel and material in the immediate causes was drawn
or other subheads. However, in the particular case
cited "Errors of pilot" would be the only division of
"Personnel" which couht be charged with tiffs accident.
If 80 percent of the accident were charged to "Per-
sonnel" in tile above instance, then 80 percent of the
accident would be charged to "Errors of pilot." Then,
assuming that the responsibility for such piloting error
rested jointly upon error of judgnlent and poor tech-
nique, a still further subdivision would be made and
40 percent of the accident would be charged to "Error
of judgment" and 40 percent to "Poor technique."
Thus the factors of each crash could be traced down to
the last subidvision under any heading and weighted
in accordance with their importance.
CLASSIFICATION OF ACCIDENTS
For the purpose of comparative study aircraft acci-
dents may be divided into groups of accidents of the
same general characteristics. Accident prevention
must be regarded as the primary purpose of aircraft
accident study. Studies of accident causes point out
needed remedies more clearly when they are supple-
mented by certain studies based upon tile nature and
results of the accident.
at the operating or maintenance personnel of the air-
craft. In other words, under the main heading "Per-
sonneP' there are included only those accidents for
which personnel engaged in the operation or mainte-
nance of tile aircraft are responsible. Accidents due
to material faihlre are classified under "Material" even
For example, in both bad landings and tail spins the
principal c_mse is usually errors of tile pilot. Statistics
based, upon the study of causes merel'¢ show that
pilots errors are responsible for more than half of all
accidents, and the formulation of remedies for the
situation appears difficult, lf, however, the same acci-
though personnel charged with design, construction, or I
overhaul may be heht responsible for the failure, i
Errors due to personnel other than those immediately _
accessory to the operation of the aircraft are shown in[
the "Underlying causes" or "Cross analysis", as set
forth hereinafter, rather than in the main headings of
immediate causes.
Tile plan as drawn up by tile committee is not in
any sense final or complete, but is presented to provide
a working basis for the study of aircraft accidents from
all sources.
w_.mHVmG OF ACCIDENTS
Where two or more factors cause an accident, part
will be charged to each; for example, in tile case of an
avoidable accident following an engine faihlre the
responsibility for the accident luight be considered to
be equally divided between the pilot and the power
plant, in which case 50 percent would be charged to
"Personnel" and 50 percent to "Material." If the
responsibility for the accident rested largely upon the
1)ilot, "Personnel" would be charged with 60, 70, or
80 percent of the accident, ar even more, depending
upon the degree of responsibility decided upon. Con-
versely, in the above cases "Material" and "Miscel-
laneous" would be charged with a total of 40, 30, or 20
percent of the accident. This same division of re-
sponsibility might be carried out under "Personnel"
dents are classified according to their nature and re-
suits, it is found that the tail spin is the kind of accident
that is by far the lnost prevalent aInong those which
produce fatal consequences. It is appare_lt that new
designs which decrease the tendency of airplanes to
spin, or new training methods which increase tile ability
of pilots to avoid falling into spins and to recover from
thenl quickly, will have a marked influence toward the
prevention of fatal accidents.
Likewise, the study based upon nature and results
indicates, in the case of collisions, that this kind of
accident is third in ilnportance among those which
produce fatal results, and that these accidents are
nluch lnore prevalent during winter nlonths than in
summer; and while remedies are not so obvious as in
the case of tail spins some lines of attack innncdiately
suggest themselves.
The following classifications for study of accidents
according to their nature are recommended:
I. NATURE OF THE ACCIDENT
Under tiffs head accidents are classified according to
the type of accident which occurs.
1. Class A--Collisions in full flight with other air-
craft.--This includes collisions with airplanes, balloons,
or other aircraft while the colliding aircraft is at flying
speed or at an altitude which permits free maneuvering.
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It excludes collisions on the ground wliile taxying,
taking off, or landing. (See classes F and G.)
2. Class B--Collisions in fullflight u'ith objects other
_han aircrafl.--This includes collisions while at flying
speed and with engine functioning normally, with
birds, towing lines, towed sleeves, trees, poles, wires,
houses, mountain sides, or olher objects. It includes
collisions with the earth or water by diving. It ex-
cludes collisions on the ground while taxying, taking
off, cr landing. It excludes accidents to an aircraft
caused by parts of the same aircraft becoming detached
in flight and flying back or striking other parts of the
aircraft. (See classes F and G.)
3. Class C--Spins or stalls following engine failure.--
This includes spins, stalls, and all collisions with the
earth while the airplane is out of control due to loss
of flying speed following engine f'dlure.
4. Class D--Spi_s or stalls without engine failure.--
This includes spins, stalls, and all collisions with the
earth while the airplane is out of control following loss
of flying speed, with the engine functioning normally.
It includes spins due to defective handling qualities of
the airplane.
5. Class E--Forced landir_gs.--This covers accidents
while making landings necessitated by conditions
which could not be overcome while in flight.
('lass E (1)---Emergency forced landings.--This
covers accidents while making landings immediately
necessitated by conditions which eould not be overcome
while in flight.
Class E (2)--Deferred forced landings.--This covers
accidents while making landings necessitated by eon-
(titions which could not be overcome while in flight _H-d
which make continued flight inadvisable but (h) 1)ermit
n reasonable time for the selection of a landing area.
6. Class F--Landing aecidents.--This includes acci-
dents occurling while the pilot is in the act of making
a vohmtary landing. It excludes forced landings,
a('cidcnts while exmnining a field from the air or ap-
proa('hing it for a landing, and c rrier, platform, and
arresting-gear accidents.
7. (.'lass G--Talce-qff accider, t,_.--'l'his includes acci-
dents occurring between the time of st'lrting the ta ke-off
an(] the time when flying speed permitthlg normal con- ,
trol has been attained with sufficient altitude to permi!
free maneuvering.
8. Class ti-- Ta,yi,_g accident.s.--This includes acci-
dents which occur while the aircraft is being operated
as such and is maneuvering under its own power on
land or water.
9. Class _Fires. -This includes all accidents in
which tires occur while the aircr'fft is being operated
as such. It exchades fires which are the result of
collision.
Class I (l)----Fires in the air.- This includes qll acci-
(lcnts in which tires occur while the aircraft is being
operated qs such in the air.
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Class I (2)--Fires on the ground.--This includes all
accidents in which fires occur while the aircraft is
being operated as such on the ground.
NOTE: FIRES AFTER ACCIDENT.--This is a secondary
grouping for statistical purposes only, and should not
be included under Class I.
10. Class J--Carrier, platform, and arresting-gear
accidents.--This includes accidents occurring while the
aircraft is landing upon or taking off from (1) the deck
of a floating aircraft carrier, or (2) a platform intended
for the lauding and taking off of aircraft, but excludes
launching-gear accidcnts.
11. Class K--Launching-gear accidents. This in-
eludes accidents during take-off in which the aircraft
is assisted in gaining flying speed by the application of
an external force.
12. Class N_Structural .failure.-This includes all
accidents resulting in loss of control of the aircraft, as
a result of a failure while in flight of any part of the
aircraft structure or engine which is not due to contact
with any external object.
13. Class N--3Iiseellaneous.--This includes acci-
dents the nature of which is known but which do not
fall into one of the above classifications.
14. Class t _ Undetermined. This includes all tmci-
dents concerning the nature of which so little is known
tht_t any other classification cannot be intelligently
nlfl.de.
II. INJUII't" TO PERSONS
Under this head accidents are cl'tssifled aeeording
to the injury suffered by per'sons.
, 1. ('lass A.-- A "(?lass A" injury is one resulting in
the death of the individual within 't period of 90 d'tvs.
2. Class B. -A "Class B" injury is one resulting in
i serious injury to the individual. Because uf the dilIi-
culties of elassific,,tion, the opinion of a l)hysieian
should be obtained whenever possible as to whether
•m injury is severe or minor. When a physician is
not availat)le, the following general rules should be
folh)wed: Any injury that results in unconsciousness;
, any fracture of any bone except simple fractures of
]the fingers and toes; lacerations that involve muscles
lot" cause severe hemorrhage; any injury to _my internal
organ; or any other injury that it seems probable will
ineap'lcitate the individual for more th'm 5 days
shouht be classed as a severe injury. All other injuries
should be classed as minor.
3. Class C.---A "Chlss C" injury is one resulting' in
only minor injury to the individual.
4. Class D.--Any person who experiences an avia-
tion nceident with no personal injury shall be elqssified
as "Class D."
NoTn.--The classilication of an accident according
to injury to persons shall contain a letter for each indi-
vi(hml in the qireraft '_t the time of tim accident, the
first of these letters representing the pilot of the air-
er'fft. For ex_tmple, in an accident where the pilot is
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killed,onepassengerseriouslyinjured,andtheremain-
ingpassengerescapes_4thonlyminorinjurytheacci-
dentwmIldbeclassifiedasaClassABCaccident.Had
thepilotescapedwithminorinjury,andbothpassengers
beenkilled,it wouldhavebeenaClassCAAaccident.
nI. DAMAGE TO MATERIAL
Under this head accidents are classified according to
the amount of damage which occurs to material.
1. Class A.--This includes all accidents as a result
of which the aircraft is of no further value except for
possible salvage of usable parts.
2. Class B.--This includes all accidents as a result
of which it is necessary to completely overhaul the
aircraft before it would be again ail_vorthy.
3. Class C.--This includes all accidents as a result of
which it is necessary to replace some major assembly
of tile aircraft before it would be again airworthy,
such as a wing, fuselage, undercarriage, tail, or engine.
4. Class D.--This includes all accidents resulting in
minor and easily repairable damage to the aircraft,
such as a broken wheel, bent rudder, bent propeller,
broken cylinder, broken oil cooler, etc.
5. Class E.--This includes all accidents in which
there is no damage to material.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS
The following classifications for the study of aircraft
accidents according to their causes are recommended:
A. IMMEDIATE CAUSES OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
Tim following is a proposed list of immediate stand-
ard causes of aircraft accidents, with definitions where
considered necessa_" for clarity.
I. Personnel.--This includes all accidents which can
be traced to persons accessory to the operation or
maintenance of the aircraft, either on the ground or in
tlle air. This does not include accidents due to errors
or omissions of personnel charged with the design,
manufacture, or overhaul of aircraft.
1. ERRORS OF PiLoT.--This includes all accidents the
responsibility for which rests uFon the l)ilot. The
pilot is the *actunl nmnipulator of the controls or the I
individual responsit)lc for their correct nmnipulation. [
(a) ]_RROR OF JVDGMENT. This includes all acci-[
dents resulting from a decision nlade by the pih)t which i
was not tile correct one under existing circulnst'mces
(b) Poor TI,:CHNIQVE.---This inchldes 'Ill accidents
resulting from hick of skill, dexterity, or coordin'_tion
of the senses in handling aircr¢lft controls, whether
traceable to intlerent inability to attain such or to
infrequent flying, lack of experience in flying, lack of
experience in flying under p_rticular conditions or in
tim particular type of aircraft.
NOTE.- Judgment involves mental activity only for
the purpose of arriving at decisions as to the ends to be
attained and the general course to be followed.
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Technique is the 1)hysical expression of the mental
decisions which have been made.
See examl)le on page 8.
(c) DISOBEDIENCE OF OrtDERs.--Ttlis includes all
accidents resulting from the violation or disobedience of
local or general orders or regulations or provisions of
law governing the operation of aircraft, such as low
acrobatics, acrobatics in aircraft not to be used for such
purposes, or any other type or manner of operation
specifically forbidden by orders or regulations issued by
competent authority.
(d) CARELESSNESS OR NEGLIGENCE.--This includes
all accidents resulting from the absence of care on the
part of the pilot according to circumstances or the
failure to use that degree of care which the circum-
stances justly demand, either on the ground or in the
air, such as failure to make the proper mechanical
adjustments necessary for take-off or landing.
(e) MISCELLANEOUs.--Tllis inchldes all accidents
resulting from errors of the pilot not accounted for
above.
2. ERRORS OF OTHER PERSONNEL.-- This includes all
accidents the rcsponsibility for whicll rests upon per-
sonnel other ttlan the pilot, such as section leaders,
navigators, maintenance crew, operations officers, dis-
patchcrs, tower control men, or meteorological and
communication personnel.
II. Material.-Tiffs includes all accidents resulting
from failure of the airplane structure, power plant,
accessories, and launching and arresting devices,
whether traceable to material, faulty design, construc-
tion, modification, overhaul, or inspection incident to
same.
1. POWER I'LANT.--This includes all accidents result-
ing froIn failure or malfunctioning of the power phlnt
and all auxiliaries essential to its proper functioning,
exclusive of instruments. It includes the following:
((_) FUEL SYSTEM.
(b) COOLING SYSTEM.
(C) IGNITION SYSTt':M.
(d) LUBRICATION SYSTEM.
(e) ENGINE STiCUCTURF.
(J) ])ROPELLER AND PROPELLER ACCESSORIES.
(g) ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM (TItROTTLE ROD,
ETC.).
(tt) .-_[ISCELLANEOUS.
([) UNDETI"RM1NED.
2. STRUCTURAL.---This includes all acci(lents result-
ing from f,lilure of the airplane exclusive of the ])ower
plant and instruments. It includes the following:
(a) FIAGHT-CONTROL SYSTEM.
(b) ]MOVABLE SURFACES.
((') _TABILIZING SURFACES; STRUTS, W1RES: AND
FITTINGS.
(d) WINGS; STRUTS, WIRES, AND FITTINGS.
(e) LANDING (;EAR; STRUTS, WIRES, FITTINGS,
t AND RFTRACTING MECHANISM.
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UNDERLYING CAUSES OF ACCIOrNT
ERRORS OF" PILOT MATIrRIAL
DESIGN
INSPECTION
PHYSICAL
LACK
ANDOF
PSYCHO-
EXPERIENCE
LOGICAL
PERSONNEL (CLASS) ......
MATERIAL (CLA55) ..........
IMMEDIATE CAUSES OF ACCIDENT
ERROR OF JUDGMENT
POOR TECHNIOUE
DISOBEDIENCE OF ORDERS
CARELESSNESS DR NEGLIGENCE
MiSCE LLANEOU S ......
ERRORS OF OTHER PERSONNEL
FUEL SYSTEM
cOOLINGSYSTEM
IGNITION SYSTEb4
LUBRICATION SYSTEM
ENGINE STRUCTURE
PROPELLER AND PRO-
PELLER ACCESSORIES
ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM
MISCELLANEOUS
UNDETERMINED
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
MOVABLE SURFACES
STABILIZING SURFACES;
STRUTS, WIRES Jt FITTINGS
WINGS;STRUTS, WIRES,
AND FITTINGS
LANDING GEAR; STRUTS,
WIRES, FITTINGS, AND
RETRACTING MECHANISM
WHEELS,TIRES & 8RAKES
SEAPLANE FLOAT OR HULL
STRUTS. WIRES& FITTINGS
FUSELAGE, ENGINE
f MOUNT, AND FITTINGS
FAIRING& FITTINGS
WHEEL ASSEMBLY
AND Si4,1D
ARRESTING APPLIANCES
ON AIRCRAFT
MISCELLANEOUS
UNDETERMINED
HANDLING DUALITIES
; INSTF_UME NTS
i I i LAUNCHING DEVICES I
i ' ] OTHER
. UNDETERMINED
l/
RECOMMENDED BY
COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
JUNE 22, I_36
APPROVED BY
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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if) WHEELS) TINES, AND BRAKES.
(g) SEAPLANE FLOAT OR HULL; STRUTS, WIRES,
AND FITTINGS.
(h) FVSELAGE, ENGINE MOUNT, AND FITTINGS.
(i) COWLING, FAIRING, AND FITTINGS.
(j) TAIL-WrlEEL ASSEMBLY AND SKID.
(]C) ARRESTING APPLIANCES ON AIRCRAFT.
(1) MISCELLANEOUS.
(?_/) UNDETERMINED.
3. IIANDLINC- QITALITIEs.--This includes allaccidents
resulting froln those l)eculiar characteristics of certain
types of aircraft affecting their controllability while on
tile ground or in the air, such as marked tendency to
ground loop, inability to recover from a spin, etc.
4. 1NSTttUMENTs.--This includes all accidents re-
sulting from failures of instruments which were essen-
tial to operati(m under the conditions of the flight.
5. LAUNCtIING DEVICES.--This inchtdes all acci-
dents resulting froln faihtre or malfunctioning of
catapults or other launching devices.
6. AUnESTING DEVICF_s.--This inchldes all accidents
resulting from faihlre or malfunctioning of arresting
"gear not a part of the aircraft.
III. Miscellaneous.--Tllis includes all accidents not
otherwise accounted for.
1. WEATt_F_t.--This includes all accidents resulting
from conditions of the weather which could not rea-
sonably have been foreseen an(l avoided. (Mention
may be luade (m the chart of contributing weather
cames, as fog, gale, ice, hail, snow, ndn, lightning, or
low visibility.)
2. ])ARKNESs.--This includes all accidents resulting
from conditions due to nightfall whMi c(luld n,_t rea-
sonably lmve been foreseen and avoided.
3. £ntf, onT OR TEnnAIN.---This includes all acci-
dents resulting fronl conditiens of the airport or ter-
rain whMi could not reasonably have been detected or
avoided. (Forced landings should n()t be charged to
airport or terrain unless the accident occurs on fill area
u,_ed for 1.mding and take-off purposes.)
4. OTUElc--This iileludes 'dl "wcidents resulting
fr()ln causes not otherwise ,_ccounted for above.
IV. Undetermined.
B. UNI)ERLYING C._,USESOF AIRCRAFTACCIDENTS
Tile following is a list of stand.rot underlying eau._e:_
of aircraft accidents, wittl definitions where considered
necessary for clarity.
I. Errors of pilot.- Returning to "Errors of Pilot",
paragraph I, subparagraph l, the subdivisions of this
paragraph were nladc according to the inunediate
causes of ttle errors attributed to the pilot, such as an
"Error of judgment", "Poor tecllnique", etc. The
underlying c,mses of such err,rs may frequently be of
nlore interest than the ilnn:ediate causes themselves.
Ttlese causes inay be defined as those elen/ents which
contribuied to the pilot's mental and physical equip-
meat at tile time of tile accident or to the deficiencies
which existed in suctl equipment.
1. LACK OF EXI'ERIENCE.--Ttfis includes all acci-
dents resulting from insufficient personal acquaintance
with ttie actual conditions which had to be inet under
the cireulnstanccs.
(a) LACK OF (_ENEnAL EXPERIENCE.--This includes
all accidents resulting from a lack of experience in the
general problems of aviatien, such as landing, taking
off, air work, etc.
(1) Lack of total general experience.--This includes
all accidents resulting from a lack of general experience
dtle to the fact that the individual concerned has
never engaged in such work for a sufficient period of
tilne to acquire the necessary experience to have
avoided snch accidents.
(2) Lack of recent general ext)erienee.--This includes
all accidents resulting from a lack of general ,tbility
due to the fact that the individual concerned has too
infrequently engaged in general flying activities prior
!to the accident, and consequently lost tim .,/bilily he
had originally acquired.
(b) LACK OF SPECIAL EXPEItlENCE.--This inch:des
all accidents resulting frem a lack of experience in
special i)roblenls of aviation, such as certain features
of cross-country tlying (which might, for extmq)le,
require an intilnate km)wledge of the terrain of a certifin
section)) c:lrrier operations, night flying, instrmnent
tlying, etc.
(1) Lack of total special experience.--This includes
all accidents resulting from a lack of speciM experience
due to the fact that the individual h'M never engaged
in such special problelns for a m,tticient Feriod of time
to acquire the necessary exI)erience to h:'.ve avoided
such accidents.
(2) Lack of recent special exFerience.- This includes
all ,tccidents resulting froni a lack of abilhy in the
special problems (h:e to the fact th,d tlle individmfl
cencerned has too infrequently engaged in special
flying activities 1)rim ' to the accident, ,rod con, eqrently
lo._.t the ability he had originally acquired.
2. I)ItYStCAL ANO I'SYCHOLOUICAL CAI:SEs.--This
inch,,des all accidents resulting frc, nI a (leln_m_tl'able
disease cr (lefect cr poor reaction.
(a) DlSl,:ASE (lit DEFECT.--This includes all ,tccidents
resulting fr<)in '_ disease or defect, dclnonstr'tble by
i)hysic,d examination.
(1) hlherent disease or defect.-This inch,des all
accidents resulting froln a disease or defect x_hich is
not su,_ceptible to remedy within a reason'fide Feriod
of tin:e, such as defective vision or ju(lgment of dis-
trance; unconsciousness; hysterical er epileptic ten-
dency; chronic air sickness; inability to withstand
attitude, etc., fin_, of which may lead to ovei-shooting
a field, f,mlty bindings, or collision. The hist,,ry of
fin individu'd may often be necessaI T to determine
Wtlether a disease or defect is inherent.
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(2)Temporarydiseaseor defect.--This includes all
accidents resulting from a disease or defect which is
remediable and one which may not be expected to
repeat itself with undue frequency in the individual
concerned, such as temporary illness, incomplete
convalescence, etc.
(b) Pooa tCEACTION.--This includes all accidents
which result fi'om no demonstrable disease or defect
but froln other causes which make the indivi(lual react
either erroneously or slowly to a situation, sucll as
selecting what is manifestly the poorer of two fields for
an emergency landing, persisting on a course when
better judgment wouhl indicate that he should land or
turn back, etc.
(1) Poor reaction, inherent.--This includes all acci-
dents resulting from causes within this classification
which apparently are not susceptible to correction
within a reasonable period of time. The history of tim
individual would be a very important adjunct in i
determining whether such poor reaction wereinherent [
and its repetition to be frequently expected. ]
(2) Poor reaction, temporary.--This includes all
accidents resulting from causes within this classifica-
tion which apparently are subject to correction within a
reasonab]c period of time.
II. _Iaterial.--The underlying causes of material
failures should also prove of considerable interest in
analyzing accidents.
1. FAULTY INSTRUCTIONS.--This includes all acci-
dents resulting from material failures which are
traceable to errors or omissions in the standard instruc-
tions covering the use of the material.
((/) FAULTY OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS.---This in-
clu(les all accidents resulting front nmterial failures
which arc traceable to the operation of the material in
accordance with standard instructions which prove to
be incorrect or incomplete, sucli as instructions govern-
ing the use of the mixture control which when carried
out are found to damage the engine, instructions gov-
erning the proper engine operating temperature which
when carried out are found to daInage the engine, etc.
(b) l?AULTY MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS.---This in-
cludes all accidents resulting from material failures
which are traceable to the maintenance of the m'_terial
in accordance with standard instructions which prove
to be incorrect or ineolnplete, such as instructions
specifying an iniproper grade of oil for use in an engine.
9. FAULT'; INSPECTION'. This includes all accidents
resNlting from material failures which are traceable to
errors or omissions in the inspection of the In'tterial.
(a) FAULTY MANUFACTUI{ING 1NSI'ECTION.--This in-
chl(h_s all accidents traceable to faulty inspection of
lmLterial where errors or onlissions occurred prior to
the receit)t of this material by the consumer.
(b) FAULTY OVERHAUL INSPECTION.--This includes
all accidents traceable to faulty inspecti()n of material
where errors or oluissions oce_rrt'ed during overhaul or
storage of the material.
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(C) FAULTY MAINTENANCE INSPECTION.---This in-
cludes all accidents traceable to faulty inspection of
material where errors or omissions in such inspection
occurred after the final delivery of this laaterial to the
operating unit.
(d) FAULTY INSPECTION, UNDETERMINED.--This in-
eludes all accidents traceable to faulty inspection of
material where actual responsibility for the errors or
omissions in inspection cannot be definitely placed.
3. FAULTY MATERIALs.--This includes all accidents
resulting from material faihlres which are traceable to
defective materials when the defects in materials couhl
not reasonably have been detected and eliminated by
a proper system of inspection.
(a) ORIGINALLY DEFECTIYE MATEaIALS.--This in-
cludes all accidents traceable to faulty materials where
the materials contained the defects when originally
delivered.
(b) DETERIORATED MATERIALS.--This includes all
accidents traceable to faulty materials where the de-
fects of such materials occurred through deterioration
after delivery.
(c) FAULTY MATERIALS, UNDETERMINED.--This iN-
cludes all accidents traceable to faulty materials where
it is not possible to determine the actual time or place
when the defects first appeared.
4. FAULTY DESIGN.--This includes all accidents re-
salting from material failures which are traceable to
errors or omissions in the design of the luaterial.
(a) FAULTY DESIGN, ORIGINAL.--This includes all
accidents traceable to faulty design where errors or
oInissions in such design occurred in the original design
of the material, or in the coui_e of changes in such de-
sign Iuade prior to the final acceptance of the luaterial
by the operator.
(I) Faulty original design, structural strength.
(2) Faulty original design, arrangement.
(3) Faulty original design, aerodynalnic.
(4) Faulty original design, undetermined.
(b) FAULTY DESIGN, MODIFICATION.--This includes
all accidents traceable to faulty design where errors or
omissions in such design occurred in ulodifleatious to
t.he original design of the material niade subsequent
to the final acceptance of the Inaterial by the operator.
5. UNDETERMINED ._IATERIAL FAILURE.--This in-
eludes all accidents front nlaterial faihu'es the ex'tct
cause of which cannot be determined.
ALLOCATION OF ACCIDENTS
In compiling statistics an accident should be allo-
cated to the service or organization having jurisdiction
over or control of the operation of the aircraft at the
time of the accident. In the case of collisions the
accident itself should be analyzed as a single accident,
but should be carried statistically by each of the
organizations involved.
Injuries and fatalities should be allocated actor(ling
to the aircraft in which they occur.
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DESCRIPTION AND TYPICAL ANALYSIS OF AN
ACCIDENT
Pilot John Doe was flying in a seaplane at an altitude
judgment" and 40 percent to "Poor technique" repre-
sents as near an approximation as can be reached in
this case.
of 200 feet over a point of land between a bay and the i
open sea when the engine stopped. Pilot Doe had an I
opportunity to land either directly into the wind in the
open sea or cross wind in the hay. He started to land
in the ocean but at 100 feet altitude he changed his
mind and attempted to turn so as to land in the bay.
In turning, Doe held the nose of tile seaplane up,
stalled it, and spun into the land. The seaplane was
demolished, the pilot was seriously iniured, and the
passenger was killed.
Englne s/°P_°t"cr//7tu_of 200 fP._
Doe, according to his record, was an experienced
aviator with 30 hom_' flying during tile preceding
month and with recent experience in stunting airplanes.
Examination of the engine showed that one of the
teeth hi the magneto timing gear had stripped, the
broken tooth having been drawn into the other teeth,
causing the eventual stripping of all teeth. The orig-
inal break was determined to be a visible hardening
crack.
The NATURE of this accident is class C--tail spin
following engine failure, as defined on page 3. The
classification according to RESULTS is Personnel, class
BA (pp. 3 and 4); Material, class A. (p. 4).
In analyzing this accident the IMMEDIATE CAUSE is
charged, as indicated on the analysis chart, as 75 per-
cent "Personnel" and 25 percent "Material", for the
reason that the account of the accident shows that the
pilot had two chances to make a safe landing and took
advantage of neither of them. Considering the 75 per-
cent which is charged to "Personnel", it is obvious that
this is not eharge'_ble to "Errors of other personnel",
so that the whole weight, 75 t)crcent, nmst be placed
under "Errors of pilot." It appe'trs that the errors of
the pilot involved both errors of judgment and poor
technique. Ite first decided to hind straight ahead in
the ocean, which was a l)roper decision. Then, after
reaching an altitude at which turning without power is
generally considered dangerous, he decided to turn and
land in the bay. This was an error :rod showed poor
judgment. Poor technique was displayed in the exe-
cution of this decision in that the pih)t continued to
pull the nose up, still further stalling the seal)lane, when
he should have sensed the apl)ro'tching stall. It is
considered that a charge of 35 percent to "Error of
UNDERLYING CAUSES
On analysis of UNDERLYING CAUSES it would appear
that the "Error of judgment" and "Poor technique"were both due to a ' Temporary poor reactmn" with a
, strong posibility of such "Poor reaction" being "In-
herent" rather than "Temporary." However, in the
absence of a history of the individual this would have
to be classified as "Temporary."
Considering the 25 percent charged to "I[. Mate-
rial", the entire 25 percent obviously should be assigned
to "1. Power-plant faihlre", in the second order of
mbdivision, and again in the third order of subdivision
the entire 25 percent should be charged to "(c) Ignition
system."
The underlying cause of this material failure is
unquestionably faulty manufacturing and accordingly
on the cross analysis it would be placed under the head
of "Manufacturing inspection."
INTERPRETATION OF DEFINITIONS AND METHODS
As was anticipated, questions have arisen regarding
the proper interpretation of the definitions and the
methods to be followed in using the proposed method
of analysis. These questions have generally been re-
ferred to the committee for opinions or the interpreta-
tions followed have been communicated for approval.
In this manner there has been established a sort of
approved procedure.
An early criticism was the effect of the personal
factor on the weights to be assigned to the various
causes of an accident. Tlmt the average obtained
from a considerable number of cases can not be far
off is shown by the results from a test conducted by
the original special committee, but not mentioned in
its report. Six accidents were reported in identical
form to each niember of the committee and were
analyzed indeI)endently by him. The percentages
assigned the v_,rious causes were then averaged and
the averages were compared with the individual ratings.
Every memher was willing to accept the average
values as a fair analysis of the various accidents, and
the differences between the v,dues assigned by the the
individuals and averages were remark'd)ly small.
CONCLUSION
The Commitlee on Aircraft Accidents believes that
the 1)tactical v_,lue of the accident analysis chart pre-
pared by the Committee on Aircraft Accidents, and
the importance of the information which may be
obtained from the use of this chart, have been clearly
denmnstrated in its use in service in the War, Navy,
,rod Commerce Departments.
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UNDERLYING CAUS£$ OF ACCIOIENT
IERRORS OF" MATERIAL
LACK
OF
[XPFRIFNC[
IMMEDIATE CAUSES OF ACCIDENT
ERROR OF JUDGMENT
POOR TECHNIOUE
DISOBEDIENCE OF ORDERS
CAR£LESSNESS OR NEGLIGENCE
MISCELLANEOUS
ERRORS OF" OTHER PERSONNEL
FUEL SYSTEM
COOLING SYSTEM
IGNITION SYSTEM
LUBRICATION S'_ST EM
ENGINE STRUCTURE
PROPELLER AND PRO-
PELLER ACCESSORIES
ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM
LANEOUS
UNDETERMINED
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
MOVABLE SURFACES
STABILIZING SURFACES;
STRUTS, WIRES _i FITTINGS
WINGS;STRUTS, WIRES,
AND FITTINGS
LANDING GEAR; STRUTS,
WIRES, FITTINGS, AND
RETRACTING MECHANISM
TIRES & BRAKES
SEAPLANE FLOAT OR HULL;
STRUTS, WIRES & FITTINGS
FUSELAGE, ENGINE
MOUNT, AND FITTINGS
FAIRING& FITTINGS
TAIL WHEEL ASSEMSLY
AND SKID
ARRESTING APPLIANCES
ON AIRCRAF"T
MISCELLANEOUS
UNDETERMINED
HANDLING OUALIT IES
INSTRUMENTS
LAUNCHING DEVICES
ARRESTING DEVICES
WEATHER .
DARK NE.55
AIRPORT OR TERRAIN
OTHER
UNDETERMINED
DESIGN _oz z
ORIGINAL __ _u ]_
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As a result of experience, there have been introduced . study of aircraft accidents up to the prescnt time.
into the present report some minor changes in dcfini-iThe study of aircraft accidents for the purpose of
tions and nomenclature, which changes, however, are! analyzing them in such a manner as to assist in rcduc-
in conformity with the classifications already set up. ling their frequency and severity is a task which can
The committee has given careful consideration to'never be completed, but must be continued in step
the physiological and psychological problems involved i w4th the progress of the art.
in tile piloting of aircraft as having an important_l Respectfully submitted.
bearing on the number and types of accidents which
occur. (_OMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS,
The report rel)resenls the eXl)erirt_ce of tht_ ¢'om- EDWAnD P. WARNER, Chairman.
mittee and of the three departments concerned in the WASHINGTON, D. C., June 22, 1936.
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows
Axis
Designation Sym-bol
Longitudinal___ X
Lateral....... Y
Normal ........ Z
Force
(parallel
to axis)
symbol
X
Y
z
Moment about axis
Designation
Rolling .....
Pitching ....
Yawing .....
Sym-
bol
L
M
N
Positive
direction
Y----*Z
Z----* X
X----* Y
Designa-
tion
Roll......
Pitch ....
Yaw .....
Angle
" Linear
Sym- (compo-
bol !nentalong
axis)
0 •
¢ , w
I
I
, Velocities
Absolute coefficients of moment
L C M
(rolling) (pitching)
D, Diameter
p, Geometric pitch
p/D, Pitch ratio
V', Inflow velocity
V,, Slipstream velocity
7'
)', Thrust, absolute coefficient Cr=p u2D,
Q, Torque, absolute coefficient Ce = p_i),
1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s = 550 ff-ib./sec.
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp.
1 m.p.h. = 0.4470 m.p.s.
I m.p.s. = 2.2369 m.p.h
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral
N position), & (Indicate surface by proper subscript.)
c.=q_
(yawing)
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS
I'
P, Power, absolute coefficient Cp= pnaD 5
C,, Speed-power coefficient = _t/_
n, Efficiency
n, Revolutions per second, r.p.s.
4), Effective helix angle = tan-' (f_-za)
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS
1 lb. = 0.4536 kg
1 kg=2.2046 lb.
1 mi. = 1,609.35 m=5,280 ft.
1 m = 3.2808 ft.
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